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V.

ApI. 6.

KING-EMPEROR.¥.<
Cl'illlillal Procedure Cod" (Act V of 1898', ss. 162, 537-- State11lwt to police
officer-Mode oj user-Purpose of Court in njerrin[!. fo sta[e1T1el1fVariations, detection of--Aceused's right to usc statement-Time 0/ applying. jor copy of statement-Exclusion of portion of statement-Error of
Court not Vitiating trial.
Undel' s. 162 of the Code of Criminal Procedure a statement made by a
person to·a police officer in the course of an investigation, whether oral or
reduced to writing, cannot be used for any purpose, .except on the request
of the accused· or his advC'cate. A Judge or Magistrate has no authority to
lo~k at the police papers unless requested to do so by the accused or his
advocate. The purpose for which the Court refers to thestatemenl is in
ord~r.to see whether any part of the statement ought to be excluded under
the second'> provtso to the section, and not for the purpose of deciding I
whether there is in the statement material for cross-examination of thel
witness in the manner provided by s. 145 of the Evidence Act. Subject to
any part of the statement being excluded under the second proviso to the.
section, the accused is entitled to a copy of the whole of the statement to
the police.
Chcdi Prasatl Singh v. Emperor, 102 I.C. 773;, Emperor v. Ba-nsidhar,
I.L.R 53 All. 458; Jhari Gape v. King-E111piT01', LL.R. 8 Pat. 279; Madari
Sikdar v. Emperor,I.L.R. 54 Cal. 307; Nekrnm v. Emperor, 129 I.C. 267;
Ramgulam v. King-Emperor, I.L.R. 7 Pat. 20S-1'e/erred to.
It is not for the Court to decide whether there is any variation between
the statement· in examination-in-chief and the statement recorded by the
police. Subject to the power of the Court to disallow. any question which
does not tall wi~hinthe scope of s. 145 of the Evidence Act, it is for the

I

•

.. Criminai Appeal Nos. 1823 of 1933 and 74 of 1934 from the judgment
and sentences of the Additional Sessions Judge of Arakanifi Sessions Trial
Ko. 49 of 1933.
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accused or hi, advocate to decide in what manner and tu wllat extent lie
will use the statement for the purpose of cross-exa111inatiun, ," I"n~ a~ lie
conforms to the provisions of s. 145.
Bana Singlz v. Ki11g-Emperor, LL.R. 6 Ran. 137-col/.sidc1"crf.
The accused may apply for a copy of the statement of :.t witne,'s to tile
police at any time after the witness has entered the wi.lness box, and if
necessary the cross-examination must be adj?urned until the copy is
supplied. The Court should exclude from the copy supplied that portion (if any)
of the statement (a) which is irrelevant, or (b) the disclosure <if which is
unessential iE. the interests of justice as well as inexpedient in the pl,blic
'nterest.
Nga Po Choll v. King-Empcror, I.L.R. 4 Ran. 356-o:f>laill(ll.

'-i

If a mandatory provision of the Code of Criminal ProCt'(]urc' is infringed
'hat does not of itself make it necessary to hold that the COllrt IlJllst have
failed in administering jL1stice to the" accL1sed.
Abdul Rf/hma/l v. Killg-EIIII'C/'or, LL.R. 5 Rail. 53: lk~'itlas v. The:
Crown, LL.R. 10 Lah, 794; Emperor v. Barmha Singh, LL.R 54 All. 1002;

Emperor v. NuymahoJlled, I.L.R. 54 Born. 934; 111 rc Ralllaraja, I.L.R. 53
Mad. 937 --referred to.
Where the error does not affect the jmisdietion of the Court or it has
not caused a failure of justice. the provisions of s. 537 of Ihe Code come
into play, and slIch error does not vitiate Ihe trial.
Emperor v: lIcel/ll, LL.R 45 AU. 124; Subrl/ltlllallia
I.L R. 25 Mad. 61-rtf<'YYcd lv.

v.

t(illJ,i-EJII!'aor,

McDonnell for the appellants.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
A girl aged 19 was found murdered in tile huuse
of her grandmother in Akyab. On the evidence the
learned Additional Sessions Judge of Akyab found
the appellant Maung U Khine guilty of murder and
sentenced him to death. He found the other two
appellants, E Maung and RIa Phan TI1U, guilty· of
offences under s. 460 of the Indian Penal Code, and
sentenced them each to five years' rigorous imprisonment.
The High Court was moved to set aside the
convictions and to .order a new trial on tile ~rol1nd
of certain alleged irregularities at the tria1. The
High Court held that some of the allegations were
untrue and trivial and rejected them, but proceeded
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to consider the allegation that the learned Additional
Sessions Judge had failed to supply on request copies
.of statements of certain prosecution witnesses made to
the police during the· investigation, and to adjourn
the examination of these witnesses until the copies
had been supplied.· After recounting the above facts
-the judgment of the Court proceeds as follows:
DUNKLEY, J.-As I"egards the third point, this
raises the construction of that much-debated section,
162 of the Code uf Criminal Procedure. Pleader
Mahmood says in his affidavit that he asked the
Judge to refer to the statements to the police,.
recorded during the investigation of the case, of six
prosecution witnesses and to supply him with copies
thereof, that copies of extracts of the statements of
three of these witnesses only were supplied, and that
while these copies were being prepared he was
compelled to proceed with his cross-examination of
these witnesses, and the copies were only :ready
after the examination of the witnesses had been
cOIJduded. The learned Additional Sessions Judge says
that-he .,was"asked to refer to the statements of only
three witnesses, that he did so and marked those
parts which were, according to the pleader Mahmood,
contradictory, and had copies of those parts made at
once, that Mahmood appeared to have a complete
knowledge of the police papers, and proceeded at
once on his own initiative with his cross-examination
of the witnesses and did not wait until the copies
were prepared, and that the copies were shown to
him as soon as they had been prepared and were
then filed or: the record. The learned Judge's statement In regard to this matter is supported' by the
affidavits of the other pleaders in the case and of his
derks.· It is further clear from the record of the
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evidence of the prosecution witnesses that Mahmood
NGA
had, by some means or other, obtained knowledge,
KHINE
of their statements to the police and was able to'//.
{INGcross-examine the witnesses thereon. I therefore
PEROR.
unreservedly accept the explanation of the learned
~KLEY, J.
Judge on this point. I am quite sure that the
statements of only three witnesses were asked to be
referred to, and that Mahmood voluntarily continued
his cross-examination of these witnesses while the
necessary copies of their statements were being
prepared. Learned counsel for the appellant
U Khine criticizes the procedure of the Additional
Sessions Judge on three grounds, vi.e., (i) tl~at his
client -was entitled to copies of the whole statements
of the witnesses to the police; (ii) that cross~'
examination of each of these witnesses should have-•
bten postponed until the necessary copy of his'
statement had been prepared and given to the
defence pleader; and (iii) that the statements of
these witnesses to the police, so far as they were
used under the provisions of section 145 of theEvidence, were not proved. He has referred to a
number of authorities of this Court and oth~r High
Courts regarding the interpretation of section 162 of
the Criminal Procedure Code: and in order to dispose
of these appeals it is necessary that we should
come to definite conclusions as to the procedure
which ought to be adopted in applying its provisions.
Section 162, sub-section (1), is in the foHmi.'ing
terms:
"No statement made by any person to a polke-officer in
the cotU'se of an investigation under tllis Chapter shaD, jf
reduced into writing, be signed by the perSO:l makitll~ it;
nor shall any such statement or any record thereof, whetherin a police-diary or otherwise, or any part of sl1eh statement or record, be used for any purpose (save as herein-
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;after provided) at any inquiry or trial in respect of any
<offence under investigation at the time when such statement
'was made:
Provided that, when any witness is called for the pro'secution in such inquiry or frial whose statement has been
reduced into writing -as aforesaid, the Court shall on the
request of the accused refer to such writing and direct that
the accused be furnished with a cOPY thereof, in order that
eny part of such statement, if duly proved, may be used to
{;ontradict such witness in the manner provided by section 145
of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872. When any part of such
statement is so used, any part thereof may also be used iu
the re-examination of such witness, but· for the purpose only
·of explaining any matter referred to in his cross-examination:
Provided, further, that if the Court is of opinion that
:any part of any such statement is not relevant to the subjectmatter of the inquiry or trial, or that its disclosure to the
,..;accused is not essential in the interests of justice and is
:inexpedient in the public interests, it shall record such opinion
(but not the reasons therefor) and shall exclude such part
from the copy of the statement fm'nished to 'the accused;"

The plain meaning of the language of the section
is that a statement made by a person to a police
·ofS.~er in the course of an investigation, whether
.oraf or' red'lced to writing, cannot be used for any
purpose, save on the request of the accused (or, of
course, his pleader). In an unreported Criminal Appeal
of this Court {1} there occurs the dictum of a learned
Judge that" the Judge would be well-advised to refer
to police papers privately." From this dictum I must,
with the utmost respect, dissent. It seems to me to be
.dear, from the provisions of the section, that the
Judge (or Magistrate) has no authority to look at the
police papers unless requested to do so by the accused.
H is hot .for me to speculate as to the intention
of the Legislature in enacting this unhappily worded
section; but it is certain that its effect is frequently
(11 Cr. Ap. No. 10800f 1933.
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to defeat the ends of justice rather than to further
those ends.
U
V
On the request of the accused, the Jildge (or
KINGMagistrate) must refer to the statement of a 'witness
EMPEROR.
to
the police, if it has been reduced to writing,
DrNKLEY, J.
whether that statement is separately recorded or
recorded in a Police Diary. [Sulaitnan lJlo1uuned Bltoldt
v. King-Emperor (1).] The purpose for which tht
Judge (or Magistrate) refers to the statement is in
order to see whether any part of the statement ought
to be excluded under the second proviso to the
section, and not for the purpose of deciding whether
there is in the statement material for cross-examination
of the witness in the manner provided by section 145·
of the Evidence Act. Subject to any part heing
excluded under the second proviso to the section,
the accused is entitled to a copy of the 'whole of the
statement to the police. [1l1adari Sihlllr v. Efllpenw
(2); Emperor v. Bansidhar l3}; Rmngulmll Tcli v.
King-Emperor (4); ]hari Gope v. King-Emperor (5);
Clzedi Prasad Singh. v. Eruperor (6); Neknllll v.
Emperor (7).J It is not for the Court to decide whether
there' is any variation between the statement in
examination-in-chief and the statement recorded by
the police. On this point the case of Saada! Milrn
v. King-Emperor (8) has been dissented from in
Rmngulam Teli v. King-EmjJe1'or (4). Subject to the
power of the Judge (or Magistrate) to disallow any
question which, in his opinion, does not fall within
the scope of section 145 of the Evidence Act, it is
for the accused or his pleader to decide in what
NGA
KHIKE

(1\
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1928)
(1926)
(1930)
(1927)

LL.R 6 Ran. 672.
(5) (192H) I.L.K H Pat. 279,
I.L.R. 54 Cal. 307.
at pp. 282,283.
I.L.R. 53 All. 458.
(6) 102 In. Ca. 773.
LL.R. 7 Pat. 205.
(7) 129 In. C;l. 2()7.
(8) (1926) I.L.R 6 Pal. 329.
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manner and to what extent he will use the statement
for the purpose of cross-examination; but the crossexamination on the statement must be confined to
alleged contradictions between the statement and the
evidence-in-chief of the witness, and must be carried
out in the manner provided by the latter part of
section 145 of the Evidence Act, i.e., by calling his
1>attention to the parts of the statement which it is
intended to use for the purpose of contradicting
him. To this extent I must, with all due respect,
dissent from the ruling of this Court in Bana Singh v.
King-E1nteror (1).
The accused may apply for a C0PY of the statement of a witness to the police at any time after he
has been called, that is, at any time after the witness
has entered the witness-box and while he is giving
evidence. [Babarali Sardar v. King-Emperor (2)
. dissenting from Madari Sikdar v. Emperor (3) on
this point; Emperor v. Taltal Saitkwar (4); Ramgulmll Teli v. King-Emperor ,5)']
The cross-examination of the witness must be
atlj:mrned until the necessary copy has been given
[Saadat MImi v. King-Emperor (6)J. This is essential,
for .it ",ould defeat the object of granting a copy of
the statement to the accused if he were to be provided
with a copy only when cross-examination of the
witness had been completed, or almost completed.
It will rarely be necessary to exclude any part of the
witness's statement to the police under the second
proviso to section 162, and, therefore, the difficulty
/ that such postponement of cross-examination might
cause delay in the trial can usually be obviated
by having'copies of the police statements in readiness
(1) (1927) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 137.
(2) (1928) I.L.R. 56 Cal. 840.
(3) (1926) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 307.

(4) (1930) I.L.R. 53 All. 94.
(5) (1927) I.L.R. 7 Pat. 205.
(6) (1926) lL.R. 6 Pat. 329.
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at the commencement of the trial, or it would be a
NGA
sufficient compliance with the law to allow the defence
U KHINE
pleader to see the original statement of the witness
V.
KINGto the police and to cross-examine thereon while the
EMPEROR.
copy is being prepared.
DUNKLEY, J.
Under the second proviso to the section the
Judge (or Magistrate) should exclude from the
copy supplied any part of the statement which in
his opinion satisfies one or other of two conditions,
viz., (i) that it is irrelevant, or (ii) that its
disclosure to .the accused is both l1ne~sential in the
interests of justice and inexpedient in the public
interest. It should be noticed that there are only
two separate ~nd distinct conditions under which a
part of the statement can be excluded, and not
three, as, with all due respect, has been wrongly
stated in Nga Po Chon v. Kin.g-Emperor (1),
where the word "or" occurring between the word
" inexpedient" and the words II not essential,"
should be II and". To justify exclusion under the
second condition mentioned
above, the hvo
circumstances mentioned therein must exist togeth.;r
in conjunction. If he excludes any part Jf the statement the Judge (or Magistrate) must record the
opinion on which he bases such exclusion, but
not his reasons for that opinion. '
Those parts of the statement to the police which
are used in cross-examination to contradict the:
witness must be proved and brought on to the
record [Madari Sikdar v. Emperor (2)]. This can
ordinarily be done by the admission of the
witness that h~ made the statement, or by examination of the police officer who recorded it. If the
latter course is necessary, in order to avoid delay
1934

(l) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 356.

(2) (1926) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 307.
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1934
there can be no objection to allowing crossexamination subject to subsequent proof of the U NGA
KHINI
v.
statement.
KING.Hence the irregularities which the learned EMPF:ROI
Additional
Sessions Judge committed in this case D UNKL·EI
.
are that he did not provide copies of the whole
'
-of the statements of the witnesses which were
··desired by the accused's pleader, and that he did '
not record his opinion for excluding parts of those
statements, and, furthermore, that he did not postpone the cross-examination of the witnesses until
the copies had been supplied. It is further objected
that the parts of the statements put on record
were not proved, but it is the duty of the defence
to prove the statements of which they have made
use in cross-examination, and, consequently, it is
not open to the defence to raise an objection
because such statements have been brought on the
record without proof.
Learned counsel for the appellant U Khine
urges that the provisions of section 162 of the
Criminal Procedure Code are mandatory and, therefore, as th~ Court has failed to comply with them
we mU,st presume that a failure of justice has
-occurred, and we have no option but to set aside
the convictions and sentences and order a retrtal'of
the appellants. This is a contention with which I
cannot agree, and there is ample authority for the
proposition that if a mandatory provision of the Code
-of Criminal Procedure is infringed that does not of
itself make it necessary to .hold that the Court
must have failed in administering' justice to the
.:accused [.itbdul Rahman v. The King-Jj;mperor
{l); In re K. Ramaraja Tevan (2); Rmperor v·
(1) (1926) I.L.R. 5 Ran/53.

(2) (1930) I.L.R. 53 Mad. 937.
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Barmha Singh (1) ; Emp;eror v. NurrnahoNled Abdul
[(adm' (2); Devi Das v. The Cro'l.~m (3)].
U
V.
In order that an infringement of the provisions
KINGof
the
Criminal Procedure Code should be of
EM "EROR.
such a nature that it does not come within the
DU.<KLEY, J.
purview of section 537 of the Code, itmnst go
to the root of the trial and must in effect vitiate
the proceedings. It mllst in effect amount to an!;;
assumption by the Court of a jurisdiction which it
does not possess, or a failure to exercise a jurisdiction which it cloes possess
[Subra 1t1na1'lia Ayyar
v. [(il1g-El1lperor (4); Eil1.bcror v. Bec!lU Chaube
(5) ]. That the errors committed by the learned
Judge in this trial aie not of this nature is perfectly
plain. Learned counsel for the appellant U Khine has
urged that the present case is exactly similar to the
case of a Court refusing to allow any cross-examination
at all of the prosecution witnesses, and lit: urges that
in the latter case a retrial \>vould tmdoubtedly be
necessary. On this last point I am in agreement
with him, but there is a great dillercnce between
the present case and a case where all crORR·exaluination has been disallowed. In the latter caRe there
would be no materials from which an appc1Jatc
Court could judge whether the action of the trying
Cour! had occasioned a failure of justice or not ;
.whereas in the present case all possible materials ·for
deciding this point are available. I am clearly of
opinion that the errors committed in this trial are'
at the most irregularities falling within the purview of
section 537 of the Criminal Procedure Code and that t
therefore, it is for the appellants to satisfy us that
these errors have, in fact, occai;;ioned a failure of
NGA
KHINE

(1) (932) I.L.R 54 All. 1002.
(2) (1930) I.L.R 54 Bom.934.

(3) (1lJ2l;) LL.R 10 Lah. 794.
(4) (1901) l.L.R. 25 Mad. 61.
(5) (1922) LL.R 45 All. 124.
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justice. Moreover, section 167 of the Evidence Act
would appear to be applicable in the present case
and to lead to the same result.
We announced our decision on this point at the
end of the first day's hearing of these appeals, and
provided learned counsel with complete copies of
the statements to the police, not only of those three
witnesses, parts of whose statements have been
admitted to the record, but also of the other three
witnesses \vhose statements, it is alleged, were applied
.for by the defence, and we invited learned counsel
for the appellants to point out to us how the
appellants had been prejudiced in their defence by
the failure to provide them at the trial with copies
of these statements. Learned counsel for the appellant
U Rhine declined to look at them and made the
astonishing assertion that we ourselves could not
. refer to them for any purpose without his request
to do so, which he would not make. He cannot be
permitted to approbate and reprobate at the same
time in this manner. He cannot complain that. the
ttiill Court refused to refer to these statements,
although requested by the appellants to do so, and
then say that the appellate Court is not entitled to
refer to them because the appellants have not requested
it so to refer. I have studied these statements with
care and compared them with the evidence given by
the witnesses at the trial. In regard to the three
witnesses, parts of whose statements to the police
have been admitted to the record, they were crossexamined on their statements and all possible
contradictions were brought out in their crossexaminatilm. In regard to one of the oth,er three
witnesses, whose statements to the police are said to
have been applied for, the appellants had this
witness's first information report to the police as the
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basis of their cross-examination and full use was
u ~~:NE made of it ; and in regard to the other two, nothing
v.
exists in the statements which can possibly be
E~::~R. considered as contradictory to the evidence given by
DU~Y, J. them at the trial. I have already shown that in
respect of the other two minor points raised hy the
defence the appellants suffered no prejudke, and
the only possible conch.lsion is that the errors
committed by the learned Additional Sessions Jlldge
have not, in fact, occasioned a failure of justice.
[On the facts his Lordship upheld the conviction of Nga U Khine for murder and confirmed the
sentence of death. His Lordship also upheld the
convictions of the appellants· E Maung and Hla
Phan Thu for an offence under s. 460 of the Indian
Penal Code, but having regard to their youth and
the circumstances of the case, directed that they be
sent to the Borstal School at Thayetmyo and there
detained until they reach the age of 21.J
Bu, J.-The only matter put forward in
support of the appeal of Maung U Khine relates
to alleged irregularities in the conduct ,Jf th~ trial
by the learned Additional Sessions Judge. As regards
two of them, namely, (1) the refusal by the learned
Additional Sessions Judge to call the Civil Surgeon,
Akyab, as a witness for the defence and (2) his
failure to put on recolrd until the conclusion of
the trial an extract from the general diary of the
Akyab Police Station, I have nothing to add to
the reasons given by my brother Dunkley in whose·
conclusions I fully agree.
.
The third of the alleged irregularities is concerning
the provisions of section 162 of the Code of
Criminal. Procedure. Upon the affidavits of the
pleader who defended Maung U Rhine at the triai
MYA
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and other affidavits in support of the pleader's
allegations on the one hand, and the explanation
tendered by the learned trial Judge and the affidavits
of his clerks and of other pleaders who appeared
in the trial on the other hand, the only conclusion
we can properly come to is that the learned trial
Judge was asked to refer to statements of only
three and not six witnesses as alleged by the
pleader, that the learned Judge having referred to
the statements marked parts which the pleader
pointed out to be contradictory and ordered copies
to be made of such parts, that while the copies
were being made the pleader who appeared to have
a complete knowledge of the contents of the police
papers was· not compelled or required to proceed
but voluntarily proceeded with or continued the
cross-examination of the witnesses, and that when
the copies had been made they. were shown to
the pleader and in the absence of anything done
by the pleader in that regard they were filed on
the record.
• The first question for determination is whether,
ana it so Jo what extent, the learned trial Judge
contravened the provisions of section 162(1) of
the Criminal Procedure Code. According to the
plain meaning of the section no statement made
by a person to a police officer in the course of
an investigation or any record thereof or any part
of such statement or record may be used for any
purpose at any enquiry or trial except as provided
in the first proviso to the sub-section. The subsection as it stood before the amendment of the
Criminal .Procedure Code in 1923 merely provided
against the use of the .record of such statement or any
part thereof .as evidence, but by the amendment
the use for any purpose whatever of such statement
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or record or any part of such staterilent or record
NGA
at an enquiry or trial· of the offence uncler
U KHIl'lE
investigation at the time when such statemcnt was
v.
'KINGmade is entirely prohibited except as provided by
EMPEROR
,
J
the
first proviso to the .sub-section, ~ under which
II
.,YA
BU, ..
an imperative duty· is cast upon the Court, 01l tlle
request of the accused (or, of course, his pleader),
to refer to the record of such statement. Therefore
unless and until the accused or his pleader lllakes
the request, the duty of the Court to refer to
such record does not arise and the prohibition
contained in the main sub-section rcrnail'1s unqualified.
For these reasons I join, with the utmost respect
to the learned Judge conce.rued, in the note of
dissent struck by my learned brother DUDklcy with
reference to the dictum that "the Judge would be
well advised to refer to police papers privately II
appearing in Criminal Appeal No. 10~O of 1933 of
this Court.·
Under the proviso an imperative . duty is cast
upon the Court, on the request of the accused or
his pleader, not only to refer to such record bill
also to direct the accused to be fl1rnisbcd 'vith a
copy thereof, although under the secom] proviso
not only does the Court have the right but .also
it is its bounden duty to exclude from the copy
to be furnished to the accused all}~ part of such
statement, if the Court is of opinion that such part
is not relevant to the subject-matter of the cnquiry
or trial or that its disclosure to the accused is
rot essential in the interests of justice anel IS
inexpedient in the public interests. \Vbere tile Court·
excludes such part from tile copy of the statCllll'l1t
furnished to the accused the Court llll1st rc(~orcl .its
opinion (but not tbe reasons therefor) by which it
justifies the exclusioil. The plaill meaning of the
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two provisos then is that the Court on the request
NGA
of the accused is bound to refer to the record of
U KHI~
the statement of a witness called for the prosecution
v.
KINGfor the purpose of forming an opinion (1) whether EMPERC
any part of such statement is not relevant to the :MYA Bu,
subject-matter of the enquiry or trial or (2) whether
its disclosure to the accused is not essential in the
interests of justice and is inexpedient in the public
'interests j and when no part of the statement is
found not to be relevant to the subject-matter of the
.enquiry or trial or is found to be such that its
disclosure to the accused is not essential in the
interests of justice and is inexpedient in the public
interests, .the Court must direct that the accused be
furnished with a copy of the record of the statement j but if the Court is of opinion that any part
of such statement is not relevant to the subjectmatter of the enquiry or trial or that its disclosure
.to the accused is not essential in the interests of
justice and is inexpedient in the public interests, the
Court must record such opinion, but not the reasons
therefor, and must exclude such part from the copy
·ot 'the statement furnished to the accused and then
direct-that the' accused be furnished with a copy of
such statement, less such part as the Court excludes.
There is nothing in the language of these two provisos .
to suggest that it is the duty of the Court to decide
whether there is any variation between the statement ,
of the witness in Court and the statement recorded .
by the police before directing that the accused be
furnished with a copy of the statement. It must be
borne in mind that the exclusion of .any part of the
statement of a witness to the police on the ground
of irrelevancy under the second proviso - is not
irrelevancy based on want of contradiction, inconsistency or discrepancy between the witness's statement
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in Court and his statement to the police, but
NGA
irrelevancy with reference to the subject-matter of
U KHINE
the
enquiry or trial. Therefore it does not appear to·
V.
KINGbe a necessary ground for requiring the Court to
EMPEROR.
direct that the accused be furnished .with a copy of
MYA BU, J.
the statement of a witness to the police that there
should be any variation between the witness's statement in Court and his statement to the police. In
so far as the ruling in Bana Sing1z v. King-Emperor
(1) indicates that there should .be such variation in
order that the accused be entitled to a copy of the
record· of the statement made to the police, I am at
one with my learned brother Dunkley in respectfully
dissenting from it.
.Upon othe( points relating to the interpretation
of the provisions of section 162 the views expressed
by my learned brother in his lucid judgment are
supported not only by the plain meaning of the
section -but also by judicial pronouncements quoted
by him and· I have nothing to add to his observations but state that I entirely agree with his views.
I also agree that such irregularities as we have
found that the learned trial Judge has commiHed clre·
at most irregularities falling within the purview of
section 537 of the Criminal Procedure Code and that
they have not in fact occasioned any failure of
justict::.
Upon the facts of the case I agree that there is
no substance in the appeal of any of the three
appellants. I agree in the order proposed by him.
(1) (1927) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 137.
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MA THET

'l'.

MA SE MAI.*

i'art-per!ormallcc:-/I1ortgagec's agreclIlwt 10 bu)' mortgaged properly in
satisfactioll of dcbt alld fllrther paymC1lf-Morfgagcc ill posscssioll-Pad.
payment of additional price-Receipt by vendor-Suit for "cdemPUollTransfer of Prope1't)' Act (nr of 1882 atilt XX oj 1929), s, 53A.
\Vhere an t:sufhlctuary mortgagee resists the snit of the mortgagor for
redemption on the ground that, the morlgagorhaving"agreed to sell the land to
the mortr,agee in full satisfaction of the mortgage debt and for an additional
payment of a sum in cash by the mortgagee, the mortgag~e remained in
possession of the land as the purchaser thereof, he must prove that (1) the
agreement for thl!' sale of the land was in \\'Titing signed by the mortgagor, (2)
from the writing the terms of the contract of. sale can be ascertained with
reasonable certainty, (3) the mor~agee has continued in possession of the lanel
in part performance of the contract of sale, and (4) has done some act in
furtherance of the contract of sale.
Where the vendor gives a receipt for part-payment of the purcha!ll!: money,
. which receipt includes a descriptiun of the land sold, the purchase priCe, and
the fact th~tthe property was previously mortgaged to the purchaser, it is
sufficient to satisfy the requirements of s. 53A of the Transftr of Property Act
as to the terms of the transfer; and the part-payment in stich a case is an act in
fllrtbuanceoHhe contract

.Sanyal for the appellant.
Khan for the respondent.
DUNKLEY, J.-The suit brought by the plaintiffappellant was a suit for redemption of an usufruc-:tuary mortgage, and the facts found by both the
lower Courts are that the defendant-respondent
was in possession: of a holding of land ,belonging
to the plaintiff.;,appellant. as us-ufrllctuary mortgagee,
mIt that- in March, 1933, the plaintiff~appellant agreed
* Special Civil Second AppeaLNo. 197 of 1933 from the judgment of the
District Court of Kyauk~e in civil' Appeal' No. 16A of 193j~
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to sell this land to the defendant-respondent for a
MA THET further sum of Rs. 150, over and above the mort!I.
MASE MAl. gage amount, and that after this agreement had been
concluded the defendant-respondent remained in
Dti.iKLEY, J.
possession of the land in suit. On these hcts the
learned Township Judge decreed the suit for redemption on the ground that the redemption of a
mortgage and a contract for the sale of the mortgagee.
land are entirely distinct transactions, and that the
plaintiff-appellant was entitled to redeem the mortgage and the remedy of ,the defendant-respondent
was a suit for specific performance of the contract
pf sale. On appeal to the District Court of Kyaukse
the learned Additional -Judge correctly realized that
the question whether redemption ought to be allowed
or not must be decided on a consideration of the
principles of the doctrine of part performance ; but
he f,\jled to realize that the principles of this
doctrine, as applicable in British India, are now
contained in the new section 53A of the Transfer
of~Property Act, which was added by the Amending
Act of 1929, and that the decisions of this c':mft
which he has quoted are, in consequence of the
enactment of this section, no longer good law.
Section S3A of the Transfer of Property Act, so
far as the present case is concerned, is in the
following terms :
"Where any person contracts to transfer for consideration any immoveable property by writing signed by him or on
his behalf from which the terms necessary to constitute the
transfer C<1.n be ascertained with reasonable certainty, and the
transferee has, in part performance of the -contract, taken
possession of the property or any part thereof, -or the transferee, being 4i1ready in possession, _ continues in possession in
part performance of the contract and has done. some act itt
furtheran.ce of the contract, and the tral).sferee has performed
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-or is willing to perform his part of the contract, then, notwithstanding that the contract, though required to be registered,
has not been registered, * * "* the transferor. or any person
-claiming under him shall be debarred from enforcing against
the transferee and persons claiming under him any right in
respect of the property of which the transferee has taken or
-continued in possession, other than a right expressly provided
by the terms of the conh"act."
.
I

Consequently, in order that the defendant-respondent
should be able to resist the plaintiff-appellant's suit
for redemption of the mortgage, it is necessary for
the defendant-respondent to establish, first, tbat the
:agreement for sale of the land to her was made in
writing signed by the appellant and that from this
writing the terms of the contract of sale can be
aScertained. with reasonable certainty;. and, secondly,
that she has continued in possession of the suit
·land in part performance of this contract and has
done some act in furtherance of the contract
The allegation set up on behalf of the respondent
. is that there was such a writing, that in' pursuance
of"' 'the. agreement for sale she paid a further sum as
earnest money of Rs. 50 out of the additional sum
<>f Rs. 150 due, and that at the time that the
.contract was entered into the terms of the agreement
were reduced to writing and were .signed by the
:appellanJ. This writing, which is written in Burmese
and is; contained in an exercise book, has been
produced and has been duly proved by the witnesses
who were present when it was written and signed.
It is in the following terms:
.. On 'Sthlazan Taballng 1294, I, Ma Thet, residing at
SulegQn village, had mortgaged to Ma ·Se Mi, residing in the same
village, the· holding No.· 67, 'situate in .PaiI"ktaw liwill, and
when I sell it 'outright to Ma se Mi by askin~ . front her . the
. further sum of Rs. 150, MaSe Mi, having agreed to buy the
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1;hH fbr' Rs. 350; th'ree hundred and fifty
me this' year the eal~nest" money Rs. SO, fifty
the presence of the £olh:)\'I'il~g witnesses, and If'
this t"eceiptas having receiv~t1 the money."

J.

This, is stamiiled with a one-anna stamp, and, of,
course, as an agreement for sale it is insufficiently
stamped, but as it has been admitted in evidence by
both tl1e~ lower C@urts its admissibility' cannot be
qtlesliollea by nle' 110W: see 011 this point 1I1auug Po'
. Btoo a,l1d three v. Atla lila Gyi and one (1) and
Ala Nyull v. MatU1g San Mya and another (2).
,However, steps6ught to be taken to impound this'·
document and forward it to the Collector for action.
The' first point which has been raised beforc me
on behalf of the appellant in this appeal is that this·
document does n@t embody the terms of an agree~
ment for sale of the land, but that it is a mere
receipt for a sum of Rs. SO, and that therefore it does·:
not comply v,Tith the provisions of section 53A of
tlH~ Transfer of Property Act, which requires a
writing from which the terms necessary to constitl1tc'
the transfer can be ascertained with reasonable
certainty~ In my opinion, this contention cannot he
upheld, for in thi·s document are mentioned; first,,,
HIe sr>ecification of the land to he sold', and, secondly"
the purchase price; and- alsu' the fad' that it had'
been: previously mortgaged to the purchaser. These'
fads do, in' my opinion, include the 'cssential terms:
of the' contract for sale, and are sufficient to forilll
the basis of a suit for specific perf~rmance of this·
contract. It has further been pointed out that,
, although the mortgage was 1<1'1 favour of the respon-,
dent and her daughter, yef this' document rl~ferstc.·
(I) (f9t6)' llJi'oR. !fRan.

363(

(2) (1'92Sj

r.L.R.' 6, Ratti

590..

N cit. XUI] ':~; E1\~~OO1>1 S,KRI:E&.

.2,1

:the xespo.u,dent .oJ,\ly, bJi~,tth<; fad that th~ p.urcbaser ';" .1934
:is one pe,rs()n a,nd the mortg~gee,s were two persqQs l\f.(\ ;H..f:f
~doesnot Seet).l to me t9 be of any moment wh~tever. M.(\ s~·¥", •.
" The secqIid point which has been raised on DU~KLEY, J.
:b.ehalf of .:the appeHa,nt is thilt, although the respondent' ." " ,
:has continued in possession of the land and altl.1Ough
,this possession may be referred to the agreement for
,sale, yet the purchaser has done no act in further• aoce of the agreement for sale, as required by" the,
last words of the second clause of section 53A.
The answer to this contention is that the purchaser
;paid the sum of' Ri;. '50 towards, the purchase price.
But it is contended on behalf of' tht: app.ellant that
paymcli.t of the purchase money is not an act of part
performance ,of Jthe contract,on the grounds that
-payment of money is an equivocal ad, and that a
:mere payl\lent of. money does .not ch",nge the relative
position of the parties though it may give rise to a
.claim to recover it. The decisions of the English
'Cc)tirts on which this cOlltention is 'based refer, of
~ourse,to the par~ performance of an~greernentto
-sell when the purchaser i,s not already in possession
'O( the property sold, and, in my opinion, they have
refere:lce'fo' a case such as that which is now
;before me, where :the purcha'ier isalre,ady in posses:sion of the property as mortgagee and then continues
in possession after the agreement to sell has been
concluded. In such a case the payment of .part of
,thepufchase money as an addition to the amount
:already due on. the mortgage, in respect of which
fhe purchaser is already in possession, is an unequi'vocal act which cannot Qe ((lfCIT:ttd to any other
matter than the agreement for sale, . and as' ~uch,
therefore., is sufficient ,to satisfy the 'requirement of
'secfion'"S3A-ol-the "l'ran'sler uj'-"Froperty:-Actthat
':Some "act Intist he :d,pqe ,i.tJ., fp~h:e.nlnc~ -of th,e :contract.

ito

'
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Consequently I must hold that the decision
the learned· Additional Judge of the District Court of
fl.
'MA SE MAl. Kyaukse, that the defendant-respondent was entitled'
.......DUNKLEY, J. to resist the plaintiff-appellant's suit for redemption,.
is correct. This appeal fails and is dismissed with
costs, advocate's fee in this Court three gold mohursw
MATHET

CIVIL REVISION.
Before Mr. Justice DtlJlk1l'y.
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MAUNG BA KYA W

AND ANOTHER

v.
NANIGRAM JAGANATH.*
Loan by registered instT1I1I1ent-E:clellsiol/ of li1Jle IIIIIl IIl<Id" of (laY11lent-Orar
agreemel/t-Ad11lissibilily of evidellce c.f- Tellder of debt-Stoppage of
intere3t-l1l0lley at fhe disposal. of cl'eaitor-Creditor's nJjl/sal fo fake
P"oposcd paY11l1J1!1-Telldcr lIn.nccessaTY.

The time and mode of repayment of <!. loan are material and essential parts
of the contract of loan, and an oral agreement alterillg the timc and mode of
repayment cannot be proved where all. the terms of the Joan arc contained in a<
registered instrument.
Abdl/lla Khall v. Husain, 40 LA. 31 ; Sadar·lld-dill Ahmad v. Clllljjll, 1.1..1".
31 All. 13; Tika Rllm v. Ih:pufy C011l1Jlissiol/er of Bara Banlli, 26 l.A. 9/referred to.
A proper tender of money due will stop the running of interest, but' after
such tender; whilst the debtor must be ready to pay the money whenever thc
creditor demands it, he is not bound to keep the tendered amount apart for.'
the creditor to take it when he desires.
Jagat Tarilli Dasi v. Cltaki, I.L.R. 34 Cal. 30S-l'eferred fo.
lf a creditor unequivocally refuses a proposed payment of the amount duc'
the debtor is not bound to make a fomial tender thereof.
Clwlikalli v. Za11lilldar of TIII/i, 50 LA. 41-refcrred to.

Hay for the applicants.

N. N. Burjorjee for the respondent.
• Civil Revision No. 184 of 1934 from the judgment of the Small Cause
Colirt, Rangoon, in Civil Regular No. 1409 of 1933.
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J.-This suit was brought in the:: Small
Cause Court of Rangoon for the recovery of two
months' interest due on a registered mortgage deed
for a principal sum of Rs. 50,000. The defence of
the defendants-applicants was that they had made a
valid tender of the whole amount remaining due on
the mortgage, and that therefore, under the provisions
of section 84 of the Transfer of Property Act, interest
l1ad ceased. They admitted their liability fur one
month's interest only. According to the terms of
the r~gistererl deed, the amount due on the mortgage
was repayable on the 3rd December 1932, and it
has be::en held by the learned Second Judge of the
Small Cause Court that on the 3rd January 1933 the
defendants-applicants made a genuine tender to the
plaintiff-respondent of the amount due on the
mortgage, but the respondent refused to accepfthe
amount.
The real case of the respondent rests upon an
alleged verbal agreement, entered into between him
and the applicants on the 26th November 1932,
whereby the time of repayment was extended till the
enClof 1933 and the mode of repayment was to be by
instalments of Rs. 2,500 a month. On behalf of the
applicants it is urged that, because this agreement
was not by a registered document, evidence thereof
is inadmissible and it cannot be proved, and this
contention must, in my opinion, prevail. The
authorities quoted in support thereof are: Tika Rani
v. Deputy COl1unissiol1(:r of Bara Bauki (1) ; Saiyid
Abdullah Khan v. Saiyid Bashara! Husain (2) and
Sadar--ud-din Ahmad and others v. ChaJiu and
others (3). The learned Judge of the Small Cause
Court adniitted evidence of this agreement on the
DUNKLEY,

(1) (1899) 26 I.A. 97 at p. 100.
(2) (l912j 40 I.A. 31.
(3) (1908) I.L.R. 31 All. 13 at p. 16.
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gF0und that it was nQt a :mof;iiflcation .of the terms
lIfAUNG ·BA of the registered . deed andtha,t it refen:ep to an
K:V:AW
agreement .cQllateral to the transaction of mortgage.
'iJ.
NANiGRAM
This
is a Gontention which is, in my opinion,
J:AG:AN:ATH.
untenable, .for the rate of interest and the time and
DU:1KLEY, J.
mode of repayment of the principal are material and
essential partsofa deed of mortgage. No alteration
in these terfi7.s, as contained in the registered deed,
can be. validly made except by a registered document.
Therefore oral evidence regardjng this alleged agreem~'nt of th~ 26th November 1932 ought to have
be~n excluded.
The 'l,earned Judge or'the Small· Cause Court has
held that there, was a valid and genuine tender of·
the amount d~e on the mortgage on the 3rd January
1933, but he has further held that it was not
merely sufficient to tender the money but that
the money must be put at the disposal of the
mortgagee to: take i~ whenever he desired. This
s.eems . to .' nle to be putting the matter too high.
No ;doubt it is correct that in order that a tender
should operate to stop the running of interest
{'here must be a continued readiness to pay i.h~
amount due on the mortgage. See Jagat Tarini
Dasi v. Naba Gopal Chaki (1). But it is unnecessary
to keep the money immediately at the disposal of
the mortgagee provided that it can be found whenever the mortgagee.sees fit to demand it, and it' has
been hdd by. their Lordships of the Privy Council
in Chalikani Venkatarayanim and others v. Zmnindar
of TUl1,i ando..fhers (2) that if a mortgagee unequivocally
t;efusesaproposed payment of. the~mount due the
modgagQr is noth-ound.to ma·kea formal. tender of
.it, a:nd themoritgageecannot recover inten~s,t ,accruing
IlJ34

. (1) (1907) I.;L.R; 34.CaI. 305.

(2) (19,2~) 50 LA. 41.'
..,...
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:subsequ'ently; It is q.uite clear that in this case there
wass.uch an ,unequivocal refusal by the respondent
-to accept the amount due on the mortgage.
It is plain from the correspondence and from the
r.espondent's deposition in this case that even at the
ti~c that the case was brought he. was relying
unreservedly upon the terms of the invalid agreement
·of tbe 26th November 1()32, and would have refused
payment of the whole amount due on the mortg:.ge
.:at any time, even while the present suit ,vas going
-on. It has been urged on behalf of the respondent
-that the applicants' failure to pay into Court the one
l11onth's interest which was admittedly due when the
'suit .was brought shows that there was no continuous
:readiness on the part of the applicants to pay the
.amount due on the mortgage.· No doubt in a suit
'upon the mortgage, if the applicants desired to plead
that interest had .ceased to run because of a previous
. '\falid tender of the amount due, that plea would have
.to be accompanied by payment into Court, otherwise
the tender would be ineffectuaL See Haji Abdul
Raft/WIn v. Haji N oar 111ahomed (I). But this' suit
'''\.as :not a suit on the mortgage. It was a suit
'brought in the Small Cause Court for the recovery
of interest only, alId the payment of one month's
interest into Court would nQt raise the infercnce of
;readiness to pay the whole amount due on the
mortgage,. nor would the failure to pay this amount
into CQurt raise the contrary inference that the
:a,pplicants v,Jerenot prepared to pay. As a matter of
fact, the correspondence between the parties shchvs
t1:ut ,the ..applicants were cQntinuously ready to
,discharge the ,mortgage lmtil the respondent had i.l
the most une.qujvocal terms dcclil1edto accept the
11) \1891}

I.LJ~.

16 Bom.141.

-
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payment. On the 29th December a letter was sent
to the advocate for the respondent stating that the
KYAW
applicants intendt::d to pay the whole 'amount due on
'II;
NANIGRAM
the mortgage on the 3rd of January, and tender was
:]AGANATH.
made
in accordance with this letter. When that
DUNKLEY, J.
tender was refused a further letter was sent to the
advocate for the respondent on the 4th January, in
which it \Vas· stated in· the plainest terms that as. the
tender made on the previous day had been refused
the applicants were no longer liable to pay any
further interest, and it was further requested that the'
respondent might be advised to receive payment Oil
any day during the usual business hours. The reply
to this letter was to the effect that the respondent
was only ready and willing to accept payment of the'
accrued interest. . On the 7th January a further letter
was sent, in which an offer of payment of the whole
amount due was again made and the, respondent was
requested to appoint time and place for payment
thereof. The reply to this, on the same 'date, was,
as follows:
MAUNG BA

II My clients have been ready and
willing and are ready and'
willing to accept payment of the Rs. 225 only for interest
accrued due whenever the same is paid. They will not accept
Rs. 30,000 being the principal sum of the registered mortgage"
but they ;'vill accept part of the same by the instalments as agreed,
upon. I trust this will stop further correspondence."

Consequently it is clear that the applicants were
ready and willing to pay the amount until they were
convinced from the respondent's advocate's letter of
the 7th January that acceptance thereof would be
refused under any circumstances. I must therefore
hold that there was a valid tender sufficient to cause
interest on the mortgage to cease, and that therefore
the suit of the respondent was wrongly brought.

VOL.
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He is, however; entitled i:o a decree for the admitted
amount.
This application in revision is allowed, and instead
of the decree of the SmallICause Court there will be
a decree for a sum of Rs. 225. The defendantsapplicants are entitled to their costs in both Courts,
advocate's fee in this Court five gold mohurs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before the HOll'ble Mya BII, Offg. Chief JI/sticc, alld Mr. Justicc Bagllley.

ABDUL HAMID AND OTHERS
v.
ABDUL AZIZ AND ANOTHER.'l<'
BC/lgalee Mahomcdau-St;hc1IIe of 1IIauage1llcllt of Mosque-Persons of mixed
descent-Retention of Iudian lal1gllage, dress aud customs-Adoption of
Burmese lallguage alld cnstoms of Zcrbadis-Eligibi/ily as iT/islee.
The scheme for the' management of the Benj!alee Sunni :Mosque of
Bassein provided that of the six trustees three should be Bengalees, and
that the remaining three should be taken from among the members of other
communities who worshipped at the mosque. The committee of appointme!)t was to consist of six Bengalee Sunni Mahomedan worshippers
reside;,t in Bassein, and the remaining five were to be .members of other
comm'uniti~s who worshipped at the said mosque. The first trustee
appointed by the Court' was a Bcngalee Mahomedan born of a Burmese
mother.
Held, that a Bengalee Mahomedan of mixed descent, as long as he
retained the use of the Indian language, dress, and habits, and moved in
the social circle of Indians of pure blood. belonged to the Bengalee
M<lhomcdan community, and was eligible for election under the scheme.
'When a descendant of an Indian male parent adopted the Burmese
language and dress, and the customs of a Zerbadi, and associated with
Zerbadis, he ceased to be a member of the Bengalee Mahomedan community.

Campagnac for the appellants.
Khan for the respondents.
~. Civil First Appeal No. 61 of 1-934 from the order of the District Court
of Bassein in Civil Misc. No. 68 of lCJ32. .
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BAGULEY, J.-This is an appeal against an order of
the District Judge of Bassein, passed in conncctiol~
with an a,ppliCation for the filling of ccrtain vacancies occurring among .the appointment committee and
.truste~sof the -Bengalce Sunni Mosque of Bassein.
In the .,scheme as originally fPal11cd it is directed
that of the six trustees,

" three should be Bengalees and the remaining three should
be from among the other communities of the worshippers ;,t
the Mosque."

and, so far as the appointment committee is
cerned, it is laid down that

COll-

"the Ccml11ittee of Appointment shall consist of eleven members appointed from among the worshippers of the Bengalee
Mosque resident in Bassein, six of whom shall belong to the
Bengalee Sunni Mohamedan worshippers and the rest shall
. belong to olher communities."

One point for decision in this appeal is the
and "Bengalee
8unni Mohamedan Worshippers." In the scheme as
originally framed it is laid down that
[llea,ni~g oLthe word.s "Bel1galees"

"the first trustee, Mr. Fysor Rahman, shall be
.Eengalee trustees" I .

on~

of the

so Mr. Fysor Hahman was clearly regarded' as a
Hengale-e .by the Judge ,wl1o framed the scheme.
It may be noted that among the trustees it is
.stated Jbat three ,sballb,e .Be,ngalees and of the
appointment committee six ·membet-s shall belong to
'the Bengalee Sunni '-Mohaniedan worshippers, 'but in
each case in contradistin~tion ito "tbe Ben,galee"
are mentioned II other corill11unities ", and it seems
from this clear- that among 'the trilstet-s three are
intended to belong to the Bcngalce community and
on the appointment committee six members shall

VOL.
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belong to the Bengalee Sunni Mohamedan community
,:>54
who worship at this mosque.
ABDUL
It has been held by the learned District Judge
HA~I.ID
that both trustees and members of the committee of ABD~:!'U1
appointment \vho come under .this scheme must be B.\GULEY, I
Bengalees of pure blood. It is urged on behalf of the
present appellants that they may ~e persons of mixed
blood, provided their Mohamedan male ancestor
originally came from Bengal.
It seems to me that the word I' community t,
must be construed. by something beyond purely
racial considerations. In the Oxford Dictionary the
word "community" is said to be
"Often applied to those members of a civil community, who
have certain circumstances of nativity, religion or pursuit common
to them, but not shared by those among whom they live ",

and, as examples, reference is made to
'1 the British or Chinese community
in a foreign city, the. mercantile community everywhere,' the Roman Catholic com-·
murtity' ina Protestant city, etc."

<>

It seem.s, thf'refore, that a community must contain

a certain

suggestion of socialttnity.
It is trtle that Mohariiedans of mixed blood in
Burma are sometimes referred to as Zerbadis an-d
sometimes as Butma: Muslirrrs, these 1\\'0 namesbeing practically synonymous, but the tonch-stolic
seems to me to be that when a descel'rd~mt of an.
lndian male parent identifies himself with Burma
to the extent that Burmese is his family tongl'le
and possibly he adopts Burmese dotf1es and
manners of living, he must be regarded as haviri'g~
definitely left the Indian community 'and' joined'the
community of the Butma Muslims,. but wfl'en, cHi
the other hand, owing to' the itrfluertce 6f his Indian
father~ he keeps sotire Ind~rati tonglle as his family'

30
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tongue, and retains the use of Indian clothes and
remains in the same social circle with Indians of
·HAIIIID
pure blood, he would then very properly be said to
'/I•
.ABDUL AZIZ.
belong to the Indian Mohamedan community, or,
.BAGULEY, J. as
the case might be, the Bengalee Mohamedan
community, and so on.
In this particular case, as has been mentioned,
Fysor Rahman was regarded as being a Bengalet
Mohamedan by the Judge who framed the scheme,
so it seems quite clear that the framer of the
scheme cannot have intended to mean that the
Bengalee Sunni Mohamedan worshippers should
include no one but Bengalees of pure blood, for
Fysor Rahman had a Burmese mother. vVhether a
Mohamedan of mixed blood retains his position in
the Bengalee· Mohamedan community or whether he
definitely throws in his lot with the Mohamedans
of Burma and classifies himself as a Zea-badi or
Burma Muslim is a matter of· evidence in each
case; it depends on the social unit to which he
has attached himself and in which he is received
on equal terms by the other members.
So far as the order refuses to accept the
nomination of Hadayet Ali Khan for one of the
vacancies on the appointment committee is concerned, there is on the record the evidence of
two witnesses, both of whom depose to the fact
that Hadayet Ali Khan, whatever he may have
been in the past, is no longer worshipping at the
Bengalee Sunni Mosque. If this fact was disputed
by those who put forward his name, th(:;y should
have called evidence to rebut the·se statements or
should have tendered evidence in the form of
:affidavits, or Hadayet Ali Khan might himself have
filed an affidavit or made a sworn statement.
An opportunity of putting forward this evidence
ABDUL
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was open to the. appellants and advantage was not
taken of it, so on th.e record as it stands I can
see no reason to suppose that the finding of the
learned Judge that Hadayet Ali Khan was not
-qualified to be a member of the appointment
committee was wrong. The appeal on that point
must be dismissed.
The proceedings show that orders have not yet
been finally passed with regard to the filling up of all
the vacancies, and the case will have to go back
to the trial Court for steps to be taken for these
.appointments to be filled up on the lines indicated.
The test .in every case as to whether a proposed
member of the appointment committee or a trustee
is a member of the Bengalee Mohamedan community
will be the test given in this order.
I would pass no order as to costs in this appeal.

Bu, OFFG. C.J.-I agree.
If the definition of" Bengalee Mohamedan comnlul1ity" as given by the learned District Judge is
accept~d it' is even possible to. exclude off-springs
-of a Bengalee Mohameclan father with a Hindustani
Mohamedan mother, while off-springs of such a union,
whether born in Burma or elsewhere in India outside
Bengal, could hardly be expected to be taken out
·of the social unit of the Bengalee Mohamedan community in this country. It is, therefore, bound to
,cause results which could not have been in the
contemplation of the ftamers of the scheme and which
,could not be expected to be in .the contemplation
,of the members of the Bengalee Mohamedan community here; to define, members of the' Bengalee
Mohamedan community in Basseiilas consisting only
,of -full-blood descendants of BengaI(~e 'ancestors. My
MYA
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learned bl'other's definition of this term appears to 111e'
to be the only reasonable and practicable definition
of the term, an~ is the most consistent with what
<lppears. to have been the intention of the framers of the
scheme. Witli these remarks I concur in my learned
brother's judgment.
CRIMINAL REVISION .
Bt:.fLm' Mr. Justice Bra"//.1/Cf.
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KING-EMPEROR.*
of pilllJll-broking,-Clteltya·r tl/olley-le1J.dcr-!so(a(c,f
illstallCt; of ICl/ding 1II01lCY 0/1. sccuri!.i' of a c!lattel-Necessity for liCC115e811Yllla Ml1l/icipal Act (Bl1rma Act III of 1898 alld V of 1933),5s 142':
(renumbered 195), 148 (re1ll11llben-d 202).
A pawn-broker is a person who lends money upon the security of pawns·
with ·sufficient frequency or system to constitute the business of a pawn-broker.
There must btl a series or repetition of acts of pawning.
Kirkwood v. Gadd, 19iO A.C. 422-referredto;
A Chettyar who habitually has lent money on the security of promissory
notes or of land, and who is only proved in an isolated inst.1nce to·have giv~n
a loan on the· security of a chattel cannot be convictedof c3rryil'g on tht' business·
of a pawn-broker wiihins.142 of the.Burm.a<Municipal.Act, 1898. In order to
<;<;>nstitllte a Cllettyar money-lender a pawn-broker there must be sufficient
evidence of system to show that he lends money on pawn to an extent
suffiCient to constilute the business of pawn.broking. But, having regard to'
the nature of a Chettyar's business, slight evidence of syst~m may.· in· a· proper·
case, be'sufficient for the purpose.
.
.
Kil/g-Emperor v. Kal/appa, 4. L.B.R. 8 ; NC'lfJlllall v. OUg/ztoll, (1911) 1 leB.
792; P. Chctt~'ar v. Ta)l1Igd'ilJill.~1 MUllicipality, Cr. Rev. No. IB of, 1931 ..
H.C. Ran.~reffrretf. to.
PmiJll~broker-!3llsiIICSS

P. K. Basu for the applicant.
Tun Byu (Assistaut Government Advocate)

for'

the Crown.
• Criminal .Revision Nos. 628B" 6298,. 630B of 1934 fr9m the order of tlleSi.lbdiviSional Magistrate of Yenangyaung in Criminal Summary Trial Nos~56.58; 59 o H 9 - 3 4 ; ·
- .
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BRAUND, J.-These are three connected cases whjch
have coine before this Court in its' capacity as a Court
of Revision.
In each of the three cases the applicant is a
Chettyarfirm, carrying on business at Yenangyaung.
There is nothing on the record to show that the normal
" business of any of them differs in any way from the
, usqal business of a Chettyar firm i that is to say,
the lending of money upon promissory notes and upon
the security of land.
The cases are of importance to the Chettyal
community as a whole, becaust in each of them there
has been proved by the Municipality of Yenangyaung a
single instance only of a loan ,to a member of the public
upon the, security of a chattel, and it is sought by
the Municipality upon that ground to involve the
applicants iuan offence under section 148 (renumbeI:ed
202) of the Burma Municipal Act, 1898, upon the
footing that they are respectively carrying, on
business as ," pawn-brokers" cootrary to .the pro~
visions of that Act, and of the municipal bye-laws
made- thereunder.
'SectioIT 142 (renuri1bered 195) of the Burma
Municipal Act, 1898, empowers the Municipal Comn~itLee, from time to time at a special meeting, to
make bye-laws (inter alia)
.. (1) fer rendering licenses necessary for pawn-brokers 'and
determining by public auclion or otherwise the amount to be paid
for any such license and the conditions subject to which they
shall be granted and may be revoked ",

and section 148 (renumbered 202), which' I have
referred· to above, provides for a fine not exceeding
five hundred -rupees in the case of} any contravention or failure to corn ply with any such rule or
bye-law." This is a typical instance of bureaucratic
legislation.
3
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.The rules or bye;.laws made by the Yenangyaung
Towil Committee in pursuance of the Act purport
first to define a "pawn-broker" as "every person
who carries on the business of taking goods and chattels
in pawn for loans of money noL exceeding l~s. 250
in any orie transaction,provided that nothing in
these rules· shall _apply' to persons .taking goods
~nd chattels in pawn for loans exceeding Rs. 100
when the rate of interest or other profit does not
exceed ks. 15 per cent per annum." _Rule 2
_provides that "no one -shall carryon the business
of a pawn-broker within the - Yenangyaung Town
limits without a license from the Committee"; and
the subsequent rules provide for the terms and
conditions on which licenses are to be granted.
The only point relied upon before mt by thl::
applicants. is that the applicants are not "pawnbrokers", and have done nothing to render then1~
selves 'c. pawn-brokers", within the meaning of the
Burma Municipal Act, 1898; although a number of
other points were taken at the hearing before the
If they are not " pawnSubdivisional Magistrate.
brokers." within the meaning of this Act, then,
whatever the definition purported to be given to
the word "pawn-bIoker" by the bye-laws, the
Act and the bye-la\vs have ex hypothesi no appli·cation to the _applicants.
A "pawn-hroker" I conceive to be a person
who" carries on the business of pawn-braking ".
lt implies one who systerllatically lends money
upon the security of pawns; and "carrying on
business" implies, in the words of Lord Loreburn
L.C.in Kirkwood v. Gadd (I) " a series or repetition
of acts"~ I prefer the tests of "frequency" and
"-.:
(1) (1910) A.C. 422.

-.
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1934
" method " to that of {( profit"; for it is possible
-_.-.-.
to conceive of many. cases in which a course - of V.A.S.M,
CHETt:YAR
dealing may well amount to a {( business" without
1')RM
V''the object necessarily being profit or gain. But, as
KINGwas pointed out by Lord James of Hereford in the EMP!>RQR.
same case, it is a question of fact iJ _ each case BRAUND,. _._
whether a "business" is being carried on, and each
case must be determined by its own special circumstailces.
In each 9£ the present cases the Municipality
has attempted to prove only one isolated instance
of a loan upon the security - of a chattel. _ In - two
of these cases there is nothing more; but, iIi the
third, (that of V.A.S. Muthiah Chettyar) there is a
casual statement by one of the defence witnessesthat " all the Chettyar firms· in -Yenangyaung receive
articles of gold, etc., on pawn". This witness· has,
I, understand, no connection with or knowledge
of the business of the applicant firms. No authority _
tor this statement, is given and, as I ha\ie said,
the prosecution itself has made no attempt to prove
any ~. systematic dealing in pawns, by the three
applic~nt~: I }TIust, I think, in each case treat the
Municipality -as having proved no more than th~ three
isolated. transactions, Which, indeed; are, admitted.
In 'my judgment an isolated transaction of this
kind docs not constitute the person concerned -a
II pawn-broker" any more than an isolated loan by one
man to another would constitute the former a II moneylender" in any tech nical- sense. It is true that the
business of aChet~yar is that of money.:.lending;
and that, it can be urged, the' lending of money
upon the s~curity of a pawn is only one form
of a money-lender's business, while the, lending of
money upon the security of.a promissory note or
of land is another. It is said that whether you
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lend money . on one form of security or another
makes no difference; for in each case you are
CIiBTTYAR
carrying on the same' business by a varied method.
FIRM
fie
That, however, I think, is a fallacy.
For, in this
KINGEMPERoR.
country, there is a perfectly well understood and
--"
BRAUND, J.
recognized division between the business of a
Chettyar .and that of a pawn-broker. Each has a
separate and distinct business, though each concerns
the lending of money. A "trainer" trains race
horses; while a "jockey" rides them. They are
not, surely, carrying on the same business because
their respective avocations both happen to concern
race-horses. In my judgment, therefore, unless there
can be found some systematic course of lending
upon pawns or such repetition as to amount to a
reasonable inference that it forms part of the particular Chettyars' money-lending business to lend on
pawns I do not think that his status as a pawnbroker within the Burma Municipal Act, 1898 and
the rules thc-reunder is established. I find considerable support for this view in the English case of
Newman V. Oughton (1) and in the case in this
Province of King-Emperor V. Kanappa Chetty and
N.A.S.O. Somasundrum Chetty (2) and it accords
with the view expressed by his Lordship Mr. Justice
Dunkley in this Court in Criminal Revision No. 1B
of 1931.
For these reasons, therefore, the convictions by the
Subdivisional Magistrate of Yenangyamig in Criminal
Summary Trials Nos. 56, 58 and 59 of 1934 must, in
revision, be set aside, and the fines upon the applicants
repaid.
I should add, for the benefit of the Chettyar
community, that this decision goes no further than
VA.S.M.

(1) (1911) 1 K.B. 792.

(2) (1906) 4 L.B.R. 8.
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to hold that, in the particular circumstances of the
present cases, fhe status of "pawn-brokers" has
not been proved by the Municipality. It must
not, however, be supposed that this decision has
any application to a case in which a Chettyar
firm can be shown to dabble in lending on pawn
to an extent sufficient to constitute a ,t business ",
and it should be further appreciated that, in view
of the kindred natures of the business of a moneylender and a pawn-broker, slight evidence only might
be sufficient for that purpose.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir A,-thur Page. Kt., Chief l-ustice, and MI-. lustlce Mya BII.

M.K.M. CHETTYAR FIRM

1934

v.

NOfJ. 27.

MAUNG THAUi\TG

AND ANOTHER.*

InsolvC1lcy-Slcured creditor-Rif!,ht to sue to realize securily-Leave of the'
Court-Provincial blsolvellcy Act IV of 1920), s. 28 (2), {61.
A secured creditor of an insolvent is entitled, notwithstanding s. 28 (2! of
~trre Provincial Insolvency Act, to realize the security by filing a suit or otherwiselli. accorcance with law without obtaining the leave of Court in that
behalf.
'.
B. N. Lallg v. H. IS1llailjl~ I.L.R. 38 Born. 359; 8ai Kashi v. Cilunilal, 31
B.L.R. 1199; Ex parte Hirst, 11 CD. 2711; Kalac1zand 8anerji v. laganath,
I.L.R. 54 Cal. 596 W.C.) ; The Offidal Receiver. Coimbatore v. P. Chetti, I.L.R.
48 Mad. 750 ; Ex parte Palluctl. 6 Ch.D. 335 ; Rajcndrachandra v. Bipil1chandra,
I.L.R. 60 Cal. 1298 ; San! Prasad Sl11gh v. Sheoduf Singh, I.L.R. 2 Pat. 724;
Waddel v. 1aleman, 9 Ch.D. 212; White v Sim1l10ns, 6 Ch. App. 555-referred fo.
blre Nasse, I.L.R. 7 Ran. 201-0<.'crruled.

Tambe for the appellant. A secured creditor of
an insolvent can proceed to realize his security
without the leave of the Court. S. 2 of the Provincial Insolvency Act defines the terms (( creditor ,.
* Special Civil Second Appeal No. 184 of 1934 from the judgment of the
. Assistant District Court or Mandalay in Civil Appeal No.3 of 1934.
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and "secured creditor" separately, and impliedly
points out a distinction between them. S. 28 (6}
states that nothing in that section applies to a secured
creditor. No leave of the Court under s. 28 (2) is.
therefore necessary in the case of a secured creditor.
Except for the decision: in In the 1nafter of L. vv.
]vaSse Ail ansuklal Dolafchand & Co. (1) the decisions
of the High Courts are uniform. Lang v. H eptullabhai lsmailji (2}; The Official Receiver v. Palaniswami (3); Bai Kashi v. Chunilal (4) ; Rajendrachandra Sarkar v. Bipinchandra Shaha (5) ; Sant
.Prasad SinJ!.h v. Sheodut S.i!1gh{6).
Th~ corresponding section of .the English Act is
s. 7 (2) of the Bankruptcy Act,' and the principle
applicable·. is the same. _See White v. Simmons (7) ;
Ex parte Hirst,~ In re Wherly (8).
j

A. N. Basu for the respondent.
PAGE,

·C.J.-This appeal must be allowed.

The material. facts are simple, and are nat now in .
dispute.
.
. One Maung Thaung executed a mortgage of tLe
land in suit to Maung Mya and Ma Kha. Thereafter
Maung Mya and Ma Kba created a sub-mortgage _of
the property infav0ur of the appellants, the M.K.M.
~hettY3.r Firm, by depositing the mortgage deed
executed by Maung Thaung with the appellants as
security for a loan. Subsequently and before the
present action was brought Maung Mya and Ma Kha
were adjudicated insolvents. On the 29th of August
1Y33 the appellants filed the present mortgage suit
(1) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 201.
(2) I.L.R. 35 Born. 359.
(3) LL.R. 48 Mad. 750.
(4) 31 Born. L.R. 1199:

(5) I.L.R 60 Cal. 1298.
(6) LL.R. 2 Pat. 724.
(7) L.R. 6 Ch. App. 555.
(8) 11 Ch.D. 278.
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-against: Maung Mya J Ma Kha J Maung Thaung and
ihe official receiver of the estate of the insolvents.
In the Subdivisional Court of Mandalay the appellants
-obtained a preliminary mortgage decree, buton
<ippeal to -the Assistant District ,Court of Mandalay
ihe decree was set aside and - the suit:. dismissed.
From the decree of the Assistant District COl1rt the
present appeal has been brought..
The sole issue to he determined in' the present
appeal is whether the appellant firms· as mortgagees
were entitled to realize their security by filing the
present mortgage suit without obtaining the leave of
the Court under section 28 (2) of the Provincial
Insolvency Ad, 1920 (V of 1920). The learned
Assistant District Judge held that it was incumbent
upon the appellants to obtain the leave of the Court
before filing the present suit, and as no such leave
had been obtained the suit must fail. The question,
therefore,' is whether in so holding the learned
Assistant District Judge correctly laid down the law.
In my opinion he did not. Under section 28 (2) it
~ i~ provided that
" on the making of an order of adjudication the whole of the
property of the insolvent shall vest in the Court or in a
receiver as hereinafter provided, and shall become divisible
among the creditors, arid thereafter, except as provided by
this Act, no creditor to whom the insolvent is indebted in
respect of any debt provable under this Act shall during the
pendency of the insolvency proceedings have any reme(y
against the property of the insolvent in respect of the debt, or
co~mence any suit or other legal proceeding, except with the
leave of the Court on such terms as the Court may impose" ;

and und'er sub-section 6
"nothing in this section shall affect the power of any secured
creditor to re.'llize or" otherwise' deal with his security, in tile
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same manner as he would have been entitled to realize or deal
with it if this section had not been passed...

In support of the decree of the Assistant District
Court the learned advocate for the respondent relied
upon the decision'of Ormiston J .in In the matter of
L. TV. Nasse,' an insolvent. Mansuklal Dolafchand &
Co., applicants (1) i and that authority no doubt supports
the contention of the respondent. Ormiston J. held
upon the construction of the proviso to section 17 of
the PresIdency-Towns Insolvency Act (III of 1909),
which is in the same terms as section 28 (6) of the
Provincial Insolvency Act, that
'I, the wr rds of the proviso can be amply satisfied by confining
its operatiOil to cases wh~re the mortgagee can real~ze his
security without the institution cf a suit."

With: aU .respect - I am ot opinion that in so
holding Ormiston J. did not correctly state the law.;
J t is common ground that it is only in the
special cases to which -; section 69 of the Transter
of Property Act applies .that the mortgagee is entitled
to realize his security without the intervention of
the Court; and if the construction that Ormiston J.
placed upon section 28 (6) were to prevail the reslllt
would be that, except in such rare cases it 'would
be incumbent upon the mortgagee, aHhough admit·
tedly a secured. creditor,. to obtain the leave' of the
Court before he proceeded to realize his security
-against the insolvent or' his estate. In my opinion
there is no justification for restricting the operation
of section 2S (6) in the way that fOlind favour with
Ormiston J.' In my opinion the language in which
section 28 (6) is couched is quite plain, and the
construction which I am disposed to put upon
section ~8 (6), namely, that a secured creditor of the
insolvent is entitled notwithstanding section 28 (2)
II) (I928j I.L.R: 7 Ran. 201.
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to realize the. security by filing a suitor otherwise
in accordance with law without o~taining the leave
of the Court in that behalf, is in conS0nance with
the view that is held by the High Courts of Bombay,
Madras, Calcutta and Patna. So far as I know the
only discordant note is sOtinded in the judgment
:of Ormiston J. in In the 1nalter of L.lif .Nasse,
an insolvent v. Mansuklal Dolatchmid & - Co. . (1).
S&ee B. N: Lang v. Heptullabhai Is111ai~ji (2) ; Bai
Kaslti v. Chul1ilnl Hafhising (3) j The Official Receiver,
Coimbafore v. Palaniswami Clutfi aJ'ld another l4) j
Rafendmchandra Sarkar v. Bipil1chandra Shaha
Bhaunzik (5) and Sant Prasad Singh v. Sheodut
Sit/gil (6). Fmjher, it would appear that in Kalachand Bimeljee v. J aganath Mar'Wari and another
(7) the construction that I wouldplace upon section
28 (6) was accepted as correct by the JudicialCommittee of the Privy Council. In that case, in
which section 16 (5) of the Provincial Insolvency
Act (III of 1907) which corresponds to the proviso
to section 17 of the Presidency-Towns . Insolvency
ACt and section 28 (6) of the Provincial Insolvency
Ad,1920, .\:I,;as under consideration, Lord Salvesen
de1iverirJg the: judgment of the Board observed .
7

•' that the ri~hts of the secured creditor over a property are
not affected by the fact that the mortgagor or his heir has _
been adjudicated an insolvent is, of course, plain. but that Lloes
not in the least imply that an action against him may proceed
in the absence of the person to whom the equity of redemption has been .assigned by the operation of law. The latter
alone is entitled to transact in regard to it, and he, and not
the insolvent, has the sale interest in the subject-matter of the
suit."
..
(1) (1928) I.L ~x. 7 Ran. 201.
(4) (1925) I.L.R. 48 Mad. 750.
rZ){1"913) I.L:R. 38 BOIl1. 359.
(5) (1933) l.L~R.· 60 Cal: 1298.
(3 31 B.L.R. 1199.
(6) (1923) I.L.R. 2 Pat. 724.
. t7l (1927,54 I.A. 190 : 1.1. R. 54 Cal. 595.-
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In the present case the official receiver as the
assignee of the estate of the insolvents was impleaded
M.K.M.
·CHETTYAR
as a defendant in the suit, and in my opinion it
FIRM
V.
was not incumbent upon the appellants to obtain
MAUNG
THAUNG.
the .leave of the Court before the suit was filed.
In England the practice and procedure is the
PAGE, C.].
same ; [Bankruptcy Acts, 1914 and 1926, s. 7 (2) ;
riflhite v. Simmons (1); Ex parte Pannell.
In re
England (2); Waddell v. Toleman (3); Ex parte
Hirst. In re Wherly (4)].
For these reasons the appeal will be allowed,
the decree of the Assistant District Court set aside,
and the· proceedings remanded to the Assistant
District Court to decide the other questions raised in
the appeal before that Court,. and to determine the
appeal according to law. The appellants are entitled
. to the costs of the hearing before the Assistant
District. Court and their costs of the appeal as
against the respondent, Maung Thaung.
1934

MYA

Bu, J.-I agree.

(1) L.R. 6 Ch. App. 555.
(2) 6 Ch.D. 335.

(3) 9 eli.D. 212.
(4) 11 C.D. 278.
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S. E. BHOLAT.*
Limitation-Seizure of fflova'ble properly-Damages for wrolll!.jlll seizure-Time
take1l ill getting seizure removed-C01lti1l1/illg wrollg-Suit bart'cd 011
fuce of plaint-Waiver of pica of limitation-Limitation Act (IX of 1908)•
.,. 5S. 3,14.23. Sch. I. Arl. 29.
.

Article 29 of the Limitation Act applies to all cases where specific movable
property is actually seized. The starting point of limitation is the date oUhe
actual seizure; and the time expended in obtaining a declaration that the seizure
. is illegal either by way of appeal or in some other waiY cannot be deducted.
Such wrongful seizure is not a continuing wrong within s. 23 of the
Limitation Act.
MlIllapalldi v. SeethaYJa, I.L.R. SO Mad. 417 ; ParltuJjt v. Settaji• .I.L~R"
53 Mad. 621-followed.
. When 'on the face of the plaint it appears that the suit is barred by
limitation. the Court is bound to consider the question and to come to a
decision thereon. whether it is raised by the defendant or not. But where
the question depends upon the determination of certain facts or the necessary
facts are not proved or put in issue by the defendant. or· he abandons the
plea of limitation. the Court 'cannot decide it, and the defendant is precluded
from raising it on appeal.
ViraYJa v. Admlla. 58 M.L.]. 24S-distinguished.
Op the 16th May 1929 the appellant filed an objection, under s. 4 of the
'Provincial Insolvency Act, to the attachme.nt and seizure of certain goods
whiCh the.n;spondent had caused to be attached as the property of his debtor
whom he sought to}tdjudicate insolvent. Several creditors joined· the appellant
in objecting to the debtor's adjudication. On the 10th February 1931 the
.District Jud~e allowed the applications of the appellant and these creditors.
The respondent appealed to the High Court against the dismissal of the
insolvency petition, but' the High Court dismissed the appeal on the 11th
January 1932. The appellant filed a suit against the respondent on the 27th
April 1932 claiming damages. for unlawful attachment and seizure of his
property. For the purpose of limitation the appellant claimed to deduct the
period between the 16th May 1929 and the 11th January 1932.
Held, that the appellant could not do so, and that his suit was barred
by limitation.

P. K. Basu for the appellant.
Raft (with him P. B. Sen) for the responpent. .
.. Special Civil Second Appeal No. 173 of 1933 from the judgment of the
.District Court of !\iyinl!;yan in Civil Appeal No. 22 of 1933.
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DUNKLEY, J.-In my opinion this appeal fails·
on the question of limitation, and therefore it is.
unnecessary to decide the other points which have'
been raised in the prosecution 6f the appeal.
The defendant-respondent, S. E. Bholat, filed
a petition in the District Court of Myingyan on the24th April 1929 for the adjudication as insolvent of
his debtor, Ayakalai Nadar. On the lOth May 1929'
he made an application, under section 21 (2) of
the Provincial Insolvency Act, for the attachment
by actual seizure of goods lying in his debtor's shop
at Taungtha. This apr,lica:tion was allowed and a
warrant of attachment was issued, and it \-vas-'
executed and the goods seized on the same day.
On the 16th May 1929 the present appellant,.
M.S. Poonasawmy Pillai, made an objection, under
section 4 of the Provincial Insolvency Act, to this:
attachment and seizure, alleging that the property
seized had been sold to him sometime previously'
and was in his possession, as' his own property at
the time of the seizure.' At the same time he
and some other creditors of the debtor, Ayakalai
Nadar, joined with the latter in obiecting to the
latter's adjudication. The question of the adjudication
of Ayakalai Nadar and th.e appellant's objection to'
the attachment and _seizure of these goods \vere
heard and decided together, and after a. prolonged
hearing, by a judgment dated the 10th February 1931,.
the learned District Judge rejected the respondent's
petition to adjudicate Ayakalai' Nadar, and also held
that the property seized was the property of the
appellant and ordered the removal of the attachment.
. On the 8th May""J31 Civil Miscellaneous Appeal
N 0.70
of 1931 of this Court was . instituted by
the respondent.. It was against the dismissal of
his petition to adjudicate Ayakalai Nadar~ The
.
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present appellant was joined as a respondent in this
appeal because he had objected to the adjudication.
There was no appeal against the order of the
learned District Judge holding that the property
attached and seized was the property of the appellant
-and removing the attachment thereon. _ On the 11th
, , January 1932 this appeal was dismissed by a Bench\,(,?f-. this Court.
\ On the 27th April 1932 the appellant instituted
Suif-No. 9 of 1932 of the Subdivisional Court of
Myingyan against the respondent, claiming damages
for th,~ unlawful attachment and seizure of these
properties, and it is out of this suit that the
pres~Fl't appeal. arises. The appellant was partially
-successful before the SubdivisionalGourt, but on
appeal to the District Court his suit was dismissed.
All the above dates, so far as they are relevant
to the question of limitation: are - set out in the
appellant's plaint in thIS suit, and in paragraph <)
thereof, iIi order to prevent the operation of the
pr6.visions of the Limit::l.tion Act, he called in aid
the" proceedings, subsequent to the -attachment and
seizure of the' goods, in the District Court and
in the High Court, and set .up that he was entitled
tv deduct the time spent in prosecuting these
proceedings.
On behalf eff the appellant a preliminary objection
has been raised that the question of limitation could
not be considered by the District Court on appeal,
and also cannot be considered by this Court on
second appeal, because the point was abandoned
by the respondent in the original Court. No doubt,
it is ~tated -in the judgment of the .learned Subdivisional Judge that the question of limitation in
the suit before him was aba..ndoned by. tl?:e defendant,
that is, the present respon<;)ent, but actually it was
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mentioned by the respondent in his written statement,
and the question is included by' implication in the
CHETTIAR
first issue framed in the suit, which is "Is the
, FIRM
'II.
suit maintainable?". But, however that may be,
S.E;
BHOLAT.
in my opinion the provisions of section 3 of the
DUNw.EY, J. Limitation Act are applicable to
the present case,
and therefore i~ was incumbent upon the Sub-'
divisional Court, of its own motion, to consider
the question of limitation, whether it was abandoned
by the defendant or not. Consequently, even though
the respondent did not, argue this point before the
original Court, it was open to hrIn to raise;: it on
appeal.
;,
(As authority for the proposition that the "'point
co~d not' be raised on appeal because it had b~en
abandoned in the original Court, learned counsel
for the appelhnt has cited the case of Muddana
Virayya v. Muddana Adenl1a (1), but this case
is clearly distinguishable from the present case, for
the question of limitation there depended upon the
determination of certain issues of fact and the
allegations of fact necessary to show that the case
was out of time were not proved by the defendant i
,in the present case, on the contrary, all the relevant'
dates necessary to determine, the .question ,Of limitation
art set out in the pleadings. When on, the face of
the plaint it appears that the suit is barred by
limitation, the Court is bound to consider the
question of limitation and to come to a decision
thereon, whether it is raised by the defendant
or
not; bu~tn1ay-apI:fea'f;-onffle-eviacnce
.----adduced in the case on either side, ihat the suit is
out of time, if the plea of limitation is not taken and
the facts necessary for the determination of the
M.S,

l

(t l

5~

M.L.}. 245.
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question are not pleaded and consequently are hot
in issue, in such a case the Court is not in a
position to see that the matter is out of time,
and, therefore, if the plea is not raised or is
abandoned by the defendant, the Court cannot act
upon it, nor can it be taken up on appeal.)
It is admitted that the Article of the Lrrriitation
itct relevant to the pres~nt suit is ArtiCle 29 of
the First Schedule, which is as follows:

I

For compensation for wrongful seizure lone
The
of moveable property under legal
year.
ci~te cf
"process.
,seIzure.

One argument which has been raised on behalf
ot the appellant is that the attachment' of 'properly is
,a continuing wrong. and that therefore time does not
begin to run until the attachment .ceases: but it seems
to .me that there is no force at all in this argument;
for the date from which time begins to run is not
the _.date of the attachment,but the date of the
seizure., In this case the date of the seizure was the
. 10th May 1929, and the suit was not instituted u:ntil
the 24th April 1932,and, therefore, the suit of the
plaintiff-appellant was, on the face of it, out of time
by a period of nearly two years.
However, on behalf of the appellant it is urged
that he is entitled to deduct the period from the
date of his objection to the attachment, that is, the
. 16th May 1929, to the date of the final order of
this Court in Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 70 of
1931, that is,the 11th January 1932. It is admitted
that the provisions of section 14 of the Limitation
Act, which is the section of the Limitation Act
under which the tiine spent in the prosecution of
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CHETTIAR
FIRAi

v.
S.E.
BHOLAT.
DUNKLEY,
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another proceeding can be excluded, are not appl icable to the facts of the present case, but it is urged
M.S.
CHETTIAR
that when the matter out of which the plaintiff's
FIRM
'U.
cause of action arises is, the subject-maHer of any
S.'E.
BHOLAT.
proceeding before the Courts, then limitation is
DUNKLEY, J. suspended during the pendency of that proceeding.
The cases on which learned counsel for the
appellant relies as authority for this proposition are:
Mussumat Ranee Surno Movee v. Shooshce Mokhee
Burmonia and others (1), Mussamat Basso [(uar and
others v. Lala Dhum Singh (2), Lakhan Clnmder Se1z
v. Madhusudan Sen (3); Nrit}'amoni Dassi v. LalduT.1t
Chandra Sen (4), and Ma Rnit v. Fatima Bibi \and
another (5). In my opinion, however, the fact~~"of
all these cases are plainly distinguishable from th~s'e
of the present case, and they are no authority for
holding that a c,lUse of action is suspended while
the plaintiff is seeking to prove in other proceedings
the facts up'on which his cause of action depends,
and that is the argument which has been advanced
ori behalf of the appellant in tbis case.
In Mullapal1di Satyanm'ayana Bralmuull mui two
others v. 111ag"anti Seethayya (6) it has been held
that no equitable grounds for suspension of a cause
of action can be added to the provisions of the
Lirr.itation Act, and in pannaji Deviclzand Firm v.
The Firm of Senaji Kapurchand at Bellary (7) it has
been held that Article 29 of the Limitation Act
applies to, all cases where specific' movable property
is actually seized, and that the starting point of
limitation is the date of actual seizure and the time
taken in getting the seizure declared illegal either on
1934

(I) (1868) 12 Moo, I.A. 244.
(2) (1888) 15 I.A. 211.
(3) (1<)07) I.L.R. 35 Cal. 209.
(7) (1930) I.L.R. 53

(~) (1916) I.L.R. 43 Cal. 660,
(5) (1927) I.L.R. 5 Ran. 283.
(6)(1926) I.L.R. 50 Mad. 417.
Mad. 621.
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1934
appeal or by other means cannot be deducted. This
M.S.
last authority definitely concludes the case against
CHETT1AR
the appellant.
FIRM
fI
But, whatever view may be taken as to the suspenS.E.
.sion on equitable grounds of the appellant's cause' BHOLAT.
·of action, it appears to me to be clear that such DUNKLEY, J.
period of suspension must in any event have ended
oOn the 10th February 1931, when the learned District
Judge passed his order declaring the appellant to be
the owner of the properly seized and ordering the
Temoval of the attachment. In J uscurn Boid v.
Pirthic/zand' Lal Choudhury (1) their Lordships of
the Privy Council observed that under Indian law
and procedure an original decree is not suspended
by presentation of an appeal nor is its operation
interrupted where the decree on appeal is one of
-dismissal. The case of Martand Mahadev Dunakhe
v. Dhondo. Moreshwar Dunakhe and another (2) is
to the same effect. Moreover, the COfff:ctness of· the
leamed District Judge's decision as regards the
removal of the attachment of the appellant's property
waSt- not raised in Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 70
«)f 1931, ana: for this reason also the time spent in
prosecuting this appeal cannot be deducted. Conse:<}uently, even allowing that the argument on behalf
·of the appellant, regarding the suspension (If his
.cause of action, is wholly correct, the appellant's
'suit was out of time, for, at the latest, time began to
Iun from the 10th February 1931, and his suit was
not instituted until the 27th April 1932.
This appeal, therefore, fails, and is dismissed witil
.costs, advocate's fee in this Court ten gold mohurs.

(1) (1918) I.L.R. 46 Cal. 670 at p. 679.

(2) (1920) I.L.R. 45 Bom. 582.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Baguley, and Mr. Justice Mosely.
1934

VERTANNES

Sep.4.

v.
LA WSON

AND OTHERS.

*

Appeal in forma pal1peris-Rejection oj application for leave to appeal as a
pauper-Dnstamped memorandum' of appcal- Validation of memorandum
b:v payment oj court-fee-No subsisti1lg appeal-Payment of court-fcc, C01/1'CS
discretio1l-Civil P,'ocedllre Code (Act V Of 1908), s. 149.
'iV'here an application for leave to appeal in fQ1'mil pauperis is rejected the
appeal does not subsist. The memorandum accompanying the applic~tion
cannot be stamped so as to validate it with effect from the date of the
presentation of the application for lea\'e to appeal. The applicant may file,
subject to limitation, a memorandum of appeal duly stamped.
S. AlIamallay v. a.M.M.R.M. Chctty Firm, 7 L.B.R. 90-appro7!cd.
Bislmath Prasad v. J agarnath, LL.R. 13 All. 305-rcjerYl'd to.
Achut Ramchandra v. Balyya, I.L.R. 38 Born. 41 ; Bai Ful v. Rhav(/nidas.
I.L.R. 22 Born. 849; Nallavadh!a A11I11Ial v. SubramQ1/ia, I.L.R. 40 Mad.
687-dissentcd from.
Under s. 149 of the Civil Procedure Code the Court has a discretion toallow or disallow court-fees to be paid on a document that is filed. without
a court-fee or an insufficient amount of court-fee.
Khatuma1l1tissa Bibi v. Chowdhury, 38 C.W.N. 650--rcferred to.
The applicant sued on the Original Side for Rs. 15,000 as damages for
malicious prosecution. The suit was dismissed. He applied for leave to
appeal as a pauper, but his application was' rejected under 0.44, r. 1, of the
Civil P~ocedure Code. He then applied, nearly two months after the dismissal
·of his applkation, to amend his memorandum of appeal by reducing the
amount claimed to Rs. 1,000 or Rs. 500, and for further time to stamp it on the
new valuation. He pleaded proverty as his excuse, and urged that he was
anxious to clear his good name.
Held, that the appeal was barred, and even if the memorandum originally
filed' could be regarded as a subsisting document, the Court in the circumstances of the case ought to refuse to exercise its discretion in favour of the
applicant.

].. Vertannes for. the applicant.
* Civil Misc. Application No. 67 of 1934 from the judgment of this Comt
on the Original Side ill. Civil Reg. No. 493 of 1933.
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J.-The application before the Court is
one under section 149 of the Civil Procedure Code.
The applicant filed a suit on the Original Side of
this Court for Rs. 15,000, damages for malicious
prosecution. His suit was dismissed. He;; then
applied for leave to appeal in forma pauperis against
this decree, and his application was re;;jected under
• Order 44, rule 1, as the Court saw no reason to
think thaf the decree was contrary to law or otherwise erroneous or unjust. The applicant then applied
for an opportunity to be allowed to amend his
memorandum of appeal by reducing the amount
claimed, and then to be allowed time to stamp it on
a new valuation.
We have heard the applicant's advocate at length un
this application. Even now he will not state the
exact amount at which he wishes to value his
.. appeal, but says that he proposes to reduce it to
Rs. 1,000, or Rs. 500 or so. It should be noted that
the applicant has been adjudicated insolvent and
~as pot been discharged.
'. Sec.ction .149 of the Civil Procedure Code reads
as follows:
MOSELY,

,; Where the \vhole or any part of any fee prescribed for any
document by the law for the time being in force relating tn courtfees has not been paid, the Court may, in its discretion, at any
stage. allow the persen. by whom such fee is payable. to pay the
whole or part, as the case may be, of Stich court-fee; and upon
such payment the document. in respect of which such fee is
payable, shall have the same force and effect as if such fee had
been paid in the first instance."

There' are two questions for decision. Firstly,
whether there is a subsisting appeal before the
Court of which the memorandum can be stamped
with this reduced court-fe;;e; and, secondly, whether

1934
-_.-

VERTANJ
tI •.

LAWSO

52.
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the Court ought to use itsdiscreti9n in allowing
.
VERTANNES such, a reduction.
.f/•.
The limitation for applications for leave to appeal
LAWSON.
in forma pauperis is thirty days from the date of
MOS.>LY, J.
the decree, under Article 170; while limitation for
admission of appeals from decrees of the Original
Side is twenty days, uncler Article 151. The date of
the decree of the Original Side was the 6th of June,
1934, and the appeal was filed on the 25th of June.
The application for leave to appeal in /01'11'1(£ pauperis
was rejected on the 24th of July.
There is no reported ruling of this Court on the
question whether in such a case, after rejection of
an application to appeal in forma pauperis, the
appeal. still subsists. The only reported decision on
the subject in this Province is a ruling of the late
Chief Court in 1913 [5. A1wmallay v. G.M.M.R.M.
Chetty Fin'll (1)], where it was held that the appeal
did not subsist. An earlier case quoted [Shaill Bl,~tJati
v. Kalloo Khan (2)] was a case where the application
for leave to appeal was itself presented out of
time.
In S. Anamallay's case, a Bench 01 the Chief
Court held that the earliest case on the subject [Ski/nne'/'
V. Grde (3)J was clearly distinguishable. That was a
case where the applicant obtained ,funds which enabled
him to pay the court-fees during the enquiry into
his pauperism. It was held, agreemg with Bishnath
,Prasad v. ]agarnath Prasad (4), that when the application for permission to appeal as a pauper was before
th~ Judge there was no appeal before him, bllt merely
this application. The appeal would have, it was said,
only come into existence before him on leave to
1934

(I) (1913) 7 L.B.R 90.
(2) (190S) 3 L.B.R. 194.

(3) (1879) I.L.R. 2 All. 241.
(4) (1891) I.L.R. 13 All. 305.
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appeal having been granted. As the application was
rejected no appeal ever became alive before the Court
in connection with the application proceedings. The
memorandum of appeal only became such; and could
be acted on as such, -when duly stamped. It started
a fresh 'proceeding altogether, and the period of
limitation ran from the time that it was received
duly stamped.
In Bis/math Prasad's case, Edge. C.J. and
Straight J. said:
l' We do not think that a piece of unstamped paper which
only accompanied a petition to appeal in forma pauperis could
be called a memorandum of appeal in the proper sense cf the
term which the Judge could take ccgnizalice of or make any
order upcn."

A leading case on which the applicant· here
relies is Bai Ful v. Desai Manorbliai Bha'mnidas (1).
That was a case where leave to appeal in forma
pauperis was refu:>ed, and the applicant was allowed
to stamp his appeal at a lower valuation. This
appeal was accepted, but then was dismissed as
til1J.e-bar.red. The Judges differed as to whether the
original me.~orandum of appeal ceased to be such
when the application for leave to appeal in forma
pauperis was rejected. Farran C.J. said that the
application and the appeal were separate documents,
thereby differing from a petition to sue as a pauper,
which included the plaint, the allegations as to
pauperism, and the prayer to sue in fonna pauperis.
He said that the Judge had dealt with the p~uper
applic~tion, but not necessarily with the memorandum
of appeal which accompanied it An unstamped memorandu111 oJ appeal was not a nullity. In every caSe
(1)

(1897) I.L.R. 22 Born. 849.
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the appeal would be time-barred· if the application
VERTANNES were rejected.
If so, he said, the liberty reserved
by section 413 (Order 33, rule 15) to file an ordinary
LAWSON.
appeaf
would be rendered idle. He said that this
MOSELY, J.
consideration must, he though~, have been present in
the mind of the Legislature when they" enacted
section 592 (Order 44, rule 1), or else why should
they have provided for the presenting of two separate
documents, and not one as in the case of a petition
to sue as a pauper.
It is not, I think, "necessary to impute any
intention· of this kind to the Legislature, for i.t
is obvious, I think, that the reason why an application
to .sue as a pauper must contain the plaint as an
. integral part of the application is· merely that
the application must show the cause of action, and
if there is no cause of action the application
is bound to be dismissed under Order 33, rule
5 (d).
Order 33, rule 15, refers to pauper suits, and
enacts that if the application to sue as a pauper be
refused the applicant should be at liberty to institute a suit in the ordinary manner. Order 44, rulf' ~,
lays down that a person entitled to prefd an <:tppeal,
who is unable to pay the fee required for the
memorandum of appeal, may present an application
accompanied by a memorandum of appeal, and may
be allowed to appeal as a pauper "subject in all
matters . . . to the provisions relating to suits
by paupers in so far· as those provisions are appli.cable." I cannot see how Order 33, rule 15, which
relates to suits ill formdpauperis is in favour of
this line of argument. There is nothing, of course,
to prevent a person wbose application to appeal as
a pauper has been rejected from appealing in the
ordinary manner. If Order 33, rule 15, has any
'I).
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application at all, it would, on analogy, I think
merely imply that the pauper appellant could not
file a fresh application to appeal in jorl1ul pauperis;
but could file a (separate) appeal later. It is true
that in some cases, as here, the limitation for appeal
is . shorter than that for pauper applications, but
that is not invariably so, and, in fact, the limitation
for appeals from Courts other than the Original
..Side is ninety days under Article 156.
Candy J; (pp. 858 and 859), on the other hand,
appears to have held that there was no subsisting
appeal before the Court. He said that if the application was rejected the applicant was at liberty, on
the analogy of Order 33, rule 15, to file an appeal
in the ordinary manner, and there was no possible
objection to the memorandum of appeal being returned
to him so that it might be used as the memorandum
of appeal II instituted in the ordinary manner", that
is, with the necessary court-fee attached. But he
said' he could find no rule in the Civil Procedure
Code providing that if this be done the appeal
should be deemed to have been instituted on the
day when the application to appeal as a pauper was
presented. -:ae went on to l~emark (p. 860) :
,. I do not think that the fact that when the \\'ould-be
appellant presents an application fer leave to appeal as a
pauper he presents with it a separate memorandum of appeal
(whereas a would-be plaintiff asking for leave to sue as a
pauper \\Tites his application and plaint all in one), makes
any difference. If the Legislature intended that on the Court
refusing to allow the would-be appellant to appeal as a pauper,
the Court' must dispose of the memorandum of appeal, which
had been filed with the application, then nothing would have
been easier than to enact provisions to that effect. No' doubt
the short period d limitation given. for filing an appeal in a
District Court must in most cases make an appeal time-barred
if the application to be allowed to appeal as a pauper is refused."
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In an earlier case [Jurnnabai
Vissondas Ruttonchzl1'id (l)J it was assumed without discussion that the
v.
court-fee in such a case can be paid at any time.
LAWSON.
Duiga Chal'all Naskar v. Dookhiram N askar (2), also
MOSELY, J.
relied on by the applicant, is not relevant here. It
is a case where the court-fees were paid during the
hearing of the application for leave to appeal.
Another case relied on for the applicant is Aclmt
Ramchand1'a Pai and another v. Nal!,appa Bab Balgya
and others (3). It was a case of an ordinary appeal
filed on an eight-anna slamp on the last day allowed
by the law of limitation where a court-fee of Rs. 205
was required. The Court refused to grant the time
applied for to pay the requisite sum and rejected the
appeaL It was held by the High Court, reversing
that order, that Order 7, rule 11, applied, and that
the Court should have granted time. This ruling has
been dissented from, I believe, by every other High
Court in India. I need only quote, to the contrary,
Akkaraju Seshamnla and others v. Nmnburi
Venkafakrishna Rao(4); Ram Sahay Ram Pande v.
Kumar Lach111i Narayan Singh (5); Brij Bhukhml
v. Tota Ram (6); and Lekh Ran1- v. Ramji (7).
Other cases are quoted in Mulla's COlnmentary 011
section 141), page 390, 3rd Edition.
N allavadiva Ammal v. Subramallia Pilla)' and
other<; (~) is much relied on by the applicant. The
Judges there followed Farran C.]. in Bai Ful's casco
Oldfield J. agreed that the decision on the appellant's
pauperism disposed only' of his application for leave
to appeal as a pauper, and left undisposed of the
memorandum of appeal which must accompany that.

VERTAN~ES

(1)
/21
(3)
(4)

(1897) I.L.R 21 Born. 576.
(1899) LL.R. 26 Cal. 925.
(1913) I.L.R. 38 Bom. 41.
27 Mad. L,J. 677.

(5) 3 P.L.J. 74.
(6) (1928) I.L.H. 50 AlI~ 980.
171 (1920; I.L.R. 1 Lab. 234.
(H1 (19J6) I.L.R. 40 Mad. 687.
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application. The memorandum, though unstamped,
was not· a nullity, and could be validated with effect
from the date of presentation by the supply of the
requisite stamp. He admitted that this reasoning
was, of course, open to the objection that appeal
memoranda in pauper cases were not usually dis-missed by any order distinct from that passed On the
pauperism application,· and are not in practice returned
for payment of deficient duty, as ordinary memoranda
would be.
Sadasiva Ayyar J. adopt€d Farran C.l's argument
that the memorandum of appeal was a different paper
from the application for permission to appeal as a
pauper, and therefore,-thereby differing from the
procedure in pauper suits,-the rejection of the application to appeal as a pauper left the separate memo. rahdum of appeal intact.
The learned - Judge went so far as to suggest
(p. 697) that there might be a role framed that
whenever an application to appeal as a pauper
was rejected that Court should at once pass an
orae[' granting reasonable time to the appellant to
pay the -. stamp duty due on the memorandum of
appeal.
.
.
I would, with all respect, dissociate myself as
emphatically as I can from the assumption underl}ing
this remark. So far from encouraging pauper appeals,
the Legislature has thought fit to discourage them by
enacting that they shall only be admitted on very
limited grounds,-that is only where the judgment
and decree are on the face of it unjust and contrary
to law. Why a. pauper appellant should be at liberty
to have two 'opportunities of appealing,-opportunities
denied to the ordinary app~nant,-I do not know.
He has ·chosen to take advantage of his privilege of
appealing as a pauper and suffer the disadvantage of
5
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confining his appeal to those limited' grounds. I
cannot see why he should be allowed, as suggested
by the learned Judge, to revise his appeal, raise
moneyIfrom his friends, and file an appeal, which
can be on grounds far wider than a pauper application,
namely on the evidence:
Nallavadiva Am111al's· case was also followed in
Mahan! Diyal Das: v. Mahant Sundar Das and 111.'1/.
Bhag-wan Devi and another (1), and on the same
grounds.
It appears to me that the decision in S. Anamallay's
case was on the right Jines. The question is not
whether the Court when rejecting an application to
appeal as a pauper has disposed of the appeal, but
whether there is really a subsisting appeal before
the Court. Admittedly the appeal is on a separate
piece of paper, and is not necessarily disposed of,
in the sense of adjudicated on. An application to
appeal as a pauper must, like an application' to sue as
a pauper, contain certain particl,.l1ars, .namely the
reasons why it is alleged that the decree of the
lower Court was unjust or contrary to law. The
grounds of appeal attached usually reiterate these
particulars, and may, in addition, contain other grounds
based on the evidence. . But, in. my' opinion, the
memorandum of appeal is merely ancilliary to the
application, and can only come into effect and be
treated and acted on as a memorandum of appeal
when and if the application to appeal as a pauper
isallowed ; whereon the appeal is necessarily admitted
(provided, of course, that subsequent enquiry does .
not disprove the alleged pauperism). I am not moved
by the argument that if the application to sue as a
pauper be rejected there can seldom be time for the
(1) (l92J), I.L.R. 3 Lah. 35..
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:applicant to stamp and file an ordinary appeal within
the period of limitation, for, as I have said, I see no
{'eason why he should be allowed s~ch an exceptional
.double opportunity, and, as remarked by Candy J.
in his judgment, there is no express provision in
the Code for this. I would note here that the pro:visions of Order 44, rule 1, have recently been
<lealt with by thIS Court in San Shwe v. Haji Ko Ishaq
{I), but in a different connection, namely as to whether
:an order rejecting an a,pplication to appeal as a
pauper is " a case decided" or merely an interlocutory
.order. This case came before a single Judge (Otter
.1.), who said that from the plain words in the
.provisions of Order 44, rule 1, it would appear
.that the application for permission to appeal as a
pauper is a proceeding entirely distinct from the
.appeal itself. The memorandum of appeal ought
not to be considered until after the hearing of the
.application. The Judge deciding an application for
leave to appeal is under no obligation to dismiss
the appeal. In fact, except for the purposes of the
proviso to rule 1, he has no concern with the
.appeal at all. Indeed it was said "the applicant
·can ,always appeal' within the' time allowed by
.limitation, provided he pays the necessary courtfees." This case is cited as one in favour of the
.applicant, but these remarks, perhaps somewhat obiter
to that case, will not help him.
In any case, as. regards the .second question
:before us,' we are on, I thi~k, indisputable ground.
The provisions of section ,,149 are discretionary, and
I cannot see how in the present case we should
.be exercisiLga proper discretion if we allowed the
applicant, as. he prays, to put a nominal value on
(1)

(1930) I;L.R. 9 Ran. 92.
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his appeal, for the purpose, he says, of clearing
his name. In this connection I would quote the'
case of In re Sm. Khatumannissa Bibi v. Durjodhonc'
Roy ChO'leJdhuryand others (1),. where it was held
that inability to raise funds is not a sufficient ground
which would entitle the Court to exercise its discretion under seetil)n 14Y of the Civil Procedure Code_
This .was a case of an ordinary appeal filed on a
court-fee of Rs. 2 only, on which the court-fee payable was Rs. 975. The ground alleged for the
deficiency was poverty and inability to pay the courtfee on the day of presentation of the memorandum.
of appeal. The cases already cited as differing from.
Achut Rmnchal1dra Pai's case were quoted here, and
it was said that where the appellants had deliberately,..
and to suit their own convenience, paid on their
appeals insufficient court-fees, and in effect only asmall fraction of the fees admittedly payable, the"
Court was not bound to receive the appeals and give
the appellants time to make good the deficiency. It
could hardly be said that the discretion should beexercised where the ground urged was mere inahility
to pay.. No doubt, as was remarked in bishnatk
Prasad's case, if an insufficiently stamped memorandum of appeal was accepted by inadvertence time might
be biven to the appellant to supply the deficiency..
The present case is stronger, for it is not merely
a . case of poverty, and not a case of mistake or
inadvertence at all. The applicant was presumably
in a position to raise the small court-fee now proposed when he filed his original application to appeal'
as a pauper, and I entirely fail to see why. any'
second opportunity should be given him. This
application will therefore be dismissed.(1) 38 C.W.N.650.
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agree with the judgment of my
learned brother, and would like to associate myself
emphatically with his remarks concerning the suggestion
thrown out in Nallavadiva Ammal v. Subramania
Pillay and others (1) that whenever an application
to appeal as a pauper is rejected the Court should
:automatically pass an order granting time to the
would-be appellant to pay the stamp duty due on
t~le memorandum of appeal. I am unable to approve
,of that frame of mind which thinks that no case
has been satisfactorily decided until it has been
carried through every Court of appeal allowed by
la\v. Courts which deal with the trial of cases are
not so bad as all that. It is interesting to work
-out what would really happen if such an order
:allowing time for payment of the stamp duty were
;automatically to be allowed. In every such case
the result _would be either (a) that the stamp duty
is paid, or (b) that it is not paid. In lhe case of (b)
the order allowing time is clearly infruduous. The
:.case (a) may be sub-divided into:
Ja) (a) The applicant could not have paid the
. duty when he applied for leave to appeal as
a pauper, and
(a) (b) he could have paid the duty.
]n case (a) (b) it is clear that his original petition
for leave to appeal as a pauper was made mala fide,
.and supported, presumably, by perjury. That such
a man should be given a second chance is obviously
improper.
_
In case (a) (a), ~hen the duty is -subsequently
paid, it follows that the person must have raised
money -after his application for leave to appeal as a
pauper was dismissed. In practically every case
BAGULEY,
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there is only one. way in which money can be raised
circumstances and that is by entering
VERTANNES under these
V.
into a champertous agreement with sonie litigious:
LAWSON.
speculator to provide funds j and it is well known
BAOULEY, J.
that when. a case has been lost in· the trial Court
and an application for leave to appeal as a pauper
has been dismissed, such an agreement would mean
that, if the appeal was successful, the speculator would
get practically aU the profits, and· only a sma1t
residue would be left for the pauper. The cases (a)'
(a) may, therefore; be· divided into:
(a) (aJ (a) in which ,the . appeal is ultimately
successful, and·
(a) (a) (b) in which it is unsuccessful.
In case (a) (a) (b), the unfortunate opposite party
would be saddled with the cosfs of the appeal, which
he would be quite unable to realize unless he were
able to track down the financier and get an order
for him to furnish security for the costs, or make
him a joint-appellant j and in every other cas,e theorder which allowed the appeal to be proceeded with
would result in an irreparable loss,-a loss which is
really irreparable,-to the ultimately successful party,
who must be regarded as being in the right as he
has won in the ultimate Court of appeal. The
pauper, therefore, would only benefit, almost to a
negligible extent in cases which come under (a) (a)(a).
We see, therefore, that in cases ( b) the proposed:
order would be infructuous j in cases (a) (b) the
proposed order would have improper oc-esults j and iIi,
cases (a) (a) (h) the order would cause irreparable
loss to an innocent party, and in the small residueof cases the main benefit would accrue to a speculator in litigation. In my opinion, the passing of· the
rule as proposed would be to the highest degree
objectionable.
1934
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In the present case Mr. Vertannes on behalf of
his' client says that he only wants to appeal in order
to save his Client's good name. He should have
thought of that before. When he filed the appli~ation for leave to appeal as a pauper h~ was thinking
mainly of the Rs. 15,000 damages. It is only when
he has failed to get this money that his good name
becomes of great importance to him; and I agree
that when a man has had his chance and lost it
there is no reason why the Court should go out of
its way to give him a second chance.
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VULCAN INSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED.
[On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.]
btSftratu:e

(Fire)-Polic~'-:Misdescriptiott

of insured premises-Material
misdescription-Avoidance of Pvlicy.
A misdescription of the premises insured under a policy against fire is a
material misdescription which avqids the policy if it would affect the mind of a
rea,sonable insurer, either as to accepting the risk, or as to the premium which
he 'wvuJd place upon the risk. Whether a misdescription is material or is not,
is partly ~ question vf evidence and partly a question of law.
A policy described the premises thereby insured against fire as constructed
of brick walls in the ground storey, whereas only the back wall was wholly
of brick, 'the front wall being of timber and the side walls of timber for
two-thirds of their length. The evidence of witnesses experienced in the
bnsiness of insurance in Burma showed that a higher premium \Vouid have
been chll.rged in the case of premises of the latter description.
Held, that the misdescription was lnatecial to the poloicy, and prevented
the insured from succeeding in a suit to recover ul).der it.
Deoree 'of the High Court, I.L.R. 11 Ran. 266, affirmed.
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The appellants instituted a suit against the
respondents in the High Court claiming under a
policy of insurance against fire on the ground that
the insnred premises had been burnt down. The
written statement raised the defence that the
.defendants were not liable, because there was a
material misdescription of the premises insured.
The facts .appear from the judgment of the
Judicial Committee.'
The trial Judge (Das J.) held that there had
. been a misdescription, but that it was not a material
misdescription. He made a decree for the insured
sum.
An appeal was allowed and the suit dismissed.
Page C.J., with whose judgment Mya Bu J. agreed,
held that the misdescription was a material misdescription and avoided the policy. The learned.'
Chief Justice rejected a contention, not urged upon
the present appeal, that knowledge of the true facts
was to be imputed to the defendants, because the
plaintiffs acted as their los:al agents. Reference was
made to English authorities upon that point. The
appeal is reported at LL.R. 11 Ran. 266.
. Oct. 29. The judgment of their Lordships was
delivered by
This is an. appeal from the High
Court at Rangoon sitting in appeal, which reversed
the decision of the trial Judge, in a claim brought
by the appellants upon a policy'of insurance against
fire.
The premises were situated at Moulmeingyun in
Burma. The appellants were the mortgagees of the
premises, who, in accordance with the terms of the
mortgage, had taken out a policy of insurance upon
the' mortgaged. property. The partiCular policy was
T.JORD ATKIN.
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taken out with the respondents, the Vulcan Insurance
'Company, Limited. The premises had apparently at
-one time been insured in the Northern Assurance
-Company, but they had ceased to carry the risk.
It was said that they had withdrawn from fire business
in Rangoon; whether that is so or not their Lordships do not know. At any rate, in 1929, the
.policy ,vas taken out with the Vulcan Insurance
'Company, having originally been written by the
Northern Assurance Company. The risk and
·description of the property was, it is said, taken
from the original policy with the Northern Assurance
-Company. It is described as being II Three bllildings,
"the property of the insured, situated at the corner
·of Strand Road and Ferry, Moulmeingyun, Myaunginya
District. Said buildings are constructed of brick
walls and cement flooring in the ground storey,
·timber walls and flooring in the upper storey with
shingled roof. . Used as retail shop for hazardous
:and non-hazardous goods in the ground floor and
;above as dwellings."
There was a fire by which the· premises were
·totaily destroyed in I\farch, 1931, and on a claim
'being made, after some delay in making up their
:rriinds, the insurance company finally resisted the
claim on the footing that there had been a: material
misdescription of the property. It is admitted that
there was, in fact, a misdescription of the property,
:and the only question is whether the misdescription
was a material misdescription, by which one would
··ordinarily mean a misdescription such as would affect
·the mind of a reasonable insurer either as to accepting the risk or as to the premium which he would
place upon the risk. Whether a misdescription is
material or is not, is partly a question of evidence,
;and also partly a question of law.
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In this case the learned trial Judge said hewas not satisfied that the misdescription was material,and the learned Chief Justice and his colleague
thought the misdescription was material.
It is not very easy to ascertain what was the'
exact condition of these premises, because at one time
apparently they consisted of only one building, and
at another stage in the proceedings when a policy
was taken out, they had been divided laterally ink,
three buildings, atld their Lordships were told that
at the time the fire took place they had been divided
into five buildings, so that there were five shops and
buildings overhead. Buf the question as to the'
number of buildings is not very material in this case..
The question is whether the building was properly
described as (( constructed of brick walls and cement
flooring in the grcund storey." It is admitted that
it was not so correctly described, and the question,therefore, is whether that misdescription was material..
Apparently the Burma fire companies haveadopted for themselves a tariff, which has been
put in evidence, consisting of the classification of
buildings into four classes. Class I is = "Built of
brick or stone, with hard rooL" Then there areclassifications for that. Class II is: "Built of brick
or stone with shingled roof." Then it proceeds;:
"Built of brick-nogging or partly of brick, bricknogging or stone and partly of timber, with hard orshingled rooL" Class III is: "Built of timberthroughout, with hard or shingled roof" ; and Class IV
is: "Built of brick, stone, iron, timber, or timberwith mat walls, and having a roof of thatch." That
classification is lilO doubt a classification for theguidance of the insurers against fire in Burma, and
the parties who conform to it, namely, the insurancecompanies or underwriters against fire, are entitled r
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as far as their Lordships can see, to put their own
construction upon it, for the purpose of business,
because it obviously is a classification which admits
of some ambiguity.
No\\' the first question is what exactly was the
nature of these buildings? There was the evidence
of a surveyor, which seems to have been of a very
unsatisfaCtory nature, because he ,vent to the premises
<lfter the fire. He did not know them very well
before, and if he did, he seenis to have forgotten
about them. He prepared a plan of the buildings,
rely~ng upon descriptions
given to him, which
appear to be inaccurate, and as both the Courts put
on one side that plan, certainly. their Lordships do
so in considering this matter. But there was evidence
of one man, who \vas the last witness called for the
plaintiffs, who was the Manager of Messrs. Dawsons
Bank, the mortgagees, who described this building,
and his evidence has been accepted as correct in all
the Courts. From that it would appear that the
back \vall of the premises was undoubtedly built of
brick,and the front 'wall of the premises, so far .as
it can be said to have been a wall at all, was
undoubtedly built of timber; it consisted of folding
doors which were open during business hours, but
which when closed formed a wooden wall. The
side walls, it is now quite clearly established, were
partly of brick and partly of· timber. They were
partly ·of brick up to one-third of their length from
the rear to the front, or of that part of the premises
which consist of the back wall, and one-third of the
side walL There is no doubt that the kitchens of
the different shops and the latrines were built for
the most part, as far as the latrines were concerned,
'wholly of brick, and the kitchens being protected in
this way by having brick side walls and a brick
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back wall. But the rest of the side walls were of
timber.
In those circumstances the question arises whether
or not this is a material misdescription.
Two witnesses were called on behalf of the defendants, gentlemen of experience; one of them of very
large experience, and the other being a gentleman
who had some experience in insurance business, and
.flot being connected with this particular company,
who said that in their opinion this misdescription
was a material misdescription, because in their view
if the premises consisted of one wall being brick at
the back and the other Ui'ree walls being timber: it
was a building which they would have classed under'
Class III of the tariff, and they would, therefore,
have charged a higher premium on it than if it had
been put in Class II.
lt appears to their Lordships, as it appeared to
the appellate Court, that that evidence must apply in
common sense to a case whe\fe as to the remaining
three walls, one was of timber and both the lateral
walls were as to two-thirds of their length timber.
In such a case it would appear that the danger would
be substantially greater if the building caught fire,
because the two-thirds of the timber falling down
would bring down the superstructure above it, and
ther e would be a most material question as to the
danger of fire in the first place, and the amount of
damage caused by the fire in the second place.
It appears to their Lordships, on the footing
that those two outside lateral walls were as to onethird of their length brick and as to two-thirds
timber, quite impossible to resist the inference that·
that would be a material departure from the actual
description, which was that all the ground floor
walls were brick. There seems to be some contro-
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versy as to what the lateral divisions were which
divided. up the building. Whether they were of
brick, .as this witness stated, righ t through from back
to front, in two cases, and made of corrugated iron
in respect of the other two, it still leaves the
description of the building inaccurate, and it is, as
appears to their Lordships, inaccurately described in
a matter \,vhich was material for insurance purposes.
In those circumstances, it appears to their Lordships that the decision come to by the appellate
Court was correct, and their' Lordships will humbly
advise His Majesty that the appeal should be
dismissed. The. respondents must have the costs of
the appeal.
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Bunll!'sc Buddlii.';l Law-Inhcritallcc-Kittima sons-Adoption after deathot

wifi:-Oill-of-tinw gralldchild-Manukye X, lS,66.
A Burmese Buddhist was survived by two kittima sons whom he had
adopted after the death of his wife, also by a gra.lldscD, the son of a daughter
who died before her parents. No other child or grandchild of the marriage
. survived. It was contended for the grandson (1) that he was entitled to his
grandmother's half share in the common property of the marriage; (2) that in
the half share of the deceased he was entitled under },famtk)'c X,66, to double
the share taken by each kittinza son, and that the same applied to his grandmother's half share if his first contention failed ; (3) that althoqgh he was an
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.. out-of-time grandchild" Mamikye X, 15. did not reduce his share to a quarter
of that which his deceased mother would have taken, as the text applied only
between relations of the whole blood.
Held, rejecting each of the above contentions, that the grandson took a
one-twelfth, that is a quarter of a third, share of the deceased's estate, and each
kittima son an eleven-twenty-fourth share.
Appeal dismissed.

Appeal (No. 95 of 193 2) by special leave from a
decree of the High Court (June 13, 1928) affirming
~ preliminary decree of the District Court· of Myaunga (April 3, 1928).
The decrees were made in a suit for the administration of the estate of a' Burmese Buddhist named
U Po Thet, who died in 1934. The plaintiff,
respondent No.1, was one of two kittima sons (the
other being respondent No.3) adopted by the
deceased by registered deed after the death, in 1922,
of his wife Ma Kyi Nyo. The first defendant was
Maung Htin Gyaw ; he was the father of the
appellant, a minor. The appellant's mother was
Ma Saw Hla, a daughter of U Po Thet and Ma Kyi
Nyo j she died in 1914. The deceased left a
considerable amount of property ; there \vas no
evidence to show the source of any particular p~.rt of it.
The District Judge tried the administration suit
together with a suit previously brought by Maung Htin
Gyaw, the appellant's father, in which he contended
that he was the kittima son of the deceased and
that the adoption of respondents Nos. 1 and 3 was
invalid.
The District Judge rejected the above contentions,
and in the administration suil: held that respondents
Nos. 1 and 3, the kittima sons, were each entitled'
t.o an 11/24th share, and the appellant to a 1/12th
share in the estate.
Appeals in both suits were heard together by
Rutledge C.J. and Brown J., and were dismissed.
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Maung Htin Gyaw failed to obtain special leave
to appeal to the Privy Council in the suit brought
b·Y h'1m, an d h e was not a party to the present appeaI
in the administration suit.
The facts appear more fully from the judgment
Qf the Judicial Committee. ,

J;

1934. Oct. 22, 23, 25. Upjohn K.C. and Penne~l
Jor the appellant. Upon the adoption of respondents
Nos. 1 and 3 the appellant, as the only living issue
,of the marriage of the deceased, became entitled to
.a vested right in his grandmother's half share in the
,common property of the marriage so far as it
remained. Onder well settled la\v if U Po Thet had
.remarried the appellant 'would have been so entitled:
Maung Po Kin, v. Maul1g Tun Yin (1), Maung Shwe
Yu v. Ma Kin Nyun (2), 1I1aung Sein Ba v. Maung
Kywe (3). Under Burmese Buddhist law an adoption
is made to the spouses jointly: Aung Ma lawing v.
.Mi AIL Bon (4) ; Mal1ukye X, 26 and 27, throughout
speaks of (( the adoptive parents." There was thereJorea putative remarriage, and the rule with regard
to the children's right on a remarriage applies. The
judgment of the Board in U Pe v. U 111aung Maung
Kha (5), referred only to death and remarriage as
the events upon which there was a right of partition,
but the present question \;I,ras not being considered
.and the passage is obite1', as no question arose there as
to the rights of natural or adopted children. Further,
the adoption did not make the kiltillla sons children
-of the marriage; they should be treated like children
·of a later marriage and accordingly the appellant,
under 111al1ukye X, 66 (see also X, 7), got a double
(1) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 207.
(2) (1929) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 240.242.
(3) (1933) IL.R. 12 Ran. 55.

(~)

(5)

(1917) 9 L.B.R. 163.
(1932) I.L R 10 Ran. 261, 268 ;

L.R. 59 tA. 216; 221.
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share of that
taken by each of them;
1
4 .
93

Ma Min E v.
Ma Kyaw Tahi (1), Ma Nan Shwe v. lela Sein (2),.
MA~~~i'EIN Nga Lu Daw v. Mi Mo Yi (3). The appellant claims oa
MAO:~ Sw, that basis in respect of the share of the deceased in the
Gn
property of the marriage, also as to his grandmother's
share, if he is not entitled to the whole. M a Thein'
v. Ma Mya (4), ~Tas not dealing with a son adopted
after the death of a spouse competing with children
of the marriage. Lastly, the rule in J.!,f allull)'e X, 15,.
by which an It out-of-time grandchild" takes only a·
quarter of the share which ,the deceased parent would
have taken, does not apply; the rule applies only as
between claimants all of' the whole. blood: M a Gun
Bon v. Maung Po Kywe (5). Reference was made
also to Mall Nhin Bwin v. U Shwe Gone (f», as to·
the high authority of Manukye; and to May Oung's.
Leading Cases in Burmese Buddhist Law, 2nd edn.,>
pp. 121, 127, 221, 257.
- .' - Q '

Dunne K.C. and Parikh. for the . respondents;
Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 8. It is not disputed that the High
Court at Rangoon by decisions following M aung Po'
Kin v. Maung Tun Yin (7), have laid down that
upon the remarriage of a surviving spouse the
children of the first marriage acquire a vested right
in half the common property of the marriage. That
rule was not founded upon the dhammathats, but
was an arbitrary extension. to the younger children
of the rights of the eldest son and daughter laid
down by the Full Bench in Ma Sein Ton v. Ma Son'
(8). In any case the rule cannot be extended by
analogy tothe case of an adoption by the fiction of a:
putative remarriage. The High Court in Ma Shwe Yu
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1897) P.J.L.B. 1893-1900, 361. (5) (1897) U.B.R. 1897-1901,66; 74.
(1924) LL.R. 2·Ran'. 514.
(6) (1914) LL.R. 41 Cal. 887' L.R.
(1915) 2 U.B.R. (1914-1916) 66.
41 I.A. 121.·
(1929.\ I.L.R.7 Ran.. 193, 199. (7) (1926) I.L.R. 4:Ra:n. 307.;
(8) (1915) 8 L.B.R. -SOL
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v. Ma Kin Nyun (1), based the rule upon the
1~f4
disturbance of the family by a remarriage; that is
~'
inapplicable to an adoption. A Burmese Buddhist MA~~~~EIf'l
husband upon his wife's death has a complete power M,W:~ SEINto dispose of the whole estate during his lifetime) - -G~I.
subject to limited - rights of the eldest son and
daughter; it becomes his property subject to those
rights: Ma Sein Ton v. Ma Son (2), Ma Thaung v.
Ivia Than (3). The interest of the deceased wife in
the common property is not a separate estate. The
claim under Manukye X, 66, also is based upon the
impossible theory of a putative remarriage. It is
inconsistent with the now settled principle ~hat
a !dUinza son has all the rights of inheritance of a
natural child. That principle was laid down in
Maung Po An v. Ma I)'we (4), and was recognized
in terms by the judgment of the Board in M aung
Thwe v. Maung Tun Pe (5), which also states that
a kittima adoption ,. takes the place of a testamentary disposition." The rule in Manukye X, 15, that
an "out-of-time graiJdchild" takes a quarter of the
shan~ which the deceased parent would have taken
cannot -be limibd to ex.clude kittirna sons. Apart
from that text the appellant was entitled to no share.
Upjohn K.C. replied.

Nov. 20. The judgment of their Lordships was.
delivered' by
SIR LANCELOT SANDERSON. This is an appeal by
Maung Sein Shwe by special leave from a decree of
the High Court" of Judicature at. Rangoo.n, dated the
(1) (1929) I.L.R. 7 Rail. 240.
(3) (19,23) r.L.R. 51 Cal. 374; L.R.51 LA.!.
(21 (1915) ~ L.B.R. 501.
(4) (1926) lL.~. 4 Ran. 184, 20Q.
(~l (1917) i.L.R. 45 Cal. 1; i.R. 44 tA. 251.
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13th of June, 1929, which affirmed the decree of the
District Court· of Myaungmya, dated the 3rd of
M:AUN~ .siuN
April, 1928.
SHWE
.' .V.· . .
The suit was brought by Maung Sein Gyi (herein•tfAUNG ~EIN
GYI.
after called the plaintiff) against the first defendant,
Maung H tin Gyaw, the father of Maung Sein Shwe,
who was the second defendant and is hereinafter
called the appellant, Maung Po Chein, hereinafter
called the third defendant, and the fourth and fiith
defendants, who were assignees of the plaintiff and
the third defendant of some of the property in
dispute. At the time of the suit the appellant was a
minor and was' represented by his guardian and
father Maung Htin Gyaw.
The suit was brought by the plaintiff for the
administration of the estate of UPo Thet, a Burmese
Buddhist, who died in the Myaungmya district on
the 4th January, 1924, leaving a considerable fortune, .
and the question' in this appeal relates to the
succession to the said estate.
. The following are the material facts:-U Po Thet
was married to Ma Kyi Nyo. They had fouf children:
the three eldest children died YOU:1g and without
issue. The' fourth, a daughter, bom in 1894, was
called Ma ·Saw Hla. In 1912, the daughter married
Maung Htin Gyaw, the £irst defendant in the suit.
On the 1st May, 1914, the appellant, son of the said
daughter and the first defendant, was born.
Five months later Ma Saw Hla died: both her
parents were alive at the time of her death. In
1922, Ma Kyi Nyo, the wife of U Po Thet and the
mother of M.a. Saw RIa, d,ied. On. the 31st Decemb~r, 1922,-.. U.PQ-..The~ . . made. a .gilt (c;;l,ll~.d:.~Lski!Zbyu
gift) to the appellant. by a registered dee(i ofabput
511 acresorpa~dy land, apucca house and diamond
and gold ornaine~ts.·; Ali issue was r~isy[l at the
1934
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trial as to the execution and the validity of this deed,
but there is now no question as to this deed except that
it is all~ged by the appellant that by a slip the pucca
house was omitted from that part of the decree
which related to the shinbyu gift. Reference to that
matter will be made later.
On the 11th October, 1923, U Po Thet executed
a deed of adoption which was duly registered. By
this deed U Po Thet adopted the plaintiff and the
third defendant as his kittima
. , sons 1/ with a view to
inherit good and bad inheritance."
This phrase was said to mean that the adopted
sons would inherit not only the· assets but also the
.debts of U Po Thet.
The deed provided that: .
.

II The two adoptees, namely Mg. Sein Gyi and Mg. ~hein also
undertake according to the c;uties of sons towards the parent to
perform the duties important and unimportant towards, look
after and feed the Kyaungtaga U Po Thet when he is in sound
health, to treat him with medicine and by the help of physician
during his illness and to look after and take care of, according
to law as the natural sons of K~'aungtaga U Po Thet, his own
m~v~aole . properties,. such as diamonds, gold, rice, paddy,
househoid furnitures, etc., and immoveable properties, such as
paddy lands,. pucca house, granary, garden lands, etc., with the
exception of th~ pucca house, paddy lands anci diamond and
gold jewelJeries which had been given previcusly to his grandson
Mg. Sein Shwe by a deed. Accordingly, after this deed of
adoption of Mg. Sein Gyi and Mg. Chein who are the sons of his
GW11younger brother Mg. Tha Dun k1eceased) as Kitlzt11l1sons with
a \;iewto inherit, is drawn up, he, the adopter· KyaungiaJ!a
U ·Po Thet, signs it with consent."

In January, 1924, UFo Thet died~' .
In 1924 a s~if was brought by'the':appellant's
father in' which':..he Claimed to' be;aIi'-'adopted:sdh
6fYlj'p 0';' The'f.;-'ln"':thiS'· he' fiiiTedf an'd" -i tis'; not
necessary to refer further to that suit beYond:
.
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stating that the District Judge disposed of that suit
and the present suil, which was. instituted in
MAUNG SEIN
"
•
. . SHWE
January, 1925, III one Judgment.
MAUN~ SEIN.
In the present suit, viz., No.9 of 1925, th~
GYI.
plaintiff, one of the adopted sons, prayed for
decree: .
-

a

•, (l) Declari~g that be is a Keittima adopted son of the
deceased UPo Thet and as such is entitled to 1l/48th shai"e.
in the Estate of U Po Thet deceased.
(2) . That the Estate of the said U Po Thet deceased be .
administered by and under the direction of this Honourable
Court.
Thaf accounts of both moveable and immoveable properties
together with mesne profits accruing therefrom may be taken."

An issue was stated at the trial as to the validity .
of the adoption deed, but no question was raised in
respect thereof in this appeal, and the adoption must
be taken as a valid adoption. The question remains
as to' what was the effect thereof. .
.It appears that it was ncjt until the end of the
trial, in fact, during the final argument, that the 'point
was tal\e'n on behalf. of the appellant that he must
be considered as the son of the only surviving child
of the first marriage, and that the adopted sons must
be considered the children of a putative second·
.
* ..
..
marnage.
..
. . ..
The theory on which . this allegation was based
was that inasmuch as the adoption of the plaintiff
and the third defendant was made by U· Po Thet
alone, ·after the death of his wife, Ma Kyi Nyo, the
plaintiff and the third defendant must be considered
as the child·rel;l of a plltative . second marriage. It
was therefor~· argued that the plaintjff and the third
defendantlllust be . co~side!ed .as. ~he :step uncles of
th~ appellant, whose share was alleged to . be two-.
thir-ds.
. . -- .
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The learned District Judge said that he believed
the said theory was new to Buddhist law, and rejected
the above-mentioned contention. He stated that there
is no authority for the proposition that there must be
a fictitious second wife presumed to be the mother
of the children adopted by a widower.
He therefore made a decree that the plaintiff's
share in the estate was 11/24ths and that the share
of the third defendant was 11/24ths.
The learned Judge stated that he understood it
was admitted that if Htin Gyaw (the first defendant)
did not prove his adoption and the plaintiff and the
third defendant proved theirs, the share of the appellant
as an "out-of-time grandchild" would be one-hvelfth.
The learned Judge therefore, after giving certain
directions as to the interest of the assignees, made a
decree according to the above-mentioned judgment.
The appellant and. his father appealed to the
High Court, which heard both appeals together..
. In dealing with the above-mentioned contention,
the learned Judges' of the High Court said that n:~
auth9rity in support thereof had been cited and that
the po~nt wa£ not pressed in argument before them.
.Both appeals were dismissed.
It is against the decree made by the High Court
m the 1925 suit that the appeal to His Majesty
in Council is brought.
The only question argued was to what shares
the appellant and the adopted sons,' viz., the plaintiff
and the third defendant, are entitled.
The case for the appeUant at the hearing of this
appeal was not based on the contention which was
urged in the Courts in Burnl"a; and the 'point,
which was presented on behalf ,of the. appellant,
was tak.en. for th~ first. time at the hearing of the
appeal before their Lordships.' .
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Stated' shortly, the. contention was that on the
.
.
.,...".;..deathof U Po Thet the appellant was entitled to
MAUNG SEIN
. Ie 0 f Ma K·
. wh at was
.
. 5HWE
t h e who
yl Nyo,
s .mterest 10
MAUN~'SEIN .called during the argument, for the sake of brevity,
.
GYJ':
the. common estate; and that as regards the interest
of U Po Thet in such estate, the appellant was
entitled to two-thirds thereof, or in the alternative,
if he was entitled to no more than an equal share
with the adopte,d sons, he should not be treated (t.,
an "out-of-time grandchild."
. The above-mentioned contention was based upon
the fact that the adoption was made by U Po Thet
after the death of his wife, and it was argued that
he could only adopt the plaintiff and the third.
defendant to' inherit a share in his share of the
common estate, that the effoct of the adoption was
equivalent to the effect of a second marriage 'by
U Po Thet, and that on such adoption there vested
in the appellant a right of inheritance to the whole
of Ma Kyi' Nyo's share of the common estate of
U Po Thet and Ma Kyi Nyo. To put the point
in other words, it was contended that the sons
adopted by U Po Thet after his wife's death could
not have any interest in the wife's share of the
common estate.
The argument was based mainly upon the
dhammathat known as Manukye, and reference was
made by both sides to the translation thereof by'
Mr.. D. Richardson.
The tenth volume relates to the law of inheritance, and reliance was placed chiefly upon Rules
66 and 67 of that volume.
No. 66 is as follows:
I.C..

1934

"A person takes a wife who dies leaving children; he
takes another, she also dies leaving children;. he takes a
third, she also dies leaving children-the law of inheritance
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between these three children at the death of the father is this:
1~~
if a person have a wife and she die leaving children, and
before the property is divided amongst' them the fatherMAU~9.,S~J
takes another wife, having borne him children she dies, and
S~~E
whilst the property is still undivided, he takes a third andMAUNG.SE:
she dies in giving birth to her first child, and the father
GYJ.
alsa dies; the, judge having collected the property to be
divided between the three families shall thus decide: let the
children of each wife take their own mother's separate, hereclitary property (Thengthee). The hereditary separate property
of the father he has had since the time of the first wife,
which has not been increased or added to, during the time
of the other two wive~, shall be called 'ahtet J, former property. It is said, when there are two families; tliat the
children of the elder shall have two and of the younger
family one share.' Now when there are three families, the
mothers only differing, because they centre all in one father,
let it be divided into four shares, of which, let the children
of the first wife have two~ and the children of the others
one each, and if there be debts, let them pay them in, the
same proportions. Should the property have ccme into his
possession in the time of the second wife, or of the lash
let the division be the same, of property and debts. Why
is this ?-because after the death of one wife the husband
took another, and after her death a third, and the law has
laid it down that the husband is the owner of the ~vife's
property. Of th'" original property, let the 'children of the
mother in whose time it was received have two shares; this
is said when the parents were living together at the time
the property came into possession."

No. 67 relates to the converse case, viz., the
case of a woman having three successive husbands,
and "children by each, and prescribes the partition
between the children on her death. It is not
necessary to refer to the terms thereof in detail, as
the terms of No. 66 are sufficient to illustrate the
argument which was rresented.
It is clear, of course, that No. 66 in terms does
not apply to the facts of the present case, because
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U Po Thet did not marry anyone after the· death of
his wife, Ma Kyi Nyo.
.
It was, however, argued that having regard to the
terms of the dhammathat, and especially to the provision
contained therein, that on the death of the father
the children of each wife should takt: their mother's
separate hereditary property, the proper inference to be
drawn was that the children of each marriage had on
their mother's death a vested interest in her estai.t:
which could be enforced on the father's death or by
way of partition on the father's remarriage.
No authority precisely covering this point was
produced to th eir Lordships, and it therefore becomes
necessary for their Lordships to examine the Burmese
Buddhist law, for the purpose .of ascertaining, if
possibie, whether there is an;'" ground for the abovementioned contentions.
There is no doubt that U Po Thet, according to
Burmese law, had a right to adopt the' plaintiff and the
third defendant, even though the appellant, the son of
his daughter, was alive. This· was not disputed: and,
further,. U Po Thet had a right to adopt the plaintiff
and the third defendant with a view to inherit?nce.
The position and rights of kittima adopted sons
were stated in the judgment of the Full Court of the
High Court at Rangoon; consisting of the Chief Justice
and four Judges in Maung Po An v. Ma Dwe (1) as
follows:
.
.

.

" We are satisfied that according to the dhammathats the
position of the keikti111a child in respect of inheritance was
inferior to that of own children. but in view of the judicial
decisions which for many years have i:eco~nized the right of
the keiktima child to share equally with the own children we
are of the opinion that that right should not now be questioned."

The learned Judges then proceeded with· the
question whether a keiktim.a child could be (( auratha."
(1) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 184, 200.
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llid.

In view of this judgment and the judicial decisions
referred to therein, their Lordships are of opinion that
-it mU$t nOw be taken that apart from the question MA~:~:
relating to any rights of an eldest child, the kittima MAU:~
adopted sons are entitled to share equally with the
GYI.
natural sons of the adopter.
The question therefore arises, and in their Lordships' opinion it is the crucial question, what was the
property with respect to which U Po Thet was entitled
to adopt the plaintiff and the third defendant as,kittima
sons, i.e., sons with a view to inheritance.
It could only be to the property of which he was
the owner. After his wife's death he was the sole
owner of the property which he had brought, on his'
marriage, to the common estate, and he was entitled to
adopt the plaintiff and the third defendant to succeed
him to that property in such shares as the Burmese·
law permits. T.he question then is, was U Po Thet
entitled .to adopt the two above-mentioned persons as
his sons with a view to their inheriting or sharing, in
." the inheritance of his late wife's share of the common
estate.
In their ~ordships' opinion, the answer to that
question must depend upon what was U Po Thet's
right upon the death of his wife in respect of her share
of the common estate. On behalf of the responc1ents
for whom Mr. Durine appeared, viz., the 4th, 5th, 6th
and 8th respondents, it was contended that U Po Thet
~>n his wife's death became absolute owner of her share
in the common estate, inasmuch as there was no eldest
son or daughter entitled to any specified property, and
remained such owner inasrouch as he did not marry
again.
On the other hand it was contended on behalf of
the appellant that on his wife's "death lJ Po Thet did
not become absolute owner of her estate, that the rights

{
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given to children by the above-mentioned dhammathats
could only rest upon some specific right in the natur~
. t h e mo th'
'd' ' t h at th erefore '
0 f property' III
er s est at e, an
U Po Thet on his wife's death had only a limited
interest in her estate.
It was admitted that U Po Thet was entitled to
take possession of such, property and to remain in
possession thereof until his death or remarriage, and
that he could dispose of it during his lifetime, butnot
by will.
It appears, however, that by Burmese law when
after the death of one parent the surviving parent
remarries, the children of the first marriage are entitled
to claim partition, unless there has been a previous
partition between them and the surviving parent, that
such right has been regarded as vesting on the re.,.
marriage, and that the estate, subject to such partition,
is the estate held by the surviving parynt at the time of
the remarriage. See Ma Shwe Gu v. Ma Kin Nyun
(1).

'

'

This is relied on by the appellant in support of his
contention. On the other hand, the fact that the
surviving husband has a right to enter ii.l.to possession
of the deceased wife's share of the common estate and
to dispose of it as he likes during his life, seems to be
com:istent only with his being the absolute owner.
In this state of things it is satisfactory to find that
there is authority upon this particular,point.
In 1915it was held by the Full Bench in Ma Sei,1ft
Ton v. Ma Son (2), that
"subject to any claim by the eldest son to certain specified
property and to a quarter share of the joint pt"op~rtYI and to
any claim by the eldest daughter to certain specified property;
(1) (929) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 240.

(2) (1915) 8 L.B.R. 501.
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.a Burmese Buddhist widow has an absolute right of disposal
over the whole of the joi~t property of herself and' her late
husband as against the children of their marriage."

That was the case of the wife surviving her
husband, but on reference. to the judgments it appears
that the learned Judges were of opinion that the same
rule would apply to the case of the husoond surviving
his wife.
As for instance Parlett J. is reported to have
said (1) as fqIlows:
" I think therefore that the following rules may be deduced.
On the death of one parent the surviving.parent inherits all their
joint property; if however the eldest son or daughter is grown up
he or she is entitled to certain specified property of the deceased
parent and in the case of the eldest son to a one-fourth share of
the bulk of the estate ; unless the surviving parent remarries none
of the other children are entitled to claim anything until that
parent's death; nor do the texts indicate that such children have:
an interest in the property, though their ris;!ht to partition is postponed till the death of the snrvivins;! parent; such a principle
would I think be foreign to Burmese . Buddhist law and on the
contrary many of the texts make it clear that the children cannot
protest if the property is exhausted before the right to claim
partition accrues.·'

In Ma Thaung v. Ma Than
that:
.

(2) it was held

lC Under Burmese Buddhist law, where after the death of the
wife, the husband partitions the property with their children, and
marries again, taking his share with him, on his death the children
by the former marriage cannot claim to inh~rit."

The question in· that case was the. true construction of a certain document, and it was held that it
was a partition made by the father with his children
after his first wife's death.
(1) Ibid. 516~

8~

SE.RIES.

(2; il923) I.L.R. 51 Cal. 374 iL.R. 51 I.A. 1.
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Mr. Ameer Ali in delivering the judgment of the
Board is reported to have said (1) as follows:
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U Nyein was about to contract a second marriage. Under
.
law whatever he possessed at the time of contracting the relationship which he contemplated would become on
the marriage the common property of his wife and himself.
Nothing was more natural than that, influenced by the effect of
such an eventuality on the position of his children by Ma Gale,
he should, in order to provide for them during his lifetime, whilsi.
he was absolute owner of the properties he possessed, decide'upon
a partition which woilld secure a definite share in his or her own
right to each child. He a~cordingly, with the agreement and
consent of his sons and daughters, entered into the arrangement
embodied in Exhibit L. None of them was entitled to anYshare
in his lifetime."
II

. the Burmese

There seems to be no doubt on the facts of
that ca~e that "the properties he possessed" referred
to in the 'cited passage included the common
,,properties of U Nyein and his first wife Ma Gale,
arid their Lordships seem to have assumed that
after the death of Ma Gale; the surviving husband,
U Nyein, became the absolute owner of such
property and remained the absolute otvner pntil his
second marriage, and that it was whilst he was such
absolute owner and before he contracted the second
marriage that he entered into the arrangement with
his children by the first marriage.
There are other decisions in Burma to which
their Lordships' .attention was directed.' It is not
necessary to refer to them beyond saying that they
point to the same conclusion,.'
In their Lordships' opinion these decisions sh.ow
that· the contention of the respondents :i5 correct,
and that on the death of his wife U Po Thet
became the absolute .own,er oC the property which
(1) Ibid, 381 ';' ibid; 7, 8.
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had been the common property of U Po Thet and
his wife during his wife's lifetime, and as he did not
make a se.cond marnage, he remained the absolute
owner until his death.
That being so, U Po Thet was entitled to adopt
the plaintiff ~nd t,he third defendant with a view to
share in the Inheritance not only of his own share
of the common properties of himself and his wife,
0ut . al&o the share of his deceased wife
therein.
.
Their Lordships therefore agree with the conclusion of the High Court as to the adopted sons'right
to share in the inheritance, and that the adopted
sons would share equally with the appellant subject
to the question whether the appellant must be
treated as an "out-of-time grandchild."
The only dhammathat, to which their Lordships'
attention has been drawn, as affecting this question,
is Manukye X, 15. The last paragraph thereof runs
t;l.s follows:
II In the case of the death of the younger children occurring
before the p<irents the law for partition of the inheritance between
their children and the (co-heirs) relations of their. parents in this ~
The chiltjren of the deceased have one-fourth of the share which
would have come to their parents."

It was argued for the appellant that the rule
should only be applied when the question rdates
to relations of the whole blood, and not in such
a case as this, where two of the parties claiming
to share in the inheritance are adopted sons.
Apart from the fact" that this does not seem to
have been relied on in the Courts in Burma, their
. Lordships, having regard to the above-mentioned
decision in Maung Po An v. Ma Dwe (1), as to the
position of kittima adopted sons,' can see no rea$on
(1) (19261 I.L.R. 4 Ran. 184.
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why the above-mentioned rule should not apply to
this case. Upon adoption, the plaintiff and the third
MAUNG SEIN
.
SHWE
defendant bt:came sons of U Po Thet, and the
MA~N~ SEIN appellant is a son of U Po Thet's daughter, and is
GYI.
therefore entitled to one-quarter of the shart: which
would have fallen to his mother, i.e., one-quarter
of one-third, which is one-twelfth, or two twentyfourths, and that is the share which has been
awarded to hini.
It only remains to refer to the allegation made
on behalf of the. appellant that the decr:ee made by
the District Judge in Su~t 9 of 1925 dated the 3rd
April; 1928,. did not award to him the pucca house
included in the shinbyu gift to the appdlant.· .
The learned counsel for the respondents was not
able to make any admission with respect to this
matter in the absence of any instructions. thereon.
Their Lordships therefore are of opinion that this
case should be' remitted' to the High Court: but
solely in order that such steps, as rnay be necessary;
should be taken to ascertain whether there has .been
a slip in the decree, as alleged, and if so, in order
. that the necessary amendment of th~ decree may
be made.
.
Their Lordships, for the above reasons, are of
opinion that the appeal should be dismissed with
costs, with a direction to the High Court as hereinbefore indicated, and they ,\'i11 humbly advist: His
Majesty accordingly. ThecQsts will inc-hIde· those
reserved by the two Orders in Council of the 27th
October, 1Y30, which must be paid by the appellant.
.

~
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LETTERS PATENT APPEAL
Before Sir Arthur. Page, Kl., Chief Jllstice, aud Mr. Justice Mya Bu

K.S.A.V. CHETTIAR FIRM v. MAHMOO.*

1934

Dec. 3
Chetiiar usage-Business by use ofvilasJ.m-Agent's name after i1#tials-Rights
a1zd liabilities ofpri1lcipal on i1lstruillCttts signed by agent-Negotiable i1lstru.' mCttt, right or liability of a persOtl ott--Personalliability of executatl!.
It is a well-known and settled usage of Chetliars in India and BLnna that
" they carry on business under names made lip of a series of initials (vilasam) to
which the local' 'agent affixes his name. This is the ordinary way in which
<1ocuments are signed by Or on behalf of a Chettiar business man or firm, and the
principal can sue or be sued on such documents.
MY. Maya Nadan v. ArunaChalam Chettiar, Ap. No. 1900£1923, H.C. Mad.;
MU1lgumal Jessa Singh v. A.LY.R.C.T. Firm, 4 M.L.T. 309-referred to.
In the case ofa negotiable instrument the question as to who is the person
entitled to sue or be sued 011 the instrument depends upon the construction of
its tenons. Where in the body of a promissory note a spc:cified person pnrports to
contract in his personal capacity, and not a firm or the agent of a firm delineated
by a vilasam or otherwise, then such person .himself is liable and not the firm.
P.R.M.P.R. Cheltyar v. Muniya1/di Seroai, I.L.R. 10 I'an. 257 ; Ramgopal v.
Sen. I.L.R. S4 Cal. 380; Sada~uk Jatzkidas v. Sir Kishetl' Pershad, 46 I.A.33rcfc:rre,t to.
S.R.Af.C.T.S.S;P.A. Firm v. V.K.M.K., C.R.No. 356 of 1932, H.C. Ran.-dicta
~plained attd disappr01·ed.

,

Chari for the appellant. In signing the promissory
note -in suit. in favour of K.S.A.V. Ramiah Raja
the defeildant made himself responsible to the firm
of K. S.A.V. The customary mode by which a Chettiar
agent contracts on behalf of his principals is to
prefix the 'llilasam of the firm to his name. This
custom has been judicially recognized in Muthar
Sahib v. Kadir Sahib (I) ; Mungumal ] essa Singh v.
A.L.V.R.C.T. (2).
The decision in P.R;M.P.R~ f;heltyar v. Muniyandi
Servai'(3) did not purport to lay·· dowp anything
.,; Letters Patent Appeal. No.3 of 1934 arisi.\lg out of S~aI. <:,ivil Second
. ApEeal No. 222 of 1933: ,"
. ,
.
.-' .
,
, -- .... ".(lj' 'I:C.iCilfMacCS44;'S49'- ------.. -rzpflIL.T:'50tr'----""--'-. .
""(3): Jj~;.R. 10 Ran... 257.' " .'. ~.
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more than that on the facts of that case the firm
was not liable. .The correCtness of this decision was
questioned in Civil Regular No. 356 of 1932 of this
Court, but in the latter case the liability of the firm
was clearly stated both. in the body of the note and
by the signature. -

Thein Maung for the respondent.
The. chief
requirement of a negotiable instrument is its certainty.
The payee should be indicated clearly in the instrument. Harkishore v. Gura Mia (1). The promissory
note in this case was ma,de payable to KS.A.V.
f~amiah Raja.
The register kept under the Burma
Business Names Registration Act shows that Ramiah
Raja is the sole proprietor of the firm. If that is
so the present suit is not competent, and to allow
a decree to be passed in favour of the present plaintiff
would be to render the defendant liable to a double
payment. ] aswarit Singh v. Gobind Ram (2).
Chari in' reply. A ce~tificate .granted under the
Business Names Act is not in any way conclusive,.
and the plaintiff may adduce evidence to show who
the partners are. In any ca,se the puint WaS not
raised in the .lower Courts, and no issue was raised
in respect of it.
C.J.-In this case the appellant is the sole
proprietor of the KS.A.V. Chettiar Firm of B. Road,
Mandalay, and carries on business under the style
or vilasam KS.A.V.
The suit was brought in the Subdivisional Court
of Mandalay by the appellant. trading under the
vilasam K.S.A.V~I to recover Rs. 5,762 as the principal
and interest due under a promissory note executed
PAGE,

(1) I.L.R. 58 Cal. 752.

. (2) I.l-.R. 14 Lab. 19.
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by the defendants in favour of K.S.A.V~ Ramiah
Raja. At the trial a decree was passed in favour of
the appellant. An appeal to the District Court of
Mandalay was allowed, and the suit was dismissed.
On a further appeal being pr.es~nted to the High
.Court. Ba U J. confirmed the decree of the District
Court. The appellant then obtained leave under the
Letters Patent to file the present appeal.
A number of issues were raised and decided at
the trial in favour of the appellant, but the District
Court without considering the other ground$ of appeal
dismissed the suit upon the ground that, regard
being had fa the form of the promissory note, the.
appellant ·could not maintain .the suit.
The promissory note was in the following terms;
II

Mandalay-Rs. 2,000.

KS.I\.V. RAMIAH RAJA.
On 1st waning Wagmmg 1287 the undersigned Ko Po Hla
and Mahmoo of Nyaunghla North Village, Yenangyaung Township, do hereby promise to pay at once in full the sum of
Rs. 2,000 (two thousand only) bcrrowed and taken from K'lua
Savana Ana Vana Ramiah Raja bearing interest at Rs. 2-8
per cent per menserr jointly or severally on demand made at any
time and anywhere by the creditor personally or by thehauthorized agent. Accordingly· this promissory note is signeCl
with ~on!fent.
(Sd.) Po HLA.
(Sd.) MAHMOO."

It is not disputed that the words Kana Savana
Ana Vana mean and. are equivalent to the words
K;S;A. V., and it is common ground that the defendants
made themselves liable under the promissory note
to K.S.A~V. R,amiah Raja. In paragraph .(1) of the
plaint it was . alleged that
"at Mandalay, on the 1st Wagaung lazok 1287.B.E. equivalent
to 4th August 1925E.K the defendants abovenamed by their

7
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promis~ory note hereto attached in original jointly and severally
promised to· pay to the plaintiff the slim of Rs. 2;000 bearing
interest at Rs. 2-8 per cent per mensem."

,

The first defendant did not file an appearance
or defend the suit: In paragraph (2) of his written
statement the second defendant, who is the present
respondent, admitted the allegations in paragraph (1)
of the plaint, but by paragraph (8) of the written
statement the second defendant denied that the
present agent of the plaintiff" was II legally empowered to file the ~uit." . A power of attorney
duly authorizing Muthuramalingam to file the suit on
the plaintiff's behalf was produced at. the trial, and .
the question that falls to be determined in the present. '
appeal is . whether the words "K.S.A.V. Ramiah
Raja" in the promissory note disclosed that the
K.S.A.V. firm was the payee un~er the promissory
note with sufficient clearness to indicate to all and
sundry into whose hands the instrument might pass
that the K.S.A.V. firm was the party· to whom the
executants of the prom~issory note had bound themselves under the instrument [Sadasuk ] an.7idas v.
Sir Kishen Pershad (1); Ramgopal v. Sen (2) and
P.R.M.P.R. Chettyar v. Muniyandi Servai (3)].
It was not disputed by the learned advocate for
ihe respondent-indeed it was common ground and
I am satisfied-that the words "K.S.A.V. Ramiah
Raja 11 would in Burma plainly indicate and disclose
that the payee was a firm trading under the 'iJilasam
of K.S.A.V. i the contention on behalf of the ccspondent being that the proprietor of the firm in whose
favour the defendants had executed the promissory
note was Ramiah Raja and not the plaintiff. In my
(l

(1) (19181 46 LA. 33.
(2) (1927) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 380.
(3) (1932) I L.R. 10 Han. 251.·
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'Opinion, however, having regard to the pleadings
and the admissions of the respondent
his wTitten
statement it was not open to the respondent to
.contend that the proprietor of the K.S.A.V. firm was
not the plaintiff, as he had expressly admitted that
the plaintiff was the person to whom the defendants
had promised by the promissory note to repay
the principal and interest due thereunder. In these
circumstances, iIi my opinion, there was no defence
fo the suit, and the decree of the Subdivisional Court
.Qught to be affirmed.
.' In the course of the argument at the hearing
-Of the appeal reference was made to the decision of
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in Firm
.of R.M.K.R.M. v. Firm of M.R.M. V.L. (1) in which
case their Lordships held, affirming the view
;expressed by Barrett-Lennard J., that· in Penang

in

.11 when a local representative of a Chetty firm carries on the
.business under the' vilasam (i.e. the letters) of the film
~oupled with his own distinct name, the announcement to
the external woddin general is that, whether a co-partner
·with, or a mere agent of, other persons, he is to be loo.ked
upon· as fa principal.',

I confess that I am surprised to learn that in
Penang Chettiar money-lenders do business in the
manner described by Barrett-Lennard J.j for it is
clear and undoubted both in. Burma and in Madras
that with regard to Chettiar money-lenders
.U who carryon most extensive business
by means of agents
in different parts of India, Burma, and the further East, it
;is well-known that they trade under names made up of a series
of inithl.ls. Thus the first defendant's firm are known as the
A.L.V.R.C.T. firm and the second defendant's as the N.P.L.S.P.
.brm, and in firm· transactions the initials which are the name

(1) (1926) A.C.761.
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of the firm are prefixed to the name of the' signatory as may
be seen in the correspondence and documents in the present
case, and this is the ordinary way in which documents are
signed on b€;half of these firms,. and may even be said to bethe ordinary way in wQich these firms sign
Having:
regard to the well-known usage which has been proved in.
thi$ case, and which has been adverted to if not judicially
recognized in Mutluir Sahib Maraikar v. Kadir Sahib Maraiknr
(i), I am of opinion that in this case the principal was
sufficiently disclosed when the hundies were drawn on
A.L.V.R.C.T. Chinnaya Chettr, which as I have pointed out
is the name of the firm followed by the name of the agent.
Having regard to the usage in .,question it is clear upon the face'
of the lnmdies that the drawers intended to contract· with,
the firm and not with the agent. Various English cases.
have been cited, but they were all cases of construction of
the language of the. particular bill or note, and in none of them
was there a well-established usage as there is here to indicate the'
meaning of the language used."

]essa Singh v. A.L. V.R.C.T. (2) per
Wallis J.]. Again, in M.V. Maya Nadan and Brothers:
v. Arunachalam Cheftym' and others (3) Coutts-Trotter
[Mungumal

C.J.

observed:

-, There is no doubt that A. Ponsivalai Chetty entered into
part'nership with a firm trading under t.he z'£[..,salll of 'V.M.A.C.
and Sons', and that partnership unquestionably trac1edunc1er
the style of 'V.M.A.C. and Sons and A.P.' . "
There is
alf':> no doubt that the partnership gave a power of attorney
to Anm.achellam to act as agent for the partnership. If,"
there{ore, he signed the promissory note with the partp.ership
~ignattn'e and merely added his own name the inference"
. would be irresistible t.hat the operative signature was that
of the firm, and that he merely added his own name as
agent. It is true that he added no ql1alili,c:ltoIT words such
as ' agent' or 'by' or ',per pro', but documents in that
form are executed by Nattukottai agents eve'y day" and al;e
Ul1ivers,allY ungersto~d to be the finn's signatur.e. merely
vOllchec;l as suob. by the agent who li!-4ds his own Ii~rne."
. (1)

(1905j I.L.R~ 28 Mad. 544 at "1'.549.
(2! (1908) 4 M.L.T.309 atp. 3i3i.
(3) Ap. No. 190 of 1923; H.C. Mad.

·
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I should have tjlought that in Burma as in
Madras the legal position of a Chettiar firm which
-contracts under a vilasalll to which the local agent
affixes his name was well seti:led and thoroughly
-understood. Nevertheless, a doubt has been cast
upon the legal effect of this usage of the Chettiars
by reason of certain observations passed by Cunliffe J.
in Civil Regular No. 336 of 1932 (S.R.lI1.c.r.S.S.p.A.
Chettyar Finn v. IT. K.M.K. and others) ; in which
-case that learned Judge thought it his duty to
:animadvert upon the judgment of a Divisional Bench
of this Court in P.R. At.P.R. Chettyar v. lI1uniyandi
.servai (1). In the case tried by Cunliffe J. and also
in -the two Madras cases to which reference has been
made it is well to point out that in the body of the
instrument the party stated to be liable thereunder is
-described by the same '(Jilasam as that \vhich appears
in the signature of the executant, although no doubt
the agent whose name is affixed to the vilascltlz may
not be the same; whereas in illuniyandi Servai's
-case the pady undeliaking liability to repay the loanis stated in the body of the promissory note to be a
specifi6d person who purported to contract in his
personal' capacity, and not a firm or the agent of a
nrm delineated. by a 'lJilasam or otherwise ; the
:signature of the executant (assuming that it was the
-signature of a firm) not being that of the person who'
undertook liability in the body of the instrument.
Nevertheless, Cunliffe J. expressed the opinion that
.Il Muniyandi Servai's case was in many respects ver:y·'
·similar to "the case then before him, regardless of,
the radical difference in the facts upon' which the
two -cases fell to be decided; and upon' the footing that!
-the tWo cases' were substantially on aU fOUfS passed
-strictures upon the judgmen! i~ M~niyq.?idi S!!.V'!E~
(1 j (1932)' I;L.R. Hl Ran. 257·.
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case because it appeared to him to throw doubt upon
the legality of the usage whereby Chettiar firms are
wont to contract under a 'lJilasal'n: P.R.M.P.R. Chef!:yar
v. Muniyandi Servai (i), in my opinion, was a plain
case which turned o.n its own facts, and I adhere to
what I said in my judgment in that case, which with
all due deference to Cunliffe J. I see no reason to
think was not. corrt::ctly decided.
In MlJniyandi
Savai's case my learned brother and I did not, and
did not purport to, discuss or determine whether the
well-established. usage among Chettiar money-lendersof coi1tracting under a vilasam was legal or not, as·
the question did not arise for consideration; and it.
is, I think, sufficient to dispel any doubt as to the
legality of the usage that may have arisen by reason
of the observations of Cunliffe J. in Civil Regular
No. 356 of 1<)32, and to dispose of the criticism
passed by the learned Judge in that· case upon the
judgment in Muniyandi Servai's case that we should~
hold, as we feel constrained to hold for the reasonsthat I have stated, that any misapprehension that may
have arisen is due to the fact that Cunliffe J. (if we:
may say so with due respect), apparently fail;;d to·
understand fully the burden and effect of the judK.. ·
ment the correctness of which he cllallenged.
As the learned District Judge decided the appeal
before him upon the sale ground upon which it was,
also decided by Ba U J. in the High Court the:
learned advocate for the respondent now applies that
the proceedings should be remanded to the District
Court in order that one other issue in the appeal
should be determined, namely, whether the suit was·
. barred by limitation.
We are of· opinion, however, that the eviden<Je'
upon the r~cord is sufficient to enable this Court to'
(1) (1932)I.L.R. 10 Ran. 257.
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pronounce judgment upon the issue of limitation,
and we propose finally to determine the appeal (Order
41, rule 24).
The issue of limitation depends upon whether
the plaintiff has proved that there was a payment
of R~. 50 by way of interest on the loan on the
27th of February 1930., If there was the suit was
filed in time ; otherwise it must fail. .Now, in
paragraph (2) of the plaint seven payments of
interest are alleged to have been made, the sixth
payment having been on the 27th of February
1930. In par.agraph (2) it is further alleged 'that
the first six of the above payments." have been
endorsed on the reverse of the promissory note
and each of such endorsements has been duly
signed by both the defendants," In paragraph (3)
of the written statement the second defendant
admitted having signed endorsements on the promissory note which, according to the plaintiff's
statement to him, related to payments of interest
made by defendant No. 1.
At the trial the plaintiff's agent Muthuramalingam
stated that the payment of Rs. 50 in question was
made by both the defendants at the plaintiff's
shop, and that the. endorsement in Burmese relating
to that payment was written by the first defendant
and was signed by both the first and secone
'defendants. The second defendant on the other
hand in his evidence stated that he signed the
endorsements, including that of the 27th of February
1930, at the Rangoon Race Course, and that when
he signed the document there was no signature thereon,
by the first defendant and no writing in Burmese.:
The defendant's evidence was corroborated by Maung
Tha Tin, who stated, that he was a race horse
trainer. The learned trial Judge disbelieved the
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evidence' of the defendant Mahmoo and of Maung
Tha Tin on / the issue of limitation, and held that
there had been a payment of Rs. 50 on the 27th
of February 1930, and that the suit was not barred
by limitation. In my opinion not only' \vas there'
evidence to support the finding 0f the learned trial
Judge upon that issue, but the conclusion at which
he arrived was correct; and I am fortified in taking
this view because the story told by the secOlid
defendant and Maung Tha Tin on this issue is
inconsistent with the admission of the second
defendant in paragraph (3) of his written statement,
namely, that he had 'signed the endorsements on
. the promissory note "",vhich the plaintiff told him
related to payments made by the first defendant.
In my opinion the finding of the learned trial Judge
upon the issue of limitation must be affirmed.
The result is that the appeal is allowed, the
decrees of the District Court and of Ba U J. of·
the High Court are set aside, and the decree
passed in favour of the appellant in the Subdivisional Court is restored. The appellant is entitled
to his costs in all the Courts.
MYA

Bu, J.-All the points involved ill the case

having been, if I may very respectfully say so, fully
<..nd cogently discussed in the judgment of my
Lord the Chief Justice in which I fully concur, I
desire to add only a few remarks with referen<:;c
to the adverse comments appearing in Civil HeguHir .
No; 356 of 1932 of this Court on the decision in
P;R.M.P.R. Chettyar v. Muniya11.di SeY2Jai (1). With
all respect to the learned Judge who made the
~omments I 'venture to think that such comments
(1)(193.2) I.L.R..10 Ran. 257;
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:are due to lack of proper appreciation of the ratio
decidendi in that case. A proper perusal of the
judgment in P.R.M.P.R. Chett)'ar's case to my mind
-is sufficient to show that the well-i-ecognized
:practice in India and in Burma of describing a
Chettiar firm in documents by the initials of the
-firm prefixed to the name of the partner or agent,
-the actual persons through whum the firm enters into
the contract evidenced by the document is not
-infringed by anything said in the judgment j but
that the fact that in the body of the promissory
note in question the maker of the promissory note
was not described in the fashion usually employed
-in denoting the _firm of which the maker was
-either an agent or a partner, constitutes the ground
·of the dismissal of the suit filed against the firm
--on the promissory note. If this point is kept in
view, in my opinion, there is no room for the fear
-expressed by the learned Judge in Civil Regular
No. 356 of 1932, and it will be clearly seen that
there was no lack of appreciation of. the II time
honoured custom" among the Chettiar community
tv which the ruling in P.R.M.P.R. Chettyar's case is
-considered to have run counter.
With the'3e remarks I concur in the judgment of
my Lord" the Chief Justice.
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SPECIAL BENCH (CIVIL).
Before Sir Ar/ltur Page, Kt., Cltief Justice, fUr. Justice 1I1ya [Ju, a1ld'
Mr. Justice Bagllle)'.
1934

Dec. 11.

IN

THE MATTER OF THE

SUN PRESS, LTD. =1:<

Ellmi/y or Hatred be/weetl diffeyettt classes of His Majesty's stzbjccts, promoti1lg
-Motive or i1tte1ttio1l of promotor-Effect of article 'Ott rcadet's-Tc1lde1tCyof tlte 11;c~('staper-Ar/icles i·lt previous isslles-Offe1ldinf!, passage i1~ a letter
-Illdit!1t Press (Emergency Powers) Act (XXIII of 1931), ss. 4(1) (i),Z3, 26'•.
In considering the application of a person to set aside an order of the
Government forfeiting his secul"ity under s. 23 of the Indian Press (Emergency"
Powers) Act, 1931, the Court will n.ot take into aCCOlll1t the motive or intention.
of such person, except in cases which fall within Explanation 4 of section 4 of
the Act. What has to be coneidered is the effect likely to be produced upon
persons who may be expected to read the passages in question, and for that
purpose not only ought the article to be read as a whole, but under s. 26'of the
Act it is permissible for the Court to have regarn to what is contained in othe!"
issues of the same imbiication with a view toascertainin~ what would be the'
probable effect of the offending passages upon those persons who normally
would see the articles that are published in the newspaper. It makes no
difference that the offending passage occurs in a lelter published in the newspaper".' I1z tlte matteI' of the" Advance", I.L.R. 61 Cal. 36 ; Besant v. Advor.ate~
General of Madras, I.L.R. 43 Mad. 146-rejerrcd to.

Thein Maung for the applicant. The passage to
which objection has been taken, if read as a whole, will
come within Explanation 4 to s. 4 of the Indian Press
(Emergency Powers) Act, 11)31; as containing w~rds
which point out, \:vithout any malicious intention,
matters which are promoting feelings of hatred or
enmity between different classes of His Majesty's:
subjects. Isolated expressions should not be singled
outfo.r consideration; but the article should be read
as a whole. In considering whether any publication
comes within s. 4 the Court should not lose sight of
the undesirability of preventing any bon(l fide argument
for reform being made. Besant v. Adz-Jocate-General,
Madras (1) j P. K. Chakravarti v. Emperor (2).
II)

* Civil Miseellaneot;s No. 189 of 1934.
I.L.R 43 Ma.d. 146, 163.
(2) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 59,69.
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The reference to U the British ". in the article is
only incidental, and is a foolish illustration of the
evil which the author of the article was attempting
to reform. Joy Chandra Sarkar v. Emperor (1).

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
The n'ewspaper, as its heading indicates, circulates
chiefly. amongst Burmans, and its object is to
influence Burmese opinion. Under s. 26 evidence
to show the general tendency of the paper is relevant,
and the tendency of the paper has been to incite
one class of His Majesty's subjects against another.
In the matter of the "Ad'lJQ.11Ce" (2).
PAGE, C.J.-This is an application to the High
Court under seGtion 23 of the Indian Press (Erner-"
gene)' Powers).Act (XXIII of 1931) by U Po Hnyin,.
keeper of the Sun Press, Ltd., No. 65/67, Fraser
Street, Rangoon, to set aside an order passed by the
Local Government against the applicant under section
4, sub-section (1) (i) of the Act. Under that order
the Local Government. forfeited a sum of Rs. 200
being part. of the security deposited by the applicant ill compliance with an order of the 29th of
June 1934. passed under section 3, sub-section (3),
upon the ground that a letter, set out in the issue
of a newspaper' known as '( New Burma" of the
. 31st of August 1934 and printed at the Sun Press,
contained words which II tend directly or indirectly
to promote feelings of enmity or hatred between
different classes of His Majesty's subjects" within
section 4 (1) {It) of the Act.
Now, in considering an application such as the
one before us the Court should, I think, have regard
to the following observations of Lord Phillimore and
Mukerji J.
~-------~-""";""""";""-......;....~";",,,,,,;,,,,:,,,--

(Ii I.L.R. 38 Cal. 214, 225.

(2) I.L.R. 61 CaJ.. 36, 42.
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In Besant v. Advocate-General of Madras (1)
Lord Phillimore pointed out that the Court in such
cases should bear in mind

ss,:.LTD.
iE,

C.].

I'two important public considerations, the undesirability of anything tending to excite sedition or to excite strife between classes,
and the undesirability of preventing any bona fide argulllent for
reform."

In the matter of the
stated that

II

Advance" (2) lVIukerji

J.

"it is the effect of the words as published in the newspaper, and
not merely the meaning of the }vords taken by themselves, that
has to be considered in order to see whether the statement which
is: complained of is hit by section 4."

The motive or intention of the persoll against
\-vhoill the order has been passed woula appear to be.
nihil ad run, except in cases which fall within
Explanation 4 of section 4 6f the Act.. \Vhat has to
be considered is the effect likely to be produced
upon persons who may be expected to read the
passages in question, and for that purpose not only
ought the article to be read as a whole, but under
section 26 of the Act it is permissible for the Court
to have regard to what is contained in other issues
of the same publication with a view to ascertaining
what. would be the probable effect of the offending
passages upon those persons who normally would
see the articles that are published in the newspaper.
Now, in the fore-front of each issue of the news- .
paper" New Burma" it is stated to be (( an impartial
Independent tri-weekly,' financed, controlled and
published by Burmans." It does not require a
great stretch of imagination in such circumstances
to conclude that it is a newspaper produced by:
(1) (1919) I.L.R. 4il. Mad. 146 at p. 163.

(2) \l933)I.L.R. 61 Cal. 36 at p. 43.
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Burmans for Burmans. That does not mean, of
course, that it will only reach its Burmese readers,
but it is not unreasonable, I think, to assd'me that
it is primarily intended for Burmans.
The .specific words of which complaint is made
in the order of the Local Government are:
" Shwe Daung Nyo, therefore. requests his Indian friends not
to give any chance to the younger section of the But'mans to feel
that Indians are worse them the British in sucking the blood of
Burmans and blocking their progress in life."

It was urged onbehal£ of the applicant that the

Court ought to take into account the fact. that the
offending passage occurs in a letter; but, in my
opinion, that make~ no difference, for it is a common
journalistic practice that a newspaper should" set
forth its political views and principles under the
guise of an open letter published in its columns.
The main contention of the learned advocate for
the applicant was that the words of which complaint
is made may well be disregarded if the Court bears
in l11ind the tendency and effect of the letter as a
whole. He ~laimed the benefit .of Explanation' 4
of section 4 of the Act, and contended that "the'
matter" with which the letter dealt,and which waspromoting or had a tendency to promote feelinr,s of
enmity or hatred between Indians and Burmans,..
was that the Indians in Burma were endeavouring
to 'exploit th~ Burinans in the same way that others.
had exploited the Indians in their own country ';
that the tendency and effect of the letter was to call
upon the Indians 'to take their share in removing'
this cause of bitterness between the Indians and the
Burmans, and that the exhortation to do so con·tained in the letter was written without any mali-:cious intention, and WIth the bona }ide object of

i'e¥.
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removing the grievance. The learned advocate for
·IN THE
the applicant urged that, read as a whole, the
,MATTER OF
reference to "the British" in the letter was merely
THE SUN
PRESS, LTD.
parenthetical though unfortunate, and ought not to
.PAGE, C.J.
be given any significance when the Court was considering whether the letter was within the ambit of
section 4 (1) (h) of the Act. I cannot so interpret
the letter, nor do I think that· it has merely the
tendency and effect which the learned advocate for
the applicant has pressed upon us. In my opinion
the plain object of the letter was to point out to
the Indians in Burma that they were doing their
best to exploit the Burmans as others had. exploited
them in India. 'i'\Tho wece the others who had
exptoited the Indians in India? Ma.nifestly, "the
British:" The 'attention of the readers of the newspaper is drawn to the fact that the Indians,
Il having experienced a. bad tinle in India and having seen others
exploiting in your land, you naturally exerted hard in Burma and
followed their clever policy of exploitation in Burma" I

and it is pointed out that
., , in Bengal the cry is Bengal for the Bengalee i in Bihar, Bihar
for the Biharee 'etc. . . . Why cannot we in Burma do the
same? Why should you be iii our" way and why should you
befriend your foe of India in Burma? "

Who is the foe of the Indians in Burma? Again,
obviously "the British."
The Indians are then
conjured to be fair to the Burmans in Burma, and
~'the Indian leaders" are urged
"to support Burman! candidates whenever they are fully.
qualified for a post. It is only fair that they should. That
policy is now being followed in the interef'is vi Indians in
India."

The letter then concludes with the passage to ,.;which
specific exception is taken.
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I am clearly of opinion that no one among the
persons likely to read the letter under consideration
-could fail to gather therefrom that the newspaper
was counselling the In.dians in Burma to give up
their evil practice of attempting to exploit Burma as
"the British" had exploited· both Burma and India,
and that the newspaper was calling upon the Indians
in Burma to adopt the same policy as that which
the. Burmans ought to adopt, namely, to refuse to
take sides with the common foe, that is, " the British !I,
whose. policy it was to suck the blood of Burmans
and to block their progress in life.
If the construction which I put upon the letter is
l'easbnable and right, no one can doubt that the letter
~I tends. directly or indirectly to promote feelings of
enmity or hatred between different classes of His
Majesty's subjects." That being so, I am of opinion
tbat the application fails, and must be dismissed.
MYA

Bu, J.-I am 6f the same opinion.

BAGULEY,

J.-I agree.
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SPECIAL BENCH (CRIMINAL).
Before Sil' Arl/mr Page, Kt., Chief J1Istice, Mr. Justice Mya
Mr. Justice Baguley.
1934

BI~,

a1ld

H. W. SCOTT v. KING-EMPEROR.'*'

Dec. 13.
Appeal-Coll'cictiotl at Sessions Trial by High Courf-Right of Trial l/1lder
Chapter 33, Crimi11al Procedure Colk-Claim of trial to be made spedfically by aCCllsed-bwestigatioll aud Fi1/ding by magistrate esswfial.e-.
Omission of magistrate to itzform accused of his rights-Crimilwl Procedlire Code (Act V of 1898', ss. 418, 443, 447, 449 (1) (a), 534.
The right of appeal tmder s. 449 (1) (a) of the Code of Criminal Procedure depends, not upon whether in eertain circumstances the accused:
might have been tried under the provisions of Chapter 33 of the Code, but
whether he \vas in fact so tried.
Unless under s. 443 (J) (a) a claim has duly been made and determined by
the magistrate before the accused is committed for trial or, in case of rejec-·
tion by the magistrate by the Sessions Judge, the right of the accused to·
be tried tmder the provisions of Chapter 33 does not accrue.
The omission by the magistrate to inform the accused of his rights
~nder Chapter 33 does not affect the validity of the proceedings (s. 534).
No appeal lies from the verdict and judgment in a trial teld at the
Sessions of the Hij:!h Court under the provisions of s. 41~ of the Criminal.
Procedure Code.
U Zagariya v. Ki'lIg-Empe1'or, I.L.R. 3 Ran. 220-referred to alld overruled pro tanto.
The accused was tried at the Sessions of the High Court upon a charge
of murder. The jury unanimously found him' guilty, and he was sentenced.
to death. The accused preferred an appeal under s. 449 of the Criminal.
Procedure Code, and claimed that he had been tried under the provisions
of Chapter :33 of the Code. Neither in the Court of the magistrate nor at
the trial before the High Court did the accused make a claim under s. 443.
No enquiry was ~ade by the committin~ magistrate as to the status of the
~ccused or of the complainant, nor did the magistrate record any finding
that the case ought or ought 110t to be tried under the provisions of
Chapter 33. The accused relied on an entry in the committing magistrate's
diary that he was an Enropean British subject, that the first information
report was signed in hindi by the person lodging it, that the trial was held.
in accordance \",ith the provisions of s. 275 of the Code, that the majority'
of the jurors were Europeans, and that the accused was not informed by"
the committing magistrate of his rights under Chapter 33.
Heid, that the accused was not tried by a jury in the High ~Court under'
the provisions of Chapter 33.

* Criminal Appeal No. 1710 of 1934 from the order' of this Court in~
Sessions Trial No.' 42 of 1934.
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McDonnell (with him FVilliams) for the appeJlant
The first information report .in the present case was
signed by an Indian. The accused is an European
British subject and is entitled to the benefit of the
provisions of Chapter 33 'of the Code of Criminal
Procedure.· Even though no specific claim was in fact
advanced as required by s. 443 of the Code the
accused has been tried by a majority of European
jurors, and the committing magistrate has also certified that the accused is an European British subject.
Moreover, under. s. 447 the committing magistrate
was unde'f an obligation to inform the accused of
his rights under this Chapter, and he did not do so.
[PAGE,

C.J.

But see s. 534 of the Code.]

S. 449 of the Code confers a general right of
appeal, and where the provisions of the Chapter .have
been impliedly complied with the accused shquld
not be deprived of his valuable right of appeal.
Though s. 449 (1) contains a reference to trials under
that Chapter there is no special procedure prescribed
for such trials.
Martindale v.E.mperor (1); A. H.Turner v.
Emperor (2); Gallagher v. Elnper01' (3); U Zagariya
v. King-Emperor (4).
C.J.-Henry Wall Scott was tried at the
November S,essions of the High' Court before
Dunkley J. and a jury upon a charge of murder
under section 302 of the Indian Penal Code. The
jury by a unanimous verdict found the accused guilty,
and he was sentenced to death.
On his behalf an appeal against the verdict and
the sentence passed upon him at the ',trial has been
PAGE,

(l) I.L.R 52 CaI.·3~7,
12i J.L.H. 52 Cal. 636.
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I.L;R. 5;'1 Cal. 52.

\4) I,L.R. 3 I~an.220.
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. prefocred to the, High' Court under section 449 of the
Criminal Procedure Code (Act V 0{ 1898 as amended).
Under section 449 (1) (a) it is provided that

;EMPEROR.
PAGE,

C.J.

., where a case is tried by a jury in a High Court or Court of
Session under the provisions of this Chapter ; then notwithstanding anything contained in section 418 or section 423, sub-section
(2), or in the Letters Patent of any High Court, an appeal may
lie to the High Court on a matter of fact as well as on a
matter of law."

The application now before the Court is for the
admission of the appeal, and the question to be
determined is whether iIi the circumstances of the
present case an appeal lies under section 449 of the
Criminal Procedure Code. Now, under section 443
itlis provided that
Ie ~ 1) where in the
course of the trial outside a presidencytown of any, offence punishable with imprisonment, the accused
person, at' any time before he is compritted for trial under
section 213 oris asked to show cause under section 242 or
enters on his'defence Ul1cIer section 256, as the case may lIe;
claims that the case ought to' b~ tried under the provisions .of
this Chapter, the magistrate inquirin'g into or trying the case,
after making snch inquiry as he thinks necessary. ancI after
allowing the accused person reasonable time within. whicll to
adduce evidence in snpportbf his claim, shall, if he is
satislied(a) that' the coinplainantand. the accusedpersoils or any
of them are respectively European and IncIial1Britisl
subjec~s or Indian and European .British subjects, or
(b) that in, '--iew of the connection with tlle case of baH
an E~ro~ean British subject' and an Indian Britisl
subject, it is expedient for the ends of justice tha1
the case shi:>i.tld be hied under the provisions' of this
Chapter,
-record a finding that ,the case is a case which ought to be
tried under. the provi$ions of this Chapter, or, if lie is not so
satisfied, record a finding that it is not such a case.
~,
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(2) where the magistrate r,;jects the claim, the person by
whom it was made may appeal to the Sessions Judge, and the
decision of the Sessions Judge thereupon shall be final and
shall not be questioned in any Court in appeal or revision."

Under section 444 it is provided that
"for the purposes of section 443, 'complainant' means any
person making a complaint, or in relation to any case of which
cognizance is taken under. clause (b) of section 190, sub-section
(1), any person who has given information relating to the
commissicn of the offence within the meaning of section 154."

In other words r the "complaimmt" (subject to the
proviso to section 444 L me:lns either a person who
has given information of the offence to a magistrate;
or a person who has -lodged what is commonly
known as the first information report to the police.
. [So 4 (1) (h) ; s. 154.]
Now, in tht present case the learned advocate
\-\"ho appeared on behalf of the appellant stated and
conceded that neither in the Court of the magistrate
before the accused was committed to trial r nor in
the course of the trial,nor at any other time was a
claim· n:.ade by the accused under section 443. that
the case- ought to be tried under the provisions ,of
Ch~pter -33. .It\vas further stated and conceded
that no enquiry was made by the committing
magistrate as to the status of the accused or of the
person who made the first information report r and
that the magistrate did not record a finding that the
case· was one which ought or ought not to be tried
under the provisions of Chapter 33. Nevertheless r
it was contended that an appeal lay under section
449 (1) (a).
In support of .his· contention Mr. McDonnell
referred to an .entry in' the diary of the 3rd of
September 1934, purporting to have been made on
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the day 'upon which the' accused was committed
for trial' before the High Court, in which the
.V.
magistrate certified ,. that Mr. H. W. Scott is an
KING~¥i'ElWR.
European British subject under the Code."
PAGE•. ~;J.
The learned advocate ,then stated that, as it
appeared that the first information ,report had been
made by one Ramsaiwat on the 23rdof June 1934,
and that the report was signed by Ramsaiwat in
hindi, he hoped to satisfy the Court that· the
complainant was an Indian British subject.
He added that at the commencement of the
trial ,at the Sessions t>efore Dunkley J. an' oral
application was made by Mr. Williams, the' learned
Podvocate who was then appearing for the accused,
that the trial should be held in accordance with
. the prm,isions of section 275 of the Code, and
that, the application being granted, the majority
of the jury who tried the accused were European
British ,subjects.
,Lastly, he. poiIited out that the committing
magistrate did not at any stage of the enquiry
before him "inform' the accused person of ,fJ.'1is
fights under this Chapter." (S.447,)
In these circumstances the learned advocate
for the appellant contended that the accused had
been tried by a jury in the High Court "under
the provisions of Chapter 33 of the Code."
Now, it is well to point out that the, right of
appeal under section 449 (1) (a) depends, not
upon whether in
certain circumstances the
~ccused , might, have been tried under the provisions ,of Chapter 33, but whether he was in fact
so tried; and as regards any qUF.stion as to
'whether' the. trial was rendered 'invalid by reason
of the. alleged failure of the committing magistrate
to comply, with the provisions of. section 447" it is
Sc9-:rT

'.--"'-
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enough to say that the matter is concluded against
the appellant by section 534 of the Cod e
[U Zagariya and three others v. King-Emperor (1)].
Further, it is to .be borne in mind that
merely because an accused person is tried in
:accordance with the provisions of section 275 it,.
does not follow that the accused was tried under
Chapter 33, because a claim to be tried under
section 275 can validly be made whether the
-complainant and the accused are both European or
Indian British subjects, or one is an European and
the other an Indian British subject. As regards the
main contention urged on behalf of the api)eIlant I
~m clearly of opinion that, before it can be held that
-there has been a trial by a jury in the High
Court under the provisions of Chapter 33 within
-the meaning of section 449 (t.) (a), it is incumbent
-upon. the appellant to satisfy the Court that he
had duly preferred a claim before the magistrate
that the case ought to be tried uneler the provisions
;0£' Chapter 33 before he was committed for trial,
lhci, that. upon such claim having been made the
magist~ate, after making such enquiry as he deemed
'necessary and being satisfied that the status of
ihe complainant and the accused re.spectively were
'such as to entitle the accused to a trial under
'Chapter 33, had recorded a finding that the case
was one which ought to be tried under the provi:sions of that Chapter ; or that the magistrate on
ihe claim having duly been made to him in that
behalf had rejected the claim, but that on appeal
io the Sessions Judge the claim of the accused to
be tried UI~der Chapter 33 had been granted. In
:my opinion the Legislature plainly intended and
(1) ·(J.925) I.L.R. 3

Ran.
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enacted that before a trial- could -b~ held underthe provisions of Chapter 33 the question whetherthe complainant
and the accused possessed
different nationalities should be investigated and
determined by the magistrate as a preliminary
~~issue in the case before the accused: was committed
to trial, and that unless the claim was duly made
and had been determined by_ the. magistrate or by'
the Sessions Judge as the case might be the right
of the accused to be tried in accordance with the.
provisions of Chapter 33 did not accrue.
In the prt~sent case the nationality of the person
who made the first information report has neverbeen investigated, and there is no finding on the
record 'as: to what his nationality is. It is furtherconceded, as I have stated, that no claim was
made in the committal Court or at any time that
the trial should be _held under the provisions of
Chapter 33; and that no finding was recorded by'
the magistrate that the case "vas one that ought
to be tried under the provisions of this Chapter.
Mr. McDonnell conttnded that the appellant wouftl
be able to satisfy the Court, if th~ appeal wa~
heard, that the status of" the complainant" and of
" the accused" necessary for the purpose of entitling
the accused to a trial under the provisions of Chapter'
33 existed at the time of the trial. It matters not;'
because, as it is neither contended nor pretended
that the condition precedent to the accrual of a~
right to be tried under the provisions of Chapter
33 was fulfilled, namely, that a claim to be tried
under that Chapter had been made, investigated',
and determined as therein provided, in my opiniotl!
it necessarily follows and must be held that the'
accused was not tried by a jury in the High
Court under the provisions of Chapter 33.
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The decisions in Martindale v. Emperor (1)
:and Turner v. Fmperor (2) are not in point, for
these cases. hlrned on the construction of section
449 (1) (e), which gives rise to different considerations..
It is desirable that we should add, with· all.
due respect, that we do not agree with the judgment of Robinson C.}. and ~Iaung Gyi }. in
U Zagariya and three others v. J(inp.-Enlperor (3),
in so far as it was therein suggested. or laid down
that an appeal from the verdict and judgment in
:a trial held at the Sessions of the High Court
would lie under the provisions of section 418 of
the Code. To that extent U Zagariya and three
.others v. King-Enlperar (3) is overruled.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the appeal is
misconceived, and it is dismissed.
.

MYA Bli, }.-I agree that the appellant has no
right of appeal in this case. This right is sought
under section 449 (1) of the Criminal Procedure
'Code which runs as follows:

,..
"Where a <?-;1se is tried by jury in a High COLU't or Court of
Session under the provisions of this Chapter, then. nohdthstanding
.anything contained in section 418 or section 423, sub-seCtion \21
·or in the Letters Patent of any High Court, an appeal may lie' to
fhe High Court ona matter of fact as well as on a matter of law."

Now, in order to bring the case ,within the purview
of this section the trial by jury must have been
a trial under the provisions of Chapter 33 of the
Code, Under section 443 . an accused person may,
at any time before he is committed for trial under
section 213, .or is asked to show cause under section
242, or enters upon his defence, under section 256,
(11 (1924) lL.R. 52 Cal. 347.
(2) (1925) I.L.R. ~ Cal. 636.
(3) (1925) I.L.R..3 Ran. 220.
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claim that the case oright -to be tried under the
provisions of this Chapter- ; and if such a claim isSCOTT
2'.
made
the magistrate enquiring into or trying the case,
KINGE-MPEROI~.
after- making such enquiry as he thinks necessary,
l\fYA Bu,J. has
to come to certain findings as to the nationality
of the complainant and tbat of the accused, and upon
such findings depends the decision _as to whether a
case should or should not be tried under the provisions of this Chapter. If the magistrate decides that
_the case ought to he tried under the provisions of
Chapter 33, or if the Sessions Judge, upon appeal
against the magistrate's reje<?tion of the accused's claim~
so decides, (1) where the case is a summons case, it
is to be dealt with according to
procedure prescribed in section -445, or (2) where the case is a
warrant case, the magistrate enquiring into or trying.
the case shall, if he does not discharge the accused
~mder section 209, or 253, commit the case for triar
to the Court of Session whether the ca~e is or is not exclusively triable by that Court. Therefore, even if
a case be one which is ordinarily triable by a magis-trate, if it is a warrant case and if the claim of the
accused is upheld, the case must be committed to
the Court of Session, whether the case is or is not
exclusively triable by that Court. When the case
has been committed under this rule, and _if the trial
is by jury, the Court trying the case must follow the
provisions of section 275 the first sub-section of which
provides:
1934

the

" In a trial by jury before the High Court or Court of Session
of a person who has been found under the provisions of this Cod~
to be an European or Indian British subject. a majority of the
jury shall, if such person before -the first juror is called and
-accepted so requires, consist, in the case of an European British
subjeCt, of persons,' who- are -Europeans
Ame;icans and, in the
case' of
Indian British su hjed,of Indians"." -
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It must here be noted that for the validity of the

1934

requisition under section 275 (1), the accused must
"have been found under the provisions of this Code
to be an European or Indian British subject."
In the present case the accused did not make a
claim to have the case tried under the provisions of
Chapter 33 when the case was in the Court of the
magistrate or at any time afterwards. It is however
stated at the Bar that the learned advocate defending
him· at the trial before Dunkley J. invoked the
aid of section 275 (1) by asking on behalf of the
accused that the majority of the jury should consist of
European British subjects, and th~ majority of the jury
did consist of European British subjects. It is urged
on behalf of the accused that although a claim to
hav'e the case dealt with under Chapter 33 had not
been made 'before the magistrate as provided by
section 443, the requisition under section 275 (1) of
the Code of "Criminal Procedure was sufficient to
convert the trial by jury before the High Court
into a trial under the provisions of Chapter 33.
Thisccntention, in my opinion, cannot be maintained.
It is, to my miild, clear that in order that a trial
by jury before a High Court or Court of Session
, may validly be regarded as a trial under the provisions of Chapter 33 a claim for trial under the
provisions of that Chapter must ~ave been made
and upheld under section 443, before the case is
committed by the magistrate j and, therefore, for the
purpose inhancl it appears to me that it is essen'tial to the validity of the requisition under section
275 (l) that a claim to he tried under the provi-sions of Chapter 33 must have been made and
upheld under section 443. Otherwise, the words
"who has been found under the' provisions of this
Code" in section 275 (1) would bear no meaning

SCOTT
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whatever; for the only provisions of this Code under
SCOTT
.which an enquiry and a finding as to the nationality.
'IJ.
of an· accused person are made are section 443
"KING. EMPEROR.
and section . 528 (A), and the latter section .is
I(YA BU, J. expressly meant for cases
to which the provisions
of Chapter 33 do not apply.
Therefore, it is
obvious that for the validity of a requisition under
.section 275 (1) as one made in a trial under the
provisions of Chapter 33 there must Lave been a
claim under section 443 of the Code, which is absent
in this case. Another reason why a trial before the
Court of Session in which neither a claim nor an
enquiry has been made under section 443 cannot be
deemed to be a trial under the provisions of Chapter
33 is that if the case happened to be a warrant
case but not exclusively triable by the Court of
Session and therefore was one ordinarily within the
competence of a· magistrate to try and if the
magistrate in the absence of any' such claim under
section 443 were to have tried the case and con.:
victed the accused person, the accused person would·
not be in a position to challenge the validity of
the trial after he has been convicted. For the above
reasons, it is clear, in my opinion, that the trial
of the appellant was not a trial under the provisions
vf Chapter 33 of the Code of Criminal Procedure,
and therefore the appellant carinot invoke the aid
of the provisions of section 449 (1) of the Code.
1934

BAGULEY, J.-l agree that this appeal must be
dismissed, but 1 should like to sum up the position in a few words. The appeal is filed under
section 449 of the Criminal Procedure Code~ Section
449 gives a right of appeal in cases tried under
Chapter 33. Section 443 says that for a trial to be
under Chapter 33 at a "certain early stage of the
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'Proceedings the accused has got to make a claim
-that owing to certain facts the trial shall be under
Chapter 33. If the Court allows the claim after
investigation, then the trIal is under Chapter 33.
.It. is admitted in the . present case that no such
.claim was ever made. There was no investigation
·arid no· finding that for any ·reasons Chapter 33
-Should apply. This being the case, the trial was,
like all ordinary trials, under Chapter 23 and under
Chapter 23 there is no right of appeal under section
449.
This. appeal under section 449 must therefore be
:rejected.
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CRIMINAL REFERENCE.
Before Mr, Justice Ba U. and Mr. Justice Mackney•

.KING-EMPEROR v. ABDUL MAN.*
iWhipPing-Ojfcllcc punishable wilh imprisonment and fine-Addition of whipping-WhiPping in lieu of imprisonmwt-Pel/al Code (Act XLV of 1860),
s. 325- Whipping IBurtllli Ametldlllcnt) Act (Bt~rma Act VIII of 1927),

s.3.
Under the provisions of s. 3 of the Whipping (Burma Amendment) Act,
;1927, it is lawful to add whipping to a sentence of imprisonment alone, or
.to .a sentence of imprisonment and fine for an offence under s. 325 of the
Penal Code. Imprisonment is imperative under the section, whilst fine, in
~ddition to imprisonment, is optional. Fine alone cannot be imposed, and
:whipping added in lieu of imprisonment.
£mpeY01' v. Kislllm Singh, I.L.R. 46 All. 174; King-Emperor v. Tha Kin,
'5 L.B.R. 22 : Nassir v. Cfw1Iller, 9 'V.R. (Cr.) 41; Quem v. PeshaguT,
2 W.R. (Cr.) 32; Queen-Emtress v. Da'gadll, I.L.R. 16 Born. 357;
.Varadarajulu v. Emperor, A.I.R. (1925) Mad. IS3-referred to.

The following order of reference was made by
MOSELY, ] . -The respondent was convicted of causing grievous
:hurt, an offence under section 325, Indian Penal Code, and

* Criminal Reference No. 61 of 1934 arising out of Criminal Revision
:No. l04A of 1934 of this Court.
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tvas sente~ced to receive 20 lashes and to a fine of Rs. 30 orin default one month's rigorous imprisonment~
The legality of the sentence is in question. It was passed
'1/.
ABDUL MAN. under s,ection 3 of the Whipping ,(Burma Amendment) Act of
1927,. which makes such an offellce punishable with whipping:
MOSELY, J.
in lieu of or in addition to any other punishment to \vhiCh
the offender may be liable under the Indian Penal Code.
':
Offences under section 325, Indian PenalCode,.are punish-·
able with imprisonment, and the offender is also liable to fine.. '
. Imprisonment is imperative under the Cede. The respondent
here was sentenced to whipping in lieu of imptisonmentand.
in addition to fine.
I have heard the learned Government Advocate on this
reference.
It is argued that a sentence of whipping in such a ~ase
cannot be passed in lieu of a sentence of 'imprisonment alone,.
but must be passed in lieu of the whole punishment to which
the offender was liable, while if a sentence of whipping is'
passed II in addition" it must be in addition to a sentence of
imprisonment. Several authorities are quoted on the meaning
of the expression '1 in lieu of". Queen-Empress v. Da'gadre (J)'
and King-Emperor v. Tha Kin(2) deal with offences pnnishableunder sections 2 and 5 of the Indian Whipping Act VI of
1864 (sections 3 and 5 of Act IV of' 1909) with whipping in
lieu of any punishment (section 5 says '11 any other punishment") to which the offender might be liable. .-";1tIperor V.'
Kishen Sill~h (3) is on section 5 of Act IV of 1909. It was·
. held in those cases that though the offendel' might be liable'
•under the Code to two several punishments;-imprisonment
al.d fine,-yet the obvious interpretation of the Whipping Act·
was that whipping was to be inflicted in lieu of the whole of
the puni!;hment to which the offender was liable, and that no·
other punishment as prescribed by the- Penal Code wasallow-·
able.
It might seem at first sight, if the wording of section 3 of
th.e Whipping Act were loosely construed, that the term '1 in'
lieu of or i~ addition to any other punishment to which the
.offender is liable "could mean that the pun~shment of whIppi~g could be. imposed in -lieu of the punishment of impr-isun-KINGEMPEROR

(1) (1891) I.L.R. 16 BolU. 357.
(2) (1909) 5 L.B.R22.
(3) (1923) I.L.R. 46 All. 165.
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1934'
ment, and in addition to the punishment of fine, as the offence
is punishabl~ with fine. But this is in my opinion not so, for
KING-the offender is only liable to the punishment affine if the fine EMPEROR
imposed itl conjunction with imprisonment.
ABDUL 1i'lAN.
A sentence of \vhipping plus fine or .rather of fine plus MOSELY, J.
whipping is legal in the case of an offence under section 324,
Indian Penal Code, whkh is punishable with imprisonment or
:fine, to which whipping may be added. An offence under
section 325, Indian Penal Code, is ptmishable with imprisonment or .. with imprisonment and fine, and whipping may be
added either to a sentence of imprisonment alone, or to a
:sentence of imprisonment plus fine. But in the case of an
offence under section 325, Indian Penal Code, whipping cannot be added to a sentence of fine alone, as imprisonment is
-imperative under this section. To put it in another' way a
:sentence of whipping cannot be imposed in lieu of part of·
-the sentence allowal)le, and in addition to another part of the
sentence which is only permissible in conjunction with the first
_part. of t!J.e sentence.
I consider that the sentence in question is an illegal one.
fAs the matter is of some importance however, and the practice _. _
of passing such sentences has not been hitherto questioned, I
would refer to a Full Bench or Bench as the Chief Justice
may direct the question whether a sentence of whipping pIns
'fine is legal in the case of al1 offence where imprisonment is
-imperative under the Indian Penal Code.

".-

-be

A'-'

Egga1' (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
Act VI of 1864' added whipping to the punishments
fOf certain offences under the Indian Penal Code,
:and it was followed by Acts III of 1895 and IV of
1900. The effect of these Acts 'was that a sentence
,of whipping could be inflicted in lieu of all the
punishments prescribed by the Code. A sentence of
whipping can be inflicted in substitution of all the
ipunishments to which the accused is liable under
·s. 325. Under that section a sentence of imprisonment is imp((rative, and it would be illegal to pass
:3. sentence of fine plus whipping.
But - it would
l1ave been legal to pass a sentence of imprisonment
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and whipping o~ a sentence of imprisonment and
fine 'plus whipping, or whipping alone. .The result
EM~ROR is absurd, but one has to take the law as it stands.
ABDUL MAN. The law on the subject was recodified in 1909 by
Act IV of 1909, but the Legislature chose to leave.
the law in the state in which the earlier decisions:
on the subject found it, and therefore it should be
assumed that the Legislature had no desire to alter
the law in this respect.
Nassi1' v. Chul1der ~1); The Qu.een v. Bunda Ali
(2) ; Queen-Empress v. Da'gadu (3) i King~Emperor v.
Tha Kilt (4) i Emperor v. Kishen Singh (5) i King~
Emperor v. Chit Pon (6); King-Emperor v.
Nga AUllg Myat (7).
KING-

BA V, J.-As the facts of the case have been
fully set out in the order of reference made by my'
brother Mosely J., I do not propose to recapitulate
them.
.The question weferred is-whether a sentence of
whipping plus fine is legal in the case of an offence'
where imprisonment is imperative under the Penal'
Code.
Whipping is not one of the punishP-lents prescribed
in section 53 of the Indian Penal Code, hut by the
Whipping (Burma Amendment) Act, 1927, certain
offences have been made punishable with whipping
as either an additional or alternative punishment to
the one prescribed therefor by the Indian Penal
Code.
.
An offence under section 325 of the Indian Penal
Code 9f which the respondent in the present ca~e:
(1) 8 W.K (Cr.) 41.
(4) 5 L.B.R. 22.
(2) 15 W.R. (Cr.) 7.
(5) I.L.R 46 All. 174.
(3) I.L.R. 16 Bom. 357.
(61 I.L.R. 7 Ran. 319.
(7) I.L.R. 10 Ran. 317.
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was found guilty by the trial Court is one. of the
offences .mentioned in section 3 of the said Act,
which is in these terms:
II In addition to the pe~sons punishable under section 4 of the
Whipping Act, 1909, with whipping in lieu of, or in addition
to, any other punishment to which they may be liable under
the Indian Penal Code, any person shall be so punishable who
commits any offence under sections 324, 325. etc., of the said
Cocle."

Now, what do the words II in lieu of any other
punishment" mean?
Although the point did not directly arise for
decision, yet it came in for discussion by a Full
Bench of the Calcutta High Court in the case of
Nassir v. Chunder and others· (1). In that case
Peacock C.]. said:
" Section 2 of Act VI of ·1864 says that • whoever commits
any of the following offences may be punished with whipping
in lieu of any punishment to which he may for such offence
be liable under the Penal Code.' It does not say, and it could
not say, that by the Penal Code he was liable to be whipped,
but it might say that by the Penal Code as amended by this
Act he shall be liable to be whipped. Take the case of theft.
Section.,.2 of the Act does not say that by the Penal Code a
man who <:ommits ~heft is liable to be whipped, but it says
that in lie.u of giving him the punishment inflicted by the
Penal Code, namely, three years' imprisonment and fine, he
may he punished with whipping. Sections 3 and 4 render
offenders liable to whipping in lieu of or in addition to tte
ptmishments imposed by the Penal Code."

Macpherson J., one of the members of the Bench,
expressed his view to the same dfect. He said at
page 41 :
.. The second secticn specifies the offences for which
whipping may be awarded in lieu of any other punishment. It
is as follows : I \Vhoever commits any of the following offences
(II (1868) 9 W.R. (Cr.) 41 at p. 4'8.
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may be punished with whipping in lieu of any punishment
to which he m~lY for such offence be liable llnder the, Indian
EMPEROR
Penal Code, that is to say,' etc. The effect of these words I
ABDU::~MAN;' understand to be that the sections nlentjoned in this second section are to be read respectively as if words to this effect bad
,BA Ui J.
been added to each 'or in lieu of such punishment (or punish- .
ments), the offender may be punished with whipping '."
KING~

'Seton-Karr J.,another member of the Bench,
said at page 45, after quoting the judgment of
Campbell J., that he generally agreed with the conclusions arrived at by that learned Judge; and Campbell J.,
in the course of his judgment, said :
"When flogging is inflicted - in lieu of any other punishment, no other punishment can be inflicted for that offence."

The opinion thus expressed was quoted with
approval by the Bombay High Court in QueenEmpress v. Da'gadu (1). Subsequent to the decision
of these two cases the Whipping Act, Act VI of Hl64,
which, was the first Ad to deal with whipping, was
amended first by Act III of 1895; secondly by Act V
of 1900 and lastly by Act IV of 1901). In all these
amending Acts the words "in lieu of any other
punishment" were retained. It must therefore, in my
opinion, be assumed that the Legislature approved of
the interpretation put by the Calcutta and Bombay
High Courts on the aforesaid expression. The
Allahabad and Madras High Courts and the late
Chief Court of Lower Burma have also taken the
same view [see Emperor v. Kishen Singh (2);
S.B; Varadarajulu v. Emperor (3) i King-Emperor v.
Tha Kin (4)].
'Therefore what is now clear is that the view
expressed hy the High Courts" of Calcutta, Madras,
(1) (1891) I.L.R. 16 Born. 357'.
(2) (1923) I.L.R. 46 All. 174.

(3)
(4)

A.I.R. .(1925) Mad. J 83.
(1909) 5 L.B.R. 22.
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Bombay and Ali~habad and the late Chief Court of
Lower Burma is that if whipping is inflicted as an
.alternative punishment in a case where the offence
charged is punishable with imprisonment and fine, no
·other punishment is to be added.
This view, if I may say so with respect, is, in my
·opinion, the correct view.. In Murray's Dictionary
"'. in lieu of" is defined as "in the place, room or
.stead of". Section 13 of the General Clauses Act
.says:
"In all Acts of the Governor-General in Council and
Regulations, unless there is anything repu~nant in the subject
<or context(1) words importing the masculine gender shall be taken
to include females;
(2) words in the' singular shall include the plur~.l, and
vice versa.

Section 12 of the Burma General Clauses Act (I of
1898) is also to the same effect. Therefore if we use
. ·the phrase II in the place of" instead of "in' lieu of
.and the word II punishment" in the plural instead of
in the singular we get section 3 of the Burma
'Wliipping
Act
running as follows:
,
lJ

"In addition to the persons punishable . . . with
-whipping in the place of . . . any' other pllnishments to
-which they may be liable under the Indian Penal Code, any
person shall be so punishable who commits any offence under
:sections 324, 325 (etc.), of the said Code."

If whipping, given as an alternative punishment,

·can only be given instead of all the punishments,
prescribed by the Penal Code, then the question that
:arises now is-how is it to be given as an additional
punishment· in a caSt such as the present where
the offence charged is punishable with imprisonment
:and fine also. In' my opinion in such a case as the

1934
KING.
EMPEROR
V.

ABDUL MAN.

BA U, J.
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ABDUL MAN.

!:SA

u, J.

present (me imprisonment is imperative and fine is.
optional. [Queen v. Sharoda
Peshagur and Prosunno'
'
Peshagur (1 ).)
As imprisonment is imperative, whipping, if given:
as an additional punishment, must in my opinion be
added to it. It cannot be given only 1n addition to
the optional part of the punishment. If the optional
part of the' punishment is added to tl~e imperative'
part of. the punishment and whipping, it will, in my'
opinion, be still legal. If the offeree charged ispunishable with imprisonment or fine and, if whipping
is given as an additional punishment, it can in my
opinion be added either to'imprisonment or fine.
For these reasons I would answer the questioIT
propounded in the negative and set aside the sentenceof fine. The fine, if paid, will be refunded.
MACKNEY,

J.-I agree with the opinion expressed,

by my learned brother Ba V, J.
The question is \vhether in section 3 of the
Whipping (Burma Amendment) Act, 1927, under
reference the word il punishment" in the phrase'
"any other punishment" is used in a general sense
or means the particular punishment or penishmcnts to'
which a person is liable who commits any of the
offences mentioned in the section; that is to say, do,
the words mean "any other kind" of punishment or
Ii any other of the" punishments?
It seems to me'
having regard to section 4, Whipping Act, 1909, that
the word cannot 1?e used in a general sense when it is
sp particularly qualified, that is to say, when reference
is especially made to that punishment to which a
person may be liable "under the Indian Penal Code
(scilicet for the particular offence which he has comIt

(1) (1865) 2 W.R. (Cr.)

3~.
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mitted).· Now, the punishment under section 325 of
the Indian Penal Code is ~ither II imprisonment" or
imprisonment and fine". Therefore a person committing an offence thereunder may be punished with
whipping in lien of or in additiQ,i. to II imprisonment"
or in lieu of or in addition to II imprisonment and
fine
but, as fine alone is not one of the punishments
to which a person is liable under this section of the
Indjan Penal Code, for an offence under this section
whipping cannot be awarded in lieu of or in addition
to fine alone.
The history of the law relating to the infliction of
whipping as a punishment, as also the decisions of
the other High Courts to which my learned brother
has referred, make it clear that this view is the correct
one.
J1
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chicf Justice, ·aml Mr. JI/stice Mya BlI.

U BA OH v. M. A. RAZAK

AND OTHERS.*

APPeal to His Majesty i1l Cou1lcil-:.Loss or detriment to applicant-" Fit case
for appeaZ"-"!Yursapuri " Malzomeda11--Question affectillg rights a1Ul
privileges of ·a Zarge body-CollCUrre1lt findings.,-Questiom oj law and
fact-Civil Procedllre Code (Act V of 1908), ss. 109 (cl, 110.
In· a suit to amend a scheme for the management of the Nursapuri mosque
in Rangoon the trial Judge, Ormiston J., construed the term "Nursapuri"
to mean all sunni mahomedans who came to Rangoon from the taluk
and the town of Nursapt;r situate on the Godavari river in South India
and their descendants. On appeal the High Court remanded the case with
a direction that the issue as to the meaning of the term "Nursapuri" should
be retried upon oral evidence in addition to the evidence already on the
record, ll.nd the finding reported to the appellate Court before it finally
determined the appeal. Sen J. who retried the Issue after remand gave
the term a wider meaning, viz.,· all Telugu speaking sunni mahomedans
who came from the Andhra districts of South India. The appellate Court

* Civil Misc. Applications Nos. 62 and 63 of 1934 arising out of Civil
First Appeal No. 47 of 1930 of this Court.

. 1934
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accepted the wider interpretation, and allowed the appeal from the decree
of Ormiston J. The applicants applied for leave to appeal to His Majesty
in' CounCil,
Held, that (1) it was not possible to estimate in' money or, by a'ny
standard the loss or detriment to the applicant, and that the
case therefore did nut fulfil the requirements of s., 110 as to value, but
(2) the displlte affected the religious sentiments, rights and pri vilegesof a
large, body vf mahomedans, and that the case was "a. fit one fOr appeal
to His Majesty in Council" within s. 109 (e) of the Civil Procedure Code.
Radhakrislma Ayyar v. Swa11linatha Ayyar, 48 I.A. 31; SIIMall v.
Balmram, I.L.R. 52 All. 329-followed.
(3) these were not concurrent findings by the Courts, for the appeal
was from the decree of the' trial' Judge, and not from the finding of the
second Judge with whose view the appellate Court agrcecl" and (41 the
construction of the term "Nursapuri" as used not in common parlance
but in the deed of trust, if it was nl)t an unmixed question of law, was not
an unmixed question of fact.
Narelldra1tath Dulta v. Abdul Hakim, 55 I.A..-:J80; Palalliappa Chetty v.
Pandara, 44 tA. 147:-referred to.

p~uniary

Rafi for the applicant. It is difficult to estimate
in money value the rights of the parties and of the
property involved for the purposes of s. 110 of the Civil
Procedure Code, but this case ought to be certified as otherwise a fit case for appeal to His
Majesty in Council under's. 109 (c). The
decision in question relates to the religious right.s
of a large body of mahomedans in Hangoon.
Radhakrisll1lan Ayyar v. Swanzinathl-t AyJ'lir (1) ;,
Banarsi Pm'shad v. [(ashi [(rishna (2) ; Subhan v.
Babural1z Singh (3); N. C. Galliara v. A.lkLM. JJlurugappa Chetty (4).
'It cannot be said that there have been concurrent
findings of fact, because the decision of Ormiston J.
as 'to 'the' meanil1g of the term "Nursapmi " was set
,aside by the Appellate Bench.

Clark for the respondents. The only question in
issue is as to the meaning of the term '( Nur:.>apuri ",
48 LA. 31.
(2) 28 I.A. 11.

(1)

(3) LL.H. 52 All. 329.
(4) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 355, 364,
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and on this point there have been concurrent findings
of fact by the Origmal Side and the Appellate Side
of this Court. The Privy Council does not interfere \\lith concurrent findings of fact, and deprecates
the granting of certificates for leave to appeal in
such cases. Moung Tlza Hl1yeen v. Moung Pan Nyo
(1) ; Sundaralingasawmi v. Ramasawmi (2).
lPAGE, C.J.
The question to be decided is as
to the meaning of a term used in a document.
Is that a pure question of fact?]

The construction of a document can bea question of fact. The only question in issue is as to
the meaning of the term "Nursapuri ", and both the
Courts have arrived at the same conclusion.
C.J.·-These are two applications for a
certificate granting leave to appeal to His Majesty
in Council. The suit was brought to amend a
scheme for the management of the Nursapuri mosque
that had been settled by Robinson J. in the Chief
Coart of Lower Burma on the 16th of May 1910.
The suit was tried before Ormiston J., and the
learned Judge ordered that the scheme should be
amended in certain respects. The only item in -the
amended scheme which was the subject of dispute
was the meaning of the term "Nursapuri" as used
therein. This question was tried on affidavits, and
Ormiston J. construed the term in a restricted
sense. From the decree of Ormiston J. an appeal
was filed, and Carr and Das JJ. ordered that the
case should be remanded .to the Original Side
with a direction that the issue as to the meaning
of the terril" Nursapuri" should be tried upon oral
PAGE,

(1) I.L.R. 28 Cal. 1.

.125-

SERIES.

(2) 26 I.A.55.

~
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1934

evidence in addition to the evidence already on the
record, and that the finding upon that issue should
v.
:M.A. RAZAK. be reported to the appellate Court before it finally
determined the appeal. I am not myself satisfied
PAGE. C.].
as to the propriety or the expediency of passing a
remand order in that form, but it is unnecessary
at this stage of the proceedings to enter upon a
discussion of the matter. Pursuant to the order of
remand the issne as to the meaning of the term
" Nursapuri" was elaborately retried, voluminous
oral evidence being tendered on both sides, and in
the event Sen J. gave to the term "Nursapuri" a
far wider meaning than Ormiston J. had clone.
The proceedings were then returned to the appellate
Court which came to a conclusion in a sense similar
-to that at which Sen J. had arrived, and the
appeals from the decrees of Ormiston J. \vere
allowed.
From the decrees of the appellate Court allowing
the appeals from the decrees of Ormiston J. it is
sought to obtain leave to appeal to His Majesty in
Council.
Now, a difficulty lies in the way of the applicant, for we are not satisfied that this case can be
brought within the ambit of section 110 of the
Cooe of Civil Procedure.
In N. C. Galliara v. A..M.M. Murugappa Chetty
( 1) it was laid down by this Court that
U BAOH

i' it is the extent to which the decree or order has operated
to the prejudice of the applicant that detet:mines \\'hethei· the
·decree or order is subject to appeal or not, and whatever
may be the value of the property in respect of which a claim
'Or question is involved in the appeal no appeal lies under
:section 110 unless the value of the loss or detriment which
the applicant has suffered by the passing of the decl'ee or
(1) (1934) I.L.R. lZ·Ran. 355.
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-order, and from which he seeks to be relieved by His Majesty
:in Council, is Rs. 10,000 or upwards."

In my opinion in the present case it is
-impossible to estimate in money or by any
pecuniary standard the loss or detriment which the
:applicant has suffered by the passing of the decrees
from which it is sought' to obtain leave to appeal
io His Majesty in Council; indeed, it was common
ground that that is so. I am of opinion that the
.applicant has failed to bring the case within the
-ambit of section 110, Code of Civil Procedure.
The learned advocate for the applicant, however,
;has urged that the Court, in the exercise or' the
-discretion with whith it is invested under section
109 (c) of the Code, ought to certify thaI' the
;present case is "a fit one for appeal to His Majesty
:in Council ".
Iri Radhakrislma Ayyar and another v. SwaminatJia
,Ayyar (1) the Judicial Committee of the Privy
.Council, following Banarsi Parshad v. Kashi Krishna
-Na1'ain (2) and Radha Krishen Dtis v. Rai Krishen
-Ckan[l (3), ,held that
"as an initial condition to appeal to His Majesty in Council
"-it is essential that the petitioners should satisfy the Court that
'the subject matter of the suit is Rs. 10,000 and in addition
that in certain cases there should be added some substantial
-question of law. This does not cover the whole grounds of
,appeal, because it is plain that there may be certain cases in
which it is impossible to define in money value the exact
character of the dispute ; there are questions as for example,
ihose relating to religious rights and ceremonies. to caste and
'family rights,· or such matters as the reduction of the capital
of companies as well as questions of wide public importance'
:in which the subject matter in dispute cannot be reduced into
.actual terms of money. Sub-~ction (c) of section 109 of the
(1) (l920) 481.A. 31 at p. 33.
(2) (1900) 28 I.A.l1.
(3) (1901) 28 I.A. 182.
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Civil Procedure Code .contemplates that such a state of things- .
exists, -and rule 3 cf Order XLV regulates the Prccedure."· •

U BAOH
'fl.

Now, the dispute in the present. case involves.
the determination of the rights of a 'larg~ body of
persons in connection with the management of
the mosque. Indeed, it was contended that if
Ormiston J.'s judgment stood the result would be
that substantially the whole body of Nursapuris.
would be deprived of what they claimed to be
their right to share in the management of the mosque i. and there is no doubt that the controversy in connection with which this litigation has arisen. deeply
affects the religious sentiments, rights and privileges'Of a large body of mahommedans residing in
Rangoon. In my opinion the circumstances obtain~·
ing in the present case, and the question that falls.
for determination in the litigation, bring it within
sub~section(c) or section ,109 of the Code of Civil.
Procedure. Prima jade, therefore, I should be
disposed to hold that a certificate granting leave
to appeal to His Majesty in Council ought to be
granted [Subhan and another v. Baburath· Si,lghand others (1)J.
On behalf of the respondents, however, it has
been contended that in substance, although not in
fonn. this is an attempt to obtain a decision of
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council on a
question of fact upon which there have been
concurrent findings in both the Courts below, and
that this Court ought not to countenance such
a proceeding. [Thakur' H arihar Buksh v. Thakur
Uman Parshad (2) i Sundaralingasm.mni /{amaya Nail?
v. Ramaswami /{amaya Nail~ (3); Moung Tha Hnyeen'

M. Ai RAZAK.
PAGE,

C.}.

.4: 7.'

(1) (1929) I.L.R. 52 All. 239.
(2) (1886) 141.
\3) (1899)26 I.A. 55.
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v. Moung Pan Nyo (1); Rani Sri11lati and others v.
Khajendra Narayan Singh and a110ther (2) ; Narendra
Nath Dutta and another v. Abdul Hakim and
others (3) ; and ]ehangir Shapo01ji TaraporevaJa v.
Reverend Savakar (4).J
Tht::· answer to· this contention is that the appeal
was fr(lm the decree of Ormiston J., and that the
appellate Court did not affirm the decree of the
trial Court, but allowed the appeal and passed a
decree in a different sense. The learned advocate
for the respondents further contended that in any
event, having regard to the hearing after remand, this
Court in the circumstances ought not in the exercise
of its discretion to grant leave to appeal under
section 109 (c), because in substance the· appeal
was from the decision of Sen J. on a question of
fact, and that the appellate Court affirmed th~
finding of Sen J. The answer would appear to be
(1) that the appeal was not f.rom any decree passed
by Sen J. and (2) that, although the appeal turned
.upon an issue of fact; namely, what is the meaning
of th~ term "Nursapuri" in commoiI parlance at
Rangoon, the finding of Sen J. with .which tbis
Court agreed, as was· pointed out in the judgment
of the appellate Court, .
"does not necessarily conch.:ide the case against the respondents,
because the problem to be solved is ilOt the meaning of the' term
in common plrlanceat Rangoon, but the meaning- which is tOQe
attributed to the word " N ursapuri " as used in the trust deed of
1910. Prima facie the term mustbe regarded as bearing the same
meaning in the scheme as th.l! which is ccmmonly attributed to
it."

But, of course, it does not necessarily bear the same
and the question as to what upon a true

~eaning;

. (11 (1900)27 LA. 160.
(2; (t904) 31 'I.A. 127.

10

(3) (1927)55 I.A.380.
(4} 3~ Born. L.R. 1609.

.
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construction of the trust ceed the term "Nursapuri"
as used therein means appears to me to be, if not an
unmixed question of law, certainly not an unmixed
question of fact. [Palaniappa C/utty and another v.
Deivasikamony Pandara (1); and Narcndra Nath
Dutta and another v. Abdul H allim and others (2).J
Upon the whole I am of opinion, for the reasons
that I have stated, that the Court ought to certify
this case to be a fit one for appeal to His Majesty
in Council under section 109 (c) of 'the Code of Civil
Procedure, and a certificate granting leave to appeal
to His Majesty in Council will issue on each
application.
MYA

Bu,

J.-' I

agree.

CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before Mr. Judice. Raguley, and .lir. Justice Btl U.
1934
Dec. 18.

HTWAN HTIN v. KING-EMPEROR.*
CORuizable offence-Power of arrest restncfed to District SuperilltClldmt of
Police-Further requirements for arrest ~lJithout ~c,arraut-Burm" (;alllbliug
Act (Bur1pa Act t of 1889), ss. 6 (t) (b),11, 12-CrilJll1lal Procedure Code
(Act V of1898), s. 4 (f)-Process Fcc Rules, 1923, Rule 18 (b) (ll.
Under the provbions of s. 6 (1) 'II) of the Burma Gambling Act the only
police officer who may arrest without warrant a person for an offence under
s. 11 or 12 of the i\et is the District Superintendent of Police, and then only if
he has received credible information or has other sufficitmt grounds for t1elieving
that the place is used as a common gaming house, and furthermore, has
recorded in writing the information or the grounds of his belief. Under such
circumstances cases under ss. 11 and 12 of the Burma Gambling Act are not
cognizable, and the accused mllst pay process fees for the issue of summonses
to his witnesses.
Bahabal Shah v. Tarak Naih Choudllry, I.L.R. 24 Cal. 691; ElIlpel'Or v..
C/llIlldri Ba.woo, I.L.R. 49 Bom. 262-foltmced.
Emperor v. Abasbltai, I.L.R. 50 Bom. 344 ; QucCIl-Empress v. Deodhar Singh,
I.L.R. 27 Cal. 144-collsidcred.

* Criminal Revision No. 702H of 1934 from the order of the Additional
Sessions Judl-!e, Basseil1, in Criminal I~cvision ~O. 474 of 1934.
(1) (1917) 44 tA. 147.
(2) (1927) 551.A. 380.
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Shu Maung for the applicant. The District
Superintendent of Police has power to arrest a person
without a warrant for an offence under ss. 11 and 12
of the 'Burma Gambling Act; 1889. It is therefore
a cognizable offence within s. 4 (1) (f)" of the Code
of Criminal Procedure. Queen-Empress v. Deodhar
Sin{!,h (l) ; Emperor v. Abasbhai (2). Under Rule 18
(b) (2) of the Burma Process Fees Rules no process
fee can be demanded from the accused for the
issue of subpoenas to his witnesses.

1934
HTWANH

Tun Byu (Assistant Government Advocate) for the
Crowll. A case is cognizable under s. (4)(1) tf)
only when there is an unqualified power of arrest
without warrant given to a police officer. If a power
of arrest is made conditional upon something being
done it is not a cognizable offence.
In Queen-Empress v. Deodltar Singh (1) the
question whether when a power of arrest without
warrant is given under certain restrictions or conditions the offence was a cognizable one or not was not .
raised nor considered. Emperor v. Abasbhai (2)
merelyfollowe-1 Deodhar Singh's case. On the other
hand see Bahabal Shah v. Tarak Nailt Choudhry
. (3); Empetor v. Chandri Ba'Woo (4).
In any case where a power of. arrest is given
subject to certain· restrictions the case cannot become
.cognizable· unless the conditions precedent are
fulfilled. Moreover s. 6 of the Burma Gambling Act
is not quite the same as s. 5 of the Bengal Public
Gambling Act, 1867. Under s. 5 of the Bengal Act
it can be argued that there was no real restriction
ihlposed on the power of arrest. .
(1) I.L.R. 27 Cal. 144.
\21 LL.R. 50 Born. 344.

(3) I.L.R. 24 Cal. 691.
(4) LL.R. 49 Bom. 212.
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BAGULEY, .T.-The applicant in this case is being
tried under section 12 (a) of the Burma Gambling
Act, together with other persons. \vho are being
tried under section· 11 of the same Act. He applied.
to the Court to have certain· defence witnesses
summoned. The Court called UPO~l him to pay
process fees for the summonses. He contended
that no process fees could be demanded, but the.
Court overruled his claim, and, on application made
to the Sessions Judge, Bassein, the magistrate's order
was upheld.
~
It is contended ~hat no process fee can be
demanded for the issue of summonses to defence
witnesses, because the case which is being tried is
a cognizable case, and processes issued in it are,
therefore, exempt from paying fees under the
.Process Fee Rules, 1923 [Rule 18 (b) (2)]. It is
contended on behalf of the Crown that it is. not
.a cognizable case.
A "cognizable case" is defined in section 4 (f}
of the Criminal Procedure Code:

Cognizable offence' means an offence {(Jr, and 'cognizable
case' means a case in, which a polke-office.r, within or without
the presidency towns, may, in accordance with the second schedtl1e
or under any law for the time being in force, arrest without
warrant: "
Cl I

As the maximum sentence under sections 11 and
12 of the Burma Gambling Act is less than one
year, under the second schedule to the Criminal
Procedure Code, the case under review is· not a
cognizable one, unless it is cognizable under the terms
of the Act itself.
Arrests of persons who· are supposed. to h~ve
committed offences under section 11 or 12 'are made
under section 6 (1) (b) of the Burma Gambling Act.

VOL.
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This section provides that certain magistrates or the
District Superintendent of Police w h o '

1934
HTWAN HT
'V.

-" on .credible information ·01' on other sufficient grounds, has
reason to believe that any house, enclosure, room, place, vessel or
vehicle is used as a common gaming-house, may, after recording
in writing such information ci: grounds, either himself do any of
the following acts, or by warrant authorize any officer of police not
below the rank of Sub-Inspector or officer in charge of a police:station to enter *** any such hI-use, enclosure (etc.), and take into
-custody all persons whom he iill(~S ihere'in, whether they are then
:actually gaming or not."

It would be seen from this that no ordinary police
<officer can arrest a persall supposed to have committed one of these offences without a warrant,
except the District Superintendent of Police himself
personally, and then only if he has received credible
information or has other sufficient grounds upon
which to believe that the place is used as a common
gaming house, and, furthermore, has recorded in
writing the information or the grounds of his belief.
It must be confessed that to the ordinary layman
to ~~y that a cognizable offence is one for which
·4 pplice officer may arrest· without a warrant, .the
idea cdnveyed'- would be that for such an offence the
ordinary constable such as one sees on patrol duty
<;ould effect the arrest, and, ordinarily speaking, I
should be inclined to hold that the meaning of a statute
applying to the man in the street would be the
meaning which the man in the street would place
llpon the statute, particularly when it affects him
personally. There is, however, authority for the
contrary view.
- In Queen-Empress v. Deodhar Singh (l}, where a
"case under the Gambling Act {Bengal Act
of 1867)

n

(1) (1899) I.L.R 27 Cal. 144,
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was concerned, it was held that an offence under that
Act

'II.

KINGEMj?EROR.

" bein~ an offence for which the District Superintendent of Police
may arrest or by warrant direct an arrest, is a cognizable offence
BAGULItY I J.
within the meaning of section 4 (J), of the Criminal Procedure
Code."

The relevant passage is to be found at page 150:
I ' The District Superintendent of Police, being a Police Officer
who may, under a law for the time being in force, vi::., the
Gambling Act, arrest without warrant, we think that the requirements of clause (1) (j) of the above sections are satisfied, and
that the offence in question is, thyrefore, a I cognizable offence'.
We cannot accept the contention that the words in that clause
, a Police Officer' mean I any and every' Police Officer. It is
sufficient if the LegIslature has limited the power of arrest to .any
particular class of Police Officers."

The same point arose in E1nperor v. Abasbhai
(1). This was. a case under the Bombay Prevention of Gambling Act, under which Act, similarly,
the only police officers who can effect au arrest
without a warrant are· the Commissioner of Police
of the City of Bombay, any District Superintenrlellt
of Police or any Assistant District ~;lIperilHendcnt
empowered by Government in this behalf. It was
held that when a man was arrested under this
Act the case was a cognizable one, and the der';'~
sion of the Calcutta High Court in Queen-Empress·
v. Deodhar Singh was quoted with approval.
With these two pronouncerr,cnts in favour of
this interpretation of section 4 {f} of the Criminal
Procedure Code, it may seem dil11cult to hold
directly to the contrary, inclined as I am to do·
so ; .but I think it is unnecessary to rule dir~ctly·
(1) (1925) I.L.H. 50 Bom. 344.
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in this behalf, because even if the decisions of the
Calcutta and Bombay Courts are correct, I still
think that the particular wording of the Burma
Gambling Act makes offences under sections 11
and 12 not cognizable.
The Bengal case. (1) was decided under the
Bengal Public Gaming .Act. The authority of the
District Superintendent of Police· to arrest under
that Act arose from s~ction ?:
U If the Magistrate of a district or other officer invested with
the full po\\'ers of a Magistrate or the District Superintendent of
Police, upon credible information, and after such inquiry as he
may think necessary, has reason to believe that any house, tent,
room, space or walled enclosure is used as a common gaming
house, he may either himself enter, or by his warrant authorize
any officer of. police, not below such rank as the LieutenantGovernor shall appoint in this behalf, to enter, etc."

It will be::'seen that in this case the power of the
District Superintendent of Police is quite unfettered,
except, of course, that he has got to have credible
information that the offence is being committed.
It may be presumed that no police officer would
take ~teps of this mture without credible information, alld I c<'tnnot bold that the necessity of the
District Superintendent of Police receiving credible
information before he acts can be regarded as any
condition precedent to his issuing the warrant or
effecting the arr.est.
The Calcutta case referred to dates from the
year 1900, and three years earlier, in Bahabal
Shah v. Tarak Nath Chaudhry (2), a case under
the Opium Act, it had been held that when the
police officer could only arrest without a warrant
if certain conditions had to be fulfilled first of all,
11.1 i1899) I.L.R. 27 Cal. 14l.

(2) (1897) I.L.R. 24 Cal. 691.
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then the case could not be regarded as a cognizable
one. At page 696 is to be found the passage:

KrNG c

I' In my opinion such a
qualified power of an'est *** is not
such a power to arrest without warrant as is pointed out iti the
'BAGULEY, J.
definition of 'cognizable offence' in the definition clause of the
Code of Crimiml Procedure."

EMPEROR.

Again, in Empero1' v. Chandri Bawoo (1), it
was also held that when the police have merely
a qualified power of ..arrest, the case arising out of
the arrest cannot be regarded as a cognizable case.
This case arose out of the Bombay Prevention of
Prostitution Act, 1923. Under section 10 of that
Act it is laid down' that
"any police~officer on complaint, and allY po·lice officer
authorized in this behalf by the Commissioner d Po1i~e by
special order without 5uch complaint, may arrest wHhOtlt a
warrant any person committing, in his view, any offence punish.
able under section 3, if the name and address of such person be
unknown· to such police-officer and cannot be ascertained by him
then and there."

At page 219, referring to section 10, there is the
passage:
II But here a very
restrict~c1 power of 1rrest is given and
certain conditions are laid down as to the cin;:umstances \lnder
which that power can lie exercised.

At page 221 occurs the passage:
,. I have already mentioned that there are very serious
limitations on the power of arrest under tbis section 10 and I am
clearly of opinion that any case where those conditions 'Ire not·
complied with, cannot be described as a cognizable case."

It is interesting to note that in Emperor v.
Abasbhai (2), already referred to, there was a similar
condition limiting the power of the Commissioner
(I) (1924) I.L.R. 49 Bom. 212.

(2) (1925) I.L.R. 50 Bom. 344. .
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·of Police to issue a warrant, as under the Bombay
Prevention of Gambling Act the Commissioner of
:Police could only act upon a complaint made
before him on oath, and that complaint on oath
was a .necessary condition precedent to his issuing
:a warrant or making a raid himself; but this
point was not taken up in argument and appears
to have been entirely overlooked in the judgment.
As I have said already, I personally would be
. very reluctant to accept the vie\\T of the Bombay
and Calcutta High Courts that if one police officer
in the district has' power to arrest without a
war,rant that makes. a case arising out of such an
arrest a cognizable case. ] f this view of the law
be correct, interesting speculation arises as to what
would be the. state bf affairs in certain districts
such as Xyaukse or· Sandoway, where there is no
District Superint~ndent of Police, the police being
under the charge of an Assistant Superintendent,
.so in those localities there is no police officer
who can arrest without a warrant, and, therefore,
such a case is certainly not cognizable.
:Se that as it may, in view of the wording of
.the. Burma Gambling Ad, which lays down c~rtain
conditions precedent before even the District
.Superintendent of Police can make a raid and arrest
without a warrant, and following the Calcutta and
the Bombay High Courts in Bahabal Shah v. Torak
Nath Choudhury (1) and Emperor v. Chandri Bawoo
{Z), I would hold that cases under sections 11 and
. 12 of the Burma Gambling Act are not cognizable,
and in consequence the order of the magistrate
asking for the payment of process fees to Sl.unmon
these witnesses is correct.
(1) (1897) I.L.R. 24 Cat. 691.

(2) (1924) IL.R. 49· Rom..212.
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There is no reason to interfere in reVISiOn ..
Let the record be returned with these remarks.

'IJ.

KINGEMPEROR.
BAGULEY,

BA V, J.-The question for decision is whether
J. an offence under section 12 read with section 6 of

the Burma Gambling Act is a cognizable offence.
A "cognizable offence" according to section 4 (f)
of the Code of Criminal Procedure means an offence'
for, and a H cognizable case" means a case in which
a police officer, within or without the presidency
towns, may; in accordance with the second schedule
or under any law for the time being in force, arrest.
without warrant.
Now, under section 6 of .the·· Burma Gambling.
Act it is not any and every police officer who caru
effect an arrest without a warrant. It is only the'
District Superintendent of Police and a certain class' .
of IIlagistrates mentioned therein who can do so.
Even in the case of those officers, they have to·
comply with certain conditions mentioned in that.
section before they can enter a house, enclosurc,
etc., anc~ make a search and effect an arrest. The
conditions are that they must record the inferl1lation which they have received and (heir grounds
of belief in writing that the housc, etc., is used
as a common gaming house. These conditions donat, however, in my opinion, in any way limit
their power of arrest. The failure to comply with
these conditions will affect the presumption which
will otherwise arise under section 7 of the Burma.
Gambling Act, which is as follows:
., When any instruments of gaming are found in any honse,..
enclosure, etc., entered under the provisions of section 6
it shall be presumed, until the contrary is proved, that such
house, enclosure, etc., is used as a common gaming house, and
that the persons found therein were there present for the'
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purpose of gaming. although no play was actually seen by the
1934
Magistrate, or police officer, or by anyone aiding in the HTW~HTI~
entry."
'II.
•

KINGEMPEROR.

The question that arises then is whether an offence
for which only a certain class of police officers,
such as the· District Superintendent· of Police, as
in this case, can arrest without a warrant is a
cognizable offence within the meaning of section
4 (f) of the· Code of Criminal Procedure. Two
cases, Queen-Empress v. D~odhar Singh (1) and
Emperor v. 4basbhai Abdul Hussein (2), quoted by
my learned brother Baguley are in favour of the.
view that it is. In Emperor v. Ismail Hirji (3) the
same view, as in those two cases, was held. But, .
<~s pointed out by my . learned brother Baguiey,
whose judgment I have had the pleasure of reading,
"that to the ordinary layman to say that a cognizable offence.
is one for \vhich a police officer may arrest without a warrant.
the idea conveyed would be that for such an offence the
ordinary constable such as one sees on patrol duty could effect
the arrest."

This, if I may say so with respect, is the only
sensible meaning that can be given to the term
"cognizable offence" as defined in section 4 (j) of
the Code of Criminal Procedure.
In the case of Curtis v. Slovin (4), Bowen L.J~
says
." the rules for the construction of statutes are very like those
which apply to the construction of other documents, especially
as regards one crucial rule, viz., that, if it is possible, the words
of a statute must be construed so as to give a sensible meaning to them."
(1) (18991 I.L.R. 27 Cal. 144.
(2) (19251 I.L.R. 50 Born. 344.

(3) (1929) I.L.R. 54 Born. 146.
(4l (1889) 22 Q.B.D. 513 at p.517.
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If regard is had to the fact that a reference in
section 4 (j), Criminal .Procedure Code, is made to
K:~Gthe second schedule wherein the term "police" is
E!o1~OR. used in a more general and popular sense, the
BA U, J.
intention of the Legislah~re to use the term II a
police officer" in section 4 (f) in the sense indicated
by my learned brother becomes more apparent.
In any event, looking at the scope and object
of the Burma Gambling Act, I have no doubt in
my mi.nd that the intention of the Legislature was
to treat an offence under section 12 as a n011. cognizable offence. Under the second schedule to
the Code of Criminal Procedure the police cannot
arrest without a warrant for offences against other
laws if the offences are punishable with· imprisonment for less than three years. Now, the maximum
punishment prescribed for an offence under section
12, Burma Gambling Act, is only six months.
For all these reasons I would hold that a~
offence under section 12,. Burma Gambling Act,· is
a non-cognizable offence.

'H1:W.\!'I H1:IN
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Before Sir ArUmr [Jage, Kt., Chiej,J1I5ticc. (Iud Mr. Justice Mj'a Bu.

H. W. SCOTT v. KING-EMPEROR.*
Appeal to His Majesty ill Couucil-Trial by jury by thl: High Court-Convictio11,
leave fa appeal a,!!,lliust-Ldtcrs Patellt, cl.39 GroufUisjor lcave-Misdirection, Irregularity-F,rir trial-Due administration of law-Grounds fo/·
leave to appeal allli grouuelsoj the appeal-Jndicial COII/mittee 1UJi a COltrt
of criminal appedl or review-Charge to the jury-Judge's opil1i01l oj
cvideuce-Cri'1liual Procedure Code. (Act V of 1898), s. 298 (2)-Improper
admission ,oj evidmce.
Where a person has bee.. convicted and sentenced by the High Court at a
stssions trial om ;,pplication for'a declaration that the case is a fit one for appeal
to His Majesty in Council lies under d. 39 of the Letters Patent.
(.\

a, K.

GllOshv. Empe1'or, I.L.R 52 Cal. IlJ7-referred to.

Leave to a ppcal is not granted except where some clear departure {rom the
requirements of justice exists. Misdirection as such, even irregularity as
such, will not suffice. There must bl: somdhing which, in the particular case.
deprivl:s lhe accused of the substance of fair trial and the protection of the law,
or which, in general, tends to divert the due and orderly administration of the
law into a new course, which may be drawn into an evil precedent in future.
No leilVe to appeal can be granted where the grotmds suggested cannot sustain
the appeal itself, and the Privy Council will not allow an appeal on grounds
that would not have sufficed for the grant of permission to bring it.,'

In ,e Dillet, 18M7, 12 A.C. 459; Ibrahim v. Tile Killg, 1914 A.C. 599followed.
The Judicial Committee is not a Court of criminal appeal or of criminal
review. It will not interfere with the course of criminal law unless there has
been such an interference with the elementary rights of an accused as has.
placed him outside the;: pale of regular law, or within that pale there has ueen
a manifest violation of the natural principles of justice.
Amo/d v. Ki/I.g-Emperor, -11 I.A. J49; lt10ltilldar Sillgh v. Ki1Jg-ElIlperor,
I.L R 13 Lah. 479-followed.
A Judge ill charging a jury does 110t fulfil his duty if he merely reiterates
the evidence given by the witnesses, and then It:a\'es thejury to decide the case
one way or another. He should direct the jury as to the weight which, in his
, opinion, ought to be attached to the evidence called at the trial; but he must at
the same time let the jury. consider the facts for themselves, and form their own
opinion as to the value to be attached to the evidence of the several witnesses,
and the proper inference thaI ought to be drawn from the evidence as a whole.

* Criminal Misc. Application No. 1 of 1935 arising
Sessions Trial No. 42 of 1'J34 of this Court.

O~lt
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Improper admission of evidence which has in no way deflected lohe course
of the trial is not a ground upon which leave to appeal can be giveon.

Dal Singh v. Kiug-Emperor, I.L.R. 44 Cal. 876-referred too

McDonnell (with him Williams) for the applicant.
This is a ofit case for leave to appeal to His Majesty
in Council under cl. 39 of the Letters Patent.
There has been a grave miscarriage of justice in
the Sessions Court for the following reasons; (a)
the trial Judge refused to allow an important piece
oof evidence, namely, the "medical history sheet" of
the brother of the deceased to be put in, when
the defence was that the. brother of the de;eeased
was the real culprit; b) the trial Judge said that
most of the prosecution witnesses were unreliable,
yet he summed up very strongly in favour of the
prosecution; (c) the trial Judge took the issues of
fact out of the hands of the jury, and gave them
the impression that they must accept the J1.ldge's
view of the facts; Ofel Mollalz v. King-Emperor (1);
{d) °the examination of the accused, both in the
committing Court and in the Sessions Court, was
more oin the nature of an attempt to extract a
confes~ion than an examination under s. 342 of the
Criminal Procedure Code; U Ba Thein v. Kill,!/,Emperor (2); (e) contrary to the provisions of s. 162
of lhe Code the police papers were put in as
evidence in the case without any request in that
behalf by the defence; and (t) two of the prosecution witnesses were arrested by the police before
the rising of the Court on the private direction
of the Judge. This was bound to influenc'ea
member of the jury or a witness who saw them to
the prejudice of the accused.
0

0

0

0

(1)

18 C.W.N. 180.

(2) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 372.
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A. Eggm' (Government Advocate) for· the Crown.
'The leading case on the subject of appeals to His
Majesty in Council in criminal matters is In re
Dillet (1). This case was followed in Arnold v.
_King-Emperor (2) and Clifford v. Kinl!.~E11lperor (3).
For the Privy Council to interfere with a criminal
:sentence there must be something so irregular or so
-outrageous as tv shock the very basis of justice.
.Mohindar Singh v. Kinlf.-Emperor (4). Mere admis:sion of improper evidence is not a sufficient ground
-for interference unless injustice of a grave character
has been done. Dal Singh v. King-Emperor (5).
The police papers were in fact used by the
,defence for the purpose of cross-examination. The
·defence was not prejudiced by the Court's refu;sal
to call for the mediCal history sheet of the deceased's
-brother. The brother himself gave evidence, as did
.also the parents and two medical men. They all
testified to _ the sanity of the brother. The trial
.Judge repeatedly pointed out to the jury that tliey
were - free to form their own opinion upon the
·evidence, and only gave them the benefit of his
own j~ldicial experience which it was quite legitimate
.-and proper for him to do.
PAGE, C.J.-This application fails.
At the November Sessions of the High Court
Henry Wall Scott by an unanimous verdict of the
jury was convicted of murder, and sentenced to
death..
The present application is presented under clause
39 of the Letters Patent of the High Court for a
(1) ([887) 12 A.C. 4 5 9 . : ' - (3) I.L.R. 41 Cal. 568.
(2) I.L.R 41 Cal. 1023.
(4) I.L.R. 13 Lah. 479.
IS) I.L.R. 44 Cal. 876.
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declaration "that the case is a fit one" for appeal.
to His Majesty in Council... . '"
In my opinion the application lies under clause 39'
[Ba;-mdra Kumar Ghosh v: Emperor (l)J.No\v, the
test which the Court applies in order to' determine:
whether a case faUs within clause 39 of the Letters.
Patent is well settled. In Ibrahim and The King
(2) Lord Sumner, delivering the judgment of the
Judicial Committee, observed:
"Their Lordships' practice has been repeatedly defined.
Leave to appeal is not granted 'except where some clear'
dep,u"ture from the requirements 6f justice' exists: Riel v. Reg. (3);
nOr unless ' by a disregard of the forms of legal process, or .by·
some violation of the principles of n<ltural justice or otherwise,.
substantial and grave injustice has been clone': Dille/'s C:lse
(4). It is true that these are cases of apphcations for special
leave to appeal, but the Beard has repeatedly treated appli~
cations for leave to appeal and the hearing of criminal appeals
as being upon the same footing: Riel's case (3) ; E.-r parte Deeming'
(5). The Board cannot give leave to appeal where the gi'ounds
suggested could nof sustain the appeal its'elf; and, conversely,..
it cannrt allow an appeal en grounds that would not have
sufficed for the grant of permission to bring it. Misdirer.tion.
as such, even irregularity as sllch. will not 3uffice:· Ex parte
Macrea (6). There must be something which, in the particular
.case, deprives the accused of the suhstance of fair trial and the'
protection of the law, or which. in general, tends to divert the
due and orderly administration of the law into a new Gourse,.
which may be drawn into an evil precedent in future :- Reg. v..
Bertrand (7).';

In Barendra Kumar Ghose v. King-Emperor (8)'
Mookerjee J. observed that
"whether leave is granted by the Court appealed from or by'
the Judicial Committee, it is plain that the answer to the.
(1) (1924) I L.R. 52 Cal. 197 at p.218.
(2}(1914) A.C. 599 at p. 614.
(3; 1(885) 10 A.C.o/5.
(4) (18871 12 A.C. 459.

(5) (1892) A;C. 422.
(6) (1};93) A.C. 346.

m (1867)L.R.P.C. 520.
(8) 39 C.L.J. 1 at 'p. 3.
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question, whether the case is a fit one for appeal, must depend
on the same considerations j the grant of the leave to appeal is
a step ancillary to the determination of the appeal, and the
principles which regulate the ultimate decision of the appeal
cannot obviously be ignored when an application for leave is
examined: Ebrahim v. R. (1)."

The locus classicus upon the subject is In 1'e Dillet
(2); and the practice of the Privy Council pursuant to
In 1'e J)il!ei (2) was clearly explained by Lord Shaw
in Anzold v. The King-Empero1' (3) as follows:
II The power of His Majesty under his Royal authority to
review proceedings of a criminal nature, unless where such
power and authority have been parted with by statute, is
undoubted. Upon the other hand, there are reasons both
constitutional and administrative, which make it manifest that
this power should not be lightly exercised. The over-ruling
consideration upon the topic has reference to justice itself.
If throughout the Empire it were supposed that the course
and execlltion of justice could suffer serious impediment, which
in many cases· might amount to practical obstruction, by an
:ippealto the Royal Prerogative of review on. judicial grounds,
then it becomes plain that a severe blow would have been
dealt to the ordered administration of law within the King's
dominions." .

His' Lord::;hip, af~erciting the passage from Dillet's
case (2) to which reference has already been made,
proceeded:
II The present
case brings prominently before the Board
the question of what is the sense in \\'hich those words are
to be interpreted. If they are to be interpreted in the sense
that wherever there has been a misdirection in any criminal
case, leaving it uncertain whether that misdirection did or did not
affect the jury's mind, then in such cases a miscarriage of
justice could be affirmed or assumed, then the result would be
to convert the Judicial Committee into a Court of Criminal
Review for the Indian and Colonial Effipire. Their Lordships

(I) (1914) A.C: 599 at p.614.
(2) (1887) 12 A.C. 459.
(3) (1914) 41 I.A. 149.
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are clearly of opinion that no such proposition is sound. This
Committee is not :i.Court of Criminal Appeal. It may in,
general be stated that its practice is to the following effect; It.
is not b1Uided by its own doubts of the appellant's innocence
or suspicion of his guilt. It will not interfere with the course of
criminal law unless there has been such an interference with
the elementary rights of an accused as has placed him cutside
the pale of regular law, or,' within that pale, there has been a
violation of the natural principles of justice so demonstratively
manifest as to convince their Lordships, first, that the result
arrived at was opposite to the result which their Lordships
would themselves hwe reached, and, secondly, that the same
opposite result would have been rcached by the local tribunal
also if the alleged defect or misdirection had been avoided.
The limited nature of the appeal in Dillet's case (1) has been
referred to, and their Lordships do not think that its authority
~oes beyond those propositions which have now been enunciated."

In Mohindar Singh and another v. The Ki1igEtnperor (2) Lord Dunedin, delivering the judgment
of the Board, tersely observed :
"Their Lordships have frequently stated that they do not
sit as a Court of Criminal Appeal. For them to interfere with
a criminal sentence there must be something so irregular 01'
so outrageous
to shock the very basis of justice."

as

Now, I have perused the record in tnis case.
I have read the evidence of the witnesses, and we
have had the advantage of a careful argument by
11r. McDonnell on the .case presented on behalf
of the applicant. It is unnecessary for the purposes of
disposing of t{lis application to enter upon a discussion
in detail of the facts disclosed by the evidence. It
is sufficient, in my opinion, that we should hold,
as we do, that there was ample evidence adduced
. at the trial to justify the finding of the jury th'lt
the applicant was guilty of the murder of Locksley
(1) (1887) 12 A.C. 459.

(2) (1932) I.L.R. 13 Lab. 479 at p. 482.
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Telfer. In order to understand the nature of the
case in which the present application is made, however, it is as well to point out that it is not in
dispute that the applicant, Scott, was filled with a
·consuming passion for Locksley Telfer's wife, and that
he thought, if she was divorced from the deceased,
-that she might be induced to throw in her lot with
him. Further, it is common ground that the applicant,
Scott,drank three double measures of whisky about
.8 o'clock on the night of the 23rd of June, and
that he then hired a taxi cab, and with a loaded
pistol on him proceeded to the house where Locksley
·Telfer lived. It is also not disputed thai on arrival
at the house a message was sent by the applicant to
Locksley Telfer asking him to come out, that Locksley
Telfer came out of the house and stood on, the
right hand side of the car, that an altercation took
place between the applicant, Scott, who was seated
,on the back seat of the car and Locksley Telfer
who was standing outside the car, that after a time
Locksley Telfer was shot dead by some one within
the caI, that subsequently while Locksley Telfer's
brother Douglas~· Telfer and Scott were struggling
-together a stranger named Clayton appeared on the
scenc, and that Clayton took hold of the applicant,
struck him on the back of the head, and when the
applicant fcll to the ground pinned him to the ground
until the police arrived.
Upon the evidence adduced at the trial the jury,
if they elected to accept it, in my· opinion, were
.amply justified in finding the applicant, Scott, guilty
of the murder of Locksley Telfer.
\Vhat was the defence set up at the trial? . It
·was twofold. On the oJ)e hand the applicant himself
in his examinatiollunder section 342 stated. that he
was engaged in a struggle with Locksley Telfer ~nd
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with Douglas Telfer who had climbed into the car
from the left side, that in the course of the struggle
V.
he lost possession of the loaded automatic pistol
KUfGC
EMPEROR.
which "got into young Telfer's hand", and that
PAGE, C.l.
somehow or other Locksley Telfer was shot, not by
him but it would seem by his brother Douglas Telfer.
On the other hand his learned counsel adopted· a
different line of defence, namely, that the applicant,.
Scott, was acting as he did act in se]f-defence~
Such a defence, of course, involves the assumption
that it was the applicant, Scott, who fired the shot
that killed Locksley Telfer, and that defence was·
wholly inconsistent with the defence put forward by
the applicant himself, namely, that he had never fired
the pistol that night at all. These two inconsistent.
theories which formed the basis of the defence were
fully and clearly put before the jury. I propose to'
say no more about them except that each of them
was rejected by the jury.
Now, the learned advocate for the applicant has:
based his argument in support of th(~ present application upon more than one contention. He rightly
and properly stated. however, that he mainly relied
upon the contention that in his charge to the jury
the learned trial Judge took the issue of fact ot)jl of
the hands of the jury, and directed the jury in such
a way that they must have been under the impression
that they were precluded from exercising their own
judgment. as to the conclusion at which they would
arrive on the issues of fact, and that they must accept
the .view of the facts which found favour with the
learned trial Judge. In my opinion if the charge'
had been one of that description undoubtedly there
would have been a violation of the natural principles
of justice j for the effect would have been that the'
accused would not have been tried by a jury, as
SCOTT
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prescribed by law. I am of opinion, however, that the
.,applicant wholly failed to substantiate this contention.
In my opinion a Judge in charging a jury does
not fulfil his duty if he merely reiterates the evidence
:given by the witilesses for the prosecution and the
defence,. and then leaves the jury to decide the case
,one way or another.
Under section 298 (2) of the Criminal Procedure
·Code it is laid down that "the Judge may, if he
thinks proper, in the course of his summing up,
express to the jury his opinion upon any question of
fact, or upon any question of mixed law and fact,
relevant to the pi"occeding"., In my opinion' it is
proper and reasonable that a ]i.ldge, when charging
.a jury at the end tiQ{ a criminal trial, should direct
the, jury as to the w~ight which, in his opinion, ought
to be, attached to the e\idence called at the trial.
But, of course, in charging the jury in connection with
the facts of the case the Judge must leave the jury
under no misapprehension as to their duty in the
'.matter, namely, that the jury must consider the facts
Ior themselves, and form their own opinion as to the
value •to 'be attached to the evidence of the several
witness~s, and the proper inference that ought to be
drawn from the evidence as a whole.
Now, in the present case there is no doubt that
the learned, trial Judge did express, sometimes in
.strong terms, the view which he took as to the evidence
,of certain witnesses who were called at the trial.
He was entitled to do so, and, in my opinion, while
he expressed his view in strong terms he carefully
:set before the jury the substance of the evidence
,that had been adduced at the trial; and so far from
:seeking to withdraw the decision as to the facts from
the· domain of the jury he took meticulous care over
.and over again to warn the jury that they were not
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bound to 'accept any view which he might express·
as to the value or merits of the evidence, but .that it
was their duty and their responsibility to consider
the evidence for themselves, and to form their own
conclusion as to whether the accused was guilty or
not of the offence with which he was charged. At
the outset of his charge the learned Judge observed:
"It is your duty to decide the facts. Both. of us have'
our respective responsibilities, and I feel slire you arc prepared:
to shoulder your responsibility just as much as I ain prep:1red.
to shoulder mille
As you have been told, you are to judge, under my'
direction, what are the true facts of this case. You have to'
find the facts in accordance with the law as I shall now try
and lay it down to you. It is my business to' tell you what
is the law by which you are to be f,tuided. So far as the law
is concerned, in this tribunal I am the last word, and what,..
ever I say you must take to be correct. A further duty is.
laid upon me by law to SUlll up the evidence to you, to show
you how the law is applicable to the evidence which we'
have heard, and how the evidence as we have heard it will
fit in with the law as I shall explain it to you. More than
that, it is my duty to guide you, as far as I can, in coming:
to .your decisions on the facts. I have been trying criminal
cases in this country now for the past ~nore th:.n 24 years
first as' a Magistrate and suhsequently as a Judge, and you,..
as a jury, are entitled, so far as I can give it to yeu, to the
benefit of such experience as I have gained during the course
vf this time. So, when I come to sum up the evidence to·
you, I must necessarily, and I shall, express opinions on the'
evidence, and I shall tell you what evidence I think to be credible'
evidence on which yon may rely,' and I shall tell you what
p:ut of the evidence I think to be incredible. I shall express·
opinions as to what facts I think have been pr.ovecl and what
facts, in my opinicD, have not been proved. When I am
addl:essing a jury, as I hope in 1110st other thill14S
my life"
I do not believe in half-measures, and I shall prcbably express
strong opinions, but bear in mind, Gentlemen, that YO(\ are not
bound' by any opinion which I may express in regard to the
:facts. No doubt you wilUisten to what:! haye to say-as yo~\.
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hav(: listened to what learned counsel have said-and give due
consideration to my address. and to the. opinions I express,
but so far as the facts are concerned, if you think that I am
'\Tong, then it is open to you to. say that I am wrong. So far
as the la\v is concerned, you must take what 1 say. So far as the
evidence and the facts are concerned, it is for you to come to
the final decision. If you do not agree \\-ith anything I sayan
that subject, then you can differ frol~l me."

The learned advocate for the applicant conceded
that not only in this passage did the learned trial
Judge point out specifically that it wag th~ duty of
the jury to form their own opinion upon the facts
of t.he case but that in)21 instam,:e~ in the course of
the summing up he repeated in substance the same
\\'arning to the jury.. How it can reasonably be con.:'
tcndec1in such circumstances that in the present
case the learned trial Judge \\'ithdrew from the domain
of the jury the right to determine the facts after
forming their own opinion upon the evidence I am
bound to say passes my comprehension. I go further.
In my opinion, although the learned trial Judge did
pass severe strictures upon the credibility of certain of
the witnesses wllose evidence was adduced at the trial,
the summing up taken as a whole was a11 exhaustive,
critical and accurate statement of the evidence at
the trial, in which after duly charging the jUrI
he left the final decision expressly in their hands.
There were certain other minor incidents in the course
of the trial upon which the learned advocate for the
applicant further based the present applicati.on, but, in:
my opinion, there is no substance in any. of them..
Mr. McDonnell, who was not present at the trial,
relied upon the fact that Mr. Williams who was then
counsel for the accused had applied .that the medical
·history sheet, which. I- tak~ jt was a document prepared. by· the. poli~e PPPl1 information received fro~
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the relatives of Douglas Telfer whow-as for a short
time under observation in a mental .hospital, should
be produced by a police officer under subpoena,
and that the application had been disallowed by the
learned trial Judge. I am not prepared to discuss
whether or to what extent that document was or could
be made e\tidence· at the trial, because in the
circumstances, in my opinion, it cannot reasonably be
contended that it would have had any material effect
upon the course of the proceedings whether this
document had or had not been in evidence at the
trial. In any event it ~could only have been used
for the purpose of testing the credibility· of those
persons upon whose information the history sheet had
been ccmpiled, and ~o my mind it· is quite
dear that Mr. and Mrs. Telfer, the father and mother
of Douglas Telfer when in the witness box were
prepared to answer fairly any question that \vas
duly put to them.
The learned trial Judge pointed out in the COtlrSe
of his summing up that what was important for the
jury to consider in connection with the menbl condition of Douglas Telfer was his Clemeanour in the
witness box. I respectfully agree with him. But
when it is borne iIi mind that the jury had before
them not only Douglas Telfer himself but his father
and mother and the evidence of Major Fraser and
Dr. KUildu, both 6f whom stated that Douglas Telfer
while under observation did not disclose any sign of
insanity, it is idle to contend that the non-production
of the medical history sheet, even if it were admissible in evidence, could afford any ground upon which .
. this Court would be justified in making the declaration
which is sought.
The learned advocate for the applicant further
stated that inasmuch as· the learned Judge in his
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-charge to the jury expressed the opinion that certain
of the witnesses for the prosecution were in his view
not, worthy of credence, he ought to have specifically
directed the jury that they should critically scrutinize
:the evidence upon the ground that the main witnesses
:as to the factum of the murder were relatives of the
deceased. Taking the charge as a whole, howevea:-,
.in my opinion, the jury were fully and sufficiently
.rlirected as to the evidence, and there was no
,ground for complaint as suggested on behalf of the
::applicant.
The only other;~atter' to which rderence need
be made, was a contention' by Mr. McDonnell that
the trial became vitiated because, after two witnesses
for the prosecution had given their evidence and the
'Court had risen for the'day, the 'learned trial Judge
had privately directed that thes~ witnesses should be
,taken into custody. Although at first Mr. Williams,
who appeared for the applicant at the trial, seemed loth
to do more than instruct his leader Mr. McDonnell
to make ..the suggestion, he has this morning sworn
-an. affidavIt inter alia to the following effect :
.:,

'. That two witnesses for the prosecution Maung Than and
Ba Tin after their evidence was concluded on the 26th November
were arrested outside the Court when the Court rose for the
,day by the police, and when I went out of the Court between
4-30 and 5 p.m. on the 26th November before the case for
the prosecution had concluded these h\'o witnesses ,\'ere seen
'by me an'esteel by the police outside the Court on the western
corrielor, and I have no doubt they could have been seen by the
Jury as ,,'ell,"

The affidavit does not go very far. If the
deponent left the Court at 5 o'clock after the Court
'had risen at 4-30, it is extremely unlikely that any
person concell:ned in the case would still be in the
western corridor, or that the jury or anyoE the
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witnesses would have seen these two witnesses under'
arn:::st. No affidavit is forthcoming, nor should I be
v.
disposed to attach much weight to it if it were, to
KfNGEMPEROR.
the effect that' any' juror or witness either saw or was
,rAGE, c.J. influenced by this incident.
In my opinion there is·
no ground for suggesting or pretending that the course
of the trial was influenctd in the slightest degree by
what the deponent of this affidavit stated that he saw.
One other 'matter was referred toby the learned
advocate for the applicant in support' of his argufflent.
It was that in the course of the cross-examination of
Douglas Telfer his statement to the police was put.
in 'evidence and marked Exhibit 3.. It is clear that
Exhibit 3 was called for by the defence, but whether'
the defence put in the whole statement or how
otherwise it became an exliibit is not clear. It may
well be, I do not pause to consider, that only such
parts of that statement ought to have been admitted in'
evidence as had been made use of by the defence
br in re-examination by the Crown; but, in my'
opinion, even if the whole statement ought not to,
have been admitted, the course of the trial waf: in
no way thereby deflected, and it would fcnn no ground
upon which an application under clause 39 could
be based [Val Singh v. King-Emperor (1)J. That:
disposes of the contentions upon which the applicant.
seeks to support the present application, and in my'
opinion he has lamentably failed to bring the case
within the rule of practice laid down in Arnold and
King-E111peror (2). It was incumbent upon him, as:
therein stated, to make out at any rate a prinul jacie'
case that
SCOTT

'," there has been a violation of the natural principles of justice
manifest
as to .
convince their Lordships, first...
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that the result arrived at was oprosite to the result which their
Lordships ,,'ould themselves have reached, and secondly, that the
same opposite result would have been reached by the local
tribunal also if the -alleged defect or misdirection had been
avoided."

So far from being sat~sfied that the· applicant has
brought the case within the ambit of Arnold v. KingE1nperor (1), it appears to me, after considering the
record of the case, that not only does the case not
fall within clause 39 of the Letters Patent but that,
as at present advised and without entering upon a
detaIled discussion of the facts, the present application
is one of a series';; of attempts on the part of the
applicant with' the assistclnce of experienced and
ingenious counsel to avoid the ineluctable consequences
of a murder conceived and deliberately committed by
reason of the uncontrolled desire of one man to
possess the wife of another.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the declaration
must be refused, and the application dismissed.
MYA
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Before Mr. Jilstice Leach.
1935

.Jan.17.

MAUNG BA THAW

AND OTHERS

v.
M.S.V.M. CHETTIAR.*
Court-fees-Appeal from judgmellt 011 Original Side of High COllrt-Stamp Oil
memoratldttnt of appeal- Court-fees Act (VII of 1870), S. 4-Power of the
High Court to levy courl-fees-Go'/Jermnettt of India Act, s. 107 (e)bldian High Courts Act, 1861 (24 & 2S Viet., c. 104), s. IS-Original
Side a1l integral part of High Court-Letters Patent, d. 3S-High COllrt
notificatiolt, dated 29th :May 19Z4-ErrotlCous preamble ilt statuteOperative pal't of statute.
The Court-fees Act, 1870, does not apply to cases coming before the
High Court in the exercise of its ordinary original civil jurisdiction, or in the
exercise (If its jurisdiction as regards appeals from jud14mentspa!sed in such
.cases.
The power to levy court-fees on appeals from the Original Side is not
conferred by the provisions of s. 107 (c) of tile Government of India Act or by
s. 15 of the Indian High Courts Act, 1861. The powers conferred by those
enactments relate to Courts subordinate to the High Court, and the Original Side
of the High Court is not a subordinate ('..curt; it is an integral part of the High
.court.

R.M.V.R.M. Chcltyay v. V.T. Firm, I.L.R. 12 Ran. 548-rcferrrd to.
Mahon/ed [shack Sahib v. Maltomed lIfoideetl, I.L.R. 45 Mad.
-collsidered.

::~9

The High Court has full power to regulate its own procedure. This power
is conferred by clause 35 of the Letters Patent. The power to make regulations
for procedure necessarily includes the imposition of fees :md the collection of
them. In the exercise of this power the High Court has issued a noti~cation
dated the 29th May 1924, requiring memoranda of appeal from judgments
passed on tee Original Side to be stamped. The fact that the notification
purports to be made pursuant to the provisions of s. 107 (e) of the Government
.of India Act,1915, does not affect its validity. Preambles and recitals in statutes
.do not control the operative parts if the latter are clear and unambiguous.

Bentley v. Rotherham & Ki111bcrworth Local Board of Health, 4 Ch.D.
588 ; Cro~vder: v. Swwart, 16 Cll.D. 368; Mogridge v. Clapp, (1892) 3 Ch.D.
382; PO'l.IJell v. Kemptoll PQ1'k Racecourse Co., Ltd., (1899) A.C. 143; Salmoll
·v. Duncombe, 11 A.C. 627-referred to.

* Reference arising out of Civil First Appeal No. 132 of 1934 from the
judgment of this Court in Civil Regular No. 199 of 1934 on the Original Side.
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E Mau11g for the appellants. The Court-fees
Act, 1870, does not ,empower· the High Cour.t to
levy court-fees on memoranda of appeal from the
judgments of the Court on its Original Side. Bhadul
Pande v. Mattl1i Pande (1); Har Dial Shah v.
Secretary of State for India (2); Raghubar Singh v.
Jethu :AllaMan (3). The power of levying fees conferred
on the High Court by section 107 (e) of the Government of India Act relates to Courts subordinate to
the High Court; the Original Side of the High Court
is not' a subordinate Court. There is no other
enactment enabling the High Court to levy courtfees.
'~\
J.-This is reference by the Taxing Master
and raises the important question whether court-fees,
are payable on appeals from decrees passed by the
Court' in the exercise of its ordinary original jurisdiction. ,In Civil Regular Suit No~ 191) of 1934 one
M.s.V.M. Visvanathan Chettyax obtained a preliminary
mortgage decree for Rs. ,603-5-3 and costs against five
defendants. Three of the defendants desire to
ch~lle!lge on appeal the correctness of the decision
and have'submitted a memorandum of appeal. They
value their appeal for the purpose of jurisdiction at
Rs. 4,000, but have stamped their memorandum of
appeal with a stamp of the value of Rs. 2 0nly.
They contend that no court-feC is chargeable on. a,
--m.gmorand11~ of appeal from a decree pa~'i~c! b~ the
Court in the --exerclSe--'ofits"-ordinar_y.".Qriginal civil
jurisdiction except Rs. 2, the amount required'
be
paid on the filing of an application. The Taxing:
Master inclines to the vie'w that this contention is
correct, but he has referred the matter to me as the,
LEACH,

,

,
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(J)

I.L.R. 44 All. 13.

(2) I.L.R.3 Lab. 420.
(3) I.L.R. 1 Pat. 384.
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Taxing Judge for decision on the ground that it is
a question of general public importance. If the law
requires the memorandum to be stamped ad 7Jalorclll
the proper court-fee would be Rs. 225.
The Court-fees Act, 1870, does not apply to
cases coming before this Court in the exercise of its
ordinary original civil jurisdiction or in the exercise
of its jurisdiction as regards appeals from judgments
passed in such cases. The section which imposes
fees in respect of High Court cases is section 4
which reads as follows :
" No document of any of the kinds specified, .in the Fin;t .
or Second Schedule to this Act annexed, as chargeable with
fees, shall be filed, exhibited, or recorded in, or shall be
received or furnished by, any of the said High Courts in any
case coming befcre such Court in the exercise of its extraordinary origiiJal civil jurisdiction;
or . in the exercise of its f'xtraordinary original criminal
jurisdiction ;
or in the exercise of its jurisdiction as regards appeals from
the judgments (other than judgments passed in the exercise
of the ordinary original civil jurisdiction of the Court) of one
or lUcre judges of the said Court, or· of a Division Court.;
or in the exercise of its jurisdiction as regards appeals
from the Courts subject to its sllperintende:lce ;
or in the exercise of its jurisdiction as a Court of reference
or revision;
unle~q in respect of such document there be paid a fee of
an amount not less than that indicated by either of the said
schedu.les as~ tOe- proper fee for such docunlent:"

It will be observed that the section makes no
reference to cases coming before the Court in the
exercise of its ordinary civil jurisdiction and that
appeals. from judgments passed on the Original Side·
are expressly excluded from its purview.
'·Hitherto its has been assumed that the power to
levy court-fees' on appeals from :the Original Side
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,of this Court is conferred by the provisions of
section 107 (e) of the Government of India Act. I
'will quote the section in full:

j,935
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MS.V.M.
CHETTIAR.

"107. Each of the High Courts has superintendence over
:all Courts for the time being- subject to its appellate jurisclic.tion, and may do any of the following things, that is to say(a) call for returns;
(b) direct the transfer of any suit or appeal from any
such Court to any other Court of equal or superior
jurisdiction ;"
(c) make and issue general rilles and prescribe forms for
regulating the practiCe and proceedings of such Courts ;
(d) prescribe forms in which books, entries and accounts
shall be kept by the officers of any such Courts j and
(e) settle tables of fees to be allowed to the sheriffs,
attorneys, and aU clerks and officers of Courts:
Provided that such rules, forms and tables shall not be
-.inconsistent with the provisions of any law for the time being
in force, and shall require the previous approval, in the case
'of the High Court at Calcutta, of the Governor-General in
·Council, and in other cases of the Local Government."

The marginal note to the section is as follows
Powers of the High Court with respect to subor'dinate Sourts." This section corresponds to section 15
of the Indian High Courts Act, 1861, which relates
to the High Courts of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay.
'The wording in section 15 of the Indian High
, ·Courts Act is slightly different from the wording of
section 107 of the Government of India Act, but
-the effect is the same. The marginal note to
section 15 of the Indian High Courts Act reads:
II High Courts to superintend and to frame rules of
:practice for subordinlte Courts."
Court-fees have been levied in this Court in
respect of cases corning before the Original Side
:and appeals arising therefrom under a notification,
<ll
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dated the 29th May 1924, the first part of which is
as follows:
"Pursnant to the provisions of section 107 (e) of the
Government of India Act, 1915, and with the previous approval
of the Local Government, the High Court of Judicature at
Rangoon directs that subject to the exception hereunde.r
mentioned no document of any· of the kinds specified in the
first or second schedule to the Court-fees Act, 11370, as charge-.
able with fees, shall be filed, exhibited, or recorded in or shall
be received or. furnished oy any of the Clerks or Officers
of the said High Court in any case coming before such Court ;
(a) In the exercise of its Original Civil or Criminal
Jurisdiction, or
(b) In the exercise of its ju:dsdiction as regards appeals.
from judgments passed in the exercise of its ordinary
Original Civil Jurisdiction, pnless in respect of such'
document there be paid _a fee of an amount not less
than that indicated by either of the said schedules·
as the proper fee for such clocument."

Then comes the exception, but it is not necessary
to set this out as it has no bearing on the case before
me.
In the taxation rules of the Calcutta High Court
no reference is made to the authority under which
the rules are made, except that there ~s a note that
the rules were passed by the Full Court with effect
from the 22nd November 1912 and that the sanction
of the Governor-General in Council had been conveyed by certain letters of the Home Department..
In Madras court-fees ~re fixed with the sanction of
of the Governor in Council, and by virtue "of the
powers conferred by the Act for establishing High
Courts of Judicature in India, 24 and 25' Victoria,_
Chapter 104, and the Powers of Attorney Act, 1882,
and all other powers hereunto enabling". In Bomb~y the table of fees is preceded by the following
statement:

VOL.
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"Under section 15 of the Statute 24 and 25 Vict., Cap. 104,
the Governor-in-Council is pleased to notify that he has
sa~tioned the follo\ving revised table of fees settled by the
Honourable the Chief Justice and Judges of Her Majesty's
High Court of Judicature at Bombay as the fees to be charged
by the Prothonotary, Commissioner for taking Affidavits, Sealer,
Judges' Clerks, Interpreters and Translators, Commissioner for
taking ACGounts al1c1 Local Investigator and the Taxing Officer.
The revised table will be given effect to from January 1st,
]898."

The notification sanctioning the Bombay scale of
fees is published under sectioll 15 of the Indian
Higb Courts Act, but it does not necessarily follow
that the BOl11b<~y High Court regards its pm,vers as
being limited to that section or that they are in fact
so limited.
The fitst question which calls for decision in this
reference is whether section 107 of the Government
of India Act authorizes the levy of court-fees on appeals
from the Original· Side. If it does, there is an end to
the matter. If it does not, it will be n~cessary to
consider whether the Court can, without reference to
the Government of India Act; lawfully insist on courtfees cbei.Pg paiq before appeals from the. Original Side
are admiHed.
An examination of section 107 forces me to the
conclusion that the section does not authorize the Court
to impose court-fees on appeals in cases dealt \-vith by
the Court in the exercise of its ordinary civil jurisdiction. The section only refers to Courts which are
subordinate to the High Court. The Original Side
of this Court is not a subordinate Court; it is an
integl'al part of the High Court itself, as a Full Bench
of this Court held In R.M. V.R.M. Ramaswamy Chettyar
v. F.T. Finn (1). The marginal note to section 107
(1) (1934) I.L.R, 12 Ran. 548.
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expressly refers to powers of the High Court with
.respect to subordinate Courts. It is not necessary, in
my opinion, to rely merely on the marginal note ~in
deciding the effect of the section. The wording of
the section by itself is sufficiently clear. The marginal
note, however, emphasises the fact that the section is
intended to apply only in respect of Courts subordinate
to the High Court. The answer to the tirst question is
therefore in· the negative.
The only reported case which deals with this' question is that of H. jl!Jahorned Ishack Sahib v. Mahomed
Moideen (1), which was decided by Sir Murray Coutts
Trotter, the late Chief Justice of Madras, when he was
sitting as a puisne Judge of the Maqras High Court.
It was there held that the Madras High Court could
make rules. for the imposition and collection of courtfees in proceedings on the Original Side of the Court,
by virtue of the power to make regulations. f(,r its
procedure conferred by section 15 of the Indian High
Courts Act, but it is clear from the judgment that
the learned Judge who tried the case was l~ot of the
opinion that the powers were confined to this section.
He observed:
II It has always been maintained that the power under which fees
are levied on the Original Side of the High Court was derived from
the general power to issue general rules fOl: regulating the practice
afi(~ procedure of the Courts. It is argued, and I think it is rightly
argued, .that the power to make regulations for procedm'e necessarily includes imposition of fees and the collection of them, and·
the Court can c.olled the fees only through its proper officers. If
that be right, then the fee leviable on an appeal is the fee payable
for the time being to the officers of the High Court by virtue of the
High Courts Charter Act directly.
Now, it is said that there are two obstacles to that. The'first is
that no fee is paid but only a document is presented with a stamp of

(1) (1922) I.L.H. 4S Mad. 849.
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-certain value 011 it. The second is that the money is not paid to the
officers but is paid to the Clown. I think it i,s clearly a fallacious MAUNG BA
"THAW
, argwnent and, one that the Act obviously deals with ; because by
'IJ.
section 2S of the Act, all fees referred to in section 3, or charge- M.i>.V.M.
able under the Court-fees Act should be collected by stamps. In CHETTIAR.
my opinion, when a person tendel's a "stamped document to the LEACH, J.
Registrar of this Court and asks him to enter his appeal, it is clear
that he is, within the meaning Of this Act, paying a fee to an
officerofthe High Court, and in taking that fee, the High Court is
acting by virtue of the general powers conferred upon it by section
,15 of the High Courts Charter Act."

The learned Judge does not discuss the question
whether the Original Side of the Madras High Court
is a subordinate Court within the meaning of section
15 of the Indian High Courts Act. It would appear
that he assumed that it was. If R.M. V.R.M. Ramas'Lt1amy
Chettyar's ,case was rightly decided the assumption
was erroneous, as there is no essential difference
between section 107"of the Government of India Act
and section 15 of" the Indian High Courts Act. If
I may say so with great respect, I consider that
R.M. V.R.M. Ram(1swamy Chettyar's case was rightly
decided, but in any event it is binding on me.
Sit :Murray. Coutts Trotter's decision was not,
however, based merely on the provisions of sedion
15 of the Indian High Courts Act. He accepted the
broader proposition that the power to make regulations for procedure necessarily includes imposition of
fees and the collection of them and I entirely share
this" view. This Court has full power to regulate
its procedure. The power is conferred by clause 35
-of the Letters Patent, the relevant portion of which
reads as follows;
"35. And we do further ordain that it shall be lawful for the
High Court of Judicature at Rangoon from time to time to make
rules and orders for the purpose of regulating all proceedings in
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civil cases which may be brought befcre the said High Court,
including procedure in its Admiralty, testamentary, intestate and
matrimonial jurisdiction, respectively."

M.S:V.M.
CHETTIAR.
LEACH,

The Court having power to impose and collect fees
J•. in connection with the reception of appeals from
Original Side decisions it is entitled to say that no·
appeal shall be filed which is not stamped according to its direction.
There is one other question with which I should
perhaps deal and it is this: Does the fact that the
notification above referred to purports to be made
pursuant to the provisions of section 107 (e) of the
Government of India Act make any ~ifference as
to its legality? In my opinion it does not. It is
the operative part of the notification which matters.
The operative part directs infer alia that a memorandum of appeal from a decree of the Original Side
shall not be filed unless .the specified court-fee has
been paid. Preambles and recitals in statutes do not
control the operative parts of the statutes if the
operative parts are clear and unambigpous ; Crowdu v.
Sfewad (1), Bentley v. Rothcrl/{/1Jl and J(imbc1''lvortlr
Local Board of Health (2), and P01~lell v. TIll: [((.!1njJ/Oll
Pa1~/? Racecourse Company, 1~i1'lli/cd (3). Morcov('l',
there is the authority of the Privy Council for
the statement that where the .main object and
intention of a statute are clear the draftsman's want·
of ~ skill or ignorance of law, shall not, except in the.
case of necessity or the absolute intractability of the
language used reduce the statutt to a llullitySal1l'lon v. Duncombe and othc1'S (4). III that case the
judgment of the Judicial Committee was delivered
by Lord Hobhouse, who obscn'cd:
(1) 16 Ch.D. 368.
(2) 4 ell.D. 588.

(3) (1399) AI'. C;\. 143.
(4) 11 AI'. Ca. 627.
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,. It is, however, a very seri:u" matter to hold that w.hen the
main object of a statute is clear. it shall be reduced to a uullity by
the draftsman's unskilfulness odgnorance of law. It may be necessary for a Court of Justice to come to such a conclusion, but their
Lordships hold that nothing can justify it except necessity or the
absolute intractability of the language used."
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CH~TTIAR.

There can be no difference between a statute and
a notification in this respect.
In Mogridge v~ Clapp (1) the question arose
whether a lessor intended to grant a l~ase by virtue
of the powers conferred by the Settled Land Act, 1882.
The lease, though complying with the enabling
sections of the Act contain~d no reference thereto.
It ~as held that the lease could, and did, operate
under the Settled Land Act, 1882, notwithstanding
that the eXIstence of the statutory power of leasing
was not present in the minds.' of the parties, but
was really absent from their minds. This -case.embodies .
a well recognized principle of law, namely that where _
one finds an intention to effect a particular object
which can only be effected by a particular power the
intention to exercise that power will be presumed
unless ~ contrary' intention is clearly manifest.
The Court, in issuing the notification referred to,
undoubtedly intended to exercise the powers vested
in it. The reference to section 107 of the Governm~nt of India Act may be unfortunate, but for the
reasons indicated I do not consider that it invalidates the operative parts of .the notification.
It was never the intention that appeals from
decrees of' the Original Side of this Court should
escape court-fees, and to my mind it would be \Wong to interfere with a practice which has prevailed for
many' years in the High Courts of India unless it
is clearly established that such practice is contrary
(1) (1892) 3 ch.n. 382.

13

'

M;S.V.M.
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to law. I ,am not convinced that the practice of
requiring memoranda of appeal to be stamped in
accordance with the notification of the 29th of May
1924 is contrary to law. On the other hand, I consider that there is authority for the practice.
I, therefore, hold that the Court has power to
refuse to accept the present appeal until the stamp
required by the notification of the 29th of May 1924
has been affixed to the memorandum of appeal. The
document will be returned to the appellants to enable
them to affix the correct stamp.

ORIGINAL GIVIL.
Before 1111'. Justice Le,ach.
1934

MA CHIT MAY

Oct. 4.

v.
MA SAW SHIN

AND OTHERS.

*

Bnrmese customary law-Divorce-Arrangemcnts tiS regards, chi/dreu and
property-Parents' discretion-General custom as to division of p"opcrty
and childrel~-Los5 oj succession rights-Resumption of filial relado/lship
-Evidmce -Ties 0/ affection not C1lough-Taking back it~to the family.
On a divorce taking place between a Burmese Buddhist couPle the
children of the marriage are bound by the arrangements the parents choose
to make. The parents ,have an unfettered discretion to decide how their'
prcperty shall be divided and with whom the children Shall live.
},ta E May v. lrlaung Po },tya, 11 B.L.R. 316 j },ta Tin U v. Ma},ta Thall,
I.L.R., 5 Ran. 359 ; Ma Yi v. Ma Gale, 6 L.B.R. 167 ; Mi Sail Mra Rlti v.
ldi Than Da U, 1 L.B.R. 161; Mi Thaik v. Mi Tu, (1872-92) S.J. 184-,
referred to.
On a divorce the general rule is that the daughters live with the mother
and the sons with the father, with the result that the daughters lose
their right to succeed to their father's property, and the sons to their mother's
property.
,
, Ma Tit~ U v. Ma Ma Than, I.L.R. 5 Ran. 359; ltfi Thaik v. Mi Tu, (1872-92"
S.]. 184-referred to.
~ .
The lost right may be recovered, but that depends entirely on the',will of the
parent concerned.
A daughter who has lived with her mother since
• Civil Regular Suit No. 56 of 1934.
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;the divorce of the parents is not to be regarded as an heir" of her father simply
'·because she and her father have remained on terms of affection and she
has continued to visit him. In such a case the daughter must establish
that the father took her back into his family, and accepted her as one of
:the heirs.
Ma Sein Nyo v. Ma Kywe, (1892-96) 2 U.B.R. Buddhist Law, Inheritance,
aS9-referred to.

.R ormasji for the plaintiff. The question is whethe.r
the plaintiff is an heir of her deceased father. Her
.·father divorced her mother, and though the evidence
:shows 'that she lived with the mother and that there
'was some interruption in their family relationship
:She remained throug9out on .terms of affection with
her father, and used to visit him. This constituted
:a resumption of filial relationship which entitled her
to inherit from her deceased parent. Ma Tin U v.
.Jla lila Than (1).
Kyaw Myint for defendants 2 and 2 (a) supported

:the plaintiff's case.
Tun AUl1g for defendants 1 and 5. The attitude
'Of the parent towards the child who has been separated
from him after the divorce determines the question.
'The evid~nce shows that the deceased never regarded
bis daughter as his heir after the divorce, and this
:is strengthened by the fact that the deceased purported
10 give all his property to his other daughter, the
first defendant. There was no maintenance of filial
relationship. Ma Paw v. Ma Min and others (2) ;
.Ma Yi v. Ma Gale (3).
LEACH, J.-The plaintiff seeks a decree for the
:administration of the estate of her father, U Nyein,
a Burmese Buddhist who died on the 25th of July,
1933. The suit has been contested by Daw Hla Dwe,
the fifth defendant, on her own behalf and as the
(1) I.L.R. 5 Ran. 359.
(2) 4 L.B.R. 272.
.
(3) 6 L.B.R. 167.
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guardian of her daughter, Ma Saw Shin, the firs1
defendant, who is a minor. Daw Hla Dwe claims to·
be the widow of the deceased. The plaintiff's mother,
Ma Khin Aye, and U Nyein were divorced in the
year 1912 and very soon afterwards U Nyein married
Daw RIa Dwe. Daw RIa Dwe alleges that the plaintiff
ceased to be an heir of U Nyein at the time of the
divorce and that she never regained that status..
While the plaintiff admits that Ma Saw Shin is the
daughter of U Nyein by Daw Hla Dwe and as such
is entitled to share in the inheritance, she denies
that Daw RIa Dwe has" any right therein. She
avers that her father divorced Daw RIa Dwe severaL
years before his death. Ma Hta Kin, the second
defendant, also claims to be a widow of the deceased..
Ma Ah Mah, defendant 2 (a), another: minor, is..
admittedly the daughter of U Nyein and Ma Rta.
Kin. Maung Kyaw Hlaing, the third defendant,.
is a brother of the plaintiff. Ma Mya Tin, the fourth
defendant. is said to be a daughter of U Nyein by'
one Ma RIa May, who predeceased him. Ma Hta
Kin, on her own behalf and as guardian adlite111
of Ma Ah Mah and Maung Kyaw Hlaing support
the plaintiff. Ma Mya Tin did not appear at the
hearing, but she filed a \Witten statement admitting:
all the averments in the plaint. The plaintiff recog;.
nises the claims of all the defendants, except the claim
of Daw RIa Dwe. Daw Hla Dwe maintains that she
and Ma Saw Shin are the only heirs of U Nyein.
The only question .with which the Court is at
present concerned is whether the plaintiff is entitled
to a share in the estate of her father. The rights of
the various defendants cannot be investigated at thisstage. . A finding in favour of the plaintiff· would
involve the passing of a decree.' for the adminisfration.
of the estate and this in turn would involve an.
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:inquiry into the claims of the respective defendants,
but an inquixy of this nature cannot take place until
-the Court has granted a decree for the administration
-of the estate.
The principal assets of the estate consists of the
following sums of money :-(1) Rs. 4,000, plus profits, due on a policy of life insurance taken out by
-the deceased; (2) Rs. 2,778-2-0 due to him by the
Rangoon Municipal Co-operative Credit Society,
Limited, and (3) Rs. 5,595-8-0 standing to his credit
-in the books of the provident fund of the Corporation
,of the City of Rangoon. On th~ 8th of May, 192R,
,the deceased signed an endorsement on the insurance
policy by which he pJrported ,to assign to his minor
,daughter, Ma Saw Shin, the benefit of all moneys
payable under th,e policy., The consideration was,
-expressed to be natural love and a~eetion. By the
,-same endorsement he purported to appoint the plaintiff
the guardian of Ma Saw Shin. On the 1st of March,
'1929, the -deceased executed a document under which
he nominated Ma Saw Shin as the person entitled to
receive his provident fund moneys in the event of his
,death,. On the 2nd of April, 1929, he executed a
:simiiar form of cieclaration in favour of Ma Saw Shin in
respect of the moneys due to him by the Rangoon
Municipal Co-operative Credit Society, Limited. The
plaintiff in her plaint challenges the validity of theJe
transactions, but here again the Court is precluded
from considering their validity at her instance until she
has established her claim to be an heir of the deceased
and has obtained a decree for the administration of the
estate.
The learned advocate for the plaintiff has rightly
conceded that the deceased divorced Ma Khin Aye
in the year 1912, and that on the divorce taking place
the plaintiff went with her mother. He further
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admits that the divorce involved an interruption in.
the relations between father and daughter, but contends.
that. the plaintiff subsequently resumed filial relations
with her father. It is on this basis that the plaintiff
claims to be entitled to a share in the inheritance.
Before considering the evidence bearing on the'
question' with regard to the relations between the:
plaintiff and her father after he had divorced her'
mother, it is necessary to pause to consider what are
the rights under Burmese Buddhist law of the children
of divorced parents so far as inheritance is concerned.,
These rights have been frequently discussed in the'
Courts of·this Province and"there are reported decisionsextending over half a century, but the principles.
involved have at times been lost sight of.
It must be borne in mind that Burmese Buddhist
law gives full recognition to parental authority. While:
a child of Burmese Buddhist parents is born with, ,
the right to inherit their property, or to share in the'
iIiheritan(;e if there are other children of the marriage,.
it is within the power of the parents to take away'
this right by giving the child to another person inl
keittirna adoption. In the same way the chi~,-:lren
are bound by the arrangements made by their parentsin the event of a divorce taking place. It is for the'
parents to say how their property shall be divided
an:! with whom the children shall go. The parents.
have an unfettered discretion in this respect. M allukye,
Chapter XII, section 3; Mi Thaik v. Mi Tu (1);
Mi San Mra Rhi v. Mi Than Da U (2); Ma E Me
v. Maung Po Mya (3); Ma Yi v. Ma Gale (4);.
Ma Tin Uv. Ma Ma Than (5) ; see also May Dung's:
" Leading Cases on Buddhist Law," page 293.
(1) (1872-92) S,J. 184.;
(3) (1905) 11 B.L.R. 316.
(2) (1900-021 1 L.B.R. 161.
(4) (1912) 6 L.B.R. 167.
(5) (1927) I.L.R. 5 Han. 359.
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The general rule is that on a divorce taking place
the daughters go with the mother and the sons with
the father. !v!al1ukye, Chapter XII, section 3 j Mi
Thaik v. Mi Tu (1) and Ma Tin U v. Ma Ma Than (2).
. If the parents decide that the daughters shaH
go \vith the mother and the sons shall go with the
father arid the arrangement is carried out, it follows
that so far as the daughters are concerned they lose
their right to succeed to their father's property and sQ
far as the sons are concerned they lose their right
, to succeed to their mother's property.
. The lost right may be regained by what is usually
described as the res't1mption -of filial relations. It
is; however, necessary to bear in mind what is to be
implied by the use of these words. The right can
only be regained if the parent from whom the child
was separated so wills it. A daughter who has lived
with her mother since the divorce of the parents
is not to
regarded as an heir of her father merely
because she and her father have remained on terms
of affection and she has continued to visit him. If
at the time of the divorce the daughter lost the right
to iriner~t her father's estate the fight can only be
regained by the father taking her back into his
. family and accepting her .as one of his heirs.
In other words the governing factor is not the
will of the daughter, cut the will of the father.
There are some very apposite remarks in the judgment of Burgess J.C. in the case of Ma Sein
Nyo v.Ma Kywe (3) from which I quote the
following:

be

.. The mere visiting of her father by plaintiff would not be
enough to establish the continuance of the filial relation of an
heir. There would be no reason why all natural affection
(11 fI872-92) S.J. 184.
(2) (1927) I.L.R. 5 Ran. 359.
(3\ H892-961 2 U.B.R., Ruddhist Law, Inheritance, 1'59 at pp. 160 and 167.
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should be extinguished between parent and child because there
had been a separation of the parents,' but that is a different
matter from the maintenance of the family bond constituting
the title to inherit
Now, it appears to be clearly a
principle of Buddhist law that the child who is to inherit
must aid and cherish the parent, and live with him or under
such circumstances as to show that filial duty is discharged
according to his wishes and that the family tie is kept
unbroken. In a country where testamentary ri~hts have not
been generally recognized, and where the same man or woman
frequently forms and dissolves more than one matrimonial
union, it is a necessary consequence that the continuance of
the family relation intended to give a right of inheritance
should be manifested by outward and visible s~'mptoms sufficient
to leave no reasonable doubt of the true position of affairs.
If Maung Myat No, the father of Ma Sein Nyo, the plaintiff,
had wished to show that she retained her right of inheritance
as a daughter, he would have had no difficulty in making this
plain to his own family and to the world in general by having
her to live with him or by otherwise treating her as one of
his heirs. The fact that he did not do so implies. that he
considered that her relation to him in respect of inheritance
had been finally settled by the divorce with her mother:"

Where a daughter, on the divorce of her parents,
has lost her status as an heir so far as her fa:her's
estate is concerned and she is claiming to have
regained her right in that respect, her conduct
towards her father has, of course, to be taken into
c.:>nsideration in deciding whether her claim' is a
valid one, but her attitude towards her father is
not the .most important considerafion. Before a
daughter can succeed in such circumstances she
must satisfy the Court that the father regarded her
as an heir after the divorce. In the absence of
the. proof of a declara#on by the father·that he
did so regard her, she must adduce evidence from
which the Court is justified in arriving at a. conclusion in her 'favour.

Yo~.xnIJ.

In the case before me there can be no doubt
that there was a definite break in the relations
between the plaintiff and her father when the
latter divorced her mother. On the divorce taking
place she went to live with her mother at a house
in the· Yegyaw Quarter of Rangoon. The house
belonged to the deceased, who apparently handed
it over to Ma Khin Aye at the time of the
divorce. According to the evidence of. Daw Thaw,
.an elder sister of the deceased, Ma Khin Aye
lived in this house for two or three years after
the divorce. The house, however, was mortgaged
to a Chettiar wh~ brought it to sale. Mter it
had been sold Ma l~hin ·Aye went to live with
the plaintiff and has lived . with her ever since.
The plaintiff married Khoo SooEe, a Chinaman,
shortly after the divorce of her parents, but up to
the time of her marriage she continued to live· with
her mother and never again lived with her father.
In her. evidence the plaintiff at one time endeavoured
to make out that her marriage took place before
the divorce, but this was not her case as stated to
thes. Court by her advocate, who admitted that his
-client was in· error in this respect. The plaintiff's
husband was in Court throughout the case instructing the plaintiff's advocate.
Before his marriage to Daw Hla Dwe ~he
deceased signed a written declaration to the effect
that he had 110 "chief wife" and no .heirs. This
-document clearly shows that he regarded the plaintiff
. no longer as an heir.. He had divorced her mother
and the plaintiff had passed out of his family.
The plaintiff admittedly did not visit her father at
the houses in which Daw Hla Dwe from time to
time lived with U Nyein, but there is evidence
that she used to visit him after he had acquired
1.
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a rubber factory in Kemmendine in 1922. He built
a small house - near this factory and there installed
Ma Hta Kin. I accept the plaintiff's statement that
she visited her father from time to time after he:
had built the house just referred to, and that she
was on affectionate terms with him. The fact that
in the endorsement on the life policy the deceased
nominated the plaintiff as the guardian of Ma Saw Shin
certainly shows that he had confidence in the
plaintiff. '. But this is not sufficient for the plaintiff
to succeed. She must show that th e relations weresuch that the Court' is justified in holding tbat he'
accepted her as an heir subsequent to his divorce
from Ma Khin Aye. The evidence does not justify
any such conclusion. On the contrary, I consider
that in assigning the life policy to Ma Saw' Shin
and nominating her to receive his provident fund
moneys and the amount standing to his credit in
the Rangoon Municipal Co-operative Credit Society,Limited, the deceased clearly indicated that he did
not regard the plaintiff as an heir. If he had
intended her to succeed to part of his estate on
his death he would not have purported to nJakeMa Saw Shin the recipient of practically all hepossessed. Moreover it is significant that Ma Khin Aye'
who is living with the plaintiff has not been called
as a witness..
For the reasons stated I hold that the plaintiff is:
not an heir of ·the deceased and that she is not
entitled to a decree for the administration of hisestate. The suit must be dismissed with costs in:
favour of the first and fifth defendants, and I award
special advocate's costs qf five gold mohurs a day
for· fOUf days.
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Before Sir Arthur PlII!.C, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Mya Bu.

NAM KEE v. AH FONG.*

'1934
Dec.

Actionable wrollg-Inducer's liability-ltlcifi1lg another to commit wr01l/!.ful actActor's died trot wrongful-Illegal means employed by i1r.ducer-Motive or
intention-Lawful act aud wrongful act.
A. person who procures the act of another is legally responsible for its
consequences (1) if he lknowingly and for his own ends induces that other
person to commit an. actionable wrong, or (2) if he induces a person to act
where the act induced is within the right of the immediate actor and therefore
not wrongful so far as the actor is concerned, but is detrimental to a third
party and the inducer procures his object by the use of illegal means directed
against such third party.
Allen v. Flood, (1898) A.C. I-followed.
The motive or intention of a person in doing an act is immaterial if what he.
is doing is a lawful act :uri he has a right to do it. If the act is legally wrongful, however good the motive might be, a person has no right to do it.
The Mayor etc., of the Borough of BradfOrd v. Pickles, (1895) A.C.587referred to.
The appellant, who was unsuccessful as against the respondent in obtaining
a pawnshop license from the pegu Municipality, obtained from the Minister for
Education a stay order pending his application to revise the Commissioner's
order.' The application was ultimately rejected, and thereupon the respondent
sued the appellant for damages on account of the interim stay order which he
alleged had been obtain"d by the respondent by means of false and maliciouS
averm~nts. TheSe averments were set out in the appellant's application for
revision, 31td in the eJfidavits in support 'of .it; and .they were held to be
unfounded. But the 'statements of which complaint was made were not set out
in the allplication for the stay order, and there was no evidence that they were
urged before the Minister ~hen the stay order was obtained.
Held, that the appellant had a right to apply to the Government for a stay
order and that the Government had the right to pass the stay order, but
assuming that the respondent had suffered damage thereby there was no evidence
that illegal means were employed in obtaining the order, and the suit for
damages failed.

McDonnell for the appellant. Where a person
exercises a legal right which causes harm to another
the exercise of .such legal right, however malicious
it may be, cannot found an action for damages
* Civil Fir"t Appeal No. 17 (If 1934 from the judgment of this Court on the
Original Side in Civil Regular St'it No. 376'of 1933.
d';
l:/
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for malicious prosecution. Under ss. 218 and 219
of the Burma Municipal Act the Commissioner of
AH ;~NG.
the Division concerned. exercises a supervisory power
of control over the municipalities in his Division ;
and the appellant had a legal right to apply to the
Commissioner under those provisions .against the
action of the municipality. He had also a right
to apply to the Local Government under s. 222_
The existence of a bad motive in the case of
an act which is not in itself illegal will not convert
the act into a civil wrong. Malice alone, as understood in law, is not sufficient to . support such an
action. Where the act is \\'ithin the right of the
actor he may be liable if it can be shown that he
procured his object by the use of illegal means>
and thereby caused damage to another. Allen v.
Flood (1); Quartz Hill Co. v. Eyre (2); Mayor etc.,
of Bradford v. Pickles (3). The appellant's action
was for the advancement of his own trade or
business; even if the respondent had in fact suffered
damage thereby he has no cause of action. .Quinn
v. Leathn1'l (4) j Sorrell v. SUlith (5).
NAM KEE

Clark for the respondent. The stay order was
obtained from the Government on false statements;
the trial Judge has found this as a fact. An
adion for damages for malicious prosecution is not
confined to criminal cases. The Court has to apply
the same test in all cases, namely, whether the
defendant -acted honestly and with reasonable and
probable cause. In
Bankruptcy law and· in
Company law, the special provisions for the award
of damages for wrongful acts are . illustrations 'of
this rule.
(1) (1898) A.C. 1.
(2) 11 Q.B.D. 674.

(1895) A.C. 587.
(;) (1901) A.C. 495, 508.
(5) (1925) A.C. 700.
(3)
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. The present action falls· under the 3rd class of
cases where damages can· be awarded, as laid down
in Saville v. Roberts (1) [see also J1Tiffen v. Bailey
& Romford Urban Council (2)].
The respondent had already .acquired rights
under the pawnshop license, and the appellant had
no rights therein. The appellant's action, therefore,
was in violation of the respondent's rights; and
the false affidavits filed before the Local Govern~
ment were the unlawful means adopted to procure
the object of the appellant which caused damage
to the respondent. National Phonograph Co., Ltd.
v. Edison Bell Consolidated Phonograph Co., Ltd.
(3). In Quinn v. Leathem the use of mere threats
was held to be actiunable, also in Conway v. Wade (4)•
.In Pratt v. British Medical Association (5) threats
were used, and though no malice was proved the
act of the Association was held to be actionable.
Though the act itself may be legal the means
adopted may, in the eye 'of the law, make the act
illegal. Sorrell v. Smith (6).
Costs are generally regarded as sufficient compensation for malitious ch'il actions; but, in the present
case no costs could be obtained because the
proceedings were all executive proceedings~
McDonnell in reply. Even granting that .there
were false representations in the application to the'
Local Government there is no evidence to show that.
such representations induced the Minister to grant
the stay order.
C.J.-The appellant and the respondent
are paWl}' brokers at Pegu, and the appellant was"
PAGE,

(1) 1 Ld. Raym. 374. 378.
(2; (1915) 1 K.B.600.
(3) (1908) 1 Ch. 335.

(4) (1909) A.C. 506.
(5) (1919) 1 K.B. 244.
(61 (1925) A.C. 700, 719~
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the holder of a pawnshop license which expired
on the 31st of March 1933.. A public notice calling
V.
for tenders for pawnshop licenses for a period of
_AH FONG.
one or three years was issued by the Municipality
PAGE, C.].
of Pegu on the l1<f'h of February 1933. On the
28th of February 1933 the sub-committee of the
municipality received eight tenders. The persons
who submitted the tenders were present at the
meeting. The tender of the respondent, which
was Rs. 19,500 per year for a period of three years,
was the highest and was. accepted. The tender of
the appellant was only Rs. 10,200. The respondent
executed a security bond and became entitled as
between himself and the municipality to receive
the pawnshop license for three years from the 1st
of April 1933. On the 7th of March the appellant
and three other persons who had submitted tenders for
the pawnshop license made an application to the
Commissioner of Pegu to revise the action of the
municipality in accepting the tender of the respondent. By his order of the 24th of Marcil the
Commissioner of Pegu refused to interfere and
rejected the petition. On the 27th of March the
appellant presented an application to the Minister
for Education, representing the Local Government,
fo!" an order staying all further proceedings in
respect of the issue of the pawnshop license to the
respondent, and· restraining the Municipal Committee, Pegu, from allowing the respondent to act
as the licensee until the application of the applicant in· revision had been heard and determined
by the Local Government. On the 28th of March
the Local Government ordered that all further
proceedings in connection with the license should
be stayed until the revision application had been
-determined.
-NAM

KitE

\
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Now, the petition of the 27th March for a stay
.order was in the following terms:

1934
NA~KEE

II.

AR FONG.

" IN THE OFFICE OF THE HON'BLE THE
EDUCATION MINISTER.
MISC. REVISION ApPLICATION
SUBJECT

No.

OF

1933.

:-1 he Pawnshop License at Pegtt.

The humble application of Nam Kee, Pawnshop
Licensee of Pegu. ..
Most Respectfully Sheweth :1. Your petitioner along with four others on 7th March
1933 filed a revision applicCltion protesting against the scrutiny
-of tenders in respect of th~ pawnshop license at Pegu. The.
said application has been disposed of by the office of the
Pegl1 Commissioner.
2. Your petitioner is informed and believes the same to -be
true that Ah Fong, whose tender is alleged to have been
accepted by the Municipal Committee, Pegu, is attempting to
<conduct the businesS of the pa wnshop within three or four
days hereof, and to deprive him thereby of his rights to the
-pawnshop under his tender.
3. Your petitioner submits that if pending the disposal of
nis revision at this office the said Ah Fong and the Municipal
-Com~ittee are not
restrained from disturbing him (the
:petitioner! . in tht.: conduct of his pawnshop he wiII suffer
,serious and irreparable loss.
4. It is therefore just and necessary that the rights of your
J)etitioner should not be disturbed pending his revision, a'l.d
:that the· status quo should be maintained.
S. Your petitioner under~akes to file his revision at this
.office as soon as possible.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that the Hon'ble
Minister for Education may be pleased to
order a stay of all further proceedings in
respect of the pawnshop. license of Pegu, to
restrain the Municipal. Committee, Pegn, from
allowing the said Ah Fong to act as the
licensee of the pawnshop, and to make· all
necessary directions for the said purpose.
And shall ever pray."

PAGE,
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On the 20th of April 1933 three of the persons·
who had submitted tenders for the pawnshop
license, of whom the appellant was one, presented.
a formal petition to the Minister for Education for
an order
., to set aside the license given to the said Ah Fong, to
direct the disposal of the license either by public auction or
by calling for fresh tenders, and to make such further 01"
other order as may seem just and proper."

Certain affidavits were filed by the .parties for
and against this applicqtion in revision. On the
2nd of Jline the application in revision' to the Local
Government· was rejected ; and' on the 6th of June
the license was issued by the Municipality, Pegu,.
to the respondent. In these circumstances the
respondent has filed the present suit for the purpose
of obtaining damages from the appellant fOf'
wrongfully procuring the Local Government to
issue an order restraining the municipality. from
issuing the license to the respondent, and thereby
depriving him of the opportunity of carrying on the
business of the pawnshop from thf' 1st cf April
till the 6th of June. At the trial a dccl~ee was
passed in favour of the respondent.
Now, it is common ground and we find (1) that
the Local Government was legally entitled to pass.
the stay order; (2) that damage thereby resulted
to the respondent; (3) that the. appellant had a.
legal right to apply for the stay order. I decline
to plunge' into the welter' of judicial decisions on
this subject, because, in my opinion, for the purpose
in hand the law applicable to the present case is'
to be found in the judgment of Lord \Vatson in
Allen v. Flo.od (1) :
(1)(1898) A.C. 1at p. 96:

VOL.. XIII]
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•, There are, in my opinion, two grounds only upon which a
person who procures the act of another can be made legally
responsible f or its consequences. In the first place, he will
incur liability if he knowingly and for his own ends induces that
'other person to commit an actionable wrong. In the second
place, when the act induced is within the right of the
immediate actor, aud is therefore not wrongful in so far as
he is concerned, it may yet be to the detriment of a third
party; and in that case, according to the law laid down by
the majority in Lumley v. Gye (1), the inducer may be held
liable if he can be shewn to have procured his object by the
use of illegal means directed against that third party."

In my opinion the motive or intention of the
appellant in procuring the stay order in the
circumstances obtaining in the present case is nihil
ad rem; for
this is not a case in which the state of mind of the person
dOIng the act can affect the right to do it. If it was a lawful
act, however ill the motive might be, he had a right to do it
If it was an illllawful act, however good his motive might be,
he would have no right to doH.. Motives and intentions in
such a question as is now before your Lordships seem to me
to be absolutely irrelevant"
II

[per ~. .ord Halsbl1ry in The Mayor, Aldermen and
8urgesses'~of the Borough of Bradford v. Edward
Pickles (2)]. Illegal means in this connection
means acts which are illegal not because' they. are
morally wrongful, but because they are legally
wrongful. In Sorrell v. Smith and others (3) Lord
Dunedin observed
"when A by his action causes loss to B, the sole Question is,
was A's action a tort? and the law as to what is and what is not a
tort may be said to be well settled. With any law, h.owevcr
'well settled, difficulties may and do still arise in its application
.to the ever varyi~g kaleidoscope of circumsta~ces.But except
(1) 2 E. & B. 216.
(2) 11895) A.C. 587 at p. 594.
(3) (1925) A.C. 700 at p. 716.
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for that there cannot be said to be much difficulty in the law
of tort. One noticeable attempt for, its extension was put an
, v · e n d to by Allen v. Flood (1). I shall have to revert to that
AH FONG.
. 1"1V1C1ua.
1 anc1 tl1at
case, b
'ut "
1n t
1 s appl'lca t'IOn t 0 act'10n b y an mc
PAGE, C.].
was all that as a decision it dealt with, it settled that the
only question was. was there a tort? and that in the solution
of that question the motive of the doer of the act had nO
significance."
,NAM KEE

Now, applying the law thus enunciated to the
facts of the present case the ·only question that
falls to be determined is what were the illegal
means. (if any), alleged and proved by which the
appellant procured the stay order from the Local
Government. Tn paragraphs' 6 and 7 of the plaint
it is alleged :
,. (6) That as the defendant was unsuccessful he the defenda,nt with a view to obstruct and prevent plaintiff from
starting his business as a pawnshop licensee, and to enable
him the defendant to continue to carryon his pawnshop business
which would have ordiilarily terminated cn 31st March
1933. falsely and maliciously made certain averments in a
petition addressed to the Hon'ble the Ministel" for Education
knowing the same to be false and uritrue, alleging COITuption
On thfl part of the p)ilintiff ;lnd th~ Munj~ipality (,f Pel! 11 , and
succeeded in inducing the Hon'ble the Minister for' Educatioll to
pass anord<:;r preventing the plaintiff from opening his two paWl1~hops on the 1st April 1933, with the result that it enabled the
defendant to continue to carty on the said business untif
the 6th day of June ,1933 when he was ousted.
(7) That in consequence of the said false and malicious
allegations and insinuations made against the plaintiff the plaintiff
,was prevented from opening his business d two licensed pawnshops on the 1st day of April 1933."

The defendant in paragraph 6 of his written statement called upon' the plaintiff to give full and bett~r
particulars of the "false and maliciou-s allegations
,11

(II (1898) A:C. 1 at p. 96.
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and " averments" alleged to have been made
the defendant according to paragr~phs 6 and 7 of
plaint. . Thereafter on the llthSeptember 1933
plaintiff furnished the following particulars of
al1egatiop.s referred to in paragraphs 6 and 7 of
plaint:

183

by
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<' (1) In his application and affidavits to the Hon'ble the
Minister for Education the defendant made the following false and
malicious allegations and averments.
(2). That the transaction between the plaintiff and the Pegu
Munieip:llity has created a dangerous precedent which will
inevitably lewe· the door open for dishonest and corrupt practices
in transactions between the municipality and the public.
(3) That he was prevented from checking the opening of the
tenders, and had every reason to believe· that this cleparture from
the usu'li procech:re and practice as required by law was
deliberate and designed.
The action of. the municipality (in dealing with the plaintiff)
left the door open for fraud and corrupt practice. That immecUately after the (!ec1araticn that Ah Fang's tender of Rs. 19,500
had been. accepted, .he (the defendant) vigorously protested
against the whole proceeding and challenged its fairness. His
protest Was igncred."

Now;" by Order 61 rule 4, of the Code of Civil
Procedure
~'in

all cases in which the party ple<:lding relies on ·any
misrepresentation, fraud, breach of trust, wilful default, or undue:
influence and in all other cases in which particulars may be
necessary beyond such as are exemplified in the forms aforesaid,
particulars (with dates and iteins if necessary) shall be stated in
the pleapjl1g."

It was incumbent, therefore, upon the plaintiffrespondent in the present case. to establish that the
stay order had beeil procured by the appellant by
means of the particular charges as laid [Abdul Hossein
Zenail Aba'di and another v. Charles Agnew Turner,
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Official Assignee (1) j" Mahomed Mira Ravuthar and
others v. Savvasi Vijaya Raghunadha Gopalar (2)].
'lI.
True it is that in the revision application of the
AH FUNG.
20th of April 1933 and in the affidavits filed in
PAGE, C.J.
support of it such statements as those set out in the
particulars of the allegations in paragraphs (6) and
(7) of the plaint were made, and that it was proved
at the trial that they were unfounded j and further t
it may well be that these misrepresentations were"
made deliberately and fraudulently with a view to
prevent the license being granted to the respondent.
But they failed in their 'object j for the appellant's
application in revision was rejected by the Local
Government, and the license was issued to the
respondent. It is common ground, however, that the
misrepresentations alleged in the particulars "are not
to be found in the petition of the 27th of March·
upon which the stay order was granted. In order fo
make good the deficiency in his case it was contended by the learned" advocate on behalf of the
respondent, and the learned trial Judge held, that
the stay order was obtained because the learned
advocate who presented the petition for a "tay order
to the Local Government must be assumed to have
supported the petition by oral submissions containing
the substance of these misrepresentations. In the
course of his judgment Leach J. observed:

NAY KEE

II It was argued on behalf of the defendant that the order was
not obtained as a result of these affidavits, but as the result of the"
petition of the 27th of March 1933. It is true that that petition
does not contain allegations of the nature of those contained in
the affidavits which were subsequently filed. but it seems to me
that they must have been advanced by the defendant's advocate
when the stay order was obtained, otherwise it is difficult to see
any justification for the order."

(1)

(1887) I.L.R. 11 Born. 620.

(2) (1899) IL.R. 23 Mad. 227.
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The answer to this contention, in my opinion, is
twofold: (1) that, although the respondent specifically set out in the particulars that he filed the
misrepresentations upon which he relied in support
of his claim, it is not alleged or suggested in the
particulars or elsewhere in the pleadings that these
allegations or any of them were orally made by the
learned advocate who presented to the Minister for
Education the petition for a stay order on the
appellant's behalf, and (2) that there is not a scintilla
of evidence on the record to justify the contention
that the learned advocate supported' the petition of
the 27th March 1933 by any such oral submissions.
No evidence in that behalf was led at the trial, and
no attempt was made by the respondent to obtain
the evidence of the learned advocate who presented
the petition for a stay order to the Local Government. If an allegation of that nature had been set
out in the .pleadings and an issue had been raised
in respect of it, it Ipay well be that the evidence of
the learned advocate who presented the petition on
behalf of the appellant on the 27th March 1933
would l>ave been forthcoming, or that evidence in
rebuttal would have been led.
In these circumstances it follows that the respondent has failed to prove the illegal means by which
he alleged ,that the appellant had procured the stay
order in question. The result is that the appeal is
allowed, the decree of the trial Court set aside, and
the suit dismissed with costs in both Courts.
l\1YA

Bu, }.-I agree.
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Before Si'r Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Jusfue, and Mr. Justice Mya BIt.
1934

Dec. 6.

U PO SEIN v. E. M. BODI.*
Suit/or price ofgoods-Altemative claim against two defendaftti-Plai·ntijJ's
election to take decree agaiml one defmdant.....Subsequent dtiim against the
. .
other defmdalzt.
The respondent filed a suit against the appellant and others for the price
of .goods sold and delivered by him. The plaintiff was in fact seeking to
realise his money from the proprietor of a certain business, and sued the
appellant and another. person L in the alternative as such proprietor. He
elected to'take and obtained a deCree ag>ainst L.The respondent subsequently
applied to the :Court to pass a decree against the appellant also.
Held, that the '«laim was made against the defendants not jointly but only
in the. alternative, and that the plaintiff having elected to take his decree
against L was precluded thereafter from obtaining a decree against tile
appellant.
Moore v. Flanagan, (1920) 1 K.B. 917 ; Morel Bros. & Co., Ltd. v. Earl of
Westmorland, (1904) A.C. 11 ; Scarf v. J ardill~, 7 A.C. 345- referred to.

Thein Maung (with him Tha Kin) for the appellant. There is no evidence that the appellant bought
the goods or authorized any other person to buy
them on his behalf. The plaintiff has taken his
decree for the price of goods against the fourth
defendant. He cannot claim a decree for the same
sum against the appellant.

[PAGE, C.J. If the claim against the two parties
is in the alternative, Morel Bros. & Co., Ltd. v. Earl
of Westmorland (1) applies.]
K. C. Bose (with him Dadachanji) for the respondent. The claim against the defendants is not joint
but in the alternative and Morel Bros.' case applies.
See also Scarf v. Jardine (2) ; Moore v. Flanagan (3).
• Civil First Appeal No. 100 of 1933 from the judgment of this C0urt on
the Original Side in Civil Regular Suit No. 386 of 1932.
(1) (1904) A.C. 11.
(2) 7 A.C. 345.
(3) (1920) 1 K.B. 917.
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PAGE, C.J.-This appeal must be allowed.

1934

It appears that one Tsoenas waS the proprietor

U Po SEIN

of a confectioner's business carried on at No. 181183, Phayre Street, Rangoon. On the 5th of
February 1~32 Tsoenas by an indenture of even
date purported to sell the said business to the
appellant for the consideration infer alia that the
appellant would discharge the liabilities of the
business set out in the second schedule to the deed.
Among these liabilities was a liability of Tsoenas
to the respondent. Immediately after the deed of
the 5th FeLruary 1932 had been· executed disputes
arose between Tsoenas and U Po Sein as to
the meaning and effect of the deed, and the
liability of U Po Sein thereunder. As a result
of these disputes on the 17th of February 1932 a
deed was executed by Tsoenas, U Po Sein, and one
Lim Kar Gim in which it was stated that Tsoenas was
carrying on the business at 1Bl-183, Phayre Street,
arid that U Po Seill who purported to be the purchaser
under the deed of the 5th of February 1932 was
in fact merely the benamidar of Lim Kar Gim. In
the de·ed .!t was provided that, subject to a separate
agreement to which U Po Sein was a party, the deed
of the 5th February 1932 waS to be regarded as
cancelled. Lim Kar Gim undertook to purchase the
business upon the terms set out in· the indenture
of the 5th February 1932, U Po Sein being relieved
from all further liability thereunder. In these circum~
stances the respondent, who had supplied goods to
Tsoenas for the business, was uncertain whether he
could recover the price of the goods sold and delivered
for the purpose of the business from U Po Sein. or
from Lim Kar Gim. He therefore pleaded (1) that
the first defendant U Po Sein was liable for the
price of the said goods, and (2) that II in the event

E. M. BOD!.

fl.
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of it being held that the first defendant is not liable
U Po SEIN plaintiff submits he is entitled to judgment against the
.fl.
E. M. BOD!. s,econd, third and fourth defendants," the fourth
defendant being Lim Kar Gim.
PAGE c.J.
Now, the third defendant was the Vienna Cafe,
which according to the plaintiff's case' was merely
an alias under which either U Po Sein or in the
alternative Lim Kar Gim was carrying on the business,
and the claim in the alternative against the second
defendant Tsoenas was for damages for breach of
warranty of authority.
It is obvious, therefore, that the plaintiff's claim
was against the person who was the proprietor of
the business known as the Vienna Cafe, and that
. U .Po Sein or in the alternative Lim Gar Kim was
sued as such proprietor for the price of the goods
that the plaintiff had supplied to the Vienna Cafe.·
Mr. K. C. Bose, who appeared for the plaintiffrespondent, properly conceded that the liability of
U Po Sein and Lim Kar Gim was not alleged to
be joint but in the alternative; indeed, it is manifest
from the facts that I have stated that this must be
so, because it has never been suggested in the course
of these proceedings that U Po Sein and Lim Kar
Gim were jointly carrying on business, and/or .were
the joint proprietors thereof. On the 5th April
1933 .the plaintiff elected to take a decree against
the fourth defendant for the full amount claimed in
the suit with costs, and he has executed that decree.
At the hearing of the suit it was contended on behalf
of U Po Sein that, inasmuch as the plaintiff had
taken a decree for the full amount claimed against
Lim Kar Gim, he could not obtain a decree against
U· Po Sein. The learned trial Judge overruled the
objection. In my opinion, however, in the circumstances that I have stated this case is governed hy
1934
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Scarf v. Jardine (l); Morel Bros. & Co., Ltd. v.
Earl of fiVes/morland (2); and Moore v. Flanagan (3).
The respondent, having elected to take a decree for
the amount claimed against Lim Kar Gim, the fourth
defendant, in my opinion was precluded thereafter
from obtaining a decree against U Po Sein.
The result is that the appeal is allowed, the-decree
of the trial CouJ."t is set aside as against the appellant
U Po Sein, and as against him the suit is dismissed.
The appellant is entitled to his costs of and incidental
to the suit. Each party will pay his own costs of
the appeal.
MYA
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Bu, J.-I agree.
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Bcforc Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chitf Justice, alld 1111'. Justice·1I1)'Q Bu.

U PO SEIN

AND ANOTHER

V.

E. M. BODI.*
Altc1lIative claim agaillst defendanls-Plaintiffs clection 10 take decree
agaimit olle dejelldal1t-Clainz on appeal fOI a decree ·agailtst the othcr
defmdant.
Where the plaintiff in a suit .claims reli~f against two defendants not
jointly bd in the alternative, and elects to take a decree against one of them,
he cannot claim on appeal that a decree ought to be passed against the other
defendant.
Chettya!" Firm oj S.i1.A. v. t:/iettyar Firm of A.R.P.R.M.P., Civil First
Appeal No. 148 of 1932, H.C. Han.-; 1I1orel Bros. & Co., Ltd. v. Earl of
Westmorlalld, (1.904) A.C. l1-refcrrcd to.

K. C. Bose (with him Dadachanji) for the respondent raised a preliminary objection. The claim against
the defendants was not joint but in the alternative.
(1882) 7 A.C. 345.
(2j (1904) A.C. 11.
(3) (1920) 1 K.B 917.
• Civil First Appeal No. 42 of 1934 from the judgment of this Court
on the Original Side in Civil Regular No. 59 of 1933.
(11
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The plaintiffs elected to take a decree against the
U Po SElN second defendant;
he cannot now ask for a decree
E. M~·B6D1. against the first defendant also.
Morel B1'05. & Co.~
Ltd. v. Earl of Tiflestmorland (1); Chet~var Firm of
S.A.A. v. Chettyar Firm of A.R.P.R.M.P. (2).
~.

Thein Maung (with him Tha Kin) for the appellants.

C.J.-This appeal must be dismissed.
The suit was brought by the appellants against
E. M. Bodi. and K. R. Sanghaci for compensation
for the use and occupation of certain premises belonging to the appellants in l83-187, Phayre Street.
It appears that the business of the Vienna Cafe,
which was carried on in those premises, was sold
in September 1932 by order of the Court, and the
purchaser was K.R. Sanghari.
The case for the plaintiffs was that Sanghari
was a man called Ratilal, a clerk of the first defendant
Bodi; that the premises were really purchased by
Bodi benami in the name of Sanghari, and that
Bod.i was carrying on the Vienna Cafe on the premises
in suit. In the alternative if the plaintiffs failed to
prove that the 'real purchaser of the premises was
the defendant Bodi, they claimed a decree against
the defendant Sanghari.
At the trial Cunliffe J. held that Sanghari was not
the same person as Ratilal, and that Bodi did not
purchase the premises beJ'l;9tni in the name of Sanghari.
In these circumstances the learned trial Judge
dismissed the suit as against the first defendant
Bodi, but passed a decree against the second defendant .
Sanghari for compensation for use and occttpation
of the premises at the rate of Rs.. 1,500 a month
and interest, at 6 per cent. He also awarded costs
at a special rate against the defendant Sanghari.
PAGE,

(I) (1904) A.C. 11.

(2) Civil Fir'll Ap. No. 148 of 1932, RC. Ran.
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At the trial the learned advocate for the appellants,
so far from withdra\ving their alternative claim in
the suit against Sanghari, presented an argument to
the learned Judge as to what was a fair sum at
which compensation for use and occupation of the
premises should be assessed as against the defendant
Sanghari, and further applied to the Court that special
costs should be awarded to the plaintiffs as against
Sanghari. In those circumstances it cannot, I think,
be disputed that the plaintiffs elected to take a decree
against Sanghari.
The present appeal has now been brought against
the decree of the trial Court in so far as the suit
was thereby dismissed as against the first defendant
Bodi. If the appeal were to succeed and a decree
was passed "against the .defendant Bodi the result
would be that a decree would have been passed against
both Bodi and Sanghari upon the footing that each
of them was in occupation of the premises, although
the plaintiffs had pleaded that one or in the alternative
the other was liable for use. and occupation thereof.
I am of opinion that as the plaintiffs have elected
to take~ a de<tree against Sanghari they are now
precluded from obtaining a decree also against the
respondent Bodi. It was neither pleaded nor contended that the defendants were jointly liable in
the suit. The appeal is concluded against the
appellants by the decision of the House of Lords
in Morel Bros. & Co., Ltd. v. Earl of Westmorland
(1); see also the case of The Chettyar Firm of
S.A.A. v. The Chettyar Firm of A.R.P.R.M.P. t2).
The result is that the appeal is dismissed. As
the appeal has been dismissed upon this preliminary
ground, and not after consideration of the merits
(1) \1904) A C. 11.
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(Z)Civil First Ap. No. 148 of 193Z, H.C. Ran.
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of the case we award the respondent half his costs
of the appeal.

:E. M. BODl.
PAGE,

C.J.

MYA

Eu, J.-I agree.
INSOLVENCY JURISDICTION.
Before Mr. Justice Brautld.

-

1934

Dec. 14.

IN

THE MATTER OF

THEVAR

M.V.R. VELUSWAM'Y
AND OTHERS.'*'

Imolvency-" Ordituzry Residence" of debtor-Confinement in jail--Trailsfer of
"the whole sulvency" of the debtor-"-Trallsfer it~ pursuance of lin alleged
antecedent agreement-Bm'den of prooj-PefitiOtling creditor's duly to
adduce evidence oJ debtor's resources-Presidency-Toums Insolvency Act (III
of 1909), ss. I) Ibl, II (b).
A person confined in the Rangoon Central Jail for upwards of twelve
months immediately prior to the petition for his adjudication as an insolvent
must be deemed to reside in Rangoon within the meaning of s. 11 (b) of the
Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act.
A transfer by a debtor of the whole or substantially the whole of his property in consideration of a past debt is an act of bankruptcy as well under
Indian law as under English law.
Smith v. Cannat~, 2 E. & B. 35; Woodhouse v. Murray, L.R. 2 Q.B. 634followed.
A transfer, however, made in pursuance of an antece,lcnt bOlla fide
agreement come to at the lime of making the loan that security sh('uld be
given for the loan may be valid. But the onus of provir g such agl.~clllent and
its bOt/a fides in all respects lies on the person who sets it up and it is the
Court's duty to scrutiniZe such an agreement with extreme care.
There must be no suspicion ofa collusive bargain or understanding that the
transfer should be delayed till insolvency has intervened and the creditor must
have taken sufficient steps to obtain the security or assignment agreed to be
given, him before insolvency has intervened.
Ex parle Burlotl, 13 Ch.D. 1(52 ; Ex parte Fisher, 7 Ch. Ap. 636; Ex parte
Hauxw~ll, 23 Ch D. 626; Ex pllrle Kiltur, 13 Ch.D. 245 ; Mercer v. PeterSOlt,
L.R. 2 Ex.'304-re!erred to.
In alleging a transfer by a debtor of his whole solvency the adjudicating
creditor should, wherever possible, be prepared to show the debtor's actual
resources. Every advantage ought to be taken of the' various processes of
discovery before trial or evidence adduced. He cannot ask the Court' to make
an assumption by merely presenting the transfer unsupported by any evidence.
The debtor likewise must adduce evidence of his resources if he desires the
transfer to be upheld upon the ground that it left him solvent.

* Insolvency Cases Nos. 172 and 209 of 1933.
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Killyan1.{ ala for the creditors.

The debtor having
been confined in the Rangoon Central Jail for over
six months at the elate of this application must be
deemed to be residing in Rangoon within section
11 (b) of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act.
Prior to his imprisonment the debtor had been
living in Rangoon for over a year. No doubt he
went back to Pyap6n several times, but he must
be deemed during this perioel to have been residing
in Rangoon. In re Hecquard (1).
The debtor has transferred all his unincumbered
property in Burma to a creditor. This creditor is
his own brother-in-law and the consideration is for
P':lst debts. The Court must presume under the
circumstances that the transfer is made to defeat
and delay creditors. Worseley v. De Mattos (2);
Re Wood (3); Siebert v. Spooner (4); Ex parte
Foxlty. (5). The debtor has not proved that he has
any property other than the transferred. properties.
The equity of redemption of the encumbered property
was \lalueless. The transfer was not made in pursuance
of il bond fide prior agreement. The burden of
proof '"Was OK the debtor, and he has failed to
discharge it. Ex pa1'te Kilner (6).
l

N. N. Sen (with him K. C. Bose) fur the debtor.
The dehtor was confined in jail. This is compulsory
and not voluntary residence, whereas residence under
section 1t (b) of the Act implies free choice.
The debtO!f transferred property to his creditors for
a genuine consideration. It was in pursuance of a.
prior and bona fide agreement with the creditor.
He has other property besides the transferred property.
It cannot be inferred from the transfer itself that it was
(IJ 24 Q.B.D. 71.
(2J 97 E.R 407.
(3) 7 CII. Ap. 302.

(4) 1 M. & W. 718.
(5) 3 Ch. Ap. 515.
(6) 13 Ch.D. 245.
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made with a view to defeat and delay cre~itors, and
there is no evidence that an act of insolvency has been
•
commItted on that ground.

VEI,VSWAMY

TImVA;R.

BRAUND,

J.-I have before me, in this case, two

Insolvency Petitions, Nos. 172 and 209, both of 1933,
for the adjudication of the same debtors, M.V.R.
Veluswamy Thevar, M.V.R. Authimoola Thevar and
M.V.R. Veeramuthu Thevar. The respondents are
brothers. The petitioners are respectively A.S.P.S.
Firm and
A.K.A.C.T.A.L.
Alagappa
Chettiar
Chettiar. The petitions allege, in substance, if not in
terms, precisely the same 'acts of insolvency, namely,
first under section 9 (bY of the Presidency-Towns,
Insolvency Act that the debtors have made a transfer
of their property OT part therlCof with intent "to defeat
and delay" their creditors and, secondly, that, under
section 9 tc) they have made such a transfer as to raise
a caslC of fraudulent preference in the event of their
becoming insolvents. The two petitions' have been
dealt with by me together.
The first petitioner alleges a debt of Hs. 1~39~327-6-6
of which Rs. 1,,23,073-9-6 is secured by two 1T.'ortg~ges
of some 1,250 acres of pa.ddy la;nds datetf' the 27th
November 1928 and the 9th September 1929 respectively. The balance is unsecured. The second
petitioner alleges a debt of Rs. 18,679..13-9 of which
Rs. 3,845-0-9 is secured ,by a second ,mortgage of the
same 1,250 acres of paddy land. The balance 'is'
unsecured. There is no dispute as to these debts.
I should mention that the second and third respondents do not appear. The first respondent, only
,. appears and has been represented before me by
Mr. Sen.
The first point taken by Mr. Sen is that, so far
as his client,is Goncerned l there is no jurisdiction
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inasmuch as his client h4S not within a year bt:fore
the presentation of the insolv~ncy petition (( ordinarily
-resided or had a dwelling house or carried' on
business . . . within the limits of the ordinary
original civil jurisdiction" of this Court [PresidencyTowns Insolvency Act~ section 11 (b)]. But it is
common ground that in February 1933 the first
respondent was sentenced to a term of ten years'
rigorous imprisonment and has since that date lodged
in the Rangoon Central Jail, where he is likely to
remain until his sentence is exhausted. The petitioners were prepared to establish, and ~he respondents
were prepared to rebut, (they tell me) facts to show
that the first respondent with the two other respondents had a hous.e in Hangoon before the former
went to jail; but I have not inquired into that
because I am satisfied that the admitted fact of the
first respond~nt's: ("~nfinement in the Rangoon Central
J'ill for eighteen .' months prior to the date of these
petitions is suffi<;ient to attract to .him the jurisdiction
of this Court. That the HangQQn Central Jail had
been this man's "residence," if not his (( dwelling
house,:' for ppwards of twelve months there is· no
dQubt. And I ~ee no. reason for holding that it was
An II ordinary '!
not . his It ordinary" residence.
re-sidence is not to be contrasted with an U extraordinary" residence in the popular sense ; a jail is,
happily, in one sense an unusual place of residence.
A man's ordinary residence is that at which he has
an intention of remaining for a sufficiently long
period. (whether continuous Or discontinuous) to
constitute it' a residence at aU. Thus a room in a
hotel mayor may.oot be an ,t ordinary residence."
n depends upon the intention with, and the purpose
for, which the room is taken. In the present case
. the first respondent can have had none other than

1934
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an intention to remain j for any other intention must,
ex hypothesi, have been an unlawful intention. A
d
'
. not mconSIS
.
. t ent WIt
. h an
M.V.R.
eSlre
to b e eIsew h ere IS
v~~~~:~~y intention to remain. In my judgment, therefore, the
J first respondent has been ordinarily resident in Rangoon
B RAUND, •
for \lpwards of twelve months immediately prior to
the launching. of these petitions. Indeed, any other .
conclusion would involve the absurd result that, if a
prisoner did not happen to have any other residence,
he would be incapable of being adjudged an insolvent
after he had been in jail for twelve months. As to
the other two respondents they have not appeared
to deny, and do not deny,their residence in Rangoon
and there is, moreover, some evidence' that they in
fact occupied a house in Rangoon for a considerable
time prior to the presentation of the petitions. I
shall hold, therefore, that this Court has jurisdiction
,.
under the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act..
.
The respondents were in 1932 and 1933 all engaged
in partnership in the business of money-lending at
the village of Kyungya, Bogale, in the Pyapon
District and in the course of that business they
came to hold and manage paddy lanns there. 'fhey
had a hou$e and other property there as well. Rut
in 1931 disaster befell them and. the first respondent
became the victim of the criminal proceedings I have
mentioned in which he suffered a sentence of ten
years' rigorous imprisonment and in which one of his
brothers was also involved. Those criminal proceedings began in 1931 and ended in February 1933.
Now, these insolvency proceedings arise out of
a transfer dated the 9th June 1933 made between
the three respondents of the one part and some persons
called A.A. Thevar Brothers of the other part \\'ho
exactly A.A. Thevar Brothers were I am not told
beyond the fact that they comprised the brother-in-law
1934
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of the respondents. It is to be observed that the
respondents' name is also Thevar. I am told that the
transferees had their offIce on the opposite side of the
n;>ad in 114th Street, H<ingoon, to the house of the
respondents. I must examine tbis deed carefully.
It recites that the respondents' father and the
respondents 'themselves had been borrowing money
over a period from tbe transferees and that in October
1931 all account had been t::'-.;n between the respondents and the transferees showing a balance of
Rs. 44,995-4-6 due on promissory notes by the
respondents to the transferees as at the 16th October
1931, for which aggregate indebtedness the respondents
on the following day (the 17th October 1931) gave two
promisfory notes for Rs. 27,446-10-6 and Rs. 17,548-10-0
respectively. Then there come these recitals:
"\Vhereas the vendors agreed on the 17th Octo.ber 1931 to
convey and transfer to the purchasers the lands and buildings
specified in the Schedules A and B herein below in full settlement
of the said sum of Rs. 44,995-4-6 j Whereas an agreement was
also executed in favour of the vendors on the said date, namely,
17th October 1931 to carry out the above intention of the parties
hereto; Whereas the intended transfer of sale ,,,as rendered
incap~ble .0£ being carried into effect on account of the criminal
cases against M.V:R. Authimoola Thevar, No. 1 abovenamed
and M.V.R. Veluchami Thevar, No.3 abovenamed in which they
were in custody off and on for along time and for other reasol~s."

Before proceeding I will pause to make some
comments upon those recitals. I have the evidence of
one Somasundaram, the head book-keeping clerk of
A.A. Thevar Brothers, who has produced a number of
his firm's books. Having his evidence and the evidence
of those books I am not prepared to disbelieve that
there' actually was a sum of Rs. 44-,995-4-6 owing by
the respondents to A.A. Thevar Brothers on the 16th
October 1931 ; but this clerk's evidence is less satisfactory as to any agreement for the transfer of the
15
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lands to satisfy that debt. It was only after some
I;:;E pressure that he remembered to say that "there
MATTER OF
M.V.R.
was some agreement come to," but even then he
VELU:SWAMY added that "as far as he knew, it was not in writing."
TUEVAR.
BR~, J. The recitals themselves are curious. Why, if there
was a bona fide agreement to make a transfer of
lands in satisfaction of the debt, were not the lands
at once transferred and the transaction closed?
There was, apparently, an intention on the, face
of the instrument for the transfeJ; of the lands
to be made as S0011 as possible, an intention only
frustrated by the criminal proceedings. Why the
elaborate process of taking two new promissory notes,
if there was a present intention to extinguish the
debt? Why a written agreement to give the transfer, which was to be an immediate transfer? And,
moreover, are the reasons for the delay very satisfactory? I do not quite follow why the criminal
proceedings should have frustrated the transfer;
nor is any explanation given of the "other reasons"
referred to in the recital.
1934

0"

The deed then goes on to recite that a further
sum of Rs. 6,462-2-3 had been raiseJ since October
1931 to provide for the defence of the first respondent (it was, incidentally, a dacoity case), and it
~nally recites an aggregate indebtedness, with interest,
as at the 9th June 1933 of Rs. 60,221-9-1), and proceeds to convey the properties set out in the schedule
to the transferees" in consideration of Rs. 60,221-9-9
due (the indebtedness of which the vendors do
hereby acknowledge)."
The properties set out in the schedule were (1)
some 444 acres of paddy lands at Kyungya Village,
Bogale, (2) a pucca dwelling house at the same place,
(3) a granary and (4) a cattle shed.
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It is that transaction which is set up as the
transfer with intent to defeat or delay creditors and IN THE
MATTER OF
as the transfer which" if insolvency ensues, will M.V.R. '
VELUSWAHY
-constitute a fraudulent preference.
THEVAR.
It is desirable, at, this point; for me to examine BRAUND, J.
the !iw as to acts of insolvency arising out of transfers
'by debtors of their property. The law, as I understand it, is in England nov,l well settled by a long
line of authorities decided under the Bankruptcy
Acts of 1849, 1862 and 1914. It is to be observed
that the words of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency
Act, section 9 (b), differ from the corresponding
words of section 1 (b) of the Bankruptcy Act, 1914
and of section 6 (2) of the Bankruptcy Act, 1862.
The requirements of each of those acts are that the
debtor should in England or elsewhere have 11.1ade a
"fraudulent" conveyance, .gift, delivery or transfer ?f
his property or of any part thereof.
'But in the Bankruptcy Act, 1849 (12 and 13
Viet. 'C. 106) section 67 the identical words of
-section 9 (b) of the Indian Act appear :-"
, with intent to defeat or delay his creditors
"
" "been bng settled that the transfer by a ,
It has
iraderof the whole or substantially the whole of his '
property in _consideration of a past debt is an act of
bankruptcy under any of the English Acts. It is,as
1t is called, a " conveyance -of the whole solvency "
-of the debtor. Its necessary effect is to delay his
creditors; and it is therefore, in itself a "fraud," in
the sense of a fraud upon the spirit of the Bankruptcy
laws. ~n rVoodhouse v Murray (1) Chief Justice
.cockbur~ says:

"The words of Parke B., in Siebert v. Spooller (2), are: I I
take it to be perfectly well settled that where a trader makes
:an assignment of all his effects, or of all except a very small
(1) (1867) L.R. 2 Q.B. 634.

(2) 1 M. & W. at p. 718.

..
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portion, it .is necessarily an act of bankruptcy, without any
actual fraud.' He then refers to the several cases, which it is
IN THE
MATTER OF
unnecessary for me to go over; and it was c'ecided that an
M.V.R. .
VELUSWAMY assignment by a trader of all his effects to a creditor was an
TOEVAR.
act of bankruptcy. YeL the statute spe:\ks of a frauchilent
conveyance with intent to defeat and delay creditors. TheBRAUND, J.
meaning of the learned Judge, and the principle upon whiCh the
cases have been decided, is, that though there may be an
absence of fraud in fact, that is, intentional fraud, yet when
the effect of such a conveyance is to put it entirely out of a
man's power to go on with his business and to meet his
creditors, there he must be taken to have intended the consequence of what he has done, and though not guilty of iuten'tional fraud, or, as we call it,l moral fraud, yet he is guilty of:
fraud against the policy of the bankrupt law, which is, tliat
there should be an equal distribution among all the creditors.';'

The leading authority is Smith v. Cannan (1).
See too Ex parte Foxley. In re Nurse (2). It is"
therefore, I think, settled under English law that it
transfer by a trader of the whole or substantially the
whole of his property in consideration of a pastdebt
is an act of bankruptcy under the English Acts. I
see no reason to construe section 9 (b) of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act differently. As I have
pointed out the words" with the i.ltent tv defeat or
delay creditors" are found in section 67 of the
English Act of 1849 and are only omitted from the
Acts of 1862 and 1914 because they add nothing to.
the. word" fraudulently [see In re Wood (3)].
I
think that there can be no doubt that under the
Indian Act it is an act of insolvency satisfying
Clause 9 tb) of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency
Act for a debtor to transfer the whole of his solvency
or substantially the whole of his solvency f<;>r a past
consideration and in circumstances which are no!'
satisfactorily explained.
JI

(1) 2 E. & B. 35, 45.
(2) L.R. (1868) 3 Ch. Ap. 515 •.
(3) L.R. (1872) 7 Ch. Ap.302.
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I need not here deal with the question of a
. -transfer in consideration partly of a past debt and IN THE
•
OF
partly of a present advance. That has been the subject M.V.R.
..
[.e.g. E,:r Parte TAT.'
of numerous d eClSlOns
vv'1n d er. I n re VELUSWAMY
THEVAR.
·Winstanley (1)]. That does not arise in this case. . BR~, J.
The principle of Smith v. Cannan (ubi supra)
will, however, yield where it can be shown by the
debtor that the transfer claimed to be fraudulent was
in fact made in pursuance of an antecedent bona
fide agreement that security should be given for a
loan, if such agreement was made at the time of
making the loan. That principle was introduced by
Mercer v. Peterson (2). Sir George Mellish said in
.Ex parte Fisher. In. re Ash (3) :
~IATTER

,. \Ve a~ree that the authorities establish, as a general rule.
tInt where a sum of money is adv<mced lIpan the faith of a
contract that a bill of sale shall be given the sum so advanced
is to be treated as advanced upon the credit of the bill of
.. :sale and is not to be considered as a past debt, and also that
can assignment by a debtor of all his effecls partly as a security
for a past debt and partly as ::l security for a substantial advance
:is not necessarily an act of bankruptcy."
~

And in E1' partee-Burton. In re Tunstall (4) Lord
Justice James puts it thus:
" But a Court of Equity regards that which has been agreed
to be done as done and therefore it has said that, if it was
really part of the underst:\llding when the money was advanced
that a bill of sale should be given, then that agreement would
be the same thing as if the bill of sale has heen actually given
at the time. The bill of sale would be sustained by the
previous a~reement."

That opened the door wide to dishonest debtors,
either to set up suspicious pre-existing agreements j
(I) 1 Cll.D. 290.
(2) L.R. 2 Ex. 304.

(3) L.R (1872) 7 Ch. Ap. 636 at p. 643.
(4) (1879) 13 Ch.D. 102 at p. IDS.

'-
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or, in collusion with the creditors, to maintain their
credit up to the last moment by delaying to give the_. M:V.R. .. promised security until insolvency had intervened.
VELUSWAMY
Where therefore a document is set up which, upon
TIIEVAR.
the face of it, is an act of bankruptcy, that is, an
·BRAUND, J.
assignment of all a man's goods for a past consideration, if it is said that it is not an act of bankruptcy because' it is warranted by a prior agreement
;-the onus probandi is always upon the person who·
sets up the prior agreement to prove, not only that
the agreement did exist in fact, but that it was in
all respects a bona fide. agreement.
Such a case
requires to be watched with extreme anxiety and
care, because it is evident that to'. allow assignments
or mortgages to be supported by reason of antecedent parol contracts is a matter which requires the'
most anxious consideration. [Ex parte Kilner (1)"
Ex parte Hauxwell. In re Hemulingwlly (2).] Very
clear evidence is, 1 think, necessary that the previous.
agreement, which is set up for the purpose of
rendering the suspicious transaction valid, was a.
bona fide agreement.
H remains to observe the salubry mojifications
in the doctrine of Mercer v. Peterson (3) which
have been introduced by such cases as Ex parte
Fisher (4) and Ex parte Kilner (1) to which I have
referred. It may now, I think, be taken to be
established that in cases where an antecedent agreement is produced to support the transaction in
question it is the duty of the Court to satisfy itself
that the agreement when made was bona fide in
the sense that there was no expressed or secret
bargain or understanding that the giving of the bill
of sale or assignment should be delayed until the
IN THE
MATTER OF

(1) (1879) 13 Ch.D. 245.
(2) (1883) 23 Ch.D. 626 at p. 639.

(3) L.R. 2 Ex. 304:
(4) L.R. (1872) 7 ell. Ap.' 636 at p. 643.
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trader had reached a state of insolvency, and there
ought always to be a clear explanation of the delay
in completing the transaction.
These then are, in brief, the principles which, I
conclude, ought to govern my inquiry, into the
circumstances of this case. And the questions
therefore which fall to be determined by me, are
these. Did the conveyance of the 9th June' 1933
transfer the whole or substantially the whole of
these debtors' property? If so, do the respondents
satisfy me that the transfer was made in pursuance
of a bona fide antecedent agreement in that behalf,
untz..inted by any suspicion of a collusive bargain
or understanding that it should be delayed until
insolvency had intervened? And, indeed, I am inclined
to think the authorities go so far as to make it
~ncumbent upon the debtor to show that the transferee
creditor has taken sufficiently energetic steps to obtain
the' security or assignment he had bargained for
be{ore Insolvency intervened. [See Ex parte H aUX'lflell~
In 're Hemmingway (1).]
I have, therefore, first to consider whether the
•

S:.

transfer ~as a ,transfer of the whole or substantially
the whole of these traders' II solvency." It is not
transfer which in terms, is a general transfer of
all the respondents' property; but it is a transfer
of a particular substantial asset.
, It is, for the petitioners to discharge this onus·
, And I venture to take this opportunity of saying that
in 'the cases of this kind which have come under
my observation it is seldom appreciated that it is
in the first place the duty of the petitioner to put
the Court in possession of facts showing what the
respondents' resources really are. I t may be that

a

(I) 23 Ch.D. 626

at p. 640.
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this can be effected by the various processes· of
_IN.TliE
discovery before trial; or it may be necessary to
MATTER OF
h
.
.
.
M.V.R. search ou t ·the fact s an d fortOf
I y t em With eVidence.
VELUSWAMY It'
t su ffi'
.
THEV.AR.
IS no
clent mereI y to present t he transfer·
R-···
J to the Court, and to ask it to make an assumpE AUND, •
.
tion unsupported by evidence. In the same way,
if a respondent in a case like this desires to satisfy
the Court of his possessions, he should take adequate
steps to procure the necessary evidence to place before
the Court. This case bas not escaped the all too
. common experience that it is presented to the Court,
on· both sides, with insufficient material and preparation.
The petitioners themselves have offered me· no
actual evidence of the respondents' resources. But thy
first respondent himself has chosen to give evidencej ..
and as his own witness has provided me with what
he alleges to have been his possessions at the
material time. He had he says (beyond the property which was the subject-matter of the transfer
of the 9th June 1933) an equity of redemption in
the 1,250 acres of Burma paddy lands which were
the subject of the respective first atld second mortgages of the petitioners· which I have mentioned.
He heid, moreover, he says, a house at Bogale made
.:-f planks (also outside the transfer) which he values
at Rs. 2,500 and "outstandings '"' of about Rs. 35,000.
That was the extent of the respondents' Burma
property, excluding the 444 acres of paddy lands
and other items included in the transfer. But he
claims, moreover, a number of assets in India; a
large house of the value of Rs. 1,20,000; a rice
mill of the value of Rs. 10,000; a quantity of land
and a ginning mill. I cannot fail to observe that
in his objections the first respondent contents himself
with traversing the petition and makes no mention
1'934
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-of any of the other assets that he how alleges he
~
had. He catalogues them for the first time in
IN THE
•
'
•
. '
MATTER OF
the witness box. I cannot refram from saymg that,
M.V.R.
.
h as t 1"us, where t h ere could h ave VELUSWAMY
10 a case suc
THEVAR.
:been no misunderstanding as to what the real issues BR~, J.
were, it would have been a fairer and more convincing manner of pleading for the first respondent
to have set· out in his objections what he alleged his
,as~ets to be.
As it is the petitioner is faced with
them now for the first time, though I cannot say
-that by some process of discovery he might not
have informed himself of them at an earlier stage.
With the exception of the equity of redemption
'in the 1,250 acres of mortgaged land and the Rs. 35,000
-of outstandings I have no evidence whatever as to
this catalogue of assets beyond the unsupported
testimony of the first respondent. As to the "out:standings" he has produced books of promissory
notes to substantiate this amount-rather less. But.
they are, I think, all themselves renewed promissory
notes taken in: the place of old promissory notes and
1n their collection no steps have been taken for a
10nl time or a-re now being taken. Sitting, as I do,
1n the exercise of the insolvency jurisdiction of this
Court I cannot close my eyes to the common experience
as to the nebulous character of old book debts of
this kind j and I am not prepared to assume that they
have any substantial value.
As to the tquity of redemption of the mortgaged
property I ,must consider this carefully.
,
The evidence is unsatisfactory. The petitioners
@produce no evidence of the value of the lands, though
they might weIi have anticipated this as a vital issue.
'The respondent produces no useful evidence either.
All that he does is, by his own evidence, to refer me
to a sale which he says took place in March 1932
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of other paddy lands adjoining or .in the neighbourhood of the paddy lands in question for which he
MATTER OF
says the consideration Was Rs. 230 an acre. He .asks
M.V.R.
VELUSWAMY
me
to draw an inference that the different paddy
THEVAR.
lands with which I am dealing were at the 9th June
a~UND. J.
1933 of equal value. I can do no such thing. It
would be the wildest speculation. The only real fact
I have before me is that the 444 acres of paddy
lands comprised in the deed of the 9th June 1933
were (with other property) sold .for sOJ.ne Rs. 60,000,
which,' allowing for the other property is scarcely
over Rs. 100 an acre. These lands were in the same·
neighbourhood. Moreover, these lands are mortgaged
lands and may (and probably will) be sold by the
mOil"tgagees at a forced sale. I cannot, upon this
evidence, conclude that there was any real value in
the equity of redemption in the 1,250 acres of paddy
lands. I think, therefore, that the unincumbered 444acres and oilier assets comprised in the deed of the
9th June 1933 did represent, at any ratt::, substantially
the whole of the debtors' Burma solvency. Is there
then anything in the Indian properties? No document
is produced or other evidence given to substantiate
their value or even their existence. As I have said,
they are at the . last noment catalogued by the
respondent in the witness box. They are admitted,
upon any footing, to be the property of an undefined
joint Hindu family, of whom the respondent claims to
be one. And in any case, even if they existed, they
are, if not out of the reach of the Burma creditors,
at least not easy of access. I am, I think, entitled
to implement the plaintiffs' case with the evidence
furnished to me by the respondent himself. I was
by no means impressed by the respondent as a witness
of truth in the witness box. And upon the materials afforded me I can come to no other conclusion
IN THE
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than that the 444 acres of paddy lands and other
1934
assets comprised in the transfer of the 9th June 1933 I;:;;E
in substance represented for all practical purposes MA:~~R~F
the very margin of solvency of the debtors • I do VELUSWAMY
THEVAR.
not
overlook
the
duty
of
the
Court
to
be
vigilant
on
J
'
•
BRAUND,.
behalf of debtors in cases of this kind ; but I thmk '
I should be allowing the Court to be misled if I
came to any other conclusion.
The second question must now be determined,
that is whether the respond:' 't has satisfied the
Court that the transfer of the. 9th' June was made
in pursuance of a bona fide antecedent agreement
in that behalf, untainted by any suspicion of a
coll~ive bargain or' understanding that it should
be delayed until insolvency had interven ed. And,
as ,I have endeavoured to make clear, this is an
onus which it falls to the respondent to discharge
with clearness;
At one stage of this inquiry" I was inclined to
think ,that inasmuch as the copy of the document
of the 9th Jun~ 1933 produced by the petitioner
bore on the face of it traces of an alleged antecedent
agreement, it was not (if I may use the expression)
in itself a' "complete prima facie act of insolvency;"
and that for that reason the onus was thereby shifted
to the petitioner to displace the prima facie allegations
contained in the recitals to the deed. But this cannot
be so. For it is not the document which constitutes
the act of insolvency; but the intention with which
the transaction it records is effected. If this were so
it would render it possible to defeat the principle
underlying this branch of the insolvency law by a
merely manufactured recital. I think the onus remains
with the respondent.
The respondent has not produced the agreement
of the 17th October 1931, recited in the transfer of

~08
1934
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the yth June 1933. He has produced the original of
the latter instrument; but not its important compleMATTER OF
M.V.R.
ment, the agreement of the 17th October "1931. "He
VEI,.USW.l.MY
explains its absence by its having been lodged at
THEVAR,
Bogale in connection with certain revenue proceedings.
BRAUND, J,
But I am not satisfied that any real steps have been
taken to produce it. I am not prepared to ?ccept
evidence of its contents in these circumstances. The
advocate who drew the transfer of the 9th June 1Y33
has given evidence; he says he saw" an agreement
and took the recitals from" it. But that is, in my
judgment, no reliable substjtute for the evidence of
the document itself, which it was the clear duty of
the respondents to produce, if by any means it could
be made available.
I have already made some comments upon the
recitals contained in the transfer of the 9th June
1933. They do not relieve the respondents' assertions
of suspicion. The Thevar Brothers are not themselves cal1edas witnesses. They could" have thrown
important light upon this matter. No satisfactory
explanation is given of the delay in implement.ing the
agreement of the 17th June 1933, for J do not accept
that the transfer was hindered by the criminal proceedings. Moreover, even on the 17th October 1931, the
c0osideration for the transfer was then a past consideration. It was then at the best an agreement to
transfer this property for a past consideration and, as far
as I can see, no consideration was given at the time
to the debtors for that bargain. Though some Rs. 6,000
was subsequently borrowed for the purpose of the
personal defence of the first respondent that apparently
was no part of the agreement to transfer. At least,
it is not so recited. I accept the principles of Ex parte"
Kilner that very clear evidence is necessary that the
previous agreement which is set up is a bona tide"
IN THE
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agreement and,'that. the taking of the"security has
1934
not been wantonly delayed until insolvency is in
INTRE
. h
fi
t MATTER
Sig
t. nI
my'JU d gment, t h erst
respon d
ent d
oes no
M.V.R.OF
discharge the onus that is upon him. If I held that V¥~:':AAR~Y
the proof in this case
of a bona fide agreement was B RAUND,
J•
'
sufficient, I should, I think, be leaving a wide gap through
which dishonest debtprs may escape the administration
of their estates for the benefit of their creditors.
I have, therefore, for the reasons which I have
given come to the conclusion, upon the scanty
materials that have been afforded me, that the transfer of the 9th June 1933 did include substantially
the whole margin of the debtors' solvency and that
the first respondent has failed wholly in discharging
the onus of satisfying the Court that there was iJ;l
reality a bona fide agreement for the transfer in question
or (if there was) that it was not collusively delayed
ti1J.til the last moment.
There will, therefore, be the usual decree for the
adjudication of the three respondents insolvent and
1 shall make that order upon the petition No. 172
of ) 933, which is the first petition in order of time.
[His Lordship then passed orders as to costs.]
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CRIMINAL REFERENCE.
Before Sir Art/mr Page, Kt., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Mya Bu alld
.
Mr.·Justice Baguley.
1935
Jan. 7.

KING-EMPEROR

v.
NGA AUNG THEIN

..

AND ANOTHER.

*

Commou illfetttio1t--Crimillal act-ComlllOII iutelllioll a question. oj fael in each
case-Fatal stroke by olle of the party-Liability of the rest--Preslll1lp/hm of
law or fact-·/ttfere1lee froin evidence-Robbery 71iif.h murder-lise of firctWtIls-COmmol1 illtclt/iOIl to .11Iurder--1',>ual Code (Act XLV of 1860), s. 34.
Whether or 110t a criminal' act is done by several persons in furtherance of
the common intention of all within !3. 34 of the Indian Penal Code is a tjuestion
of fact to be determined on aconsideratioll of the facts in each case: and the
common intention may bp. inferred fro111 the circumstances. disrI0sed ill the
evidence, and need not be the subject of an express agreement between the
persons concerned.. In combinations of tbis kind a mortal stroke, though given
by ane of the party is deemed ill the eye of the jaw to have been gi venby every
individual present and abetting. The person actually giving tbe stroke is no
more than the hand or instrument by which the others strike.
Barendra Kllmar Ghosh v. EmpcI'or. I.L.R. 52 Cal. J97: Emperor v.
B. K. Ghosh, 38 C.L.I: 411 ; Emperor v. Irshad Ullah [({ItIU, I.L.R 55 All. 607; .'
Emperor .v. Rat/.ehhod. I.L.R. 49 Bom. lS4 ; Nga E v. Kiul!.-Emperor, I.L.R. 8
Ran. 603; Nga Po Kyollc v. Killg-Emperor, l.L.R. 11 Ran. 359-foUo-wed.
There is no prcsunzptio facti or jllris in such cases; the -question of fact
depends not upon a legal presumption, but upon the inference that the Conrt
draws from the evidence adduced at the trial.
Killg-Empcror v. Nga Nyan Gylli, Cr. Ap. No. 91 of 1920, H. C. R'\n. ; Salllaydo v. King-Emperor, Cr. Ap, No. 355 of 1933, H.C. I~an.-eo1tSidered.
The ascription of a common intention to add murder, if necessary to robber)',
is not easily avoided, where all, or some to the knowledge of the rest, of those
engaged in the enterprise are found to have carried fireanns and firearms
have been used with fatal effect.
Emperor v. Barel1dra Kumar Ghosh. 38 C.L.I. 4] I-referred to.

A. Eggar~(Government Advocat.e) for' the Crown.
Sections 34 to 38 -of the Indian Penal Code liescribe the. circumstances in which a joint act, or a
composite act, or an act in which several persons
are engaged or concerned, is to be deemed the act
of each of them.
.. Criminal Reference No. 120 of 1934 arising out of Criminal Appeals
Nos. 1271 and 1272 of 1934 of this Court.
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Where a "crime results from the acts of several
persons, each of them is guilty of the crime if it
was dorie in furtherance of their common intention.
(S. 34 read with the section describing the crime.)
Where persons are jointly charged with a crime
which they were all concerned but it.is found that
the intention of one. (or more) of them did not
amount to the common intention alleged, then he
(or they) may be convicted of the crime constituted
by the composite or joint aet coupled with his own
intention. S. 38.

in

If his intention was different from that of the
oth~rs, but from a different angle was equally
crJminal in connection with the joint ad, then he
may be convicted of the same offence. S. 35.
What was a person's intention isa question of
fact to be determined by the circumstances and the
reasonable inferences to be drawn therefrom. The
fact that a number oi.persons set out together to give
a person a beating each with the knowledge that one""
or other of them was armed with a deadly weapon,
may pe" sufficient to justify the inference that they
.had th~ common intention to do what such a
weapon would accomplish. If they are merely found "
beating the victim their intention may be inferred
from the parts they played and the weapons the}
used, but they need not necessarily be presumed to
have had the common intention of going to the extreme
limit.
Emperor v. Barendra KU1na1' Ghosh (1); Nga E
and oue v. K.ing-Emperor (2) ; E-m.pcror v. Irshad
Ullah Khan (3) ; Nga Po Kyone v. Kin!!,-Emperor (4) .
..(f)

(I) I.L.R. 52 CaJ.I97.
(2) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 603.

"

(3) I.L.R. 55 All. 607.
(4\ I.L.R. 11 Ran. 354.

19:ts
KINGEMPEROR
'11.

NGA AUNG

THEIN.
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PAGE, C.J.-In this case the question propounded
IS :

EMPEROR
'V.

NGA AUNG
THEIN.

""Then less than five people go out armed to cominit
robbery without any prearranged intention to commit murder,:
but in the course of the robbery one of the robbers does
commit murder, are all the robbers liable to be convicted
under section 302, read with section 34, of the Inelian Penal
Code, when there is no evidence to show tl1at they committed
any further act which \yonld render them directly liable a$abettors ?"

For the purpose of disposing of this reference it
is suffiCient to take the following facts as set out in
the order of reference:'" Four men (E Maung,
RIa -:lvIaung and the appellants Aung -Thein and
Chit Shein) went out and attacked a bazaar woman,
Ma Paw Gyi, .who was travelling with her wares in
a cart' driven by San Myint and accompanied by a
small girl, aged eleven, Galled Ma Nyein. Ma Paw Gyi
was called upon to stop, and she got downollt of
the cart. One of the robbers cut her, and San Myint
jumped down out of the cart and bolted pursued
by E Maung armed with a dall without success.
Re then returned and cut Ma Paw Gyi s€vcral
times with the dah, after which RIa M!Ullg thrust
his spear through her body. Aung Thein and
Chit Shein merely took passive parts in the
\7hole affair, and were armed with nothing. more
than sticks." Ma Paw Gyi died as the· result of the
injuries that she received. E Maung and RIa Maung
were convicted under sections 392-397 of the
Indian Penal Code, and sentenced to suffer 'transportation for life. Aung '. Thein and Chit Shein
were convicted under section 394 and sentenced to
transportation for life.
All four of the accused were convicted of murder,
E Maung and Hla Maung under section 302, and
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Aung Thein and Chit Shein under section 302/34;
. E Maung and Ria Maung being sentenced to death,
and the appellants Aung Thein and Chit Shein to
transportation for life.
Under section 34 of the Indian Penal Code it is
provided that
"when a criminal act is done by several persons, in furtherance of the common intention of all, each of such persons is
liable for that act in the same manner as if it were done by
him alone."

It is not necessary, and I decline, to burden my
judgment in this case with a discussion of the
meaning and effect of section 34, 'shieh has been
explained in a number of cases, and which, in my
opinion, is perfectly clear. [Emperor v. Bai'endra
K/llllar Ghoslt. (1); B{11'endra Kumar Ghosh v.
Emperor (2); N ga E and another v. King-Emp.eror
(3) j Nga Po Kyone v. Kil1g~Emperot (4) j Emperor v.
Ranch/lOci Sursang and others (5) ; Emperor v. Irshad
Ullah K/zan and others (6).J
Whether or not "a criminal act is done by
several persons in furtherance of the common int~n
tion of- ·alIt is a .,question of fact to be determined
on a consideration of the facts in each case, and
the common intention may be inferred from the
cirCumstances disclosed in the evidence, and need
not be the subject of an express agreement between
the persons concerned. The words (( without any prearrange<;l intention to commit murder" in the
question that has been referred are ambiguous, but
it is enough to say with respect to these words that
if the persons by· whom the criminal act was done
had t::xpressly agreed beforehand that they would
(1) 38 Cal. L.J. 411.
(2) (1924) I.L.R. 52 Cal. 197.

. (3) (l930) I:L.H. 8 Ran. 603.

16

(4) (1933) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 354.
(51 (1924) I.L.R. 49 Bom. 84.
(6) (1933) I.L.R. 55 All. 607.
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"theof:tence, that, no doubt

,\V~~@::~rE2i~~I~yr~r~~s;::lE~rI§1::~Ttf;"'~iJ:'-~'Ori1rrt,ltfed:
was done in furtherance of the common' inteiifioh' of
the 'corisprrators~'>'t~~t 'th~"q{{~'~tl~~ "is: ()11e "of":fact
thar'turnr'upoh the circumstances discloseCl in the
evidence in the particular case linder consideration.
The legal position of the persons concerned in thy
commission of an offence such as the one alleged in
the present case has never been put more clearly
than it was by Sir Michael Foster, as long ago
as 1809.
"In combinations of thi~ kind the morlal stroke, though
given by one of the party is consi.dered in the eye of the law,
and of sound reason too, as given by every individual'
present and abetting. The person actually giving the· strpke is
no more than the hand or instrument bv which the others
strike"
"
•

[Foster's Crown Law (Ed. 1809) p. 351]. In 'precise
language Richardson J. in Barendra J{Ul/wr Ghosh's
ease (1) explained the position .in the SalTIl~ sense:
II Prove the common intention of the persons present at the
commission of the offence and all would he equally guilty
of nothing less than that offence. If death wcj-n the result
of the act or series of acts of one out of several confederates,
the act would be done by them all within lhe meaning of
section 34. If death followed the different acts of different
,confederates at the same Hlne and place, then again section 34
would probably suffice. Every confederate would be regarded
as having, done every criminal act, and would therefore be '
liable as if he had done them all alone."

In Kin.g-E1nperor v. JYga NYa1/. qraj (2) rvlatlng
Ba and Otter JJ. held that
.. though it is not possible to say which of the robbers
caused this fatal injury, in our opinion everyone of them should
be held liable under section 34, Indian PenalCocle. When
(1) 38 Cal. L.]. 411.

(2) Cr. Ap. No. 91 of 192G, B.C. Hall.
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-three persons, \vent~ .q\!t~~~~~.2~.~~~j.t"m.~",;.g~

"."rL~~,IJJn~d",th~t:U1.~~,.,JWJ~:N...cthaj:.,,~Q¢..h~,~.J:~§}!!t,.,\\l.~~JH\~lY..,.. !R,~qS~R!::l
~~~~;~..\1}~!.~!~,~<.i~,t~,J?lQ}'Y. ,Wg~" .•~l~~L"jp",JlJ[Fh,eqll)C~--<.OJo ..,their

,common iiitention."

'-,;,;:.::-:q;'~~h:::""·~··::...:

,-',,' ~~, ~;;t:::,::':i"""

.'.".

With all due deference, in my opinion, no
presumptio facti or juris arises in such circumstances,
the question of fact depending not upon a legal
presumption, but upon the inference that the Court
·draws from the evidence adduced at the trial. In
King-:Emperor v. Nga Nyan Gyai (1) and in
.Sanlaydo v. King-Emperor (2) the Court found on
the facts" in the first case that the common intention
had been' proved, secus in the second case. In
Sanlaydo's case I am'li;t satisfied, as at present
advised, 'fhat I should have come to the same
conclusion as Cunliffe and Dunkley JJ. arrived at
in that case, but it is unnecessary to discuss that
matter, for each case turned on its own facts, and
:no question of law arose in either case.
In the present case the Appellate Bench will
determine the appeal in accordance with law and
the facts disclosed in the evidence, and it is not
for this Court in considering the question that has
be~n jeferre<1 to enter upon a discussion of the
merits of' the case, or to indicate in any way what
is the conclusion at which the Appellate Bench
ought to arrive.
The following observations of Richardson J. in
Barendra Kumar Ghosh's case P)-with which I
respectfully agree-, however, appear to me to be
.not inapposite in connection with such a question
.as that which arises in the present case :
" A 'common intention to carry out an unlawful design at
'all ,costs, even at the cost of overcoming resistance, or evading
.(t) Cr. Ap. No. 91 of 1926, H.C. Ran.

(2) Cr. Ap. No. 355 of 1933, H.C.
(3) 38 Cal. L.J. 411.

Ran.
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capture by taking life, is sufficient .
WithOlit mincing
matters the ascription of ~ common intention to add murder,.
if necessary, to rohbery, is' not easily avoided, where all, 01'
some to the knowledge of the rest. of those engaj,(ed in the
enterprise, are proved to have carried lireanns and lil'eal'JllH
have been used with fatal effect."

I would answer the question propounded iil the'
above sense.
Bu, J.-I concur.

MYA

BAGULEY, J.-As one of the Judges who made'
this' reference I would like to add a few words.
Our object in making the reference was to get
an authoritative ruling for the benefit of Sessions·
Judges trying cases likt the one under examination,
for, before some, the ruling in Sanlaydo's caSt was·
being quoted from the All-India Reporter, and it
was clear that some copies of the judgment in
Nga Nyan Gyai's case had got into circulation.
As both these judgments' contain what' appear to
be uncompromising dicta . 01}" the question .. qf presumpfi6ns 'that 6tlg11t, or ought not to be drawn,.
an authoritative ruling, binding on all Courts in
this Pro\,ince seemed eminently desir.tble.
The answer to the question as drafted, as r now
recognise, is that no dired and unqualified answer
C2U be given.
There is no . presumption that can
"be, and has got to be, made. ~£!l.. C(,a~J.1~~",.ggt.
to"",,~k..~iu,d.g.e~Q!1.,.; ..the. f~Gt§,__ pJ:()v.~d ... and the"

.i~ferences thaL.ib,~bE;;;t;:cl';;~;~":~·f;;;~~1h;~";:-fa;;ts.
J

:....•...•., ,

, ..

'.'

:.J;;,;;-'!J!~:.!:.'<¥.~-;>

"'•..-.

,

·ie~l~~~!~p.,g ..~h~e¥§:.~illaL.if,su:fficient facts have .. not

bee-n:

proved to warrant a deduction unfavourable'
£0...th·t?:_~.s~~~~~~rJll~~,~·-()eilefir-~of··-H1·e·'-abs'en~~7:'of ,"T~~Y'
such deduction must be given to the accused.
..

...............
~ --..

., ,'

"

'~')"'Th"e"'"1eadln!i'case'

l~~...:,_." _.~._.~~

_~

\..,

~"""""~_"""~""",":

•.. ~.,_

~.:s..",,,,~~-,,::;y,:'~"',;,:,~,,,-,-

"ori''''Uie .poinf'iS~\viTh'l)ura(j'ubt

the Privy Council ruling of Barendra Kuma?' Ghosh v.

.

__~
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Emperor (1). The crux· of~ that decision is the
-finding -that the passage in the: charge to the jury

1935
~

KING~
EMPEROR

v:
" if 'you come to the conclusion that these three or four NGAAuNG
persons caine into the post office with that intention of robbery - THEIN-,
and, if necessary, to kill, and death resulted from their act, if BAGULEY, J.
-that be so, you are bound to find a verdict of guilty"

was correct.
This being the case it seems that the condition
precedent suggested in the question, namely a
prearranged intention to commit murder, a prearrangeIDt:nt which from the nature of things in the vast
majority of cases it would be absolutely impossible
to prove, is not essential for the finding of guilty
of murder under section 302, Indian Penal Code,
-read with section 34, Indian Penal Code, against
all the robbers. For a finding of guilty under
these two sections read together it is suffident if
the Court is of opinion that from all the facts
proved, the way in which the robbery is carried
out, the weapons with which the robbers were armed,
and their knowledge of 'the way in which their
fellow robbers were armed, the characters of the
robbers themselves, and so on, a legitimate fnference
can be drawn that the robbers went out "to commit
robbery and, if necessary, to kill," and that death
resulted in consequence of what they, as a, band,
did;
>

As an example I may mention what happened
some years ago in the Mergui District. A band of
marauders came over from Siam, and committed a
large number of da<;oities, many of them accompanied
by murder. Sometimes the whole' band, or five or
more of them, took a hand in an individual raid,
,-----------:"
(1) (1924) I.L.R 52 ca.t,.127,..

17
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in which case all were liable to the death sentence
KniGunder the Indian Penal Code, s. 396; whereas in other
EM~ROR raids it was' not proved that more than four took
NGTA AUNG
a hand. In any of these lesser raids in which
HEIN.
.
,-.-.'
anyone happened to be murdered, according to the
BAGULEY, J.
. B'arendra .n..umar
T.T.
Gh osh' s
.
stan d ard l'd
al d own m
case all those present would have been liable to
the death sentence under sections 302 and 34. On
the other hand every experienced Sessions Judge
must have come across cases of robberies carried
out by very craven folk, men little better than
ordinary sneak thieves, who carry dahs because it
is the conventional thing to do and merely for the
purpose of overawing villagers whom they confidently
expect to offer no resistance, and \\,'horeally do
not envisage the possibility of resistance being
offered. If in such a case resistance is offered and
one of the band, possibly mainly through terror,
strikes out and kills someone, the remaining members
of . the band would then not be liable to be found
guilty under the two sections named.
This being the view that I take of the matter
now before us for consideration J am of opini0n
that the general dictum laid down in Nga Nyan Gyai's
case goes too far, though the actual decision in that
case was correct owing to the fact that in that
case three armed robbers were seen chasing one of
the victims of the cobbocy, despite the fact that
the victim when subsequently picked up dead was
found to have only one fatal injury on his person.
On the other hand I do not think that. the rule
laid down in Sanlaydo's case goes far enough. The
passage quoted- requires an addition at the end
somewhat on these lines
Knowledge is not
the same thing as intention. Neverlheless if a man
knows ,that (I certain course of action iIi which
1935

(I.

•

•
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he is taking part will under certain circumstances
most probably result in death being caused, and
still, with that knowledge, persists in his course of
action, and death is caused owing to the eventuality
which he has foreseen taking place, it may give
rise to a legitimate deduction that he intended
the causing of death if that eventuality did occur,
and he would then be liable as though he had
caused that death himself."
My answer to the question propounded would
therefore be as follows:
/It Under the circumstances mentioned in the
question, if from the evidence as a whole, and all
the surrounding circumstances of the case, the
Court is of opinion that a legitimate deduction may
be made that at the time the robbery occurred
the band of robbers, or any 'of them," had formed
the intention of committing robbery, and, if necessary,
·of killing in order to carry out the robbery successfully, each and all of the robbers who had formed
that common intention are liable to be convicted
under section 302 of the Indian Penal Code,' read
with' section' 34 of the' same Code." \~
I therefore agree with my Lord the Chief Justice.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before

],f r.

J nstice Dunk!cy.

1934

JULl MEAH v. ATAR DIN.";'

July 24.

Revie'w-Error apparent 01Z the face of Ihe record-Wrong exposition. of lawJudgment based on pl'ecedcnt modified by subsequent decision-Omissionof party to cite subsequent 1'llling- Civil Procedll1'c Cod,: (Act V of 1908),_
O. 47, r. 1.
A judgment is not open to review on account of some mistake or error, when
the alleged mistake or eHor is a wrong exposition of the law, e.g., whcmthejudgment is based on a precedent which has been modified by a subsequent
decision. A failure to consider a precedent bearing upon the case is not a mis-take or an error apparent on the face of the reyord, but is really discovery of new
and imporl"lnt matter by the party who ought to have brought this precedent
to the notice of the Court, and he cannot apply for review on this ground, unlesshe can show that his failure to bring it to the notice of the Court was excusable.
Chhajju Ra11l v. Neki, I.L.R. 3 Lah. 127 ; Ellenz v. Basheer, I.L.R. 1 Cal.
184 ; Kotaghiri v. Venkatarama Rao, I.L.R. 24 Mad. 1 ; Roy Meghraj v. Beejoy,_
I.JJ.R. 1 Cal. 197; Sri1llati Garabini v. Noraill Singh, I.L.R. 3 Pat. 134referred 10.
Brilldaban v. Pallday, 29 C.W.N. 148-dissellted fr0111.

Gupta for the applicant.
-Basu for the respondent.
J.-This is an applicaton for review of
my judgment passed in Special Civil Second Appeal
No. 171 of 1933, in whkh appeal the present applicant
was the respondent. At the hearing of this appeall
objection was raised by learned counsel on behalf of
the respondent that no second appeal lay, on theground that the suit was a suit for a pure money
claim and, therefore, was of a nature cognisable by
Courts of Small Causes, within the meaning of section 102 of the Code of Civil Procedure. In reply·
to this argument, Mr. Basu for the appellant, who is:
the respondent in the present application, argued that
DUNKLEY,

.. Civil Misc. Application No. S5 of 1934 arising out of Special Civil Second:
Appeal No. 171 of 1933 of this Court.
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-the suit was a suit to enforce an award, and that,
-therefore, in accordance with the decision in the
-case of Ma Hla Gyi v. Maung Seik Po (1), the facts
()f which were exactly the same as those of the case
before me, a second appeal lay. There was no reply
to this argument, and following this decision I held
-that a second appeal did lie j and proceeded to deal
with the appeal upon its merits, and setting aside the
judgment and decree of the Assistant District Court
·on first appeal, restored the judgment and decree of
the Township Court. I may at once say that I am
still convinced that the decision of the Township
Court was correct, that that of the Assistant District
Court was wrong, and that, therefore, on the merits
I was right in restoring the decision of the Township
-Court.
The ground on which this application for review
is based is that it was not brought to my notice that
the decision in Ma Ria Gyi v. 1I1aung Seik Po (1)
had been specifically ovelTUled by the decision of a
Bench of this Court in Maung Ni and one v. Maung
Aun,i!. Ba (2), which was binding on me, and that,
there£ore, my judgment in the second appeal was
wrong in law. rft is plain that if the deCision in the
case of Maullg Ni and one v. Maung Aung Ba(2) had
been brought to my notice, as that decision was binding upon me, I should have been constrained to hol~
-that no second appeal lay in the case before me, and
consequently, should have had to dismiss the appeal
instead of allowing it. . I, however, absolve' Mr. Basu,
who appeared for the appellant--respondent in the
appeal, cLOd still appears for him in the present application, of any suggestion of deceiving me by not
referring to this case, for I am quite sure that he
(1) (1923) I.L.R. 1 Rl}I1. 700.

(21 (1926) I.L R. 4 Ran. 227.
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was just as ignorant of its existence as I was, and as
learned counsel for the present applicant was. It
v.
ATAR DIN.
was the duty of learned counsel for the present
applicant
to have brought this authority to my
'DUNKLEY, J.
notice in reply to Mr. Basu's argument in the
appeal, and had he done' so, that would have
concluded the case in his favour, but he was plainly
unaware of it.
There are three cases in which alone review is.
permitted, namely, of new material OVtrlooked by
excusable misfortnne, mistake or error apparent on
the face of the aecord, ,or "any other sufficient
reason."
It is now contended on behalf of the
present applicant that my failure to consider the
Bench decision of this Court is an· error apparent
op. the face of the record or is "other sufficient
reason." It has been laid down by their Lordships
of the Privy Council iIi Chha.Hu Ram v. Nelli and
others (1) that "other sufficient reason" means a
reason sufficient on grounds analogous to the two
grounds previously specified, and the argument for
the applicant is that this failure to Coilsider a ruling
of this Court is either an error apparent on th~ face
of the record or is a reason analogous ~o such error.
In support of his argument learned counsel for
the applicant has cited the cases of Murari Rao
and others v. Balavanth Dikshit and another (2)
and Brindabal1 Chandra Ghosh v. Damodor' Prasad
Panday (3). In the former case a Bench of the
Madras High Court held that, where a judge dismissed a suit on a wrong interpretation of the
Hindu Law, that was au. error apparent on the fate
of the record and a good ground for revie'w, but
JULI MEAH

(If (1922) I.L.R. 3 Lah. 127.
(2) (1923j I.L.R. 46 Mad. 955.
(3) (1924) 29 C.W.No 1~8.
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in the course of their judgment (at page 957) their
Lordships said that this error was "sopatent that
we think that it can be said to be ( apparent on
the face of the record' " : see further on this point,
BaJa Prasad v. Balkrishan and another (1). In
the latter case, the original decision of the Bench
of the Calcutta High Court proceeded upon an
interpretation of a ruling of their Lordships of the
Privy' Council, which interpretation was contrary to
the interpretation of the . same ruling adopted by
their Lordships of the Privy Council themselves
in another case, judgment in which was delivered
after the Bench of. the Calcutta High Court had
delivered their judgment, and on this ground a
review was all a \A"Tcd. The facts of the case were
extremely peculiar, but in any case it appears to
me, with all due respect, that the judgment of
their Lordships of the Privy Council in Kotaghiri
Venkata Subbamma Rao v. Vellal1ki fienkatarama
Rao (2), where their Lordships held that review
of a decree which was right when it was made
is not authorized on the ground of the happening
of solne ~ subsequent event, shows that the decision
in Brindaba;l Chandra Ghosh's case (3) was wrong.
The meaning of "an error apparent on the face
of the record "is, to my mind, an error which
can· be seen by a mere perusal of the record,
without reference to any other matter, and it
certainly cannot be held that, on a perusal of the
record of a case, the fact that the Judge had failed
to refer to an authority binding· upon him would
be apparent. In Chhajju Ra:/1l v. Neki and others
(4) their Lordships of the Privy Council laid dmvn
that the fact that a judgment proceeded upon an
(I) (1932) 1.L.R. S5 All. 196, 198:

(3) (1924) 29 C.\V.N. 148.

(2) (1899) I.L.R 24 Mad. 1; 10.

(4) (1922) I.L.R. 3 Lah. 127.
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incorrect exposition of the . law is no ground for
review under Order 47, rule 1, of the Code of
IPLI J.'dRAH
V.
Civil Procedure. This must obviously be so, for
ATAR DIN.
otherwise every judgment of a Court could be called
D:ONKLEY, J.
in question . on the ground that the Court had
wrongly laid down the law in its judgment, and
there would be no finality to .litigation.
In Ellem and another v. Basheer and another
(1) Garth C.J. said:
1934
~

"The parties ought to come prepared with all their materials,
both of law and facts, at the first hearing, and if they do not
come properly prepared, they ougi1t not to be allowed, upon
discovering that they had omitted to bring forward some decided
case, to try the case over again' upon the strength of their
own omission. "
>

The decision in Roy Meghraj v. Beejoy Gobind
Burral and others (2) is to the same effect. Both
these decisions were cited with approval in Chhajju
Ram's case (3). In Srimati Garabini Kamarin v.
Suraja Varain Singh (4) it was held that a judgment
cannot be reviewed on account of some mistake
or an error apparent on the face of the record,
when the alleged mistake or error i3 a wrun!rexposition of the law, as, for instance, when the judgment is based on a precedent which has been
modified by a subsequent decision. This decision
is exactly applicable to the. facts of the present
case, and, with all due respect, in my opinion
correctly lays down the law relating to review of
judgment in regard thereto.. A failure to consider
a precedent bearing upon the case is not a mistake
or an error apparent on the face of the record, . but
is really discovery of new and important matter
(1) (1875) I.L.R. 1 Cal. i84, 186.
(2)(18751 I.L.R. 1 Cal. 197.

(3) (1922) I.L.R. 3 Lah. 127..
(4) (1923) I.L.R. 3 Pat. 134.
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by the party who ought to· have brought this
precedent to the notice of the Court, and, therefore, he cannot apply for review of the judgment
and decree on this ground unless he can show that
his failure to bring it to notice was excusable.
In the present· case it is not suggested that the
applicant, as respondent in the second appeal, had
:any excuse whatever for not bringing to my notice
the case of Maung Ni and one v. Mallng Aung Ba
'(1). 'Consequently this application for ceview fails
and is rejected with costs, advocate's fee five gold
mohufs.

1934
JULI

MEAH
v.

ATAR DIN.
DUNKLEY,

CRIMINAL REVISION.
lit-fore Sir Arl!tllr "age, Kt., Chilj Jm/icc, aud .liT. Juslice Mva Btl.

KING-EMPEROR v. MA UNG PO SA\V.*

1934

.Summary trial-Record of evidellce-Noles alld memoranda of evidolce not
a part of tlte record of tlte case-ReglJlar trial in SlInl1/lOlIS lind VVarrant
case5-CrimillaZ PrOf:CdllYC Code (Act V of 1898), ss. 263,264,355, 356,
Ch. XXII.
In a summary .trial under Chapter XXII of the Criminal Procedure
'Code, whether an appeal lies under s. 264 of the Code or no appeal lies
under., s. 21'>3, in either case there is no obligation upon the magistrate
·or Bench 'bf m~gist;"ates to record the evidence of the witnesses at the
:trial. Sections 355 and 356 of the Code apply to the evidence taken at
:the trial of a summons.case and a warrant-case respectively, but have no
:application to a summary trial. If in a summary trial a magistrate or
Bench of magistrates elect to take notes or make a memorand·um· "f
the evidence such notes or memoranda form no part of the record of the
·case. and arc not to be included 'either in the main tile or in the process
.file of the record of the casco
Emperor v. Cltil1lalllal. 29 BOlli. L.R 710; Emperor v. Ismail, LL.R.
49 All. 562; Emperor v. Tiwari, I.L.R 49 All. 261; Madltab Cllaudra
.Salta V. ElIlptJror, LL.R. 53 Cal. 738; Kt'chi v. Killg-Emperor, 3 L.B.R. 3;
111 1"e TippalUw. 36 Boon. L.R. 212-tefened to.
Salish Clta/ldra ],Jilra v. MllIlnwtlla Natll Mitra, I.L.R 48 C-al. 280.dissmlcd from.

Dec. 19.

(1) (1926) I.L.R.4 Ran. 227.
* Criminal Revision No. 949A of 1934 arising out of Criminal Summary
Trial No. 21 of 1934 of the Second Class Honorary Magistrates of
Yamethin.
.
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Tun Byu (Assistant Government Advocate) for
the Crown. Under s. 263 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure the magistrate or Bench of magistrates
need not record the evidence or frame a charge
where no appeal lies i and s. 264 (1) merely enjoins
such magistrate or Bench to record a judgment
embodying the substance of the evidence in appealable
cases. Under sub-section (2) the judgment is the
only record. If the above sections are read with
s. 354 it is clear that the depositions of witnesses
do not form part of the record in summary trials r
and that s. 355 does not ar>ply to such trials, but is,'
intended to apply only where cases which could have
been tried summarily are in fact tried in the ordinary
manner. Kuchi v. Kinp,-Emperor (1). The decision
in Salish Chandra Mitra v. Manrnatha Nafh Mitra
(2) which took a contrary view was not followed in
Emperor v. Mantu Tiwari (3) i Emperor v. Ismail
{4) i Emperor v, Chi1J1lt111al M arleklal (5) i Madhab
Chandra Saha v. Empcl'01' (6) i In re Tippanna
Koutya Ma1'1nazJaddar (7) and The Crown v. Salig
Ram (8).

11)
(2)
(3)
(4)

3 L.B.R. 3.
LL.R. 48 Cal. 280.
I.L.R. 49 All. 261.
I.L.R. 49 All. 5<:

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

29 Bom. L.R. 710.
I.L.R. 53 Cal. 738.
36 Bom. L.R 212,
I.L.R. 7 Lab. 303,
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case this Court sees no reason for differing {[-om the
conclusion at which the magistrate~ arrived, and I am
of opinion that there is no ground which would justify
the Court in revising the order. of the magistrates
by which the accused was acquitted.
It appears, however, that the magistrates made a
memorandum of the evidence adduced at the trial,
and that in passing his order in revision the learned
. Sessions Judge directed that the memorandum of the
evidence of the witnesses should be filed in the main
file of the case, and not in the process file. In these
circumstances the question arises whether in a
summary trial under Chapter XXII of the Criminal.
Procedure Code (Act V of 1898 as amended) any
memorandum of the evidence that may have been
made by the magistrate, or Bench of magistrates as
the case may be, ought to be included either in
the main file or in the process file as forming part
of the record of the case. There is a conflict of
opinion between the Higli Courts in India upon
this question, and for the purpose of solving the
problem it is necessary, I think, that the Court
should pear steadily in mind the distinction between
the regular trial of a summons-case and a summary
trial. If that is done, in my opinion] the solution of
the problem presents no difficulty.
Under section 4 (1) (7/) of the (Jiminal Procedure
Code
I summons-case'
llleans a case relating to an offence and
not being a warrant-case" ; and
"(1iJ) I warrant-case' means a case relating to an offence
punishable with death, transportation or imprisonment for a
term exceeding six months."
"

Now, a summons-case or a warrant-case may
either be tried in a regular trial under Chapter XX
or Chapter XXI resp~ctively, or in cases which
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SAW.
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fall "within Chapter XXII in a summary trial under
that Chapter. If a summon$-case is" tried under
Chapter XX of the Code section" 355 applies, and
the memorandum of the substance of the evidence
taken under section 244 of the Code forms part of
the record of the case. In like manner the provisions
of section 356 of the Code apply to the evidence
taken at the trial of a warrant-case that is regularly
tried under Chapter XXI. But the procedure in"
respect of the taking and recording of evidence in
a summary trial of a summons-case or of a warrantcase under Chapter XXII differs from the procedure
laid down for taking and recording evidence in a
regular trial of a summons-case under Chapter XX:
or of a warrant-case under Chapter XXI. I "ani
clearly of opinion,-indeed it appears to me to be
obvious,-that sections 355 and" 356 of the Code
have no application to a summary trial under Chapter
XXII of the Code.
Now, the method laid down for taking evidence
in a summary trial is prescribed in sections 263,
264 and 265 of the Code, and in my opinion in
a summary tdal, whether an appeal lie<; under
section 264 of the Code or 110 appeal lies under
section 263, in either case there is no obligation
upon the magistrate or Bench of· magistrates to
record the evide.nce of the witnesses at the trial;
the" intention of the Legislature being that in a
summary trial neither time nor labour should be
expended upon a formal memorandum recording the
testimony of the witnesses LKuchi v. King-Emperor
(1 )J. Under section 263 (h) of the Code it suffices that
particulars should be entered on the record of "the
finding, and, in case of a conviction, a brief statement
(II 3 L.B.R 3.
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of the reasons therefor "; and in a' case under
section 264 it is incumbent upon the magistrate or
a Bench of magistrates to I, record a judgment
embodying the substance of the evidence and also
the particulars mentioned in section 263 ", and it
is therein further provided that "such judgment shall
be . the only record in ,:;ases coming within this
section."
I am of opinion, and it must be assumed, that
if a magistrate or Bench of magistrates in a summary
trial elect to take notes or make a memorandum of
the testimony of the witnesses they do so, not
because it is incumbent upon them to make such
notes or memorandum, but because they find it
convenient to do so in their own interest. Such
notes or memoranda, however, are and remain private
documents belonging to the magistrates who compiled
them, and form no part of the record of the case.
For these reasons I am of opinion that such notes
or memoranda are not to be included either in the
main file or in the process file of the record of the
case" The view which I am disposed to take upon
this question 'ls in consonance with that which has
been expressed by the Bombay High Cour't in In re
Tippa1'1,na Koutya ,Mannavaddar (1) and by the
Allahabad High Court in Emperor v. Mantu Tiwari
and others (2) and E1nperor v. Ismail and oll:lers (3).
The same view had previously been expressed, so
'f"n: as a summary trial under section 264 of the
C~de was concerned, by the Bombay High Court in
Emperor v. Clzinwnlal Maneklal (4), although I am
not satisfied, as at present advised, that Patkar and
Fawcett J.J. in that case expressed the law correctly
(ll :16 BOlli. L.R 212,
(1926) 1 L.R. 49 All. 261.

(2)
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(4) 29 Bom. L.R. 710:
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in the observations which fell from them in connection
with section 260 of the Code. A Divisional Bench
of the Calcutta High Court, however, in Satish
Chandra Mitrav. Manmatha Nath Mitra (1) took
a different view. In that case Mookerjee a.c.}.
and Fletcher }. held that section 355 of the Code
applied to a summary trial under section 263, and
further that if a magistrate in fad records the evidence
in a trial under sedion 263 the memorandum of
the evidence so recorded becomes. part of the record
of the case. With all due respect, in my opinion,
in so holding Mookerjee O.C.}. and Fletcher J. on
both points failed to enunciate the law correctly.
. For the reasons that I have stated, and
I apprehend
the material sections of the Criminal Procedure
Code, any note or memorandum of the evidence
that is made by a magistrate in a summary trial either
under section 263 or section 264 forms no part of
the record of the case, and ought not to be included
therein. As regards the opinion expressed by the
learned }udges in that case that "section 263 must
be read with section 355 ", it is enough to say that
if regard is had to section 354 of the Code· and
to the distinction between the regular trial of a
summons-case and the summary trial of a case it
appears to me, with all due deference, to be manifest
that section 355 has no application to the summary
trial of a case under Chapter XXII of the Code.
In my opinion Satish Chandra Mitra v. Manmatha
Naih ¥itra tl) was wTOngly decided, and ought
not to be followed; [see also Madhab Chandra
Saha v. Emperor (2)].

as

MYA

Bu, }.-I agree.

(1) (1920) I.L.R. 48 Cal. 280.

(2) (1926) I.L.R. S3 Cal. 738.
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INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice,lIIr.Justice Mya Bu, and
31r. J Ilslice Baguley.

IN RE THE CO:MMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX,
BURMA

v.
V.S.A.R.

FIRM.'i~

.

1Ileome-ta:r-Mcthod of acco!llltiJlg-Freslz P1"01I/issorj' I/(Ite ior old dcbt. Illclusi01i of illtcrest due ill the fr£'sh promissor:y 1I0te-interest shown iu books
as paid-Illterest assessed ill the past as income-Liability for illcome-tttx.

The assessees, who were'a chetliar firm, had adopted for some years past
the following method of accounting in transactions with non-chettiar customers.
So long as the original promissory note or document was in force only cash
receipts frolll the debtor were shown in the aCCQunts ; but when the promissory
notc or docullwnt was cancelled and a fresh one execut~d for the principal
amount and the interest accrued on it the principal and interest were shown in
the accounts as paid by the debtor. The creditor accepted the obligation of bis
debtor under the fresh promissory note in substitution for the old debt and the
interest due tbereon, and in past years the interest accruing in this manner was
always cbarged with income-tax. The assessees now claimed that stich
capitalized interest VlTllS not liable to income-tax.
Held, tbat, having regard to the method of accounting adopted by the
assessees, there' was material to justify the conclusion that the assessees
regarded the delivery of the fresh promissory note as .amounting to a liquidation of the assessee's claim for interest. Such interest was shown in their
books as interest received from the debtor, and was liable to income-tax.
III re T/;'e .C01~mis;;oller of Iucome-ta.v, Burma v. PL.S.!J1. Firm, I.L.R.
12 Ran. 488; Gresham Life Assftrallce Society v. Bishop, (1902) A.C. 287;
ltJia1t Feroz Shah v. Com1liissi01I'" of 11lc01l1e-fax, PUlljab, I.L.R. 14 Lah"682referred to.
COtlllllis~iollcr
of It/come-fax, Bihar alld .Orissa v. Maharajadltiraj 01
Darbltallga, I.L.R. 12 Pat. 318; Raja Rag/mllalldall Prasad Sillgh v. Commls.sioller of J-ncol/lc-fa.t, Bihar and Orissa, I.L.R. 12 Pat. 30S-distillgllished.

A Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
The question at issue is, where interest is added to
principal and a fresh promissory note is executed
for the total amount, whether such interest is assessable to income-tax. The income-tax authorities have
been in the habit of assessing such interest to tax
.. Civil Reference No.8 of 1934.
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1935

because it now ranks· as prinCipal, and brings in
further interest, and also because assessees like those
COMMIS•
. • •
SIONER OF
In the present reference enter such mterest as havmg
INCOME-TAX b ·
. d'111 th'
BURMA '
een receIve
elr. b 00 I{S 0 f account.
V.lA:R
The label attached to a particula~ system of
FIRM.
accounting is not of much importance. The basis
of accounting in the present case should more
appropriately have been termed " cash basis", and
not " mercantile", because a debt may be repaid in
kind as well as in cash; and when the new pro..,
missory note is executed ,the interest due has been
repaid. in kind.
What the assessees apparently desire is to
postpone the levy of tax until later and possibly
better years; but· they cannot claim the benefit of the
decision in Raja RaghunandanPrasad v. Commissioner
of Income-tax, Bihar and Orissa (1); llnless t;heir
accounts are in suitable form. At present their. method
of accounting is suitable only to the view which has been
taken by the Income-tax Officer, and it cannot be
said that there was no material for his decision. Mian
Feroz Shah v. Comluissioner of Income-ta.'\~, Punjab
(2); The Commissioner of Inc01ne-tax, Madras v.
·A.T.K.P.P.L.S.P. Subramaniarn (3) referred to. The
decision in The C01'nmissioner of Inc;ome-tax, Burma
N. P.L.S.M. Firm (4)does~ not really touch the
subject-matter in issue.
In re.THE

K. C. Bose for the assessees. The system of
accounting adopted in the present case is what may
be termed the "receipt basis." In such a system of
accounting there is no other method by which
interest capitalized as in the present case can be
entered. If this position is accepted there is no
(-1) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 305.
12) I.L.R. 14 Lab. 483.

(3) I,L.R. 50 Mad. 765.

(4) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 483.
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difference between this case and the case of Raja
Ra/!!nmandan Prasad v. Commissioner of Income-lax,
Bihar and Orissa. Prior to that decision the assessees were under the impression that these amounts
were taxable; but that decision points out that they
are not assessable.
The Court should look at the substance of the
matter, and not merely to the form of the balance
sheet drawn up, in deciding whether a particular
item is taxable. The C01'nmissioners Of Inland
Revenue Y. The Sterling Trust (1); The Gloucester
Railway Carriage & Wagon Co., Ltd. v. The Com:..
missioners oj Inland Re?Jenue (2).
PAm:, C.J.-This case raises an interesting question; but when the facts are understood, in my
opinion, it presents no difficulty.
The question propounded is:
'I \Vhether tlfere was.material on which the Income-ta~ OffiGer
could conclude that the assessees' method of accounting was the
mercantile 01' accrued method in respect of the sum of .Rs.23,373,
interest from non-chettyar debtors shown in the assessees' accouJ:its
as received, and taxed in the as,sessment." .

NO\y, in ~ Mian. Feroz Shah v. Commissioner of
hl-colne-tax, Punjab (3) Lord Blanesburgh, delivering
the judgment of the J~cial Committee, observed :
" Too much emphasis has, they think, throughoutthe case been
attached to the use by the Income-tax Officer and the Assistant
Commissioner of the term I mercantile system.' The finding of
hoth, in its essential substance, was that the appellant's system of
accounting, by whatever name called, required the inclusion in
hi$ accounts of 1926-27 of the Rs.90,618 referred to, and the
only qnestion open to judicial determination is whether there was
any evidence before these officers upon which they might so find."
(I) 12 Tax Cas. 868, 882.
•
(2) 12 Tax Gas, 720.740.
(3) (1933) I.L.R.14 Lah. 682 at p. 692.
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These observations apply with equal force to the'
present case, and the real question that falls for\
determination is,
U whether there were materials before the
Income-tax Officer
upon which he could find that the sum of Rs 23,373 was
interest upon loans that had accrued to the assessees in the
accounting year, and as such was assessable to income-tax for the
year 1933-34."

The material facts are set out in the revised
case stated by the Commissioner of Income-tax as
follows:
The asse~sees' actual method of accounting for transactions
with non-Chettyars is as follows :-80 long as the original pronote or document is· in force, only cash receipts from the debtor
are shown in the accounts; but when this pro.,note or document
is cancelled and a fresh one executed for the amount of ,the
principal of the loan and the interest accrued on it, the principal
and the interest are shown in the accounts as paid by the debtor..
And it is only logical that the interest should be shown as paid by
him since it now ranks as principal earning interest, whereas the
original pro-note only bore simple not compound interest. In
respect. therefore, of loans tonon-Chettyars, for which fresh
pro-notes or documents are taken, the assesseeS abandon the cash
method and follow the mercantile method of accounting.
For many years all Chettyars have been assessed witJ10ut
qaestion on these sums of interest included in fresh pro-notes or
documents, and shown in their accounts as received. This
practice was according to the provisions of section 13 as understood by this Department. Accordingly when the Income-tax
Officer caIne to make the assessees' assessment for 1933-34, and
fourid that they had omitted to include in their reh.u·n Rs.. 23,373,
which represented interest for which fresh pro-notes had bee~
taken from non-Chettyar debtors and which was shown in their
accounts as received, he included the amollnt in the assessment.
His order was upheld on appeal."
If

The Income-tax Officer in his assessment· order stated :
" In the present case, how~ver, the assessee, according to the
custom of the Chettyar commllnity to which he belongs, has
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:always been treating interest included in the fresh pro-llote or
mortgage bond taken in a settlement of account to cover out.standing principal and interest as realized, and there has been no
oobj~ction thereto for the last so many years. Further, the amount
is shown in the assessee's books as interest realized both in the
interest account and in the accounts of the debtors. This method of
.accounting has been regularly employed by the assessee as well as
ether members of his community, and under section 13 I am
,bound to compute income, profits and gains in accordance with
the method of accounting regular!'y employed by the assessee,
;and to allow the assessee to exclude the sum of Rs. 23,373-9-0
would be allowing him to change the methodo of accounting
hitherto adopted and thereby not properly deduce the income,
'profits and gains therefrom. It is also to be noted that the
·debtors in giving fresh pro-notes for the principal and interest
already due have capitalized the amount due to the assessee,
:and thereby undertaken to pay interest on the capitalized amounts,
.a~d that a fresh contract has been entered in place of the old."

The case for the Crown is that the assessees, in
order to postpone payment of income-tax until a
Ieduction is made in the rate at which the tax is
levied, are wrongfully claiming that this sum of
Rs. 23,373· is not income that accrued during the
accounting year, but represents unpaid interest due to
tbem .for the repayment of which they have received
fresh promissory notes from their debtors as security.
N ow, it is well settled that a debt may be repaid
,in kind as well as in bullion. Gresham Life Assuran.ce
Society v. Bishop (1); Raja Raghwwndan Prasad
Sil~gh v. Commissioner of 111C011!e-ta,1.~, Bihar
and
Orissa (2); and Commissioner of Income-ta.\~, Bihm'
-and Orissa v. Maharajadhiraj of Dm-bha1'lga (3) ..
In Gresh~m Life Assurance Society v. Bishop (1)
Lord Lindley observed :
My Lords, I agree with the COllrt of Appeal that a slim of
-money may be received in more ways than OUll', e.go, by the
U

(1) (1902) A.C. 287.

(2) (1933) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 305.
(3) (1933) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 318:
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transfer 'of a coin or a n~gotiable' instrument or other document
which represents and produces coin, and is treated as such by
business men. Even a settlement in accouut may be equivalent
to a receipt of a sum of money, although no money may'pass;~
and I am not myself prepared to say that what amongst business
men is equivalent to a receipt of a sum of money is not a receipt"
within the meaning of the statute ""hich your Lordships have to
interpret. But to constitute areceipt oranything there must be'
a person to receive and a person from whom he receives; arj.d
something received by the former from the latter, and intbis
case that something must be a sum of money. A mere entry in·
an account which does not represent such a transacticn
cloesriot.
.
prove any receipt, whatever else it may be worth."

And in In re The Commissioner of Income-fa:r"
BU1'1na v. P.L.S.M. Finn (1) I had occasion to refer
to the following observations of Lord Macmillan
when delivering the judgment of the Board". in
Commissioner of Income-tax, Bihar and 01issa v.
Maharajadhiraj of Darbhanga (2):
"What the' officer is directed to compute is not the'
assessee's receipts but the assessee's income, and £n dubio what
the assessee himself chooses to treat as income may well be taken.
to be income and to arise when he so chooses to treat it."

and I added
"although book entries purporting to relate to the receipt of
income are not necessarily conclusive as to the quantum. of the
income to which they purport ,to refer, for the reaUncome,
profits, and gains that have accrued during each accounting year
are in every case to be determined by the Income-tax Officer as a.
matter of fact."

In the present case the assessees have elected to·
treat the. interest due under the original loans as
having been received and paid on the execution
and delivery of the fresh promissory notes by .the.
debtors, and the interest is entered as' having .. been
received both in the interest accoul1tand .In tlie
\1; \1934) I.L.R. 12 RaIl. 488.

(2) (1933) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 318,
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p.ersonal accounts of the resp.ective debtors; the
-creditors accepting the obligations of the debtors
under the fresh promissory notes in substitution for
-the old debts and the interest due thereon, <l1ld in
-past years being content that the interest accruing
in this manner should be assessed to income-tax.
In these circumstances I am unable to hold that
there 'were no materials before the Income-tax
-Officer which would justify hiin in concluding that
these sums, amounting in all to Rs. 23,373, represented interest liable to assessment in the year 1933-34.
The assessees rely upon two judgments recently
delivered by the Judicial Committee in Raja Ra.~hu
;1U11ldau Prasad Singh v. C01n1l1issio.l1er of Income-tax,
Bihar and Odssa (1) and C0111missioncl' oJ Income-fax,
Bi'lwr and 01'issa v. Maharajadhiraj of Darbha/lga
;(2); but, in my opinion, both these cases are clearly
,distinguishable, and afford no assistance to the
-assessees. In Raja Raghunandan Prasad Singh v.
Commissioner of Income-tax, Bihar and Orissa (l)
the assessees kept their accounts on a cash basis,
and did not regard the interest U11der the old
mortgage as havit1g been liquidated by the execution
and delivery to them of the new mortgage, and
further, in their books of account the assessees in
that case did not treat the interest under the old
la,an as having been received or paid. In COllunissioner
.of Inco'me-fax, Bihar and Orissa v. Maltarajadhiraj
,oj Da.1'blzanga (2) II there was an arrangement
affecting the whole indebtedness whereby certain
assets were accepted in part satisfaction and promissory notes were taken for the balance;" there was
no continuous or open account, and in that case the
;general rule therefore prevailed that the giving of
(1) (1933) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 305.

(2) (1933) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 318.
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the promissory notes did not· amo~nt to' payment r
the promissory" notes being merely conditional
COloUrusSIoNER OF
payment of the debts. In the present case, however,IN~O~~~Ax, in my opinion, there is material to justify.' the
v.s~A.R. conclusion that the assessees regarded the" delivery
FIRM.
of the fresh promissory notes as amounting. to a.
PAGE,C.J.
liquidation of the ;1ssessees' claim for interest, and·
the sum of Rs. 23,373 was· treated by the assessees
both in the interest account book and. the books
relating to the accounts of the re~peetive debtors as.
being interest that had been received by the assessees
fr.om their debtors. The ,remedy for the difficulty
in which the assessees find themselves ihthe present
case lies with the assessees themselves; for 1 see no·'
reason why in the future they should not so adjust
their accounts as to make it cle2.r that the acceptance~
of a fresh promissory note is not taken as effecting:
payment of the interest due under the old loan.
In the circumstances obtaining in the present
case, however, I would answer the question as'·
amended in the affirmative. The assessees will pay
the costs of the Commissioner, advocate's fee ten
gold mohurs.
1935
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Bu, }.-I concur.

BAGULEY,

J.-I agree also.
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A.S. CHETTIAR FIRM

1935

v.

Jan.. IS.

V.T. VEERAPPA CHETTIAR.*
]udgl11wl-Letters Pate1~t, Clause I3-Leave fo defcnd upon terms-Civil
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), O. 37, r. 3-Appcal against order-Order
as a groulld of appeal from dccrec-Civ~l Procedure Codc (Act V of 1908),
s.105.
An order granting leave to the defendant rnder the provisions of Order 37,
r. 3, of the Civil Procedure Code to defend the suit upon certain terms as to

payment into Conrt and the furnishing of security and on the condition that on
his failure to comply with the terms,leave to defend would be withdrawn and,
the plaintiff entitled to his decree, is hot a" judgment" within clause 13 of the
Letters Patent. The order merely regulated the procedure in the suit, and,
did not determine any rig,ht or liability as between the parties in the suit, and
110 appeal lies from such an order.
SlIklzlal v. Eastem Balik, Ltd., I.L.H. 42 Cal. 735-followed.
Ramanlal v. Chimanlal, I.L.R. 56 Bom. 268-dissclIfcdjr01l1.
It is open however to the appellant to canvass the validity or'the order
ullder s. 105 of the Civil Procedure <:;ode when he appeals against the decree.
ll1adatzlal v. Kedamafh, 32 Born. L.R. 66O-referrcd to.

Basu for the respondent. An order was passed
in this case granting leave to the defendant to
defen~ the suit under tbe provisions of Order 37 of
the Code of Civil Procedure on certain conditions~
The conditions were not fulfilled, and on default a
decree was passed as praye d. Such an order is not
a II judgment" within the meaning of d. 13 of the.
Letters Patent and is not appealable.

[PAGE, C.J. Such an order merely regulates the
procedure of the Court.]

Th,it is so. Sukhlal Chundei'111Ull v. Eastern Bank
(1) is directly in point. Radh Kissen Goel1ka Vo'
.. Civil First Appeal No. 121 of 1934 from the order and judgment of this'
Courton the Original Side in Civil Regulai-No~ 2950{i934,'
(1) I.L.R. 42 Cal. 735.
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Thakursi Das Khemka (1), which was an appeal frQm
an order requiring the defendant to furnish security
in a similar case, did not deal specifically with the
right of appeal. In Ramanlal Sharitilal'v. Chimanlal
Damodardas (2), the Court took a contrary view ;
and in Madanlal Lachmandas v. Kedarnatlt (3) the
appeal was from the final order passed in the c<.lse.
Munshi for the appellant. The appeal is, in fact,
from both the preliminary and the final order passed
in the case. There can be no dispute that the
decree passed in favour of the plaintiff is a
judgment" under d.' 13. One of" the main
defences to the suit was thal the Court had no
jurisdiction as the promissory note was executed
outside its jurisdiction, and' if ,this fact had been
allowed to be proved Order 37 would not have
applied, because that Order does not extend to the
mofussil. The result of the order was to refuse
leave to the defendant to' defend the suit.
j(

C.J.-'This appeal is dismissed.
The suit was brought to recover the amount due
under a promissory note executed by the flrstdefen~
dant firm, of which it was alleged that the second and
third defendants were partners.
The suit was launched pursuant to Order' 37 of
the Civil Procedure Code; The defendants filed
affidavits in support of an application for leave, to
appear and defend the suit, in which they alleged
(1) that the promissory note in suit had been executed, at Dedaye and not at Rangoon, and (2) thatthey
ha;cl in' fact paid Rs~ 1,()OO towards the amount due
under the promissory note. The plaintiffs filed a
~oulifer-:'amdavit in whicly it was asserted, that, the
PAGE,

l1JI.L.R. 53 C~l. 412:

(2j rx.~;. 5'6 Born. 268.'
(3) 3t Born. L.R~ 661.
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promissory note was executed, as it purported to be
executed on the face of it, at Rangoon and not at
Dedaye as alleged by the defendants. As regards the
.alleged payment of Rs. 1,000, it was stated in the
{;ounter-affidavit .that neither this sum nor any part
thereof had been paid by the defendants as alleged.
Now, the promissory note purported to have been
executed in Rangoon, and in the circumstances
Leach J. passed the follo\\"ing order on the 3rd
July 1934:
" I will grant the defendants leave to defend provided .that
they pay into Court within one week the sum of Rs. 3,696-1-6 and
furnish security for the balance of the claim to the satisfaction of
the Court. In the event of the defendants failing to pay the
:aolOunt in Court within the time stipulated or failing to furnish
security leave to defend will be withdrawn and the plaintiff firm
be entitled to a decree for the full amount claimed."

,,,ill

The defendants having wholly failed to comply
with the terms of the order of the 3rd July 1934
Leach J. passed a decree for the full amount in
favour of the plaintiffs on the 11th July 1034. The
defend,mts now appeal from the order of the 3rd
July 1934, and also from the decree of the 11th July
1934.
In my opinion no appeal lies from the order of
the 3rcl of July 1934. To entitle the defendants to
appeal from that order it is incumbent upon them to
satisfy the Court that the order of the 3rd of July
1934 was a /( judgment" within clause 13 of the
Letters· Patent. In my opinion it was not. It was
~n order which merely regulated the procedure in
the suit and did not detecmiile any right or liability
as between the parties in the suit. The view which
r fake is .in consonance with that taken by Jenkins
C.]. and-. Woodroffe J. in Sukhlal Clnmdermull v.
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Eastern Bank, Ltd. (1), with which I respectfully
agree. Our attention has been called to Ramanlal
Shan/ital & Co. v. Chimanlal Damodardas (2) in
which a Bench of the Bombay High Court
(Beaumont C.}. and Rangnekar J.) held that an
order passed under Order 37, rule 3, U directing that
upon the defendants depositing iIi Court a sum of
Rs. 5,000 on or before September 24, 1931, the defen':
dants be and they are hereby granted leave to appear'
and defend this suit" was a judgment within' clause:
15 of the Letters Patent of the Bombay High CourL
The ground upon which that judgment Was passed
was that, inasmuch as an order absolutely refusing:
an application for leave to defend was, a "judgment
it was obvious that a conditional order would stand
on the same footing (per Rangnekar J., ibid, p. 274)~
With all due deference it appears to me that the two'
orders differ toto ((£[0. An order refusing absolutely
an application for leave to defend is an order which
finally disposes of the rights of the parties. All that.
remains to be done is that the order should be,
worked out in accordance with law. On the other'
hand, I am of opinion that an order such as the one
under consideration in that case or in the present
case does riot determine any of the rights of the
parties in the, suit. In my opinion the decision of
Jenkins C.J. and Woodroffe J. in Sukhlal Chunder-:
mu.ll v. Eas.terl~ Bank, Ltd. (1) must be preferred to
the decision of the Bombay High Court in Ramanlaf
Shantital & Co. v. Chimanlal Damodardas (2); and
in my opinion no appeal lies from the order of the'
3rd of July 1934. On the other hand I am of
opiilion that an appeal does ,lie from the decree
passed on the ,11th July i934. It cannot be disputedH'

.(1)

(1915) l.L.R. 42 Cal. 735.

(2) (1931) I.L:R. 56 Born. 268. .
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that the decree finally determined the right of the
parties, and is therefore a "judgment" within the
meaning of clause 13 of the Letters Patent.
The only remaining ,question is whether at the
hearing of an appeal from the decree of the 11th of
July 1934 it is open to the appellant to canvass the
validity of th~ order of 'the 3rd of July 1934 upon
which the decree is based. I am disposed to think
that the appellant is at liberty to do so [section 105
of the Code of Civil Procedure and Madanlal
Lachmalldas v. Kedarnath Shersinghdas (1)]. On'
the merits there is no substance in the appeal.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the appeal fails
and must be dismissed with costs.
MYA
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Bu, }.-I agree.
INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.

Before Sir Art/mr Pagl:, Kt., Chief II/stice, Mr. Justice Mosd)', al/d
Mr. Justice Ba U.

IN RE THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX,
BURMA

v.
M.A.L. CHETTIAR FIRM.*
Iucc1l1e-ta:c-Clzetliar nlOliCJ'-IC1ldcrs-liJerCilll(ile S)'S(I:11/ of accol/ufillg-1nterest
added to pri/lcipal 1111/0/l1lt- Freslt promissory note for principar ar,d
illtercst-Illtetest as incomc.
The chettiar money-lenders in Hangoon generally adopt the mercantile
system of accounting in transactions with their non-chettiar customers. On the
acceptance of a new promissory note the creditors treat the interest which forms'
part of the capital loan under the new promissory note as having been received
by the creditors from their debtors. In effect, they give up the right te' recover,
the loan and interest lUlder the. old transaction in consideration of the obliga-'
tions undertaken by the debtors under the new promissory note representing
the interest due lUlder the old loan which is capitalized for the purposes of the
new transaction. They invest the old interest as capital in the new loan.

(I) 32 Born. L R. 660 at p; 663.

* Civil Reference No.6 of 1934.
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Held, that under the circumstances the Income-tax Officer had material to
treat such interest as income liable to income-tax.
The CQ17In1js~io1tcr oj InCome-fax, Burma v. V.S.A.R. Firm, I.L.R. 13 Ran. 231
-jollo'wed.
Secretary to the Board oj l~evenllc, It/come-tax, Mad,'a.s v. Al.A-r.Rm.
Ar!'i'llachalam Chettyar, I.L.R. 44 Mad. 65-rejclT(d to.

N. M. Cowasjee for the assessees. To give security
for a debt is not to pay the debt.
A debto~ who
gives, a promissory note for. the SUIrl he owes can in
no sense be said to pay his creditor; he merely
gives him a document possessing certain legal
attributes. Moreover, the execution of a promissory
note by a debtor in favour of his creditor is only
conditional payment of the debt. Raja Raghunanda1'l
Prasad v. Commissioner of Income-ta,~, Bihar and
Orissa (1); Commissioner of Income-tax, Bihar arid
Orissa v. Maharajadhiraj of Dm'bhanga (2). The
assessees have had to enter the interest in question
in their books of account as having been received
because the accounts had to be- balanced somehow.

[PAGE, C.}. Where the assessee chooses to treat
a sum of money as having been received, can it be
said that there are no materials before the income-tax
authorities to justify a finding that the sum is taxable ?
In Raja Raghunandal1 Prasad's case the interest
was not shown as realized in the books of account
01 the assessee.]
But what was -the evidence before the income-tax
authorities in the present case; only the promissory
notes and the entries in the books of account? On
these materials the income-tax authorities have chosen
to disbelieve the statement of the assessees that they
have not, in fact, received the interest sought to be
taxed. The question in this case has not been
(1) I.L.R.12 Pat. 305, 3110

(2) I.L.R. 12 Pat. 318, 336.
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properly framed. The real question is whether the
assessees have received the interest stated in their
books of account as having been received. In such
cases the Court has power to reframe the question
and decide it.
[PAGE, C.J. The Court has no power to do so.
See In re The Cornrnissioner of Income-fax, Bunna v.
C.P.L.L. Firm (l}.J
Interest' which merely accrues due, but is not
received in the year of assessment cannot be taxed
in that year. Secretary to the Board of Revenue v.
Al.Ar.Rm. Arunachalam Chettyar (2).
'
[PAGE, C.]. But see Napier ]'S observations on
p. 74 where he points out that a creditor entitled
to receive interest may agree to leave such interest
in the hands of his debtor either by way of deposit
or as a fresh loan, and such interest would be
taxable.]
Sadasiva Ayyar J. sets out the true position on
p. 80. "Entrie~ in the books of account are in no
way conclusive [Doughty v. 'Commissioner oj Taxes:
(3)J. If the interest has become so completely under'
the control of the assessee that by an, act of hjs.
will he could receive it in cash without greater
trouble than is involved in drawing money from his,
banker then it will be taxable.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Cro\vn..
Sec1-efary to the, Board of Revanue v. Arunachalam
Cllettyor was a decision under the old Act of 19lH,.\
and the learned Judges were trying ,to show tha:tan
(I) I,L.R. 12 Ran. 322..

(2) I.L.R. 44 Mad. (,::.

,(3) (1927) A.C. 327.
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income maybe constructively received. The· Legislature has in 1922 expanded the word "income"
into" income, profits and gains ;, and has added s. 13.
There is no magic in the method of accounting
adopted. The sole question in each case is, how
is the taxable. income to be estimated, and how has
the assessee estimated it? The assessees here have
entered the interest as having been received. and
have further loaned it out as fresh capital earning
further interest. The present case is covered by the
decision in Coml11issioner of Inco1'1'le-ta.x:, Burma v.
V.S.A.R. Finn (1). Moreover, if· the interest \vas
not taxed the assessee may contend in a later year
when the assessment falls to be made that the sum
in· question is principal and not taxable, and only
the interest actually received in that year should be
taxed.
PAGE,

C.J.-In

this case the question propounded

is :
,. Whether there was evidence on which the Income-tax
Officer could conclude that the assessees' method of accounting
was the mercantile or accrued method in respect of the slIIn
of Rs. 57,518, interest from non-chettyar debtors shown in the
assessees' accounts and taxed in the assessment.·'

In my opinion this case is governed by the
de cision of this Court in The Commissioner of InCOllUtax Burma v. V.S.A.R. Firm, Rangoon (1). The
only difference in the facts be~ween the two cases
is that, whereas in The COl'mnissioner of Income-ta:r, .
Burma v. V.S.A.R. Firm, Rangoon (1) the new promissory note related both to the principal and to the
interest that had accrued upon it, the ne\v promissory
note' in the present case refers to the interest
,only.
(1) (193?l

~.L.R.

13 Ran. 231.
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In my opinion the same principle governs the two
-eases. As was pointed out in The Commissioner of
lncon:ze-tax, Burma v. V.S.A.R. Firm, Rangoon (1),
the real question that falls for determination is :

1935
IIJ re THE
COMHISSIO!'ER of
INCOME-TAX,
BURMA

v;

,. Whether there were materials before the Income-tax
'Officer upon which he could find that the sum of Rs. 57,518
was interest upon loans that had accrued to the assessees in
the accounting year, and as su~h was assessable to incometax for the year 1933-34."

We have heard an elaborate argument on behalf
·of the assessees the burden of which was that the
Income-tax Officer had arrived at a wrong conclu-sion upon the materia.ls before him. It is necessary to
.emphasizt once more that the question is not whether
the conclusion at which tht income-tax authorities
'arrived was correct, but whtther there was material
before' the income-tax authorities upon which they
'could have' arrived at the conclusion which they
l'eached. There is little to add to the judgment in
'The Commissioner of Income-tax, Burma v. V.S.A.R.
Firm, Rangoon (1). It is not uninstructive, however,
to tlotice how the matter .was put in' a· case to
. which thel\jarned advocate for the assessees referred
IThe Secretary to the Board. of Revenue, Income-tax,
Madras v. Al.A1'.Rm. Arunachalam Chet~yar and
Brothers (2)]. In that case a Special Bench of the
Madras High Court was dealing with a case stated
. under section S1 of the Income-tax Act (VII of
1918) and, as Wallis C.J. pointed out, the only
question that was argued in that case was "whether
money which became due to a money-lending firm
in the course of its business by way of interest in
the year of acc~ufJt, or year on the. income of which
HJ

(1935) I,L.R. 13 Ran. 231.

(2) (1920) I.L.R 44 Mad. 65,
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the tax is to be assessed for the current year, is to
In re THE be treated as part of the assessable income for that
COJd~HS
year of account, although it was not recovered 01"
SIONER OF
INCO~fE-TAX,
realized by the firm in that year, either in cash or
BURMA
v..
by adjustment in the accounts." And in the course
MAL.
CHErTIAH
of his judgment Napier J. (at page 92) expressed
FIRM.
the opinion that
1935

PAGE.

C.).

if a
debtor
either
would,
II

person entitled to receive money agrees with .his
to let the money stand in the hands of the debtor,.
by way of deposit or as a fresh loan or investment, that
in my opinion, amount to receipt."

In the present case ip tne course of the argument I
asked the learned advocate for the assessees what
his defence would be if after a fresh promissory
note had been executed a suit had been brought against
the debtors to recover the interest due under the
old loan, and his answer inevitably was that the
old loan had been discharged by the acceptance
of the new promissory note.. As was pointed .out
in The Commissioner of Income-fax, BU1'ma v. V.S.A;R.
Firm, Rangoon (1), in Raja Raghunandan Prasad
Singh v. Commissioner of InC01ne-tax, Bihar and Orissa
(2) Lord Macmillan had observed
"that the sum afRs. 2,33,135 was 'not shown separately as
intetest realized in the assessees' books of account of that year
{i.e. 1904) either in the interest account or in the personal account
of the debtor '-a finding which seriously stultifies the question as.
framed by the Commissioner."

Now, in the present case as in The Commissione1'
of Income-tax, Burma v. V.S.A.R. Firm, Rangoon' (l)
both in the interest account of the assessees and
in the account which they kept relating to the debts of
their 1:espedive debtors the interest in question is
(1) (1935i LL.R. 13 Ran. 231.

(2) (1933; I.L.R.12 Pat. 305.
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shown as having been received by the assessee~
during the year of account, and it is so stated in
the profit and loss account of the firm.
The learned advocate for the assessees contended
that it was inevitable that this sum, representing
the interest under the old loan, should have been
entered as "received " in the interest account and the
debtors' account kept by the assessees. He stated that
the assessees "mu~t give credit for the interest in
their acconnts" ; but that is not so. Where accounts
as between the assessees and other chettyar firms are
concerned no doubt ac-cording to the system of
accounting adopted by the assessees interest accrued
during the accounting year is entered in the accounts
as interest for which the assessees took credit as
having been received during the accounting year,
and as they have adopted that method of accounting
in respect of other chettyar firms no complaint is'
raised to the effect that notional receipts of interest
should not be treated for purposes of income-tax as
upon the same' footing as actual receipts. The
mercantile system probably works out as satisfactorily
to the assessees and the income-tax authorities as·
does the method of accounting known as the cash
system. But it so happens that in connection with
their transactions with non-'chettyars the assessees
normally adopt the cash system, and if in connection with a transaction such as those under
consideration in which a fresh loan is taken for
debts already accrued from non-chettyars the cash
system of accounting had been adopted, so far from
there being any necessity for an entry in their book
of accounts that the assessees had "received" the
.interest, which had accrued but not been actually
received,such an entry would be contrary to the
form of a~counting that they had adopted. It appears,
19
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however, that in transactions with non~chettyar~ in
which a fresh loan is taken for an accrued debt
the assessees,-indeed, the chettyar· community in
general,-adopt the mercantile system of accounting,
and on the acceptance of a new promissory note treat
the interest which forms part of the capital loan under
the new promissory. note as having been received
by ithe assessees from their deptors. In effect what
happens is that the assessees are content to stay their
hand in connection with the recovery of the loan
and interest under the old transaction in consideration
of the obligations undertaken by the debtors under the
new promissory note whicll consists of the interest
due under the old loan which is capitalized for the
purposes of the new transaction. In other words, :as
the learned Government Advocate pointed ont, the assessees were investing the old interest as capital in the
new loan. In such circumstances it appears to me
that there was material before the Income-tax Officer
upon which he could come to the conclusion that the
sum of Rs. 57,518 was interest upon loans that had
accrued to the assessees in the accounting year, and
as such was assessable to income-tax for t11e year
1933-34.
I would answer the question propounded in the
affirmative. The learned Government Advocate is
~ntitled to his costs, ten gold mohurs.
MOSELY,

J.-1

agree.

BA lJ. J.-1 agree.
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INCOME-TAX REFERENCE.
Before Sir Arlhur Page, Kl., Chi,! Jllstice, Mr. Juslice Mostly, lind
Mr. JllsHce Ea U.

IN RE THE COMMISSIONER OF INCOMETAX, BURMA
i.l •

DEY BROTHERS.*
illcome-lax-Senicc of 1I0tice-Deliver)' of Ilolice to employi-Employi's habit of
llalulillg over 1loticc 10 llIallager-:-Evidence {If ser'vice 011 mallager-·Chil
Procedllrc Code (Act V of 1908), O. 5, r. 13 /l)-blcome-fax'Act (XI ofI922),
s. 63 (1).
Under the provisions of s. 63 (1) of the Income-tax Act it is prescribed that
:a notice or reqrisition under the Act may be served in one of two alternative
ways, either by post or in the manner prescribed for the service of a summons
under the Code of Civil Procedure.
'Vhere a notice under the Act is delivered otherwise than by post casually
to a clerk or servant 011 the premises where the assessee carries on business, ,Uld
.according to the practice obtaining in the business the employe is expected to
hand on any communication which he has received to the manager, that is not
evidence upon which the income-tax authorities can find as a fact that the
manager was served with the notice.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
S. 63 \1} of the Income-tax Act states that a notice
under that Act may be served either by post or in
the mann~r provided for the service of summons by
the Code of Civil Procedure. The notice in the
present case was .not served by post j but was
handed over to an employe of the assessee-firm.
'There is evidence to show that in the previous years
notices were served upon one or another of the
employes and were duly complied with. Order V,
T. 9 et seq prescribe the procedure for the service of
.a summons j but since s. 63 of the Income-tax Act
uses the word "may" and not " shall" the whole
,question reduces itself to this, namely, whether the
notice was served in such a manner as to reach the
.hands of the. assessees. This is a question of fact.
*. Civil Heference No. 20 of 1934.
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See the Commissioner of InC0111e-fa.'\,' v. Thillai
Chidambara-rn Nadar (1);' GyanaJJlJllal v. Abdul
Hussain Saheb (2) ; jangi Bhagaf v. C011l1'nissiollcr of
Income-tax, Bihar and Orissa (3) ; Sun.der Lal v.
Commissioner of Income-ta.l: (4).
K. C. Bose for the assessees. The present proprietor of the firm acquired the business only in
1932,and the mode of service of notices prior to its,
acquisition by him can have no relevai1cy to the'
present case. The proprietor lives in Calcutta, and
the procedure prescribed by O. V., r. 13 must be
complied with. The manager, S.· IvL Dutta, was not
served with any notice.
PAGE, . C.J.-In this case. the question that hasbeen referred for our determination is:
" \Vhether there were materials before the Income-tax Officer
upon 'which he could conclude that the assessee had failed.
to comply with the terms of a notice issued under sub-section
(4) of section 22, or with the terms of a notice issued under
sub-section (2) of section 23 of the Income-tax Act."

It appears that the assessee L. M. Dey carries on
a chemist and druggist busine~s at 32, Mogul
Street, Rangoon, under the style of Dey Brothers.
L. M. Dey acquired the business in January 1932.
He lives in Calcutta and .the busine.ss at Rangoon
. is carried on by one S. M. Dutta, who was appointed
by the assessee as the managero£ the Rangoon.
business in March 1932.
The assessment· under consideration is fpr tIle'
year 1931-32, On the 8th August 1932 notices'
under sections 22 (4) and 23 (2) were isstied by the
Income-tax Officer. They were taken by tile process.... {J) ·I.L.R. 48 Mad. 602.

(2) I.L.R 55 Mad. :223.

(3) I.L.R. 8 Pat. 877
(4) I,L.R.I0 Pat. 441.
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:server to 32, ,Mogul Street, and were delivered to
,one J. C. Mazumdar,-an assistant in the shop.who signed on the back of the duplicate copies
"" for Dey Brothers " under a rubber stamp.
Under section 63 (1) of the Income-tax Act (XI
,of 1922)
"':a notice or requisition under this Act may be served on the
person therein named either by post or, as if it were a summons
issued by a Court, under the Code of Civil Procedtu'e of 1908."

The Commissioner of Income-tax in the case that
he has stated expressed the view that so long as it
was found that the notice in some way or other,
-reached the person upon whom it was to be 'served
there was sufficient compliance with the terms of
,section 63 (1). In my opinion such a contention is
not in accordance with the provisions of this section,
under which it is prescribed that a notice or requisition under the Act may be served in one or two
.aIternative ways, either by post or in the manner
prescribed for service of a summons under the
Code of Civil Procedure. Ex concessis these notices
were not served by post, and.. tbe question" thaJ falls
for "'-'u€t'ermlnafioil 'Is'"" \vhahei there was 111atei-ial

··'~~f;;:;';~l()~~~~:~!~;;r~e1e~i~:ti[hI~~~~

prescribed for the service of a summons underthl;
Code of Civil Procedure. For this purpose it is
necessary to have recourse to Order V, rule 9 and
rule 13, which run as follows :
., Rule 9 (l).-Where the defendant resides within the jurisdiction of the Court in which the suit is instituted or has an agent
resident within that jurisdiction who is empowered to accept the
service of the summons. the summons shall, unless the Court
otherwise directs. be delivered or sent to the proper offic-er to be
served by1him or one of his subordinates.
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Rule 13 (l).-In a suit relating to any business or work
against a person who does not reside _within the local limits of thejurisdiction of the Court from which the summons is issued, service
on any manager or agent, who, at the time of service, persoimlly
carries on such business or work fer such person within such
limits, shall be deemed good-service."

N ow, it is common ground in the present case·
that S. M. Dutta and no one else was the agent of
the assessee resident within the jurisdiction who was·
empowered to accept service of the surnmonses, and
.that Dutta alone was the manager or agent of the'
assessee who at the time of service was personally
canying on the business'of Dey Brothers at 32 r
Mogul Street. Inasmuch as the assessee \yas living.
at Calcutta, in order that these summonses should
have been duly served in the circumstances of the
present case, each of them must have been served
upon S. M. Dutta. That is a question of fact; and
the Commissioner of Income-tax is of opinion that
S. M. Dutta \vas duly served because this Mazumdar
had acknowledged a previous notice \\'hich W~lS
complied with, a subsequent notice \\'as ackno\l'1ec1ged
by another employe although the manager \\'llS present:,
and that this employe stated that the practice was
for the employes to accept notices.
Now: it is common ground that when the two
'>ummonses under consideration were delivered at
32, Mogul Street, the manager S. M.. Dutta was not
present, and that they 'were delivered to and taken
in by J. c. Mazumdar, one of the assistants working
at the shop. There was evidence that each and
every of the clerks and assistants in the shop used,
to accept communications addressed to the firm..
~.!1.~.9H·~~J~.p~ <i§,~heth

was

,eVidence ,to

er ~Il;, suc~lci r~gm~tal},G:~~",-Ut~nt"v

justify the _.(,xmc1usion that
S.-·M~~'Dutfa;was'served" \¥i'tl~ 'the~~~'~onses",o;Tn"
..':.;...>::-....; ".:;.,,"
,'....
.::.
..

;';- ...

.:.:~-:;
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In my opinion there was not. It is not
praen<tect:th-ir"s:~''''M:'niittawas'-pfeseht,o r had any
personal knowledge of the delivery of either of the
notices to J. C. Mazumdar, or that J. G. Mazumdar
or any of the clerks or assistants in the firm were
persons authorized to accept service of notices within
Order V, rule 9 andlor rule 13. The problem,
therefore, has. resolved itself to this fine point:
whether :where a notice under the Income-tax Act is
delivered otherwise than by post to any clerk or
servant on the premises where the assessee. carries
on business, and according to the practice obtaining
in the business the employe is expected to hand on
any communication which he has received to the
manager, that is evidence upon which the Income-tax
authorities can finel as a fact that the. manager was
served with the summons. I have no doubt that it
is not; for, if we were to hold that it was, it would
follow that merely because a process-server happens
to hand over a notice to a durwan, or it might be
to a chaprassi, that would be evidence that the person
under whom the durwan or the chaprassi was serving
had received -the notice himself. In my opinion an
i.~~~nc,,~j.2,.,,!!l~L.~effe_c;Ls,<;mJsLJlq!~~,~<_!9}:fl~h;,~
.. ~~Eon
such evidence.
. ." .
'--'For't11'e'se"-1~easons, in my opinion, the questiop
propounded should be answered in the negative.
The Rs. 100 may be refunded but we make no
order as to costs.
question.

MOSELY,
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J.-1

agree.

BA U, J.-1 agree.
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Feb. 21.

JAPAN

COTTO~

TRADING CO" LTD.

[On Appeal from the High Court at Rangoon.]
Esloppel-Sale of rice-Rice ill bands of millers subject' to a cliarf!.c-Ddi,,'cry
orde1~ by sellers-Mill manager signi1lg ol'ders tis "O.K."-IJldian EVide11-c~
Act (1 of 1872), s. 115-Parlics-Colllpally'liquiclaliull.

The appellants, a bank, were mortgagees in possession of the N. rice mill;
it was managed by B .M. under the general supervision of the bank's local
mana~er. The respondents bou~ht from a BuntJese paddy dealer rice to be
milled, and delivered to them, at the N. mill; the coritra<;:t was witnessed by.
B.M. The seller's paddy at the mill was hypothecated to the bank to secure a
loan, but the respondents denied that they so knew. \Vhen the milling was
completed an invoice for the rice and a delivery order addresse<\ to the mii!
were prepared by B.M. who on each wrote" O.K." with his signature below.
The respondents paid the seller the invoiced SUIll, and tllc seller signcd and
handed to them the delivery order. The seller having absconded without
discharging the bank's loan, delivery to the respondents was reflised and the rice
was sold to discharge the loan. The respondents sued the appellants for
damages for conversion. They contended that as H.M. had marked the delivery
order" O.K." over his sign<ttnre the aPlwll,llIts were estopped froln denying
that the rice was free from incumbrances.
Hdd, that the appellants were \lot so estopped, The ktLers .. O.K." as here
used amouuted merely tn a st:!kll1<:nt tllat the seller had at the milllhe
specified rice, and were not a represenfation that it \\'as fredrom incumbrances;
further, the representation as pleaded, and as st<tted by-the High Court, was
not of an exist'ng fact as required by s. 115 of the Indian Evidellce Act;
moreover, the evidence did not establish that the respondent~ in paying the
seller had relied upon the alleged representation.

The distinction between an estoppel and waiver, observed upon.
Wher: a limited company which is a party to a suit ~oes into liquidation
the name of the Iiqnidators should not be substituted for that of the company.
Confusion had resulted in the present case from that having been done,
Decree of the High Court reversed .

.. PrEsent: LORD TOMLIN, LORn RUSSELL OF KiLLOWEN, and SIP. LANCEJ.O'f
SMlDERSOX.
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Appeal (No. 5~ of 1934) from a decree of the
High Court (August 21, 1933) which, so far as now
material, reversed in part a decree of the District
Judge at Pyapon (October 6, 1932).
The respondents, a· Japanese company trading in
rice, sued the appellant bank and one Saw Kai
.(who did not appear) for damages for the conversion
{)f 1,200 bags of rice. The rice had been sold by
Saw Kai to the respondents under a contract by
which it was to be milled at the Natchaungwa Mill,
-of which the appellants were mortgagees in posses'sion and one Ba Maw the manager. By a letter of
. hypothecation Saw Kai had charged his paddy at
the mill ill favour of the appellants to secure a
Joan from them, but the respondents denied knowledge
{)f this. The respondents paid Saw Kai who thereupon gave them a delivery order upon the mill.
As Saw Kai had not repaid the loan, delivery to the
respondents was refused~ and the rice was sold
under the letter of hypothecation. The question
arising in the snit was whether the appellants were
precluded from so doing either by an alleged verbal
.contract made by Ba Maw, by estoppel arising from
Ba Maw having signed thedv.livery order as "O.K.",
<>r by "\vaiver. !
The District Judge made an expa1'te decree
against Saw Kai for damages, but dismissed the claim
against the present appellants. Upon appeal to the
High Court, the learned Judges (Cunliffe and
Baguley JJ.) held that the present appellants were
precluded by estoppel from denying the validity of
the delivery orders given by Saw Kai, and accord,..
ingly made a decree against them for damages.
. The facts of the case, and the grounds of the
judgments below, appear from the judgment of
the Judicial Committee.
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Pe1'lnell for the appellants.

De Gruvther K.C. and

Dun11e K.C.and A. M. Talbot for the respondents.
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The arguments were chiefly UpOll the facts as:
appearing from the evidence. In support of the
estoppel relied upon for the respondents referencewas made to the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, s. 115,
liP'oodley v. CO'i!entry(l) and per Scrutton L.J. in
Laurie & More'iJ'ood v. Dudin & Sinl- (2).
Feb. 21. The judgment" of their Lordships was
delivered by
The appellants:
are a limited company incorporated under the Indian
Companies Act. They carryon the business of
bankers in Burma through the head office at Pyap6n
and various branches, one of which was at Bogale.
They may be conveniently referred to as the Bank.
The respondents to the appeal are a trading company
incoTporated in Japan. They carryon business in
Burma, and in t.he course thereof th~y ~)urciJase rice
from paddy traders. They may he conveniently
referred to as the Japanese company, or as the plaintiffs.
In the neighbourhood of Bogale are to be found
rice mills to which the traders bring their paddy for
the pilrpose of having it milled. One of these mills,_
the Natchaungwa Mill, had been mortgaged by itsowner to the Bank, and at all times relevant to this
appeal the Bank were mortgagees in possession of
this mill and were milling paddy there for variouspaddy traders. For brevity's sake this mill will he
referred to _as the N. mill. I t was managed by oneLORD

RUSSELL

OF

KILLOWEN.

(1) i1862) 2 H. & C. 16t ; 159 E.R. 68.

(2) [1926] 1 K.B. 223,237.
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Ba Maw, under the general supervision of the
Bank's branch manager at Bogale, one Pya Cho.
Paddy traders are, not unnaturally, desirous of
anticipatifl.g to some extent the realisation of the
value of the produce which they bring to be milled;
and in order to do so they obtain advances from
the Bank on the security of the produce, the advances
being repaid when the produce is sold as rice.
The procedure was as follows :-When a trad.er
desired an advance on the security of his produce,
the mill owner or his manager would fill in a printed
form (called warrant of goods) showing the amount
of paddy hdd 011 behalf of the trader and its value.
The warrant of goods recites (anticipatively) that the
Bank has granted to the trader an advance, and
contains undertakings to hold the produce, with the
consent of the trader(who had to sign the document),
on behalf of the Bank as security for the advance;
not to deliver up possession of the produce except
under the written directions of the Bank; and to
aftIx labels on or near the produce so as to identify
it as th~ B!lnk'&s, security. On receipt/of this warrant
the Bank manager would visit the' mill . and. verify
the quantity of produce.. If satisfied, the Bank
"vould then make an advance to the trader, .the
trader signing in favour of the Bank (1) a letter of
hypothecation which, after acknowledging the warrant
of goods as constituting a security for the advance,
authorized the Bank in default of payment to sell,
and (2) a prumissory note for the amount of the
advance. Before the mill owner or his representative
(in this case Ba Maw) parted with any rice to a
purchaser he would require authority from the Bank
manager so to do, which would only be given after
the security had been cleared.
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The facts which gave rise to the present litigation
may now be stated. One of the traders who brought
DAWSONS
be milled at the N. mill was one
'BANK,LTD• his paddy to
. fl.
Saw
Kai.
On
the
18th April, 1930, a cqutract in
JAPAN
COTTON
writing was entered into between Saw Kai and the·
TRADING
Japanese company by which the fornier sold to the
.cO., LTD.
latter 1,200 bags of Ngasein big mill special rice at
a price therein mentioned, to be delivered on the
15th May, 1930, and to be milled at the N. min.
This contract was witnessed by Ba Maw, describing
himself as manager of the N. mill. It is not in
dispute that Saw Rai's produce at the N. mill was
in fact subject to securities (of the· nature hereinbefore described) in favour of the Bank for advances
made to him, though it is denied that that fact
. was known to the Japanese company. All Saw Kai's
produce at the N. mill was noted in the paddy
register kept at the mill aD beiug lImIe!' secllIily lo
the Bank.
By the 30th April, 1Y30, the milling of Saw
Kai's· produce had proceeded so far as to have
produced 700 bags of the contract rice, which lay at
the N. mill subject to the Bank's se::urity. On that
day· two documents were signed by Saw Kai. One
was a delivery order addressed to II the Godown
Master" at the N. mill requesting him to deliver
to the Japanese company or order" 700 bags
Ngasein big mill special rice, each bag weighing
224 lb. net." The other was an invoice or bill to
the Japanese company for Rs. 8,310-6-6, the price of
the 700 bags, and stating that each bag weighed
224 lb. net. Each document had on it a reference
to ·the identifying mark whic11 was on the bags containing the rice, viz., "Mark B.M.S.-B,l''' On each
document were placed the letters O.K., and Ba :Maw
signed his name underneath those letters..
1935
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It would seem that those two documents were
handed to R. D. Patel, the agent of the Japanese
company, by their vendor, Saw Kai, and that thereupon the Japanese company paid to Saw Kai the
amount shown on the invoice. This document has
written on it the words and figures "Checked and
paid. R. D. Patel, 30-4-30."
A further block of 350 bags was the subjectmatter of a similar delivery order and invoice dated
respectively the 1st and 2nd May, 1930, payment;rof
the invoice price (Rs. 4,155-3-0) being made to
Saw Kai on the latter date. The final block of 150
bags ,vas the subject-matter of a similar delivery
order and invoice dated the 10th May, 1930, payment of the invoice price (Rs. 1,780-13-0) being
made to Saw Kai on the 11th May, 1930.
Saw Kai, having received the money, absconded
:without having paid off the Bank's security, with the
result that· Ba Maw received no authority fro~
Pya Cho to release the 1,200 bags of rice. On . the
26th May, 1930, Ba Maw wrote Patel-a letter refusing
to deliver the rice. On the 5th June the Bank
telegrarhed to the Japanese company that as Saw Kai
had not cleared· his produce loari, they could·
not deliver. This was followed by a letter of the
same date, asserting their security but making alternative suggestions to relieve the situation. These
suggestions· were not acceptable to the Japanese company, and on the 25th June, 1930, the plaint in this
suit was issued by the Japanese company as plaintiff
against Saw Kai and the Bank, as co-defendants.
The claim. was for Rs. 14,905-7-0 made up as
follows :-:-(1) Rs. 14,449-7-0 being the contract price
with interest at 12 per cent from the 15th May,.
1930, to the date of the plaint, and (2) Rs. 456-0-{}
the value of bags and twine· supplied for bagging
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the contract rice. The cause of action alleged livas,
as against the Bank, wrongful conversion, the Bank
DAWSOXS
h
'
. j b U t tlle VI't aI Issue
.
b etween
BANK, LTD.·
avmg
sold t h e nce
JA~A.N
these parties was whether the Bank was entitled to
COTTON
assert
its security against the claim of the Japanese
T RADING
oCo., LTD.
company to delivery of the 1,200 bags.
In view· of the divergent allegations made by or
on behalf of the Japanese company}n the course of
the litigation, their Lordships think it advisable to
examine the plaint and the evid€nce with some care.
The plaint alleges (paragraph 2)· that the contract
of the 18th April, 1930, was made with the approval
of Ba Maw, and that it was agreed that the Japanese
company on payment (If the contract price would
be given delivery of the rice. Particulars ddivered
allege that this agreement was made between Ba Maw
and Patel at the same time as the contract for
purchase, that it was oral, and that as evidence of
it Ba Maw attested the contract for 1,200 bags. The
whole of this appears to be fiction, for Patel,
according to his own evidence, was. not present.
The plaint further alleges (paragraph 5) that when
the· delivery order and invoice of tile 30tb· April,
1930, were sign~d by Saw Kai and .signed by
Ba Maw with the letters O.K., Ba Maw gave the
Japanese company "to understand" or ,e an undertaking" that the. 700 bags would be delivered on
presentation of the delivery orders. It would seem
as if a similar allegation is intended to be made in
paragraph 6 in relation to the later delivery orders
and invoices. These are allegations of contracts made
on those respective dates by Ba Maw, presml1ably
on behalf of and binding the Bank.
In paragraph 7 the allegation is made that
Bit-Maw- represented that delivery would be J11a~e:in
terms of the delivery orders j and in· the alternative,
1935
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that Ba Maw's conduct led the Japanese company
to believe that on making payments they would be
receiving delivery according to the delivery orders
without any claim being made by the Bank. Finally,
in paragraph 8 it is pleaded that the Bank's claim to
security had been" waived," or that the Bank were
estopped from asserting the claim, the representation
alleged to ground the estoppel being thus defined:
~(that on payment of the several· sums. aggregating
Rs. 14,246-6-6, delivery of the 1,200 bags in suit
would be given."
Patel in his evidence had a very· different story
to tell. According to him, Ba Maw, on behalf of
the Bank, guaranteed the due performance of all
contracts entered into with the Japanese company by
traders whose paddy was milled at the N. mill :
Ba Maw "vas to countersign the trader's contract
H because if the
contract was not fulfilled by the'
trader, he. would fulfil the contract." He adaed
that he would not have entered into the contract
with Saw Kai if Ba Maw had not guaranteed its due
performance. He gave no evidence .of any such
verbal representation by Ba Maw as to delivery as is
referred to ill paragraphs 7 and 8 of the plaint, or of
any stich contraCt or waiver as are alleged in
paragraphs 5, 6 and 8 of the plaint.
Althotlgh some of the other witnesses for the
Japanese company gave evidence supporting .the
st0ry of a guarantee by Ba Maw of the due performance by the traders of their contracts, no one
gave evidence of any such verbal representation or
contraCt or waiver as aforesaid.
Ba Maw denied the story of the guarantee of the
contracts. He further denied that by words or
conduct did he guarantee that the rice would be
delivered..
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The District Judge who tried the case, dealt with.
a multitude of issues, some sixteen in number. He
rejected the whole story about the alleged guarantee.
He found that there was no agreement by Ba Maw
to deliver the rice on payment of the contract price
of the 1,200 bags. He found that Ba Maw did not
represent .to the plaintiffs that· the rice would be
delivered in terms of the delivery orders or lead the
plaintiffs by his conduct to believe that such delivery
would be made. He found that the Bank had not ...
waived their claim by way of security, nor were they
estopped from asserting th~ same by the conduct of
Ba Maw. He dismissed the suit as against the Bank.
The Japanese company appealed to the High
Court of Judicature at Rangoon, which varied the
decree of the District Court by directing that there
should be a decree in favour of the Japanese company against the Bank, the. exact details of which
need not be set out. It is sufficient to say that the .
decree proceeds upon the .looting that the Japanese:
company was entitled to recover from the- Bank
the full amount claimed in the plaint.·
.
The learned Judges of the High Cou·rt allowed
the appeal ~pon (to quote the language of CunJiffe J;)
'I a point of estoppel, what may be termed a double·
estoppel." The learned Judge, in the first place, held
that whatever might have been the real authority of
Ba Maw, as between himself and the Bank, in.
regard to parting with rice which was still subject.
to the Bank's security, persons dealing with the mill
assumed that Ba Maw had the full power of an
ordinary mill manager,. which would include the
power "to deliver rice and to deal with delivery
orders." . Accordingly, he held the Bank bound by
the consequences of Ba Maw's representations and
precluded from denying his apparent general authority•.
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It is unnecessary for their Lordships to say whether
this ruling fits in with the actual facts of this case;
but they understand it to mean that as between the
Bank and the plaintiffs, the Bank were bound by
and estopped from denying the truth of representations made to the plaintiffs by Ba Maw. The
learned Judge having established the first limb of
II the double estoppel,"
then dealt with its second
limb. This part o'f the judgment is crucial, and as
their Lordships read it, it depends entirely upon the
meaning and effect of the letters O.K. which Ba Maw
Cunliffe J. holds
placed upon the delivery orders.
that they amount to a statement "that there will be
no insistence upon any check on delivery," and he
then proceeds thus:
" In this connection the only check , , ,was the operation
of the lien, the effect of which is waived by the letters O,K. In
other words, I take~the view that the second part of the. estoppei
consists of an estoppel of a principal by the waiver of his agent,
in this case the estoppel of Dawson's Bank by the waiver of
Ba Maw."

These words, which are the true foundation of
the judgm-;nt, dis-:lose, in their Lordships' opinion,
a confusion of thought upon the subjects of estoppel
and waiver.
The question of estoppel is governed by section 115
of the Indian Evidence Act, which for the presp,alt
purpose seems to their Lordships not to. die-lier from
the law. in England in regard to estoPTlJel hl pais.
. Estoppel is not a cause of ;:lGdion. It may (if
established) assist a plaintiff :-111 enforcing a cause of
action by preventing ~d defendant from denying
the existence of SOffi P "; fact essential to establish the
cause of action, o">f (to put it in another way) by
preventing a ,.J.:<efendant from asserting the existence
6f some f"dct the existence of which would destroy
~~O·
.
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the cause of action. It is a rule of evidence whiCh
comes into operation if (a) a stalementof the
existence ofa fact has been made by the defendant
or an authorized agent of ,his tQ the plaintiff or some
one on his behaH, (b) with the intention that the
plaintiff should act upon the faith of the statement,'
and (c) the plaintiff does act upon the faith of the
,statement. On the other hand, waiver is contractu.al,
and may constitute a cause of· action; it is an
agreement to release or not to assert a right.· Han
agent, with authority to make such an agreement on
behalf of his principal, agrees to waive his principal's
rights, then (subject to any other question such as
consideration) the principal will be bound,biIt he
will be bound by ~ontraet, not by estoppel. There
is no such thing as estoppel by waiver.
. Baguley J. bases his judgment <lIso on estoppel,
but upon a different estoppel, which he. established
thus :-A firm called Tata's had been in the habit
buying rice milled at the N. mill. Tata's banked
with the Bank and paid the traders through or at
the Bank, with the result that the Bank's security
was always discharged and the rice was always
delivered to the purchaser. At some time Ba Maw
is said to have told Tata's agent that if he put O.K.
on the delivery order "Tata's were certain to' get
the rir.e free of lien." The learned Judge, accepting
the view th~t the arrangement was that the plaintiffs
"should do hti'siness with' Ba Maw on the same
lines as Tata's did .business with Ba Maw," held that
because Ba Maw did not tell the plaintiffs that the
letters O.K. on their delivery orders bore a different
meaning from the meaning which they bore on Tata's
delivery orders, the Bank were estopped from denying
that they had the same meaning.
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whether the actual circumstances of this case could
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omission on the part of Ba Maw. It will, however,
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COTTON
be· seen that both judgments ultimately depend upon "TRADING
the meaning of the letters O.K. on the delivery orders. co., LTD."

Without some assistance in the way of evidence their
Lordships might have found themselves in a difficulty,
and all the more so since the origin of this commercial
barbarism (which, according to the Oxford Dictionary,
was already in use as far back as 1847) is variously
assigned in different works of authority. The general
view seems to be that the letters hail from the
United States and represent a spelling, humorous or"
uneducated, of the words 'i All correct." Another
view is that they represent the Choctaw word okelz,
which signifies "So be it."
The evidence in this case as to the meaning of
the letters O.K. is sometimes confused with the
witness's contention ·as to what Ba Maw intended
them to denote. Thus Patel says, (( The words
O.K. were put
indicate that payment had been
made . . . and that he was bound to make the
deJivery mentioned in the delivery order." He added
later, "I think the meaning of the letters O.Kis
i all
corred,' because these letters are in general
use. The initials a.K. are in general use by all
sorts of people, and it is not hmitecl to any trade. "
Prabhulal, one of the plaintiffs' rice brokers, said,
in regard to other transactions, "By the letters
O.K. Ba Maw meant that the number of bags
specified on the delivery orders went over into the
safe custody of the mill, and that we would have
sole lien over the bags-so much so that not even
a sample would be given out of those bags to anybody

to
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else" : which, if true, would indicate a triumph
of conciseness. Ba Maw explained the meaning of
DAWSOli:S
".The letters O.K. signify
BANK, LTD• the letters U.K. thus:
.'11>
the
existence
of
the
seller's
rice at the mill . . .
JAPAN
COTTON
I meant to signify that the bills had been checked
TRADING
CO., LTO.
and found correct. I put the letters on .the bills
and delivery orders to show that it is more businesslike and also for the' satisfaction of the buyers and
the sellers regarding the existence of the rice and
the correctness of the calculations." . Later he said;
"I 'simply meant that the particulaJ.-· quantity 6f
bags was in existence in the mill."
. TIle question is not what Baw Maw intended'
to represent by placing the letters on the delivery
orders, but \vhat the letters mean when placed tbere~
The only conclusion at which, in their Lord. ships' opinion, it is possible to arrive, is that the
letters O.K. on the delivery orders and' bills mean
substantially what Ba M~~T said that they meant,
viz., that the details contained in those documents
were con-ectly given; in other words, they constituted
a statement byBa Maw that there was at the
N. mill the specified number of bags of the specified
rice with the specified mark, and of the specified
weight,. the property of Saw Kai.. This was a statement which Ba Maw was entitled to make,and it
therefore binds the Bank; but it is in no wise a
statement that the rice is unencumbered. It is
certainly not a representation that in fact the rice
is free of all encumbrances, and 'it therefore cannot
ground . an estoppel so as to prevent the Bank
from asserting and proving their rights as encumbrancers. A statement to ground an estoppel must
be clear and unambiguous. [Low v. Bouverie (1).]
1935
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But even if their Lordships \vere to accept the'
meaning attributed to tbe letters O.K. by the
plaintiffs allcl the High Court, it would be .impossible to hold that they constitute a representation
which could gronnd an estoppel : for the meaning
so attributed, is not a representation of an existing
fact, but a representation of a future intention, which
might or might not be enforceable in contract. "The
. words O.K. must mean that the actual delivery of
the goods would not be opposed, and that the Bank
\-vould waive their' lien upon the goods so that j he
purchaser could obtain delivery": that is the High
Court's statement of the plaintiffs' con.tention: and
in his jucLgment, Cunliffe J. states that the letters
O.K. imply "th~t there will be no insistence upon
any check on delivery."
But the difficulties of the plaintiffs on this
There is . complete
appeal do not end there.
absence of. any. evidence that Patel, when he paid
the money' to Saw Kai,· relied upon the presence
of tbe letters O.K. on the delivery ordef!~ or bills,
and this is an. essential element in establishing the
plaintiffs{. plefl. of estoppel. Indeed, it is difficult to
see how Patel could have given any such evidence,
for his contention throughout was that the Bank,
through Ba Maw, had guaranteed the due fulfilment
by the traders of all their contracts with the plaintiffs;
and if that were so, there could be no reason for
Patel to place any reliance upon the letters O.K.,
whatever their meaning, i~ parting with the purchase
mon~y.
According to him, the Bank were liable.
;>£or any default by Saw Kai.
It was conceded and properly conceded,' by
Counsel for the Japanese company, that as the case
had developed at the trial, they could only successfully
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resist this. appeal if the Bank were estopped from
asserting their rights under their security. For the
reasons given, their Lordships are of opinion' that
the estoppel has not been established, with the result
that the appeal must succeed.
Before indicating the order which their Lordships
think should be made, they desire to call attention
to a series of mistakes which have occurred in the
course of this litigation as regards joirlder of parties,
due apparently to a misapprehension on the part
·afall cOllcerned as to the legal position of a limited.
company incorporated under the Indian .Companies
Act, which has gone into liquidation. The plaintiffs
sued to .enforce causes" of action against Saw Kai
and a limited company, viz., the Bank, and' these'
two were rightly made the only t~o defendants to
the suit. The plaint adds in the title of the suit
after the name and description of the Bank, the
words:~(( by its General Manager, E. A Heaton."
This addition may perhaps be necessary under the
local procedural rules;
but it does not make
Mr. Heaton a party to the suit. . The second defendant
is the 'Bankand the Bank alone.
Issues were settled on the 29th' SeptJlllber, 11)30.
Subsequently the Bank went into voluntary liquidation, and Mr. Laurence Dawson and Mr. Heaton
were appointed liquidators. Thereupon the plaint
was amended by striking out the name of the Bank
as second defendant, and inserting the name of
Mr. Laurence Dawson as second defendant and the
name of Mr. Heaton as third defendant, both being
jointly described as ce Liquidators of Dawson's Bank"
Ltd. (in liquidation), Pyapon." The Bank thus ceased'
to be a defendant to the suit. The only defendants
then, were first defendant Saw Kai, second defendant Mr. Laurence Dawson, and third .defendant
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Mr. Heaton; and so constituted the suit was tried, the
suit being dismissed against the second and· third
defendants with -costs by a decree dated the 6th
October, 1932. There had been no fresh settlement
of issues j these had been framed, and were answered
by the Judge, on the footing that the second defendant to the suit was the Bank. After the triaJ, as
their Lordships were informed, the liquidation of the
Bank was stayed or otherwise put an end to,' so that
the limited company was. able to carryon its
business as before the liquidation.
On the 4th January, 1933, a memorandum of
appeal was presented by the plaintiffs and an application wasJIlade by them praying that the cause
title might be amended. This was acceded to by
an order of the High Court, and the title of the
proceedings .on the hearing of the appeal disclosed
the Japanese Company as appellants against the Bank
by their secretary, Hugh Dawson, a.s sole respondents:
in other words, an appeal by the plaintiffs from a
decree in a suit to which the Bank were not parties·,
is brought by the. plaintiffs against the Bank as 60le
respondents. The decree made by the High Court
011 the hearing of the appeal is thus entitled:
NIPPON MENK\VA KABUSHIKA KAISHA
(The Japan Cotton Trading Co., Ltd.).
Incorporated in Japan, 554, Merchant Street,
Rangoon, represented by their Manager
APpel/a.nt
Mr. T. Saito
(Plaintiff).
Versus

DAWSONS BANK LTD., a public company
incorporated UDder the Indian Companies
Act having its Head Office at Pyapon, by its
Secretary Hugh Dawson
...
... Respondents
(Ztld & 3rtl defendat1ts).
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By its operative 'part it provides for a decreE
"against the respondents the second and third
defendants" for a large sum; it further orders 'I the
respondents, second and third defendants" to pay a
suru for the. "appellants' costs of the appeal; and
finally it orders "the respondents second an,d third
defendants" to pay the plaintiffs' costs in the lower
court.
Their Lordships feel grave doubts as to the exact
effed of such a decree. The second and third
defendants in. the suit were Mr. Laurence. Dawson
. and Mr. Heaton; but they were not respondents to
the appeal. The only respondents to the appeal
were the Bank, who were not parties to the suit
when the decree which is appealed from. was pro~
nounced. Mr. Laurence Dawson and Mr. Heaton
cannot be the victims aimed at by the High Court
decree; yet if "the second defendant" referred to
in the High Court decree means the Bank, it would
seem that the appellate· tribunal is exercising original
jurisdiction over a company which was not a party
to the suit when the decree appealed from was pronounced, and is even ordering that company to pay
the costs of the original hearing. F'l.lrther, if "the
second defendant" mea!1s the Bank, then "the
third defendant" can only mean Mr. Hugh Dawson,
who is no party either to the action or the appeal,
. anet against whom no claim has ever been made.
Here, indeed, is a comedy of errors, all of whi-ch
might have been avoided if the Bank had remained
throughout the sole co-defendant with Saw Kai.
The liquidation could make no difference in this
regard: the claim of the plaintiffs was a claim
against the Bank, and not against the liquidators.
The change which was brought about by the liquida.tion in regard to the suit was merely this, that in
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the conduct of their defence the Bank would, before
liquidation, act through the directors, during liquidation through the liquidators, and after the termination
of the liquidation through the directors once more.
H these considerations had been kept in mind, the
present tangle could never have arisen.
Their Lordships. have thought. it right to call
attention to these errors in order that in the future
such mistakes may be avoided. In the pr~sent case
these mistakes might well have made it difficult t6
proceed with the hearing of the appeal, but for the
fact that, as their Lordships were informed, the
decree of the High Court had aetuallybeen enforced
upon the footing that it was an effective decree
made against the Bank as sole co-defendant to the
suit with Saw Kai; and that the Bank were willing
to waive any irregularity and treat the decree a'S. an
.effective decree, as indicated above.
Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty
that this appeal should be allowed, the decree of the
High Court set aside, and the decree of the District
Judge restored without variation. The respondents
must pay the .appellants' costs of the appeal to the
High· Court, and of this appeal.
Solicitor for appellants: ]. E. Lambert.
Solicitors for respondents: Bramall & BramalL
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Before Sir Arthur Page,- Kt., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Mosely, alld
Mr. Justice Ea O.
1935

,Mar. 26.

MA KYI v. MA THaN

AND ANOTHER.*

Mortga.t!.e-Usujructuary mOI·tgage-Possession by mortgagee under oral
arrangement-Requirements of the law-A bsence of registered instrumentSuit by mortgagor for redemption-English equitable doctrines, aPPlicatiMl of
.,-.EfJasion of statutory law of ltldia-Remedy of mortgagor and mortgageeTrallsjer of Property Act (IV of 1882 and XX of 1929), s5.53 IA),58Id),
59-Registration Act (XVI of 1908), ss. 17, 49-SPE;Cific Relief, Act (1 oj,
18771, s. 27 (A').
Notwithstanding the:: provisions of s. 59 of the T~ansfer of Property Act
cultivators in India and in Burma are wont to obtain loans by delivering
their lands to the lenders upon the terms that the lenders may remain in
possession until the loan is repaid, and appropriate the fruits of the land
towards the repayment of the principal and/or of the interest due under the
loan. Such transactions are usufructuary mortgages within s.' 58 (d) of the
Transfer of Property Act, and unless the instrument of mortgage in such' a
case is in writing, and the transaction also failS within s. 53 (AI. of the Act,
the terms of the mortgage cannot be relied on as a ground of attack or of
defence by either the plaintiff or the defendant in a mortgage suit, except
in cases in which the y are embodied in a duly registered writttn instrument.
It is wrongful, and in the long rim a harmful circumvention of the law
to' meet individual cases of hardship, to apply by analogy an English
equitable doctrine' affecting the provisions of an English statute relating to
the right to sue upon a contract, with the result that an interest in land
s created withoutlany writing, and which the Tr.ansfer vf Property Act enacts
can only be created by means of a registered instrument. It amounts to 'an
obvious, and substantial evasion of the law enacted under the Registration
Act and the Tran:;fer of Property Act.

Arijf v. jadlmath Majumdar, 58I.A. 91, s.c. I.L.R. 10 Ran. 530tlfollowed.
BOil LOll V. Po Lu, 8 L.B.R. 553; CUI'ri1ubhoy & Co., Ltd. v. Creet,
I.L.R. 60 Cal. 980; Kurri Vcerareddi v. Klt1'l'i Batireddi, IL.R. 29 iMad.
336; Ma Htwe v. MauIIg LIm, 8 L.B.R. 334 ; Mauug M:rat Tun A/mg v.
Maung Lu Pu, I.L.R. 3 Ran. 243; Mml1lg San Min v. Mallllg Po Hlaing,
I.L.R. 4 Ran. 1 ; Maung Shwe Goh v. MauIIg Inn, 10 L.B.R. 120; Nemtulla
Tyeballi v. Safiabu Allibhai, 3i Bom. L.R. 82; Official Assignee v.
M. E. Moolla Sons, Ltd., LL.R. 12 Ran. 589; Pir Bakhsh v. Mohamed,
Tahor, LL.R. 58 Born. 6SC; Royzuddi Sheik v. Kali Nath Mookerjee, I.L.R.
33 Cal. 985-l'cferred to.

* Civil Reference No. 3 of 1935 ~rising out of Civil Second Appeal
No. 303 of 1934 of this Court.
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C.A.M.K.R. Chettiar v. ilia K)'aw, I.L.R. 6 Ran. 270; Ma Ma E v.
Malmg 11m. I.L.R 2 Ran. 479; Maung Kill Lay v. M(Ill1lg T1I1~ Thaing,
I.L.R. 5 Ran. 679; MaulIg Myat Tha Zan v. Ma DUll, I.L.R. 2 Ran. 285 ;
Mall1lg Ok Ky~ v. Ma I'll, 1.1,.1<. 4 l<.an. 368; Mal/llg TIm Ya v. Mallng
AI/1Ig Dl/lI, l.L.R. 2 Ran. 3J3 ; Vcnkah'sh Damodal' v. Mal/appa, I.L.R. 46
Bom. 722; lfizagapatalll SlI.star [)n.·elopmcllt Co., Lid. v. Muthuramanddi,

I.L.R. 46 Mad. 9I9-treated as tJ1lcrruled.
A person canllot sue for the redemption of his property under an oral
mortgage which by law must be created by a registered instrument. He
car., however, sue for possessi'On relying on his title. The defendant cannot
rely on an oral mortgage to retain possession, but he may in a proper
case apply for a stay of proceedings in order to enable him to compel the
plaintiff to execute an instrument in his favour which could be duly
registered.

Pir Bakltsh v. lttahomcd Tahar, l.L.R 58 Born. 650-njclTcd to.

The following order of reference for the decision
Df a Full Bench was made by
DUNKLEY, J.-The suit in the Township Court of Myittha,
·out of which this second appeal arises, was brought by Ma Kyi,
as the heir and legal representative of her husband Maung
Htwe (deceased), for recovery of possession of two holdings of
. agricultural land on payment of a sum of Rs. 380. In firstappeal to the District Court of Kyaukse, the learned Additional
District Judge has wrongly described the suit as a suit !or
redemption.
The facts which have been found are that
on the 12th May, 1924, Maung Htwe delivered to the
defendants-respondents. Ma Than and Maung Saw Hla,
possession of these two h6ldings of land as security for a debt·
of Rs. 380, taken by him at various times as loans from the
respondents, and it was agreed that on re-payment of this
amount the lands should he returned, and that in the meantime the respondents should enjoy the llsufruct of the lands.
The transaction ,vas oral anel no document was -executed.
Suhsequently in 1926 :Maung Ht,,-e took a further advance of
Rs. ] 25 on the security of pcssession by the respondents d
the:;e hnds. This tr<,ns:lction was also oral. Both transactions,
therefore, amountell to abortive usufructuary mortgages whicb
The
'cannot be proved for lack cf registered deeds.
respondents were prepared to re-deliver possession of the lands
to the appellant on payment of the total sum advaDced, namely,
Rs. 505. The TO\vnship Court granted a decree for recovery
-ci possession on payment of Rs. 505. In form, this decree
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1935

was correct. The Additional District Judge on first appeal,.
while upholding' all the findings of the Township Court,
MA KYI
fl.
incorrectly passed a preliminary decree for reo.emption as if
MA THON.
the suit were a suit on a mortgage, which it' was not.
DUKKLEY, J.
Both Courts have found that tile subsequent 'advance of
Rs. 125 was made, as a1leged by the respondents.· The.
appellant has admitted the original 10il-ns am.ounting to Rs. 380,
and has admitted liability to repay this amcunt before she can.
r.ecover possession. She has denied the subsequent advance
of Rs. 125. The sole point raised before me in this appeal.is.
that as the transaction whereby the further and unadmitted
advaiJce of Rs. 125 was ·taken was not by registered deed, and
as the transaction was in the IJature of an usufructuary mortgage for a sum exceeding Rs. 100, which can only be created
by registered deed under the previsions of section 17 (1) (b)
of the Registration Act, oral evidence to prove the transaction
was entirely inadmissible and, therefore; the appellant was
entitled to recover the lands on payment of the admitted
amount of Rs. 380.
This contenticn raises the question of the correctness of the'
decision of this Court in the case of Maang Tun Ya v. Maull!!.
Auttg Dun and one (1), which followed certain prior decisions
of the late Chief Court of Lower Burma, and has been
followed in several subsequent decisions, both repqrted and
un-reported, of this Court. Cases of this description are MaIm!!.
AU1l!!. and 011C v. Mauug Shwe Lin ami one (2); Maung San
Min ami one v. Maung Po Hlaillg ami oth~rs (3) ; and Maung
Sin a1ld another v. Maull!,! So Mill (4). In lila Htwe v. Maun~
LUlt (5), which arose out of a suit for redemption of a mortgage
invalid for want of registration, there occurs the dictum "It may .
be that if the plaintiff had sued for possession on the ground of
her title only she would have been entitled to a decree without paying anything, * *.", and this dictum appears to be in
accordance with the judgment of Mookerjee J. in the case
of Royzuddi Sheik v. Kali Nath Mooker;ee (6), in the course of
which he states .t It is an established doctrine that eqnity will
not contravene the positive enactments or requirements of law
and defeat its policy by supplying, under the guise of amending
0

(1) (l..924) LL.R. 2 Ran. 313.
(2) 1 Bur. L.J. 203.
(3) (1926) I.L.R." 4 Ran. 1.

(4) (1930) I.L.R; 8 Ran. 556.
(5) 8 L.B.R. 334 at p. 335.
(6) (1906) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 985, al p. 995.
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-defective instruments, those (~eficient elements of form without
which the agreement is absolutely void, even as between the
parties to it." The ratio dccide1ldi of the judgment in Maung
Tun Ya's case (1) appears to be the doctrine of part performance,
for. refelTing to this doctrine, Carr J. states in the course of
his judgment (at page 317) II If it is so applicable then it
would seem that a mortgagee in possession under an invalid
mortgage is entitled to retain possession until the mor.tgage
debt is paid off. He can therefore resist a suit for possession,
based merely en title, by his mortgagor. oK· if * The
mortgagor therefore has no ·Iegal remedy Opel) to him and
unless his mortgagee \Yin allow redemption he loses his
propfrty altogether.
The reslilt is obviously inequitable."
But it Ins now been helel by their Lordships of the Privy
·Council that the equitable doctrine oE part performance,
except as enacted ill scctic n 53 (A) of the Transfer of
Property Act, has lIO application in India-see A1'~[f v.
. ]adutlallt Maju1f1dm' (2) and Pir Bakhsh v. Maholl1ed Tahar (3).
Therefore, apparently a mortgagee in posfessioh under an invalid
mortgage cannot resist a suit for possession, based merely on
title, by his mortgager, and the dicturn in M (/ Htwc's case (4),
that the mortgagor is entitled to recover possession withont
paying anything, \\'ould seem to be correct. It is clear that a
person put into possession of land under an invalid usufructuary mortgage has, in consequence of tl: e provisions of section
49 (a) d the Registration Act,no rights whatever in the land,
and it has been held in Maung Tuft Ya's case (1) that his
possession does not amount to a. charge on the land, within
the meaning of section lOOd the. Transfer of Property Act.
See also on this point Royzuddi Sheik Y. Kali Nath Mookerjee
·(5) and P.R..P.R. SOlllaSlIl1dralll Chcllt'ar v. Y.P.N. Nachiappa.
..cheUiar (6). The effect of the decisions ill Mat/tlg Tll11 Ya v.
.MaZIng AltIl}! ])1111 (I) and similar cases is apparently that a
-creditor is thereby enabled to recover a debt which otherwise
would be barred by time. Apparently, the correct principle was
-stated in the case of Ma Htwc v. Maung Lttt/ (4), and the
plaintiff in such a snit is entitled to recover the land without

(1) (19241 l.L.r:. 2 Ran. 313.
(2) (1931) LL.K 58 Cal. 1235.
(3) (1934) LL.l? 58 Bom. 650.

(4) 8 L.B.H. 334 at p. 335.
(5) (1906) I.L.R 33 Cal. 985.
(6. (1924)I.L.R. 2 Han. 429.
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payment if the suit is brought \vithin time. The defendant
will, of course, have a s;;;;;te1;~~se "-;;r;ction to recover his.
debt if his suit is brou~ht.\Vithin.time. Consequently, I am of
opinion' tharC~the'"d~~i~i;n Ii-iMauiig" Tzm Ya v. Matmg Aung
Dun (1) requirEs further consideration. I therefore refer to a
Full Bench for decision the followin~ question:
., Where a person has been put into possession of land as,
usufructuary mortgagee, and the mar/gage is invalid
for want of a registered document, is the true owner
of the land in a suit forposstssion entitled to recover
possession without payment of the amount of the'
debt? "

Aung Gyaw for the appellant. Where thp- principal money secured by a mortgage ·is over Rs. 100 a.
mortgagee cannot give oral evidence of the mortgage,
and that is what the mortgagee is seeking to do in
this case. Under such circumstances there is no·
defence to a suit by the true owner for recovery of
possession of his property.
Wellington for the respondent. In consideration
of a sum of Rs. 125 lent to the appellant the
respondent was allowed to remain in possession of
the property in suit. He was put in possession of
the property under an earlier mortgage for I~s. 380.
The transaction is in the nature of a charge falling:
'mder s. 100 of the Transfer of Property Act, and
no registered instrument is necessary for the creation
of a charge. The loan is charged on the property,.
and until it is repaid the borrower has no right· to
claim it back. Aditya Prasad v. Rml1 Ratan LaT
{2). The present suit is framed as a snit for possession and the defendant therefore is entitled to raise
.the defence in question. The plaintiff did not frame
the ·suiL. a,s. a suit for redemption because he knew
that the :suit would fail.
(1) (1924) I.L.R. 2 Ran. 313.

(2) I.L.R. 5 Ltck. 365.
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[PAGE, C.J. Even as a suit for possession the
pla~ntiff

would be entitled to succeed because the
defendant has derived no valid title to the property.]
Maung Tun Ya v. Maung Aung Dun (1) directly

supports the respondent. The defendant is entitled
in equity to retain possession of the land till his
debt is repaid. See also ,"'fa Htwe v. Maung Lun
(2); Kaw La v. Maung [{e (3) ; Maung San Min v.
Maung Po Hlaing (4) ; Maul1g Kin Lay v. Maung
Tun Thaing (5); M(fung Sin v. Maunt So Min {6).
In Ko Yan v. !Jla Mai lIVi (7) the decision in
Arijf v. jadunath (8) was followed, and it was held
that no title passed in similar circumstances except
by a registered deed. But the equity of the case
has also to be considered, and where the relation
of mortgagor and mortgagee has been created, and
immovable property has been given as security for
the repayment of the debt it is right to regard the
transaction as creating a charge on the property~
Royzuddi v. Kali N ath (9). The respondent can
then give evidence to show how he came into
posSYSSiOIl. Voradtl" Pillai v. jeevarathnam111al (1O).
PAGE, C.J.-This case raises· a question of
considerable importance to the public generally, and
in pariicular to cultivators of the soil in Burma an:!
India. The question propounded is :

"Where a person has been put into possession of lanel as
llsufructuary mortgagee, and the 11.10rtgage is invalid for want
of a registered document, is the true owner of the land ill a
suit for possession entitled to recover possession without p<:.y. ment of the amount of the debt?"
(1) LL.R. 2 Han. 313.
(2) 8 L.B.R. 334.
(3) 8 L.B.R. 556.

H) LL.H. 4 Han. l.
(5) I.L.R 5 r~an. 6i9.

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

LL.R. 8 Ran. 556.
LL.R. 10 Ran. 529.
I.L.R. 58 Cal. 1235.
I L.R. 33 Cal. 955.
I.L.R. 43 Mad. 244.
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It is an inveterate habit of culHvatprs to mortgage
their lands orally for loans of Rs. 100 and upwards,
without executing and/or registering an instrument
of mortgage.
Now; the Transfer of Property Act was passed it) .
1882, 53 years ago, and by section 59 of that Act it
is provided that:
,. Where the principal money secured is one hundred
rupees or upwards, a mortgage can be effected only by a
registered instrument signed by the mortgagor and attested by
at le'lst two witnesses."

Nevertheless, both in India and in Burma culti..:
vators, in the teeth of the express terms of the
statute, are still wont to obtain loans by delivering
their lands to the lenders upon the terms that the
lenders may remain in possession until the Joan is
repaid, and appropriate the fruits of the land towards
the repayment vf the principal and/or of the interest
·due under the loan. There does not appear to me·
to be any escape from the conclusion that such tran'sactions are usufructuary mortgages within section
58 (d) of the Transfer of Property A.ct.
It follows,
therefore, that unless the instrument of mortgage in
.such a case is in writing, and the transaction also
:falls within section 53 (A) of the Transfer of
Property Act, the terms of the mortgage cannot be
relied on as <l ground of attack or of defence by
-either the plaintiff or the defendant in a mortgage
suit, except in cases in which they are embodied in
.a duly registered written instrument. (Registration
Act, XVI of 1908, sections 17 and 49.)
The persistent neglect of lenders and borrowers,
particularly in the mofussil, to conform to the
provisions of the law when seeking to effect loans
-on mortgage has led to much unhappitiess, and often
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in the minds of the. cultivators to much injustice
also. I venture to think that it would be a benevolent
and at the same time a politic act on the part of
the local executive authorities .if steps were taken
to call the attention of the untutored proletariate to
the necessity of executing and registering a written
instrument when obtaining loans on mortgage of
their lands for Rs. 100 or upwards._
Meanwhile, the Courts have had recourse to
certain doctrines recognized by Courts of Equity
in England fOf the purpose of redressing the hardship that it was though t would follow the rigorous
enforcement of the law. The result of applying
such principles of equity, however, in cases where
the Registration Act or the Transfer of Property Act
requires a particular transaction to be carried out
by means of a registered instrument is that a serious
encroachment has been made upon the law of
i"egistration, the salutary effect of which in. India
~nd in. Burma cannot be gainsaid, and much more
harm than good is done. In this connection I
desire to refer to the following observations by
White C,].' in Kurri Veerareddi and others v. Kurri
Bapireddi and another (1) :
"The application of the strict letter of the law untempered
by equitable considerations may> no doubt, at first, result in
hard~hip to individuals.
But as soon as it is known to be well
settled that the strict letter of the law ,,,ill be applied, cases
of individual hardship will cease to occur, and full effect will
be given to the considerations of public policy on which the
enactment in question is based.
The application of the letter of the law leads to certainty
of title and to a diminution of the opportunities for perjury.
The tempering of the letter of the law by recognizing equities
which "vould take a case out of the statute, leads in precisely
the opposite direction."
(1) {1906l LL.R. 29 Mad. 336 at p. 341.
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I am glad to thin~ that since. the; decision of
the Privy Council in Ariff v. Jadun.ath Majumdar
(1), Currimbhoy and Compa'ny, Limited- v.' Creet (2),
Pir Bakhsh v. Mahomed Tahar (3) and J.lIaung Shwe
Goh v. Maung Inn (4), ex.cept as provided in section 53 (A) of the Transfer of Property Act and: section 27 tA) of the Specific Relief Act; those cases in
which attempts have been made to evade the law
of regjstration by applying in India principles of
equity, the enforcement of ,which is regarded in
England as a legitimate mode by, which ,the law
can be circumvented,' no longer can be treated as
laying down the law correctly, and are not to be
followed.
In the present case the plaintiff sued to recover
possession of certain immovable property on payment of Rs. 380 to the defendants. In paragraph 3
of the plaint it is alleged that the plaintiff's father
had delivered possession of the said lands
l~, to

the defendants in payment of various loans taken
previously, amounting to Rs. 380, with the promise that the
lands shall be re:urned with delivery of possession after
working them for three years and three han;ests.~'

In paragraph 4 it is further alleged that on the
plaintiff demanding re-delivery of the lands on payment of Rs. 380
.. the defendants gave a reply-notice stating that they were
willing to return the said lands, but they contended that the
mortgage money fer, the suit lands and other lands was not
Rs. 725 but Rs. 925, and that they were willing to return the
lands only on payment of Rs 925."

In paragraph 3 of the defence the
admitted that the lands in suit had

defendants

(1) (1931) L.R. 58 IA. 91 ;
121 (1932) I.L.R. 60 Cal. 980.
I.L.R. 10 Ran. 530n.
(3) (1934) I.L.R. 58 Born. 650.
(4) (1916) I.L.R. 44 Cal. p. 542; 10 L.B.R: 120.
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.' been, dt\livere.d to them fOF the original sum- of money Rs. 380;
and the same lands have. been taken over with delivery of
possession. That in about the month of Tabodwe,1288, B.E.
(1927) a further sum of Rs. 125; on request, was taken all the
said lands, with the pFomise that this sum of Rs. 125 shall be
returned together with the previous sum taken, i.e., Rs·. 380,
on redemption of the said lands, i.e., by payment of a total
sum of. Rs. 505; therefore as the further advance was taken
on this promise, these lands ought not to be returned on payment of Rs. 380 only but they ought to be returned only on
payment of Rs. 505."

It was common ground at the trial that no
document embodying the terms of this transaction
was executed or registered, although a mutation of
names in the register had been made. In my
opinion, with all due respect, the present suit is
framed as a suit for redemption of lands which are
the subject of an oral usufructuary mortgage on
payment of Rs. 380, the principal amount due under
the loan; the real issue in the suit being whether
the amount due under the alleged mortgage upon
payment of which redemption should be allowed
was Rs.. 380 or Rs. 505.
Both the lower· Courts have passed a -decree in
favour of the plaintiff, the trial Court "for the
recovery of possession of the suit lands on paymen:
of Rs. 380 "j the Additional District Court "for
redemption of the lands on payment of Rs. 505
within six months." In my opinion, the suit in its
present form cannot be sustained inasmuch as the
plaintiff pleads. and relies on the oral mortgage.
[MaRtwe v. Maung Lun (1) j Bon Lon and others
v. Po Lu (2); Kurri JTeerareddi and others v.
Kurri Bapireddi and another (3) j Royzuddi Sheik v.
II) (1916) 8 L.B.R. 334.
(2) (1916) 8 L.B.R. 553.
(3) \1906j I.L.R. 29 Mad. 336 at p. 344.
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Kali Nath Mookerjee (1); Arijfv.Jadunath Maju1hdar
(2); Currimbhoy and Company, Limited v. Creet (3);
Pir Bakhsh v. Mahomed Takar (4) ; Maung San Min
v. Maung Po Hlaing (5); Maung Myat Tun Aung
v. Maung Lu Pu (6) i The Official Assignee v.
M. E. Moolla Sons, Ltd. (7); Nemtulla Tyeballiv.
Sa/iabu Allibkai (8).] For the. same reason the.
defendants are not entitled to prove the alleged oral
mortgage o( the .lands . for an additional sum of
Rs. 125.
The proper course for the plaintiff to have
taken in the present case would have been to have
sued for possession relying on. her title which was
not and could not be disputed. To such a suit
there would have been no defence, for the only
ground upon which the defendants could have
claimed to remain in possession would have been
based upon the alleged rights which they had
acquired under the oral mortgage on which it was
not permissible for them to rest theIr title, and
which could not be proved.
It has been held over and over again by the
Courts in Burma and elsewhere in India, however,~ounding upon the doctrine of part performance
which is applied by the Courts in England' in
administering jurisdiction in equity-that to a suit
fOf possession based on the plaintiff's title it would
. be a good defence that the defendant was in
possession under 'an oral mortgage or an oral agreement for sale' or for a lease. Further, it has been
held that where a suit was framed in terms similar .
(II (1906) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 985.
(4) (1934)
(2; (1931) L.R. 58 LA. 91 ;
(5) (1926)
I.L.R. io Ran. 530n.
(6) (1925j
(3) (1932) I.L.R. 60 Cal. 980.
(7) . (1934)
(8) (1934) 37 Bom. L.R. 82.

I.L.R. 58 Born 650.
LL.R. 4 Ran.!.
I.L.R. 3 Ran. 243.
I.LR. 12 Ran. 58Q.
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fo those in the present ,case, and the plaintiff
claims possession only on payment of the amount
due under the loan the Court ought to strive to
hold that the suit is a title suit, and a decree in
the above sense ought to be passed in the plaintiff's
favour; although
"it is true that the givin~ to them of a decree in the terms
they ask would have the same effect as a ('ecree for redemption of a usufructuary mortgage"

[per Brown

J.

in Maung Kin Lay v. Maung Tun
Thaing (1)]. With all due respect, in my opinion,
a decree passed in favour of the defendant on the
first ground or in favour of the plaintiff on the
second would operate as an obvious and substantial
evasion of the law enacted under the Registration
Act ,and the Transfer of Property Act; and, as
Lord Russell pointed out in Arifj v. ] adunath
Majumdar (2)
"tInt an Ellgli$hequitable cloctrineaffecting the provisions of
an English statute relating to the tight to sue upon a contract.
should b~ applied bvanalogy to such a statute as the Transfer
of Property Act, and with such a result as to create without
any writing an interest which the statute says can only be
created by means of a registered instrummt, appears to their'
Lcrdships, in the absence of some bindin~ authority to that
effect, to be impossible:"

Of course it may be that where a plaintiff has
sued for possession of immovable property the
defendant would be entitled to apply for a stay of
proceedings "in order to enable him to comp~l
the plaintiff to execute, an instrument in his
favour, which he could have. duly ,registered."
(I) (1927, I.L.R. 5 Ran. 679
at p. 682.
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(2) (1931) L.R. 58 I.A. '}l ;
I.L.R. 10 Rall. 530ft.
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[Pir Bakhsh v. Mahomed Tahar (l).J
on the circumstances.
observed in that case,

It depend·s
But, as Lord Macmillan

"the remedy thus available to the defendant would not have
depended on any recognition of the agreement of sale as in
itself a defence to the action of ejectment, but rather on the
principle that the Court will not grant a decree of ejectment which can at once he rendered ineffective by the same
Court being required to grant a decree of specific performance resulting in reinstatement."

In the present case, however, no such question
anses.
For the reasons that I have. stated, and having
regard to the principles enunciated in· Arif! v.
jadunath Majumdar (2), I am of opinion that in
Maung Myat Tha Zan v. 1I1a Dun (3); Mauni Tun
Ya v. Maul1~ Aung Dun (4); Ma Ma E v. Maung
Tun (5); Maung Ok Kyi v. Ma Pu (6); Maung
Kin Lay v. Maung Tun Thaillg (7); C.A.M.K.R.
Chettiar v. Ma Kyaw (8); Vizagapatam Sugar
Develo/>1funt Company, Limited v. 111ufhuramareddi (9)
and -Venkatesh Damodar Mokas'li v. Mallappa
Bhimappa Chikkalki (10) the law was not correctly
stated, and that these cases must be regarded as
having been overruled.
I would answer the question propounded in the
above sense.
We are now informed that the parties have
composed their differences; and apply that a consent
decree may be passed ordering that the plaintiff. in
(1) (1934\ I.L.R. 58 Born. 650.
(5) (19241· I.L:R. 2 Ran. 479.
(2) (19:11) L.R. Sll I.A. 91 ;
(6) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 368.
I.L.R. 10 Ran. 530".
(7) (1927) I.L.R. 5 Ran. 679 at p. 682..
(3) (1924) I.L.R. 2 Ran. 285.
(8) (1928) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 270.
(9) (1923) I.L:R. 46 Mad. 919.
(4)(1924) I.L.R. 2 Ran. 313.
.(10) (1921) I.L.R. 46 Born. p. 722.
.
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the suit be entitled to recover. possession of the
suit lands upon payment by her' to the defendants
of the sum of .Rs. -142-8-0. Each party to pay their
own costs throughout.
The proceedings will be returned to the referring
Court for a decree to be passed in the above sense.
MOSELY,
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Befo"e Mr. Jmlice Mosely.

KING-EMPEROR v. NGA TUN LU.*
AppCtll--Ordcr of imprisonment ifl default of furuislti1tg seCttrity-Crillli1Jal
Procedure c.ode (Act Vof1898}, ss.123, 41S-0rder to fUn/ish security 10 keep
lite pellce 1101 appealable.
.
There is no general provision ill the Criminal Procedure Code allowing an
appeal from ,n order of imprisonment in default of furnishing security passed
under s. ~23 of the CO-de. Under s. 415 a sentence which would not otherwise
be subject to appeal is not appealable merely because the person affected has
been ordered to furnish security to keep the peace.

J.-The respondent, Nga Tun Lu, who
gave his age a5 seventeen, was found guilty of obscene
conduct with intent to insult the modesty of a woman,
an offence under section 509 of the Indian Penal
Code, and was sentenced to a fine of Rs. 10 or in
default ten days' rigorous imprisonment. He was also
required, under section 106 of the Criminal Procedure
Code, to execute a bond to keep' the peace in the
sum of Rs. 50 with two sureties for one ,year.
MOSELY,

it Criminal Revision No. 915A of 1934 from the order of the Township
Magistrate Qf Pwinb)'u in Criminal Regular TriAl No. 182 of 1934.
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Considering the nature of the.offence and the you:th
of the 'accused, I doubt whether an order to keep
thepea.ce should have been passed in this case at an~
certainly not for so long a period. The r,espondent was
:unable to pay the' fine or to furnish the security, and
it was, therefore, ordered that at the expiration o:f
the rigorous imprisonment directed in default of
payment of the fine he should suffer simple imprisonment until he furnished the necessary security. He bas
been in jail since the 22nd of August, something oVer
three months.
On appeal the learned Sessions Judge dismissed
the appeal on the ground that no 'appeal lay. This
is correct. An appeal is allowed under section 406
of the Criminal Procedure Code from any order to
keep the peace under section 118 of tbe Criminal
Procedure Code, but section 118 of the Criminal
Procedure Code which is part of Chapter VIIl-B~
headed" security for keeping the peace in other cases
and security for good behaviour", only refers, in the
case of a breach of the peace, to an order passed on
an enquiry under section 107 of the Criminal Procedure Code. That is again clear from the \vording
of section 123 (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code,
which differentiates orders under section 106 and section
118 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Urider section
415 of the Crimin:ll Procedure Code no sentence which
would not otherwise be liable to appeal is appealable
merely on the ground that the person affected is ordered
to find security to keep the peace. As the substantive
sentence in this case was not appealable no appeal.
lay. There is no general provision in the Code for
all.:>wing an appeal from an order of imprisonment in
default of furnishing security passed under 'section 123
of the Criminal Procedure Code, and perhaps it was
not contemplated that an order to" furnish. security
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under section 106 of the Criminal Procedure Code
would be coupled with a non-appealable sentence.
Tn my opinion it should rarely, if ever, be necessary
to do this, and it should certainly liot be done until
it has been ascertained that the accused is able to
ftlifnish security.
In the present case I consider that the respondent has been more than sufficiently punished. The
Magistrate's order will be modified to one diFecting
the respondent to furnish security to keep the peace
under section 106, Criminal Procedure Code, for a
period of three months,. The respondent will, therefore, be released forthwith.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before Mr. Justice Mosely.

U HPAY LATT v. MA PO BYU.*

1935

Jatl.12.
MainietUlIlce order-Enforcement by the magistrate passing the order-Residence
of the person liable-Criminal Procedure C;ode (Act V of 1898), ss. 488 (3),
490-Proviso to s. 488 (3), meanitlg of.
The provisions of s. 490 of the Criminal Procedure Code are suprlementaty
to those of s. 488 (3)· which allow the magistrate WIlO passed the order for
payment of maintenance to enforce it. It is not obligatory that the order shall
be enforced in the district in which the person directed to pay lives.
Ma Thaw v. King-EmPeror, 7 L.B.R. 116-referred to.
The proviso to s. 488 13i is intended to prevent a person entitled to' maiIitenance from being negligent and allowing arrears to accumulate, but it isnot
intended for the benefit of the person who evades payment by avoiding service
-of process
The respondent applied on the 18th July 1933 for 4 months' maintenance
,ending June 1933. The case had ,to be closed as the applicant could not be
found. She then applied on the 31st May 1934 for 15 months' maintenance in
.arrears.
Held, that the application lay.

* Criminal ReVision No. 7928 of 1934 from the order of the Headquarters
Magistrate, Sandoway, in Criminal Misc. Trial No. 23 of ]934.

J.
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A. N. Basu Jor the ,'applicant. The order of the
Magistrate is prima facie illegal. . Under the 2nd proviso
to s. 480 (3) of the Criminal Procedure Code no
warrant can be issued for the recovery of arrears of
maintenance unless the application is made within one
year from the date on which they became due. The
first application was made on the 19th July 1933 for the
recovery of arrears from 1st March 1933 to June 1933.
That case was closed on 12th October 1933 as the
respondent could not be served with notice. The
second application out of which the present revision
arises was filed in May 1934, and in it the amount
mentioned in the first application was also included.
The first application having heen closed it must be
deemed to have been rejected, and arrears of maintenance can be claimed only from July 1933.

R. M. Sen for the respondent. The second applj':'
cation was in fact a continuation of the first app~i
cation. All that is laid down by the 2nd proviso to
s. 48~ (3) is that the application for the enforcement of
arrears of maintenance must be made within a year t
it does not bar the recovery of any amount if the
application is within time. The firs~ applicdtion was
within time j so was the second j and they cannot
be treated as separate applications. Moreover, on
equitable grounds the respondent is entitled to the
relief asked for.
MOSELY, J.-There is nothing in the first ground
for revision that the order of maintenance could only
be enforced,-vide section 490, Criminal Procedure
Code,-in the district in which the person ordered
to pay lives. The provisions of that section are merely
supplementary'to those of section 488, sub-section
(3), Criminal Procedure Code, which allows the
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Magistrate who passed the order for payment of maintenance to enf()rce it, as was pointed out as long
ago as Ma Thaw v. King-Emperor (1).
The other ground is that the present respondent
was not entitled to recover arrears of maintenance
for more than a period of 12 months prior to the
present application.
In Criminal Miscellaneous No. 37 of1933, instituted on the 18th July 1933, she applied for maintenance at the rate of Rs. 20 per mensem for 4 months,
March to June 1933. The case had to be closed
as the present applicant could· not be traced. Then
in Criminal Miscellaneous No. 23 of 1934, the case
now in question, instituted on the 31st May 1934,
she applied for the 15 months' maintenance in arrears,
that is to say from the starting date of her original
application, 1st Mar.ch 1933, to the 31st May 1934.
The proviso to section 488 (3) reads as follows:
"Provided, further, that 110 warrant shall be issued for the
recovery of any amount due under this section unless application
be made to the Court to levy such amCUl1t within a period of one
year from the date on which it became due."

This proviso does not say that no such warrant shall be
issued except
an application made to levy such
amount within a period of one year from the date
on which it became due.
The proviso was clearly enacted to prevent the
person in whose favour an order for maintenance was
made from being negligent and allowing arrears to pile
up until their recovery would become a hardship or an
impossibility. It was not meant that a loop hole should
be given to the person against whom an order for
maintenance was made to evade payment by preventing
the service of process on him. In fact the proviso was

on

(I) 7 L.B.R. 116.
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evidently "\vocded in the- way it was expressly· fo
preclude the possibility of such an evasion.
EAT'!'
v.
The order of the Magistrate allowing enforcement
MA::PoByO'.
of the order of maintenance for 15 months was correct.
l\IIaSEI'.Y, J.
This application in revision will be dismissed.
U
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir A·rthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr Justice M,'a Bu.
1935'

THE ADMINISTRATOR-GENERAL, BURMA

Jan. 17.

v.
TEWARY.*
Mortgage-Suit for simple mailey-decree by mortgagee-Averme11t ill plaint as fa
surrender of security-Attachme1lt atld sale ofmortgaged property in eXeal[ion of money-decru;~CivilProcedureCode (Act V of 1908), O. 34, r. 3 (6).
A mortgagee who obtains a simpk money-decree against his debtor,
averrin~ in his plaint that he' surrenders his secnrity, cannot bring the
mortgaged property to sale in execution 01 liis decree. The mere averment"in
the plaint that he gives up his rights under the mortgage for the purpose of
that suit cannot be regarded as an extinguishment of the mortgagee's rights.·

Chedi La! v. Sadar-Un-Nisa 81m. I.L.R. .39 All. 36; I1ulerpal Singh v.
Mewa Lal: I.L.R. 36 All. 264- referred to.

Barnabas for the appellant. A mere statement in
the plaint that the plaintiff surrenders his security
without effectively transferring the same to the (jebtor,
and even his offer to hand over the title deeds, is not a
valid and effectual surrender of his security.
Th~ decree-holder cannot proceed . against the
security on a mere allegation of surrender: He must
file a regular suit for sale under o. 34, r. 3 (6), of the
CivlI Procedure Code, as amended by the Rule
Committee of the High Court, corresponding to O. 34,
r. 14, of the Code. It is tantamount to a fraud on
the mortgagor and an abuse of the process of the
• \ivil First Appeal No. 124 of 1934 from the order of this Court on the
Original Side in Civil Execution Case No. 59lS of 19:<3.

VoL XUI]
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Court j and such a procedure also defeats the provisions of s. 68 of the TransEer of Property Act.
The aUeged surrender was without consideration,
:and of no effect at all. The mortgage was not extinguished thereby.
Chedl Lal v. Sadar-Un-Nisa Bibi (]) j Inderpal
SiNgh v. Mewa Lal (2).

N. ]eejeebhoy for the respondent. The question
of abandonment of the mortgage security having being
Taised in the plaint the Court must be deemed to
have applied its mind to the matter, and to have
held that the mortgage security had been validly
extinguished. All that section 65 (2) of the Transfer
'Of Property Act requires is an abandonment of the
mortgage security. In the present case the sale was ...
voidable and not void. Ashutosh Sikdm' v. Beharilall
O}. No application to have the sale set aside has been
made in accordance with O. 21, r. 89, and the sale
cannot now be set aside. Sorimuthu Pillai v.
Muthukrishna Pillai (4) j Seth Nanhelal v. Umrao
Singh (5).
PAGE, C.J.-In this case a device has been
'employed, which has become not unusual, to evade
the provisions of Order 34, rule 3 (6), of the Civil
Procedure Code * which runs as follows:·
" In territories to which the Transfer of Property Act, 1882,
been extended, a mortgagee who has obtained a decree for
payment of money in satisfaction or a claim arising under his
mortgage shall net be entitled to bring the mortgaged property
to sale otherwise than. by a suit for sale under this rule, and he
may institute such suit notwithstanding anything contained in
Order II, Rule 2."
h~,S

(1) I.L.R. 39 All. 36.
{2) I.L.R. 35 All. 264.

(3) I.L.R. 35 Cal. 61.
(4) I.L.R. 56 Mad. 808.
15) 60 ML.]. 424•

... As amended by the Rule Committee of this Court-Ed.
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Order 34, rule 3 (6) is in substantially the same
form as sedion 99 of the Transfer of Property Act and
ADMINIS-.
• "
.
TRATOR- . Order 34, rule 14, of the CIVIl Procedure Code, 1908.
GtNERAL
Th
. .
. t 0 prevent a person
BVRMA'
.
e 0 b"Jec t 0 f tllese proVISIons
IS
TE\t~RY. who has lent money upon the security of a mortgage
from selling the property to liquidate the debt without .
PAGE, c.}.
giving the mortgagor or other person interested an
opportunity of redeeming the property according to
law.
In the present case the respondent brought. a
stiit for a money decree in the Small. Cause Court,..
and in paragraph 2 of the p,laint he stated "that
plaintiff surrenders his security and is claiming a
simple money decree only." The respondent obtained
the money decree which he sought in the Small Cause
Court. The decree was transferred to the Original
Side of the High Court for execution, and the respondent then applied for leave to execute the decree.
against the property which under, the mortgage was
security for the loan for the payment of which he had
obtained the money decree.
On the 16th July 1934 the Administrator-General,
who represented the estate of the judgment-debtort '
applied under section 47 and Order 34, rule 3 (6),
for an order that the proclamation for sale might be
cancelled and that the order for sale might be set
afide. The applicati()n was dismissed by the Deputy
Registrar, and on appeal by Leach J.. From the
order of Leach J. refusing to set aside the order for
sale the present appeal has beer: filed. Meanwhile t
the property has been sold.
proviNow, assuming, without deciding, that :the
.
.
sions of section 68 of the Transfer of Property Act
apply to a mortgage created by the deposit of title
deeds (see secti0n 96), and also that in the present
case the mortgagor "bound himself to repay the
THE
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amount due under the mortgage", the respondent
would be entitled to sue the mortgagor ·for a personal
decree for the amount due in respect of the loan,
provided that the Court in its discretion did not
stay the suit under section 68 (2).
In the present case no application was made or
order passed under section 68 (2), and it follows that
the personal decree passed in the Small Cause Court
was valid in law. In my opinion, however, to such
a decree the provisions of Order 34, rule 3 (6), apply
[Inderpal Singh and others v. Mewa Lclt and others
(In. The respondent, however, contends that at the
date when he filed his suit in the Small Cause Court
and/or when he applied in the High Court for leave
to execute the decree which he had obtained in that
suit there was no subsisting mortgage in his favour
upon the property in suit.
.
At the trial no evidence was called, and the
plaintiff did not pretend that any evidence had been
adduced, that at any material time the mortgage in
respect of which he had obtained the decree" in the
Small Cause Court was not subsisting. The learned
advocate for the respondent, however, contended that
because 'he had pleaded in paragraph 20f the plaint
II that
plaintiff surrenders his security" there was
evidence that in fact the mortgage had ceased to
exist at the time when the plaint was filed. In my
opinion that contention is misconceived. I agree
with the following observations by Richards C.].
and Banerji J. in Inderpal Singh and others v. Mewa
Lal and others (1) :
II It is urged
that the b3r is afforded by the fact that in
the plaint in the previous suit the plaintiffs stated that they
relinquished their right to enforce the mortgage. If this
statement be regarded as an agreement releasing their rights.

(1) (19141 I.L.R. 36 AlL 264 at p. 266.
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as mortgagees that agreement, being without consideration,
€annot be enforced. The me~'e averment in the plaint that
the plaintiffs gave up their right under the mortgage for the
purpose of that suit cannot be regarded as an extinguishment of
the mortgagee's rights " ;

[see also Chedi Lal v. Sadar-Un.-Nisa Bibi (1)].
In these circumstances the application of the
appellant that the sale proclamation should bt cancelled
and that the order for sale. should, be set aside in
opinion ought to have been granted. The appeal
will be allowed, and; as the sa,le has not' been
confirmed, the order for sale and the sale consequent
mpon that order will be set aside.
As regards the costs the appellant is entitled to
recover the two gold mohurs whic,h he has paid
as costs to the respondent under the order from which
the appeal has been brought, and in addition he
,is entitled to his costs of the trial, adYocate's fee two
gold mohurs, and to his costs of the appeal, advocate's
fe'e five goldmohurs.

my

MYA

Bu, }.-I agree.

(1) (1916) l.L.R. 39 All. 36.
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CRIMINAL REVIS10N.
Before Mr. Justice Dunkley.

MAUNG CHIT TAY v. MAUNG TUN NYUN.*

1935

Jan.
Defamaiion--Proscwiion by Corporali01t-Defamalion of Corporaiioll, elements
of-Corporation has 1ro personal reputation-De novo trial, ril!.ht of accused
io demand-Nan-cognisable case-Order directing pa"me11t by accl/sed of
process-jees and witnesses' cxpmses-Crimiltal Procedure Code (Act V of
1898), s. 350 (1). proviso (al.
The applicant published a pamphlet adversely criticising certain resolutions of
a Municipal Committee. It was mainl.v an atbck on certain individual meinbers
of the Committee. and the Committee' as such suffered no damage. The President of the Committee 011 behalf of t!H:: Committee prosecuted the applicant for
defamation. In the course of the trial the trying magistrate was transferred,
and was succeeded by a new magistrate, who declined to grant the applicant's
I'equt'st for a de 1/0VO trial unless the applicant deposited process-fees and
witnesses' expenses for re-summoning the prosecution witnesses already
examined.
Held, that the right of an accused persoll to demand a de novo trial on a
new magistrate succeeding the original magistrate is a statutory rig:1t, which
canllot in a non-cognisable case be defeated by ordering that the accused shall
deposit process-fees and witnesses' expenses before the witnesses already
examined before the first magistrate are re-summoned.

Held jurlher, that a Corporation has no reputation apart from its properly
or trade. It cannot Il1aintain an action for a li!?el merelyaffectingpersOllal
reputation. The words complained of, to support a prosecution, must reflect
on the management of its business and inust injuriously affect the Corporation, as distinct from the individuals who compose it. They must attack
the Corporation in its method of conducting its affairs, must accuse it of
fraud or mismanagement, or must attack its' financial position. A Corroration cannot bring: a prosecution for words which merely affect its honour
or dignity. Proceedings quashed.
Metropolitan Saloon Omnibus Co. v. Hawkins, 4 H. & N. 87; Mayor etc..
of Manchesler v. Williams, (1891) 1 Q.B. 94 ; Slazetlgers, Ltd. v. Gibbs & Co.,
33 T.L.R. 35 ; South .Hetlotl Coal Co., Ud. v. North-Eastern News Association,.
Ltd., \1894) 1 Q.B. 133-refernd to.

Thein Maung for the applicant.

No appearance for the respondent.
* Criminal Revision No. 824B of 1934 arising out of Criminal Regular
Trial No. 51 of 193+ of the Second Additi1>nal Special Power Magistrate.
Paungde.

18~
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J.-The. applicant U Chit Tay pub":
MAUNG CHIT lished
a pamphlet"
which he commented
T:oY adversely on certain resolutions which, according to
MAUNG TUN hO
NYUN.
1m, 1lad b
een·passe d b y t h e MOO
umclpaI C 001011Ottee 0 f
Paungde. On the 10th May, 1934, the Committee
held a special' meeting to consider what action
should be taken as a result of the publication of.
this pamphlet and at this meeting a resolution was
. ·~arried-by a majority that " necessary action according to law· be taken " against U Chit· Tay. I do
not pretend to understand what may have been
the meaning which the supporters· of this most
ambiguous resolution attached to it, but the President of the Municipal Committee,·· U Tun. Nyun,
construed it as an instruction to him to prosecute·
U Chit Tay in a criminal Court for defamation,
and, on the 1st June, he filed a complailit against
the applicant before the Subdivisional Magistrate of
Paungde, alleging that the applicant by the· publication of this pamphlet had· committed an offence
under section 500 of the Indian Penal Code against
the Municipality. In the heading of the complaint
he described himself as Ii President and agent of
the Paungde Municipality", and it is clear that he
presented this complaint in consequence of the resolution of the 10th May and on behalf of the
Municipal Committee as such, and not in his
dpersonal capacity. He did not, in fact, complain
that he personally, or any individual member of
the Committee, had been defamed; he complained
that the Committee as a corporate body had been
defamed.
This complaint .was sent by the Subdivisional
Magistrate to the Second Additional . M·agistrate of
Paungde for disposal and the trial proceeded. On
the 9th November 1934, the trying M~gistrate was
DUNKLEY,

in
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transferred and was succeeded.by another Magistrate. Application was then made by the accused, MAUNG CHIT
TAY
V.
(who is the present applicant), for a de novo trial
MAUNG TU=1
under proviso ta) to section .350 (1) of the Code
NYUN.
of Criminal Procedure, but the new Magistrate DU~KLEY, J.
declined to resummon the witnesses already examined
unless the accused paid fees for the iscme of process to them, and also deposited in Court the
expenses of these witnesses accorning to the prescribed scales, on the ground that the case "vas a
a non-cognisable case. Objeccomplaint case and
.
tion has been taken before me to this order of
the Magistrate, which was passed on the 12th
November, and the order was plainly wrong. Under
proviso (a) to section 350 U) the accused had an
absolute statutory right to claim a de novo trial,
and the Magistrate had' no authority to limit that
right by imposing any condition on its exercise.
Processes issued under such circumstances fall within
clause (ii) of sub-rule (a) (1) of rule 18 of the
Process Fees Rules; (paragraph 1046, Burma Courts
Marimtl), and should be issued free of charge, and
the Magistrate should order the expenses of witnesses,
recalled in the exercise of this statutory right, to
be paid by Government under the discretion conferred . upon him by section 544 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure.
As I have said, the complaint was laid by U Tun~
Nyun on behalf of the Municipal Committee,
and the further objection has been raised that the
Committee as such . cannot bring a charge of
defamation unless it can show that it has suffered
damage in its property in consequence .)f the
imputations alleged, and that, as no such pecuniary
damage to the Committee is alleged in the complaint, the complaint ought to have been dismissed,

.
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and the proceedings should now be quashed.
In
the last paragraph of the complaint it is· alleged
TAY
th
t "..l.·h·
. mad e WIt
.h '
. to lower.
VI.
, . a
l
IS PU bl"
.·lcation IS
mtent
~AU~
' 0 f th e·C·
'+,I..
N'YtJN.TuN th
..t: fepu t a t'lOn 0 f th e memb
ers
omnUlliLee
.-;:-Y J and to destroy the authority of the Municipality,"
DU N...LE·, •
and,consequcntly, it is clear that the complaint
does not allege that the Committee as such has
suffered any damage by reason of the publication
of U Chit Tay's pamphlet. It is further contended
that the pamphlet in question is nothing more than
a fair comment on the acts of certain members of
the Municipal Committee and that, therefore, the.
applicant U Chit Tay is protected by the Second
and Third Exceptions to section 499 of the Penal
Code. With the question of "fair comment" I should
not now be prepared to deal, as the trial is still
pending before the Magistrate and this is a· defenceiJ
which has been raised before him.
But, in my
opinion, the first contention must prevail. U Chit
Tay's pamphlet must be read as a whole, and, if,
this is done, it is clear that the pamphlet was not·
an attack on the Municipal Committee as s'uch,
but an attack upon certain individual members of;
the Committee, particularly one U Ba Yin, who ~
opposed certain proposals which were brought before.
the· Committee by other members, and which·
U Chit Tay considered to be for the benefi~ of the
Town. A corporation may maintain a prosecution
or an action for a libel affecting its property, but
not for a libe1 merely affecting personal reputation,·
as a corporation has no reputation apart· from its
property or trade. The words complained of must
reflect on the management of its business and must
injuriously· affect the corporation, as distinct from
the·. individuals who compose. it. The alleged libel
inust attack the cQr:poration in its method of conduct1955

MAUNG CHIT
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, ing its affairs, must accuse it of fraud or mismanagement, or must attack its financial position. It
cannot bring a prosecution for words which merely
h
·
affec t Its
'onour
or d'19m'ty. Moreover, 1't cannot
maintain a prosecution for words which reflect" not
upon it as a body, but upon its members individually, unless special damage has thereby been
caused to it. Metropolitan Saloon Omnibus Company
(Limited) v. Hawkins (1) ; The Mayor, Aldermen,
and Cifizet.s ofManchester v. Williams (2) ; South
Hetton Coal Company, Limited v. North-Eastern News
Association, Limited (3) and Slazengers (Limited) v.
C. Gibbs & Co. (4)~
Now, as I have said, it is clear that U Chit
Tay's pamphlet was an attack, not upon the Committee as such, but upon certain members of the
Committee personally and it is not suggested that
tLe Municipality of Paungdehas suffered any damage
by reason of the publication of this pamphlet.
Consequently, the Municipal Committee cannot
maintain a prosecution for defamation against
tJ Chit Tay in respect of the publication of this
pamphlet, "and, therefore, the, complaint filed by
tr Tun Nyun "on behalf of the Committee ought
not to have been entertained, and U Chit Tay
should not be called upon to rebut a charge
based upon this complaint.
Consequently the
proceedings pending against the applicant U Chit
Tay in Criminal Regular No. 51 of 1934 of the
Second Additional Magistrate of Paungde are
quashed.
(1) (1859) 4 H. & N. 87.
(2) (lll91) L.R. 1 Q.B. 94.

23

(3) (1894) L.R. 1 Q.B. 133.
(4) (1916) 33 T.L.R. 35.
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CR IMIN ALREVISION.
Before Mr. Justice lJfya Bt,t.

1935

U THI HAv. MAUNG NGAI.*

Jan. 28.
Crin/illat P"ec(dllre Codc (Act IT of 18G8), s. 145-0,.dcr by magislrate as to
possessio II of imllIovable property -Snbs£'qllcilt proccc;lillgs before a/i,'ii:er
lIIagistraft'~Parti,!s a11d· 'properly !lIC same-Alfemlio!/. of fir"t order':"'"
Jurisdiction.
. \Vbere.a magistrate having jurisdiction has passed an order rcg:lrding
iniin6vable property under s. 145 of the Criminal Procedure Code another
magistrate has no juri:idicticin to alter s~ ell order in a subseqlieilt proceedillg
between the same parties under the same section and relating to the same
property. An order under s. 145 (6)
the Cude is final and conclusive unle$s'
and until the High Court sets it aside, or unless and until such order has other·
wise been vacated in due course of law or by agreement betWeen the parti!:s.
Parbat Charau Roy·v. Clzowdlwri, I.L.R. 35 Cal. 350-~rcferrcd to.

of

MYA Bu, J.-The question for determination
in this reference is whether a Magistrate· is
competent to pass an order under section 145 of
the Criminal Procedure Coderegarc1ing immovable
property in respect of which a final order had
been made in a previous proceeding under the
$ame section between the san-ie parties by a
Magistrate having jurisdiction to pas.; the order.
The facts of the case are these. A dispute
having arisen between two .Buddhist inonks,
U Thi Ha, th~ first applicant, and U Nayada and
U Kelatha. (whose duly constituted agent the
respondent is), U Thi Ha lal1nched a proceeding
under section 145 of the Criminal Procedu1"e
Code in November 1932, being Criminal Miscellaneous No. 13 of 1932 of the Court of the
Additional Magistrate of Thabaung. In that proceeding U Kelatha and the presellt respondent· were
* Criminal Revision No. 877B of 1934 arising oul of Criminal. Misc. Trial
No. 13 of 1934 of the Additional Magistrate, Thabaung.
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two of the three:: respondents. After. due inquiry' ~
ihe"·C6lifr---aisposea· ·of·.. that 'cas-e"by· an order
THI HA
'sealoii~I45 (6) of the . Criminal Procedure iMAUN~ NGAI.
Code~' - 'dedadng 11 Thi Ha to be entitled to i j\fy,~, J.
.possession -Of ihe seven· pieces of paddy-land in;
,
,disput~ until evi.Ctec1' tbere£rOfn ... in. due course of i
:law, and Jorbidding ;:tIl, disturbance -of such posses-.~
siptt.::by ,the resPQ.I}~J~P.Js to that proceeding until'
·such eviction.
The respondents in that proceeding, however,
,did not subsequently have recourse to the civil
Court to have U Thi Ha evicted, from the lands
'in' question, but U Kc1atha put in tenants on some
,of the pieces of land, thereby giving rise to
prosecution for trespass by or at the instance of
U Thi Ha. Ultimately, 'the respondent, as the
,duly constituted agent of U Ke1atha, filed an
application in the Court, of the Additional Magis·trate of Thabaung, being Criminal Miscellaneous
No. 130[ 193-4, for action to be taken against the
applicants, U Thi Ha and his tenants, under section
145 of the Crimimtl Procedure Code in respect of
:some of t11e pieces of land affected by the order
pass'ed in CrimInal Miscellaneous No. 13 .. of 1932.
By this proceeding U Kelatha has' virtually obtained
a reversal of the previous order v.'ith reference to
·these pieces of land.
In my. opiniori, the order of the Magistrate in
'Criminal Miscellaneous No. 13 of 1934 is bne that
was passed without jurisdiction. A criminal Court
,has no right or authority to review a final order
pass(;;cl by it, under section 145 of- the Criminal
Procedure Code; [see Parbat Clzaran Roy v.
'sajjad Ahnwd Chowdinwi (l)J and the fact that the

:'u

under-

il) (1908j I.L,R. 35 Cal. 350.

3.04
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MagIstrate who disposed of· the proceeding of 193Z
U THI HA was a different
officer from. the Magistrate who·
'V •.
noithe·
MAUNGNGAI. passed the order in the later case makes
slightest
difference.
Unless
atld
until
the
High
MYA BU, J.
Court' sets . aside the final order of a Magistratepassed under section 145 (6) of the Criminal Pro-cedure Code, or unless and until such order hasotherwise been vacated in due course of law, or
possession has been surrendered amicably. by the·
party in whose favour it has been passed, it is
manifest that fresh pwceedings lmder the same
section in respeetof the same property between,.
the same parties cannot be initiated.
The order passed by· the Additional. Magistrate
of Thabaung in Criminal Miscellaneous No. 13 of
1934 is, therefore, one . made \\i.thout jurisdiction
and must be, and it hereby is, set aside. The
result is that the order passed in Criminal Misce1-laneous No. 13 of 1932, dated the 25th of
December 1932, remains undisturbed and in fult
force and effect.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
B40re Sir Aitlwr Pa,gr, Kt., Chicf II/stiu, al/d Mr. iI/stice Ba U.

A.L.S.S. CHETTIAR

v.
MAUNG TUN YIN

1935
Jan. 29.

AND ANOTHER.*

Lilliitati<JII--Salc. ul/d,'r Higiz COllrl's morlg"gc dcera-Persol/al dccn:c j<Jr
baldllce-Application nol (III CllIorccmcnl of P"C/illli//Ilry or fil1al dccrcc-

Limitation Act {IX oj 1908', art. 181, 183.

The preliminary decree of the High Court in a mortgage ~uit providt:d that
~'if the proceeds of sale shall 'not be ~uffiCient for the payment in fdl of the
.amount due, then the plaintiff shall be at liherh' to apply for a personal decree
:against the defendants for the b:t1allce."
Held, that ill such a case an application for a p~rwnal decree ag,linst the
'mortgagor is not a mode of enforcing; the preliminary <kcree or the final decree
'in the 1110rt~age suit, but is an application fOr a new decree imposing liability'
upon the mortgagor personally. Such an aprl:e.ltion is governed by art. 181,
';md 110t by art. 183 of the Limitation Act.
Muhalll11laLl Husain v. AlilJt-Un-,vissa Bibi, I.L.R ..;C·AII. 551 ; Pcll v. Gregory,
l.L.R. 52 Cal. 828; V.E.R.M.N.G.T. Ghcttyar v. A.l?A.T<..R. .\f. Glldlyar Firm,
1l.L.R. 12 Ran. 370-rejcrred to.
JOl1la Baku v. Paramcslwmy Narayan Mahtlla; 46 LA. 29.J,-distitl~ltisllcd.

Aiyar for the appellant. A mortgage decree passed
by a High, Court. sonsists of two parts, one directs
payment of. the debt due by a certain date,' and
the other provides for the sale of the property in
the event of non-payment of the debt within the
time allowed. The second part further provides th~tt if
the sale proceeds are insufficient to satisfy the
debt the mortgagee is entitled to apply fOf a personal decree. The first part of the decree, if it
stood alone, can be enforced under art. 183 within
12 years from the date fixed for payment ~s an
ordinary decree for money. A mortgage decree, which
as a decree is not distinguishable from any other
* Civil First Appeal No. 203 of 1934 from the order :0£ this Courl in Civil
Re::!l1lar Suit No. 258 of 1930.
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form of decree, can also be enforced [that is, given.
A.L.S.S.
effect to, Brij Lal v. Damodar Das (1)] within the'
CB~IAR period laid down in art. 183. The second part of
MA~~.TUN the decree, being merely in the nature of directions·
for the enforcement of the first part, should be read.
as part of the decree; and limitation for its enforcement will commence only when the mortgaged properties have been sold and the deficiency is ascertajned. The starting point of limitation for an
application· for a personal decree therefore' is the'
date of sale, and the application will be in time if
filed within 12 years' hom such date. Banllu Behad
v. Naraindas (2); ]eul1ll Bahu v. Parmeshwar (3).
Even considered as an "order" vf the High.
Court -the second part of the preliminary decree
will still be governed by art. 183. Art. 181 'has
no application, because art. 183 makes special
provisions in this behalf.
The decision in F. H. Pell v. M. Gregory (4)
should be held to be overruled by reason of the
judgment in Banku. Behari's case. Muhmtlmtld IUifat
v. Alim-Un-Nissa Bibi (5) relates to the decree of a
Court other than a Chartered Hign ~ourt, and has
no application to this case. The application for a
personal decree in this case was made \¥ithin fiveyears from the date of the preliminary decree and
within four years from the date of _sale, arid wastherefore within time.
1935

No appearance for the respondent.
C.J.--This appeal raises a question of general
importance in respect of the law of limitation.
PAGE,

(11 I.I.. R. 44 All. 555
(3) 46 I.A. 294.
12) 54 loA; 129.
(4) I.L.R. 52 Cal. 828..
(5) I.L.R. 40 AlL 551.
-
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The appeal is brought from an order of Leach J.,
sitting on the Original Side of the Court, dismissing
an application . by th6 appellant for a personal decree
in a mortgage suit. The appellant obtained a
preliminary mortgage decree on the 14th July 1930.
The final decree \vas passed on the 13th February
1931, and the property was sold pursuant to the
final decree 011 the 1st August 1931. On the 10th
September 1Y34 the appellant filed the present application for a personal decree in respect of the balance
of the mortgage debt ou~stallding against the mortgagor.
The learned trial Judge dismissed the application
upon the ground that tile application was time-barred
uncler article ISlof the first schedule to the Limitation Act (IX of 1908). If was conceded by the
learned advocate \\"ho appeared on behalf of the
appellant that if article 181 applied the present
applic.ationwas out of time. On behalf of the
appellant, however, it was contended that the appro:"
priate article. was not artide i81 but article 183,
and if that· was so the application for a personal
decree was not barred by limitation. In my opinion
the case dep;;uds ripon the forin of the preliminary
decreeirt the suit. In Telula Balzu and others 'v.
Parmes!lwar Nm'ayal1 Mahtha. and others (1) a
decree in a mortgage suit was. passed in favour of
the mortgagee inter alia in these terms:
"It is also ordered and decreed that if the sale proceeds

be

110t

sufficient to cover the whole of the decretal amount,

thc1i the defendant do pay to the plaintiff the. balance of tile
decre/al al1/01l1f.!, with interest at 6 per cent per annum till the

date of re<:1ization from the estate dtlle afol~esaid Balkrlshan,
deceased; and if the defendant does hot admit the estate to be
suffcient to cover the decretal amount then a . statement· be
{l) (t9ill) 46 IA 294.
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,prepared of the properties of the aforesaid ,Balkrishan and that
the estate be kept under the management of the Court."

CI'lET'FIAR
11.
'MAUNG TUN

In that case no question of limitation wa~ argued,
and it may well be that a sale in execution of
PAGE, C.J. 'such
a decree would be "enforcing the decree
within article 183. But where a preliminary decree
in a II!0rtgage suit is passed in the ordinary form
in my opinion the appropriate article is 181 and
not 183. As was pointed out by a Full Bench
of this Court in V.E.R.M.N.C.T.
Che,ttyar v.
A.R.A.R.R.M. Chettyar Finn (1)
YiN.

I,'

II the
Court when it passes a preliminary decree or a final
decree ,in a mortgage suit in favour of the mortgagee does
not lay any obligation upon the mortgag or to do or to refrain
from doing anything. It merely gives the mortgagor and any
other party entitled in that beh:llf an option, which he
mayor may not elect to exercise, to redeem the property
in the manner therein prescribed. Neither the preliminary
nor the final decree in such a suit can be executed by
attachment of the mortgagor's person or his property generally
It is only when the proceeds of the sale of the
mortgaged property are insufficient to liquidate the amount due
to the plaintiff that the Court is entitled ~:::- pass a personal
decree for the balance (if any) against the mortgagor."

In the present case it is provided in the preliminary
~ecree infer alia that "if the proceeds of sale shall
not be, sufficient for the payment in full of the
amount due, then the plaintiff shall be at liberty
to apply for a personal decree against the defendants
for the balance."
The learned advocate who appeared for the
appeUant properly and inevitably conceded that the
plaintiff-appellant could not execute the preliminary
decree or the final decree against the mortgagor
(1) (1934). I.L.R 12 Ran. 370 at p. 396.
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personally, and that before he could do so he would
have to obtain a further decree against the mortgagor.
In such. circumstances it appears to me that an
application for a personal decree against the mortgagor
is not a mode of enforcing the preliminary decree
or the final decree in the mortgage suit, but is an
application for a new decree imposing liability upon
the mortgagor personally. It £0110\V5, therefore, that
such an application is not governed by article 183,
but by article 181. The view which I take upon
this question is in consonance with that held by
the High Courts of Allahabad and Calcutta [Muhal1'l~
1nad lliifat Husain v. Alirn-Un-Nissa Bibi and others
(1) and F. H. Pdf v. M .. Gregory (2) J, with vvhich 1
respectfully agree.
For these reasons the appeal fails, and must be
dismissed.

BA U, J.-1 agree.

---------------------------'---_._-_....
(1) (1918) I.L.R, 40 All. 551.

(2) (1925) I.L.R. 52 Cal. 828.

1935
A.L.S.S.
CHETTiAR
V.
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PAGE,
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr.lustice Leach.

L. H. WELLINGTON

v.
1935
Fcb.1.

THE CH1EF JUDGE, RANGOON SMALL CAUSE
COURT AND ANOTHEI-~. ~~
Mzt1licip,,1 election-Chief ludge, Raugoon Small Cause Court, powers oj-.
Power to order reCOllut of votes atul fo declare the successflll ca1tdidate-e
Power4 fo order rc-clecfiou-City of Rallgo01~ Mlmicipal Act' (Burma
Act VI of 1922), s. 15-Maf/damus-High Court'~ illtcrfete1ice-Spccijic
Relief Act (Act I lifl877), s. 45.
'

Under the provisions of s. 15 of the City of Rangoon Municii:>~l Act, the
Chief Judge' of the Rangoon' Small Cause Court has power to order a.
recount of the votes of two rival candidates for election ,to the, Corporation
of RangooD, and on such recount to declare the pers,on who has received
the majority of votes, and to declare such person duly elected if he has the
necessary qualifications for election. The Court has no power to order a
fresh election; that powcr is vested in the Local Government, and IS only to
be exercised when there is no person who 'may be deemed to be elected
under s. 15 (2).
Where a Courlcomes to the conclusion that it has jnrisdiction to act in a
certain way and the decision of the Court is not clearly wrong thc High Court'
will not interfere by mandamus.
Mal/iudra Chandra Nat/di v. Provtls Chat/dra Milter, I.L.R. 51 Cal. 279referred to.

Wellington in person. S. 15 ,of the City of
Rangoon Municipal Act empowers the Chief Judge'
of the Court of Small Causes to set aside an election,
and to declare the second candidate dulyelecteci only
in cases where he finds that the person elected wasnot qualified to be a councillor under the provisions
of s. 12 and Ch. III of Sch. I of" the Act. It does.
not deal with a case where the Chief Judge, on a,
recount being taken of the votes cast, finds that the:
second canciidate has in fact secured a' larger
number of the votes cast. In SUC~l cases all that
;. Civil Misc. No. 160£1935.
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the Chief Judge can do is to order a fresh election.
1935
The Legislature has advisedly provided that theL. H.
•
\V~:LLINGTON
second candIdate should be declared elected only
v.
when the first candidate is not properly qualified, CHIE~j;DG"'J:,
because in such circumstances it is reasonable that s:::r.~~~SE
he should be deemed· not to have stood for election
COURT.
at all.
The City of Rangoon Municipal Act apparently
is modelled on the Bombay Act of 1888 prior to its
amendment in 1905. and the decision in In the
:Mafter of the Specific Relief Act aud 111 the Mafter
of SarafalLy & olle (1) is directly in point.
The Chief Judge, Small Cause Court, is a persona
designata, and his order is final under s. 15 (3).
Therefore, unless the application for a mandamus
is granted the petitioner will have no other remedy
if the order intended tel be made is made.

-

Munshi, second respondent, in person. A mandamus
is not to be lightly issued, and for this purpose
s. 45 of the Speci6c Relief Act is ~ledged round
with safeguards. All the requisites ·ofthat section
must be satisfied. The petitioner must show that
some property; franchise or personal right is in
jeopardy. The only. right (if any) which is in
jeopardy is a right which the petitioner shares in
common wilh other electors to stand for election.
S. 15 of the 1\1 uniciral Act is not clear, and it
may reasonably be argued that the Chief Judge has
power to declare <{he sec<::>nd cclDdidate duly elected
ill the circumstances obtaining in the present case.
Clause (b) of s. 45 then is not satisfied, because it
is not incumbent 011 the Chief Ji.ldge to order a
fresh election. \\There there is justification f<?f a
particular view that has been taken it is not
(l) J.L.R 34

ROIll.

659, 669.
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consonant to right and justice" t6 issue a mandamus.
L. H.
Moreover, s. 16 of the Act prohibits the filing of
WELLINGTON
'
t 0 eI ecti ons excep
.
t as prov1'ded f or b y
v.
Stu'ts reI
atmg
.C:IIE~J~DGE. the Act.
RANGOON
S N. Halder v • S• N • Mallick (1) ,. Manindra
"SMALL C A U S E '
COURT.
Chal1d1'a v. Provas Clzand1'a (2).
l(

] eejeebhoy for the Corporation. As s. 15 empowers
the Chief Judge to entertain an application it must
. be deemed to empower him to decide it.
Maninjlra Chandra v. Provas Chandra, at p. 291
sets out the circumstances u,nder which the Court
can issue a writ of mandamus, and· "none of those
circumstances exist in . the present cas"e.·.
LEACH, J.-This is an application for the issue
of a mandamus to the Chief Judge of the Rangoon
Small Cause Court directing him to refrain from
declaring Mr. Munshi, the second respondent, a duly
elected councillor' of the Rangoon Corporation .
. On the 29th November last year a general election
of councillors for the Rangoon Corporation took
place. For the constituency known ~1:S the AngloIndian and allied communities constituency there
were six candidates. The result of the poll was
rleclared by the Commissioner of the Cotporation to
be as follows:
M. L. Friedlander
1,271 votes.
A. Sequiera
1,224 "votes.
The petitioner
992 votes.
The second respondent
990 votes.
C. H. Campagnac
Y32 votes.
W. A. Moore
621 votes.
The first three candidates were declared to
be duly elected. The second respondent was not"
(1) 28 C.W.N. 127.

12! I.L.R. 51 Cal. 379:
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satisfied with the accuracy of the c0 1.1nt, and challenged the validity of certain of the votes cast.
The .Commissioner of the Corporation refused to
order a recount, apparently taking the view that he
had no power to do so. As the result the second
respondent filed a petition under section 15 of the
City of Rangoon Municipal Act in the Court of the
Chief Judge of the Rangoon Small Cause Court in
which he asked
(1) that the question \vhich class of voting
cards should be admitted and which class
of voting cards should be rejected shonld
be decided,
(2) that an order be issued directing the votes
to be rechecked anel recounted, and
(3) that if as. a result of such rechecking and
recounting it was found that the second
respondent had secured more votes than
the petitioner in the present case then the
Chief Judge should set aside the election
of the petitioner and declare the second
respondent elected in his place.
There was a further prayer (in the alternative) asking
that as the result of irregularities, the election of the
petitioner be set aside, or if it \vas found just and
necessary to do so that the \vhole of the election be
set aside.
The matter came before the Chief Judgt on the
26th January this year when the arguments of the
respective parties were heard. The Chief Judge
ordered the votes to be recounted, and intimated that
in the event of it being shO\J\.'nthat the second
respondent had more valid votes than the petitioner
he would declare the second respondent duly elected.
The Chief Judge did not embody this intimation in
tt formal ordeir, but it is common ground that he

31}
1935

L.H.
WELLINGTON·
'V. 1
THE

CHIEF JUDGE,.
RANGOON
SMALL CAUSE

COURT.
LEACH,

J.
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intimated Jlis intention to adopt this course, and for
the purpose of the application before me this
intimation has been taken to be a formal order.
The petitioner concedes that the Chief Judge
had full power to order a recount; he also concedes
that in the event of more valid votes being cast for
the second respondent his own election must be set
aside. He, however, contends that the Chief Judge
has no power to declare the second respondent duly
elected should it turn out that he has the majority
of the votes. He says that the only course that
the Chief Judge can adopt" is to direct that a new
election shall take place. The counting of the votes
has been fixed for to-morrow, and it is expected
that a final decision will be given by the Chief
Judge'in the course of next week.
Section 45 of the Specific Relief Act empowers
this Court to make an order
II requiring any specific aet to be done or forborne, withill the
local limits of its ordinary original civil .jurisdiction, by any
person holding a public office, whether of a' permanent or a
temporary nature, (T by any corporation or inferior Court of
Judicature."

There are five provisos to the section and they
read as follows:
"(a) that an application for such order be made by some

person whose property, franchise or personal right
would be injured by the forbearing or doing (as the
case may be), of the said specific act;
(b) that such doing or forbearing is, under any law for
the time-being 111 force, clearly incumbent on such
perwn or COUl t in his or its public character, or en
such corporation in its corporate character;
(c) that in the opinicn of the High Court such doing or
forbearing is consonant to right and justice;
(d) that the applicant has no other specific and adequate
legal remedy ; and

VOL.
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(e) that the remedy given by the order applied fqr will ue

complete."

315
1935
L.H.
\VELLI:-JGTON
V.
THE
CHIEF JUDGE,

By virtue of proviso (b) the Court must in ~
case of this nature be satisfied that the subordinate
HA~(;OON
Court is proposing to do something which that S)IALL
CAUSE
COURT.
Court has· dearly no power to do.
I will now turn to the provisions of section 15 LEACH, J.
of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act as the case
turns on the wording of that section. Under
sub-section (1), if the validity. of any election is
questioned any person whose name is entered on
the register of electors in the ward or of the
community concerned may apply for an adjudication
on the matter. The concluding portion of the·
suh~scction is as follows :
., If the application is for a declaration that any particular

candidate shall be deemed to have been elected, the applicant
shall make parties to his application all candidates who,
although not declared elected, have. according to the results
declared by the commissioner, obtained a greater number of
votes than the said candidate and prcceed against them in
the same manner as against the candidate who has been
declared to be elected."

I t will b~ c~;)erved that an application for a
declaration that a particular candidate shall be
deemed to have been elected is clearly within the
purview of the section. The petition which the
second respondent in this case presented to the
Chief Judge of the Rangoon Small Cause CO'}ft
was an application of this l1ature.
Sub-section (2) contains the following provisions:
.. (1) If the Chief Judge finds that the election was a
valid one and that the person whose election is objected
to was at the time of the election qualified to be elected
as a councillor and was not disquali.fied· frol11 being a
counciilor, he shall confirm the declared result of th~
election.

INDIAN LAW REPORTS.
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(2) It he finds that the person whose election is
objeCted to was at the time of the election not qualified to
be elected as a councillor or was disqualified for being a
councillor he shall declare such person's election null anct
void, in which case he shall direct that the candidate, if
•
h
f avour +h
•
any, In
W ose
• e next h'Igh es t numb er 01r votes IS·
recorded after the said person or after all the persons who
were declared to be elected at the said election, and against
whose election no cause of cbjection is fou11el, shall be
deemed to have been duly elected.".

Chapter III of Schedule I sets out the qualifications:
for election. Section 12 of the Act sets out when
a person shall be disqualified froin being elected..
Therefore, this particular provision has. no bearing
on the petition filed by the secorid respondent. It
is not a question of any candidate being without
the necessary qualifications or having disqualified
himself from election.
"(3) If the Chief Judge finds that the election
a valid election, lie shall set it aside."

is

not

Nothing is said here about declaring the person
with the next highest number of votes to be
elected, and the petitioner, therefore, contends that
as there is no express provision to this effect the
Chief Judge was wrong in intimating that he would
declare the second respondent duly eleciedif it:
was shown that he' had more votes than the:
petitioner.
I consider that there is much in the section
to support the view taken by the learned Chief
Judge. Sub-section U) expressly provides for the
filing of an application for a declaration that a
particular candidate shall be deemed to have been
elected. If such an application is filed it is clearly
the duty of the Chief Judge to decide that application.
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The concluding portion of sub..,section (1) would be . ~
without meaning if this were not so.
L. H.
.
(4)
h
of
h
°
WELLINGTON
Moreover, sub-section
states t at 1 t ere IS
v.
no person ~ho may be deemed to be electedcHI~J~DGE.
under sub-section (2) the Commissioner shall submit sMALL
RANGCOON
AUSE
a report of the circumstances to the Local Government COURT.
which may in its discretion either (a) appoint a LE~ J.
fit person. to fill the vacancy; or (b) direct the
Commissioner to appoint another day and hold a
fresh eleCtion to fill such vacancy. The power of
ordering a fresh election rests not with the Cuurt
but with the Local Government, and the pO\ver
may only be exercised if there is no person who may
be deemed to be elected under sub-section (2).
The second respondent had the necessary
qualifications for election, and if he has in fact
received more valid votes than the petitioner it
seems to me that the Chief Judge has power to
declare him elected. There would be no object
in filing petitions of the nature of that filed by
the second respondent if this were not so. This
is the view taken by the Chief Judge. The
correctness of tl:~ view may be open to argument.
I will assume that it is, but it cannot be said
that the view is one which is clearly wrong, and
therefore, for this reason alone, I consider that
the petitioner is not entitled to the order asked
by him.
Sub-section (3) of section 15 says that the order
of the Chief Judge shall be final. This wouJdnot,
of course; preclude the Court from issuing a
mandamus to prevent him doing something which
clearly he had no power to do, but this is not
the case here. In Manindra Chandra Nandi v.
Provas Chandra Miller (1) the powers of the Court
(1) (1923) I.L.R. 51 Cal. 279.

24
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under section 45 of the Specific Relief Act were
discussed, and S~nderson C.J., in the course of his
WELLINGTOS • d
t quo t ed th e o
f 11owmg
.
v.
JU gmen,
passage f rom t h e
CHI~J~DGE, judgment of Lord Justice. Farewell in Rex v.
RANGOONThe Board of Education (1910, 2 K.B., 165), which
.SMALL CAUSE
COURT.
appears to me to be applicable to the question
LEACH, J.
before me:
1935

L. H.

,

., If the tribunal has exercised the discretion entrusted
to it· bona fide, not influenced by extraneous or irrelevant

considerations, and not arbitrarily or illegally, the Courts
cannot interfere ; they are not a Court of Appe'll from the
tribunal, but they have power to prevent the intentional
usurpation or mistaken assumption of a jurisdiction beyond
that given to the tribunal by law, .and also the refusal of
their b'ue jui'isdiction by the adoption of extraneous consideration,
in arriving at their conclusion or deciding a .point other
than brought before them, in W11ich cases the Courts' have
regarded them as declining jurisdiction."

The Chief Judge, before coming to the. decision
complained of by tpe petitioner· heard all the
arguments and arrived at his deCision after· full
consideration of those arguments. He came to the
conclusion that he had the jurisdi~tion to do what
he proposed to, and as I have already indicated
I consider there is ground for the decision.,
The point now taken by the petitioner was,
moreover, not taken in his written statement and
it seems to me that it is not open to him to take
it now. The second respondent in his petition
clearly, asked the Court to declare him to be
elected in place of the petitioner. The petitioner
filed a written statement, and took no exception
in it to the jurisdiction of the Chid Judge to
grant the second respondent this relief.
For the reasons indicated I consider that the'
application does not lie and must be dismissed.
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The record of the Small Cause Court will be
returned to that Court before 11 o'clock to-morrow
morning with an intimation that the application for
a mandamus has been refused.

1935
L. H.
WELUNGTON

v.
THE
CHIEF JUDGE,
RANGOON
SMALL CAUSE
COURT.

LEACH,

J.

APPELLATE CIVIL.
ReJon Sir Al,thur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, altd Mr. Justice Ba U.

MA AHMA v. MA KHIN THAN.*

1935
Feb. 13.

Advoca/e's authority-Compl'01llisc oj sl/i!-E:r.press iustruclions oj cliel1tDoub! as to client's app..e!lell.~iou oftemlS of conzpromise-·Court's discretion.
Advocates of the High Court have oslensible authority to compromise
a snit.
Aska'ran CIzOftt1llal v. Tlze E. I. Ry. Co•• I.L.R. 52 Cal. 3l'6; Sourcllltra
Nntlz Milra. v. Tarubala Dasi, 57 LA. 133-rejerred 10.
But in a case where 'an advocate has taken express instructions from
his client, and it is doublful whetl:er the client appre.ciated that he has
consented to a compromise in the same sense in which it 'was nnderstood
by the advocate, -it is open to the Court to refuse its assistance for the
. purpose of implementing the compromise if in its discretion it thinks it
is right and proper to do so.
Neale v. Gordon LeJlllox,1902 A.C. 465-rejt,yrcd to.

Ba Han for the applicant.
Tha Kin for the respondent.
C.J.-This is an application tor an .order
compromising an appeal to His Majesty in Council
upon certain terms which have been signed by the
learned advocates for the parties. It is dated 30th
January, 1935. On the 31st January the respondent
wrote to Me Moore, her advocate l the following
letter through her son.
PAGE,

• Civil Misc. Application No. 12 of 1934 arising out of Civil
Appeal No. 91 of 1933 of this Court.

First
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" 121143rd Street.
Rangoon, dated 31-1-35.

MA AHMA
V.

MA KHIN
THAN.

PAGE,

C.J.
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DEAR MR. MOORE,

Being instructed by my mother I wrote this letter to you.
She told me that she could not consent the figures which yqu
have shown her yesterday.
She said that she could only consent if she get Rs. 11,000
(Rupees Eleven thousand only) in cash. She told me to request
you not to put up any application to the Court \-vithout her
consent."

Now, it cannot be doubted that the learned
adv.ocates of this Court have ostensible authority to
compromise a suit (Sourendra Nath Mitra and others
v. Tarubala Dasi (1) and Askaran Choutmal v. The
E. -I. Ry. Co. (2)]. But in cases where they have
taken express instructions from their clients, and it
is doubtful whether the client appreciated that she
had consented to a -compromise in the same sense
in which it was understood by the learned -advocate,
it is open to the Court to refuse its assistance for
the purpose of implementing the compromise if in
its discretion it thinks it is right and proper to do
so [Neale v. Gordon Lennox (3)]. The respondent
to the appeal, v..ho had instructc(i. Mr. - Moore to
appear for her throughout this litigation, stated that
she did not understand English, and that on the'
30th January at an interview with Mr. Moore he
spoke in English and she spoke in Burmese, his
words being interpreted by her son~ There is no
doubt, as Mr. Moore stated, that there was an AngloIndian present called Mr. Drew; but I do _ not
understand that he interpreted what Mr. Moore said
to the respondent or what the respondent said to
Mr. Moore. I have not the slightest doubt that
(1)

(1930) 57 LA. 133.

(2) (1925) LL.R. 52 Cal, 386.

(3) (1902j A.C. 465.
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Mr. Moore understood that this lady was consenting
finally to a compromise in the terms that he related
to the appellant's advocate, Dr. Ba Han. I am also
satisfied that Mr. Moore acted not only with propriety
but in a manner which he had reason to believe was
in the best interest of his client. When the Court,
however, is asked to implement a compromise entered
1nto in circumstances such as those obtaining in the
present case, and there is reason to suppose that
there was some misunderstanding between a party
and that party's advocate,-the learned advocate
being under the impression that the party' was
'expressly assenting to a compromise on certain terms
while the party did not appreciate that she waS,COllsenting to a compromise in the same sense-it is
open to the Court to refuse to give effect to the
compromise. Having regard to the fact that on the
next day the respondent wrote to her advocate that
she could not consent to the figures which had been
shown to her on the previous day, and would only
consent to settle the case if she received Rs. 11,000;
the fact that vvhile Mr. Moore spoke in English
she spoke in Burmese, and the further fact that
she dic;l not understand English, in my opinion,
this is a case in which the Court ought not to
compel her to abide by the settlement which was
effected with the opposite party by her learned
advocate.
In these circumstances the application is
dismissed. We make no order as to costs.

BA U, J.-1 agree.
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Before :Mr. lzistice Dunkley.
1935

P.R.M.P. VELLAYAPPA CHETTIAR

Feb. 14.

v.
.P.M.P. SOMASUNDARAM CHETTIAR.*
Acknowledgmud-Signing oj ackllowlcdgmcl1t-A[fi:catioft of principal's fwme-Rubber stamp-Limitation Act (IX of 1908), ~. 19.
When an acknowledgment is written by an agent duly authorised in that
behalf, and he writes the name of his principal at the top of the acknowledgm~nt or impresses it with' a rubber stamp, such. affixation of the name
of the principal amounts to "signing" ,of the document within the meaning
of s. 19 of the Limitation Act.

Mohesh Lal v. BusulIt Kumaree, I.L.R. 6 Cal. 340; :Muthiah Chetliar v.
Kuttayan Chetty, (1918) M.W.N. 42-referrcd to.

Mukerjee for the appellant.
Hay for the respondent.
DUNKLEY, J.-The plaintiff-respondent brought· a
suit against the defendant-appellant en a promissory note, dated the 5th October, 1928. The suit
was filed on the 16th August, 1933, and, in order
to bring the suit within time, in paragraph 5 of
the plaint the respondent relied upon three annual
interest statements, acknowledging the amount due ...
on the promissory note, which he alleged were sent
to him by the appellant, and which, according to
him, are written acknowledgments of indebtedness
within the meaning of section 19 of the Limitation
Act.
It is not denied by the appellant that these
three documents were written by him or by some
person duly authorised by him to do so, and the

* Civil Second Appeal No. 366 of 1934 from the judgment of the- District
Court of Pyap6n in Civil Appeal No. 16 of 1934.
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sole point which has been argued before me in
this appeal is that they cannot be treated as
. acknowledgments of indebtedness, within the scope
of the provisions of section 19 of the Limitation
Act, so : S to provide a fresh starting-point of
limitation.
The first point which has been raised is that
these documents are not admissible:: in evidence
because they are not duly stamped, but they have
been admitted in evidence in the lower- Courts and.
therefore this question cannot be raised on second
appeal.
It is further contended that these acknowledgments are not signed by the party against whom
the right is· claimed, or by his agent duly authorised,
as required by the provisions of section 19 of the
Limitation Act. Admittedly, neither the appellant
nor an agent of his signed his name:: with his own
.hand on eitheOC' of these three documents, but at
the top of' each one there appears an impression
of a rubber stamp of the type which usually. appears
on Chettyars' letters, and which purports to show
that these documents were written by, or on behalf
of, the P.R.M.P. Firm of Rangoon.
I t is not suggested on behalf of the appellant
that the rubber stamp was not affixed either by
himself or by some person duly authorised by him t
but it is contended that the affixing of this rubber
stamp is not a "signing" of tlle documents within
the meaning of section 19. In my opinion, it must
be held that it is such a signature. II To sign';'
means "to attest or confirm a document by affixing
one's name to it", and as Icng as the debtor's
name has been affixed to the document in question,
either by the debtor or by his duly authorised agent,
in such a way as to make it appear that the letter

1935
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1935

is his and that he is the real author of it, it does
P.~.M.P.
not matter what is the form of the signature. In
VELLAYAPPA
CHE'rTIAR- fact, as has been held in the case of Mohesh Lal
II.
v. Busunt Kumaree (1), even when the name of the
P.M.P.
SOMAprincipal is written by the agent, it is clear that,
SUNDARAM
CHETTIAR..
if the agent is authorised to write the acknowlin question, it does not matter, for the
DUNKLEY, J. edgment
purpose of section 1<} of the Limitation Act, whether he
signs the name of the principal or whether he signs
his own name. It therefore follows that when
the acknowledgment is written by an agent duly'
authorised in that behalf, if he affixes thereto the
name of his principal in imy position, even by
impressing it with a rubbercstamp, such affixation
of the name of the principal must be held to be
a "signing" of the document within the meanmg
of section 19.·
In the case of Muthiah Chettia1' v. Kut(ayan
Clutty (2), where a Nattukotai Chetty dictat~d a
letter containing the name of his firm at the top,
it was held that according to the custom of
Nattukotai Chetties, the letter was signed by the
Chetty or by his duly authorised agent within the
meaning of section 19 of the Limitation Act. This
case is exactly on all fours with the present case,
the only difference being that, instead of the
authorised agent of the debtor writing the name of
the firm ~t the top· of the letter, he impressed that
name with a rubber stamp.
Consequently, I must hold that the documents
in question are acknowledgments duly signed, within
the meaning of section 19 of the Limitation. Act,
and, therefore, that the suit was in time.
This appeal, therefore, fails and is dismissed with
costs, advocate's fee three gold mohurs.
(1) (18t10j I.L.R. 6 Cal. 3{0, 352.

(2) (1918) Mad.W.N. 42.
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Before Sir Ar/hur Pafte, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice f,fya Bu.
1935

M.A.L.M. CHETTIAR FIRM

Mar. 11.

v.
MAUNG PO HMYIN

AND OTHERS.*

\

Li11litatioll- MOl'/gage sUit-APPliel/tio)~for final dcerec-Prelimi11ary decreeRight of sale-Transfer of Prope;i: .0.4ct (LV of 1882), ss. 88. 89-{;ivil
Procedure Code (Act Vof 1908), o.
3-Limitatioll Act (LX of 1908),
art. 181, 183.
'
.;

5,:",..

An application for a final decree in a' ~'ortgage suit is not an application to enforce the preliminary decree that '/la', already been passed. In
the old form of mortgage decree under s, 8:; Oi'the Transfer of Property
Act the decree directed that the property ShOllld: . ~ sold on default being
made by the mortgagor, hut under O. 34, r. 3, of tri~<"(;ivjl Procedure Code
the preliminary decree does not direct that in case ot 'efa!:lt the property
shall be sold nor does any right of sale thereunder accn S : to the mortgagee.
The right that is given under the preliminary decn:e tt- ,,'le mortgagee is
a right, subject to any order that may be made in respec. ,f redemption,
to apply to the Court for a final decree for sale of the l, Qerty. Such
an applicati on falls within art. Hl and not art. 183 of t., ",uitation

Act.

,

'!;',.

The appellant obtained a preliminary mortgage decree on th't. • '':::;'-''lal
Side of the High Court on the 21st November 1930. The peTio.
tid
f.or payment of the amount due ended on the 21st May 1931.' 't) ;..,.
appellant applied for a final decree for sale on the 23rd August 193,. <I::i ..
Held, that the application was time-barred.

Kalyanwalla for the appellants. An application for
a final decree in a mortgage suit is an application to
" enforce" the preliminary decree that has already been
passed, and is governed by art.' 183 of the Limitation
Act. Amlook Chand v. Sarat Chunder (1); this
decision was affirmed by the Judicial Committee in
Munna Lal Parrack v. Sarat Chunder (2). Article 181
,of the Limitation Act would apply only if there was
110 . other article applicable to the case ; in the case
* Civil First Appeal No. 198 of 1934 from the order of this Court on the
Original Side in Civil Regular Suit No. 375 of 1930.
(1) I.L.R. 38 Cal. 913.
t21 I,L R. 42 Cal 776.
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of an application for a final decre~)in the High
Conrt special provision is made in £lit.
183. Article
f
. t h·
181 app I'les to appI'lca t'Ions 10
e/ rnof USSI'1 courts
,only. Different considerations apply to an application .
for a personal decree. F. H. PeU;v. M. Gregory (1).
An application for a final decree in a' mortgage
suit is not an application for a new decree; the
aid of the Court is soughj: to It enforce" the decree
that is already in existenj"re, that is to say to "give
full effect to "the deC?~e. 13rij Lal v. Da1'1lOdar
Das (2). The preliD~'oary decree ·itself says that
the mortgagee is ~r~ .itled to apply for and obtain
a. final decree for-. sale; and if the defendant fails
to deposit the,',(equisite amount due under the
mortgage in ·~ourt within the time limited it is
'obligatory OIl the Court to pass a final decree.
No apr'Jarance for the respondents.
PAG', C.J.-This case raises'an interesting question
of lip- .abon.
,{ .le appellant obtained a preliminary mortgage
dr !'ee on the 21st of November 11)30. The period
...:ed for payment of the amount Jueendecl on
(he 21st of May 1931. The appellant applied for a
linal decree for sale on the 23rd of August 1934.'
Leach J. has held that the application for a final
decree was governed by article 181 of the First
Schedule to the Limitation Act, and has dismissed
the applicatic,n as being out of time.
The appellant contended in the trial Court and
also at the hearing of the appeal that the appli.,cation for a final decree was governed by article 183
and not by article 181, and therefore that the
application was within time.
(1) I.L.R. 52 Cal. 828.

(2) I.L.R. 44 All. 55:;, 564.

VOL.
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The question that falls for determination is whether
an application for a final decree for sale in a
mortgage suit is an application to H enforce a
judgment, decree or order" of the High Court
passed in the exercise of its original civil jurisdiction
within article 183.
Now, under sections 88 and 89 of the Transfer
of Property Act (IV of 1882) the decree directed
~'that in default of the defendant paying as therein
mentioned the mortgaged property or a sufficient
. part thereof be $old ", and further that on default
being made H the plaintiff or the defendant, as the
case may be, may apply to the Court for an order
absolute for sale of the mortgaged property, ~nd
the' Court shall then pass an order that such property,
or a sufficient part thereof, be sold, and that the
proceeds of the sale be dealt with as is mentioned
in section' 88; and thereupon the defendant's right
,to redeem and the security shall both be exti~:-.
, guished."
It has been held that an application for an
order ~bsolute for sale under section 89 was an
application to ., enforce the decree" that had been.
passed under section 88; because, as' Jenkins C.J.
pointed out in Amlook Chand Parrack v. Sarat
Chunder Mukerlee (1),
.. no further decree was requisite. All that was required was,
under section 89, an order for sale."

His Lordship then proceeded to refer to the
following observations by Lord Davey in H arendra
Lal Roy Chowdhri v. Maharani' Dasi (2):
.. Under the circumstances, it is not surprising that the respondents were not able to find the money on the stipulated day ;
(11
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(1911) I.L.R. 38 Cal. 913.

(2) (1901) I.L.R. 28 Cal. 557; 28 I.A. 89, 97.
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~ncl thereupon the present appellant presented a petition fer

M.A.L.M.

realization of his entire decree by sale of the mortgaged properties . . . The learned Subordinate Judge in the first
instance ~ave the appellant execution for' the' whole amount of
his decree";

CHETTlAR
FIRM
fl.

MAUNG Po
HMYiN.
PAGE, C.}.

and the learned Chief Justice added,
.' so it appeared to the PrivY Council in that case that an
application for an order for sale was a petition for realization
by the mortgagee of his decree."

When the Civil Procedure Code was enacted
in 1908, however, sections ,88 and 89 among other
sections of the Transfer of Property Act ,vere
remodelled and embodied in' Order 34 of the Code,
and instead of there being but one decree to be
enforced in case of default by an application for
an order absolute for sale there were substituted
two decrees, a preliminary mortgage decree to be
followed in case of default by a final decree for
sale.
The question, therefore, is whether, having
regard to the form of the decrees which are now
passed in a mortgage suit fhe application for a final
decree is an application to enforce the preliminary
decree that has already been passed. In my opinion
the answer depends upon the terms of the preliTJlinary decree. Under Order 34, rule 3 (2), it is
provided that
"the Court shall pass a preliminary decree dec1arin~ the amount
so found' due and further declaring· that the plaintiff shall,
subject to the proviso hereunder stated, be entitled to apply
for and obtain a final decree £01" sale of the mortgage9 property or a sufficient part thereof ",

subjtd to any order extending the time within
which redemption may be made. Is the application for a final decree in such a case an appli-

•
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cation to enforce the preliminary decree that has
already been passed? In my opinion it is not;
because in· order to be a mode of enforcing the
preliminary decree it must, in my opinion, be an
application to e'nforce a right that accrued to the
mortgagee under the preliminary decree. In the
old form of mortgage decree under section 88 of
the Transfer of Property Act the decree directed
that the property should be sold on default being
made by the mortgagor, but under Order 34, rule 3,
of the Code the preliminary decree does not
direct that in case of default the property shall be
sold nor does any right of sale thereunder accrue
to the mortgagee. The right that. is given under:
the preliminary decree. to the mortgagee is a right;
subject to any order that may be made in' respect
of redemption, to apply to the Court for a final
decree for sale of the property. In my opinion
such an application does not fall within article
183, but within article 181 of the Limitation Act.
For these reasons, in my opinion the appeal
fails and must be dismissed.
MYA

Bu, }.-1 agree.

2S
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Leach.

i935'

...

~

Feb; 18.

DIWAN BAHADUR A.M.M. MURUGAPPA
GHETTIAR 'il. N. C. GALLIARA AND OTHERS.*
Cause of action--Suit ill High Court-Leave of the Court-Letters Piltent,
cl. 10-Rules al1d Orders, Original Side, Rules. 8 alld 25-AppUcaJioll to sd
aside leave-Limitation-Insolvi'llcy petition filed in Distl;iet CourtDismissal of insolvelley petitiotl by High Court all appeal-Injury to
plaintiff's credit i1t Rangoon-Part of the cause of actiO!1 in Rangooll.
The plaintiff, who was a banker and money-lender carrying on business in
Rangoon and elsewhere, sued the defendants in the High Court to recover
damages alleged to have been suffered as the result of the malicious filing of a
petition in insolvency by the c!efendants against the plaintiff in the District
Court of Mandalay. The insolvency petition was admitted by the District
Court, but on appeal it was dismissed by the High Court. The plaintiff orally
applied for and obtained the leave of the Court to file the plaint under c1. 10 of
the Letters Patent and Rule 25 of the Rules and Orders relating to the Original
Side of the Court. No notice was required to be and none was, in fact, issued
to the defendants in resped of the application. More than a month later the
defendants applied to the Court to set aside the order granting special leave on
the ground that no part of the cause of action arose in Rangoon. The plaintiffs
contended that the ap.plication was time-barred.
Held, that (1) Rule 8 did not apply in tbe case of an l'x-parfl, order of this
nature, and the Court had full power to revoke at any stage leave granted to a
plaintiff to file a suit, on proper cause being shown;
Kessowji v. Lllekmidas, I.L.R 13 130111, 404 i Si:crc:hl'.I' l.~f State fol' I/ldia i/l
Coutlcit v. Palimm, I.L.R. 59 Cal. 150-rtjerretl to.
(2) the dismissal of the insolvency petition was part of the cause of action,
and as the petition was dismissed by the High Court part of the cause of action
did arise in Rangoon. Further the plaintiff pleaded that he had suffered injury
to his credit and reputation in Rangoon. This was also part of the cause of
action.
Cooke v. Gill, II C.P.D. 107; Read v. Browll, 22 Q.B.D. 128-referred to.

Clark for the plaintiff.
McDonnell for the 1st defendant.
K. C. Bose for the 2nd and 3rd defendants..
N. M. Cowasjee for the 4th· defendant.
* Civil Regular Suit No. 60S of 1934.
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LEACH, J.-The plaintiff in this suit is a banker
;and money-lender carrying on business in Rangoon,
Madras and Southern India. On the 26th Odober,
1933, the d.efendants filed a petition in the District
-Court of Mandalay under the Provincial Insolvency
.Act, 1920, praying that the plaintiff and two other
oehettiars might be adjudicated insolvents. The
:District Court admitted the petition, and called upon
the plaintiff and the two other respondents to show
-cause why the application should not be granted.
The plaintiff appealed to this Court and the appeal
'was successful, the petition being dismissed. The
.plaintiff avers that in filing the petition the defendants··
.acted maliciously and without reasonable and probable
,cause and he has filed this suit to recover damages.
Paragraph 6 of the plaint Ifeads as follows:
'I In
consequence of the filin~ of the said petLicn its
'prosecution in Mandala~' and the defence by the Defendants
.of the said Appeal in Rangoon the Plaintiff was injured in his
-credit and reputatkn and was hampered and injured in the
transacting of his business
a Banker and money-lender and
incurred expenses in defending himself against the said petition
and has therebysuffe:ed damage."

as

'The plaint was filed on the 10th December, 1934.
:Special leave to .file the plaint was granted under
Clause 10 of the Letters Patent, as according to the
'plaint only part of the cause of action arose within
,the jurisdiction of this Court. Rule 25 of the Rules
and Orders relating to the Original Side of the Court
,provides that an application for special leave to sue
under Clause 10 of the Letters Patent may be made
at the time the plaint is presented, without petition,
provided that the grounds on which such application is
made are set out with sufficient clearness in the
body of the plaint. The application for leave to
:TIle the plaint in this Court was made orally when
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the plaint\vas presented.· The rule does not require:
that notice of the application should be served upon,
BAH.H>UR
the defendants, and no notice was given to them.
A.M.M.
MURUGAI'PA
On the 21st of January the first defendant filed
CHETTIAR
fl.
two applications. In the first application he asked
N.C.
GALLIARA.
that the order of the Deputy Registrar of the 10th of
December, granting special leave to file the suit,
LEACH, J.
should be referred to the Judge. In the second
application he asked that the order. should be set.
~side. On the 21st of January the second, third
and fourth defendants filed -applications,' in which
they also asked for the revocation of the orc1er of
the 10th December. All the applications came before
the Deputy Registrar on the 9th February and he:
has referred them to me for decision.
I gather that the position taken up by the plaintiff
before the Deputy Registrar was that the validity·
of the order of the 10th of December could not be'
questioned, as under Rule 8 a period of eight days.
only is allowed in which to challenge an order of
this nature and all the applications had been filed!
after the eight days. had expired. The fact that the
defendants were in total ignorance of the order
granting leave to file the plaint made no difference.
What the defendants are in effect asking is that:
the ex-parte order granting the leave to sue berevoked,
and they contend that the provisions of Rule 8 have
no application to a matter of this nature. I consider
that there is substance in this contention. The:
same question arose in the case of Kessowji Damodar
] airarl1 v. Luck111idas Ladha and Khimji ]airam(l)r
which was decided by tht:: Bombay High Court. It
was there held that where leave to bring a suit had
been given to a plaintiff under Clause 12 of t~e Letters
1935
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II) (1889i I.L.R. 13 Born. 404.
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Patent : (Which corresponds to Clause 10 of the
Letters Patent of this Court) and a defendant objects
.and asserts that the Court has no jurisdiction, he is
not bound to wait until the case comes on for hearing;
but may take out a Judge's summons calling on
the plaintiff to show cause why the leave given should
not be rescinded and the plaint taken off the file.
The granting of such leave was neither a decree
nor an order, and the period of limitation was that
provided by Article 178 of the Limitation Act of
1877 (which corresponds to Article 181 of the present
Limitation Act), namely three years. In the course
Qf his judgment Scott J. observed:
II It is obviou~ly
possible that the leave contemplated by
.clause 12 of the Letters Patent may be granted per incuriam,
and it may be necessary, after further ccnsideration, that such
leave should be withdrawn. The withdrawal may be necessary,
because ailOther jurisdiction furnishes the proper foyum of
dispute as the place wl1ere the whole cause of action arose; or
this Court may itself feel bound to dfcline jurisdiction,· 011 the
~round' that the parties are foreigners, and that only an
infinitesimal part of the cause of action arises within its
'urisdiction."

the

':"

In that case the leave granted was rescinded on the
ground that no material part of the cause of action
arose in Bombay, and this decision was upheld on
appeal.
It would be an astonishing state of affairs if a
plaintiff could obtain ex-parte an order of this nature
without the defendant having the right to challenge
its correctness before the trial of the action. I hold
that the Court has full power to revoke at any stage
leave granted to a plaintiff to file a suit should it
.be shown that the order granting leave ought not
to have been passed. It may be that in some cases
it would be better to defer for decision at the trial
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the question whether It:ave should be revoked and
the plaint taken off the file-see The Secretary .of

State for India in Council v. Golabrai Paliram (1)r

MURUGAPPA
CHETTIAR
t'.

But, while that may be the proper course .to adopt
in some cases, it may not be the proper course to'
N.C.
in others, .and I consider that in this caseGA~LIARA. adopt
the
question
should be dealt with now.
LE·ACH, J;
The plaintiff's case does not rest entirely on the
plea of limitation. . It is argued on his behalf' that
the plaint clearly discloses that· part of the cause
·of action arose within the jurisdiction of theCour'L
The suit, as I have already indicated, has been filed .
to recover damages alleged to have been suffered
as the result of the malici0us filing of a petition
in insolvency. Before the plaintiff can recoverdamages in a suit of this nature·· it must be'
shown that the petition was in fact dismissed. . It.
is urged that the dismissal of the petition by this,
Court constitutes part of the cause of action, and
that this part arose in Rangoon. It is also urged that
inasmuch as the plaintiff is a banker and moneylender carrying on business. in Rangoon damage to'
. his reputation and to his busines~ was caused in
Rangoon. In fact, it is said that Hangoon is the'
plaintiff's principal place of business. The plaintiff)'
therefore, contends that there are two grounds on
which the order granting leave can be supported:
(1) The dismissal of the petition constitutes'·
part of the cause of action and the dismissal
took place in Rangoon.
(2) Damage was suffered in Rangoon.
If part of the cause of action arises here, the Court:
has fun jurisdiction to try the ~;uit. In Cooke v. Gill (2)
Lord Esher (then Brett J.) observed:
(l) (1931) I.L.R. 59 Cal. 150.

{Z; 8 C.P. 10i.
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II • CaQseof action' has been held from the earliest time to
mean every fact which is material to be proved to entitle the
plaintiff to succeed,-every fact which the defendant would have
a right to traverse."

The question of what constitutes a cause of action was
considered in Read v. Brown (1) by Lord Esher (then
the Master of the Rolls), Fry L.J. and Lopes L.J.
and the definition given in Cooke v. Gill (2) was accepted
as being -correct. It is certainly necessary for the
plaintiff in a suit of this nature to prove the dismissal
of the petition. The· dismissal of the petition is,
therefore, a part of the cause of action. The petition
was dismissed by this Court, and I think that it is
rightly said that therefore part of the cause ofa<;tion
arose here.
-,
Moreover, I am of opinion that the plea that th.e .
plaintiff suffered damage in Rangoon is suffiGient
to justify the order of the Deputy Registrar granting
leave. Mr. Cowasjee contends that inasmuch as .the
plaintiff does not expressly plead that the damage il.l.'
Rangoon constitutes part of the cause of action the
Court is not entitled to take this argument into
consideration. 'do not agree. The plaint clearly
sets out that the plaintiff is a banker and moneyJender
carrying on business in Rangoon,and it is pleaded
that he has suffered injury in his credit and reputation
here as a reslllt of what has occurred. I am of opinion
that the plaint does disclose that part of· -the cause
of 'action arOSe in Rangoon and, therefore, the order of
the Deputy Registrar in granting leave was an order
properly passed. The applications for the revocation of
this order must, therefore, be dismissed.
The plaintiff is entitled to costs, which I fixatthree
gold mohurs. .
(1) 22 Q.B.D. 178•.

(2)

~

~

•.

C.P. 107.
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Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, alld Mr. Justice ],fyit
1935

SEIN THA U
v.
MAUNG KYAW KHINE AND

F.eb.·-21.

Bit.

ANOTHEH.*

Burma Village Act ~Burma Act VI of 1907), ss. 10, 28-CoJllplailll agaillst
headmatt-.')anction of Deputy Commissioner for proscClltioll-.~10 li1tfy
of magistrate to procure sallction-Mal{istrate's right to deknllille whether
sanction necessary-Magistrate's discrctioll-Noll-illtcrfereltce by D"puty
Commissioner or District Magi~trate.
The meaning and effect of ss. 10 and 28 of the Burma Village Act, 1907,
is that no Court can entertain a complaint against a. headman in respect
of any act or omission punishable under s. 10 unless the prosecution has
been instituted with the sanction of the Deputy Commissioner, notwithstanding
that the complaint may also disclose offences punishable under some other

liw.
Maung Po Tltit v. Maung Pyu. I.L.R. 8 Ran. 654; Nga Trm Lilt v:.
King-Emperor, 4 U.B.R. 101; Queen-E11'press v. Nga Cltei/; To (1893-98)
P.J. 397 ; Shwe Yi v. The Crown, 1 L.B.R. 336-ri;jl'l"rcd to.
. It is not Uie duty of a magistrate to obtain the requisite sanction to
prosecute a penon againot whom a "harge .has been preferred; but it is
both his duty and his exclusive right to determine whether sanction to
prosecute the accused ·is necessary or not. In the exercise of his jndicial
discretion in the matter neither the Deputy Commissioner nor the District
Magistrate can have any legal justification or excuse fnrattempting himself to
influence the decision of the magistrate, or for calling upon the magistrate
to explain his conduct.
Vell1' Tltc'l/ar 'I. King-Emperor, I.L.R. 10 Ran. 180-referred to.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) Jor. the respondents. Section 28 of the Burma Village Act, 1907,
is intended to protect village headmen from prosecutions by prIvate persons in respect of acts done in
the exercise of their duties under the Act, and sanction
of the Deputy Commissioner is necessary for such
a prosecution although the offence committed is
punishable. under the Indian Penal Code.. In petty.
it Criminal Revision No. 742B of 1934 from the order of the 6th Additional
Special Power Magistrate, Akyab, in Cr. -Reg. No. 14 of 1934.
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-cases the Deputy Commissioner deals with the matter
.departmentally under s. 10, while in more serious
cases he would accord sanction to /the institution of
:proceedings in a proper Court.
Queen-Empressv. Nga Cheik To (1) ; Nga Shwe
·Ge v. The Crown (2) ; Nga Shwe Yi v. The C1'own (3) ;
Nga Tun Lin v. King-Emperor (4) ; Maul1g Po Thit
.v. Maung Pyu {S). See also King-Elllperor v. Nga
Po J;Vin (6).
The headman in the present <:ase attempted to
interfere with a boat-race that was being held without
his permission as required by s. 21 of the Act, and
the present complaint is the outcome of it. As the
headman \\-'as acting within the scope of his powers
the magistrate thought fit to "close the case," and his
·order should be sustained..
C.J.-This .case illustrates once more the
incom'enience of allovJing the same person to perform
-the functions ofbeputy Commissioner and District
Magistrate [see Vellu Thevar and another v. KingEmpervr (7)].
The first res;>ondent· who was a headman and the
:second respondent who was his· servant were charged
before the 6th Additional Magistrate, Akyab, with
having committed an offence under section 323, Indian
Penal Code.
It appears that certain 'young men of Rathedaung
Village were practising rowing in a racing craft; and
it was· alleged that, when the headman came on the
.scene with his servant for the purpose of ascertaining
the reason why the racing boat was being used without
PAGE,

(1) (1893-1900) L.B.P.]. 397.
(4) 4 U.B.R. 101
(2) 9 B.L.R. 62.
(5) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 654.
{3; 1 L.B.R. 336.
(6) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 246.
m (1932) I.L.R. 10 Ran. HlO.
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the requisite permission having been obtained, a
.disturbance took place in the course of ,which the
respondents assaulted the complainant..
While the hearing of the case was proceeding the
Deputy Commissioner sent the following order to the
trying Magistrate :
" 3RD H.Q.A. (6TH A.M.),

Please explain why sanction of the Deputy Commissioner was
not applied for before prosecuting the headman ~raungKyaw
Khine who is now accused in your Criminal Regular Trial
No. 14 of 1934, as an enquiry is necessary before sanctioning the
prosecution.
I understand the aCCused has appeared' before you as inany as·
6 times.
Your attention is drawn to section 28 of the Burma ViI1::i.ge:
Act and to paragraph 38 of the Burma Village Manual.
Sd.

'*

*

*'

for Deputy C01llmissioller, Ak.vab."·

On the 23rd of July 1934, as appears from the diary'
of the Magistrate, he "submitted" the following:
explanation to the Deputy Commissioner:
" SIR,

I beg to explain as follows :-Tl1at according to the story'
of the complainant the headman was not then in the discharge'
of his duties and so the complaint was not dismissed. Also,
:leither the headman nor his pleader ever contended that the:
headman was then in the discharge of his duties. The evidence'
of the prosecution witness~s does not disclose that the headman.
was then in the discharge of his duties•. According to Da Aung:
(D.W.2) the headman called him to go and watch the boat:
race and the headman did not tell him about the summons.
The case was tried at Akyab on administrative ground to'
avoid strong feeling of factions in Rathedaung town. There'
are other responsible administrative officers at the headquarter-so£'
Ratbec1aung in his absence Submitted.
SCI. AU~G

GYI,

6th A.M,,- 23"7-34.">
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On the 26th July 1934 the explanation of the
Magistrate was returned to him with the following
comments thereon by the Deputy Commissioner:

1935
SEll'

THAU
fl.

MAUNG

., A complaint was made by the headman on the 30th April
1934 =.tgainst the complainant in this case. (D.O. Prcgs. 58 of
1934.) It is clear that the headman was acting in accordance
with the discharge of his duties. This is borne out by the
complaint in this case which shows that the trcuble started as ,a
result of unauthorized boat races and summonses to the racers to
appear before the headman.
Sd. V. BEADoN,
D.C."

On the 26th July the Magistrate recorded in the
diary of the case :
" Case received back with the remarks of the Deputy Commissioner. It was held by the Deputy Commissioner th1:t the
accused headman was then actin~ in accordance with the
discharge cf his duties. Sent for the complainant's pleader
U Mra Tun."

·OIi the 15th August 1934, as appears from an
entry in the diary by another Magistrate who
meanwhile had succeeded the Magistrate who had
been trying the. case, the case was
called. U Mfa Tun is present. He says he has not obtained
sanction from the Deputy Commissioner and says it ~s not
necessary. But the Deputy Commissioner says it is necessary.
Case is closed for want cf s,tnction.
Sd. TUN HLA PR,U,
II

VI AJt.S.P."

An application in revision was then filed in the
Sessions Court. of Akyab, and the learned Sessions
Judge ordered that
,. the proceedings will therefore be submitted to the High Court
with the reccmmendation that the order of the learned Magistrate
dated the 15th of August 1934 be set aside and that the learned
Magistrate he directed to pass judgment.'·

KYAW
KHINE.

PAGE, C;J.
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The case turns upon the construction of section
10 and section 28 of the Burma Village Act, 1907,
as amended, which run as follows:

MAUNG

KYAW
KHINE.
PAGE,

C;J.

,. 10. If a headman or rural policeman neglects to perform any
of the public duties imposed upon him by this Act or any rules
thereunder, or abuses any of the powers conferred upon him by
this Act or any such rule, he shall be liable, by order of the
Deputy Commissioner, to pay a fine not exceeding fifty rupees.
28. No complaint against a headman or member of a village
~ommitteeor rural policeman of any act or omission punishable
under this Act shall be entertained by any Court unless the
prosecution is instituted by order of,.or under authority from, the
Deputy Commissioner."

In my opinion the meaning and effect of these
sections is that no Court can entertain a complaint
against inter alios a headman in respect of any act
or omission p!-1nishable under section io unless the
prosecution has been instituted with the sanction of
the Deputy Commissioner, notwithstanding that the
complaint may also disclose offences punishable
under some other law [Q.E. v. Nga Cheik To (1) j
Shwe Yi v. Crown (2); Nga Tun Lin v.· KingEmperor (3) and Maung Po Thit v. 1.1aung Pyu (4)].
Now, it is not the duty of a Magistrate to obtain
the requisite sanction to prosecute a person against
whom a charge has been preferred j but it is both
his duty and his exClusive right to determine whether
sanction to prosecute the accused is necessary or
not. In the exercise of his judicial discretion in the
matter neither the Deputy Commissioner nor the
District Magistrate can have any legal justification
or excuse for attempting himself to influence the
decision of the Magistrate or for. calling upon the
Magistrate to explain his conduct.
(1) i1893-1900) P.J. 397.
(2) (1902) 1 L.B.R. 336.

(3) 4 U.B.R. 101.
(4) (1930; I.L.R. 8 Ran. 654.
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It would appear from the records of the Deputy
Commissioner's office that Lieut.-Col. Beadon, when
communicating with the trying Magistrate in the
\vay of which complaint is made, purported to be
acting as Deputy Commissioner and not in the
exercise of his revisional powers as District Magistrate. But it matters little, because in neither
capacity. was he entitled to act as he did (see
sections· 435 and 438, Criminal Procedure Code).
The course taken by the Magistrate who decided
the case also was much to be regretted. Although
it was his duty, right, and privilege to use his own
judgment in deciding whether he could or COtlld
not proceed' with the case without the sanction of
the Deputy Commissioner having been obtained,
with a lamentable want of courage and independence
he weakly surrendered his will, and passed orders in
accordance with the dictates of. the Deputy Commissioiler.
It is sometimes said that the complete separation
of the judiciary and the executive is an Utopian
dream, which for financial and administrative reasons
cannot be realized.· That is a matter of policy about
which I say nothing. But if it be so it follows that
.it is of importance for the due administration of
justice that persons performing the dual role of
Deputy Commissioner and District Magistrate should
ever be mindful that their outlook and action in one:
capacity should not impinge upon their outlook and
action in the other. I am fully alive to the d!fficulties inherent in the position in which such officials·
find themselves, but I make bold to say that officials.
who function both as Deputy. Commissioners and
District Magistrates ought to take meticulous care todifferentiate between their exacting, and to some'
,extent incompatible, duties as Deputy Commissioners.
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and as District MagistrateR; for it can hardly be
expected that an .independent and courageous
THAU
magistracy will be created if Magistrates are compelV.
MAUNG
led to perform. their judicial ftinctions in dread' of
KYAW
KHINE.
the sting as well of the east as of the north wind,
.:PAGE, C.]. both strangely enough blowing from the same headquarters.
It mayor may not be that in the present case
the Deputy Commissioner's view of the legal position
was correct. It matters not; because it .is the
Magistrate and not the Deputy Commissioner whose
duty it is to try the case in" the first instance.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the> proper
order for this Court to pass is that the order of the
Magistrate by which the case is closed " (a term
of no legal import or significance) be set aside, and
. the proceedings returned to the Magistrate's Cuurt
to be determined according to law.
SEIN

-

(j

MYA

Bu; J.-I agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
1kfore Mr. Justia .vost'ly.

YATHA CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY

1935

'f).

Feb. ZZ.

MAUNG PO MYA

AND ANOTHER.'*'

Burma Co-operati-ve SocielifS Rules, 1931-Award by all arl>itafor--Elljorccmellt
of award as decr,'e-Sociefy's claim for mo,·tgat<e decree alld saTe-Simple
1I1011ey de.;rc~-h()lder as purchaser of the property-Objectioll by simPle
mOllc)' decrec-holder-Society's right 0fsalc-Rc1I1cdy of mOlWY decree-TlOldc1',
Under Rule 15 of the Burma Co-operative Societies Rules, 1931, an
:arbitrator decided that the 1$t respondent and his wife should pay the appellant
society in three days a certain sum which they owed to the society on a
registered mortgage; on default the mortgaged prqperty was to be sold and
the proceeds applied towards the debt. Under Rule 15 (4) the award, on
-application being made to the civil Court, was enforceable as a decree of .
such Court. An application in that behalf was made; bnt the 2nd respondent,
who had obtained a money decree againstthe 1st respondent and his wife, and
who had brol~ght the property to sale and had purchased it, objected to the
application. The society applied for a re-sale of the property in execution.
"The e~ecuting Court dismissed the application, but ordered that the sale
proceeds of the 2nd respondent's .decree should be rateably distributed.
On appeal the Assistant District Judge held that the arbitrater had no power
to pass a mortgage decree.
Held, reversing the orders of the lower Courts, that the arbitrator did not
pass any decree, but had made an award which the Court could enforce as a
<decree; that the society was entitled to execute the decree by sale of the
property; that the 2nd respondent had only bought the right, title and interest
-of the debtor in the property subject to the mortgage; that he was not
entitled to question the mortgage or the order for sale in execution
proceedings; and that he could do so only in a regular suit.

Kym.v Myint for the appellant.

Chari for the 2nd respondent.
MOSELY, J.-The appellants are the Yatha Cooperative Society, by their agel1t, Maung Po Shein.
The Society and their debtors, Po Mya and
.. Civil Second Appeal Nc.313 of 1934 from the 'order of the Assistant
District Judge
Pro;ue in Civii Appeal No. iP of 1934.
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Ma Sein Khin, had a dispute over the amount due to'
the Society by Po Mya and Ma Sein Khin on a regis~
tered mortgage to the Society. An arbitrator\\Tas,
appointed under Rule 15 of the Burma Co-optrative:
Societies Rules, 1931, and gave a decision or award
to the effect that the debtors were to pay a certain
sum within three days, failing which the mortgaged
property was to be sold and ,the' sale proceeds.
applied towards the debt.
Rule 15 (4) says that such a' decision or award
shall on application to, the civil Court be enforceable'
as a decree of such Court.
Application was accordingly made, but the holder of
a simple ~oney-decree against the same debtors, the
second respondent here, C.R'M.M.L.A. Cl~ettiar, had'
sold the property and purchased ·ithirnself. The
Society then applied that they be allowed to sell the:
property again in execution. This" was refused' by
the executing Court, which passed an order, however,..
allowing thelll to share rateably with theChettiar iru
the, sale' proceeds.
'
In appeal the learned A.ssistant District Judge'
quoted a case of this Court,-'Ma'Ung Tay Gyi v.'
Maung Yail and others (l),-repnrted in an unauthorized report, where it was said that such an arbitrator
has no power to pass mortgage decrees. This judgment was misconstrued,-the emphasis' was on the'
word "decree ". - What was meant was that the
arbitrator could' only pass an award, but that award
can tbe executed as if it were a decree. It is not
an order which cannot legally be passed and of
which execution should be refused, as in the case;,
quoted, Maung Ba La! v. Liquidator, Kemmendilie
Tlwthanahita Co-operative Society (2).
(1i AoI.R. (1933) Ran. H.

(2) (1933) I.I..R. 11 Rari.125.
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'I see no difficulty in the position created. The
order to be executed as if it were a mortgage
decree does not bind other persons claiming to have
:a mortgage of the same property any more than a
mortgage decree of the Court \vould bind them. but
the order is conclusive and binding fi on the property
until it -is attacked by way of a regular suit. A
stranger to the proceedings by' the Society cannot
dispute the order in execution but must do so by
way of a suit. ,If he sues he .can attack the order
on exactly the same grounds as if it were a mortgage decre'e by a Court, that is to say, on the grounds
of fraud or collusion, or that the mortgage was not
properly registered and so on.
lt is needless to say, what is admitted here,-that
the order for rateable distribution cannot be upheld.
The Chettiar, decree-holder, has only bought the
,right, title' and 'interest 'subject to the mortgage.
The ::Society must be allowed to execute their decree
by sale of the property. This will be ordered
accordingly, and the' orders' of the executing and
lower appellate Courts set aside with costs throughout,advocate's fee here, two gold mohurs.
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Before Mr. Justice Dunkle}'.
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Feb. 26.

R.M.P.A.L. CHETTIAR FIRM

v.
KO MAtING GALE

AND OTHERS.'*'

Estoppel-Mor/gagee's acqmescellce ill sale to olhers oj mortgaged propl'YtyPurchase jor j ull value as ij property lt11e1!wmbered-Paymellt of purchaslJ
m011e.y to nzortgagee.,-Mortgageejur11ishi11g list oj debts due by 1Il0rt,<ngor to
buyer-Absence in suclt list oj the mortgage-Evide1lce Act (Iof 1872'; s. 115•.
·If a person, either by words or by cqnduct, has intimated that he consents
to an act which has been done, and· that he will offer no opposition to it,
although' it could not have been . lawfully done· without his .consent, and he
thereby induces others to do that from which they otherwise might have
abstained, he cannot question the legality of the act he has"sq sanctioned to the
prejudice of those who have so given faith to his words; or to the fair inference·
to be drawn from his conduct. In such cases proof of positive assent or
concurrence is not necessary.
Caimuoss v. Lorimer, 3 H.L.C. H29: Mttll//oo Lall v. Cltoonec Lall, 1 I.A.
144 ; Pickard v. Sears, 6 A. & E. 469; Sarat CIIt/11tler Dey v. Cll1mder Laita,
I.L.R. 20 Cal. 296- followed.
The appellant's ageut acquiesced in the sale to the respondents by the
mortgal{or's heir of a portion of 'the property that was mortgaged to the
appellant for full value as if it was unencmnbered. The purchase money was
paid to the appellant's agent who accepted it In reduction of the debt due by
the mortgagor, and he also gave the respondents a list of debts due by the
mortgagor in which the mortgage in suit was not mentioned.
Held, that by his acts the appellanes agent gave the respondents the
impression that he was allowing them to purchase the property free of any
claim under the mortgage. The appellant was therefore estopped from
setting up that the land sold to the respondents was subject to his mortgage.

N. N. Sen for the appellant.
P. B. Sen for the respondents.
J.-The suit out of which this appeal
arises was a suit on a registered deed of mortgage
DUNKLEY,

*Special Civil Second Appeal No. 293 of 1934 from the judgment of the
f'islrict Cont of Henzada in Civil Appeal No. 25 of 1934.
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brought by the plaintiff-appellant. The respondents
were impleaded as defendants in the suit on the
ground that they were transferees for value of part
of the mortgaged property. They had purchased a
portion of the mortgaged land from the wife of the
original mortgagor, and it is admitted that they gave
full value therefor as if it were unencumbered land.
Their main line of defence \vas that ~he plaintiffappellant was ,estopped from denying that they had
purchased the land free from his mortgage, and this
is the sole point which has been argued before me
in this appeal. The 'learned District Judge was in
error iIi thinking that section 41 dfthe Transfer of
Property Act had any.application to this case, which'
rais~s only a question of estoppel by conduct, the
general principles of which. are enacted in section
115 of the Evidence Act.
'In argument before me' both sides have relied on
the evidence of the pleader V Hla, first witness for
the seventh defendant. It is clear from his evidence
that the respondents were aware, prior to the
purchase of this land, that it was mortgaged to the
appellant. V Hla states that on their behalf he
spoke to Ko Pan; the sub-agent of the appellant, to
" sell" the land to the respondents; and 'Ko Pan
then agreed to sign the deed of sale. Later, when
the deed had been drawn ;up, Ko Pan refused to
sign it, and so V Hla went and asked him why he
had refused to sign the sale-deed after promising to
do so, and he replied" I have nothing to do with
Ma Phyu V, why should I sign." Now the original
mortgagor was Ma Phyu D's husband, the mortgage
deed not being executed by Ma Phyu V herself,
and at the time that this sale to the respondents
was concluded he was dead, and, therefore, from
this statement of Ko Pan it appears that he was
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under the impression that Ma Phyu U could not be
bound by his mortgage as she had not executed it,
CHE'i''l'I-AR
and consequently he was not averse to this· sale by
FIRM
'II
her to the respondents. -When the sale had been
]{O MAUNG
GALE.
concluded the - purchase money was not paid to
DUNKLJo;Y, J. Ma
Phyu U, but was actually paid by the first
respondent Ko Maung Gale to the appellant's agent.
Then the appellant's agent, at the request of UHla,
made out a list of the debts and the balance
recoverable from Ma Phyu U, and therein the mortgage-deed now in question was not mentioned. It
therefore appears from U Bla's evidence that the
appellant's agent raised·no objection to the sale of
this property for its full value· to the respondents,
and accepted - the whole of the sale -proceeds in
reduction of the indebtedness of Ma PhyuU and
her late husband, and then furnished a list of
debts due by Ma Phyu U in which the mortgage
now in suit was not mentioned. To my mind, it -is
clear that by these acts the agent of the appellant
gave the respondents the impression that he was
prepared to allow them to purchase this land free
of any claim under his mortgage, and that they
purchased the -land on the understanding that they
were buying it free from encumbrances.
Now, in the c~se of Munnoo Lall v. Lalla
Choonee Lall and others (1) their Lordships of
the Privy Council held that a person who has
represented to an _intending purchaser of land that
he has not a security over -that land, and induced
him, under that belief, to buy, cannot as against that
purchaser subsequently put his security in force. In
Sara! Chunder Dey and others v. Chunder Lahti and
.others (2) their Lordships said :
RM.P.A.L.

(I) (1873) 1 IX 144.

(2)(1892) I.L.R 20 Cal.

296..
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"The law enacted in the Evidence Act, section 115, relating
to estoppel as a consequence of declaration, act or omission RM.P.A.L.
causing another's belief, and action thereon, does Dot differ from CHETTIAR
FIRM
the English law on that subject, of which the general principle is
V.
stated in Caimcross v. Lorimer (1). The main question, in deter~ Ko l\-LWNG
GALE.
mining whether estoppel h:ls been occasioned, is whether the
representation has caused the person to whom it has been made DUNKLEY, J.
to act on the faith of it. The existence of estoppel does not
depend on the motive, or on the knowledge of the matter, on the
part of the person making the representation. It is not essential
that the intention of the person whose declaration, act or
omission has induced ancther to act, or to abstai.n from acting,
should have been fraudulent, or that he should not have been
under a mistake, or misapprehension. The word (intentionally'
seems to have been used in section 115 for the purpose of
declaring the law as it had been stated to be in judgments in
England."

In the well-known case of 'Pickard v. Sears and
Barrett (2) Lord Denman C.}. stated
"But the rule of law is clear, that, where one by his
words or conduct wilfully causes another to believe the
existence of a certain state of things, and induces. him to
act on that belief, so as to alter his 'pwn previous positioll>
the former is 90ncbded frpm averring against the latter a
different state of things as existing at the same time."

In Cairncross v. Lori'mer (lj the Lord Chancellor in
the course of his speech said:
"I believe, in the laws of all civilised nations, that if a
man, either by words or by conduct, has intimated that he
con~ents to an act which has been done, and that he will
offer no opposition to it, although it could not have been
lawfully done without his cODsent, and he thereby induces
others to do that from which they otherwise might have
abstained, he cannot quesUcn the legality of the act he had
so sanctioned, to the prejudice of those who have so given
faith to his words, or to the fair inference to be drawn
from his conduct. * * * In such cases proof of positive
(1) 3 H.L.C. 829.

(2) 6 A. & E. 469.
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. assent or concurrence is not necessary. I am of opinion
R.M.P.A.L. that, generally speaking, if a party having an interest to.
CHETTI.l.R
prevent an act heing done, has full notice of its having
FIRM
.
"
. d uce a reasona ble
v.
. b een d one, an d acqu1esces
m' t
1 t so as t 0 1n
Kn MAU:-IG belief that" he consents to it. and the position of others is
GALE.
altered by their giving credit to his sil1cedty, he has nO
DUXKLEY, J. more right to challenge the act to their prejudice, than he
would have had if it had been done by his previous license."

Now, it is quite clear in this case that the agent
of the appellant acquiesced in the sale of this land
by Ma Phyu U to the respondents, and, furthermore,
that he ratified that act oy accepting the purChase
money, and it is Clear that it was in consequence
of a reasonable belief that he consented to the sale
to them free of his mortgage that the respondents
purchased the land from Ma Phyu U. The rule of
Cairncross v. Lorimer (1) is, therefore, clearly
applicable to this case, and the appellant firm is now
estopped fwm. setting up that the land sold
to the
.
respondents is subject to' their mortgage. The
decision of the learned Judge of the District Court,
although based on other grounds than those now
stated, was, therefore, ccued, and this appeal fails
and is dismissed wi th costs.
.

(1) 3 H.L.C. 829.
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Before Mr. JI/stice Mya Bu, arId M1' Justice Dll1lkley.
1935

U AUNG DIN

v.
'HALDAR

AND ANOTHER.

Feb. 28.

*

Executioll-St~y of jJroceedings-Disereti011 of the Cour·t-Sale itt cxcczttion-

Absence of application to set aside sale-CollfirmaiioTt of the saleImperative duty of the. Court-Sta~', whm to be asked for-Civil
Procediere Code (Act V of 19(8); 0.21, rr. 29,89,90,91,92.
Under Order 21, r. 29, of the Civil Procedure 'Code the Court has a
discretion to stay proceedings in execution; but under sub-rule (1) of
rule 92 an imperative duty is cast upon the 'Court "to co~firm the' sale
in the,' absence of ali apPlication under rule 89, rule 90 or rule 91; or
where' siidi:'appHc,ition has been disallowed. An application under any
orthesC'rufcinroes'not'come' \vithintl1e purVie\v 'of rule -- 29; ';;';;ci the,
discreHdilary-po'wer ofth~ Court cannot be exercised in such a~ay as
to over-ridtt
impeiative provision of the'iaw. In consequence an
application uncterruie 29 must be made before the sale of the property'
takes place.
After the sale of his property, and before its confirmation, the
judgment-debtor filed a suit against the decree-holder alleging a certain
agreement with regard to the satisfaction of the decree. He applied to
the Court for a stay of confirmation of the sale \mder Order 21,
rule 29, of the Civil Procedure Code..
Held, that the application was too late and could only have been
made before the sale.

an

,

Tun A-ung for the appellant.
Talulldar for the respondents.

Bu, J.-The first respondent is the decreeholder and the appellant and the second respondent
are his judgment-debtors. The first respondent
obtained a decree against the appellant and the
second respondent which was satisfied except to the
extent of about Rs. 20,000. \Vhen the first
respondent applied for execution of the decree for
MYA

" Civil Misc. Appeal No. 108 of 1934 from the order of the District
Court of I'yinmana in Civil Execution Case No.2 of 1933.
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the recovery of the balance in Civil Execution
No. 2 of 1933, the respondents objected to the
application on the allegation that' the decree-holder
had entered into an agreement with them to take
over certain immovable property belonging to them
in full satisfaction of the balance for which execution
was sought. The objection did not prevail and
certain landed property of the judgment-debtors was
attached and brought to sale on the.Z"8.th,.,,,Aprily
19341.,Whell the decree-holder became the purchaser
of 'fhe property.'The sale was dlle"to"'l)F"confir~ed
on the 28th May, 1934. On the. 18th MaY,t,,,,,,,1he
app1tcation·"~frdtrt'·~whkh·'tiiis-'appe'at-"llas-arf~n ' was
filed by' the appellant praying for stay of confirmation
of fpe sale o~ the ground that he had filed a suit
with reference to the alleged promise of the decreeholder, to take over certain other property in full
satisfaction of the balance of the decretal amount, in
the same Court. This appl\cation was lodg~d under
Order XXI, rule 29, of the Civil Procedure Code.
There is no dispute that the suit referred to had
beyn filed about two or three days before the fiUng
of this application, in the District Court of Pyinmana.
This application, however, was filed at a time when
the procedure laid down iri Order XXI, rule 92,
of the Civil Procedure Code' was in operation.,
According to this nile,
" Where no a~l'lication is made under rule 89, rule 90
or rule 91, or where such application is made and disallowed,
the Court shall make an order confirming the sale arid
thereupon the sale shall become absolute."

For the pu:rpose o( this appeal, the case must be.
treated as one where there was nQ C:\ppli<:ation eith~t 1
under rule 89" rule 90 or rule 91, at the time when
the confirmation of the sale. was pending.
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Order XXI, rule 29, is in the following words:
" Where a suit is pending in any Court against the
holder of a decree of such Court, on the part of the
pe1'son against whom the decree was passed, the Court
may, on such terms as to security or otherwise as it thinks
fit, stay execution of the decree until the pending suit has
been decided."

The learned' advocate for the appellant contends
that an execution proceeding is pending until the
sale therein is confirmed and becomes absolute, and~
therefore an application under this rule can be filed.
and may be granted even after the. sale before the;;
sale is confirmed. If this contention is sound, it is
obvious that with reference to the period between
the sale in execution and the confirmation of such
sale the two' rules are in conflict with eachother~
These two rules can and should be· read together.
for the purpose in hand, and a reasonable construction'
placed on them. .Rule 29 is permissive. Tlucreunder
the Court is given the discretion of staying the
execution, whereas rule 92 is imperative by enacting
that in the absence of an application under rule 89t
rule 90 or rule 91, or where such appliGation h:.>.3
been disallowed, the Court is boundlto order;
confirmation of the sale. VJhen these two ,. rules are
read together, as they should be, the result is that
the Court may in its discretion stay execution tinder
rule 29 only beforQJll~. operation of rule 92lal$Ccs
placeLe,,·before.th~sale of the property in questio1'1
where theexecutioni~ 'by sale of' the property'
attached. In this view of the rules 29 and 92 of
Order XXI,the application of. the appellant of the
18th May was CIead)r' out of time. and,therefore,
there is 'no merit inJhisappeal.
There is stilf ariofher"point against the appellant.
As has been pointed out, the power of the Court
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under rule 29 is purely discretionary, and there

:u AUNG DIN being nothing to show that in refusing to stay
'f).

confirmation of the sale upon an application made in
the
circumstances of this case any discretion was
,MYA Bu. J.
erroneously or improperly exercised, there is no
ground for interference with the order under appeal.
For the above reasons the appeal fails and it is
dismissed with costs, advocate's fee three gold
mohurs.
HALDAR.

~

DUNKLEY,

}.-I agree that this appeal must-be

dismissed.
The sole point that has been raised in argument
on behalf of the appellant is that his application of
the 18th May 1934, made _under the provisions of
rule 29 of Order XXI, to stay the execution_
proceedings ought to have been allowed.
Rule 29 confers upon the Court a discretion to
stay proceedings in execution; but under sub-rule (1)
of rule 92 an imperative duty is cast upon the
COurfl(f-CbTififilith'c--sale 'unless "an appii'c~f{on
certiili k'inds 'is 'made, of which kincs an applic~ti~n
lifider -rule - 29 is not one. It is plain that a
discretionary power cannae'be exercised i~s~{ch--~
'to'over:'ride,,£lll, )~pel'ative .duti:::Jill~cr.:~l't
f611ows'ln consequence that an application under
rtn(-~~_ii1it~t be made _1:>~fqi-e~th"'e-"'saleorth'e':p;~p;;ty
hikes piace.
-

of

way as'
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Si,' A,·thu!' Page, Kt., Chief Justice, a1ld Mr. Justice .'Ifya Bu.

BOLA RAM

AND OTHERS

v. SOHAN SINGH.*

1935,.

Mar. 12.
Insolvellcy-Suspetlsion of discharge-" Dividelld not less thall four anllas in the
rupee", 1IIea1li1lg oj-PresidclIcy-T01.IJ1/s 111solvellcy Act (IV of 1909) s. 39 (1) (c).
Under s. 39 (1) (C) of the Presidency-Towns Insoh·cncy Act the Court may
suspend the discharge of an insolvent until a dividend of not less than four
:lunas in the rupee has been paid to the creditors,. but the COllrt is not
empowered to sllspend the discharge until a dividend ·of more than four annas
in the rupee has been paid. An order suspending an insolvent's discharge until
twelve annas in the rupee are paid is not in accordance with law.
111 re Kittner, (192113 K B. 93-referrt'd to.

N. N. Sen for the appellants.

Hay for the respondent.
C.J.-This appeal is allowed. With all due
respect to Braund J., who heard the application for
discharge, the order that was passed, in my opinion,
cannot be sustained either in law or on the merits.
The respondent was adjudicatedinsolvent on the 17th
of February 1934, and he filed an 'application for his'
discharge on the 13th of July 1934. At the time of
his insolvency his liabilities amounted to Rs. 24,795,
while his assets consisted of a life policy for Rs. 2,000
and a debt of Rs. 1,500 alleged to be due to him
under three promissory notes. The order passed by
Braund J. was in these terms;
PAGE,

"In these circumstances I take the view' that this insolvent
<:an and shcnld pay twelve annas in the rupee of his debts and
that. he can well afford to pay .Rs. 80 a month out of his
present sahry. I shall accordingly suspend his discharge until
<; Civil Misc. App~al No. 145 of 1934 from
the order of this Cent on the
Original Side in Insolvency Case No. 44 of 1934.
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twelve annas in the mpee is· paid, and I shall make an order
for payment of Rs. 80 a month to the Official Assignee."

1:1.

SOHAN
SINGH.
PAGE,

N OW, the
insolvent's

Official

Assignee reported that the

C.}.

assets are ~ot of a value equal to four annas jn the rupee
on the amount of his unsecured liabilities, he has not properly
accounted for several sums borrowed from .credikrs and paid
to· creditors. and he has contracted debts without having at the
time of contracting them any reasonable or probable ground
of expectation th'·lt he \-,,"ould be able to repay t11em."

U

There can be no doubt that the report of the
Official Assignee in the present case is correct and
must be accepted.
The case, therefore, falls within section 39 (1) of
the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act, and although
the learned Judge in insolvency did not specifically
so state, it would appear that he passed the order
under appeal upon the footing that the case fell
within section 39. In su·ch circumstances it was
incumbent upon the Court strictly to comply with
the provisions of section 39 in passing an order
on the present application. Under section 39 (1) (c)
it is provided that the Court "may suspend the
discharge until a dividend of not less than four
.annas in the rupee has been paid to the creditors."
I am of opinion that under section 39 {l) (c)
the Court is not empowered to suspend the discharge
until .a dividend of more than four annas in the
rupee has been paid [In re Kutner {In. It follows,
in my opinion, that the order suspending the
insolvent's discharge (( until twelve annas in the
rupee is paid" was not in accordance with .law..
I am further of opinion that the appeal must
also succeed on the merits.. The insolvent· is
(I) (1921) 3 K.B. 93·
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employed by the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company, Ltd.,
on a salary of Rs. 270 a month, and it is ubvious
both from his own admissions and the report of
the Official Assignee that he has been living in an
extravagant manner inconsistent with the position
which he holds. The insolvent stated that his
father had been a carpenter employed in the Burma
Railways at a wage of Rs. 1-4 a day, and that
after he had worked for the Burma Railways for
15 or 16 years he retired. He further stated that
his father had no provident fund, and that after
his retirement his father commenced to do business
upon the proceeds of the earnings of the insolvent
and his brother. The insolvent also stated that the
business that his father carried on was' a provision
business.
I am bound to say that I suspect that
the provision business was little more than a cloak
for a money-lending business carried on by the
father. as the Kurta of this Hindu undivided family.
It would be natural in such circumstances that the
father should make use of all the money the
resources and the credit of the family that were
available. Exhibits 1 and 2, in my opinion, strongly
support the view which 1 am disposed to take.
There is no doubt from the schedule of assets and
liabilities filed by the insolvent that, although he
was a man of slender means and of family obligations (he stated II I had to marry three times}",
he did not hesitate from 1930 onwards to incur
liability in respect of loans ampunting to over
Rs. 24,000. Why he should have incurred this
heavy liability it is not easy to understand; unless
it was for the benefit of the family and the family
business that ,was being carried 011. He stated that
he had spent' no less than Hs. 15,000 on expenses
incurred through the marriage of his family relations,
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(although none of them were his own children),
and he further admitted that for the purpose of
SO~AN properly carrying through these marriages he had
SINGH.
on several occasions performed the journey to the
PAGE, c.].
Punjab and back to Burma. Further, it appears
that the members of the family have been able to
construct three or four houses in Burma, and it
may be that the family possesses other property in
India. A perusal of the testimony of the insolvent
in his public examination and· the report of the
Official Assignee· leads me firmly to the conclusion
that the insolvent is not it persOll who ought to
be allowed to repeat his car,eer of extravagance at
present It does not appear to me that the financial
position of th~ insolvent and the reasons why he
had incurred· these neavy liabilities have been
sufficiently or effectively investigated; and it may
be that before the time arrives when the respondent
will have another opportunity of applying for his
discharge the position·· of the insolvent in relation
to his assets and the manner in which he incurred
his liabilities will further be enquired into· by the
Official Assignee. I am clearly of opinion that the
insolvent ought not to be granted his discharge.
. The appropriation order will stand.
The result is that the appeal. is pro tqnto allowed,
. and the order from ~hich the appeal is brought
set aside. The discharge of the respondent is
refused.
BOLA RAM .

MYA

Bu,

J.-. I

agree.
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Rcjorc Sir Arthur Page, I.;t., Chicf Justice, ilud Mr. Justicc Mya Bu.

A.S.P.S. SU"BRAMANIAN CHETTIAR

AND OTHERS

V.

LLOYDS BANK, LTD.*
Security boud-Cot/sent 1lJclley-dccrce- !11in:o'rablc proterty, security for due
repaYll/wt -E1lforcclII<'1lt.of baud by salc oj property--Bolld 110/ rcgisteredRegistration Act (XVI oj 19081, s 17 (1) (b).
Pursuant to a consent money-c!t;cree the appellants executed in favour of the
Court a bond in which they promised to repay the decretal amount due to the
respondent bank in two instalment,; by certain dates. They declared therein
that the title deeds of the lands deposited with the bailiff of the Court should
be security for tile clue payment of these sums and in default that the Court
should be entitled to order the sale of the lands alld to apply the proceeds
towards the di:;chargc of the amollnt clue; on the other hand if they carried out
the terms of the bond the title deeds were to be returned to them. There was
default, and the bank applied for leave to sell the property.
Held, that the security bond fell within s. 17 (1) (b) of the Registration Act.
and not being regi:Jtered could not be ·enforced by an order for sale. In
accepting a bond the Court intimates that the property tendered as security is
deemed to be sufficient. The Court approves the substance not the form oithe
security: the bond as executed being the form in .which the security is subsequentiy furnished. In such circumstances the execution of the bond is not an
act of the Court, or a step of judicial procedure.
Billdersri Naik v. Gangaram,2S LA. 9; Hemanta Kutl/ari v. 1I1id1lapttr
Zamilldari Co., I.L.R.47 Cal. 485; Franal v.Lakshmi, 26 LA. lOI-considered
alld explained.
Lahore Spin1ling Mills v. Utia11l Chand, P.R., C.]., Vol. 54 (1919) 316 ;
Nagamru v. l'allgatur, LL.R. 31 Mad. 3'JO-foUowed.
Jayappa v. Shivangonda, I.L.R. S2Boin. 72; [(asturi Lal v. Govcrdhall'
Dass, LL.R 15 Lah. 282-disselltal froll1.

Kalyal1walla for the appellant. The security
bond executed by the appellants in favour of the
respondents is compulsorily registrable under s. 17
(1) (b) of the Registration Act, and since it . has not
•. Civil First Appeal No. 114 of 1934 arising out of Civil Execution Case
No. 11 of 1934 of the District Court of Hanthawaddy, and other connected
appeals.
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been registered it cannot be enforced in execution
proceedings. Nagaruru v. Tangatur (1). The position might have been different if the respondents had
actually attached the properties, and thereafter applied
for sale. The respondents have not done so.

Aiyar, Chari and Banerjee for the co-sureties
supported the appellant's case.
McDonnell for the respondent. The execution of
the security bond and the applicatioll for sale of
the properties secured thereby were themselves
steps in aid of judicial procedure, and they· come
within the broad principle laid down by their
Lordships of the Privy Council that proceedings in
Courts do not require -registration. In ] ayappa v.
Shival1gouda (2) and Kasturi Lal v. Goutdhan J)ass
(3) many previous rulings on the point were considered, and the Courts expressly dissented from
the view· taken by the Madras High Court in
NagarU1'tl'S case.
PAGE, C.J.-This appeal arises out of a series of
applications for leave to execute decrees p~ssed by
Das J.
For the purpose in hand all the decrees are
substantially in the same form as the decree that·
was passed in the present suit, which runs as
follows:

" By consent it· is ordered and decreed that the defendants
{fo pay to the plaintiffs the sum of Rs. 22,827-12-0 (ru~es
twenty-two thousand eight hundred and hventy-seven and
annas twelve only) and interest on the principal amotmt
.Rs. 22,500-0-0 (rupees twenty-two thouslnd five hundred only)
at the contract rate, viz. 8~ (eight and half) per centum
(1) I.L.R. 31 Mad 330.

{2) I.L.R. 52
(3) I.L.R. 15 Lah. 282.

Born. 72;
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per annum with monthly rests· from the date of institution
of the suit, viz. 5th day of May 1932, till payment or
realization together with the costs of the suit as taxed by
the officer of the Court ;
By consent, it is ordered that the amount be payable
haHby 15th April 1933 and the other half by 15th April
1934 and that the defendants shall tender security for the
amOlL'1t due within one month to the satisfaction of the
Bailiff of this Court and that security akeady given by the
defendants to the Bank shall be taken into consideration in
considering the value of the security."

Pursuant to the decree the defendants by way of
security executed a bond the operative portion of
which was to the following effect :
" Now the condition of this obligation is such that if the
aforesaid S.V.K.V. Arunasalam Chettyar firm and A.S.P.S.
Ramanathan Chettyar 11mi duly pay the half of the decretal
amount including cost together with all interest to date
mentioned herein above on or before the 15th April 1933
and thereafter shall.. pay the other half by the 15th
April 1934 and the whole liability created by or under the
decree "is liquidated, then the above ""ritten bond shall be
void and of no effect otherwi"e the same shall· be and
remain in full force and virtue if such payment or payments
shall not be made within time as stipulated, the plaintiff
bank shall be at liLerty to take out execution for the recovery
of the whole amount awarded to it under the decree and we
hereby declare that the title deeds of the lands as set out
in Schedules A and Bhave been deposited with the Bank and
those in Schedules Al and B , have already been deposited
with the Bailiff of this Court as and for security forpayment
by us, or by our heirs l legal representatives of the decretal'
amount as may be payable by us or by them and upon
our or theil' failure to pay the amount or amounts the said
Court may order that the same be sold and that the proceeds
applied" so far as they may extend towards the discharge of
the said amount or &I1.:lOunt$, provided th<lt' if we shall ·have·
not made allY default of the condition, the title deeds relating:
to the properties described in Schedules A and B shall be:
returned to us."
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In each of these cases the suit was. brought to
recover the amount due on a promissory note, the
SU£RA. consideration' for the promissory note being a loan
MAiiIAN
CHEit'IAR
which was also secured by an equitable mortgage.
V.
LLOYDS
Prima jacie, tlierefore, the decree-holders could not
BANK, LTD.
--' "bring the mortgaged p'roperty to sale otherwise tpan
PAGE, C.J.
by instituting a suit for sale in enforcement of the
mortgage." [Order XXXIV, rule 14--Burma Code
rule 3 (6).] It was conceded, however, by the
learned advocates who appeared for the appellants
respectively that the equitable mortgage in each·
case· no longer subsisted after the consent decree
was passed, and that the. rights of the decreeholders depended upon the terms of the decree.
It \vas also. common ground that the decree-holders
. could only execute their money decrees against the
. immovable property of the judgment-debtors by attachment and sale; and that the application for execution in each of the cases under consideration was
by way of sale without attachment of immovable
property set out in the security bond which thc
judgment-debfors had executed, and under which
in case of default the decree-holders became entitled
to sell the immovable property subject to the bond.
In each case an order for sale of the property has
been passed. T he judgment-debtors now appeal·
upon the ground that the security bond \vhich it·
is sought to enforce falls within section· 17 (1) (b)
of the Registration Act· (XVI of 190~), and as· the
bond is not registered it cannot be enforced in execution proceedings or otherwise.
There is a conflict of opinion in the High Courts
of India as· to whether such security bonds are
registrable or not; the High Court of Madrasholdiog that they must be registered, the High Courts
of Bombay and Lahore being of opinion that the
A.S~P:S.
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execution of such bonds is merely "a step m
procedure", and therefore that the bonds do not
fall within section 17 of the Act. Now, it is plainindeed it is conceded-that each. of the. present
applications for execution is based not on the decree
but on· the bond, for the decree .could not be
executed by sale without attachment. The application, therefore, is not to execute "any decree
or order of a Court"· within section 17 (2) (vi),
but to enforce the security bond which is caught
by section 17 (1) (b) of the Act, and cannot
"affect any immovable property comprised therein"
unless it has been registered. N agaruru v. Tangatur
(l), Lahore Spinning and Tl1eavillg Mills Co~,Limited
v. Uftmn Chand (2).
I find myself in agreement with the following
observations of M-artineau J. in the above case:
II I cannot
agree with the lower Court that the document
is in any sense a petition. It contains no request for any.thing to be done, and is nothing but a security bond.
It also appears to stand on a different footing from a
compromise, which, in so far as it is subniitted to, and
judicially acted upon by the Court, is· a step of judicial
procedure not requiring registration. A compromise submitted
to the Court has to be followed by a decree, but a security
, bond requires no order of the Court to render it effectual.
The Court's acceptance of the bond given by the judgmentdebtors merely indicates, as has been pointed out by the
Madras High Court in the case mentioned above, that the
Court considers the security sufficient, and does not. give
validity to the bond.
Nor can the bond be treated as a part of the order of
this Court directing execution to be stayed on the judgment·
debtors furnishing security. It was executed in compliance
with, or in consequence of, that order, and is something
distinct from the order itself."

(1) (1908) I.L.R. 31 Mad. 330.

(2) Punjab Record, C.]., Vol. 54 (1919), 316.
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.The Bombay and Lahore High Courts, however,
in J ayappa Lokappa N arsinganawar v. Shivangouda
Dyamangouda PaUL (1) and Kasturi Lal and others
v.Goverdlzan Dass (2)-founding upon the decisions
of the Privy Council in Bindersri N aik v. Gangasaran Sahu and others (3) ; Pranal A111ue v. Lakshmi
Annee and others {4) and Hemanta KU1'nari Debi v.
Midnapu1' Zamindari Co.· (5)-have held that such
a security bond is "a step of judicial procedure
not requiring registration " and, therefore, not registrable ibecause in Pranal Annee v. Lakshmi Annee
and others (4)
no reference is to be found to any special exemption created
by the Act itself. As in Bindersri Naik v. Gangasarall Sahu
and others (3) the judgment rests on a broad general principle that the pro ceedings of Courts do not require registration.
It is permissible to doubt whether the head-note in Pranal
Atmee v. Lakshmi AnIle and others (4) is not too narrowly

II

cxpressed.'~

[J ayappa Lokappa Narsinganawar v. Shivangouda
Dyaniangouda Patil (1) per Crump J.]. With great
respect to the learned Judges who decided these
cases in the Bombay and Lahore High Courts,
however, if I correctly apprehend the meaning and
effect of the a1;lthorities wh.ich they purport to follow~·
the decisions of the Privy Council in Binders1'i Naik
v. Gangasaran Sahu and others (3) and Pranal
Annee v. Lakshmi Annee and others (4) do not
support the view which they are taken to express.
Of course, if the terms of a document which otherwise would require registration are incorporated iIi
(1) (1927) I.L.R. 52 Born. n.
i3) (HI97) 25 I.A. 9.
. t21 (1933) I;L,R. 15 Lah. 282.
(4) (1899) 26 LA. 101.
(5) (1919) I.L.R. 47 Cal. 485.
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.a decree 'or order of the Court, the judgment in
Pra1'lal Annee v. Lakshmi Annee and others (1)
II showed that, merely regarding the question as a question of
.·evidence and not as to the effect of the decree on lands outside
·the subject of the suit, such a document as that in the present case
'when incorporated in a decree was clearly admissible as judicial
.evidence."

{per Lord Buckmaster in Hemanta Kumari Debi v.
Midnapur Zamindari Co. (2). Btlt the case of
Hemanta Kumari Debi v. Midnapur Zamindari Co.
{2) must now be read subject to section 17 (2) (vi)
-of the Registration Act, as amended in 1929, which
l"uns as follows :
,. Nothing in clauses (b) and (c) of sub-section (1) applies to-

*

*

*

*

{vi) any decree or order of a COlU't except a decree or order
expressed to be made on a compromise and comprising immovable property other than that which is
the subject mattei' of the suit or proceeding."

In Pranal Annee v. Lakshmi A11nee and
(I) Lord Watson observed:

others

" The razina1l1ah, in so far as· it was submitted to and was
-acted upon judicially by the learned Judge, was in itself a step of
judicial procedure not requiring registration; and any order
pronounced in terms of it .constituted res judicata, binding upon
,both the parties to this appeal, who gave their consent to it."

His Lordship, however, was careful to point out
that:
.. The rl/zinamah merely referred, by way of remark, to the
lands now in dispute; and the Judge was only asked to give effect
to a compromise which related to the lands then in dispute before
him. This order, accordingly, merely concerns the latter, and
has no reference whatever to the lands described in Sched. D of
the razi1tomah. So. far as regarded these lands, the compromise
(l) (1899) 26 LA. 101.

.

(2) (1919) I.L.R. 47 Cal. 485.
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was not submitted to the learned Judge, but was deliberately left
by the parties to stano upon their unregistered agreement of
union."

CHETTIAR
''11.

There is nothing in the judgment of the Privy
Council in that case, as I understand it, to justify
the supposition that instruments such as the
C.J.
security bond under consideration, which creates the
rights upon which the application for .execl1tion
is founded, are not registrable merely. because the
bonds were executed in the course of litigation. In
Bindersri Naik v. Gangasarqn Sahu and others (1),
where a question arose as to· the amount. of
interest to which certain mortgagees were entitled
on ~the principal sum due under the mortgage,
it appears th~t the mortgagors

LLOYDS
BANK, LTD
PAGE,

" had constantly admitted and asserted that under the deeds in
question they were not entitled to redeem, except upon payment
of the principal sums, with interest thereon at Rs. 18 per cent per
annum until paid; and that in respect of such admission and
assertion they. had got an extension of time with the consent of
their creditors. But they contended that none of these proceedings in the Subordinate Court of Gorakhpur could be referred to
or founded upon, because they had not been registered in terms
of s. 17 of Act III of 1877."

Lord Watson, who delivered the judgment of the
Board in that case also, observed obiter that their
Lordships
.. think it right to add that, having heard counsel fully upon the
point, they are satisfied that the provisions d s. 17 of the Act do·
not apply to proper judicial proceedings, whether consisting of
pleadings filed by the parties, or of orders made by the Court."

That case also, in which it was held that certain
petitions filed in the suit containing admissions
were not rendered inadmissible for the purpose of.
proving the admissions. merely. because they had
(1) (1897) 25 I.A. 9.
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not been registered, such documents being regarded
.as on the same footing as the pleadings in a suit,
in my opinion, is not an authority for the proposition that documents of title otherwise registrable,
such as the security bonds which in the present
cases it is sought to enforce in execution prOceedings, are not liable to registration " upon a broad
general principle that the proceedings of Courts do
not require registration. l l In Kasturi Lal and others
v. Goverdhan Dass (1) (at page 293) Tek Chand J.
observed that

,I

it is not the execution of the bond which effects the transfer
.of rights in the immovable property described therein, but it is
the order of the Court accepting the bond which creates these
rights."

But with all due deference I do not so appraise
the legal position. .As I apprehend tl'1e matter all
that the Court does in· s11ch circumstances is to
intimate that the property tendered as security is
·deemed to be sufficient; in other words, it approves
the substance not the form of the security, the
,execution of the bond being the mode and the
'bond the form in which the security is subsequently furnished. I cannot persuade myself that
:in such circumstances the execution of the bond
is an act of the Court or" a step of judicial pro·cedure ", or that the Court merely by approving the
substance of the security tendered can, or purports
to, convert instruments such as the security bonds
under consideration,-which by law are incapable
·of affecting the title to immovable property,-into
.operative, valid and admissible documents of title.
It is to be borne in mind that the effect of
holding such documents as those now in question
(I) (1933) I.LR 15 Lab. 282.
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to be not subject to registration would be to'
facilitate the commission of fr°aud by .dishonest
sureties, and further, that the Legislature when
amending section 17 (2) (vi) of the Registration Act
in 1929 plainly had in mind the decisions of the
Privy Council to which reference has been made"
and yet expressly refrained from re-enaetingsection.
17 (2) (vi) in general terms, or in such a form as,
would give colour to the view held by the High
Courts of Bombay and Lahore. The Court is bound
to give effect to the provisions of the statute which~.
in my opinion, do not exempt the' security bonds
in question from liability fo registration. (It may
be that the decrees in the present suits can be'
executed by attachment and sale of the judgmentdebtor's immovabfe property .in the normal course of'
execution j but on that question we express no'
opinion. In my opinion in each case the appeal.
must be allowed, the order directing the sale must
be set aside, and the application for execution
dismissed. We make no order for costs in any of:
the cases.

.

MYA

Bu, }.-I agree.

G.B.C.P.O.-No. U. H.C.R., 26-6-35-2,500.

.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Arlhur Page, Kt., Chief Jllslicc, a11d /1-11'. Justice ltfya Bu.

DHANAL SOORMA

AND OTHERS

v.
RANGOON INDIAN TELEGRAPH ASSOCIATION,LTD.*
ulA-idcnt-Masters duty towards servant-Electricity, use of-Rule in
Rylands v. Fletcher applies to eleclricity- Obligation not i1Uiependmt of
negligence-Degree of care-Strict liability, c."(ceptions to-Usc of electricity for domestic purposes-Natural pser of premises-Reasotltlble care
~Sweepers dea Ih -Slaftllory obligation-Collsumer's liability-Electricity
Act (IX of 19101, s. 37- Rule 41, Electricity Rules, 1922.
A master's duty towards his servant. is to take reasonable precautions to
protect the servant from unnecessary risk. Whatever the dangers of the
employment which the employe undertakes amongst them is not to be
numbered the risk of the employer's negligence, and the creation and
enhancement of danger thereby engendered.
Smith v. Baker & Sons, (1891) A.C. 325-referred to.
Electricity is an element to which the rule in Ry/ands v.· Fletcher applies.
Churing Cross Electricity SuPPly Co. v. Hydraulic Power Co., (1914)
3 K.B. 772; Eastern and South African Telegraph Co., Ltd. v. Capetown
Tramways Co., Ltd., (1902) A.C. 381; Nati01IQI Telephone Co. v. Baker, (1893\
2 Ch.D. 186-referred to.
The duty which the law imposes under the principles laid down in
Rylallds v. Fletcher i" not an obligation independent of negligence and
differing from it in kind, but a duty to take the degree of care in the
circumstances which the law prescribes, and failure to perform that duty
amounts to negligence on the part of the person by whom the, duty is to
be performed. Further, if by reason of such negligence injury is sustilined
by a person to whom the 'duty is owed a cause of action for negligence
arises.
Lochgelly 11'011 & Coal Co. v. M'Mullan, 1934 A.C. I-referred to.
The liability that prima facie arises upon failure to exercise the care
prescribed in the rule is, however, not inevitable, and in certain circumstances can be avoided.
The use of electric energy for IightiI'g or other dome;tic purpose; is so
reasonable and prevalent that to bring electricity upon land or premises for
such purposes is to use the land· or premises in a natural and not an
unnatural way. A person who keeps on his, premises electric energy for
domestic purposes is bound to exercise,. reasonable care to prevent damage
rULlI'

.. Civil First Appeal No. 31 of 1935 from the judgment of this Court on
the Original Side in Civil Regular No. 301 of 1934.

,
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therefrom accruing. but he is not responsible for damage not due to his
own default.
Bartlett v. Totfeflham, (1932) 1 Ch. 114; Blake v. Woolf, (1898) 2 Q.B.
426 j Ricards v. Lothian, .(1913) A.C. 263 ; Ross v. Fedden. 7 Q.B. 661;
Rylallds v. Fletcher, L.R. 3 H.L. 338 j WilkiflS v. LeightOfl, (1932) 2 Ch.
106; Wilson v. Waddell, 2 A.C. 95-referred to:
A sweeper in the service of the respondent company met his death by
electrocution as he put his hand on a stay wire supporting a pole in"'fhe
compound of the company. The pole was part. of the electric installation
erected by the company for the supply of domestic energy from the main
to the residential cottages in the compound. A storm. occurred which
caused injury to the installation. One resul~ was that the bearer wire
from one of the cottages t{) the pole was found to be sagging. To the
wire was attached a lead casing inside which passed the live electric wireS.
The company elIlployed a competent electrical engineer to put the installation in a safe and proper. condition,and the work was completed before·
the accident occurred. The lead casing, however, became alive owing to
an internal fault, and· owing to its contact with the stay wire. the latter
Was electrified when the sweeper touched it.
Held, that there was no default on the part of the company; and the
company was not liable under the Fatal Accidents Act.
Whether the effect of a l>tatute is to create an obligation and the extent
of that obligation depend upon the purview of the Legislature in enacting·
the partic!11ar statute. and the language in which it is couched.

Held, that rule 41 of the Indian Electricity Rules, made pursuant to
s. 3.7 of. the Indian Electricity Act, does not impose upon consumers of
electricity an· absolute obligation to maintain the electric supply lines
belonging to them .in a safe condition. They are only required to take
reasonable care, and cannot be expected to detect latent defects in the plant
through which electricity escapes.
AtkillSOfl v. The Newcastle Waterworks Co .• 2 Ex.D. 441 ; Hammond v.
The Vestry of St. Pancras. L.R. 9 C.P. 316-referrcd to.

Sein Tun Aung for .the appellants. There IS
prima facie evidence of negligence on the part of
the respondents. The deceased' was electrocuted
by a stay wire which should not normally be electrified. The deceased was on the premises on lawful
business, and on the principle enunciated in Indermaur v. Da.mes (1) he was entitled to be protected
from all unusual and hidden dangers which the
respondents knew or would have known if they had
used reasonable care. Further, as between master
(1) (1866) L.R. 1 C.P. 274.
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and servant, the respondent company was under an
()bligation to take reasonable cart:: to see that the
deceased was not exposed to unexpected and
unnecessary risk. Smith v. Baker (1). The respondent company had failed to discharge their duty
towards the deceased.
There is also an absolute duty cast upon the
'respondents to see that any dangerous thing kept
oOn their premises does not cause harm to anyone.
Rylands v. Fletcher (2). The rule in this case has
been extended to electricity. National Telephone Co.
'v. Baker ~3); Eastern and South African Telegraph
Co. v. Capetown Tramways Co. (4).

[PAGE, C.]. Electricity, though a dangerous
element, is of domestic utility. Was not Rylandsv.
Fletcher a case of non-natural user of the land?]
Yes. In this case the dangerous thing that
>caused the damage was brought on the land by
artificial means, and is not naturally there. The
two cases cited in Rylands v~ Fletcher, namely,
Smith v. Ke111'ick (5) and Bai1'd v. Williamson (6)
show that this {$ the meaning of non-natural user.

[PAGE, C.}. In Donoghue v. Stevenson. (7) it was
,observed that it is inaccurate to regard the case of
things dangerous in themselves as outside the ordinary
Jaw of contrad or tort. The rule in Ryla1~ds v,.
Fletcher was only a special instance of negligence
where the duty to take care amounted practically
to insurance.]
'(1) (1891) A.C. 325.

(4) (1902) A.C. 381.
(2) L.R. 3 H.L. 3 3 0 . ( 5 ) 7 C.B. 564.
(3J (1893) 2 Ch. 186, 200.
(6) 15 C.B. (N.S.) 376.
,
(7) 1932 A.C. 562.
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In Rylands v. Fletcher the mjury was also>
regarded as a nuisance.
In Midwood v, lYIanSOO:'MAchesfer Corporation '(1) leakage from the electrical.
RI~:~~~N mains belonging to the Corpor~tion caused an
TELEGRAPH explosion which wrecked the premises of an adjoinASSOCIATION, •
• •
LTD.
mg owner.
The CorporatIon was held lIable for a
nuisance, apart from any negligence.
See also
Cha1'ing Cross Electric Supply Co. v. Hydraulic P01.~}er
.Co. (2) .
. Moreover, the respondent company is liable under
rule 41 of theIr-dian Electricity Rules which
enjoins every owner of an electric supply line to
'keep it in a safe. condition.The evidence shows that the second respondent,.
The Rangoon.Electric Tram\vay and Supply Co., Ltd."
was also' guilty of negligence, and the case should
be remanded for a finding on this issue.'
1935 .

DHA~AL

Moore for the respondent. Rule 41 of the Electricity Rules does not in any sense impose liability
on the company. It is couched in very general
terms, and does not impose any particular obligation
on a consumer. Even if it has that effect there are
limitations to statutory negligence. The law cannot
expect a man to do what is in the circumstances,
impossible. The respondent company, the moment
it became aware of the defects in its electrical installation, employed 'a competent engineer to repair
them. Its duty was to keep the premises in a reasonably safe condition, and it has been found as a fact.
that it had done so. The company cannot be
expected to warn people of hidden dangers of
which it is unaware. To hold otherwise would .be'
to impose on the respondent a liability for a thing
(l) (190S) 2 K.B. 597.

(2) (l913) 3 K.B. 442; on appeal,

(1914) 3 K.B. 772.
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no reasonable care and skill could obviate."
Hammond v. The Vestry of St. Pancras (1).
Sein Tun AUllg in reply. Hammond v. The Vestry
.of St. .Pallcras has no application to this caSe. That
case dealt with the interpretation of a statute enacted
fOf the benefit of the public.
The vestry was
merely carrying out its statutory duty.
PAGE, C.J.-This case is of interest to all consumers of electricity for domestic purposes; because
the question to be determined is the liability of such
persons for injuries caused by defects in the electric
plant on their premises.
The suit was brought by the wife and children
of one Dhanal Jagiya, a sweeper employed by the
.Fangoon Indian Telegraph Association . Club, Ltd.
His duty inter alia was to keep clean the compound
of the company's premises in Sandwith Road.
In the compound there are several cottages
belonging to the respondent company, and electrical
energy for the purpose of lighting the premises was
obtained from the Rangoon El,ectric Tramway and
Supply Co., Ltd. The Electric'. Supply Company
was also impleaded in the alternative as a defendant
in the suit, but as against that defendant the suit
was dismissed, and an appeal from the decree in the
Electric Company's favour was summarily rejected.
Now, the supply of electricity to the respondent
company was effected in the following manner:
A service line was run from the Electric Company's main to the respondent company's premises,
and a meter was fixed on one of the cottages in the
compound. From the meter the current passed
through a double-pole switch near the meter, and
thence through a cut-out on the north wall of the
.
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cottage. It was then carried by means of a bearer
I)~ANAL wire from the cottage to a pole some 2S feet away
SO~.~MA to the north. This pole was retained in position
~:;~~N by a stay wire attached to the ground, and clipped
'I):i.EGRAPH on to the pole.
To the bearer wire was attached a
ASSQCIATION, I
d
'
. °d e t h
d casmg
.
l.TD.
ea casmg, and 1OS1
e iea
passed the
PAGE, c.}.
live electric wires.' All the apparatus from the
meter to the· pole was erected by and belonged
the respondent company.
On the 3rd of June 1934 a storm rassed over
Rangoon. During the stor,m the lights in the compound were extinguished, and it was discovered that
injury had been done to the, electric installation, one
result of which was that the bearer wire and the
lead casing within which the live wires were carried
from the cottage to the pole was found to be sagging.·
The secretary of the respondent company immediately· took steps to repair the damage, and he
employed Mr. Yettie, whom he had reason to believe
was a competent electrical engineer, to do all
that was necessary to put the installation in a safe
and proper condition. Mr. Yettie undertook to do
the work, and it was completed before the 10th
June.
On that day the sweeper Dhanal Jagiya
happened to put his hand on the stay wire that was
supporting the pole. to which reference has been
. made, and met .his death by electrocution.
It
appears that the cause of the accident, as found .by
the learned trial Judge, was "that a fault occurred
between the wire inside the lead casing and the
casing itself, with the result that the casing which
carried the cable became alive; that casing was in
contact at the top of the post Ko. 1 either wijh the
band to which the stay was attached or witl1 the
:ltay itself, with the result that the stay became alive,
<tud that was the direct cause of the accident."
1935

to
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The present suit has been brought .by the appellants under the Fatal Accidents Act (XIII of 1855)
which runs as follows :
"'

1935
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v.

'RANGOON.
caused by wrongful
INDIAN

Whenever the death of a person shall be
act, neglect or default, and the act, neglect or defanit is such as
would (if death had not ensued) have entitled the party injured
to maintain an action and recover damages
in respect thereof, the
.
~arty who would have been liable if death had not ensued shall
be liable to an action or suit for damages notwithstanding the
death of the person injured."

A'TELEGRAPH
SSOCIATION,
LTD.

The question that falls for determination, therefore, is whether the sweeper Dhanal Jagiya met his
death by reason of the "wrongful act, neglect or
default
I I ' of the respondent company.
Braund J. at'.·.
.·
.
, .
the trial passed a decree in favour of the' respondent
company upon the ground that Dhanal Jagiya was a
'servant of the company, and that as between a,
mast~r and servant the common law obligation of
the master was "to take reasonable preCauti()nsto:'
protect his servant from unnecessary <:iamages."·
Upon the facts the learned trial Judge found that
the respondent company had taken all reasonable
steps to ensure that the electrical installation on the
premises was in a safe condition,
and he held that
.
the company was under no legal liability in respect
of the injury that resulted in the death of the
sweeper Dhanal Jagiya. In so far as the cause of
. action in the present case rested upon the liability
of a master to his servant, in my opinion, the
conclusion at which the learned trial Judge arrived.
was correct.
In Smith v. Baker & Sons (1) Lord Herschell
observed
.

., that the contract between employer and employed involves
on the part of the former the duty of taking reasonable' care
(1) U891) A.C. 325 at.p. 362.

-c'.J,.

p. -.
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to .provide proper appliances, and to maintain them in a proper
condition,and so to carryon his operations as not to subject
those employed by him to unnecessary risk. Whatever the
dangers of the employment which. the employed undertakes,
amongst them is certainly not to be numbered the risk of the
employer's ne~ligence, and the creation or enhancement of dangeJ;
thereby engendered."

[see also G1'iffiths v. The London al1d Sf. Katharine
Docks Compan~v (1); H'illiams v. Birmingham Battery
and Metal Company (2) ; Fanton v. Denville (3)].
It is not pretended or contended that Dhanal
Jagiya either knew of the danger that would be
created by the electrification of a. stay wir,e, much
less that he undertook to run the risk of meeting
his death by electrocution if the stay wire became
charged with electricity. So far, therefore, as the
appellants' claim was based on the duty which the
respondent.company owed to its servant Dhanal the
suit was rightly dismissed.
. The case, however, does not rest there; because
it was contended on behalf of the appellants that the
duty which the respondent company owed to Dhanai
was not merely the duty that a mdster owes to his
servant, but the far higher duty that attaches to a
person who brings upon his land or premises something dangerous in itself under the rule laid down
in Rylands v. Fletcher (4).· This aspect of. the case
is not adverted to in the judgment of Braund J.,
but, in my opinion, it involves· the most substantial
. issue in the suit. The rule as enunciated by
Blackburn J. when that case was before the Court
of Exchequer Chamber, is
II that the person who for his own purp~ses, brings On his land
anu collects and keeps there anything likely to do mischief if it

(1) (1884) nQ.B.D. 259.
(2) (1899) 2 Q.B.D. 338.

(3) (1932) 2 Q.B.D. 309.
(4) L.R. 3 E. & LA. 330.
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escapes, must keep it in at his peril, arid if he does not do so,
is prima facie answerable for all the damage which is the natural
consequence of its escape. 'J
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Fletcher v. Rylands (1). It is well settled that IKDIAN
"yt 'IS an e1ement t0 wh'1('h th e rul
TELEGRAPH
e:1ectnCl
e 'In ASSOCIATION,
Rylands v~ Fletcher ~2) applies [National Telephone
LTD.
Company v.Baker (3); Easter1l and South African PAGE, C.].
Telegraph Company, Limited v. Capetown T1'amways
Companies, Limited (4) ; Charing Cross Electricity
SupPLy Company v. Hydraulic Power CompmlY (5)].
I am of opinion that the duty which the law imposes
under the principles laid down in Rylands v. Fletcher
{2) is not an obligation independent of negligence and
differing from it in kind, but a duty to take the
degree of care in the circumstances which the law
prescribes, and failure to perform that duty, in my .
opinion, amounts to negligence on the part of the
person' by whom' the .duty is to be performed':
Further, if by reason of such negligence injury is
sustained by a person to whom the duty is owed a
cause. of action for negligence arises.
Lochgelly
11'011 and Coal Co. v. M'Mullan (6) Lord Wright
. pQinted out that

In

'.' in

strict legal an1.lysis negligence means more than heedless
or careless conduct, whether in omission or commission: it
properly connotes the complex concept of duty, breach, and
damage thereby suffered by the person to whom the duty was
owing."

The rule laid down in Rylands v. Fletcher (2), I
apprehend, merely quantifies the degree of care
which the person by whom the duty is owed must
(I) L.R. lEx. 265.
(2) L.R 3 E. & LA. 330.
(3) (1893) 2 ch.n. 1136.

(4) (1902) A.C. 381.
i5)(1914) 3 K.B. 772.
(6) (1934) A.C. 1 at p. 25.
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,take. In M'Alister (or Donoghue) v. Stevenson (l}
Lord Macmillan observed:

.. The exceptional case of things dangerous in themselves,
or
known
to be in a dangerous condition, has been regarded as
TELEGRAPH
ASSQC!A,TION, constituting a peculiar category outside the ordinary law both of
LTD.
contract and of tort.
I may observe that it seems to me
inaccurate
to
describe
the
case of dangerous thin'gs as an exception
PAGE, C.J.
to the principle that no one but a party to a contract can sneon
that contract. I regard this type of case as aspecial instance of
negligence where the law exacts a degree bf diligence so'
stringent as to amount practically to a guarantee of safety."
IN1'>lAN

P,'ima jacie, therefore, the respondent company is
liable to pay compensation to the appellants in the,
present suit.
The, liability that prima jacie arises upon failureto exercise the care prescribed in the rule laid down
in Rylands v. Fletcher (2), however, is not inevjtable;
<l:nd in certain circumstances can be avoided.
"It is not every use to which land IS put that brings into play
that principle. It must be some special use bringing with it
increased danger to others, and must not merely be the ordinary
use of the land or sueha use as is proper for ~he general benefit.
of the community"
,

'

[per Lord Moulton in Ricards v. Lothia11," 1913;.
A.C.280]. This exception to the general rule was,
laid down by Lord Cairns in Rylands v. Fletcher'
(L.R. 3. H.L. at p. 338), and was restated by Lord
Blackburn himself in rVilS011 v. Waddell (3).
It is now settled law [Ross v. Fedden and anothe,"
(4); Blake v. Woolf (5) ; Rickal'ds v. Lothian (6)"
Bartlett v. Tottenham (7) ; "7ilkins v. Leighton (8)].
(1)
(21
(3)
(4)

(1932) A.C. 562.
L.R: 3 E. & LA. 330. '
2 A.C. 95.
L,R. 7 Q.B. (.61.

(5) (1898) 2 Q.B. 426.
(6) (1913). A.C. 263.

(7) (1932) 1 Cb. 114.
(8) (1932)2 Ch. 106
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In Blake v. IVoolf (1),
"the defendant was the owner of certain premises in Wood
Street, Cheapside. He had laid on water to the premises, and
had a cistern upon them on the fourth floor. After the water had
been - laid on the plaintiff became tenant of the ground-floor and
basement of the premise~, and received his water supply from the
defendant's cistern. On a certain Friday it . was discovered that
there was a leakage from. the cistern. The defendant bdng
informed of 1his, instructed plumber to put the cistern to rights.
The plumber was negligent in doing so, and on Monday morning
it was found that water had escaped fiom the cistern arid damaged
the plaintiff's goods,\\'hich were upon the portion oUhe premises
occupied by him."

a

Wright

J.,
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in the course of his judgment, observed:

.. The general rule as laid down in Rylands v. Fletcher (2) is
that Prima facie a person occupying land has -an absolute right not to have his premises invaded by injurious matter, such as
large quantities of water which his neighbour keeps upon his lan.d.
That general rule is, however, qualified by some ~xceptions, one· of
which is that, where a pel;son is Ilsing his land in the ordinary way
and damage happens to the adjoin-ing property \\'ith<:ut any default
or negligence on his part, nO liability attaches to him. The bring.ing of water on to such premises as these and the maintaining a
cistern in the usual way seems to me to be an ordinary and reasonable user of such premises as these were; and, therefore, if the
water escapes without any negligence cr default on the part. of the
person bringing the water in and owning the cistern, I do no.t think
that he is liable for any ddmage that may ensue j "

see also Ross v. -Fedden (3).
In Rickards v. Lothia11 (4) Lord Moulton, delivering the judgJnent of the Judicial Committee, held
that
" the provision of a proper supply of water to the various
parts of a house is not only reasonable, but has become, in
accordance with modern sanitary views, an almost necessary
feature of town life. It is recognized as being so desirable in
U) (1898) 2 Q.B. 426.
(2) L.R. 3 E. & LA. 330.

(3) L.R. 7 Q.B. 661.
(4) (1913) A.C. 263 at p. 281.
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the interests of the community that in some form or other it
is usually made obligatory in civilized countries. Such a supply
cannot be installed without causing some concun'ent danger of
leakage or overflow. It would be unreasonable for the law to
regard those who instal or mainb.in such a system of supply
as doing so at their own peril, with an absolute liability for
any damage resulting from its presence even when there has
been no negligence . . . In such matters as thE domestic'
supply of water or f{as it is essential that the mode ,of supply
should be such' as to permit ready access for the purpose of
use, and hence it is impossible to guard againstwil£ul mischief,
.
In having on his premises such means of supply he is '
only using those premises in an ordinary and proper manner,
and, 'although he is bound to exercise allreason3.ble care, he
is not responsible for damage not due to his own default,
whether that damage be caused by inevitable accident or the
wrongful acts of third persons."

In my opinion those principles apply to the case
of electricity which is brought upon land or premises
merely for domestic purposes. It appears to me that
the time has come when the Court ought to hold
that the use of electric energy for lighting or other
domestic purposes is so reasonable and prevalent that ,
to bring electricity upon land or premises for such'
purposes is to use the land or premises in a natural
and not an unnatural way.
,
For these reasons, in my opinion, the rute laid
down in Rylands v. Fletcher (1) is not applicable in
the circumstances of the, present case, and the claim
,of the appellants in so far as it is 'based upon the
rule enunciattd in that case also fails..
It is further contended on behalf of the appe~
lants, however, inasmuch as under rule 41 of the
Indian Electricity Rules, 1922, made pursuant to
section 37 of the Indian Electricity Act, 1910 (Act
IX of 1910)
(1) L.R. 3 E; & LA. 330.
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,. evel'y electric supply-line shall be maintained in a safe condition as regards both electrical and mechanical conditions' by
the person to whom the same belongs,"

1935
DHANAL

SOORMA

v.

and it is common ground that the death of Dhanal ~:D~~~N
Jagiya was caused by a defect in the electric supply I~;~~~~~:
line which was attached to the post and which was
LTD.
not in a safe condition, that upon this ground also I'.\~c.J.
the appellants were entitled to succeed.
U Sein Tun Aung on behalf of the appellants
urged that the effect of rule 41 was to impose upon
the respondent company an absolute'· obligation to
. maintain this electric supply line in a safe condition
at all events and whether negligence was or was not
proved, and, as it is not disputed that the electric
supply line as well as the post and the stay wire
,attached to it were the property of the respondent
company, that the respondent's liability is established:
Now, whether this contention is sustainable or -not
depends upon the extent of the obligation that is
laid 'on the respondent company' under rule 41
upon a true construction of its terms. Rule 41
falls under Chapter V which is headed " Precautions
for the safety of the public."
The rules are not artistically drafted, and it may
reasonably be contended that the rules in Chapter V
do not apply to "consumers" except where ,,' consumers " are specifically mentioned (see rules 34, 4OA,
105, 106A, 107 and 109). I am disposed to hold,
however, that as the defective electric supply line
with which we are concerned belonged to the respondent company rule 41 did apply to the respondent
company although the respondent company was
not a licensee" or " owner " within the meaning
of these rules. The question, therefore, is whether
under the terms of rule 41 an absolute obligation
to maintain the electric supply line in a safe

..
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'condition was imposed upon the respondent compariy
or whether the duty that was created was only to take
reasonable care tomaintlin the electric supplyline
in a safe condition.. In Atkinson v. .The Newcastle
and Gateshead Waterworks. Com.pan), (1) Lord Cairns
observed that whether the effect of the statute is
to create an obligation and. the extent of that obligation depend upon the purview of the Legislature
in the particular statute, and the language which
they have there employed.'; In my opinion in each
case not only must the terms of the statute be
taken into consideration, but the Court must also
have regard to the subject-matter of the obligation
thereby imposed.
In Harnmol1d v. The Vestry of . st. . pa.ncras (2)
in which case under section 72 of 18 and 19 Vic.
C. 170 it was provided that the Vestry Board" shall
cause the sewers vested in theiTI to be properly cleared,
cleansed and emptied." Brett J. observed;
l(

"The ,"'ords of section 72 are susceptible of either
meaning,'-:""that an absolute duty is cast upon the defendants,
or that they are only bound to exercise due and reasonable
care. \\That, then, is the proper rule of interpretation?
The defenclants are a public body having a duty imposed
upon them by parliament to do a thing which even \vith
the exercise of the utmost care and. diligence may not
always be capable of being done. It is obvious that circumstances may arise in which a sewer notwithstanding the exer-'
cise of reasonable care may be obstructed.
The terms Of·,
the finding in this case assume that
It \\'ould
seem to me to be contrary to natural justice to say that
parliament intended to impose upon a public body a liability
for a thing which no reasonable care and skill could obviate;
The duty may. notwithstanding be absolute; but, if so, it'
ought to be imposed in the clearest possible terms. The
intention of the Legislature is to be gathered from the language
used and the subject-matter. \Vhere the language used is
(I) 2 Ex.D. 441 at p. 448.

(2) L.R. 9 C.P. 316 at p. 322.
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tcnsistent with either view,<it ought not to be so construed
as to inflict a liability, unless the party sought to be charged
has been wanting in the exercise of due and reasonable care
in the performance of the duty imposed;"
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[see also Blyth v. Bi1'mingham rl1aterworks Com- l~~~~~~,
pany (1) ; Parnaby against The Lancaster Canal
LTD.
Company (2) ; River Wear Commissioners v. Adamson PAGE, C.}.
(3) ; Groves v. 'Winborne (Lord) (4) ; Lambert v·
Lowestoft Corpm'ation (5) ; Butler (or Black) v. Fire
Coal Company, Limited (6) ; Watkins v. Naval Colliery
C01'npany (1897), Limited (7) ; 13lundy, Clark & Co.
v. London and North-Easte1'11 Railway Company (8) ;
Noble v. Harrison (9) ; Great M(esfern Railway
Cornpany v. OW11.ers of 5.S. Mostyn (10) ; Lochgelly
Iron and Coal' CoIJilpa1'ly, Limited v. M'Mullan (11)].
Now, in construing rule 41 I desire to express no
opinion as. to the degree of care which thereunder
or otherwise it is incumbent upon "licensees " or
II owners"
to exercise, and I desire to reserve my
opinion upon that question until a proper occasion
for determining it arises. In the present case it is
necessary' only to consider the obligation that is
imposed upon consumers of electricity for domestic
purposes.
It is to be observed that,whereas under the
rules penalties for breaches of the rules are pro.vided as against II Ii censees " and (, owners" (rules
105, 107 and 109; see also sections 39-47 of the
Act) no penalties are imposed upon II consumers"
except under rules 106 and 106A, and I am of
opinion that under nile 41 an absolute obligation
(1)
'(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

11 Ex. 781.
(61
11 A. & E. 223.'
(7)
2 A.C. 743.
(8)
(1898) Q.B. 402.
(9)
(1901) Z K.B. 590.
(10)
·(11) (1934) A.C. 1.

(1912) A.C. 149.
(1912) A.C. 693.
(1931) 2 K.B~ 35l.
(1926) 2 KoB. 332.
(1928) A.C. 57.
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to maintain the electric supply lines that belonged
DHANAL
to them in a safe condition was not iniposedupon "
SOORMA
consumers, and that under that rule ,the obligation
TJ.
RANGOON,
of
the consumers at common law towafds those to
INDIAN
TELEGRAPH whom they owed a duty' to take care Was neither
ASSOCIATION,
LTD.
increased nor affected. To hold that consumers -of,
electric 'energy for domestic purposes should be
PAliE,C.].
liable to pay compensation for injuries caused by
defects in their electrical installation apart from
negligence on, the part of, the consumers and how~,
ever the defects were caused would, in my opinion,'
be to lay upon their shoulders an intoJerable and,
unjustifiable burden. Electricity cannot be seen.
It cannot, be heard or smelt, and it may ,often
happen that a ,defect in the plant through which
eleCtricity can escape will develop' which it is not
possible for an ordinary person to detect. Consumers are not to be treated as though -they were
,experts in matters relating to electricity, and, therefore'to compel, them to remedy defects in electrical
installations on their premises which could not be
discovered whatever might be 'the care they
exercised would be to impose on them a duty which
it might often be impossible for them to discharge.
But the law non cogit ad impossibilia, and unless
the terms of the rule are so plain' that the Court
hlust needs hgld that rule 41 imposes an ~bsolllte
obligation on a consumer to maintain electric supply ,
lines under his control in a safe cOilclition, the
Court in such circumstances ought to hold that the
obligation imposed by rule 41 upon a consumer of
electricity for domestic purposes is to take reasonable care to keep the el~ctric apparatus on', his
premises in a safe condition. ,I am clearly of opinion
~hat the obligation of the respondent ,company· under
rule 41 as a private consumer,.of electricity for
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domestic purposes is of this nature, and that the care
which they must take in that behalf is the same
as that wpich they must exercise at common law.
Nmv, it has been found by the learned trial Judge
that all reasonable steps that the respondents could
have taken to render the electric supply line and
apparatus innocuous had been taken in the present
case. ."\Ve . 'lre not disposed to interfere with that
finding of fact, and in such circumstances, in my
opinion, the claim of the appellants based upon this
third contention also cannot be sustained.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the appeal fails
and must be dismissed. The respondents do not ask
for costs. The appellants must pay the Court-fees
which they would have had to pay if they had not
been allowed to appeal in forl1ul pauperis.
MYA.
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Before Sir Art/Hlr Page, [{I., Chief Justice, a1ld Mr. ft~siice Ba U.
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CASSIM & SONS

v.
SARA BIBI

AND OTHERS.

1935

*

., Actio p,:/'Sonlliis /IIorill/r cml/ pasoua "-Jnfcrprclotiou o!.\talulc-- S!!ccessiol&
Act (XXXIX oj / <J25.J , s. 306 __" Persoual iujll1'ies" 11/ealt olily bodily
illjurh'.\,·· 1;:r1/l ejusdem generis ~('ith as.\llull, nol 'With deftllnatioll-'
Illjury to credil aud n:Pllta'liolt-Slll'vh'al oj Cf!ll.\e of ael-iou on dedtlt.Rule oj" actio personatis " at cOl1111IOnlcl70-i1p/,liellbilily ojntlc iu Iudia
-Stallllot~v '/llodifications-Canse oj action snn'h'es against cx(cuters and
administrators, 1Iot lIcl1's.
If the Jangnagc used in a 'st:l.tute is precise and l1nambigl:Ol1S all that the
COllrt is called UpOIl or entitled to do is to construe the statl te according to its
pJ,tin meaning. Bd where the terms of a statde are not clear, and cenain
. " Civil Misc. Appeal No. 120 o(19:{3 from the order of this Court on the
OrigimilSide in Civil HcgnJar No. 275 of 1925.

29

JU1le 7.
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words therein are capable of more than one interpretation the Court c"an have
recourse to the previous state of the law and the surrounding circumstances for
the purpose of ascertaining which. meaning the Legislature intended the
ambiguous terms to bear.
Bank of England v. Vagliano, 1891 A.C. 107; Norendra Nath v.
Kamalbasini Dasi, 23 I.A. 18; Raman-a1ldi v. Kalawati, I.L.R. 7 Pat. 227--.
referred to.
The plain meaning of the words" personal injuries" in s. 306 of ' the
Succession Act is physical, corporal or bodily injuries, injuries to the person as
opposed to injuries to property or reputation. "Personal injuries not causing
the death of the party" are ejusdem ge1;eris with an assault but not with
defamation.
" Assault" as defined in the Indian Penal Code is specifically mentioned in
the section as actual physical violence is not an essential 'ingredient of the
offence, and the intention was to include injury caused by assault among the
..
.
bOdily injuries not causing death.
Bltupendra Narayan Sinha v. Chandramani, I.L.R. 53 Cal. 987 ; Krishna
Behari v. The Corpor-atio1l oj Calcutta, I.L.R. 31 Cal. 993-folloived.
Mahtab Singh v. Hub Lal, I.L.R. 48 All. 630; Motflal v. Premsuklt, I.L.R.
47 Born. 716; Punjab Singh v. Ramautar Singh, 4 Pat. L.J. 676; Rustomji v.
.
.
W. B. Nurse, I.L.R. 44 Mad. 35T-dissented from.
A cause of action in respect of injury to th~ credit and reputation of the
plaintiff owing to the wrongful act of the defend;mt does not Jall within the
exceptions set out in s. 306, but under that section survives against the·
executors and administrators of the estate of the deceased defendant.
The rule of the common law in England" actio personalis moritur cum
persona", its application, and the exceptions to the rule, considered and
commented upon.
Admiralty Commissiotlers v. 8.S. America, (1917) A.C. ·38; British South
Africa Co. v. Mosambigue, (1893) A.C. 602; Chamberlain v. Williamson. 2 M. &
S. 408; In re DU1lcan, (1899) 1 Ch. 387; Finlay v. Cltimey, (188H) 20 Q.B.D.
494; Hambly v. Trott, 1 Cowp. 373; Phillips \. Romfray, 24 C.D. 439;
Pi1lchon's case, 9 Coke 86 (b) ; Quidt v. Thomas, (1915) 1 KB. 798; Wi,catl"y v.
Lane, 1 Wm. Saunders, 216-rcfcrrcd to.
The rule, subject to statutory modifications, is pait of the general law of
India, but having regard to the surrounging circumstances and the previous
state of the law, (assuming that the Court is at liberty to take them. into
consideration), it must· be presumed that the intention of the Legislature was
not to reproduce this inequitable rule in its fulness in s. 306 of the Successi()n
Act The term "personal injuries ,. both according to the plain nieaning of the
term and the intention of the Legislature means bodily injuries and not injuries
which are only in a wide sense personal injuries.
Under s. 306 the cause of action survives against the executor and the
administrator of a tort-feasor, but not against his heirs. The latter tenn is:·not
included in the former under the Act.
Syyed fiaul v. Sitara11l, I.L.R 36 Bom. 144-refcrrcd to.

N. M. Cowasjee (with him Hay and P. K. Basu)
for tr.e appellants. The cause of action in this . case
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is in respect of inh1ry to the credit and reputation
of the appellants in their business caused hy the
respondents' father, and the general law is that all
causes of action survive against the legal representative
of the deceased wrong-doer except those which are
specifically mentioned in s. 306 of the Indian
Succession Act. S. 306 bars the right of action only
in the cases of defamation) assault, as defined in the
Indian Penal Code or other personal injuries not
causing the death of the party.
There should not have been a comma after
assault, 'but" punctuation marks are disregarded in
construing a statute. Maharani of Burdwal1 v.
Murtunjoy (1); Pugh v. Aslzutosh Sen (2). Courts
often went wrong in the construction of s. 306
because instead of construing the plain language of
a positive enactment before them they allowed
themselves to be influenced by the previous state
the law in England. Norendra Nath v. Karnalabasini (3) ; R'amanandi v. [{ala'lvati (4). The correct
construction was placed on s. 306 by the Calcutta
High Court in 16islzna Behad Sen'
The Corpo'ration of Calcutta (5). In Rustomji Dorabji v.
l.iV. H. NU1'se' (6), Sadasiva Ayyar J. dissented from
his colleagues and fcillowed the decision in Krishna
Behari's case.
See also Bhupendra _"Narayan Sinha v. Chandrarizani Gupta (7). In Mati/at Satyanarayan v. Har11Q.rayan (8) the Bombay High Court preferred to
follow the majority decision of the Madras High Court.
Act XII of 1855 enabled an injured party to
proceed against the legal representative of a deceased
wrong-doer and has no application to a case where

of

v.

(11 14 LA. 30, 35.
(2) 56 IA 93, 100.

(6) I.L.R 44 Mad. 357.

(5) I.L.R. 31 Cal. 993.

(3) 23 LA. 18,26.
'4) I.L.R.7 Pat. 221,227.

(S} I.L.R. 47 Born. 716.

(7) I.L.R. 53 Cal. 9ll7.
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the action has been commenced· during the life-time
of the wrong-doer. On the other hand it would be
absurd to contend that when a special provision
is made for the institutIon of suits against the estate
of a wrong-doer, a suit filed against the wrong-doer
in his own life-time· should he made to abate
merely because the wrong-doer is dead. TheMadras
High Court went s6 far as· to say that s. 306
enabled a suit under the Fatal Accidents .Act to be .
continued after the wrong-doer's death against his
legal representatives. Balasubra1'1'laniam v. Marian
Roderigues (1).
The term "executors" and (, administrators" in
s. 306 really mt:an legal representatives, that is to say,
persons who repre~ent the estate. The term would
inClude "heirs", who have in this case been
brought on the record.. The term U legal representative" is defined. in very wide terms in the Code
of Civil Procedure, and that is sigriificant. If this
contention is not .accepted a Hindu 01. Mahomt:dan
heir can defeat the just rights of it plaintiff by
refusing to take out letters of administration to the
estate of the deceased tort-feasor-as he is not bound to
do so. In Adlai Coal Co., Ltd. v. Panna Lal (2) the
privy Council allowed a decree to be passed against
the legal representatives of a.deceased w·rong~doer.
S. 306 of the Act is merely indicative of the
fact that the cause of action survives. It refers
to executors and administrators because. the Act
deals with the rights and .duties of executors and
administrators and not of heirs. It would be absurd
that in the case of Hindus, Mahomedans, arid
Buddhists the right to sue should survive against the·
executors and administrators and not against the heirs.
(1) I.L.R. 57 Mad. 951.

(2) 34C.W.K483.
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If, however, the Court is inclined to the view
that heirs are not within s. 306 the appellants should
be given an opportunity to have the estate of the
deceased properly represented, and for this purpose
the hearing of this appeal should be adjourned.
See K1'ishna BehaTi's case.
Incidentally it may also be pointed out that the
heirs of the deceased themselves applied to be made
parties to the appeal before the Privy Council on
the death of their father.
ClaTk for the second respondent. The cause of
action being one for damages to credit and reputation
is akin to defamation and falls within the excepted
actions mentioned in s. 306. In any event since
s. 306 is ambiguously worded it is permissible to
look at the previous state of the law. The maxim.
actio pe1~sonalis moritur CUI1'/. persona was and is
still part of the law of India. The prea:rnble to
Act XII of 1855 shows that that Act was intended
to make an inroad into the maxim which was
accepted as being in force in India. The preamble
to Act XIII o' 1855 confirms this view. The
maxim may be barbarous in its application,but
that is no concern of the Courts. The view taken
by the Bombay and Madras High Courts represet)t~
the correct legal position.
Personal actions die with the deceased wrongdoer. The mere fact that the damages awarded
may affect the estate of the party does not make
.the cause of action survive. The true test is
whether the cause of action itself is one which
affects the property. Finlay v.Chirney (1);
Chamberlain v. Williamson (2). The draftsman of
(1) 20 Q.B.D. 494.

(2) 105 E.R 433.
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Act X of 1865 was endeavouring to reproduce the
English law, prevailing at that time, in" s.. 268
(now s. 306) of .the Probate and Administration
Act. When he used the term Ie" other personal
injuries" he meant other personal actions. The
words II not causing the death of the party" were
added ex abundanti cautela, because it might'
otherwise be argued that the' death of a human
being may be complained of as an injury in a
Civil Court. See Admiralty Commissioners v.
5.5. America (1).
Act XII of 1855 recognized the existence of
the common law doctrine of 'actio personalis in
India. That Act did not and could not apply to
physical injuries, and it therefore follows that the
Succession. Act could not have contemplated physical
injuries when it used the term personal injuries.
Defamation and assault were singled out because
they were the only torts which found a place in
the penal law of India. And an assault as defined
in the Penal Code did not require actual physical.
injury as one of its essential ingredi'ents. Even the
Penal Code does not use the term "physical
injury" but bodily injury to denote the former.
S. 306 has no application to legal representatives
or heirs. It merely stated the law so far as executors
and administrators were concerned. As for other
persons the common law applied and. must be
ascertained in order to determine whether the cause
of action survived. Sayyad ] iaul H ussan v. Sitaratn
Bhau (2). But an heir could not be placed in' ~
worse position than an executor or an .administrator, .
and a cause of action of the nature in question
does not survive against an executor or administrator.
(I) 1917 A.C. 38.

i2) I.L.R. 26 Born. 144, 145,
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suit, and even under Act XII of 11355 'would have
been out of time.
The respondents applied to be made parties to
the Privy Council appeal merely t6 ensure' that
the appeal was not dismissed for non-prosecution,
and that fact has no relevancy. in the present
argument. Gopal v. Ramchandra (1). Adjai Coal
Company's case was not an actio personalis case,
but was an action for damages for encroachment
on a coal mine; and all that the Privy Council said
was that they would not interfere with the High',
Court's order in respect of heirs at that late stage.
The appellant's remedy, if the cause of action
survived, was under O. 22, r. 4 of the Code of
Civil Procedure. An application to bring the legal
representative on the record should have been
made within the time limited; otherwise the suit
will abate. The application made in this case did
not conform to those provisions. Muhammad Junaid
v. Aulia Bibi {2). In order to suit the convenience
of the appellant the respondents should not be kept
on the record indefinitely. The proper course is to
dismiss the appeal, leaving it to the appellant to
pursue his other remedies, if ony. In Krishna
Behari's case the addition of the heir was probably
under O. 1, r. 10.

Messrs. Doctor and Aiyangar appeared for the
first and fourth respondents respectively.

N. M. Co'Wusjee in reply. The application to bring
the heirs on the record was within time. Muhammad
(1)

I.L.R. 26 Born. 597.

(2) I.L.R. 42 All. 497.
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. h a bl e f rom l.'~l11S
. case.
'II.
SARA BIBI.

PAGE, C.J.-This case continues to pursue its
devious and protracted course. It has already once
found its way to the Privy Council, and now it·
again appears before the High Court on appeal.
For the purpose of disposing of the present.
appeal it is not necessary to discuss the facts as
alleged in the pleadings; it is sufficient to point out
that on the 10th June 1925 a firm of D. K. Cassim
& Sons the present appellants filed a suit against
V~ M. Abdul Rahman and S.P. Mani IyeI to recover
damages for loss of credit and reputation caused by
certain wrongful acts of the defendants. It is not
contended "that any damage had been caused to
the appel1<!-nts' business otherwise than by reason of
the loss of credit. and reputation that the firm had
suffered through the defendants' wrongful acts"
[D. K.. Cassim& Sons v. V. 'AI. Abdul Rahman and
another (1)J.
On the 8th September 1931 pending the determination of the appeal to His Majesty in CounCil the
defendant Abdul Rahman died, and on the 12th
November 1931 the plaintiffs applied that four
persons, who were alleged to be the heirs of Abdul
Rahman, should be brought em the record as his
heirs and legal representatives. On the 5th January
1932 the heirs of Abdul Rabman filed an objection
claiming that the application should be dismissed. on
the ground that the cause of action did not survive·
against the estate of the late Abdul l~ahm::ln or
against his heirs. On the 23rd February 1932 Das J.
passed the following order: II to prevent the suit
(1) (1930) 8 Ran. 441 at p. 445.
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from abating I think the best course would be to
add the legal representatives of the deceased defendant as parties formally, leaving them to take any
steps they like in the matter either in the Privy
Councilor in this Court." On the 20th July 1933
the Appellate Bench set aside the order of Das J.
. and directed that the application of the plaintiffs to
bring the heirs and legal representatives of Abdul
Rahman 'on the record should be determined according
·to law. On the 28th August 1933 Sen J. held that
on the death of Abdul Rahman the suit abated, and
that the cause of action did not survive against the
heirs of Abdul Rahman upon two grounds; (1) that
the cause of action fell within the exceptions to
section 306 of the Indian Succession Act (XXXIX
of 1925), (2) that, even if that were not so, the
cause of action would survive only against the
executors and. administrators of Abdul Rahman and
not against his heirs. As the second ground upon
which the order of Sen J. was based was not raised
or argued at the hearing of the application before
4im the Appellate Bench on the 15th February 1935
directed that the following issues should be heard
and determined by Braund J.,
. (1) whether the words "executors and administrators" in section 306 of the Indian Succession Act
include the heirs and/or legal representatives of the
defendant Abdul Rahman;
(2) If not, whether an opportunity could or ought
to be given to the parties or any of them to apply
that Letters of Administration of Abdul Rahman's
estate be granted, and the pleadings amended
accordingly.
On the 26th February 1935 Braund J. answered
the first question in the negative and, subject to
certain reservations, the second question in the
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affirmative so far as the plaintiffs· were· concerned.
The appeal now comes before the Appellate Bench
for final determination.
'V.
SARA I$IBI.
The case involves, and in my opinion turns
PAGE; C.J.
upon, the construction of section 306 of the Succession Act which runs as follows:

--

D. K. CASSIM
& SONS

,. 306. (S. 268, P. 89). All demands whatsoever and all;
rights to prosecute or defend any actiori·
Demands andrights or special proceeding existing in favour
of action of or against
deceased survive to of or against a person at the time of his
and against executor decease, survive to and against his executors
or administrator.
or administrators j except causes of action
for defamation, assault, as defined in the Indian Penal Code, or
other personal injuries not causing the death of the party i and
except also cases where, after the death of the party, the relief
sought could not be enjoyed or granting it would be nugatory."

N OW, it is plain that the cause of action in the
present case falls within the ambit of section 306,
unless it is one .of the causes of action therein
.excepted from the operation of the section..
The first question therefore to be determined is
the meaning and effect of the words "clefaniation,
assault, as defined in the Indian Penal Code,or
other personal injuries not causing the death of thE;
party."
In Ranwnandi Kuer v. Kalawati Kuer (1) Lord .
Sinha, who delivered the opinion of. the Board~
observed that
"it has often been pointed out by this Boarclthat where
there is a positive enactment of the Indian Legislature the propelC
course is to examine the language of that statute ancllo ascertain
its proper meaning, uninfluenced by any consideration derived
fmm the previous stale of the law-or of the English law upon
which it may be founded."
(1) (1927) I.L.R. 7 Pat. 227.
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Of course, if the· language used in a statute is
precise and unambiguous all that the Cotvrt is called
upon or entitled to do is to construe the statute
according to its plain meaning. But where the
terms of a statute are not dear, and certain words
therein are capable of more than one interpretation,
I do not understand Lord Sinha's observations to
preclude the Court from having recourse to the
previous state of the law and .the surrounding
circumstances for the purpose of ascertaining which
meaning the Legislature intended. the ambiguous
terms to bear. In this connection I would refer to
Lord Herschell's speech in Bank of England v.Vagliano (1) in which his Lordship laid down thaIII the
proper course is in the first i1lstance to examine the
language of the statute and to ask what is its natural meaning
uninfluenced by any considerations derived from the previous
state of the law, and not to start with inquiring how the law
previously stood, and then. assuming that it was probably
intended to leave it unaltered, to see if the words of the enactment
will bear an interpretation in conformity with this view."

[see also Norendra Nath Sircar and another v.
Karnalbasini Dasi (2));
Now, with deference and respect I venture to
think that in construing the meaning of the words
. II personal injuries" in section 306 of the Succession
Act and in analogous statutes it has not infrequently
happened that learned Judges have approached the
question after considering and ascertaining the
. meaning of these words as used in judicial decisions
and in commentaries on the law in England, and
then have proceeded to decide whether these words
bear the same meaning in section 306 of the Succession Act and in kindred statutes in India. I propose,
(1) (1891) A.C. 107.

(2) (1895) 23 LA. 18.
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however, in the first instance to construe the words
II personal injuries" having regard, to the context in
which they are found in section 306, arid, not to
consider the meaning that has been attributed to
them simpliciter or in othei"' collocations.
I confess that I should have thonght that the
construction of the expression "personal injuries"
in the context ," defamation, assault as defined in
the Indian, Penal ,Code or other personal injuries
not causing the, death of the party" was' quite
plain and free from difficulty. No one, I take it,
whether be is a layman or . a ,lawyer, if asked
what was meant by "assault, or other personal
injuries not causing death" would hesitate for a
moment to affirm that fhe expression meant an
assault or any other' bodily injury that did not
prove fatal ; and I am firmly of opinion that the
ordinary and natural signification of these words is
the meaning that is to be attributed to them in
section 306 in the context in which they are found.
Illustration (1) of the section is ill. consOnance
with the view that I hold, and I respectfully agree
with Sadasiva Ayyar J. that "pelsonal injuries"
in this context mean
" 'physical,' 'corporal' or 'bodily' injuries, injuries to the
'person' as opposed to injuries to property or reputation, having
regard to the' context which mentions I assault' immediately
before and' not causing death' immediately afterwards."

If the expression had been "defamation or
personal inju;ries not causing the death of the party!'
I cannot believe that any reasonable person would '
imagine that injuries that were not bodily injuries,
,were being referred to; and the only reason why
"assault as defined in the Indian Penal Code" is
specifically mentioned would seem to be that according to the definition of assault in the Code actual
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physical violence is not an essential ingredient of
the offence ;' for under section 351 of the Indian
Penal Code it is provided that

1935
D. K. CASSI1.t
& SONS
fl.

SARA BIBi.

whoever makes any gestnre, or any preparation intending
or knowing it to be likely that such gesture or preparation will
cause any person present to apprehend that he who makes that
gesture or preparation is about to use. criminal force to that
person, is said to commit an assault.

.ci

Explallation.-Mere words do not amount to an assault. But
the words which a person uses may give to his gestures or
. preparation such a meaning as may make those gestures or
f preparations amount to an assault "

The section, therefore, was enacted in. the form
in which we find it in order- to put it beyond
doubt :that it was intended that injury caused by
an assault should be included among the bodily
injuries not causing death the cause of action in
respect of which did not survive to or agai nst the
executors or administrators of a deceased person•
.Personal. injunesiri the sense of bodily or physical
injuries are plainly ejusdem generis with an assault,.
but with all, respect to Das J. [Punjab Singh v.
Ramautar Singh (1)] I cannot persuade Inyself that.
by any stretch of imagination "personal Injuries not
causing the' death of the party" are ejusdein generis
with I' defamation," and I concur with Maclean C.}_
in thinking that· II it is hardly reasonable to say that
defamation is a I personal injury not causing death.' "
[Krishna Behari Sen. v. The Corporation of Calcutta.
(2)]. The reason why defamation also is specifically
mentioned' among the exceptions is, I think, because
defamation has alw~iys been regarded as reacting
,upon the injured party in a .special way; the mental .
distress that is caused by it being akin, if it does..r
(1) 4 Pat. L.J. 676 at p. 1"::78.'

(2) (1904) I.L.R. 31 Cal. 993 at p. 998.
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not ~ctualiyamount, to physical injury. . It is not
. K' CASSIM without' 'significance, I think, in this connection that
&'SONS
in England under the recent statute 24 and 25 Geo.
'to
;ARA·BIBI.
5 C. 41 s. 1 (1) defamation is 'one of the exiguous
PAGE, c:J.
number of causes of action that do not now survive
the death of the tort-feasor.
For these reasons, in my opinion, upon the plain
words of the statute the cause of action in the
present case, which is in respect of injury to the
.. credit and reputation of the plaintiffs, does not fall
v-rithin the exceptions set out in section 306, but
under that section . survives against the executors'
and administrators of the estate of the deceased
Abdul Rahman .
. It iscon"tended, ho\yever,by the respondents to
the present appeal that the cause of action in· the
present suit is \\rithin the exceptions to sectlon.306
upon two grounds (i) that upon a true construction
of section 306 the term "personal injuries" as used
in: that seCtion meanS not merely bodily injuries but
all injuries which affect the person and not the property of the party injured ; (ii) that it. was intended'
in the exceptions. set out in section 306 to repeat
and continue the rule of the common law in England
known as "actio personalis moritur cum persona," and
that, as a cause of actioil for damages in respect of
i~ljury to the plaintiffs' credit or reputation would be
an actio personalis within the meariingof the rule,
such a cause of action falls. within the exceptions
and does' not survive the death of the tort-feasor.
As regards the first grollJ1d a criticism, which
appears to me to be both cogent and obvious, of
the construction of section .306 . which the respon. dents press upon US is that if' the object of the'
. . Legislature had been to enact in statntory form under
the exceptions the rule actio personalis moritur cum .
1935
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persona the Legislature adopted a very strange
method to give effect to its intention. If the Legislature
had been minded to reaffirm the rule that all causes
.of action. that affect the person and not the property
of the party injured should abate on the death- of
the parties or either of th,em why did it not express
its meaning in plain terms? It appears to me that
language less apt to give effeCt to the object in view
it would be difficult to find.
I agree \;vith Maclean C.]. that
" to place upon the words ' other personal injuries,' the
construction for whicb the learned counsel for the resp'1ndents
contends,v£Z., that it includes a case of malicious prosecution
would, to my mind, be straining the 'language used by the
Legislature, and placing upon it an unnatpral and forced construction,"

Moreover, that it is n0t feasible to attribute to
'the exceptions in section 306 the meaning \vhich
the respondents have urged before us appears to me to
be clear from the following observations of· Sadasiva
Ayyar J. in Rusto111.jiDo'rabji v. TV. H. Nurse and
Parthasarathi Naidu (1):
" If the clause (3) • other perscnal injuri~s not c::lusing de::lth '
i~lc111dec1 all other cases of tort not causing death (inclwling
adultery, seduction, etc.,) the fourth clause, of cases where after
the death of the party the relief sought conlel not be enjoyed
or granting it \\'ould be nugatory, ·would also be c1e~rly included
in the third clause. . \Vhy then were these cases specially provided
for in a fourth clause after the third clause relating to personal
injuries not causing death? This seems also a cogent m'gllment,
.in my Opinion, to show that personal injuries causing death
\\'ere not intended to include everything which may be technically
called (personal wrongs' by Blackstone or other English
authorities, but injuries to the body not causing death other than
the bodily injury of assault defined in the Indian Penal Code."
11) (1920) LL.R. 44 Mad. 357 at p. 366.
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. I am of opinion, with all respect,' as a matter of
D. K. CASSIM construction that it is quite impossible to give to the
& SONS
excepted causes of action in section 306 the
'V.
SA~ABIBI.
interpretation for which the learned advocate for the
PAGE, C.].
respondents contends.
As regards the second ground, for the reasons
that I have stated I hold that the terms of section
306 are plain and unambiguous, and .it is not open
to the Court in such circumstances to take into
consideration the previous state of the law or to
have regard to the meaning that has been attributed
to the term "personal injuries" in other statutes or
contexts for the purpose .bf ascertaining the meaning
that it bears in that section.
However, as Mr. Clark 011 behalf of the respondents has presented to the Court an able and
exhaustive argument in support of the second
.contention I think it well to state the reasons why~
in my opinion, the Legislature did not intend in the
exceptions to section 306 to repeat or affirm in
its fulness the rule actio pasonalis moritur cum

,-'-,-

persona.
Now, I have never heard it sugbest~ that the
rule actio personalis moritur cum persona is based
upon justice or common sense, or that it can be
supported upon any principle of law. Can either,
:r:eason or equity be invoked to justify a rule under"
which, if a man has unlawfully seized and sold
another man's horse and then dies, a suit for
damages commenced against him during his life-time
will survive against his executors or administrat-ocs r
but, if the man struck or injured the other. p~rson
himself, on the death of the tort-feasor a simiiar
action commenced against him in his. life-time will
abate? It is only natural, I think, that during the
centuries in which the rule has forined part of the
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common law of England it should from time to time
have been severely animadverted upon by Judges.
Lord Sumner- has pointed out that

1935
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. "the maxim itself has many critics; it. has been coldly
dispafaged as post-classical, meanmg thereby that it is bad Latin:
Finlay v. Chirncy (1); it has been suggested to be a mistake for
actio fIoenalis (Post'e's.Gaius, 2nd ed., p. 493), whence it is sometimes insinuated that it is bad law ; and it has been peevishly
described as' a wretched saw' and as 'a purely identical proposition ': Austin's Jurisprudence, 3rd ed., vol. 2, p. 1013."

[Admiralty .Comlllissioners v. S.S. AUlerica (2)].
I need only pause to point out that in some cases
more opprobrious epithets have been applied by Judges
to this rule of law.
Now, it is not known when this ancient rule
came into being, for its genesis is hidden in the
mists of antiquity; but, although many inroads have
been_ made upon the rule in England throughout the
~ges since the statute 4 Ed. 3 C. 7 was passed and
in this way the ambit of its application has been
limited and curtailed, it was not until 1.934 that
it was provided \mder 24 and 25 Geo. 5 C. 41 s. 1
(1) that
" subject to tl}e provisions of this section, on the death of any
person after: the commencement of this Act all causes of
action subsisting against or vested in him shall survive against, or.
as the case may be, for the .benefit of, his estate. Provided that
this sub-section shall not apply to causes of action for defamation or seduction or for iric1ncing one spouse to leave or remain
apal'l from the other 01'to claims under section one hundred and
eighty-nine of the Supreme Court of Judicature (Consolidation}
Act, 1925, for damages on the ground of adultery."

In these circumstances it may v.rell be asked
what was the cause and the sanction of this sinister
III (1888) 20 Q.B:D. 494, 502~

30

(2) (19171 A.-C. 38.
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rule in those far-off days whe.n the common law o(
England was in the early stages of _its development?
The rule _in its inception has been defined as follows:

SARA BIB!.

P AGE, C••
J

II

It was a principle of the common law that if an injtu·y-

_were done either to the person or property of another, for which
damages only could be recovered in satisfaction,_ the action
died with the person to whom, or by whoni, the wrong was done.
And from a - misconception or misapplication of this principle,
it was formerly doubted, whetlier assumpsit would lie either for or
against an executor; because th~-; action, it was said, was in form
trespass upon the case and therefore supposed a wronR, and
in substance to recover damages only in satisfaction of the wrong,"

[lVheatley v. Lane (1)]. And - the reason for the
rule was that the o-nly writ available to a plaintiff
in such cases _was a writ of trespass which was
quasi-penal in its effect, a verdict for the plaintiff
resulting not only in an award of compensation to
the injured _party but also in the infliction of a
fine or imprisonment upon the defendant. It niay
be that in cases where the trespass necessaril)t
amounted to. a felony even an action for trespasswould not have lain. Until Pinchon's case in 1612
(2) all actions which sounded in damages whether
they were based upon an injury to the person or
to the property of the plaintiff,or upon the breach
of a contract or other obligation were regarded
as personal actions for which, it was incumbent upon
the plaintiff to sue' out a writ of trespass, the action
of assumpsit being itself only a form of trespass,
known astrallsgressio super CaSU1'1l. Thus at first the
rule actio personalis moritur cum per$ona would
appear to have been applied to all actions for
damages whether the cause of action arose, as we should
now say, ex contractu or ex delicto, the damages -in
all such cases being regarded as recoverable up Oil .
(II 1 Wm. Saunders 216 (11).

(2) 9 Coke, 86, (b).
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-the ground that thereby personal injury had been
inflicted upon the plaintiff. In such circumstances
it was regarded as unjust that personal actions should
survive against the executor or administrator of the
tort-feasor, because there could be no reason why he
':should be subjected to the fine or, imprisonment
which might follow a vel;dict of guilty in an action
for'tresp<tss. ,As time went on, however, the form
·of action, known as assumpsit was invented to
meet cases in which the cause of action in personal
.actions was b~sed upon Tontract express or implied,
,or upon the active' breach of a duty which the
defendant had undertaken to perform. In such cases
the defendant ,vas entitled to plead non assumpsit,
:and was not obliged as in other actions based upon
trespass to plead not guilty. In Pillchon's case (1)
it was decided that to personal actions based on
;assumpsit the rule actio personalis moritur cum
persona did not apply, for, these actions could not
be regarded as quasi-penal, and in them the defendant
,
was not entitled to wage his law.
In 1776 Lord Mansfield in Hambly v. Trott (2)
,enunciated' as follows the law ,on the subject as it
·obtained in his day :
"First, as' to actions which snrvive again::;t an executor, 'or
,die with the perSall, on acconnt of the cause of action. Secondly,
cas to actions which survive against an executor, or die with
the person, on account of the form of action. As to the first j
where the cause of action is money due, or a contract to be
performed, gain or acquisition of the testator, by the work and
:labour, or property of another, or a ,promise of the testator
express or implied; where these are the causes of action, the
,action survives against the executor. But where the cause of
,action is a tort, or arises ex delicto (as is said in Sir T. Raym.
;in Hole v. Blandford,) supposed to be by force and agai~st
It} 9 Coke, 86 (b).

(2) t Cowp. 373.
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193&'. the King's peace, there the action di.es; as battery, fals~
trespass, words, nuisance, obstnicting light:;:·".
&. SON'S
diverting a water course, escape against the sheriff, and many
SA~·BIBI. other cases of the like kind. Secondly, as to those which survive
-'or die, in respect of the form of action. In some actions the
PAGE, C.],
defendant could have waged his law ; a~d therefore, no.action in
that form lies against an executor. But now, other actions are'
substituted in their room upon the very same cause, whiCh do·
survive and lie against theexecator. No action where in form'
the declaration mllst be quare vi et armis, et contra pacem, or where
the .plea must be, as in this case, that the testator was not
guilty, can lie against the executor. Upon the face of the record.
the cause of action arises ex delicto; and all private criminal.
injuries or wrongs, as well as all public crimes, are buried with.
the offender."

D, K- CAssmimprisonment,

His Lordship proceeded to refer to
,,'the case of Sir Henry Sherington, who had cut down',
trees 'upon the Queen's land, and converted them to his own,
use in his life~time. Upon an information against his widow'
after his decease, Mimwood, Justice, said, 'In every case where'
any price or value is set upon the thing in which the offence;:
is committed, if the defendant dies, his executor shall becharge-·
able; but where the action is for damages only, in satisfaction
of the injury done, thet8 his executor shall not be liable.' These:
are the \vords Sir Thomas Raymond refers to. Here therefore
is a fundamental distinction. If it is a sort of injury by which
the offender acquires no ·gain to himself at the expense of the
sufferer,as beating or imprisoning a man, etc. there, the' person.
inj1;1red has only a reparation for the delictum in damages to
be asse!:ised by a jury, But where, besides the crime~ property
is acquired which benefits the testatorj there an adion for the'
value of the property shall survive against the executor. As. for'
inst£!,Dce, the executor shall not be chargeable for the injury dOne.'
by his testator in cutting down another man's trees, but for
.the benefit arisin~ to his testator for the value or sale of the· trees.
he shall. So far as the tort itself goes an executor shall nqt be: .
liable i a.nd therefore it is, that all public and all private:crioies.
die with the offender, and ;the executor' is not chargeable; but so'
far. as· the act of the- offender· is henefieial· his assets ought to··
be answerable; and his executor therefore shall be char~ed." .
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IIi 1814 Lord Ellenborough, in a Case relating to a
·claim for damages for breach of promise of marriage, '(a
cause of action which ahvays has been regarded as
arising in substance though not in form ex delicto),
laid it down that
." the genel~al mle of faw i3, actio persollalis 11loritur citmpersona ;
'under which rule are included all actions for injuries merely
personal.. Executors and administrators are the representatives
of the tei:nporal property, that is, the debts and goods of 'the
.deceased, but not of their wtongs, except where those wrongs
operate to the temporal injury of their persona'l estate."

'[Chamberlain v. tVillimltson (1); see also Pinchon's
-case (2); fifTheatley v. Lane (3) ; Hambly v. Trott (4) i
Ph.illips v. Hom/ray (5); Finlay v. Chirney (6) ; British
,South Af1'ica Co. v. !llosauzbigue (7) ; 111 re Duncan
(8); Quirk v. Tlzornas (9); Prof. Maitland's note
in Pollock on Torts, p. 585 ; Winfield's Law of Torts,
10 et seq.].
Of course, the rule actio personalis moritur cum
,'Persona did not apply in cases where personal injur.y
resulted in death, because ex hypothesi no cause of
action could accrue to the deceased himself based
upon an injury'causing his death, and
.•, while damages were - re~overable by the injured man in
,his life-time for trespass to his person, homicide became
pUl1i'shable npon i.ndictment, and in Bracton's day was regarded
as felo;~iolls.· Those homicides \vhich were due to negligence
,could be and \vere dealt with by· the exercise of the King's
mercy. On the One hand homicide, which deserved punishment,
·ceased to be emendable; on the other personal torts, actionable in
trespass, were compensated in damages ; the intermediate case of
.an act, tortious bl1t not heinous, causing death was dealt with
(1)2 M. & S. 408.
(2)9 Coke, 86 (b).
(3}1 Will. Saunders 216.
(4) 1 Cowp.373.
15) 24 C,D. 439.

(6) (1888)20 Q.B.D.494, 502.
(7) (IS93) A.C. 602.
(8) (1899) 1 Ch. 387.
(91 (1915) 1 K.B.798.
(to) (1916) 1 K.B. 516.
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[per Lord Sumner in Admi1'altyCommissioners v. S.S~
America (1)]. . Higgins v. Butcher, as was pointed
out by Lord Parker in the'same case,
"was not really based on any rule or supposed rule of public·
policy, but merely on the nature of an action in trespass. Thedeclaration was by a husband for an injury to his wife. Pt'ima·
facie, therefore, what was complained of was a trespass, but
the declaration proceeded to state,that the wife died of the injury..
What was prima facie a trespass thus became aJelony for which no'
action in trespass lay. The trespass was drowned in the felony_
I For the King only is to punish felony, except the party brings an,
appeal. I "

Such was the state of the comrnon law in England
when section 268 of the Indian Succession Act (X of
1865) was passed, a section that was identical in its
terms with section 306 of the Succession Act of 1925..
In considering whether, as the respondents contend,.
the Governor-General in Council in 1865 must have
intended to reproduce in the exceptions to section 30(),
the rule actio personalis moritur cum persona I hope'
that I may be allowed to make my own the following
observations of the learned author of Pollock on Torts.
(at p. 64) with which I entirely agree:
II When once the notion of vengeance has 1)een put aside, amI'
that of compensation substituted, the rule actio persotlalis moritur
cum persona seems to be without plausible ground. First, as·
to the liability, it is impossible to see why a wrong-doer!s
·estate should ever be exempted· from making satisfaction for hiS:
wrongs. It is better that the residuary legatee should be to someextent cut short than that the person wronged should be deprived
of redress. The legatee can in any case take only what prior
claims leave for him, and there will be no hardship in his taking
subject to all obligations ex delicto as well as ex contractu, to
which his testator was liable. Still less could the reversal of

(1) (1917) A.C. 38 at p. 57.
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the rule be a just cause of complaint in the case of intestate
1935
succession
But it is needless to pursue the argument of D. K. CASSJM
principle against a rule which has been made at all tolerable for a
& SONS
civilized country only by a series of exceptions."
SA:'BIBI.

Now, I should have thought that the rule actio
personalis 1noritu1" cum persona. which, in my opinion,
is plainly incompatible with I' justice, equity and good
conscience ", would not have been imported into
India as· part of the la\-\' of the land. Having regard,
however, to the course of legislation in India upon
this subject (and see the preambles to Acts XII and
XIII of 1855) I am constrained to hold that, except in
,so far· as it has been modified by statute, the rule
is and rcmainsa part of the general law that runs
in India.
But it must be borne in mind that ten years before
the Succession Act of 1865 was passed the Government
of India, by enacting Acts XII and XIII of 1855,
had already t,aken steps to mitigate the rigour of this
inequitable nile. Can it reasonably be supposed or
contended, notwithstanding the inherent injustice of
the rule which had induced the Government of India
in 1855 to modify its harshness, that the Government
in 1865 were disposed to reinforce and perpetuate the
rule in India by reproducing it in statutory form, and
that the Court ought to place as wide a construction
as possible on the term
personal injuries" in section
306 in order to give efIect to the intention of the
Government in enacting that section?
. To my mind the inference to be drawn from the
surrounding circumstances and the previous state of
the law is exactly the other way, ap..d if the Court was
at liberty in construing section 306 to take these
matters into consideration I should hold that the second
ground upon which the argurnent for the respondents
was based had no foundation and was unsustainable.
(l
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The view ,that I take of the meaning and effect of
D.K.CAsSIM • section . 306 is in consonance with the construe&~~NS' fion that has been placed upon section ~06by the
SAR~lBI. Calcutta High Court in Krishna Behari Sen v. The
PAGE,C·J·Corporation of Calcutta (1) and Bhupendra N01~ayan
Sinha v. ChandrarnoniGupla (2).. I desire to point
out, however, that by the observation in Bhupendra
Narayan Sinha v. Chandramoni Gupta (3) to the
,effect that (( in India the doctrine of actio per$onalis
moritur cum persona does not form part of the law"
the Court merely intended to hold that inasmuch
and so far as claims by or against the legal representatives of deceased persons were regulated by statute;
in respect of such persons the rule had no application in India. In that case an issue whether the
expressi.on " executors, and administrators" in section
.89 included the heirs of the deceased party was not
raised or considered. The same interpretation, was
:given to the corresponding provisions in section 89
of 'the Probate and Administration Act (V of 1881)
'by Sadasiva Ayyar J. in Rustornji Dorabji v. W. H.
Nurse and PaI'thasarathi Naidu t4) j . and, with all
respect, I am of opinion that the construction put
upon section 306 by a Full Bench of· the Madras
High Court in Rustornji Dorabji v. W. H. Nurse and
Parthasarathi Naidu (4) and by the Bombay, Allahabad, .and Patna High Courts [Motilal Satyanarc.tyan
and another v. Harnarayan Prernsukh, and another
(5), Mahfab Singh v. Hub Lat and another (6),
Punjab Singh v. Ramautar. Singh (1)] in which
Rustornji's case was followed, was 'incorrect, and
ought not to be accepted or followed~
(1) (1904) I.L.R.31 Cal. 993.
(2) (1926) I.L.R. 53 Cal. 987.
. (31 (1926) I.L.R. 53 Cal. at p. 989.

,(4) (1920) I.L.R. 44 Mad:S57.
(5) (1923) I.L.R. 47 Rom. 716.
(6) (1926) 1.L.R. 4S AIL 63U.
(7) 4 Rat. :L.J.676.
'
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It becomes necessary, therefore, to consider
whether upon that footing the cause of action in the
present ·case survives under section 306 against the
heirs as well as against the executors and administrators of the alleged tort-feasor Abdul Rahman,
because the persons whom it is sought to implead
.as defendants to the suit are the heirs and neither
,executors nor administrators of the deceased defendant. Both Sen J. and Braund J. have held that the
heirs of a deceased paIiy are not in'eluded in the
term " executors and administrators" in section 306,
.and, but for the fact that the question involved is
one of general interest and al)plication, I should have
been content to base my opinion upon 1:he reasons
that they have given and with which I respectfully
agree, and to hold that the appeal must be dismissed
{)n the ground that in section 306 the heirs of the
"deceased are not included in the expression "executors
, and administrators" as used in that section. In the
.circumstances, however, I propose in support of the
,conclusion at which Sen and Braund JJ. arrived to
:state shortly the reasons for the view that I take
upon the matte.
In the first place the terms "executors" and
administrators " are defined in the Succession Act
itself, and "heirs" are not included in the definition of either' term [Sayyad ]iaul H llSSall' Khan. and
others v. Sifarmn Bhall Deslunukh and others (1)], for
under section 2 (c) (( executor "means a person to
whom the execution of the last will of a deceased
person is, by the testator's appointment, confided;
and under isection 2 (a) (( administrator" means a
person appointed by competent authority to administer
the estate of a deceased· person when: there is no

t,

(1) (l'Jli) I.L.R. 36 Bom. 144~
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executor. It follows,' therefore, that " unless there is
anything repugnant in the subject or context" a
cause of action under section 306 does not survive
to or against the heirs of the deceased party as
such.
Mr. Cowasjee, however, on behaifof the appellants
has submitted that by analogy, (by which, I take itT
he means by the equity of the statute), heirs must
be taken t6 be included in the expression" executors .
or administrators", because otherwise an impassewill be reached. He pointed out that it was not
incumbent upon the heirs 01 a deceased Mahomedan
to take out letters of administration, and contended
that unless the heirs of a Mahomedan were included·
in the term " executors or administrators" in section
306, dishonest heirs by refusing to take out probate
or letters of administiation would be able to escape.
liability for the torts of a deceased. defendant. . But;
as Braund J. in a careful judgment observed, "the
Act itself provides' the remedy, for by section 251 it
gives to the party himself whose interest it is to·
continue a suit in which the cause of action survives·
the power to have constituted an tldn~inistrator for
the purpose of continuing the litigation." The
learned advocate fot the appellants in these circumstances further applied that the Court should adjourn the
hearing of the present appeal in order that an application might be made for the appointment of an
administrator ad litern of the estate of Abdul Rahman
for the purpose of impleading him as a party defen-·
dant. I am firmly of opinion, however, that this·
Court ought not to grant such an appliCation in the
present appeal. If the appellants are so advised it is
open to them t6 make an application in the above'
sense in the suit on the original side of the CounT
but whether the application is granted or not-and
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:we express no opinion as to whether in the circumstances of the present case it ought to be granted-·
in neither event will the merits of the application
out of \;\,Thich the present appeal arises be in any way
affected, the application under consideration being to
implead certain persons in the suit upon the footing
that the cause of action survives against them as
heirs under section 306, a contention which we hold
.to be unsustainable.
It was also faintly suggested by Mr. Cowasjee
that the heirs of Abdul Rahman might be liable as
such to discharge the liability (if any) of the deceased
defendant in the present suit or otherwise under
their personal law, and without recourse being had
to the Succession Act on which the present application is based, and upon that question Braund J.
expressly reserved his opinion. As this contention
was not pressed or argued before us it may not be
necessary to decide it in this appeal, but it appears
to me that an issue whether a cause of action survives
or not on the death of a party is not a question that
falls within section 13 of the Burma Laws Act (XIII
of 1908), and, in my opinion, such an issue is to be
determined not by the personal law of the dec.eased,
but under the general law, which for the purpose in
hand is the rule actio personalis moritur cum persona.
It is perhaps a~ well to add that it cannot be-and
it was not-seriously contended that because the heirs
of Abdul Rahman were added as parties merely for
the purpose of the appeal to His Majesty in Council
for that reason they became parties to the suit
generally, much less that they became parties to the
suit in the capacity of administrators of the estate of
Abdul Rahman i-indeed, the course taken by the
appellants in applying that the heirs should be
impleaded as such is inconsistent with any such
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supposition [Paraman Chefty' v. Sundararaja Naick
.:D.K.·cAssIMand another (1); Gopal v.' Ramchandra (2)].
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and must . be dismissed. As the only iss~e raised
before Sen J. was whether the cause of action in the
'suit was within the exceptions in section' 306 and upon
that issue the respondents failed, although the application was dismissed on another ground, we think that
there should be no order for costs of ,the hearing .
before Sen J. We think that the tespondents' are
entitled to their costs. of the hearing before Braund J.,
which we assess at 15 gold mohurs, and to their costs
of the appeal which we assess at .20 gold mohurs.
BA V,

J.-I agree.
FULL BENCH (CIVIL).

Before Sir Arthur Page, Kf" Chief Justice, M,'. Justice Mya BII, Mr. Ii/stice'
Bagu[cy, ~lr. Justice Mosely; and Mr. Justice Ba U.

IN RE MAUNG THEIN MAUNG
v.

1935

hme 18.

MA KYWE

AND OTHERS.*

Burmose Cltstolllary law-Polygamol/s husband-Children by 1st wife, uone bY
211d 'IJ'ife-H1ISbarld liviug aud working wilh211dwife-Death .of lmsbattd
-Claim by orasa SOl! by 1st wife to share ill tlte hnapazon of .fhe father.'s
21~d marriage-Archaic law of illlicl'ita11ce-Modern conditions and customs
-Orasa's claim, origin, circumstances mul' extent-Dhammathats-Case"
law.
A Burman Buddhist had two wives. He had children by the first wife
but none by the second. He lived and worked with the second wife.
Held, (My; Bu J. dissenting) that on his death, the oi-asa sop, a child by
the first wife, is not entitled to any share in the property jointly acql1ired
by his father and the' second wife.
PCI' PAGE, C.J.-Burmese customary law of inheritance as set forth. in
the Dha11lmathats is not strictly speaking a system of law, but a cOhgerles
(1) (1902) IL.R. 26 Mad. 499.
(2) (1902) I.L.R. 26 Bom. 597.
Civll'Reference No. 15 of 1934 arising out of Civil First ApITeal N(j; 30
of ,1934 of this Court.
l'
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of decisions which are usually pronouncements ad hoc upon partkular cases
as they have 2.risen, and which for the most part do not purport to be
111. re
determined pursuant to any general or guiding principle. Ml:ch of this
MAUNG
ancient law has become anachronistic, and the Courts. in Burma from time
THEIN.
MAUNG
to time in recent years have restated the common-law of Burma in the
V.
light of the new conditions of life that have eome into being, discarding as
MA KywE.
obsolete ancient rules that no longer accord with the modem outlook or the
habits of the people: The present customs are a safer guide than the little
known laws of the Dluz11l11lalhals.
.Matlng K:y'liiC v. Ma K)'in, I.L.R. 8 RaJ•. 416-1'I:ferred to.
In patriarchal days the orasa who was normally the eldest son or
daughter of the family stood towards the other members of the family in'
loco parmNs. The OI'as" lived with them and helped in the management
of the family affairs. Under modern -conditions it has been judicially determined that the omsa need 110t live with the rest of the family or take part
in the acquisition of the family property.
Ma Aye Yin v. /lilT lifi Mi, I.L.R. 7 Han. 569-rejclTed to.
Neverthele<'s the Courts have allowed the omsa to receive one-fourth of
th(; whole family estate belongilig to the omsa's parents when, if the orasa is
a son, (1) hiS. father dies or (2) if his mother dies and his father remarries; I
i.f the orasa is a daughter, (I) her mother dies or (2) if her father dies;l11d j
her mother remarries,
. '
Ma Hla U v. Maullg Shwe Yin, I.L.R. 1 Ran, 370; lIfa TI;ein v.
Ma M:>'a, I.L.R. 7 Ran. 193 ; Maul1g D'we v. Klloo Hal/llg Sltcill, I.L R. 3
Ran. 29; Alallllg Po Kill v. ltimmg Tun Yill, I.L.R. 4 Ran. '207 ; Mazmg
Scill Thwe v. /lfa Shwe Yi, 10 L.B.R. 396-rcferrcd 10.
The orasa is gi\'en this preferential share on the supposition that on the
'!iappeningof. the events the family to which the. ora$a belongs is no longer
integrate, and he beeoml!s the head of the family.
If the orasa's father; the orasl1 being a son, reman-res on the death of
his. mother, the orasa as such has no right on his father's death to an
Of'asa's share in the lmapazem of his father's second marriage.
!of" N)'cill E v. Mal/llg /I1l11t1lg, I.L.R. 3 Ran. 541-refcrrcd tv.
The omsa ql//i O1'asa is entitled only to a .preferential share in the.
property of his own parents, and therefore caunot c1.tim a share of the.
Ill/afowl/ acquired by reason of the marriag(; of his father with another
woman in his mother's life-time.
The essential cOllditions which .gave rise to the orasa's claim according
to the lJ!lilJIIl1!lllhals are absent in the appellant's case.
No ,vi V. ;1111 SfI7('<" PII, I.L.R 8 Hall. 590-re!crrrd to.

I

I'"," 1\'1\".\ Bu, J.-{l} By a man marrying two or more wives at the same
tillle only vile lamily is eonstitllted irrespective of whetiler 'all the \dves n\'e
together with the hushand or not; 12) the\vives have the-right of inheriting
the husb:md's cstak upon his deat.h even though they' were not living with the·
husband at the time of the acquisition oft\1e property forming lhe estale.

/Ita Their: Yill \', Mll1t11!1 TlUl DUll, I.L.R. 2 Ran. 62; Mi Ka v. :b1a Theft
.s.}.6;}.Ii Me v. Mi S1z7('C ftia;"(1910-13j U.B.R ll1-refelTt:d,to.
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(3) the children of the wives who predeceased the husband also have the
right of inheriting such estate though· their mother was not living with the
father at the time of the acquisition of the property forming such estate.
Ma Gyaw v. MauIIg Kywitt, (1892-96) 2 U.B.R. 176-referred /0.
Ma Ni v. Ma Shwe Pu, I.L.R. 8 Ran. ,590-dissmted from.
(4) the orasa son of a polygamous husband and his earliest married wife is
the orasa son not only of himself and that:~vife but of himself and all
the wives;
(5) in a monogamous family the or<zsa.son has the right to claim a quarter
share from the mother on the death of the· father; and for him to qualify for his
special rights joilit living with the widowed mother or active assistance in her
duties is unnecessary.

Kirkwood v. Maimg Sin, I.L.R. 2 Ran. 693 ; lila Arc Yi1~ v. Ma ltfi Mi, I.L.R.
7 Rail. 569 ; !tfa E v. Mauflg Sh'll'c Kaing, L B. P.}. 520; MauIIg Dwe v. Khoo
Haung Shein, I.L.R. 3 Ran. 29; Mauug Seitt 1'lt7~e v. Ma Shwe Yi, 10 L.B.R.
396; Mautlg Sl~we Thwe v. Ma Saing, (1897-1901) 2,U.B.R. 135-referf'cd to.
(6) with the exception of the separate properties of the wives of a
polygamous husband other than the orasa son's own mother the orasa son of a
polygamous husband and his wives is entitled to the. same rights as the orasa.
son of a monogamous family upon his father's death. The Dhammatltuts
support this proposition which is not inconsistant with the prevailiug customs
among the Burmese Buddhists.

Per BAGULEY, }.-Although there is authority for the proposition that when
there are several wives but only one son the son shall be deemed the son of
all, it is not specifically laid down that he is to be regarded as the orasa son of
all the wives, and there1;>y entitled to an 01'aS/1's share in all the lmapazon
property of an the marriages· to which his father ·is eillitled at the time
of his death.
.Maung Po All

V.

},fa D7I'c, I.L.R 4 Ran. 184-rcfcrrcd to.

It is ·the spirit of thc Burmcse Bllddhist law that when ;\ man marries
several wives and keeps up separate establishmellts, the children of one wife
are not entitled to share in any property which their father. may bold jointly
with any of tbe other wives. In the absence of direct authority the
omsa, therefore, is not entitled as a special.case to share in such joint
property.

Pcr MOSELY, }.-It is necessary for the orasa, in order to claim a special
share in tbe family property, to· help in the acquisition of the joint
properly. Under modern conditions the condition of joint living may. be
·dispensed with, but there must be some sort of filial assistance.
Kirkwood v. Maultg Sill, I.L.R. 2 Ran. 693-referrcd to.
Ma Aye Yin v. lila ltJi Mi, I.L.R. 7 Ran. 569-dissctLtedfrom.
The claim of the omsa son is limited to his share in the jointly acquired
-Property of bis own parents. If the orasa son's mother died before the second
marriage of his father,., the orasa has no right to
orasa's share in
. the Imapazoll of the second marriage.

,m

Ma Nyeill E v. Maung Maung, I.L.R. 3 Ran. 549-refcrred to;
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A claim like the appellant's has hitherto been unknown and is opposed to
Burmese custom. The Dha11l/llllthats do not lend countenance to the
.appellant's claIm.
Ma Shwe Ma v. JIa HIa.il/g, (1892-96) 2 D.B.R. 145-referr~d to.
Per BA D, I.-Having regard to the history of the word "orasa" alld the
present social condition of the Burmese people the appellant's .claim
fails. The earliest writers of the Dha11111lathats used the term only ill
.connection with a family consisting of a husband and wife united with parental
·sanction and theirchildrcn, and not in connection with the family of a
polygamous husband.
The later Dhatn11latllats recognize as orastl the son of a second or third wift
-of equal status of a polygamous husband, provided he is competent to assume
his father's office, when the son of the chief wife is not so competent.
The Dhalllnlaalone gives such a son an orasa's share out of the parental estate.
But in order to earn this share all the conditions .mentioned in the
Dha11l1llathat have to be fulfilled, and these are absent in the present case.
Kirkwood v. Mallll!'. Sin, I.L.R 2 Han. 693 ; 1l1a HlIill Bwin v. U Shwe Gall,
8 L.B.l~. 1 ; ld; Kill Gale v. Mi Kilt G.l'i, (1910-13) D.B.R. 42-referre:d to.

U Ni for the appellant. The appellant is the
,orasa son of his father by his first wife. The father

married a second time and acquired property during
the second' coverture. The appellant is entitled to
.his o1'asa's share in the property acquired during
-the second coverture also. S. 221 of Kinwun
Mingyi's Digest, Vol. I, states that if a man has
several wives, but one son, that son shall be given
the largest share, indicating that _one son can inherit
from his step-mothers. S. 118 also supports the
:above vie\'!,T. Appellant's mother4id nat live with
Jler,~husband for a long time, but "eating out of the
same _dish" (s. 286 of the Digest) is no longer
insisted upon as a condition precedent to inheritance.
.S. 209 of the Digest deals with the partition of
property among several children.
The eldest-born child occiIpies an e~traordinarily
favoured position in Burmese Buddhist law. Kirkwood v. Maullg Sin (1), and his right is a vested
right.. Ma E !I1ya v. U Pe Lay (2).
(1\ J.L.R 2 Hall. 693.

12) I.L.R 3 R<tn. 281.
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Thein Maung for· the first respondent. There:
can be only one orasa in a family eve~ though the
husband may have a plurality of wives. The rule of
partition laid down in ss. 6 and 7 of Book· X of
Ma1'1ugye in the case of successive or contem-poraneous marriages indicates that the family thoughconsisting of several wives is regarded as one family ~
See also Maung Po San v. Maung Po The! (1)....
The reasons for giving the orasa a' larger . share: .
in the family estate are exhaustively - set out iwKirkwood's case. The orasa son steps into the shoes·
of his father and assumes, his responsibilities. He
represents the family so far as the outside world.is,
concerned. In view of the changed conditions obtain-ing at the present day an or-asa son is not required _.
to live with his father [Ma Aye Yin v. 1I1a Jli Mt
(2)] ; in this particular case the appellant did not in'
fact, drop out of the family though he had -a-right
to do so on his, father remarrying, by claiming:
partition. '
,
Section 221 of Kinwun Millgyi's Digest shO\,vs that
a son by one wife is regarded as the son of all the'
wives in the family., In the present case there areseveral children and the question for determination,
is who is the orasa. S. 233 of the . Attasankhepa
Dharmnathat indiCates that there cannot be twoorasas in a family; and that· the eldest son of the:,
first wife shall normally be the' orasa unless,. of
course, he is unfit to perform the obligations _that
are 'usually laid upon an O1~asa, child. S. 38 of
Book X of Manugye clinches the matter.
" The decisions in M au//g Po Aung v.Mcumg Kiza'
t3) ; Ma Shwe Yu v. MaKin N)'un(4); and Ma Niv.(1) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 438.
(2) I.L;R. 7 Ran. 569.

, (3) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 427.
(4) I.L,R. 7 Ran. 240.
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· Ma SIl7.tJe Pu (1) support the view that where
there are more \-vives than one in a family the
faI?ily is still to be regarded as one family; and the
children, unless they choose to drop out by claiming
their share, are members of that one family.
\Vhere property is acquired after the second
· marriage it cannot be said to be the lettetpwa of
one wife and not that of the other; it is really
triply_ joint. May Oung's Buddhist law, p. 238;
Maung Po Nyu1'/. v. .Ma Saw Tin (2). The Privy.
· Council did not disturb the decision in this case
on appeal (3).
Ma Ni v. Ma Shwe Pu did not correctly state
the law in so far as it laid down the joint living
'on the part of the wives is a condition precedent
to their children inheriting. The doctrine of joint
living is unsuited to modern conditions and has
been exploded in the case of an orasa.

Zeya for respondent No.2. Where there is a
separate house for each wife the family cannot be
regarded as one joint family. S. 38 of Book X of
Manugye states that even as regards wives living
in the same house each wife is entitled only to
her own property. S.. 232 of the Attasaukhepa
does not allow one wife to share in the prop'erty
of another wife. S. 284 of the Digest, though it
talks about. wives of (our different classes, further
lends sl1pp~rt to this contention.
. vVhere O~le wife herself cannot inherit property
from . another. wife (/ jortiori a son .of one wife
"calmot be in any better position \vith respect to
the property of another wife. Moreover, in this
case tbe f1r5t wife had no property at all, and all
(l, l.L.R 8 Ran. 590.

(2) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 160.
(3) LL.R. 5 Han. 841.
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the 'property in question was brought by the secoIid'
wife to the marriage. The first wife, did· not live
with her husband; nor did the,orasa perform any
of his obligations. In such circumstances it would
not be equitable to allow the orasa to share' in
the' property of the second marriage. At the mOst
the olt asa's claim would' probably be to share' in
the property as an ordinary child of the ,first marriage.
Bose for the fourth respondent.· Ap in'Gsa is entitkd
to. Claim one-fourth share in. the whole parental
estate which consists of t.hepayin of his father,
the payin of the mother and the joint properly of
regarded as
bis' own' parents. An orGsa should
the" ol;asa son' of his own natural parents. ,If he
:were to be regarded as the ol"asa son of all nie marriages
the result would be absurd. In the case of an
orasa daughter, for instance,she is entitled to
claim her one-fourth share on the death of her natural
mother against the' surviving parellt; but she is
the 'orasa of the whole family, and in this view
both the parents are surviving. The oTltsaship must be
confined to his or her own parents. If the ora.~a
dicInot assert his rights within the time limited
his. rights can only be those of an ordinary child.
Maung Po Aung's case. A lwittirna child, though·
regarded as a natural child, is not aIlo'wed to claim any.
o"rasa's rights, because orasashipis a peculiar
institution.

be

Thein M aung in reply. In Burma polygamy is
recognized and not polyandry, and therefore an
orasa daughter stands in a different positio.n frori.1
an orasa son.
C.} .-The question propounded is: "A
Burman Buddhist has two wives.
By the first
PAGE,
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one .he has children,. but . by the second he has
none. He liv~s with the second wife, and works
with. her. On his death is the orasa so.n, a child
by the first wife, entitled to any share in any of
. the'"' property . jointly, acquired by his father and
second wife ?"
The material facts are set out in the order of
reference, as follo\vs :
" ,U Tok Kyi at the time of his death had 'two wives,
Ma Kywe :md Ma .Thant. He married Ma. Kywefirst, and,
after having had children .by her, he malTied Ma Thant,
who wa5 a childless widow at the time, Since his marriage
with Ma Thant he permanently resided with Ma Thant and
cai'ried ("n bl;siness with her till his death, but had no
issue by her, Appellant Thein Maung is the eldest child of
U' Tok Kyi and Ma Kywe and their orasa son entitle'l
on the death of U Tok Kyi to a quarter share in the estate
of U ,Tal;: Kyi and Ma Kywe,"

Now, Sir John Jardine in his
Law n( 1888) observed that

II

Notes on Buddhist

for a long time '. the Buddhist law will' not be settled:
we must wait u'ntil it bas been' interpreted by decisions.
At present the Judg,es are in
like position to the Judge
described in the Dkammathat w1)o has tel decide like a blind man
feeling his way with his staff, and taking the way that is
best."
il

a

That is the predicament in which I find myself
when attempting to solve the problem under'
consideration; and the reason is that the progress
of the' Burmese nation along the road of civilization
during the last fifty years has been more rapid
perhaps than that of any other nation during a
.like period in the history of the world. The result
has been that much of the ancient cllstomary law
of the Burmese people to be found in the
'Dhammathats has become anachronistic, and cannot
intelligently be applied to the Burmails of the present
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day; for the facts and conditions upon which many
of the rules laid down in the Dhamrnathafs rest
find no counterpart in the conditions and customs
that exist in modern Burma, and under which the
people now "live and ~ove and have tt'ieir
being." Indeed, I go further, because it appears
to me that, apart from one' or two general rules
such as " that succession is not t9 ascend if it
can descend and "the nearer precludes the more
remote
it is well-nigh impossible to extract from'
the law of inheritance any' basic principles by
reference' to which the validity of legal propositions
relating to this branch of the law can be tested.
The truth is that the Burmese customary law of .
inheritance as set forth in the Dhamnlathats is riot
strictly speaking a system of law at all, but a
congeries of decisions which are merely pronouncements
ad hoc upon particular cases as they have arisen,
and which for the most part do not purport' to
be determined· pursuant to any general or guiding
principle. Of course the Dham/'uathats are not the
sole repository of Burmese customary law, anel I
agree with U May Oung that " the present customs
are a safer guide than the little known la\'.,s of
the Dhatlzmathats
[see also Maung' Kywe v.
Ma Kyin (1)]. Indeed, the habits and customs of
the Burmans to-day differ so mp.terially from those
obtaining when th~ Dhammathats were compiled'
that, in my opinion, the time bas come when it
would not be inapposite in· certain cases in which
Burmese customary law is under consideratioii ::~hat
recourse should be had to the testimony. of· thos,e'
conversant with the customs and habits. of . the
people, for the purpose of el ucidating how far
modern practice is in consonance with. ancient
1l

1l

1l

(i) (1930) I.L.R. 8 Ran. at p. 416.
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precepts. No doubt until comparatively recent
times the Burmans were content and accustomed
to regulate their lives by reference to these decisions,
and it· may be that in times past they wcre found
on. the whole to work satisfactorily. But the value
and the sanction of the common or customary law
is that it can be moulded to conform to the ever
changing habits and circumstances of a people as
one generation succeeds another ; and it has become
necessary for the Courts in Burma from time to
time in recent years to restate the common law
of Burma in the light of the new conditions of
life that have come into being, discarding as obsolete
ancient rules that no .longer accord with the
outlook or the habits of th e p~ople, and remodelling
the ancient law to meet the exigencies of modern life.
Now, I speak with diffidence and as one
necessarily without erudition in the tenets of Burmese
customary law, but after making use of such
materials as are at my disposal I am inclined to··
think that in these modern days, when the fulfilment
of the conditions which justified the special privileges
that were accorded to an orasa are no longer
insisted upon, such deep breaches have been made
in the entrenchments by which his position is
safeguarded that the time is rapidly approaching
when the Burmans will not be disposed any longer
to allow the orasa to receive in certain circumstances
a share of the family property so disproportionately
large compared with that which the other children
of the same marriage are entitled to obtain.
For the purpose of disposing of the present
reference it is unnecessary, and I do not propose,
to discuss the m€taning and history of the word
" orasa ", a task which was exhaustively and
authoritatively undertaken by Maung Kin J. in
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Kirkwood v. Maung Sin (1). It is enough to bay
that in ancient .time..s ~vhen people lived the whole
of their lives in on'e district, and for, the most
part in one village, when all the members of the
family lived together (if not in unison) and (( eat
out of the same dish ", and when the father had'
patriarchal authority over the ,\-vho16 family, it was
only natural that it should be founel Oi1 the death
of the parents that
" the eldest brother is in the position of the father, the eldest
sister is in the position of a mother."

(per Maung Kin

J.,

ibid, p. 710).

" If the son is one who is dutiful,' i$ kn,own as such'
to the local authorities, looks after his parents, and works
for the family estate, he shall get his father's poriy and
trappings, military uniform, arms (spears, swords, hat~het, and
gong), wide-brimmed sun-hat, cups and spoons, personal
attendants, lands held as emolument of office, badges, and
insignia of office, Gold, silver, pqddy, rice, bullocks, buffaloes,
goats, pigs, lands" Indian-corn, peas, millets, anclhousehc1d
property shall' be 'divided into four shares; the m,1ther shall
get three shares and the son one share. The mother shall also
get all the fema1e slaves.
The reason for the above mode, of paditicIl is because
the oarents acquire the property before the son was born;
and, before he attained maturity. The father can merely
acquire properly, but he is not good at retaining it; it is
the mother who saves and accumulates the acquired property,
. The orasa son is assigned his share as ,above
because he is to assume the father's office, and he helps
in the acquisition of property and works for the benefit of
the estate."

(Dhammathatkyaw.

Dig. s. 30., p. 62),

Now, "Orasa" is a Pali wor~J and the Ol'asa
has been defined as one that comes from" the
!ll (1924) I.L.R. 2 Ran, 693.
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breast" (uras), i.e., a legitimate child. In the
Dham111athats the orasa is usually described as'
" Thagyi" or "Thamigyi", which means chief son
or chief daughter, and normally though not
necessarily' the orasa is the eldest son or daughter
of the family. It would be natural, indeed
inevitable in a patriarchal menage such as was. a
Burmese family. in bygone times, that all the other
members of the family should regard the orasa as
standing towards them hi loco parentis. But it is,
also to be borne in mind, and in my opinion. it.
is .a fundamental and crucial fact, that in .those,
days the orasa always lived with the other members
of the family, and helped in the management of
the family affairs.
Vast changes, however, have
taken place in the environment, circumstances, and
habits of the Bmmans since those . far-off days
when the Dhmmnatlzats were compiled. Families
no longer live, as a matter of course, under the
same roof; the days of the patriarch are numbered;
and it has been judicially determined that under
modern conditions it is not essential that the orasa
should live. with the rest of the. family or take
part «( in the acquisition' of the family property"
[Ma Aye Yin and others v. Ma Mi Mi and others (1)J.
Nevertheless, the Courts continue to hold that an,
orasa who has 'not complied with these conditions
of his office, which erstwhile were held to be
essential, is not for that reason alone debarred
from the right to receive in certain circumstances
a special preferential share of the family estate
[Ma Hla U v. Maun!!. Shwe Yin and one (2) ;
ffaung J)we and others v. Khoo Haung Shein and
others (3) ; lVlaUl!g Sein Thwe v. Ma Shwe Yi (4)J
(I) (1929) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 569.
(2) {1923) l.L.R I Han. 370.

(3) /1925) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 29.
(4) 10 L.B.R 396.
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What is this share, and in what circumstances is
he entitled to receive it? An orasa who has
reached maturity is entitled to receive one-fourth of the.
payi/l of his father and of his mother and onc-fourth of
the lettetpwa both . inherited and acquired durillg
the union of his parents, if' a son, (i) on the
death of his father or (ii) if his mother dies
and his father remarries; if' a daughter, 0) on
the death of her mother or (ii) if beJ~alher' dies
and her mother remarries [M GU11/!. Po· [{in and one v.
Maung Tun Yin and two (1) ; Ma Thein v. lJfa Mya
and one (2)].
.
It is not necessary to'. consider in this case
how far the right of the omsa to a preferential
interest in the family. estates is a "vested" right
which ·in the event of the orasa predeceasing his
parents or either of them passes to his heirs on
his death, and I need only say that the cases in
which it has been held that the right of . tl1e
orasa in such circumstances is a vested rigbt
may need reconsideration when t,he proper occasion
for doing so arises.
Now, why ooes the orasa on the lJappening of
these events become entitled to this quarter
share? In my opinion upon the supposition that
the family of which he is the orasa in such
circumstances is no longer·. integrate, because
ex concessis either one or other of the parents is
dead, or the surviving parent has contraded
another union. The orasa becomes the head of the
family, and it is f(lr that reason, I apprehend, that
the Ol'asa receives one-fourth 6f the tvhole famil~;
estate belonging to the orusa's parents. But tht
orastl is under no obligation to take the . qnarter
(1) (1926; I.L.R. 4 Ran, 207, 211.

(1) (929) [L,R. 7 Ran. 193.
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share of his parents' estate on either occasion, and
if he or she does not decide to do so on the
remarriage of the surviving parent within the time
limited by law the orasa is regarded as having
elected to join the new family which the surviving parent and his new spouse have created
[Maung Seik Kaung v. Maung Po Nyein (1);
Maung No and one v. Mal/ng Po and six others (2)J.
Now, it IS common ground that if the orasa's
father, the O1'.7,5a being a son, remarries on the
death of his mother, the o1'asa as such has no right
on his fatheF's death to an orasa's share in the
hnapazon of his father's second marriage [Ma
In
Nyein E v. Maung Maung and two (3)].
the present case, however, it is contended that, if
it so happens that the father dies leaving several
wives surviving him, the orasa as such is entitled
to one-fourth of his father's half share in the
hnapazon of the other contempuraneous marriage or
marriages which the father may have contracted.
But if, as I hold, the orasa qua o1'asa is
entitled only to a preferential share in the payin of
his parents and the lettetpwa inh~rited during or
acquired by reason of the union. of his own father
and mother, it follows that the 01'asa qua o1'asa is
no more entitled to claim a share of the hnapazon
acquired by reason of the marriage of his father
with another woman in his mother's life-time than
he would be if the other marriage was contracted
after his· mother's death. The contrary view is
supported, however, upon the ground that under
She subsequent marriage or marriages· a second, or
it may be. a third or fourth, woman is brought into
the family, and that a later spouse, through
(1) 1 L.B.R 23.
(2) (1923) LL.R 1 Ran. 363.
(3) (1925) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 549.
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ol:>taining the right to pa:rt possession of the first
wife's husband and ofbis capacity for acquiring
property, ought not to be allowed thereby to
deprive the ora$a' of the first marriage of his right
on his father's death to receive one-fourth of the
half share in the acquired property of the second
marriage to which his father was entitled, and \vhich
otherwise it must be assumed would have been
acquired through the union of his fatl,ler with the
orasa's mother. The fallacy in this argument, as it
seems to me, is that it does not follo\'.', nay more
it ,is impossible to assert, that if the father had
not married the second wife he would have acquired
hnapazon' during or by reason of his union with,
the.orasa's mother of equal value to that which he
had acquired by reason of his second marriage. .
. The facts of the present case illustrate and.'
enforce this view which commends itself to my
judgment, for U Tok Kyi, the o1'asa's father, wllile
living with his mother was in straitened circumstances, no Jznapazon being acquired by reason of
the union of the orasa's parents, and it was only'
after the marriage of U Tok Kyi with Ma Thant,·
who was a wealthy woman and agreed to the·
investment of her mon~y in the Electric Supply
business, that the .hnapazon :>f which Thein' Maung.
claims his share as orasa was or could have been.'
acquired by U Tok Kyi. Upon. what principle of
law or common sense ought Thein Maung in s1lch
circumstances to be entitled to claim a share of' this
property which was obtained in no sense by reason '
of the marriage of the orasa's father with his mother? .
To hold that the orasa should be so entitled,.
in my opinion, would be not only unjust to the
second . family, but against both reason
and
expediency.
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But, ill my opinion, the claim of the orasa is
not sustainable upon another and a broader ground.
The driving force behind the contention that this
claim of the orasa OUgllt to be supported is
really this, that by taking another wife a Burmese
Buddhist husband is doing some wrong to the first
WIfe and her family, by depriving them of the
favoured. position that they would have. been in if
the father had not remarried.
No doubt a
monogamist would naturally take this view, and
my learned brother Mya BU,from whose opinion
I have never. before had the misfortune to differ,
appears to have allowed this consideration to sway
his judgment in the present case. But is it right
or reasonable to apply to polygamy the sanctions
_and standards of monogamy? Surely not, for the
fundamentals of each of these forms of marriages
differ toto coelo from those of the other, and the
criteria by which the one is to be tested are
. incompatible with those by which the other must be
judged. The fallacy which appears to me, with all
respect, to underlie this argument is that the first wife
and her children never had any right to be members
of a monogamous family. So long as under the
customary law of Burma polygamy is allowed it is
incidental to every Burmese Buddhist marriage
that tl~e father may contract other marriages, be the
conse<iuences to the existing marriage what they
may. Neither the wife nor the family of the first
marriage has any right to complain if the husband
takes unto himself other spouses; and with all
respect I fail to see how either the husband .or the
second wife becomes a delinquent by doing that
which both custom and. law allow. In my opinion
it follows as a corollary that if the husband in
the exercise of the undoubted right that is given
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to him under his personal'li'law succeeds in acquiring
property through the second union the oraS4 qua
orasa of the first marriage has no right to
share in the hnapazol1 of that union which was
created independently .of the tmion between his
father and his mother. Further difficulties in .the
way of accepting this claim on the part of the
orl1sa become apparent when the case of an orasa
who is a daughter, or that of a eindaun.ggyi second
wife with or without an orasa son is considered,
or the case where a man marries three wives, and
on the death of the orasa's mother marries another
wife. In such a case could it reasonably be held
that the orasa would be entitled to an. orasa's
share of the hnapazon of the intermediate marriages
the parties to which are both living? Upon the
ground, therefore, that the orasa's share is confined
to . the property of his or her own parents, and
the' reason of the matter, I would reject the orasa's
claim now under consideration. And I am fortified
in the view that I take by' the reflection that no
case can be found in the books in which such
a claim has ever been either agitated or allowed;
indeed, we are told that up till now such a claim
has not been heard of.
It is further contended that the claim which
the orasa is asserting is supported by authority,
and reference is made to s. 118 and s. 221 of
the ex-Kinwun Mingyi'sDigest and Attasa'nkhepa
s. 233. These authorities, of course, must be read
in conjunction with Bk: X c. 38 of Manugye which
excludes the O1"asa from sharing qua orasa at any rate
in the payin and the inherited lettetpwa of the wives
other than his own mother ; and in none of the
authorities is the right
of the orasa to claim his.
<share of the hllapazon of the second or' other
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marriages expressly mentioned or granted. But, as
I understand the .meaning and effect of these
authorities, the essential conditions upon the fulfilment of whi'Ch the orasa is entitled to claim an
orasa's share in the ., common" estate where a
husband dies with more than. one wife surviving
him are not only that the orasa shall be living
with the U common" family and helping in the
acquisitions of his family, but that the wives
shall also have been living together with the
husband and "eating out of· the same dish n with
him.
It may be doubted whether in any family in
Burma to-day all these conditions are to be found
fulfilled; certainly they were not fulfilled in
U Tok Kyi's family. But, even if they were, I do
not think it likely that the oiasa's share as claimed
could be sustained according to the practice and
customs of modern Burmalls.
In the present case, however, no evidence of
custom was adduced, and we must take the law as
it appears to stand. In these circumstances it is
urged,-·for none of the essential conditions .of the
right asserted are fulfilled,-that· none of these
conditions are nowadays to be regarded as essential.
It appears to me to be a strange argument.
A specia!
and hitherto unheard of daim to a right is asserted,
the validity of th e claim admittedly depending upon
the fulfilment of three .essential conditions; none
of these 'Conditions is fulfilled, and yet it is contended that the claim can b~ maintained.
Par
exemplum ; a house is supported by three pillars;
all the pillars are removed, yet the house remains
standing and will not collapse.
That appear 5to
me to be optimism· in excelsis, and I cannot subscribe
to it.
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.Surely,' the whole essence .of. this doctrine.· of. 3.
" common" . family is the communal pnity of the
family. Once let the " common" wives. and/or the
orasa live separate . and the "common " family for
the purpose in hand ceases' to exist. It was so. held
by Otter and Brown Jr. in Ma Ni v. Ma Slrwe Pu
and' others (1), and I respectfully agree with
them; This. further coritention, therefore, on behalf
of theorasa .also fails.
In my opinion the claim d the erasa in· the
present case cannot be maintained,. and I. would
answer the question propounded in the negative.
The Court, by a majority, answers the question
in that sense.-. The costs of this reference. which
we assess at 15 . gold mohurs will abide the .result
·of the' appeal.
MYA Bu, J.-Inthe process of search of a true
answer to this question our function is to ascertain
a nile of Burmese Buddhist Law, the customary law
of the Burmese Buddhists. By customary law of the
Burmese Buddhists is meant the prevailing customs
of the Burmese Buddhist people. In the absence of
evidence of compdent witnesses as to such customs,
recourse must be had to the texts' in the Dhammatho. Is where rules are collected which "were in
accordance with custom and usage and were referred
to in the settlement of" dispute relating to person
and property" (2), keeping in view the salient warn- .
ing expressed in J;J a Gywe and others v. M a Thi
Do. (3) that" care must be taken in applying to cases
at the present day principles derived from an archaic
society now materially affected in their application by
the existing order of things'" and bearing in mind
(1) (1930) I.L.R 8 Ran. 590.
(zj Vol. I Digest. 5.2.
'3) i1892·96j 2 U.B.R. 194 at p.196.
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that it· would be dangerous to give weight to the
written .texts in the Dhammathats where they are
opposed to the prevailing custom.' Where, however,
no direct authority on the point is available either
from reported cases or from Dhammathats, questions
pertaining to a matter that falls for determination
may be decided in accordance 'with the principles of
justice, equity and good conscience having regard to
the general' rules of Burmese Buddhist Law so far as
such .rules .. can .be applied [see ill a Thaw v. U a
, Sein (1) and Maung Po Nyull v.Ma Saw Tin (2)
affirmed by Privy Council in U aung Po Nyun v. Ma
Sa''[£! Tin (3)].
The essential points on which' the qllestion nnder
reference turns are as follows: The claimant is the
orasa son of his father and mother. . During the
subsistence of the marriage of the claimant's father
with. his mother the former took a secondv.·ife, and·
since then permanently resided,and carried' on
business, with her tIll some years later, when he
died leaving him surviving both the wives and his
children by his first wife (the Claimant's own mother),
there being no issue by his second wife. The fact
that the claimant's father was poor and his second
wife was rich is quite immaterial, because the property
involved ill the question under reference is jointly
acquired property which, in the case of a man with one
wife only, is aptly termed hnapazon and such property
includes (1) all profits or interests arising since marriage
from the employment or investment of the separate
property of either and (2) all property acquired by
their mutua~ skill and industry [Maung Shwe Ngoll v.
Un Min Dwe (4)].
Considering that the wife's
participation with tbe husband in the acquisition of
(1) 5 L.B.R. at p. 89.
(2) (1925) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 160.

(3) (1927) I.L.R. 5 Ran. 841.
(4) S.J. 110 at p. 115.
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property during coverture m:td not be actual, but in
In rei .. most cases is a mere matter of legal fiction, for the
MAUNG
•
•
. • •. .
•
THEIN
. purpose of deslgnatmg the property as Jomtly acqUIred
MAUNG
. t
.
t
.
v.
proper
y,. th e proper
y 'mvo1ve d'Ih th e questIOn
un d er
MA ~YWE. t:e~erence may quite appropriately be .termed triply
MYA Bu., }./ Jomt
property of the husband and hIS two wives.
That in such property wives of a polygcimous husband
whether they lived together with their husband or
not can inherit his estate on an equal Jooting as .
laid down in Ma Thein Yin v. M aUl1g Tha· DUff
and ten (1) is not open to doubt. Nor can there be
any doubt of the correctness of th·~ ruling inMi Ka
v. M a Thet (2) that on the· death of the husband
a second wife has a right to share with the· first wife
"in the property of the husband though none of it .
had been acquired since the second marriage.. This
proposition receives ftIrther support from the Privy
Council case of Mi Me v. Mi Shwe Ma (3). There-·
fore one of two or more wives can inherit their
husband's estate even though she was not living with .
the husband or she was not ev~n married to him at
·the time of ·the acquisition of the property forming the
estate. Very recently there was a case before my
Lord the Chief Justice and myselt (Civil First Appeal
No. 18 of 1935) in which we granted to a woman~
who left her husband's house, on account of his
having brought and kept in that" house" his second
wife, more than 20 years ago. and has since never
lived with the husband who died within the last two
years, a preliminarydecreefqr administration of the
estate of the deceased husband as against the second .
wife who lived permanently with the husband for
those long years.
(1) (l924) LL.R. 2 Ran. 62.
(2) s.}. at p. 6.
(3) (1910-13) U.B.R. 111.
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When it is seen that two or more wives of a
man can on his death inherit his estate on an equal
footing, there is no reason why a similar right should
not be granted' to the children of one of such· wives
who predeceased the husband as against the surviving widows or as against the children of other wives
who also predeceased the husband. Here by children
I mean the common husband's children. This conclusion, I am aware, is opposed to th~ ruling of a
Bench of this Court in Ma Ni v. Ma Shwe Pu and
others (1) from which. I most respectfully dissent in
so far as it lays dowp that where a man had more
than one wife at the same time, the wives residing in
separate households, the children of one wife are not
entitled to a share in the estate of the other wife or
wives and the husband upon his death. The requirement in the Dhauunat/zats as to joint living must
receive a reasonable construction adapted to the
changed conditions of modern times in the country,
the object of the requirement doubtless being to
provide a rough-and-ready means of settling questions
of disputed succession turning on the unbroken maintenance of the family tie [Ma Gyan v. Maung
Kywin (2)].
The -family tie among. a polygamous
husband and his several wives is their marriage to
one and the same man so long as that marriage
subsists; and during these days when separate living
of a wife from the husband and/or his other wife or
wives does not disqualify her from inheriting in his
estate, the idea that the residence of wives in
separate households creates these households. as
distinct families completely severed· from each other
for purposes of inheritance of the estate of the
common husband appears to my mind untenable as
(1) (1930) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 590.

32

(2) {l892-96) 2 U.B.R. 176 at p. 181.
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being . inconsistent with modern notions. Furthermore, such an idea does not appear to prevail in the·
case of other Oriental races among whom polygamy
is .lawful, such as the Hindus, the Mohammedans
and the Chinese.
'Corning closer to the question in issue in this
reference there is, with reference' to monogamous
families, definite and undisputed authority for the
proposition that the orasa. has the right to claim a
quarter share from the surviving parent on. the death
of the parent of the same sex as the orasa [Kirkwood.
v. lI1aung Sin al1d mwther (1)]. The essential conditions for the existence of. the. status of orasa are
that (a) the.child is the first born;' (b) the child
attains majority; {c) the child, being a son, helps in the
acquisition of the family properties and the discharge
of the father's responsibilities, or, being a daughter;
helps the mother in the management and control of
the family. properties and household. As regards
these conditions, however, it has been held that
for an orasa to qualify for his or her special rights, joint
living with the surviving parent and active assistance
in his or her duties is riot necessary [M a Aye. Yin
and others v. Ma Mi lJli and others (2)]. Under
modern conditions this is as it should be ; for, in
lspite of separate living which· cannot be regarded'
iper. se as .an indicium of se~eranceo! the .f£!.mily tie
or exclUSiOn from the famIly and In .splte of the
absence of active assistance in the duties enunciated
in the Dhan11'nathats the notion" aka llyi .hlyi11 CJpJza
aya, ama kyi hlyin mni aya" (the eldest brother is
in the position of the father, the eldest sister is in
the position of the mother) still continues unabated'
in the modern Burmese Buddhist mind; and
(1)(1924) 2 Ran. 693.

(2) (19291' I.L.R. 7 Ra-n. 569.
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.considering that the orasa may claim his or her special
rights on the death of the parent of the same sex as
11im or her and as such claim may be made imme.diate1y after the death of such parent [see Tun Tha v.
,!vIa Tlzit and othe1's (1)], there need not be a lapse
of .time between the death of the parent and the
.orasa's making of the claim for his or her special
rights, during which the actual fulfilment of the duties
of taking his father's or her mother's place in the,
family and of continuing the family after the death
,of the father or mother as the case may be, mentioned
in the Dlzaml1wtlUlfs, can be enforced. During these
days when in the case of keittilllll adopted children
joint living with the adoptive parents mentioned in
the DII(lIJ/lIlatllllts is not insisted upon, [.1I1a Cyan. v.
MllU1'I.g J(ywiJi (2) j 111a.ung Slzwe l1n.ve v. 111a Saing
.and anotlier (3) and 111a E v. .1I1aung Shwe
Kaillg (4)]; and in the case of step-children
separate living from the step-parents is not con:sidered a bar to inheriting the estate of step'parents [.Maung Seill Thwe v. 111a Sln.ee Yi (5) and
Maimg Dwe and otlurs v. IOwo Hau11g Shein and
.others {6H there is no reason to suppose that the
prevailing custoni of the Burmese Buddhist people
te'nds to perpetuate in, the case of the orasa child
with refer~nce to his or, her claim for special rights
:against the surviving parent the archaic rules in the
Dhan:mafhl1fs requiring joint living of the orasa
·-child \vith his or her parents.
1\.s regards the question directly in issue in this
reference there is, abundant textual authority for the
proposition that where a man, having two or more
wives at the same time, has ~m Olasa son of himself
(I) 9 L.B.R 56.
(2) (1892-96)2 U.B.R. 176 at p. 181.
(3) (1897-1901) 2 U.B.R 133.

L.B.P.}.520. ,
(5) 10 L.B.R. 396.
(6) (1925) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 29.

(4)
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and his earliest married wife that son is the orasa
son not only of himself and that wife but of himself
and all the wives. While two of the Dhammathafs.
mentioned in section 221 of the Digest, Volume I
(namely, Mal1ussika and KylJ1111et) lay down that
if a man has several wives but only a son. by one
'of them, the son shall be deemed the offspring of all
the wives, the other Dha1l'llnathats (namely, ManOr
Pyu, Kaingza, Dharnmathatkyaw, [(andm.v, Tejo,
Vannadhat1'lma, Rasi, Manu-vannana, S01lda, Dayajja,
Panam and DhammasaTa) in almost uminimous strain
rule that if a man has several wives but only one
son, on his death the son' shall,be,giyen the largest
share of his property. These rules in 'the Dluimmathats support the provision in seCtion 233 of the
Attasallkhepa which is a compilation or digest of,
the leading texts on Buddhist law by Kinwun
Mingyi and "is believed to have been approved
of and commonly accepted as authoritative during
the reigns of the last two Burmese Sovereigns (1).
This section lays down in very clear terms that
of the children of several wives the son of the
earliest married wife, provided he is competent to
assume the parental duties, is the orasa and declares;
such OTasa to be entitled to inherit "his father's·
hereditary titles' and insignia of office, and also toreceive the' share of an orasq, ", directing the
division of the, remaining pJ:'0perty "among the'
remaining wives and 'their children according to,
class." A rule very similar to what is enunciated
in section 233 of the Atfasankhepa' is to be found
in the extract from Dhamma in section 118 of the
Digest of which the relevant portion runs as fonows ::
C

(1) Chan-Toon's Principles of Buddhist Law p. 18, quoting Circular No. 41
of 1894 of the Judicial Commissioner, Upper Burma.
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" If the first wife is not of the same class as .the husband,
but the second· wife is, and if the Sons by both are equally
... .qualified to assu,ne the father's office, then the son by the
latter shall get it and the emoluments accompanying it; and
the son by the former shall get the father's personal property
and take out of the estate his share as an orasa. .The remainillg property shall then be divided among the children according to the class to which their mothers respectively belong,
and under the ordinary rules of inheritance. If the first and
second wives are of the same class as their husband, and if
their sons are equally qualified for the father's office, then
shall the son by the former inherit the office and have also
the orasa share in the partition of the estate."

Other extracts given in section 118 of the Digest,
Volume I, are four in number, namely, Manugye,
Dayajja, Amwebmz and Citlm"a, the first three of
which merely state the rule to the effect that if
there are several wives and each has a son, the son
by the· first wife shall be the orasa, while tpe last
. named Dham1'lwlhal says that among a number of
SOns by several wives, only the son by the first
wife shall obtain tht: father's office.
The 3Sth section of Manugye, Book X, provides:

a

.' In case of
husband living in tbesame house with many
wives, who eat out of the same dish, the two laws are these:
If a man's first, second or third wife had property at marriage,
Qr had inherited any frol11 her parents after marriage, let each
keep what they have, with whatever presents they may have·
received (£I;om the husband) and their wedding presents, if
they shall have the same number of male children, it is said
the first married shall be the head wife j but if. the son of
Qne of thy others is . remarkable <above his brothers), and
known to the heads of the people, the chiefs, let him take
the place of his father. If the husband shall have inherited
his parents' property after the marriage of these wives, let
them divide it, and share according to their class j if one
shall claim a portion as a gift from her husband she shall
not retain it; it is the husband's property ; let them share
it, and pay the debts in relative proportionS', ,111d in this
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moth erts share (when.

This section lays down "the law of partition 011
the death of a husband who had many wives living
V.
MA KYWE.
in the same house, and eating out .of the same
MYA:Bu, J. dish" but does. not purport to treat of the rights
of the orasa child· or of other children and there. fore cannot be read as inilitating against the effect
. of the declaration contained in· the extract· frortt
Jrlanugye set out in section 118 of· the Digestr
Volume 1. From which particular part of 111al1Ugye
this extract was taken is indicated in the Digest,
Volume I in Burmese thus: (( (Chapter. 15) (section
285) (b) ", but such indication does not assist me
in tracing the passage in· Mr. Richardson'stvork
which is the only one I can find available for use
at the preseot moment. For these reasons it ,vill
not be correct to infer from the sentence" let him,
take the place· of his father in the 38th section of
Manugye, Book X, that .nothiog more than the
father's place in the family or his office was meant
to be given to the orasa soo. It is true that tht"
four Dhmumatllats mentioned in section 118 of the
Digest, Volume I, were compiled during the·
Alaungpra Dynasty but there is nothing to warrant
the belief that during that period the practice of
polygamy was confined to official classes only. The
extract from the Dlzarmna is unambiguous in its.
pronouncement that the son by the first' wife if
qualified shall have the first claim to the father's
office and further shall get the father's personal
property and take out of the estate bis share ·as a'n
orasa. These _rights of the orasa son bear close
resemblance to the rights of the orasa. son of a
monogamous family; and it is. highly· probable
that the·compilers of 1I1allugye, Vayajja and A11izi.~(bon
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mentioned in section 118 of the Digest, Volume I,
contented themselves by declaring the son of the
first of two or more wives to be the orasa sonwithout setting out such orasa son's special rights'
in the. family constituted by the various marriages,
with the orasa's father as the main foundation,
without reiterating such of the rules relating to the
orasa son's rights in a monogamous family which
were meant mutatis mutandis to apply. In so
regarding these extracts from M all'ltgye, Dayajja and
Amwebon, I am fortified by the fact that the
Dhammathats are not exhaustive and that with
reference to the l?eiltima child who is only mentioned
as one of the kinds of. children entitled to inherit
from the parent he has been allowed to inherit the
estate of the collaterais of his deceased adoptive parent
in the same way as that. parent's natural child can
do in spite of the absence of direct authority in
the Dhammatlzats. It is not at all unlikely that
\\There analogies could evidently be drawn the writers
of the Dlw1llmathats were not in the habit of restating the rules, e.g. the absence Of rules' in the
Dhmmnathats for-partition on divorce of the husband
by one of two or more wives although it cannot
be imagined for a moment that the writers did
notrecognize the right of the husband or the wives
of getting a divorce and· partition of the property
in circumstances justifying a divorce and partition
of the property between a monogamous husband
and his \vife, with necessary qualifications. Therefore .I am respectfully of opinion that the mere fact
that lI1anugye, Dayajja and Amwebon mentioned in
section 118 of the Digest, .Volume I, contain the
bare declaration of the status vi,ithout setting out
the rights of the orasa son does not militate against
the pronouncement set out in the extract from
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.Dhamma in that section. The view that I take of
the Dhamfrwthats leads me irresistibly to the con-

clusion that the rule stated in the exb'act from'
Dha1nmfi appearing in se'ction 118 of the Digest,
fl.
MAKYWE. Volume I, states the prevailing custom which had
MYA Bu, J; the force of law at the time.
It is perhaps necessary
here to strike a hote of warning' with reference to
the Burmese expression" letsonsa " commonly rendered·
in English "eating out of the same dish" appearing iIi· the heading of section 11~ of the Digest,
Volume I, and, of the 38th section of Mmiugye,
Book X. It is a mere indicium· of equality of the.
status of the wives as such and no more [see
Mi Kin Gale v. Mi Kin Gyi (1).; ifi Me'v. Mi
Shwe Ma (2)].
From all' that has been stated above it follows
that my conclusions are:
(1) that by a man marrying two or more wives
at the same time only one family is can,.
stituted irrespective of whether all the wives
live together with the husband. or not;
(2) that the wives have the right of inheriting
the ,husband's estate upon his death even
though they were not living with the husband
at the time of the acquisition of the property
fonning· the' estate;
(3) that the children of the wives who predeceased
the husband also have the right of inherit~
ing such estate, though their mother \vas
not living with their father at tbe time of
the acquisition of the property forming such
estate;
(4) that the orasa son of a polygamous husband
and his earliest married wife is the· orasa
THEIN

MAUNG

(1) (l91(./·13) 1 U.B.R. 42 at p. 49.

(2) (1910-13) U.B.R 111.
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son not only of himself and that wife but
of himself and all the wives;
(5) that in a monogamous family the orasa son
has the right. to claim a quarter share from
the mother on the death of the father; and
for him to qualify for his speciaJ rights, joint
living with the widowed mother or active
assistance in her duties is unnecessary, and
(6) that with the exception of the separate
properties of the wives of a polygamous
husband other than the orasa son's own
mother, the orasa son of. a polygamous
husband and his wives is entitled to the
same rights as the orasa son of a monogamous family upon his father's death.
The last of these conclusions is based upon my
view of the rules ill the Dlzammatlzats and in the
Attasankhepa, the combined effect of which forms
a clear indication that these rules were consistent
with the customs prevailing among the Burmese
Buddhists from the time of King Alaungpra till the
close of the Burmese reign in Upper Burma which
took place only about SO years ago. During these
50 years the conditions 6f the Burmese Buddhist
social structure have, no doubt, undergone chapges,
but it cannot be gainsaid that rolygamy is still
recognized among the Burmese Buddhists. It is,
110 doubts rare and is considered disreputable.
There
is, however, no reason to believe that, whilst
polygamy is still recognized, the customs recorded
in the Burmese 1a\\' beoks and regarded as having
the force of law tiII about 50 years ago \vith
reference to the partition of the estate of a man \\'ho
had two or more wives at the same time which
are quite .consistent with justice, equity and good
(onscience have ceased to have the force of law.
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Treating the familY,.and not a household as the
basis I can think of rl() gr,ound whatever for declining
MAUNG
to apply the. analogy of the 01'asa son .ofa
THEIN
MAUNG
monogamous family to the orasa son of a man and
'0.
MA. KYWE
his two or more wives. After all, if the delinquent
MYA Bu, J. father
did not commit the fault of marrying a
second wife during the life-time of the orasa's own
mother, the ora~a son \-vill have an indefeasible
right to a share in the father's acquisitions during
the whole of his life, upon the. father's death.
The fact that no case has. come to Court, in which
a right similar to the one claimed in the. present
proceedings was asserted,. does not, in my humble
opinion, constitute a reliable basis for the ..belief
that such a right has now been. abolished by custom
or that the prevailing customs of the Burmese
Buddhists have refused to recognize it. It will, I
apprehend, be inconsistent with the move of. the
Burmese Buddhist society .towards monogamy by
discol1,raging polygamy, if the prevailing customs
have refused to recognize the right such as the
one asserted by the claimant in this case. A woman
who marries the husband of another woman during
the subsistence of the marriage with the latter. is.
ordinarily looked upon with disfavour by the members
of the community. Whether she be rich or poor,
her conduct is .offensive to the first ,,,ife and is
regarded by the right thinking section of the
community as disrepp.table. It is therefore unlikely
that the prevailing customary notions of the Burmese
Buddhists have so modified the customs recorded
in the Dhammathats as to relieve her, a delinquent
rilember of the society, of the liability to surrender
the orasa son's share out of her husband's estate,
simply because the property forming the estate was
acquired aiter marriage and while living with her.
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Such a modification, i~ there has been one, is hound
to have the effect of nia1dng her position stronger
than that meted out to her by the Dlza11lJllathats
and will thereby tend to remove one of the grounds
of restraint upon a woman to marry the husband
of another woman.
. For the reasons stated above, with .the greatest
respect for the views of my Lord the Chief Justice
and my learned Brethren in this case as in all
other cases, my ans\"er to the question propounded
this reference 'is in the affirmative.

in

J.-I agree with the answer to the
question propounded by my Lord the Chief Justice
whose judgment I have had the advantage of reading,
but I \\'ould like to state shortly the route by
which I arrive at the same result.
The basis of the claim put forward by the son
who claitnsto be the orasa of both marriages is
to be found in the Dhammatlzats, which refer to
one· son being regarded. as the son of all the
marriages. For example, in section 221 of U Gaung's
Digest there are several excerpts given which may
be summed up in the extract from Mallussika:
BAGULEY,

"If a man has several wives but only a son by one of them,
the son shall be deemed the offspring of all the wives." ;

and in J{YGmle!:
" If one among a number of wives has a
deemed the son of alL"

SOIl,

he shall be

Again in Attasankhepa Dhammatlwf, section 233, we
have the· passage:
" Of the children of these several wives, the law as to the son
of which wife shcndc1 be the Orasa is that the son of the fIrst
married wifp. should be constituted the Orasr., provided that he is
able to bear the burdens and responsibilities of his parents."
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In. this passage the word "parents " must,. I think,
refer to his father and his actual mother.
MAUNG
THEIN
In section 118 of the Digest we have sUPBort
MAUNG
for these passages· and earlier Dhammathats"are
11.
MA KYWE.
quoted to the effect that if there are sevecal wives.
BAGULEY, J and
each has a sori, the son by the first wife
should be the orasa.
I think, however, that in these Dhammathats·
there has been a certain amount of confusion· in .the
different words used in the original Burmese. This
has been dealt with in the judgment 6f Maung Kin J.
in Kirkwood's case (1), in·· which he shows· that
many terms are· used in different DJzCLn1:l'nathats for
what appears to be the. same person. We get Thagyi
auratlza, Thagyi, Thagyi jettho, Akogyi, jettho Akogyi,
and so on.
I am unable to satisfy myself, however, that
although the same words are used' in the translations
they are always used. in the same sense. The right
of. an orasa son to inherit an orasa's share, namely,
a quarter share of his parents joint property on
the death of his father must be a fixed .right,
which depends upon his birth and nothing· else.
Inheritance cannot depend·. upon the individual
capacity of the heir; he inherits because he was
born of certain parents at a· certain time relative
to other persons who claim as· .heirs and his right
to inherit cannot depend on his· own personal merits,
although, of course, beyond all doubt ce:rtain demerits
may be sufficient to result in his losing all claims
to inherit. If we examine some of these Dhammathats,
however, we find that what is known as the right
to be an orasa son and the right to get an orasa's
share is regarded sometimes as dependent on the.
personal m(.fits of the son in question.
111 re

(1) (1924) LL.R. 2 Han. 693.
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In section 62 of the Digest there are a large
number of cases in which a younger child is held
to be regarded as o1'asa, although not the eldest,
simply because he has been more successful in
business which he had undertaken on behalf of his
parents:
u· The son wh a can assume the father's office with the sanction
of the local authorities shall get it, even though he may be the
son by'a lesser wife. when the son by the first or chief wife is
incompetent to assume it. '* '* '* The son who takes upon
himself the burdens and responsibilities of the parents is considered
as the orasa SOil, whether he is the eldest-born or not. '* '* '*
The son who industriously performs his father's duties and is
known to the local authorities is consiclered as the eldest son,
though he may be born of the lesser wife; * '* *"

It seem~, therefore, that there has been a certain
amonnt of confusion between the o1'asa son strictly
so defined, namely the eldest son, who is also the
eldest child, who on the death of his father has
been hel~ to be entitled to a preferential vested
right in the joint property of his parents as against
his mother, even when she has not remarried, and·
the Akogyi or principal SOD, the son whois regarded
as his father's successor and who takes upon himself his father's office in the ordinary way, which
would account for these frequent references to the
son II known to the officials."
Again, although, as, has been shown, there is
authority for the proposition that when there are
several wives but only one son, the son shall be
deemed the son of all, it is not specifically laid
down that he is to be regarded as the orasa son
of all the wives and thereby entitled to an orasa's
share in all the htlapazon property of all the
marriages to which his father is entitled at the
time. of his death. In this connection a reference
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may be made to the case of Maung Po An v.
Ma Dwe (1), in which a Full Bench of this Court
MAUNG
appear to have rather 'set their faces against the,'
THEIK
MAUXG,
idea of the possihility of an adopted child being,
'II.
MA KVWE.
so to speak, constructively the o1'qsa child' with all
BAGULEY, J. the full rights of inheritance' attaching to the orasa
child. It is, undollbtedly the spirit of the Burmese
Buddhist Law that when a man who marries several
wives and keeps up separate establishmenJs, , the '
children' of one wife are not entitled to share in
any property which their father may hold jointly
,\~ith any of the other wive~, ~nd, unless~here, is
direct authority for showing that ,the ora~a, son,
despite this over-ruling general condition, is entitled
as a special case to share in any such joint
property, I do not think that it can, safely be held'
that he is so entitled.
It is common ground that no claim of the nature
put forward in the present case has ever been
known to have been made before, and I do not
think that we should be justified in introducing a
new exception to a generally prevailing principle.
I, therefore, agree with the answer to the qllestion
propounded by my Lord the Chief Jnstice.
lti

re

MOSELY, J.-I agree with the conclusions of my
Lord the Chief Justice. I \\;ouldonly remark that
I do not myself see any sigQs that modern Burmese
opinion is against the cllstomary law by which the,'
orasa in certain' circumstances receives a larger
share of the family property than the other childr·en',
of the same marriage.
I think perhaps that it would have been .possible
to ,dispose of this reference on.a narrower point.,
It is clear in the present case that the eldtst son
(1) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 184.
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of the first marria~e did not help his father and
his father's second wife in the acquisition of the
joint property in question. I think that the head
note to Mrs. Kirkwood alias 1110. Thein and others
v. !If aung Sin and another (1), was correct, and
that their Lordships of the Privy Council intended
10 lay down there that one of the three essential conditions for the existence of the status of orasa is that

.. '" '*

(c) the child. being a son, helps in the acquisition of
ihefamily properties and the discharge cf the father's responsibilities, or, being a daughter, helps the mother in the management and control of the family properties anel household."

It is true that that case was on the question
whether the eldest child, being a daughter, could
be thc orasa-. But it appears to me that the
authorities relied upon to establish the status of the
eldest daughter and its qualifications were equally
authority for e'stablishing the status of the eldest
son with its qualific'ations, and that their Lordships
.intended to lay down a rule equally applicable to
both cases. I may note that besides the passages
from the Kycfyo D!zanunathat quoted at page 785
(ibid), there are other Dharnrnathats which directly
support the proposition that it is necessary for
the orasa to help in the acquisition of the joint·
property, for example the Vmmana, section 30,
page 65 of the Digest, while such help is assumed
in othcr Dltmnmathats quoted there. I consider
with all due respect that the decision in Ma Aye
Yin and others v. Ma 1I1i }.li and others (2), was
wrong, and that for an orasa to qualify for his
special rights the rendering of the assistance prescribed is necessary. It may be that the condition of
joint living can be dispensed with under modern
(I) (1924) I.L.R. 2 Han. 693.

(2) (1929) LL.R 7

[~alJ.

569.
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conditions. In the case in ,question the son was a
Myo6k who necessarily had to live in different places
MAUNG
at a distance from his parents. . But that is a
THE~N
MAUNG
different thing from the rendering at least of filial
fl.
MA KYWE.
assistance, and even in Ma Aye Yin's case (1), the
Judges were careful to say, (page 576 ibid), .that
MOSELY, J.
there was evidence to the effect that the son did
help his parents with presents of money.
On ,the broader ground, however, I would also
agre,e ,that the. claim of the orasa' son must be
limited to his share in the jointly ,acquired property
of his father and his owp. mother. It is admitted
that if· the orasa son's mother had died before the .
second marriage of his father the orasa would have
no right to an orasa's share in the lmapazon of the
second marriage,-!J{a Nyein E v. M £lung Maullg
and two (2). It is contended that the present case
is different, and that the two wives and their children
must be regarded as one common family, and certain
passages .from, the Dhammathats are quoted as
authority to justify the orasa's claim to a share in
the jointly acquired property of the father and the
second wife, though the orasa son did not fonn
a member of that second household, nor help in
the acquisition of that joint property, which, indeed"
was the proceeds of the second wife's. capital,
though it may be said that the husband's labour
contributed to it.
I have not in my experience met with a case of
this kind before, and no such case has been quoted.
This, I think, is perhaps the best answer to the
claim, that such a claim has hitherto been unknOwn
and is opposed to Burmese custom. It is true that,
though polygamy is lawful in this country, a second
1935:

-"-'in re

(1) (19;'9) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 569.

(2) (1925) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 549.
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marriage is felt as a grievance to the first wife and
her children, vide Maung Kin ]'S remarks in
Maung Htne v. M a Sein (1). In spite of that,
however, . no such claim has hitherto been made,
possibly, it would appear, because the circumstances
of the present case are unusl.1aI, where the husband
Was a poor man and
acquired no property
in the
.
.
first coverture, while his second wife was a wealthy
woman. As \vas remarked as long ago as 1881 in
Ma In Than v. Maul1g Saw Hla (2),
custom is often a better guide than religious la\v books:
Much of the text of the latter is inapplicable to the present
age, and perhaps ..vas never law at all. * * * It would be
dangerous then to give weight to a written law where it is
opposed to the general cnstom, and unsanctioned by previous
decisions of Judges."
.11

I do not think, however, that the· Dhammathats,
if properly examined, would lend countenance to
the present claim. As was said by Mr. Burgess in
. Ma Shwe Ma and one v. Ma' Hlain{!. and one (3),
"the general scheme of inheritance in the Dham1l1atlzafs
is c1ra\vn up entirely on the basis of a man "having but one
wife at a time, and not marrying another until the first is dead
or divorced perhaps."

There are isolated passages,however, in the
Dlw1l'l111athats Ylrhich have been relied on by the
present claimant. These passages are evidently
mostly copied by one Dlzmfnnatlzaf from another and
ultimately derived from old Dha.rrmlathats which
contain much of what Dr. Forchhammer in his
"Source of Burmese Law calls (i Neo-Brahmanical
Cultus." One passage quoted, section 392 of the
Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, would appear to come
II

(1) (1917-18) 9 L.B.R. 191 atp. 204.
(2) S.J. L.B. 103.
(3) (1892-96) 2 U;B.R. 145.
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from the very beginnings' of caste in India, when a
Brahmin was' allowed to marry wives of different
MAtiNG
castes.
All the passages cited contemplate an early
THEIN
MAUNG
state of society where a .man could have several
V•.
MA KVWE.
wives in the same house or in the. same compoun.d,
MOSELY, J.
and all 'fed together. In such times, no doubt, the
husband was the sole bread' winrler. It is significant
that these passages nowhere allow the orasa son
any share in the jointly acquired property as such.
, Section 221 of the Digest quotes two Dhantmathats,
Manusstka. and Kyannet, which· say that if a nian
has several, wives but only one son, the $on shaH be
deemed to be the son or offspring of all the wives for
the purpose of partition of the ~'husband's estate.
This section is an isolated case of' division between
several wives and the only SOll, where the son i,s to
get a larger share than any of the 'wives, or as other
Dhamrnathats say, a full share, or one equal to that
of the noblest of the six classes of wives,and the
reason given is that he is to be deemed to be the
son of all the wives. This' is, in my opinion, no
authority for saying that the orasa son as such
shall obtain a share in the jointly acquired property
of the father and any wife.
Section 233 of the Attasankhepa, the latest
Dhammathat, one. written by the Kinwun Mingyi,"
provides that the son of the· first married wife shall,
be the orasa and receive his share before aIiy of
the wives; but, here again, the .case of wives who
live together with the husband is considered. This
passage may be read together with the Manu'
Vannana (page 67 of the Digest), and other Dhamma-:'
thats which provide that the 01'asa son shall 'get
his one-quarter share for upholding his father's
position and office. I .do not see how sectioIi· 286
of the Digest can ,help the claimant. This refers to
in re
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:a partition am(mgst wives living with their

husband.
It is significant that it contains no reference to jointly
acquired property.
Section 209 of the Digest quoted in the claimant's
favour is definitely against him. The passage fronl
. the 111anugye in question applied to tbe present case
. means that the son of the first wife gets his father's
,office but only his own mother's share of the
property.
Section 212 deals with the share of the step-son
-in the second marriage, and this, if anything, is
also against the claimant's case, for it provides that
the step-son shall havt assisted in the acquisition of
tbe -property. In the archaic stage of Society
·described in the .Dlzanunatlzats joint living and joint
help in the acquisition of property was the general
rule and an essential condition of the orasa son
:obtaining his preferential share.· ·It may be that in
some cases the condition of joint living must be
. relaxed to suit modern conditions. It was said in
.Ma Thein Yin v. Maul1g Tha Dun and others (1),
that a man might marry two or more women at the
same time, and that. such wives, whether they live
together with the husband or not, inherit his estate
on an equal footing. But in the case of the orasa
:son, I. can sec no justification for the relaxation of
the rule that demands at least assistance in the
acquisition of properly if he is to expect to get the
especial privileges.
I agree in answering the question referred in the
llegative.

BA U, J.-1 have had the privilege of reading the
judgment of my Lord the Chief Justice and I agree
(1) (1924) LL.R 2 Han. 62.
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that the question referred should be answered in the
negative.
.
Having regard to the history of the word II orasa II'
and the present social condition of the Burmese:
people no other answer than the one proposed by his.
Lordship is, in my opinion, possible.
The word II orasa " as explained in Kirkwood aliasM a Thein v. M aung Sln (1) was first used to·
denote "a son born of . a union contracted with
parental sanction." In other words, it was first used
to denote a legitimate son as distinct from the:
following classes of sons :
(1) II Khettaja" i.e. a son by a female slave;
(2) "Hetthima" i.e. a son by a concubine;
(3) II Pubbaka" i.e. a step-child;
(4' "Kittima" i.e. a child adopted with a view
to inherit; and
(5) "Apatittha" i.e. a child adopted out of
compassion ;
see section 16 of U Gaung's Digest.
I' In ~ourse of time, it acquired a special meaning i it cameto signify a son whC', by virtue of his position in the family
and his competency to assume the duties of the father, was;
vested with a defined right in the parental estate. Similarly,.
in the course of time, as the Dltammathats SboVi the word
was extended to include a daughter standing in the same
position and vested with the same right j "
7,

[per Ameer Ali in Kirkwood alias

M Thein

v~

M aung Sin (1)].

From this history of the word II orasa it may.
reasonably be inferred that when this word was first .
used the writers of the Dhammathat5 had in their:
minds only a family consisting of a husband and a
11

(1) (1924) I.L.R. 2 Ran. 693 at p.

777.
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wife united with parental sanction and their children.
In re
They never, in my opinion, intended to use it in the
MAUNG
case of a family consisting of a husband with two or THEIN
MAUNG
more wives of the same status and their children. I
'IJ.
am fortified in this view by the fact that none - of MA KYWE.
the earlier Dhammathats lays down that an eldest. BA U, J.
competent child should not only be recognized as
an "oras?" child in a family consisting of a husband .
with two or more wives of the same status but he
should also be given an "orasa" share. \Vhat they
·do provide for is the division of properties among
various classes of wives and their children in certain
-defined proportions.
See the extracts of the Dlwnmwfltats,Mano,
lIfmlusi Ha, Vilasa, Pyu, TVartf, ]{ungya, J(aingza,
Yazatlwt, 1I1)'il1g14l1 and DlzammafhatkYa'l(1 collected
in sections 188, 209 and 286 of the Digest.
Section 221 of U Gaung's Digest does not in my
.opinion . have any bc:aring on the point under
-consideration. What the texts collected in that
:section lay down is that if a man has several v,ives
but only one son, the son shall be deemed the
offspring. of all the wives and shall be' given the
largest share on the death of the father. They
no not say that the son shall be recognized as
:an ,i orasa" son and shall be given an II or~sa "
share.
Only when we come to the later Dha1l1matltats,
Dluf.,1l1ua, ltfrtli"llgyC, A 111Wcboll , Dayajja and Cittara,
do we find a provision made for the recognition
of an eldest child in a family consisting of a
husband with hvo or more' wives of the same
status as an "orasa" child irrespective of the fact
'vvhdher he is by the second or third "vife provided
he is competent to assume the responsibility of his
father.
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The Dham1'11a states,
"if the son by the first \vife is not known to the officials·
and cannot assume the fatber's office; any of the sons"
irrespective of the priority of the marriage of their respective
mothers, may inherit the office, prcvided he is known· to the
officials and can assume the i-esponsibility. If the son by the-.
first wife is qualified, he. shall have the first claim
If the first and second wives are of the same class as their
husband, and if their sons are ··equally qualified for their father's·
office, then shall the son .by the fermer inherit the office·
and have "also the orosa share in the partition of theestate; "

see the extract given in section 118 of U Gaung's.
Digest.
The Manugye states inlet- alia,
"in a case of a husband living in the same house witlr
many wives; who "eat out of the same dish, the two Ja\\'s
are these: If a man's first. second, or third wife had pre-perly
at marriage, or had inherited any frem her parents after
marriage, let each keep what they have, with whatever
presents they may have received from the husbancl, and their
wedding presents. If they . shall have the same number of
male children, it is said the I1r5t married shall be lhe head
wife j but if the son of one of II.e others is remark,ible
above his brothers, and known to the heads of the people.
the chiefs. let him take. the place of his father;
II

see Book X, Chapter 38.
The Atn'lOtbon states,
U if the several wives
of a man have sans \\;110 are equally
competent to assume the father's office, the son by the first
(chief) wife shall get it. A son who is competent to assume
the office and is· known to 'the lccal authorities shall not
however be debarred from succeeding to it because he is
born of a lesser wife."

See section 62 of the Digest, vvhere this extract
given.

IS
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The Dayagga says:
"If there are several wives who eat out of the same dish
with the husband and who have each a son, the son of the
ilrst wife shall be orasa."
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The Citta1'a says:
,. Among a number of sons by several wives, only the son
by the first· wife shall obtain the father's office."

From this comparison of the Dhammathats it
will be seen that the Dham111a is the only Dhammathat
which definitely lays down that a son who is competent
to assume the duties of his father shall not only be
entitled to succeed to his father's office but shall
also get an II orasa "share ou t of his parental estate
irrespective of the fact whether he is by the first,
second or third wife.
In the case of the other Dhammafhats they simply
lay down that such a son shall be entitled to succeed to
his father's office. They do not say that he should
also· be given an H orasa " share out of the parental
estate. But what they do agree on is the fact that
a son to be recognized as an ,e orasa" son must
be by the first or chief wife, provicied he is competent and, if he is not competent, thon the son
by any other wife, provided he is known to the
officials.
Bearing this common feature in mind and having
regard to the fact that, at least, three of the
Dlummzatlwfs, namely, the DltmJ'lma, Manugye and
Arnweboll, were composed during the time of the
Alaung Phaya Dynasty, it may, in my opinion, be
safely inferred that this rule was framed in order
to meet a special case. As is well known, polygamy
was more common among the official class than
among any other class during the time of the Burmese

BA U,l.
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.kings: see the observations of MacColl J.e. (as he
then was) in Mi Kin Gale v. Mi Kin Gji (1). This
practice must have been more prevalent in the 18th
Century when the Burmese Empire reached its zenith.
under the reign of the Alaung Phaya Dynasty. .See·
the observations of their Lordships of the Privy
Council in M a Ruin B'lvil1 v. U Shwe Gan (2) and
Harvey's History of Burma.
It may therefore, in my opinion, be safely assumed
that the rule of according the status of an II orasa "
to the eldest competent son by tqe first or chief
wife was framed in these later Dhammathats in order·
to obviate the difficulty of· solving the problem as
to who from among several sons by different wives
should be appointed in place of his father and the
easiest way was to recognize the son by the first
or chief wife as an
orasa son provided he did.
not suffer from any disabilities, because the first or
the chief wife was normally the only wife who was
allowed. to be presented at Court and she was
in consequence known as the pwedet or pwewi1t
maya.
If, however, what the Dlzatnma has laid down
is to be accepted as correct law, as it is supported
by the (( Attasankhtpa" then, as my Lord the Chief
Justice has pointed out, no son should be recognized as an (( orasa son and should be given his
one-quarter share unless all the conditions mentioned
in the said Dhmnmathat ar€ fulfilied. This would·
have the effect of discouraging polygamy and encouraging monogamy. Polygamy, though legal under the
personal law of the Burmans, is practically now
dying out. Monogamy is the system which is·
largely practised..
(C

IJ

IJ

(1). (19_0-13) U.B.R. 42 at p. 47.

(2) 8 L.B.R. 1 at p. 7.
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Therefore, in my opinion, the answer which is
proposed by my Lord the Chief Justice, if I may
say so with respect, will not only be putting the
law in the true perspective but \".\Till also have the
effect of helping the growth of the Burmese Buddhist
law in accordance with the notions of the modem
Bmmans and the tenets of Buddhism.
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Beforc Sir Ar/ll/lr Page, [{I., Chili Justice, ,/lfr. Jllsticc Mya Ell, .>til'. Justice
Eagilley, Mr. J/lslice Se/l, Mr. J/lslicc 1Il0sely, 1111'. Justice Ba U, and
Mr. Justice D/I/llilty.

IN RE DAYABHAI JIWANDAS

AND OTHERS

v.
A.M.M. MURUGAPPA CHETTIAR:l:<
~. JUdgTllCll1 ", wl:at is a-Lct/ers PalclII, d. i3-Suit-Fillal alld interloculory

;lIdgmeni-Ord.ers 1I0t appealable as jlldg11lellts--StaI1£Iory provision necessary for appeal from aI/ order-Civil Procedllrc Code (Act V of 1908),
s.104,"f:", 43, -;-. l-Collflicti'llg views-Ordcr transfcrrillg 1I suit from a
'SIIbordillale C01H'I 10 Ihe High Court-Order not a judgmcllt.
The word" judgment " ~n clause 13 of the Letters Patent means and is a
-decree in a suit by which the rights of the parties at issue in the suit are
.determined.
E.v parte Chillery, 12 Q.E.D. 342 ; Ex parle Moon!, 14 Q.B.D. 627 ; Onslir..u.
Commissiollcrs ofbLlalld RCVe11lTt', 25 Q.B.D. 465; III "C Riddell, 20 Q.B.D.
'512; Sabitri v. Sal!i, I.L.R. 48 Cal. 4si; Sevak Iermzelzod v. Dakore Temple
'Committee, 30 C.W.N. 459; SOll[;ai v. Habiblwi, 9 Bom. H.C.R. 398; Tala Iron
aud SkI'! Co., Ltd. v. ClJicf R£'l!CIIUC AulilOrily of Bombay, 1.1-.1'. 47 Hom. 724.folio'i.i!ed.
·V.

The tcrm "suit." in thc Letters Patent includes 5uils iustituted by a
vlaint or by an originating SUlUQ10nS in the ilnnner prescribed by tlie Ibles of
"thc' Court.
l'ro;'il;; C/raudm v. lJ1 ulwlj i, I.L.R 56 Cal. 979--rcjcrJ'cd i,'.
A Jina1 jlldgmcnt is a decree in a suit by which all the matters at issue
therein ;l!'e decided. A preliminary or interlocutory judgment is a decree in a
'5uil hy which [he right to the relief claimed in the suit j~ decided, but under

which ftlrthcr proceedings ;l.rC necessary before the suit in its entirety can be
determillcd.
~ Civil Hcfercl1ce No.5 of 1935 arising out of Civil Misc. Appeal No. 81 of
1934 of this Conrt.
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All other decisions are .. orders" and are not "judgments" under the
Letters Patent, or appealable as such.
An appeal does not exist in the nature, of things. A right of appeal from
any decision of any tribunal must be given by express enactment.
Rat/gooll Botala1l11g Co., Ltd. v. The Collector. Ra11goo1l, I.L.R. 40 Cal. 21 ;
Satldba-llk'Charity Trustees v. North StajJordsMre Railway Co.• 3 Q.E.D. 1referred to.
In many statutes in India a right of appeal from an order passed pursuant
to the statute is expressly provided, aiJd in such cases an appeal wiIllie on the
terms and conditions therein pre~cribed."
The right of appeal from orders that do not amount to .. judgments" is
regulated by the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure.
The 'two main' authorities in India on the construction of the word
"judgment ", viz., Tlte Justices of the Peace for Calcutta v. The Orie1ltalGas Co"
8 Ben. L.R. 433 and Tuljaram Row v. dlagappa Chettiar, I.L.R. 35 Mad. 1.
and the decisions, often inconsistent, purporting to follow one or other of
these cases commented upon.
Held, that an order transferring a suit froin a subordinate Court to the
High Court is not a " judgment" within Clause 13 of the Letters, Patent. The
High Court has jurisdiction to make an order of transfer under s. 24 of the
Civil Procedure Code, but such an order is neither appealable under the Code
nor under any other enactment.

The following order of reference was made for
the decision of a Full Bench of this Court, Ba U J.
concurring, by
1935
May 1.

PAGE, C.l-Six of the appellants have filed suits against
the respondent in the Courts at Mandalay, and another suit
-has been filed by the seventh appellant against the respondent
in the District Court of Prome.
Thereafter an application ,vas made by the responden't il'l:
the High Court praying for a transfer of these suits from '
the Coui"ts at Mandalay and Prome respectively to the High
Com-t. To, that application the plaintiffs in the several suits
were made respondents. The proper procedure would have
been that a separate application for transfer should have
been made in respect of each suit, but by consent the
application fer transfer was treated as though it was a
separate application for transfer in respect of ea~h suit.
An order for the transfer of all the suits was passed by Sen J.
From that order the present appeal has been presented. '
A preliminary objection has been taken that no appeal lies
under clause 13 of the Letters Patent. In an unreported decision
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of this Cour t (Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 62 of 1931) it was
held by Mya Bu and Sen n. that an appeal lay from an order of
.transfer such as that of which complaint is made in the present
appeal.
According to the construction placed upon the corresponding
clauses in the Letters Patent of the Bombay, Calcutt~ and Lahore
High Courts an order transferring a suit from a subordinate Court
to the High Court is not a judgment from which an appeal lies :
[Khatizin v. SOllairam Daulntram (1), Pran Kumar Pal Cliaudhury
v. Darpahori Pal Chaudhury (2), Ibrahim Bhai Fazalbhai Jo0111abhai Lalji v. Yoosuf Isma£lbhai Abdullabhai Lalji (3) and Ruldu
Sil1gh v. Sallwlll Singh (4)]. On the other hand upon one interpretation of the decision of the Madras High Court iu Tuljm'am
Row v. A laffappa Cltdliar (5) the order in the present suit would
be subject to appeal; upon another construction of TlIljaram Row
v. Ala,f{appa Chctlinr (5) it would appear that such an order was
not appealable.
In P.K.P. V.E. Chidnmbaram Chettyar and
another v. .v.A. Cheltynr Firm (6) a Full Bench of this Court,
purporting to follow the principle Uliderlying the decision in
Tulj'aram Row v. AlagaPt>a Chettiar (5.1, held that' the test enun.dated by Sir Arnold White C.]. and adopted in Yeo Eng Brait v.
Ben~ Sellg & Co. (7) the keynote of which is finality in relation to
the Court passing the oJ:der, has the merit of simplicity ..
I am of the opinion that in the decision of the question referred to
us it should be applied." With great respect we are not satisfied
. that we understand the true meaning and connotation of the
leading judgment in that case· which was delivered by Ormiston J.,
and it appears to us uncertain \vhether the Full Bench intended
to lay down that the test to be applied in a case such as the one
under appe31 was whether the order as made Pl.lt an end to the
proceeding in the COllrt from which the suit was· transferred, or
put an end to the proceeding in the Court in which the ordet· of
transfer was made.
Having regard to the difference of opinion in the several High
Courts, and what with aU respect we are consh'ained to think is
the obscurity underlying the leading. judgment in P.K.P. V.E.
ChidalllbaralJl Chetlyar v. N.A. Chettyar Firm (6), we are of
(J) (1920i I.L.R. 47 Cal. 1104.
(4) (1922) I.L.R. 3 Lah. IS::;.
(2) (1927) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 126.
(5) (1910) I.LR. 35 Mad, 1.
(3) (1931 I.L.R. 56 Born. 237.
(6) (1928) I.L.R.6 Ran. 703.
(7) (1924) I.L.R.2 Ran. 469.
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opinion that the matter ought to be further considered.
refer to a Full Bench of this Court the following question:

We

" Whether an order of the High Court transferring a suit from
a subordinate Court to the High Court is a I judgment 1
"iithill clause 13 of the Letters Patent.' 1/

Clark for the respondent. An order. transferring
certain suits from the Distyict Courts to this High
Court under s. 24 of the Code of Civil Procedure
is not a· " judgment" within clause 13 of the Letters.
Patent and is not appealable.
An order of transfer made under s. 24 is not
appealable under the Code.· Clauses 35 and 37 of
the Letters Pat~nt indicate that the Court should be
guided by the Code in deciding whether such an
order is appealable under the Letters Patent.
At the time the Letters Patent were drafted it
was the praCtice in England to call the decisions
of the Courts of Chancery and King's Bench and
the Criminal Courts decrees, judgments and orders
respectively; and the framers of the earliest Letters
Patent must be deemed to have had before them
this distinction. Judgment, as it was understood
originally, did not include decrees and orders. This
early view was, however, later modified and "judg-ment" came to be synonymous \vith " decree ", but
not with order.- Se'vak ]erallchod v. The Dakore
Temple Cornnzittee (1); Ex pm'fe Chinery (2);
Onslow v. Co l'1'lt1zissioIlers oj Inland Revenue (3) ;
Re Owen, Ex parte Peters (4).
The term
judgment" is defined in the Code
itself, so are "decrees" and
orders" ; but the.
definition of "judgri1ent" is obviously inapplicable
to the construction of that term as used in cl. 13.
II

l(

(1) 30 C.W.N. 459.
(2) "'l.Q,B.D. 342.

(3) 25 Q.E.D. 465.
(4) 83 L.T. 572.
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It is also possible to regard the order in the

present case as merely an administrative order under
s. 107 of the Government of India Act, and no
appeal could then be competent.
One of the leading cases (In the meaning of'the
term It judgment" is T. V. Tuljarmll v. M.K.R. V.
Alagappa Cheftiar (1), and the test laid down- there
was that if the order as made had the effect of
putting an end to the suit or proceeding it was a
" judgment" within the Letters Patent.

[PAGE, C.]. The use of the word
proceeding"
is unfortunate. Suppose an application to put a parti~
cular question to a witness is refused by the Court,
would that order be appealable as a judgment ?]
(l

No. _Krishnaswami Ayyar J. puts the position
clearly on p. 10. A judgment is defined to be a
sentence or order of the Court pronounced on
hearing and understanding all the points in· issue,
and determining the rights of all the parties to the
cause or matter. It is either interlocutory or final.
The subsequent Madras decisions refer to the
other leading case on - the subject, namely, The
] ustices of the Peace for Calcutta v. Oriental Gas Co.
(2) which is the - basis of most of the Calcutta
decisions. According to this case a "judgment"
meant a decree, whether final, preliminary, or interlocutory, which affects the merits of the question
- between the parties by determining some right or
liability.
Krishna Reddy v. Thtlllikachaia Mudali (3) j The
Official Assignee of Madras
Ra11lalinKappa (4);
Pedda ]ecyangalavaru v. Krishnamacharlu (5);

v:

(1) I.L.R. 35 Mad. 1.
(2) 8 Ben. L.R. 433.

(3) I.L.R. 47 Mad. 136.
(4) I.L.R. 4911-lad. 539.
(5) I.L.R. 50 Mad. 380.
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Of Pith'G/J1,waill v.Ranta 'Rao (l);'
In re
D. K. Asher v. Gopalal'afnant' (2) ; ,Petlzaperu11lal
DAYABHAI
Chettiar
v. Chidambarmiz Chettiar (3) followed the
JIWANDAS
v.
Full, Bench in Tuljaralll'S case.
A.M.M.
MURUGAPP,.\.
In Hadjee 'Isl:nail v. Hadjee Mahomed' (4) Sir
CHETTIAR.
Richard Couch C.]. seemingly took a view inconsistent with his former, decision in Oriental Gas
Co.'s case, the reason for this being that. the order
if allowed to' stand would have worked a hardship.
See also Ebrahim v. Fucklzrul'lllissa (5); In the
l.latter of the PetitiolL of Kally Soondery (6) ;
Hun'ish Chul1der v. Kali Swtderi-Debi (7); III the
Matter of the Ship'.' Champion" (8) ; Luff Ali Khan
v. Asgur, Reza (9). In the last case it, was held
that no appeal lay from an order granting a certificate for leave to appeal to the Privy Council
because nothing was thereby decided. Similarly in
, the present case, nothing has been decided.
Ktshen Pershad v. Tiluckdlzari Lall (10) ; Sukhlat
v. Eastern Bank, Ltd. (11); Mathi,tra SUI/dari v.
Haran Chandra (12) i Budhit Lot v. Glla-1I1l Gope (13);
Ral1'lrudra v. BrajeJldra (14)-a case of argumentulIl
ab inconvenienli.
}dgment is a decree' as understood by the first
half of the' definition of the term "decree" in the
Code. The present case is not covered by ,that
definition. It is in the nature of an order, and to
be appealable it must come within s. 104 or O. 43,
r. 1 of the Code. Regulations duly made by Orders
a.nd Rules urider the Civil Procedure Code, are
(1) I.L.R. 50 Mad. 770.
(2) 52 M.L.}. 192.
(3) 52 M.L.}. 607.

(4) 13 Ben. L.R. 91.
(5) I.L.R. 4 Cal. 531.
(6) LL.R. ~ Cal. 594.
(7) I.L R. 9 Cal. 482.

(8) I.L.R 17 Cal. 66.
(9, I.L.R 17 Cal. 455.
(101 I.L.R. 18 Cal. 182.
(11) I.L.R 42 Cal. 735.
(I2) I.L.I~. 43 Cal. 857.
(13) LL.R. 44 Cal. 804.
(14) I.L.R. 47 c~d. 611.
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applicable to the jurisdiction . exercisable under the
Letters Patent, except that tl~ey do not restrict the
express Letters Patent appeal. The effect of s. 104
is that no orders are appealable unless they co~e
within these provisions or unless an app.eaJ is
provided by some other law for the time being in.
force. The Letters Patent is such a law, but it. does
not .provide for ap appeal in this case. Sabiil'i v.
Sa vi (1).
.
.
Gour Mohan v. Noyan Malljuri (2) j Baldeodas
v. Shubchurndas (3) ; Prankwnar v. Dm'pahari (4) ;
~Madan Gopal v. Sachind1'a (5) ; Brajagopal v.
Antal' Chandra (6); Mohaut Murlidas v. Baijnafh
(7) ; Muilallunad Fazlul v. All1llad (8).
The Lahore High Court has no original side and
its Letters Patent differ a little in their wording ;
but the effect is the same. In Gokal Chand v.
Sal1ival Das (9) the learned Judges attempted a
compromise between Tuljaram and Oriental Gas Co.,
and laid down their own test. Sir Shadi Lal purported to follow Tuljar(l1n in Ruldu Singh v. Sanival
Singh (10), but went too far in construing the words
U civil proceedings."
See also Pahlad Rai v. Shiv
Ram (11) ; Shibba Mal v. Rup Narain (12).

[PAGE, C.J. If" judgment" is synonymous with
" decree" what is the position with regard to applications which do not result in decrees, as for
instance, applications for mandamus or certiorari ?]
. Such applications stand on a different footing.
On account of the importance of such applications
I II I.L R. 48 Cal. tS1.

(7) I.L.R. 57 Cal. 736.

(2,
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(SJ I.L.R. 60 Cal. 506.

26 C.W.N. 242.
20 C.W.N. lOt.
I.L.R 54 Cal. 126.
I.L.R 55 Cal. 262.
I.L.R 56 Cal. 135.

(9) LL.R. 1 Lah. 348.
(l0) I.L.R 3 Lah. 688.

(11) I.L.H. 8. La~l. 681.
(12) LL.R. 10 Lah. 132.
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the Legislature may, in its wisdom, be disposed to
allow appeals.
DAYAilHAI
The Bombay' High Court follows the Calclltta
JIWAJSD.~S
v.
view. Sonbai v. Ahmedbhai (1) i in Tala Iron and
A.M.M.
MURUGAPPA Steel Co. 'v. Chief Revenue Authodfy,
BOlllbay (2),
CHETTIAR.
it was pointed out that interlocutory judgments were
not as of right appealabl~" but under clause 40 they
may be appealable to Hie Priv,Y Council on a
certificate o( fitness being granted i see also 1brahil'nbhai ,v. Yusuf (3); Ramanlal v. Chimanlal (4);
J i'i}al1lal v. Pirojshaw (5).
The Allahabad High' Court also has no original
side, and it, is content to follow the Code as a
g~ide. Bmmo Bibi v. Mehdi Husain (6) iSadiq
Ali v. Am.var Ali (7) ; Silal Din v. Anant Rmn (8).
In Yeo Eng Byan v. Beng Seng & Co. (9) the
Rangoon High Court adopted a mixture of the
Calcutta and Madras views. Mooljee v. M. E. Moola
(10) ; Md. Hussain v. Hamadanee (11) ; JY1. Singh v•
. S. Singh (12) ; Abdul GajJor v. The Official Assignee
(13};Ma Than Myint v. Maung Ba Theil! (14);
C. E. Doopiy v. M. E. Mooia (15) ; Jamal Bros. v.
ChiP Molt (16) ; Hajee Tar Mahomed v. Zuiaikha
Bai (17); Abo'Watlz v. Abowath (18); Ar/una 1yer
v. Official Assignee, Rangoon (19).
The leading case in this High Court is P.K.P. V.E~
Chida11'lbaram Chettrar v. N.A.· Chettyar Finn (20).
Ormiston J. purported to follow Tuljararn, but

'-----'
In're

(1) 9 Born. H.C.R. 398.
l.L.R. 47 Born. 724.
(3) I.L.R. 56 Born. 237.
(4) IL.R. 56 Born. 268.
(5) I.L.R. 57 Born. 364,
(6) I.L.R. 11 All. 375.
(7) I.L.R 45 All. 66.
, (8) LL.R. 55 All. 326.
(9) LL.R. 2 Ran. 469.
(10) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 255.
(2)

(11) I.L.R 3 Ran. 293.
(12) IL.R. 3 Ran, 307.
(13) LL.R 3 Ran. 605.
(14) I.L.R 4 Han. 20.
OS) I.L.R 5 Han. 263.
(16) LL.R. 5 Ran: 381.
(17) I.L.R. 5 Rail. 782.
(18) LL.R. 6 Ran. 25.
(J 9) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 363.
(20) LL.R. 6 Ran. 703.
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the test laid down is rather difficult to ascertain.
Later decisions are Dawson v. Hormasji (l)-a
case under the Companies Act- V.R.M. Ra111a'f'l.
Chettyar v. Bank of Chettinad (2); Madan Gopal
Bagla v.· S.P.K.A.A.M. Firm (3); A.S. Chettia.1'
Finn v. V.T. Vet'rappa Chettiar (4).· Except for
the use of the word " order" to denote a decision,
the I~angoon High Court enunciates the correct
principle.
The correct test is that laid down by Couch
C.]. in the Orimtat Gas Coo's case. Subsequent
decisions made various inroads into that rule. A
judgment is prima facie a judgment .and not a
decree ; but in view of Se7Jak J eranchod's case it
must now be deemed to be synonymous with decree.
It does not include an order. Clause 13 refers to
judgments only and not to orders. Orders are only
appealable under the Code, and· this submission is
strengthened by the fact that whenever the Legis-·
lature thollghtfit to provide for appeals from orders
passed under special enactments it expressly did
so. Compare the Succession Act, the Companies
Act, the Insolvency Acts.

.

N. M. Cowasjee '(with him P. K. Basu) for the
appellants. The meaning of the term "judgment"
is not limited in the sense sought to be made out by
the respondent. TuljarmlZ (5) and Hudjee Ismail
(6) lay down the correct principle. Even in the
case. of the Oriental Gas Co. (7), on \\lhich the
respondent strongly relies, the appeal was from an
"order." The proceedings in that case were not in
the nature of a suit, but were initiated by a petition.
(1) I.L.R 10 Ran. 438.
(4) I.L.R. 13 Ran. 239.
(2) I.L.R. 11 Han: 194.
{5) I.L.R. 35 Mad. 1.
13) I.L.R. 12 Han. 087.
(6) 13 Ben. L.R. 91.
(7) 8 Ben. L.R. 433.

34
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Among judgments excepted from appeal to the
bJ re
. High Court under clause 13 are judgments made
DAYABHAI.
h
.
f appe11ae
t Juns
. 'd'ICt'IOn In
. respect
JIWANDAS
III t e exerCIse a
A.~:M.
of decrees and orders made in . the exercise of
MURUGAPPA appellate jurisdiction by Courts subject to the superinCHEITIAR. tendence of the High Court. ." Judgment " in clause.
13 does not mean" decree.';
The view most in Consonance with English law·
is to hold that all orders passed On· the original
side are appealable. Hadjee Ismail's case (1), if read
strictly, 'will support this contention.
.
The only case in which the Privy Council had
directly to consider the meaning of clause 15 (our c. 13)
of the Letters Patent ·is Hurrish Chunder Chowdhry
v. Kalisunderi Debi (2). It was there decided
that an order under s. 610 (corresponding to
O. 45, r. 15) of the Civil Procedure Code is a
judgment within the Letters Patent,although it was
not appealable as an order under the Code. It
was also pointed out by their Lordships that s. 588
of Act X of 1877 (corresponding to Order 43, r. 1)
which has the. effect of restricting certain appeals
does not apply where an appeal is from one of
the Judges of the High Court to the Full Court.
In other words appeals under the Letters Patent
are not restricted. by the Code.
There is abundant authority for. the proposition
that judgment includes order, and in the following
cases orders have been held to be appc(llable as
judgments within clause 15 (or 13) of the Letters
Patent. In the Goods of Il1dra Chandra Singh (3) ;
Mohendra Lall Allundo (4); showing that every
order passed in an independent proceeding would
(1) 13 Ben. L.R. 91.
(2) I.L.R. 9 Cal. 482.

(3) I.L.R.. 23 Cal. 580.
(4) I.L-R 25 Cal. Z36.
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be appealable. Toolse Money v. Sudevi (1) ; Budhu
Lal v. Chattu Gope; Campbell v. ] eshraj (2).
If the respondent's contention is correct then
orders passed in the exercise of insolvency jurisdiction will not be appealable under s. 8 (2) of
the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act, because such
orders will not be judgments within the Letters
Patent. Courts have never taken this narrow view.
Abdul Gaffor v. TIlt: Official Assignee (3) ; Levy
Bros. v. Subodh Kumar (4)-a case under s. 202
of the Companies Act.
(PAGE, C.J.
" judgment "?]

What is your definition of the term

Judgment means any decision arrived at by a
Judge which in any way determines some right or
liability of the parties. It may be in a suit or
independent ploceeding.
[PAGE, C.J. The definition will include an order
refusing leave to a party to put a particular question, or to grant an adjournment.] .
It may be so. But the Court should not in
considering whether an order would be appealable
take into account what reception the appeal will have
in the hands of the appellate Court. The decision
in Oriwtal Gas Co. went wrong in failing to keep
this distinction in mind. The mere fact that an appeal
is futile does not mean that an appeal is incompetent.
If this definition goes too far a workable definition is contained in Tuljaram's case. The High
Courts of Bombay, Lahore and Rangoon have
followed Tuljaram.
Clause 13 of the Letters Patent itself uses the
word " order " in the exception clause, indicating
(1) l.L.R. 26 CaL 361.
(2) I.L.R. 45 Cal. 502.

(3) l.L.R. 3 Ran. 605.
(4) 31 C.W.N. 894.
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-that judgments normally include orders; and there
is abundant authority for the statement that orders
not appealable under the Code are appealable under
the Letters Patent.
[PAGE, C.]. Most of the cases prior to Tuljanl1nproceeded on the footing that it was hard to deny
the appellant a right of appeal in -particular cases.
Later decisions c-ontented themselves \vith construing
what Sir. Arnold White~s -definition meant rather
than eonstruing the term" judgment II as used in the
Letters Patent.
The basis of your first argument is DeSouza v.
Coles (1). Does any other decision follow it?]
Yes. In Jlf/all v Howard (2) "judgment II as
used in the Letters Patent was held not to be restricted
to the definition of that term in the Code and
was wide enough to include orders. See also Srzdiq
Ali v. Anwar Ali (3).
If the first submission 'goes too far, the Court
should adopt the _principle enunciated in Tuljaram.
The Calcutta High Court seems to have veered
round to this vie\v, abandoning the test laid down
by' Couch C.]. [Lea Bellin v. Upcndra Mohon (4)].
Sir Arnold White, when he uses the words" whatever may be the nature of the application" meant
to_include all kinds of applications. Proceedings in Courts are initiated either by a plaint or by a
petition, and the present case is covered by that
definition. The suits which have been transferred
to this Court have terminated so jar as the Courts
before which they were pending were concerned.
The appellants have lost a valuable right in that
they have been de prived of their right to choose
(1) 3 Born. H.C.R. 38f.
(2) I.L.R. 17 All. 438, 44.

(3) l.L.R. 45 All. 66.
(4)39 C.W.N. 155, 158.
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their own forum. See Civil Misc. App. No. 62
of 1951 of this Court. The order as made in this
case has the effect of giving jurisdiction to a Court
which it otherwise would not have [Hadjec Ismail
v. Radjce Mahomed (1); Vaghiji v. Camaji (2)].
In Krishna ReddY v. Thanikachala Mudali (3) a
similar order of transfer was held to be appealable
as a judgment.
Nat'asa Reddi v. Hajee Tar
Mohammad (4) illustrates the converse case, and
is not contrary to Krishna Rt'ddy's case. See also
Pahlad Rai v. Shiv Ram (5).
[PAGE, C.J. Suppose a Court holds that it has
jurisdiction to decide a suit, would that be appealable
as a judgment ?]
.Yes. It decides one of the cardinal issues in the
suit. The same point was raised in Sooniram ] eetmull v. R. D. Tata & Co., Ltd. (6) but was overruled
by the High Court. This case went up to their Lordships of the Privy Council who must be deemed to'
have impliedly held that an appeal in the circumstances was competent.
Ex parte Chinel:V and Onslow v. The Commissioners
of Inland RC7;cnue were decisions under the Bankruptcy and the Judicature Acts, and were concerned
with the meaning of the term" judgment" as used
in special enactments. They have no application
to this case. The Judicature Act itself used the
terms
judgments" and" orders" separately, and it
is obvious that judgments did not include orders.
Moreover these cases are not now applicable in
view of the amendment of clause 13 in 1928. See
Brajagvpal v. A11zar Chandra (7).
I(

(I) 13 Ben. L.R. 91.

(4) I.L.R. 51 Mad. 330.
(2) LL.R. 29 Bom. 249, Z53.
(5) I.L.R. S Lah. 681.
(3) I.L.R 47 Mad. 136.
(6) I.L.R. 5 Ran. 451.
(7) I.L.R. 56 Cal. 135.
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. The decision in Sevak J eranchod' s case (1) was
not under clause 13 of the Letters Patent, and this
IS explained in Shibba Mal v. RupNarain (2) and
Sital Dil1V. Anant Ram (3).
Clark in reply. Sabil1'i v. Savi explains the application of the Code and the Letters Patent respectively~
·Clause 15 intended to preserve the right of appeal
from judgments on the. . original side.' When
Lord . Sumner says that judgment means only
decree he realizes that appeals from orders are
specially provided for in the Code itself. In addition .
there are various other Acts which give a right of
appeal from orders. Such Acts generally say that
orders passed thereunder shall· have the effect of
decrees. See for instance s. 56 of the AdministratorGenerals Act; and s. 48 of the Specific Relief Act..

PAGE, C.J.-What is the meaning of "judgment"
in the Letters Patent of the Indian High Courts?
. That is a question over which controversy has
It is still
raged in India for nearly 70 years.
unsettled.
Clause 13 of the Leiters Patent of the Rangoon
High Court runs as follows :
13. And We do further ordain that an appeal shall lie to
.
the High Court .of Judicature at Rangoo11,
Appeal to the High f
h' d
.. (
b'
.
Court from Judges of
rom t e JU gment not emg a Judgment
the Court.
made in the exercise of appellate jurisdiction
in respect of a decree or order made in the
exercise of appellate jurisdiction by a Court subject to the superintendence of the said High Court, and not being ·an order made in
the exercise of revisional jurisdiction, and not being a sentence
or order passed or made in the exercise of the power of superintendence under the provisions of section 107 of the Government
of India Act, or in the. exercise of criminal jurisdiction) of one
II

(1)

30 C.W N. 459.

(2) I.L.R. 10 Lab. 132.

(3) I.~.R. 55 All. 326.
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Judge of the said High Court or one Judge of any Division Court,
pursuant to section 108 of the Government of India Act, and that
notwithstanding anything hereinbefore provided an appeal shall
lie to the said High Court from· a judgment of one Judge of the
said High Court or one Judge of any Division Court, pursuant to
section 108 of the Government of India Act made in the exercise
of appellate jurisdiction in respect of a decree or order made in
the exercise of appellate jurisdiction by a Court, subject to the
superintendence of the said High Court, where the Judge who
passed the judgment decbres that the case is a fit one for. appeal;
but that the right of appeal from other judgments of Judges of the
said High Court or of such Division Court shall be to Us, Our
Heirs or Successors in Our or Their Privy Council, as hereinafter
provided."

The corresponding clause in the Letters Patent
of the other High Courts is in the same terms.
The question propounded for determination by
the Special Bench is ;
" Whether an order of the High Court transferring a suit
from a subordinate Court to the High Court is a (judgment'
within clause 13 of the Letters Patent ?"

On the 3rd May 1934 Sen J., sitting on the
Original Side of the Court, ordered that certain suits
which had been filed respectively against the respondent in the Assistant District Court and the Subdivisional Court of Mandalay and in the District
Court of Prome should be transferred for trial to
the High Court at Rangoon.
From the order of Sen J. the present appeal
has been brought, and if the order transferring the
suits to the Bigh Court is a (( judgment" within
clause 13 of the Letters Patent the appeal lies ; secus
it does not. Thus, in the present case the wider
question is simply and neatly raised.
In our opinion the· meaning of the term
" judgment" in the Letters Patent is plain, and
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the answer to be given· to the question referred
.presents no difficulty.
.
Now, the word I' judgment" is not always used in
the same sense. It depends on the collocation in
which it is found. For . .instance, it is sometimes
synonymous with "trial," as in." the Last Judgment j "
or "a Daniel c'ome to judgment" Or it may mean
"the statement given by the Judge of the grounds
of a decree or order,'" which· is the meaning that
it is· deemed to bear in section". 2 (9). of the Civil
Procedure Code of 1908. Bi..1t it must be remembered
that the terms of the Letters Patent of the High
Courts in India were settled in England. and for
an English lawyer in 1862 I' judgment" had a distinct
and special meaning. In Ex parte Chinery (1)
Cotton L.J. observed that
'I in legal langu3.ge, and in Acts of Parliament, as wen as with
regard to the rights of the parties, there is a well-l{nown
distinction between a ~ judgment' and an 'ordeL' No doubt
the Orders under the Judicature Act provide that every order
may be enforced in the same manner as a judgment, but still
judgments and orders are kept entirely distinct. It is not
said that the word I judgment' shall in other Acts of
Parliament include an 'order.
I think we ought to give to
the words • final judgment in this sub-section their strict and
proper meaning, i.e., a judgment obtained in an action by
whkh a previously existing liability of the defendant to the
plaintiff is ascertained or established:"
I

I

In Onslow v. Commissioners of Inland Revenue (2)
Esher M.R. after citing the above passage in the
judgment of Cotton L.J. in Ex' parte Chinery (1),
pointed out that
"in the same case Bowen L.}. says that there is an
inherent distinction between judgments and orders, and that
(1) 12 Q.E.D. 342 at f.. p. 345.

(2) 25 Q.E.D. %5.
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the words . final judgment' have a professional meaning j by
which expression I think he me::mt to say, as Cotton L.J.
hacT previously said, that a 'judgment' is a decision obtained
in an action j and if that was his meaning, both those
learned Lords Justices gave judgment to the same effect,
and Fry L.J. agreed with them. A 'judgment,' therefore,
is a decision obtained in an action, and every other decision
is an order."

Lindley L.J. added that a (, decree" of the Court
of Chancery
"IS, of course, the equivalent term to a 'judgment' in the
Queen's Bench Division.;'

[See also 1 & 2 Vic., c. 110, s. 18; 27 &28
Vic., c. 112; 36 & 37 Vic., c. 66, s. 100; 15 & 16
Geo. V, c. 4Y, s~ 225.J
In Ex pm·te Moore (1) Cotton L.J. reiterated
and emphasized the view that he had expressed
in Ex parte Chinery (2). His Lordship observed
that
"I should say no more, but for the fact that the decision
of the learned registrar seems to have been founded upon
a misapprehension of some e~pressions used in my judgment
in Ex parte Chinery· (2). In order to decide whether· a
.garnishee order was a final judgment we had to consider
what was the meaning of the expression 'final judgment.'
It is a judgment in an action between p:lrties brought to
establish some right of the plaintiff against the defendant.
In giving judgment in that case I made use of these
words (1): 'I think we ought to give the words' final
judgment' in this sub-section their strict and proper
meaning, i.e., a judgment obtained in an action by which a
previously existing liability of the defendant to the plaintiff
is ascertained or established-unless there is something to
shew an intention to use the words in a more extended
sense.' If a defendant has committed a tort, there is a
previously existing liability on his part to the plaintiff."
(1) 14 Q.B.D. 627.

(2j 12 Q.B.D. 3tZ.
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The dictum
Moore (1) that

of

Se1borne

L.C.

in

Ex parte

~'to

constitute an order a final judgment nothing. more is.
necessary than that there should be a proper litis c01lllstaNo,
and a final adjudication between the parties to it on the merits"

was explained by' Esher M.R. in' In re Riddell.
Ex parte Earl of Strathnion (2). His Lordship
~tated that he thought LordSelhorne was
C'to some extent criticizing the use of the words' pre-existing
liability,' and saying that instead of them' he would prefer
to put 'a pre-existing litis contestatio,' that is~ as I understand
him, one by which the question whether there was a preexisting right of the plaintiff against the defendant is
ascertained. The decision may be either that there was, or
that there was not, such a pre-existing right, but in either
case the question whether there was such a right will
become an ascertained and adjudged matter."

In that case Fry L.J. pointed out that
"nothing can be a final judgment by which there is not a
final and conclusive adjudication between the parties of the
matters in controversy in the action j "

and Lopes L.J. added that
"a 'final Judgment' is a final adjudication of the matters m
contest in the action betwec::n the parties to the acNon."

Of course, in the popular sense of the word
" order" every "judgment" connotes that an order
has been passed, but it does not follow, and in
my opinion it would be incorrect to affirm, that
every " order" is a "judgment," giving to the
words the special meaning which lawyers would
understand them to bear.
(1) 14 Q.B.D. 627.

(2) 20 Q.B.D. 512.
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I am of opinion that in the Letters Patent of
the High Courts the word" judgment" means and
is a de~ree in a suit by which the rights of the
parties at issue in the suit are determined.
The term II suit" in the Letters Patent includes
suits instituted by a plaint or by an originating
summons in the manner prescribed under the
Rules of the Court {see section 26 of the Code of Civil
Procedure; High Court Rules and Orders, Part II,
Ch. I,Ru]es 171 to 196; Provas Chandra Sinha
v. Ashutosh Mukhelji (1); In reO Fawsitt. Galland
v. Burton (2); In re Marchant (3); Johnson v.
Refuge Assurance Company, Limited (4); The King
v. Tiflestminister Assessment Committee, The King v.
Islington Assessment Committee (5)J.
.A final judgment is a decree in a suit by
which all the matters at issue therein are decided.
A preliminary or interlocutory judgment is a decree
in a suit by which the right to the relief claimed
in the suit is dedded, but under which further
proceedings are necessary before the suit in its
entirety can be determin~d.
All other decisions are (( orders", and are not
" judgments" under the Letters Patent, or appealable
as such.
In considering the meaning and effect of the
term (( judgment" it is not, I think, without significance that under the first Letters Patent of 1862
it was provided in clause 37 that
"save as hereinbefore
proceedings in civil
party and party shall
Procedure, (Act VIII

in this clause otherwise provided the
suits of every jurisdiction between
be regulated by the Code of Civil
of 1859), and by such further or other

(I) (1929) I.L.R. 56 Cal. 979.
(3) (1908) 1 K.B. 998.
(2) 30 C.D. 231.
(4) (1913) 1 KB. 259.
(5) (1917) 2 K.B. 215.
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enactments of the Governor General in Council in relation
to' Civil Procedure as are now in force."

And Bayley

J.

observed
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the word & judgment' in the Code is, in section 183 and the
following sections, used to denote the decision which the
Court is to pronounce after . the exhibits ha,,:e been verused
and the parties he3.rd in person or 1:>Y their respective pleaders.
Appeals from orders are regulatec~:by seetions36,3 to 366 of
the Code, the first of which ena"Cts that 'no 'appeal shall 'lie
from an order passed in the ~ourse of .a 'suit and relatin~
thereto prior to decree.' That provision' must of course be,
read in connection with and as subordinate to 'other
sections of the Code in which appeals aree:xpressly given from
orders
Bearing these provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure
Act in view, I think that it was not intended that the \vord
, judgment 'in clause 14 of the first and clause 15 of the
amended Letters Patent should have the extended meaning
which the Judges of the High Court at Madras in DeSouza'
v. Coles (1) have ascribed to it. If it had been deemed
expedient to give an appeal 'from an order of a Judge 'in
ohambers the word & order', or some words to override the
provisions of section 363 of the Code fhat I 110 appeal shall lie
from an order passed in the cou;'se of a wit and relating
thereto prior to decree', would, I think, have been inserted
in clause 14 of the first and clause 15 of the amended
Letters Patent."
II

[Sonbai 7.vidow of Faull Habib/wi v. Alnuedbhai
Habibhai (2)J.
'
Moreover, the view that \vetake of the meaning
and yffect of the. term 'I judgment" in the Letters
Patent is. in consonance with the opinion that
has been expressed by the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council on no less than three occasions;
and, I apprehend, it is not open to the Courts in
India to construe the term (( j~dgmel1t" as used in
the Letters Patent in any other sense.
(1) 3 Mad. H.C.R. 384.

(2) 9 Bom. H.C. Rep. 398, 4-10.
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In Sevak ] eranchod Bhogilal and others v. The

Dakore Temple Committee and others (1) Sir John
Edge, delivering the judgment of the Board,
categorically laid down that
the term ' judgment' in the Letters Patent of the High
Court means, in civil cases, a decree and not a judgment
in the ordinary sense. "
II

In Tata I ron and Steel Company, Limited v. Chief
Revenue rluthority of Botnbay (2) a Board of
the Judicial Committee, consisting of
Lords
Dunedin, Atkinson and vVrenbury, had already
placed the same construction upon the term" judgment"
as used in the Letters Patent of the High Courts. In
that case, for the purpose of deciding whether the
appeal was competent or not, it was necessary for
their Lordships to dl, termine whether the order under
review was a "final judgment decree or order" within clause 39 of the Letters Patent of the Bombay
High Court. , Lord Atkinson, in the course of deliv.ering the opinion of the Board, referred in extenso
to Ex parte Moore (3); Onslow v. Commissioners of
111land Revenue (4); and Ex parteChinery (5), and,
after citing the' passage from Cotton L.J.'s judgment
in Ex parte Chine?"y (5) to which reference has been
made, his Lordship observed that
., this decision clearly establishes that the decision and an
order made by the Court under section Sl of the Incometax Act cannot be held to be a • final judgment' \vithin the
meaning of clause 39 of the Letters Patent, since there is nothing
to show an intention in the year 1862 to use those words in
a sense more extended than their legal sense."

Again, in SabifJ'i Thakurain v. Savi (6) ; in which
case the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
held that the Code of Civil Procedure applied to the
(1) 30 C.W.N. 459.
(2) (1928) I.L R. 47 Born. 724.
(3) 14 Q.B.D. 627.

(4) 25 Q.E.D. 465.
(5) 12Q.B.D. 342.
(6) (1921) I.L.R. 48 Cal. 481.
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High' Courts except' as otherwise therein provided,
Lord Sumher pointed out that
u

.

,

. .

'.

.

.

". the orders and rules made under the Code are, by section 121j
A.M.M,
giV'enthe same effect as if they had b,een enacted in the Cod~t
MURUGAPPA
CHEl'1'IAR. mid therefore Order XLI rule 10 IS one of the provisions .of
the Code. It applies to appe:ils in the High Court, including the ,
PAGE, C,J,
present appeai" unless 'any parti~ulal; sediCm of the Act can
be found to exclude it. Section 104 (J) is the section relied ori:
for this purpose. It prescrIbes what ol;clers shall b~ appealable ,
and' enumerates them, and among the orders' eilUmerated there'
is not included such an order as that made by Choudhtiri J.
Out of the operation of section 104. there' are, how~\'er,
expressly excepted matters,' which are otherwise expressly
provided for in the body of the Code.' ,'In order to ~ppredate
the full effect of se.etion 104 it should be cOmpared with :the
corresponding section of the Act of 1882, section 588" The,
.earlier section enacted that appeals should lie in certain Cases.
which it enumerated, I and from no other such orders.' This.
raised the question neatly, whether an appeal, expressly given
by section 15 of the Letters Patent and 'not expressly referred
to in section, 588 of the Code of 1882, could be taken away
. by the ~p.nera:1 w"rds of section 588 I and from no other such
orders.' The change in the wording of section 104 of the
Act of 1908 is significant. for it runs, I and, save as otherwise
expressly provided
. . by any law for the 'time being
in {oi-ee, from no other orders.,' Section 15 of the Letters
Patent is such a law, and what it expressly provides, namely,
an appeal to the High Court's appellate jurisdiction from a
decree of the High Court in its original ordinary jurisdiction,
is thereby saved;' Thus regulations duly made by O~'ders and
Rules under the Code of CivU Procedure, 1908, are applicable
to the jurisdictiGnexercisable under the Letters Patent, except
that they do not restrict the express Letters Patent appeal."
'11.

,

It appears, therefore, that the Judicial Committee
in three cases have expressly and plainly laid down
that the term (( judgment" in the Letters Patent of the
High Courts means 'I decree" and not Ie order", in the
strict legal sense in· which those terms are understood
and defined.
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But if only "decrees" are appealable under clause
13 of tlie Letters Patent what " orders" are appealable,
and in \-vhat circumstances does an appeal from an
" order" lie?
No"\,, an appeal is the creature of statute, for
" an appeal do es not exist in the nature of things.

A right

·0£ appeal "from any decision of any tribunal must be given by
express enactment"

[Sandbank Charity Trustees v. North· Stajjordshire·
Raiiway Co. (1) ; Rangoon Botataung Company, Ltd.~
v. ·The Collector, Rangoon (2)].
In many statutes in India, of course, a right of
appeal from an order passed pursuant to the statute is.
expressly provided, and in such .cases an appeal will
lie on the terms and conditions therein prescribed.
I \viII not pause to enumerate or discuss these enactments; although many such statutes were cited at the
Bar. But, except where otherwise a right of appeal
ad hoc is given uilder some statute or enactment
having the force of a statute, the right of appeal from
orders that do not amount to " judgments" is regulated
by the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure;
(see section 104 and Order 43, Rule 1).
It lollcws that, if the view which. we take of the
construction of the term "judgment" in the Letters
Patent is accepted and adopted, the problem under
consideration is solved, for a ready test is provided
for determining what decrees or orders are appealable;
and if it is considered that any order in a proceeding
to which the Code applies ought to be subject to
appeal, and the order is not made appealable under
the Code or any other enactment, by a simple
amendment such an order could be brought within
(1) 3 Q.B.D. 1.

(2) (1913) LL.R. 40 C"I. 21.
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the ambit of those provisions in the Code under which
it is enacted that an· appeal shall lie £rem the orders
DAYABHAI
therein referred to.
]IWANDAS
v.
Now, the construction which, in our opinion, is
A.M.M.
MURUGAPPA to be
placed upon the term "judgment" in ~he
CHErfIAR.
Letters Patent is so simple, plain, and efficacious that
PAGE, C.J.
it is difficult to understand why it has not hitherto
found favour with any other High Court in India.
But, as our view of the meaning and effect of the
term "judgment" differs from that which is held
by any other High Court, and in our opinion the High
Courts in India are not at liberty, having regard to
the decisions of the Judicial Committee, to construe
the word "judgment" in any other sense, it would
I think be a work of supererogation to analyse the
numerous decisions upon this question. Their name
is legion, and we are told that nearly 200 cases were
cited at the Bar during the hearing of the reference.
In the circurristances the effect of discussing these
decisio~s in detail \vould, I apprehend, be merely
to lengthen the judgment, and to shorten t.he patience
of those who peruse it.
Nevertheless, it would be not unreasonable to
ask why it is that what we regard as the manifest
construction of the term "judgment" has not commended itself to the other High Courts. If I may
venture to suggest ananswer,-and I must be taken
to speak with diffidence and great respect for those
Judges who have construed the w()rd "judgment .,
in a different sense,-the reason appears to me to be
twofold. In the first place, th~ main authorities-on
the meaning of the word" judgment" in the Letters
Patent are the judgment of Sir Richard Couch C.J.
.delivered in 1872 in The Justices of the Peace for
Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas COl1'lpany (1), and the
In re

(1) (1872) 8 Ben. L.R. 433.
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judgment of Sir Arnold \iVhite C.}. in 1910 in Tuljaram
Ro'w v. Alagappa Clte/tiar (1); and upon one or
other of these authorities hang, or purport to hang,
all the law and the other decisions upon the subject.
What Couch C.}. meant by "determining some right
of liability", what \Vhite C.}. understood by" suit or
'proceeding " have been canvassed over and over
again in the various and often inconsistent judgments
U1athave been delivered on the question under
consideration, but it seldom, if ever, has happened
that an independent inquiry has been set on foot as to
the true construction of the Letters Patent. In this
way, I apprehend, the view that we take of the
meaning of (( judgment" has been overlooked. And
yet for the purpose in hand what is important is, not
what Sir Richard Couch meant or what Sir Arnold
White meant, but wbat tbe word" judgment" means
as used in the Letters Patent. Let me take two
illustrations. The Calcutta High Court has always
. given lipservice to the construction that was put upon
the term "judgment" by Couch C.J. in The Justices
.of the Peace for Caicutra. v. The Oriental Gas Cmnpany
(2), but it almost invariably has refused in practice
to £o11O\.v it upon the ground that the definition of
• (.
-l
t'"
. ";Jlwgmen
. 111"tl1a t case (( .IS 110 t ex11al1shve
indeed, Sir l~icharcl Coucb bimself departed from it
two years later in Hadjee ISi/lail Hadjee Hubbeeb v.
Radjce Mahomed Hadjce ]oosub (3).
At last) in
Lea Badi-u v. Upelldrct Mohan Roy Cltaudlutly and
others (4), Mukerji J. was constrained to say that
"to remove the incongruity which appears in the clecisicns
of this COlll~t, and to lay down some definite rule by whith
"orders might be tested when it has to be determined whether
or not they are ' judgments' within the mea!!ini~ of the clause,

--------------------------Il) (19:0) I.L.R 35 Mad. 1.
(2) (1872) 8 Dell. L.R 433.
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(3) 13 D:::Il. L.R. 91.
(4) 39 C.W.N. 155.
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this Court will some day have to abandon its fond adherence
to the antiquated definition of Couch C.}., and boldly acknowledge
its allegiance to the tests laid dO'l,vnby White C.J."
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Again, in the Lahore High Court Sir- Shadi Lal C.l,
in 1922 in Rutdu Singhv. Sanwal Singh (1 ),p"ur;.
porting to follow Sir Arnold White's definition of
" judgment" in Tuljamm Ro'w v. Alagappa Chetlia1'
(2), held that
"applications for transfer.
. are clearly those on which
an adjudication cannot be regarded as a judgment."

On the other hand, in 1927 the saine learned Chief
Justice in Pahlad Rai v. Shiv Ram and others (3),
founding in that case also upon Sir Arnold White's
definition of " judgment ", held that an OTder refusing
to traIlsfer a case was. not a "judgment" on the
ground that
"it is true that an order directing a transfel- puts an end to the
case so far as the COl.1rt dealing with it is concerned, but the
same thing cannot be said with respect to an oreler declining to
transfer a case."

Surely, the judgment of Sir Arnold White in TuljaRow v. Alagappa Chelfiar (2) cannot be relied
on in support of both these diverse propositions.
But apparently SirShadi Lal C.J., and it may be
other learned Judges, think that it can. Hinc illae
lacrirnae.
With all due deference, however, it appears to
me that the definition of "judgment" given by
Sir R. Couch in The Justices of lhe Peace jor Calcutta
v. The Oriental Gas COlnpany (4) is too obscure to
be of much value, the words 'I by determining some

.. ra:nl

(1) (i922) I.L.R 3 Lab. 188.
(2) (1910) I.L.R. 35 Mad. 1.

(3) (1927) I.L.R. 8 Lah. 683.

14) 11872) il Ben. I,.R. 433.
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right or liability" of necessity provoking criticism'
and inviting trouble. The judgment of Sir Arnold
\Vhite in Tuljaram Row v Alagappa Chettim' (1)which appears to me, if I may say so, to consist of
at least two inconsistent propositions-, has also in
many cases been placed in a crucible, and subjected
to a process of refinement. The result has been that
Sir Arnold White's judgment has not infrequently
been interpreted in so elastic a sense that Courts
purporting to follow it have felt at liberty to treat as
appealable any orders which the
Courts. considered
.
. ought to be made subject to appeal. Indeed, at the
hearing of the present appeal Mr. Cowasjee, leading
counsel for the appellants, relied upon Sir Arnold
\Vhite's judgment and contended that the term
" judgment" meant or induded (, any decision which
determines any right between the parties raised in
any suit or in any application"; and he urged that
in every application the decision of the Court must
determine some right, at any rate "the alleged right
of the applicant to the relief to obtain which he had
made the application."
. The second reason whyfhe' High Courts in India
have not hitherto adopted the construction of the
term "judgment" \vhich this Court regards as
correct appears to be that the High Courts-in some
cases relying on The Justices of the Peace for Calcutta
v. T[it Oriental Gas Company (2) or on Tuljaranz
R07.lJ"y. Alap,appa Cllettiar (1), and in others without
.reference to the authorities-have from .time to time
l1ekl that in each case the Court must decide whether
the particular order under consideration is appealable
or not according to the view that the Court takes of
the effect of the order as mad~. For instance,
(1) (1910) I.L.R 35 M;lcL 1.

(2) 11872j 8 DCll. LX 4330
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(1) SandersonC.J.

" Now, there have been numerous cases dealing with this point,
and I think I am ri~ht in saying that the definition given by the
learned Chief Justice has· never been regarded as absolutely
exhaustive, and whenever this point is taken the Court has to
make up its mind whether the particular order in question is a
judgment within the meaning of clause 15, having regard to the
nature of the order."

Again, in Goverdhanlalji v. Chandra Prabhavati (2)
Macleod ·C.}., stated that
" whether a decision is a judgment or not is a question which very
often arises, and I have no desire myself to add to the literature
which has accumulated thereon. The judgment of The Justices of
the Peace for Calcutta v. The Oriental Gas Company (3) is always
referred to. But the attempt made therein to define judgment
does not seem to have prevented in each case in which the
question has arisen lengthy arguments heing brought forward
to show whether the particular decision before the Court was a
judgment or not. After considering very carefully what was set
forward as a definition of • judgment' ill that case, I prefer
myself to consider each decision as it comes before me, and to
form my own opinion whether it is a judgment or not for the
purpose of lieciding whethel' an appeal lies."

I feel bound to ask, with all due deference, what
justification can there be for adopting such a course?
}f all that these observations mean is that in every
case the Court must have regard to the form of the
.order in question it was not perhaps worth while to
make them, and in any case they carry the matter
no further.
But if these learned Chief }ustices intended to
hold that in every case the Court is at liberty to
determine ex cathedrli whether an "order" is a
(( judgment" within clause 13 merely upon the terms of
(1) (1917) I.L.R. 44 Cal. 804.
(2) 27 Born. L.R. 1496.
(3) (1872) 8 Ben. L.R. 433.
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the particular order under consideration, and without
attributing any definite meaning to the word" judgment "in the Letters Patent, with all respect so to hold
must necessarily lead to uncertainty and make
" confusion worse confounded." There is much more,
I .think, in explanation or criticism of the authorities
that might usefully be said, but I am anxious not
to overload this judgment, and I must resist the
temptation to dilate further upon them.
It cannot be pretended, and I do not understand
it to be contended-if the view that. we take of the
true' construction of the term "judgment" in the
Letters Patent is correct-that an order transferring a
suit from a subordinate Court to the High Court
falls within the ambit of the term 'I judgment" in
clause 13 of the Letters Patent. I am firmly of
opinion that it does not.
Before leaving the case we think it well to point
out that the High Court has jurisdiction to make
an order of transfer under section 24 of the Code
of Civil Procedure [sections 117, 120, 129 iSabitri
Thaluwain v. Savi (1)], and, not being a "judgment",
neither. under the Code nor under any other I' express
enactment" is an order of transfer· made under
section 24 subject to appeal.
The earlier decisions of this Court must now be
read in the light of this judgment, and in so fa~ as
they are inconsistent with it they must be treated as
overruled.
I would answer the question propounded in the
negative.
We assess the costs at Rs. 340 to abide the result
of the appeal
BAGULEY, J.-I agree.
(1) (1921) LL.R.4!S Cal. 481.
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J.-1 agree.

MOSELY, J.-I agree and have nothing to add.
BA U, J.-I concur.
DUNKLEY, J.-I concur in the judgment of my
Lord the Chief Justice, and have nothing to add.
MYA Bu, J.-I am in complete agreement. with
my Lord the Chief Justice in the construction of the
term "judgment " in clause 13. of the Letters Patent
of this High Couit, and consequently in answering
the questionpropoundecl in the negative. All. that
I desire to add is that the contrary view arrived at
by my learned brother Sen and myself in Ci viI
Miscellaneous Appeal No. 62 of 1931 was the result
of the application to the question arising therein of
the test enunciated by Sir Arnold White C.J. in the
Full Bench case of the Madras High Court in
'Tuljaram Row v. M.K.R. Alagappa Chettiar (1)
which was upheld by a Full Bench of this Court in
P.K.P. V.E. Chidambaram Chettyar v. N.A. Chettyar
Fi1'm (2). Since my learned brother Sen and I
merely constituted a Division Bench we were bound
by the ruling of the Full Bench in Chidamvaram
Chettyar's case, and it' was not open to us to deviate
from that fuling in considering our judgment on the
point which was before us in Civil Miscellaneous
Appeal No. 62 of 1931.

(1) (1910) I.L.R. 35 Mad. 1.

(2) (1928) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 703.
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LETTERS PATENT APPEAL.
Before Sir Arthur Page, [(t., Chief J1Istice, alld Mt'. Justice Mya Bu.

MA HNIN ZAN

AND OTHERS

1935

7)~

MA MYAING

July 19.

AND OTHERS.*'

Burmese WS("liIary law-Sf::p-parml's paJ;in /ro;el"ty- Step-pa'rettt's OWtl
chi1dn:il'SIIr'i;I~Jillg pat'ent-Alet childrc1I of Ihf. scco1ld wife-Claim of
atet childn;ti 10 pa)~n pt'operty of stcp-parcut-M;LlH!gye Dhammatl~at and
mOde1"1l C1ls!011lat·y law.

According to Burmese customary law in a case ill which a slep-parent dies
with children of hi.s OWll surviving him the atel children of his second wife are
not entitled to share in the payill of the step-parent.
Pmarriec] Y, lhe children of that marriage being the appellants. After Y's
death I'married T, a widow with children who are the respondents. T predeceased I', there being 110 issue of the inarriage. I' brought to his second
marriage wiib T poyiu pwperty and also acquired property after T's d~ath.
T brought 110 payin property to her marriage with P, and no inherited 1ettetpwa
or IlI/opazo//. were acquired during the marriage of I' and T. On the death of
I' the children of T claimed a share in 1"s property.
Hi:ld, that the childre~ of T were not entitled to any share in
l' or in the property acquired by him after their mother's death.

the

payillof"
.

M"a' Nyeitt v. Ma Than Gallug, 3 U. RR. 237; Maullg Po Auug v. Maullg .Kha,
I.. L.R. 6 l'an. 427'; Sail Pc v. Ma Shwc Zin, 9 L.B.I<. 176-rejcrred to.

Authority of th~ Manugye and the effect of changes in custom discussed.
ltfa Htlitl Bwin v. U Sltwe Gou, 8L.B.R. 1; Ma In Thatl y. Mallllg Saw H1a,
S.I.L.B. l03-rcjcrrcd to.

EUlloose for the appellants. May Oung's Leading
Cases, pp. 288-281), and the judgment of Carr J.
in Mmmg Po Aung v. Maullg Kha (1) are against
the respondents. A step-child does not inherit as
against the natural children. San Pe v. Ma Shwe
Zil1 (2) also supports this contention.
IJfanugye, Book X, 9, relied '.Ipon by Dunkley J.
111 his judgment, has no application to this case·
In the case provided for by that section there ~'as a
., Leiters Patc!Jt Appeal No.2 of 1934 from the judgment of this Court
ill Civil Second Appeal No. 31 of 1934· from the judgment of the District Judge
of Amherst in Civil Appc;J.l No. 81 of 1933.
i1) LL.R (, Han. 427.
(2j 9 L.B.R 176, 17J.
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child of the subsequent union who acted as the
connecting link between the two sets of atd
children.
Here we have only· two sets of aiet
children.
Attasanklzepa, 220, is not in favour of the respondents. Section 245 of Kinwun Mingyi's Digest;
Vol. I, excludes pubbaka children.
E Maun!!, for the respondents. Manugye, Book X,
9, is clear and unambiguous. If a pubb,o.ko. child
can inherit even in the presence of two other sets
of children, one pubbo.ko. and .the other by the
cornman parent, he certail)ly must inh~rit when he
has to compete with only one set. Carr J. in
Maullg Po Aung's case does not hold that pubbako.
children are not heirs. In fact the decision of the
Full Bench in that case is to the contrary. Step-:-·
. children's rights are superior to tlwse of collaterals.
C.T.P. V. Chelly Firm v. Mo.ung Tho. Hlaing(1)
and Maung Po Aung's case at p. 429.. Atto.sanldtepa,
paragraph 222, makes all the estate divisible amongst
puhbo.ko. children. Manugye, Book X, 7. also SUDDorts
the respondents.

PAGE, C.J.-This is a suit for the administration
of the estate of U Pya, a Burmese Buddhist. who
died in November 1932.
The facts are not in dispute, but the case involves
the determination of a point of Burmese customary
law which is of some importance.
U Pya married Ma Yaung, and the children of
that marriage are the present appellants and the
defendants in the suit. After Ma Yaung's death U Pya
married Ma Tut. Ma Tut had also been married
before, her former husband being U Ya, and· by
(1) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 322, 348.
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him she had children who are the respondents and
the plaintiffs in the suit. There was no issue of
the maniage between U Pya and Ma Tut, and Ma
Tut predeceased U Pya. The schedule to the plaint
'contained five items of property, four of which represented the payin property that U Pya brought to
his second marriage with Ma Tut, the fifth item being
property acquired by U Pya after Ma Tut's death.
Ma Tut brought no payin property to her marriage
with U Pya, and no inherited Idtetpwa or hnapazon
were acquired during the maniage of U Pya and
Ma Tut.
The question that falls for decision is whether
the children of Ma Tut by her former marriage are
entitled to a share of the property in suit on the
death of U Pya.
Now, upon general grounds of expediency and
good sense 1 apprehend that the suit ought to
fail. What jlJstification can there be for allowing the
atetchildren of ¥a Tut to share in the payin property
of U Pya when at his death U Pya had children
of his own surviving him? Neither they nor either
of their parents had any part in acquiring this property,
for U Pya became possessed ·of it either before his
marriage to Ma Tut, or after her death.
I am of opinion that in Burma common-sense and
common bw are at one on ihis matter, and that the
claim of Ma tnt's chilc1renby U Ya cannot be sustained.
The follo\ving Dlzmnnwthats support the view that
I am disposed to take :
" Kail1gm.-On the death of the mother and her second husband, the rule of partition between her son by her first husband,
and tlJe son of her second husband by a former wife is as
follows:
The former shall receive the property taken by the mother
to the second marriage; and the latter the property brought
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by his hther to the second marriage. The same rule shall,
mutatis mutal1dis, apply to the case . of partition between a
ZAN
man's son by his first wife, and the son of his second wife
'lJ.
MA MYAING. by her first husband.
The children of the first husband shall take the separate
PAGE,C.}.
property of their father, and those of the second husband that
. of the latter."
MA HNIN

In Tejo and Vannadhamma the same Op1l11OIl IS
expressed.
At the hearing of the appeal the original texts of
the Dhammathats referred to in section 253 of
U Gaung's Digest were examined, and it appears
that of the other Dhamrflathats, extracts from which
'are set out in section 253, Vilasa, Rasi,Panam,
Cittara and Kyetyo refer to lettetpwa only and nbt
to payin, while Pyu, Waru, Dhammathatkyaw,
Vannana and Sonda refer to "the property", or
" whatever is there good and bad " without specifying whether payin· or lettetpwa or both is intended
to be included in the property to· be divided.
In the extract from Pyu.
the words II whole estate"
.
.
are not found in the original text, and little reliance
can be placed on Warulinga, which in one extract
supports Pyu, and in another Kaingza. The case,
however, in favour of the appellants does not rest
merely upon the Dhallunathats, because having
regard to decided cases and modern practice the
same conclusion is reached.
In San Pe and two v. Ma Shwe Zin and three (1)
Twomey C.J. and Ormond J. laid down that
•• it is only when the surviving step-parent dies leavin~ no natural
issue and nO widow surviving him that the children of the stepparents' deceased 'vvife by a fanner husband are entitled to the
step-parents' property."
(1) (1918) 9 L.B.R. 176.
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Now, it may be-although in the present case it
is not necessary and I decline to consider the
question-that San Pe's case (1) went too far if it
was intended to lay down the law in the above
sense .in connection with ldtetpwa, or at any rate
hnapazon, property of the second marriage [s~e Ma
Nyein v. Ma Tha Gaung (2) ; and Maun:; Po Aung
and fifteen v. Maung Kha (3)J ; but, in my judgment,
the decision iIl San Pe's case (1) quoad payin propetrty
may fairly be relied on in support of the view which
I have expressed on this subject In lffaunl!, Po
.Aung and fifteen v. klaung Kha (3) CalT J. observed
.. on one pain! I differ from my bmther Maung Ba. He throws
doubt on the late tJ May Oung's statement that step-children are
not the heirs of a step-parent except in the absence of children·
or grandchildren. In my view thiit statement is correct, and I
do not think that U May Oung based it only on the decision in
SanPe v. Ma Shwc Zin (1). It seems to me to rest on the general
p·rinciple that when a perSOll dies leaving children but no wife or
husband the children are the only heirs, to the exclusion of all
.other persons. That, I imagine, is what "vas iII the minds of
the Judges who decided San Pe's case, though they did not think
it necessary to state it.".

Again, in U May Oung's Buddhist Law (1919)
at page 260 the learned author states that
., the step-child's right to ils parents' estate is, however, not
recognized in the following cases: (1) where there are other
descendants, e.g. children and grandchildren"

(see ~lso Lahiri's Pnnciples of Modern Burmese
Buddhist Law, 3rd Edition, p. 204).
Now, the Dharmnathafs are not the sole repository
of Burmese customary law, \vhich is also to be
(1) (1918) 9 L.B.R. i76.
(2) 3 U.B.R. 237.
(3) (1928) 6 Ran. 427 at p. 450.
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ascertained from decided cases and the prevailing
customs and practice of Bm"mans.
Indeed,

MY.UNG.

.PAGE,

C.].

" custom is often a better guide than reli~ious law books

Much of the text of the latter is inapplicable to the present age,
and perhaps· was never law at all
It would be dangerous
then to give weight to a written law where it is opposed to
the general custom, and unsandioned by previous decisions of
Judges"

[Ma In Than v. Maung Saw Hla (1)].
Both the learned advocates in the present case
are skilled in Burmese Buddhist law, and U E Maung
who appeared fOr the respondents is the. erudite
author of the 2nd edition of U May Oung's treatise
to which reference has been made. It might have.
been well in the present case to take the evidence
of experienced persons as to the modern views and
practice of Burmans in connection with the question
under consideration, but as both the learned advocates
who appeared in the appeal are of opinion that
modern customs and practice accord with the view
that Mya Bu J. and I take of the matter in hand,
and authority is found in support of it both in the
Dharnrnatlzats and in decided cases, I am ready to
agree with Mya Bu J.that the Court is in a position
and entitled to lay down the law in the above
sense.
U E Maung, however, relied upon the following
passage in Manugye, Book X, 9:
"I will now stat.e the law of partition between the three
kinds of sons j 1st, the son of the husband, by a former
marriage; 2nd, the son of the wife oy a former marriage;
3rd, the child of this p;tir. On the death of the parents,
let the SOIl of the mother have the property she brought
(l) S.J.L.B. 103.
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with her as her portion, the son of the father what he
possessed at the time of marriage, and the son of both what
had been acquired during their malTiag6, and let them pay
the debts in the same way. Should they have had no property at
the time of marriage, only what has been acquired afterwards,
let it be divided into five shares, and let the son of the last
marriage have three, and the others one share each; let
them pay the debts incurred during the last mal'rhge· in the
same proportions. In case there should be no property acquired
during the last marriage, only what was brought by both at
the time of marriage, let the son of the last man-iage have onefourth share, and let him pay one-fourth of the debts. If
the father had no property at the time of his second marriage,
but the mother had, and there be none acquired during this
marriage, let it be divided into five shares, and let the son
of the party who brought the property (the mother), have:
three shares, and the other two one share each, and let
them pay the debts in the same propcrtions; thus the recluse
said."
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He contended that, if the atd children of an,
eindaunggyi are entitled to a share of the estate of.
the· deceased step-parent even when there are auk.
children of the secoI1d marriage, d: fortiori they must
be entitled to a like share when there are no children
of the sec;ond marriage. It was upon that ground
that Dunkley J. reversed the decree of the fwolcwer.
Courts, and passed a decree in favour of the present
respondents. His Lordship observed:
"This sectioil eXletly lits the facts of the present case,
save that in the present case there is no child of the marriage
between Ma Tut and Maung Pya, and the learned District
Judge has ccncluded that because Ma Tut and Maung Pya
b;,cI no children the principle of this section cannot be applied.
But tlJi:.; seems to me to be a very insufl1cicnt ground for.
rejecting this pre-eminent authority. It shows that, as a matter of
prjnciple:, when there is no letletj:wa prcperiy of the second
marriage, the children of that marriage and the children by
a previous marriage of the parent who In"ol1ght no property.
to that marriage an: nevertheless entitled to a sha;'e in the,

PAGE.
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ate/pa property of the other parent, and it can scarcely be
held that the application of this principle must depend upon
MA HNI#
ZAN
the fortuitous circumstance of thue being children of the
'lI.
MA MYAING. second marriage. ·What reason could there be for allowing.
the step-children of the parent, who brought the property to
PAGE,C.].
the second marriage, a share in that property when there are
children of the second marriage, while excludin,g them when
there are no such children?"
1935

.This reasoning seems to me impeccable, and. if
the Court is bound to follow the Manugye, where
the law is therein clearly set out, whatever may be
the rulings in the other Dha11'lmathats and the modern
customs and practice of the Burmans t6 be collected.
from other sources, in my opinion the present appeal
must fail. But. is the Court so bound ? In M a
Hnin Bwill v. U Shwe G01l (1) Lord Shaw, delivering
the judgment of a Board of the Judici~l' Committee,
referred to the
pre-eminent authority of this
Dhammathat ", and in connection with the question
then under consideration observed that:
(I

II in
this Dhammathat, which still remains of the highest
authority, the succession of brothers and sisters in preferenc·e
to' parents is established beyond doubt. This being so, the
other Dha1llmathats do not require to be appealed to to clear
up any ambiguity."

His Lordship, however, added that
&< were
that appeal to be made, it would, in the opinion of
their Lordships, as already stated, lead to the same result."

N ow, I do not propose to disparage the authority
of Manugye,-in the face of the above observations
by the Judicial Committee I should not be at liberty
to do so-and since the judgment in Ma· Hnill B7.vfn
v. U Shwe Gon (1) the Courts in Butma have loyally
(1) (1914) 8 L.B.R 1.
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proceeded on the footing that where the Manugye
is clear it is to be followed whatever may have been
laid down in other Dhammathats [see Maung Kun
v. Ma Chi and another (1) ; and Ma Pwa Thin v.
U Nyo and others (2)]. But I think that the time has
come when some Judge should be courageous enough
to point out,-.albeit v,lith diffidence and the utmost
respect,-that while great value is attached in Burma
to the fulings in the Manugye Burmese jurists do not
regard this Dhammathat as sacrosanct, and that· from
time to time some embarrassment has been created
as the result of following the Manugy~ in the teeth
of what has been laid do\vn elsewhere in the
Dhanmlllthais. Indeed, I had almost said that one
not insignificant reason why this Dhammathat is so
frequently cited is because the Manugye was the first,
if it is not the only, Dhammathat to be wholly
translated into English, and thus it is the authority to
.which those unversed in the Burmese tongue most
readily, if not inevitably, turn.
The answer to the contention of the respondents
that, reference being made to the Manugyc, the
appeal must fail appears to be hvofold. In the first
place the Manugye does not expressly decide the
question in dispute, and, having regard to the fact
that the.: rulings in the Manugyc and in the other
Dhamlll(Jtlwts appear to have been given 110t upon
any general principle but ad hoc to meet particular
cases as they arose, it may be that if the present
question had arisen and hall been decided before
or while the Manugye w., : ,n course of compilation
the ruling would not have been adverse to the view
that th e Court is now disposed to take.
But, he that as it may, I apprehend that, whereas
In the present case· authority for the proposition
(1) (1931) l.L.H.

<)

Han. 217.

(2) (l934) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 409.
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that in a case in which a step-parent dies with.
children surviving him the atel children of his second~
wife are not entitled to share in the payin of -the,
step-parent is to be found in the Dhammathats and.
also in decided cases and in the modern practice:
and views of Burmans, the Court· is not only at:
liberty but is bound to decide the case in accordance
with the Burmese customary law as it obtains to-day"
rather than to perpetuate the outworn shibboleths.
of bygone ages, notwithstanding that some sanction
for their continuance may be found in· extracts from
the Manugye Dhammathat. Burmans are not to be:
doomed to live for ever under the rulings and customs
by which they were governed in the days of King:
Alaungpra. It is, of course, clear so far as the fifth.
item of property is concerned that the appeal must
succeed, and Jor the reasons that I have stated the:
appeal is upheld also in respect of the other fOUf
items in the schedule.
The appeal is allowed, the decree passed by
Dunkley J. is set aside, and the suit is dismissed..
The appellants are entitled to costs in all the Courts..
MYA Bu, J.-The question that falls for determination in this appeal is one of Burmese Buddhist
Law.
The. appella.nts are the children of U Pya,.
deceased, and his wife, Ma Yaung, who predeceased U Pya. After the death of Ma Yaung:
U Pya married Ma Tut, ''I widow with children by
her previous marriage, who are the respondents,.
To the marriage of U Pya arid Ma Tut, U Pya.
brought property, but Ma Tut brought none. There
was no issue of the marriage of U Pya and Ma.
Tut. Ma Tut predeceased U Pya by about ten
years, and U Pya died in November 1 • 1932.
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This appeal has arisen out of a suit filed by
1935
. the respondents for a share of inheritance in the MA HNIN
suit property of which U Pya was possessed at the
Z:,N
time of his death. The question that now falls for MA ~ING.
.determination is whether the respondents are entitled MYA Bu, J.
to a share of such property. No part of the
property in suit was acquired during the coverture
·of U Pya and Ma Tut.
In the judgments of the
-Court of first instance and the Court of first appeal
.all the property in dispute was designated as the
pa.yin property which U Pya brough to his marriage
with Ma Tnt. This description is not correct in
its entirety, but in the view held by those Courts
:as to the respondents' right of inheritance under the
Burmese Buddhist Law this description of the property was sufficient to overthrow the respondents'
daim entirely, and the necessity of emphasizing
the fact that out of the five items of property in
the schedule attached to the plaint only the first
four constitute the property brought by U Pya to
his marriage with Ma Tut, while the fifth item \vas .
property . which U Pya acquired after Ma Tut's
death, disappeared. The result, however, has been
that this fact was not brought to the notice of the
Court on second appeal in which the respondents
.succeeded in obtaining a decree for administration
of the estate of U Pya 011 the basis that all the
property in ·suit ,vas the payin property of U Pya
in his marriage with Ma Tnt, and it has been held
that the respondents are entitled to a quarter share
not only in the first four items of property mentioned in the schedule attached to the plaint but
.also in the fifth item of property in that schedule.
It is beyond dispute that on the death of D Pya
who left his own children (the appellants), the
.claimants, who are the children of :Ma Tut by her
36
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previous husband, .possess no right of inheritance
in the property acquired by U Pya· after the
Z:.N death of Ma· Tut, for the Dhmnmathafs do not
MA MYAING. recognize the' step-children's
right of inheritance
. MYA BU, J. in the property
acquired. by their step-parent after'
the death of their own parent if the step-parent
dies leaving a widow or children of his own.
It now remains to consider whether therespondents are entitled to a share in the first four items.
.of property which U Pya brought to his marriage·
with Ma Tut. In this connection the case is one
of partition between the· children of the former
marriages of an eindau1'lgg:yi couple who died leaving.
no issue of their own union. . Apposite texts· for
such a case are collected in section 253 of the
Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, Volume I. All the
extracts from the fourteen Dhamrnathats mentioned
in: this section deal with partition between children
of former marriages of an eindaunggyi couple who,
died leaving no issue of their own union. It is
necessary to point out, however, that the translation in the Digest in English does not represent
what appears in the original texts of these Dlta11l1na-·
thats with complete accuracy. Of the fourteen
Dharmnathats only four deal specifically with the
payil1 property of the husband and of the wife. By
., payin property" is meant property originally belonging to the husband or to the wife and brought
to the marriage. The four Dhal1l1nathats which deal
specifically with such property are Kaingza, Tejo,
Vannadhamma and Wm'uli17ga. The extracts from
the first three of these Dhalllmathats unequivocally
grant .to the children of the husband by his previous.
marriage property which he brought to the subsequent marriage and to the children of the wife by
her previous marriage property she· brought to the
MAHl(IN
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subsequent marriage, but the last named Dhamma;.
that contains unfortunately two provisions, one of
which directs the division of pay;n property' equally
between the children of the previous marriages without specifying whether the payin property is that of
either the husband or. the wife or of both of them,
while the other in which the rayi1'l property of the
husband and of the wife are specifically mentioned
follows the rule contained in the extracts from
Kaingza, Tejo and Van1ladlzamllla. Among the other
Dluwl1Iwtlzats mentioned in this section Pyu and
lVaru, without specifying the property to be divided,
·direct an equal division between the children of the
two previous marriages i Dhal/ll11atlwtkyaw lays down
that II whatever there is, good and bad ", should be
taken by the children of the former marriages
.equally j Vanna1'l(l gives a rule almost identical with
-that in Dhaiu1'llatltatkyaw j Sonda follows Pyu and
TVaru. The extracts from Vilasa, Rasi, Panml'l,
-Cittara and Kyetyo refer specifically to lettetj)'l~a or
lmapazoll property. Having regard to the language
'used it would appear that the extracts from Pyu,
Trartl, Dharmualhatkyaw, Vatmana and Sonda also'
refer to the lelfefpwa or 1111apazoll of the couple and
perhaps to the sum-total of the payill properties of
'both the husband and the wife where each of them
brought such property to the marriage, rather than
to the payiu property of either the husband or'the
wife, \\There only one of them brought such property
. to the m~rriage while the other did not. This view
is strengthened by the extracts from Pyu, TiVaruj
DhalllJ1lotlzatkyaw, Tlallllana and Sonda set out in
section 238 of the Digest containing texts relating to
partition on the death of an einda1.l1lggyi couple
amOlig the children' of their respective former
marriages and the children of their union j for they are
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unanimous in stating the law to be that where the
. husband has a son by a former wife and the wife has
.
.
..
a son by a former husband and they have a son of
their union, on the death of the spouses the property·
brought by the father to the subsequent marriage
shall be inherited by his son by the former wife
and that brought. by the mother shall be inherited
by her son by the former husband.
In addition to the extracts from Pyu;· TYaru y
Dharnrnathatkya'W, Van1'lana and· Sonda, there are
.collected in section 238 of the. Digest a large
number of extracts, including the Ma1Zugye. Some
of the extracts in this section contain, in addition
to the rules relating to the division of pO-yin property,
rules as to the division of the lettetpwa where there
is comparatively little or no payin property; among
the three classes of children. Some of these extracts.
also contain rules re1atin·g to the division of payin .
property among the three classes of children· where
there-· is no lettetpwa of the .marriage. The last
mentioned rules are analogous to the· extract from the
Manugye, (which extract corresponds to Mal'lugye,
Book X, section 9), which states the rule thus:
" If no p'roperty is acquired durillg the subsequent marriage,
but the husband and wife both brought property to it, the son of
the second marriage shall be given a fourth of that property,"

and these rules must, therefore, be considered to
contemplate the existence of payin property both
of the husband. and of the wife. The extracts
from Dhamma, Rajabala and Al1lwebon contain rules
for division of the lettetpwa of the couple and. the
payin of one only of the spouses among the three
classes of children, giving the ate! children of the
spouse who did not bring payin property to the .
marriage one share out of five of the· payin .of
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the other spouse and the lettetpwa, or one-fifth of
the amalgamated estate. The extract from Mal1ugye, MA HNIN
however, contains a rule for the division of. the . Z;~N
paytn property of one only of the couple, (the MA MYAING.
other having brought no payinproperty to the MYA Bu,].
marriage), among the three classes of children when
there is no leltetpwa of the marriage. The rule is
stated in section 238 of the Digest thus:

"If no property is acquired during the subsequent marriage,
but either the husband or the wife alone brought property to
it,· such property shall be divided into five shares: the son of
the parent who brought the property shall take three shares
and the other two, (namely, the son of the other spouse and
the son of the union), one share each."

This is substantially the same as the corresponding
portion of Mallugye, Book X, section 9. If this
rule is to be adopted in the present case the
-respondents' claim to a share in the property brought
by U Pya to his marriage with their mother, Ma
Tut, must be upheld. Direct support to the principle
of this rule is to be found. in only one of the other
Dhammathats mentioned in section 238 of the Digest;
that is Dhammasara, which provides, inter alia, as
follows:
II If the
wife brough t nothing and there is no property
acquired during the subsequent marriage but there is property
brought by the husband alone, then let it be divided into two
shares and his son by the former wife shall take eight shares;
the other two sons one share each."

On behalf of the appellants it is urged that the
rules in the apposite texts, namely, Kaillgza, Tejo~
Vmmadlza11l111a a'Dd one of the extracts from T¥arulinga
mentioned in section 253 of the Digest should be
adopted because they deal directly with partition of
the pay£n property between the children of the
respective former marriages of an einda1l11ggyi ~ouple
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who died leaving no issue of their own union, while
MAHNIN
the rules in the Ma1'lugye and Dhamnzasa;-a collected
z:~
in section 238 of the Digest are meant to govern'
MAMYAING. partition among' the three Classes of children, namely,
?v.JYA Bu, J. children of the two respective former marriages of the
couple and the children of their own union, the present'
case being one in which there is no child of the union.
To reinforce their resistance to the respondents' claim:
the appellants also rely on the pronouncem.ent of a
Bench of the late Chief Court of Lower Burma in .
San Pe and others v. Ma Skwe Ziu aud others (1),
that it is only when the. surviving step-parent dies
leaving no natural issue and no widow surviving him
that the children of the step-parent's deceased \vife
by a former husband are entitled fo the step-parent's
property. That this' pronouncement stated the law
too broadly
has been pointed
out by Heald J.C.,
.
.
Uppe:r Burma, in Ma Nyeill and one v. Ma Than.
Gaung (2), and by'Maung Ba J. in Ma~mgPoAll11g
and others v. Maun.g Kha (3). Although it· cannot,
I think,' be doubted that the pronouncement in
San Pe's case (1), would be incorrect in respect of the
lettetpwa, if any, of the marriage of their step-father
with their own mother, its correctness with reference
to the property in which the step-children claimed
a share, namely, property acquired by their .step-father
after their mother's death, is not open to doubt,
because, as I have already pointed out, the
Dhal11tnathats do not recognize the step-children's
right of inheritance in .the property acquired by
their step-parent after the death of their own parent
if the step-parent dies leaving a widow or childrc11
of hIS own; But San Pe's case (1), does not deal
v.rith payin property brought by the step-father to
1935

(1) (19HI) 9 L.B.R. 176.

(2)

3 U.B.R. 237 at p. 24:>.
.

(3) (1928) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 427 at p. 442.
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his marriage with the claimant's own mother and,
consequently, it does not furnish direct support to
the case of the appellants before us with reference
. to the payin property of their father. T~e ground
upon which the appellants assail the application of
the rules appearing in the extracts from the Manugye
and Dhammasara set out in section 238 of the Digest,
namely, the absence, in the present case, of children
of the union of the appellants' father with the respondents' mother, cannot also be regarded as per se
sufficient to add material strength to their case because, as pointed out by the learned Judge who
decided the second appeal, the application of the
principle set out in these extracts can scarcely
be held to depend upon the fortuitous circumstance of there being children of the union. The
sheet anchor of the respondents' case lies in the
position of paramount authority accorded to the
Manugye by the Privy Council in Ma Hnin Bwin v.
U Shwe GOll (l). As the Manugye itself lays down no
other rule which fits in more closely with the facts of
the present case, there is nothing in the Manugye itself
which is in conflict with the rule in Book X, section 9,
and accordi.ng to the authority of the Privy Council
quoted above, where the Mallugye is not ambiguous,
it should be followed. If this pronouncement lays
down not only the comparative weight of authority
between the Mal1ugye and the other Dhammathats
but also the comparative weight of the rules contained in the Manugye where they are unambiguous and the rules contained in the other Dhammathats, it would have concluded the matter under
consideration against the appellants. In view, however, of the fact that the Burmese Buddhist Law to
be administered· by the Courts consi~ts of the
(1) (1914) 8 L.B.R. 1.

1935
MA HNIN
. ZAN
MA

'II.
MYAING~

MYA

Bu,J.
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prevailing customs of the Burmese Buddhists, lam
unable to believe that their Lordships of the Privy
ZAN
Council meant to, lay down in!Jfa H nin Bzvin's
fl.
MA MYAING.
case (1), that the rules in the Mallugye where they
MirA Bu, J. are 'not ambiguous should be preferred to ·those
appearing in other Dhmnmathafs even where the
former are not, but the latter are, in consonance
,with the accepted modern notions.' Therefore, in
addition to the greater directness of their applicability to the facts of the present case, thei-e are other
considerations which turn the scale in favour of the
application of the rule~ contained in' Kaingza, Tejo
and Vannadhamma setout in section 253 of the
Digest in preference to those set out in the extracts'
from the Mmz'i{gye and Dhammasa1'a in section 238
of the Digest. It is an accepted modern notion
that in the payin property of an eindaunggyi husband
or \\rife neither the ei1'ldaunggyi \vife or husband nor
the latters' children by 'a previous marriage' have
any interest during the life-time, of the party who
brought the property, and step-children have', no
right to a share in the property acquired by their
step-parent after the death of their own parent if the
step-parent dies leaving a widow or offspring. It is
also settled law that 'since the extent of the relative
interests of husband arid \\rife in property' during
marriage is to be decided, by the rules applicable'
to a partition upon divorce where neither party is
at, fault, and that upon a divorce by mutual consent
between an eindaunggyi couple one can obtain no
share in the payin property of the other, Mi Saing
v. Nga Yan Gin (2), and ldaung SI17.£Je Tha v. Ma
1:Vaing (3) 1, an eindaunggyi spouse possesses no right
whatever in the payin property of the other eindaul1ggyi , '
1935

MA

HNl~

r

(1) (1914) 8 L.B.R. 1.
(2) (1914-16)2 U.B.R. 127.
(3) (1921) 11 L.B.R. 48 at p. 49.
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1935
spouse during the latter's life-time. Moreover,
there is no conceivable reason of any cogency MA HNIN
ZAN
for the rule granting the children of an eindaunggyi
v.
spouse by his or her previous marriage a share in MA MYAING.
the property brought to the marriage with their parent MYA Bu, J.
by the other spouse, also an: eindaunggyi. It
would appear that if the step-children have no right
to - a share in the property acquired by their stepparent after - the death of their own parent if the
step-parent dies leaving a widow or off-spring, vide
San Pe's case (1), (l fortiori they should be denied
the right to a share in the property acquired by
their step-parent before his marriage with their own
parent if the step-parent dies after the death of
the step-children's own parent leaving children of-his previous marriage. For these and -other reasons
appearing in the vtry weighty judgment of my
Lord -the Chief Justice, the rules in the apposite
texts, namely; Kaingza, Tejo and Va1'lnadhamma
mentioned in section 253 of the Digest should, in
my opinion, be adopted in this case in preference
to those in the Manugye and Dhamlnasara collected
in section 238 of the Digest, Volume _I.
In the judgment in second appeal there appears
the following passage :

\\Then Maung Pya contracted his marriage with Ma
Tut, the respondents as his children were entitled to claim
partition of the property which he brought to that marriage,
and their share therein would be one-half. Consequently, at
that time they could have obtained a half share of the
property now in dispute, and the other half share would,
have remained with Maung Pya and would have become
leltctpwa property of his marriage with Ma Tut."
II

With all respect to my brother Dunkley, the last
sentence in this passage states the law too broadly.
(1) (1918) 9 L.B.R. 176.

37
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The property taken by the surviving parent to his
MA H~IN
second marriage would ordinarily be his payin in
·ZAN
that marriage, and so long as the corpus is unchanged
'V.
MA MYAING,
it will always· remain payin and unless there has
MYA Bu, J.
been a merger of the payin into. the lettetpwa
property either by being inextricably. mixed up or
by conversion, the payin property does Dot lose
its original character.
In the result, I fully concur in the judgment
of my Lord the Chief Justice and in the orders
proposed by him.
SPECIAL BENCH.
Before Sir Art/lUI' Page, Kt., Chief Justice. and M,'. Justice Mya Bu.
1935
Jan. 14.

IN THE MATTER OF A HIGHER
AND
A LOWER GRADE PLEADER.*
Pleader-Attempt fn wham a ~llif1lCSS Professional misclJlldJld.
An attempt on the palt of a pleader to suborn a witness amounts to gt:oss
professional misconduct, ;lnd the proper order in such a case is that the pleader's
name be struck off the register of pleaders.

A. Eggar (Government A'lvocate).

Raft for the first respondent..

Tha Kin for the second respondent.
PAGE, C.J.-In this case M. K. Roy, a higher grade
pleader practising at Pyapon, and a 10\;ver grade
pleader, Hla Tin, have been called upon to show cause
why their names should not be struck off the register
of pleaders.
The charge against these pleaders is that each of
them was a party to an attempt to suborn a witness,
.. Civil Misc, Application No. 104 of 1934.
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one Aung Myint, who had given evidence before the
committing magistrate in a dacoity case.
In my opinion subornation of witnesses is as serious
an offence as could well be committed, because· it
fouls the course of justice, and makes the due administration of law impossible.
Since I have been in Burma I have received a number
of complaints that attempts have been made,-sometimes
successfully, sometimes not,-to suborn witnesses in
civil or criminal cases. It is always difficult to prove that
witnesses have been tampered with and most of the
.complaints that I have received have been anonymous.
But I am determined as long as I sit in this place to
prevent, so far as in me lies, the pollution of the crystal
river of justice, and any persons who are not unwilling
to have recourse to such an iniquitous practice as the
':subornation of witnesses would be well advised to
fake warning that if their misdeeds are discovered
they will be punished with the utmost rigouf of
the law.
In the present case I am satisfied that a wicked
attempt was made to induce Aung Myint to retract
the evidence that he had given in the Court of the
vVestern Subdivisional Magistrate, Rangoon
It appears that Vellu, Manikam and other persons
11ad been charged with participation in a serious dacoity.
Ultimately Vellu and Manikani, who were protagonists
in the' crime, among others were convicted and
sentenced to terms of imprisonment. The proceedings were commenced at Pyapon, and VeIlu, a man
,of substance in that district, was defended by the
respondent pleader, M. K. Roy. The case was
:subsequently transferred to the Court of the Western
Subdivisional Magistrate, Rangoon. In the course of
the committal proceedings Aung Myint, who had been
employed by VeIlu as a motor boat driver, gave
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evidence for the Crown, and his testimony was damaging
to the accused. After he had been· examined-in-chief
IN THE
MATTER OF
and
before his cross-examination had been· concluded
A HIGHER
AND
the case was adjourned, and during the adjournment
A LOWER
GRADE
Aung Myi~t returned to Pyapon. Vellu and Manikam
PLEADER.
got wind of this, and they decided to extract from
PAGE, C.J.
Aung Myint a recantation of the evidence that he
had given against the accused in the Magistrate's Court.
It is common ground that Aung Myint, while attending a pwe at Pyapon, was approached by or' on behalf
of Ve1lu and Manikam, and was taken in a motor
car about 9. o'clock at· night to the offiee of the
respondent Roy, which was the lower part of the
house in the upper part of which Roy resided.. The
respondent Hla Tin had been employed as a clerk by
Roy. Afterwards he became a lower grade pleader, and
as he was not well off and had no boo~{s of reference
Roy allowed him to have a seat in his office. Now,
OIl the night in question Roy was using his fatherin.law's car, and Roy tookVellu with him in tile car to
RIa Tin's house. Hla Tin was fetched from the house,.
and taken back in the car to Roy's house. Vl:1lu,
Manikam, Bla Tin, and Aung Myint were together
in Roy's office for sometime; What wete they doing?
They were preparing a draft, which was to be written
out in Burmese by Hla Tin and thei1 copied by Aung
Myint in his OW11 handwriting, of a recantation by
Aung Myint of the evidence that he had given in the
. Magistrate's Court. According to the evidence of Aung
Myint, which I believe, he was told by Bla Tin, no
doubt on behalf of Vellu and Manikam, that if he
wDuld sign an affidavit in this sense on the following
morning he would receive Rs. 50. It· is not disputed
that while Vellu, Manikam, Aung Myint and Hla Tin
were engaged in this nefarious occupation Roy, for
some part of the time at any rate, was present. It·
1935 .
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appears, however, that later on Roy went upstairs to
the apartments in which he lived, and that Vellu
went out to E Ba, the driver of the car that Roy
had been using, and told him to wait and take Hla Tin
home. After a time Hla Tin, Aung Myint and other
persons came out of Roy's house and went into the
car. Ria. Tin was dropped at his house, and Aung
Myint was driven round the town and eventually spent
the night in Vellu's motor boat. The following morning
about 8 o'clock Aung. Myint was taken to Hla Tin's
house. Before the transaction was completed, however,
the .agents of Vellu and Manikam who were present,
went away to procure the Rs. SO and while Hla Tin
was out of the room Aung Myint fled from the house,
and gave information to the police.
The participation of Hla Tin in this attempt to
..
.
suborn the witness Aung Myint, in my opmlOn, IS
dearly established .
In .my judgment, having regard to the evidence
at the enquiry and to the report of the District Magistrate, it is phiin that Hla Tin was prepared to l~nd
himself to Vellu for the purpose of assisting Vellu
in his attempt to suborn the witness Aung Myint.
He has proved himself quite unfit to be a member
of an honourable profession, and the order of the Court
is that his name ,be struck off the register of iower
grade pleaders..
The case against the respondent Roy is somewhat different,' and we have taken time to consider
his case. I am bound to say that I doubt Roy's
honesty, and I entertain the gravest suspicion that he
was a party to the attempt to tamper with the witness
Aung Myint. To whom' would Vellu and Manikam
be likely to turn to carry out their wicked design
sooner than to the pleader Roy who had defended
Vellu in the proceedings at Pyapon?
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[His Lordship examined the evidence and concluded as follows.]
The Sessions Judge, in forwarding the report of
the District Magistrate) observed that in his opinion
the case against Roy lC was not quite free from doubt."
After carefully co~sidering the case in all its bearings
we are prepared to give the respondent Roy theibenefit of
the doubt; but beyond that lam hot prepared to go.
My learned brother and I regar.d the respondent Roy's
conduct as highly suspicious, and it has necessitated
the presence of the learned Government Advocate
in the proceedings before lis. In these circumstance"s
the respondent Roy submits to any order that the
Court deems fit "to pass, and we direct that" the
respondent Roy do pay the costs of the learned Government" Advocate which we assess at ten gold mohurs,
but we refrain from taking disciplinary action in his
case.
• MYA

Bu, J.-I agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bcforc Mr. Justicc Baguley, a11d Mr. Justice Ba .U.

MAVNG YAN AVNG
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v.

Jall.15.

00 MV & SONS.*
P<luper-Pcrmissioll to appcal in forma pauperis-Security for Costs of aPPcl/l.
A person who has been g.ranted permission to appeal as a pauper ought not
to be called upon to furnish security for the costs of the appeal.
Hajiz£ln v. Abdul Karim, 12 C.W.N. 163; Khemraj v. Kisalllala, I.L.R. 42
Bom.5 ; Ma GUll v. Tha Huyill, 8 L.B.R 387 ; Nazil1l v. Abdul Hamid, I.L.R.
3 Lah. 30; Nllsst,rooddccll v. Biswas, 17 W.R. 68-follo'lrcd.
Narayana Rao v. Vccrayya, I.L.R. 56 Mad. 323 ; Saldatlha v. Hart, I.L.R. 43
Mad.902-dissclltedfrom.

K. C. Sanyal for the appellant.

Tambe for the respondent.
and BA V, JJ.-This application arises out
•
of a pauper appeal. The appellant has been granted
permission to appeal as a pauper, and the r.esponcent
asks that he be called upon to give security for costs.
Then~ is no reported ruling of this High Court as to
whether security can be demanded from a pauper
appellant. The latest ruling of a Court in this Province
is a ruling of the late Chief Court of Lower Burma,
Ma Gun v. Tha Hnyin (I), in which a Bench of the Chief
Court held that Order 25, rule (1) (3), does not apply
in the case of a woman who has been permitted under·
Order 33, to sue as a pauper.
Mr. Tambe for the respondent relies upon the
Madras practice as shown by B. F. Saldanha v.
BAGULEY

* Civil First Appeal No. 193 of 1934 from the judgment of the District Court
of Mandalay in Civil Regular No.1 of 1934.
.
.
..
..... . .
.
OJ 8 L.B.R. 387.
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Henry Hart (1) and Narayana Rao v. Veerayya (2).
The former ruling is very short, gives no rtasons and
AUNG
'V.
really amounts to no more than saying that the Madras
OoMu&
High Court has in the past allowed the' practice of
SONS.
calling
upon paupers to furnish security, and even
BAGULEY
andBA u,n. though the Bombay High Court might take a differ~nt
view the Bench saw no reason to doubt the con:ectrfess
'of their own practice. In Nara.yaHa Rao's case the
practice of the Madras High Court \-vas again referred
to and follow~d, but it was clear from the general trend
of the judgment "that the point which the learned
Chief Justice was trying hare} to impress was that permission to appeal as a pauper should not ordinarily
be given, and he points out that leave to appeal as
a pauper should not be given merely because the
appellant appears to have an arguable case. It, may'
be because of the frequency with which the applications for leave to appeal as paupers were granted in
Madras that they found it necessary to differ from
the o'ther High Courts with regard to demanding
security for costs from paupers. Mr. Tambe also
quotes Li1Jl Pin Sin v. Eng IVan Hock (3), a case'
in which a pauper was ordered to pay adjournment
costs, as showing that a pauper is subject to all the
liabilities of an ordinary plaintiff except that with
regard to the payment of Court-fees. This may be
the case, but in view of the fact that leave to appeal
as paupers is not granted except when on a perusal
of the memorandum of appeal and the judgment the
.Court is definitely of opinion that the judgment
appealed against is contrary to law or o~herwise
erroneous or unjust, we do not think that this case
alone is sufficient to warrant us in £o11O\v ing the
Madras High Court practice.
MAUNG YAN

(1)

(1920) I.L.R. 43 Mad. 902.
(2) (1933j I.L.R. 56 Mad. 323;
(3) (1928) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 561.
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The practice of the Calcutta High Court appears
to be the same as that of the late Chief Court of
Lower Burma, vide Mussamat Hajizan v. Abdul
Karim (1). This is a ruling dated 1907, and relies
on the ruling in Nusserooddeen Biswas v. Ujjul
Biswas (2), \vhich dates as long ago -as 1871, and
~ppears to have been ove~looked in the Madras
rulings. Bombay agrees with Calcutta, vide Khen1.raj
Shrik1'isht1-Lldas v. Kisanlala Sll1'aj1l1al (3). Scott C.].
in his judgment mentioned the Calcutta cases and
also relied on IVille v.St. ] 0111't (4) stating that
he considered the ruling applicable' on this point.
In Nazim v. Abdul Hamid (5) a Bench of the High
Court of Lahore followed the Calcutta and Bombay
practice, and dissented from the Madras rulings
already quoted.
We see no reason for abandoning the practice of
the late Chief Court of Lower Burma when it is in
consonance with that of the High Courts of Calcutta,
Bombay and Lahore. Possibly, owing to the
frequency with which it admits pauper appt:als,
Madras has found it necessary to come to a different
conclusion.
We, therefore, refuse to call upon the appellant to
furnish any .security. We do not order any costs
on this application:

(1) (1907) 12 C.W-N. 163.
(3) (1917) I.L.R. 42 Born. 5.
(2) (11l71) 17 W.R. 68.
(4) (1910) 1 Ch. 70l.
(5) (11)21) I.L.R. 3 Lah. 30.
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.CIVIL REVISION.
Befo1'e. M!', Justice Mosely.·
1935

N.M.L. CHETTIAR FIRM

Feb. 6.

~I.

THE OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE

AND ANOTHER.*

Execution-Rateable ,dislribuiion':-Date· of realization of assi:ts-Pc11l1illg lind
subsisting application-Civil Procedure Code (Act V of 1908', s.73.
To entitle a ~reditor in execution to the benefit of rateable distribution
under the provisions of~. 73 of the Civil Procedure Code· his application must
be made prior to the receipt of the assets by the Court, and mllst be subsistfng
and not already disposed of, whether on the'inerits or on default.
.
The applicant, in execution of his money decree of the Court of Small
Causes, Rangoon against his judgment-debtor, appEed for his arrest.. The
application was dismissed for default. Thereafter the second respondents•.
in execution of their decree of the Court of Small Causes, Rangoon, against
the same judgment-debtor, attached a sum of money standing· to the credit of
the judgment-debtor in· the High Court. The latter Court paid the money to
the Small Causes Court of Rangoon, and it was credited to the judgment-debtoi:
in the fofln of a deposit with the Accountant-General. The applicant, in
execution of his decree, now sought to attach the money and c1ainied rateable
distribr.tiOri.
.
.

Held, that the first·apPlication having been dismissed, and there being no
subsisting application on behalf of the applicant at the date of the receipt of
the money by the executing Court, he was not entitled to rateable distribution.
Gopal C!laltrim v. Hari Mo!la1t Duti, 21 C.L.J. 624; Rallg£l1/(/ilta v. Seetltaramll, 7 M.L.I. 110; 1'iruchiltalllbaia CheW v. Sesltayyangar, I.L.R 4 Mad.
383-referred to.'
B. Cltackmbariy v. J. Roy, HI C.W:N. 1311-dissented from.

Chari for the applicant.
Sanyal for the second respondents.
MOSELY, .J.-~The

applicant N.M.L. Chettiar Firm
were the decree-holders in C.R No. 9233 of 1929
of the Small Cause Court of Rangoon where the
judgment-debtors were Ram Kirit Misser and one.
They made an application for execution by arrest
* Civil Hevis.ion No. 448 of 1934 from the order of the Small Cause Coui:t
of Rangoon in Civil Execution Case No. 7201 of 1934.
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on I)th June 1934 which was dismissed for default
on 25th June 1934.
The second respondents, the P.M. Chettyar Firm, in
C.R. No. 488 of 1928 of the High Court, got a decree
against the same judgment-debtor R. K. Misser and one.
R. K. Misser was the decree-holder himself in
C.R. No. 8321 of 1930 of the Small Cause Court
of Rangoon. The judgment-debtors were P.V. Naidu
and one. The P.M. Chettyar Firm on 30th July
1934 got the Small Cause Court to issue an
. attaeImlent hy prohibitory order under Order XXI,
rule 52, to the Registrar of. the High Court on the
sum of Rs. 1,777-8-0 which ~:as lying in High Court
Execution Case No. 86 of 1934 to the credit of
P.V. Naidu, the judgment-<1ebtor in that case. A
. payment order dated 31st July 1934 was rece.ived by
. the Small Cause Court some time before 4th August
1934, and was transferred on that date· to the credit
of R. K. Misser in the form of a deposit with the\
Accountant-General.
Then the present applicants, the N.M.L. Firm,
applied. to the Small Cause Court in C.E. No. 7201
of 193{ inexecution of their decree in C.R. No. 9233
of 1929 to "attach" the sum already attached by
the respondent P.M. Chettyar Firm. All that was
necessary for the N.M.L. Firm to do was to apply
for rateable distribution. However, that is immaterial.
The learned 2nd Judge of the Small Cause Court
dismissed the application on the ground that the
money sought to be attached had (ilready been
attached by the P.M. Chettyar Firm, and that the
" attachment" of the N.L.M. Firm ;'vas too late.
Section 73 (1) of the Code of Civil Procedure
reads as follows :
" Where assets are held by a Court and me re persons than
one have, before the receipt of such assets, made application to

1935
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the Court for the executicn of decrees for the payment of money
passed against the same judgment-debtoio and have not obtained
satisfaction thereof, the assets, after deducting the costs of
realization, shall be 'rateably distributed among all such l~er:)ons :0'.,

THE
'OFFICIAL
ASSIGNEE.

It was held in Tiruchiffambala Chetti v. Seshayyangar and others (1) as long ago as 1881 by a
MOSELY, J.
'Bench, including the Chief Justice, of the Madras
High Court on the section as it formerly stooc1)section 295 of the Code of Civil Procedure, which
does not differ materially 'for the present purpose'
from section 73 (1) as it now stands,-that faT an
applicant for execution to be entitled to the benefit
of this provision for niteable distribution, his application must not only have 1?een made before the
assets came into the hands of the Court, but must,
also, be on the file and undisposed of. No reasons
for the decision were giv(n. It ,,:ras merely said
that the Court so understood the wording of the
section., This decision was followed in 1910 by
another Bench of. the same Court in T. Ranganatha
Tawker and another v; T. Sedharama' Chet~v and
another (2).
In 1913 a Bench of the High Court of Calcutta
in Byo111kesh Chackrabal ty v. Jatindra N atlt Roy
and others (3) came to the opposite conclusion,
again without much discussion, and without citing
any previous authority on the subject. It was said "
there that when an application for execution had
been dismissed, for non-prosecution the applicant
was still a person entitled to share in rateable
distribution of the assets within the meaning of
Order XXI, rule 90, and it was the duty of the
~ourt to grant him relief on the basis of his right
(1\ (1831) I.L.R. 4 Mad. 383.
(2) 7 M.L.T. 110.
(3) 18 C.w.~. 1311.
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which has accrued previously, for there was no
suggestion that he had waived or abandoned his
claim against the judgment-debtors. Another Bench
of the same Court, including Mookerjee J., however, came later to the same conclusion as the Madras
High Gourt-Gopal Chandra Bose and another v.
Hari Mohan Duff and others (1). It was remarked
that if on an application for execution, it had been
held that the decree had been satisfied or was
barred by limitation, or if such application had been
dismissed and was not pending at the time when
the assets were realized (or "receiv~d" as the
section now stands), no valid claim for rateable
distribution could be made under section 73.
I mus( respectfully agree with this enunciation
of the law. .To hold otherwise)-to hold that an
application .made at any time prior to the receipt
of the assets, and not pending or subsisting at the
time of the receipt, would entitle the applicant for
.execution to the benefit of rateable distribution , would lead to Hie absurdity that a person, whose
application for execution would otherwise be timebarred under Articlei82 of the Limitation Act,
could still apply for rateable distribution.
hold
otherwise would be, moreover, .contrary to the spirit
and intention of section 73, theobjeet of which
is to prevent unnecessary mt{ftiplicity of execution
proceedings and to obviate the necessity of many
decree~holders each separately attaching ar:Id selling
property, and to place all decree-holders on the
same footing instead of allowing one to exclude all
the others merely because he happened to be the
first who had attached and sold the property. It
was not intended that a decree-holder should be

To

(l) Z1 C.J.L. 624.
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allowed to stand by' doing nothing, and then reap
the benefit of another decree-holder's superior
'CHET'fIAR
, FIRM
diligence. It is obvious ,that the word ., appli'fl.
THE
cation" cannot be unqualified. It must mean an
OFFICIA,L
application made in accordance with la\¥, not barred
ASSIGNl.'E.
by limitation, not yet satisfied, and capable, of being
MOSELY, J.
satisfied, and, in my opinion, it must also mean
an application still subsisting and pending, and not
already disposed of, whether on the merits or by
default.
For these reasons I consider that the .order of
the trial Court was' correct,. and the applicant was
not entitled to rateable distribution. This application in revision will be dismissed with . costs,
advocate's fee Rs. 34.
N.M.L.

SPECIAL BENCH.
Before Sil' Arthur Page. Kt., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Mosely, al/tl
Mr. Justice Ba U..,
1935
lIfar. 11.

IN

THE MATTER OF

Advocat~-A tlC11lpt

AN ADVOCATE."*

to bribe il/dicial ofjiccl'-ProjcssiollaI1llisClllldu.ct,

An advocate who attempts to bribe a jl:dicial ofticer Oil behalf 01 his client
is ~uilty of the grossest professional misconduct. He is unfit to rcmailJ a
member of the legal profession, and should be str'lick off the Roll of AcI\'o;::atcs.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate).

Zeya

~or

the respondent.

PAGE, C.J.-In this case tJ Ba Htin, an advocate
of the High Court, practising at Mal1bin, has been
called on to show cause why he snould not be
struck off the H.oll of Advpcates or otherwise punished,
,on the ground that he has been guilty of professional.
... Civil Misc. Applicatiun No.. 6 of

19~5
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misconduct. The case was referred to the Bar
Council, and an· enquiry was held by . a tribunal
consisti.ng of Mr. R. G. Aiyangar, President, Mr.
K. C. Bose and U Kyaw Myint.
The following charges were framed :
" 1. That yOll U Ba Htin having been engaged by U Tha Kyi
of Thongw:l to defend him in Civil Regular Suit Nos. 139 and 216
of 1931 on the file of the T0wnship Judge's Court of Maubin
intimated by letter as per photographic copy of Exhibit A to the
said U Tha Kyi that the Myook IBd demanded Rs. 300 and that
you 'were ' stilI bargaining \\'ith him trying to beat him down' and
thereby you are guilty of conduct unbecoming the profession of
an advocate. You are hereby called upon' to show cause why you
should not be stmck off the Roll of Advocates or suspended from
practice or otherwise punished.
2. That you U Ba Htin did receive from Ma Hnin Bwin
wife of the said U Tha Kyi the sum of Rs. 300 to be' given as a
bi'ibe to the Township Judge, Maubiu, in order to indnce him
to decide the cases in favour of the said U Tha Kyi. You are
hereby called upon to show cause \vhy you should not be struck
off the Roll of Advocates or suspended from practice or otherwise
punished.
3. Ttat the said caSeS on the file of the Township Judge's
Court of Maubin were decided against the said U Tha Kyi and
th:lt you U Ba Htin, misappropriated the said sum or Rs. 300
paid to you on behalf of the said U Tha. Kyi by his wife
Ma Hnin Bwin and thereby you are guilty of conduct unbecoming
the profession of an advocate. YOll are hereby called upen to
show cause why yOll should not be struck off the Hall of Advocates
or suspended from practice or otherwise punished."

The members of the tribunal submitted separate
reports, in each of \vhich it was found that the first
charge had been proved, but whereas Mr. Aiyangar,
the President, also held that the second and third
charges had been made out, the other members of
the tribunal were of opinion that these charges had
not be'en substantiated.
Now, the material facts lie within a nanO'll compass. In 1931 two money suits were filed in the
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Township Court of Maubin· against U Tha Kyi, who
lives at Thongwa village, and the respondent Ba Htin
. AN.
was instructed to appear for the defendant. In each
ADVOCATE.
suit a decree was passed a,galnst the defendant on
PAGE, C.J.
the 1st September, 1931.
On roceiving notice that the cases had been lost
and that the decrees were to be executed against
him D Tha. Kyi, who is. an old man of 79, became
extremely perturbed, because during the course of
the proceedings and before judgment had been
delivered he had, so it was alleged, received a letter
from his learned advocate, U Ba Htin, written in·
Burmese (Exhibit A), the tI-ansJaticn of \1\hich is as
follows:
IN THE
r,1ATTER OF

" Ko Tha Kyi-do net worry. You may stay in peace.. For
the future there will be no necessity for you to come in connection
\vith this case. Therefore be assured that everything is well and
let yenr mind be in peace and contentment. Do not worry
U Tha I{yi~ir.
.
Sd. MG. BA TIN (in Burmese).
The delay is due to the fact that the My06k has demanded
Rs. 300 fI am) still bargainin~ with him trying to beat him
down.
ScI. MG. BA HTIN (in English)."

It was stated at the enquiry thatMa Rnin

Bwin~

the wife of U Tha Kyi, after the receipt of this
letter had gone to Maubin and had paid Rs. 300
to the respondent for the' purpose of bribing the
Judge as therein suggested; but that when he heard
that the cases had been lost· U Tha Kyi sent his
wife to Maubin to demand the return of the money..
She was uIlsl.1ccessful, the respondent telling her to
come again=.4 or 5 days later.
Now, U Tha Kyi's SOl1, Po Thin, is the village
headman ot Thongwa, and U Tha Kyi consulted

VOL.
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him on the matter. It appears that after Po Thin
and his brother Po Byu had failed to obtain repayment of the money from the respondent they showed
the letter (Exhibit A) to U Thein Nyun, a pleader at
Maubin, who advised them to have the letter photographed as U Ba Htin might get possession of the
original letter before the money was returned. This
\vas done and three copies of the letter (Exhibit A)
were obtained, of which one was given to Po Thin and
two were retained by U IVfe, Thein Nyun's father.
U Ba Htin, on being shown the original letter by
Po Thin, told him that he would return the money
if U Tha Kyi came for it. U Tha Kyi and his wife
Ma Hnin Bwin then went to Maubin, and according
to Ma Hnin Bwin she (( handed over the letter to
U Ba Htin as he promised to return the money."
She added
., he asked· for the letter and said that he would pay the
money in fOUf or five days' time. I gave it to him because I
believed him. I thought it would be easier to get the money if I
ret.urned the letter to him. I went to him again about fOUf or five
days later to make a demand, but he did not pay me. I did not
go again. Later on U Po Byu sent his letter."

It was proved to the satisfaction of the tribunal
that Exhibit A "vas one of the photographic copies
of the original letter in U Me's possession. Further"
it was admitted; by the respondent that subsequently
a letter of demand for the repayment of the money
was received by him, but that be did not reply to it.
At the conclusion of the evidence in support
of the charges the respondent was asked by the
President
., Q. Do yon want to make any statement in connection with
the evidence already recorded to explain anything that appears.
in it against you?

38
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A. Personally I have no wish to make a statement.
given full instructions to my lawyer."

I have

AN
ADVOCATE,
PAGE, C.}.

The case urged by U Zeya on behalf of the respondent was that the whole story is a concoction from
beginning to end, and that the letter (Exhibit A) was
fabricated and forged by U Pe Maung, a brother-inlaw of the respondent, who was on bad terms with
him.
[His Lordship, after discussing' the evidence, held]
that the inherent evidence from the documents
themselves and the probabilities of tht:: case support
the oral testimony of the witnesses who came from
Thongwa village, and I am clearly of opinion that
the first charge has _ been made 'out against rhe
respondent.
In these circumstances it is unnecessary to discuss
whether the second and/or the third charges have
beensubstanti'lted, although there does not appear
to me any sufficient ground for disbelieving Ma Hnin
Bwin's evidence that she paid Rs. 300 to the respondent as alleged in the second charge if her evidence
on the first charge is worthy of credence ; specially
in view of the admission by the respondent that he
had received the letter demanding the return of the
money and yet had sent. no reply to it.
In this Province complaints are frequently received
by the High Court to the effect that attempts have
been made to bribe the subordinate judiciary. The
complaints are nearly always anonymous, but there
is, I am sorry to say, ground for surmising that it is
not an uncommon practice in some parts of Burma
for unscrupulous litigants to have recourse to such a
device in order to obtain a judgment in their favour.
An advocate who stoops to such nefarious tactics is
guilty of the grossest professional misconduct j for by
o
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such means, if successful, justice is both dishonoured
and betrayed.
Each case turns on its own facts [see Re Hari
ProsQllna Muke/jee 11)), and having carefully considered the present case in all its bearings we have
no doubt as to what is the proper order for the
Court to pass. In our opinion, by his conduct the
respondent has shown himself to be unfit to remain
a member of the legal profession, and it is ordered
th2J~ his name be struck off the Roll of Advocates of
this Court.
BA U, J.-1 agree.
MOSELY,
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J.-l agree with my Lord the Chief

Jllstice

that the first charge against the respondent
was fully proved. The three membersaf the tribunal,
who were abl~ to observe the demeanour and satisfy
themselves of the veracity of the witnesses, were
unanimous in their finding on this charge. 1t is
impossible to suppose that these villagers of Thongwa
would have lent themselves to making a false
accusation against the respondent, and indeed the·
proceedings did not originate on any complaint by
them. Ma Rnin Bwin, the principal witness, was
certainly not eager to incriminate the respondent.
H is evident from the report of the President of the
tribunal that her statement that she did not know
what became of the lettcr \<vas 110t regarded as an
answer as to \<vhat she did with the letter. Presumably
she thought she was asked what the respondent did
with the leHer. The matter was cleared up when
she was recalled. She was corroborated as to the
letter by Po Thin and Po ByU: and by the pleader
Thein Nyun. The Burmese member of the tribunal,
(1) 21 C.W.N. 516.
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U Kyaw Myint, in his report lent much aid to the
opinion of the handwriting expert, and has given, I
AN
consider, conclusive reasons for believing that the
ADVOCATE.
letter which was the original of the photograph
MOSELY, J.
Exhibit A was written by the respondent.
I agree that there was no sufficient reason for
disbelieving Ma Bnin Bwin's evidence that the Rs. 300
was paid to the respondent. She was presumably
assisting U Tha Kyi in his business, and a busy
woman may well have forgotten after an interval of .
two years whether the money was paid in one or
two instalments. 1. do not agree with the member
of the tribunal, Mr. Bose, that the money "could not
have been" paid to the respondent without any further
communication from him, and U Kyaw Myint is"
certainly mistaken when he says that the wording of
the letter is against any payment having been made"
after the receipt of it. The letter does not indicate
that the respondent had any money of U Tha Kyi's
in his hands. It may be that these" two members of .
the tribunal wer~ right in holding that there was
technically insufficient evidence to substantiate the
second charge, but, as I have said, there was no
ground for discrediting Ma Bnin Bwin's evidence. "
I agree that the only fitting punishment is to
order that the respondent's name be struck off the
Roll of Advocates of this Court.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir A"rfhllr Page, [(t., Chicf Justice, and Mr. Jus ice Mya Bu.

THE BURMA DAIRY CO.

v.
D. R. DESAI.*
Insolvency-Applicatioll for discharge-Criminal proceedillgs against i1:solvent
-Complaint when to be" madc-Challccs of sllccessful proscclttioll-Public
interest-Pl"e/iminarv inquiry-Notice to insolvent-Presidency-Towns
Il1solvcllcy Act (IV of1909), s. 104.
It is not ncccs~a.ry, and in many cases undesirable, that the Court should
order that a complaint be made under s. 104 of the Presidency-Towns
Insolvency Act at the hearing of an application for discharge.
J.M. Lllcas v. Official Assigllcc oJ.Bellgal, 24 C.W.N. 418-refcrred to.
Different considerations apply when the Court is called upon to decide
whether," and if so upon what terms, an insolvent should be granted his
discharge, and whether the Court should exercise the powers which it possesses
under s. 104. In considering whether a complaint should be made Imder
s. 104 the Court has not only to take into account the probability of the criminal
proceedings "being" successful or the reverse, but also must determine upon a
consideration of the case as a whole whether it is desirable in the public interest
that an example should be n~ade of an insolvent whose conduct ha~ been so
".bad that criminal proceedings 6ught to be taken against him as a deterrenf
against the same or similar offences being committed by other insolvents.
The Court can proc"eed under s. 104 with or withont a preliminary inquiry
being made, but it is often of great importance to the insolvent that he should
have an opportunity of explaining to the Court. why criminal proceedings
should not be initiated against him.
Jcu.'1'aj v. Dayal Cltlllld, LL.R. S5 Cal. 783-1'<jcrl'cc! to.

K. C. Sauyal for the appellants.

At the time of
the hearing of an application for the discharge of an
insolvent the Co'tlrt is only concerned with whether
the discharge should or should not be granted. The
Court is not concerned at that stage with the question
whether, 011 the facts disclosed, the insolvent has
committed any offence under s. 104 of the PresidencyTO\\'IlS Insolvency Act ; although, of course, the Court
"Civil Mi~c. Apreal No. 134 of 1934 from the order of this Court on the
Original Side in Insolvcllcy Case No. 82 of 1930.
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may, if it chooses, pass orders under that section.
As to the proper time of moving the Court under
s. 104, see Lucas v. Official Assignee, Bengal (1).

fl.

D. R.

DESAI.

Dadachanji for the respondent. The appellants
had filed a long list of objections to the application
for discharge by the insolvent, and therein they had
specifically prayed for an enquiry into. the conduct
of the insolvent, and the offences committed by him
under s. 103 of the Act. Applications to take criminal
action against an insolvent are usually made and
heard at the time of hearing his application for
discharge. The .learned Judge in insolvency was
justified in characterizing the appellants' application
as an appeal from the order of Sen J. It would
have been an application for review if it had been
heard by Sen J.
.
It is the usual practice, and only fair to the
insolvent, that the Court should give him notice
before taking action under s. 104 of the Act.
C.J.-This appeal must be allowed.
An application for his discharge from insolvency
was filed by the respondent, ahd objections to his
discharge were presented on behalf of the petitioning
creditors, who are the appellants. 'In due course
the application was heard by Sen J. sitting in insolvency, and the discharge of the re_spondent was
refused.
Now, in the objections to . the respondent's
discharge which were filed on behalf of the appellants, the appellants inter alia prayed that
PAGE,

II (b) an enquiry may be held into the conduct of the insol-'
vent, especially with regard to the offences committed by him
under section 103 of the Act ;

(1) 24 C.W.N. 418.
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(c) a complaint may be lodged against the insolvent to stand
his trial in a criminal court as sanctioned by law and for such
purpose all necessary orders and directions may be passed."

The prayers (b) and (c) were not referred to in the
order of Sen J. refusing the respondent's application
for discharge. Further, we are info~med that, except
that the learned advocate for the appellants read the
document containing his objections, no reference
was made to this subject at the hearing of the
application for the discharge of the respondent.
On the 4th July," after Sen J. had passed the
order refusing the respondent his discharge, the
learned advocate for the appellants prepared the
petition out of which the present appeal arises,
praying
" (a) that an enquiry may be held under the provisions of
section 104 of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act into the
conduct of the insolvent for havi.ng committed offences cognizable
under section 104 of the said Act i
(b) that pending the saic! enquiry the hond executed by the
insolvent for his due ·appearance may not be cancelled i and
(c) that for such purpose all necessary orders and directions
may be passed."

On the same day an affidavit in support of the
application \\'as sworn by the agent and attorney of
the appellants. 1V1r. K C. Sanyal, the learned advocate
for the clppellants, has informed the Court that he
endeavoured on that day to obtain an opportunity
of presenting this application to Sen J., because he
was apprehensive that the respondent might "abscond.
He was unable, however, to ·see Sen J. on the 4th
July. OIl the following morning, however, Sen J.
directed him to file the application, and to take
steps that due notice thereof should be served upon
the respondent. On the 9th of July the present
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application was filed, and the Deputy Registrar
ordered notice thereof to be served upon the respondent, and fixed the 17th July as the date of hearing.
On that day Mr. Dadachanji, the learned advocate
for the respondent, applied for an adjournment of
the hearing of the application, and his application
was granted by Sen J. The application was eventually
heard by Braurid 1., who was then the learned Judge
appointed to take insolvency matters. On the 9th
of August 1934 Braund J. dismissed the application
upon the ground that
ce it amounts, in my opinion, to nothing short of an appeal
from the exercise of the discretion of the Court by Mr Justice
Sen in making no order for an enquiry under section 104. It is,
in my judgment, implicit in the learned Judge's judgment that he
. is not disposed to set in motion the powers of the Couri under
that section."

Against this order of Braund J. thepresent appeal
has been presented. With all respect to Braund J.
we find ourselves unable to construe the meaning
and effect of the order passed by Sen J. on the 4th
July 1934 in the way that found favour with the
learned Judge in insolvency. It appears to me to be
plain that Sen J. in passing orders on the application
of the respondent. for his discharge did not, and did
not affect to, consider or determine the question
whether the Court should take action against the
insolvent under section 104 of the Presidency-Towns
Insolvency Act. We are informed that after hearing
the petition of the respondent, the report of the
Official Assignee, and the objections filed on behalf
of the appellants Sen J. took the view that it was
manifest that the respondent must be refused his.
discharge j the learned Judge observing that "there
is no doubt that in this case almost every, ground
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for refusing the discharge of an insolvent enumerated
in section 39 of the Presidency-TO\\'ns Insolvency
Act exists." In the course of his order the learned
Judge stated that :
"After hearing the advocate for the petitioning creditor
I was satisfied that this was a case in which the insolvent's
dischar14e must be refused, and therefore called upon the insolvent's
:advocate at least to satisfy me as regards the alleged sale of
the Tamwe Stores to one Gazi Shah in June 1929
. He
'admitted also that this is not a case in which he could ask
the Court to give his client an unconditional order for
discharge. In the circumstances I did not desire to hear him
:any further, nor did he ask that he be allowed to address the
Court on other features of the c.1se."

Sen J. then proceeded to discuss certain other
. aspects of the case, and after referring again to the
transaction in connection with the sale of' the
Tamwe Stores stated
in my opinion this transaction shows that in June 1929 this
insolvent was making away with the :lvaihble assets of the
firm and \vas not at all concerned about payment to the creditors
of' the firm. In the pi'esent state of the case I am not
prepared to say this transaction \vas fraudulent, but it is
certainly highly suspicious, and the conduct of the insolvent
in this transaction certainly entitles him to no consideration as
regards the ~ralltiJ)g of hi.s persona! discharge or the imposing
of conditions 011 such c1iscliargc."
II

I am inclined to think that the ,vords " in the
present state of the case" should read (( at the
present stage of the case ", and that the words as
they now stand are found in the orde;r is probably
due to some fault in transcribing what the learned
Judge said. This, I think, mnst be so because the
learned Judge in the preceding sentence had
pointed out that the transaction in connection with
the Tannve Stores II shows that the insolvent was
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making away with the available assets of the firm."
As I apprehend his judgment what was in the
learned Judge's mind was that for the purpose of
disposing of the application for discharge it was.
unnecessary to do more than to point out that the
transaction in connection with the Tamwe Stores
plainly disentitled the insolvent to any consideration
as regards the granting of his personal discharge or
the .imposing of conditions on such discharge.
Sen J. then proceeded to refer to the admitted fact
that the insolvent had transferred promissory notes
of the. iace value of Rs; 26,000 to various creditors,
and concluded his order by stating .
I am satisfied from all the facts appearing· in this case that
the insolvent has made out no case. whatever for the
imposing of terms for his discharge, and that in the·
circumstances the only order that can be passed.is to refllse
his discharge."
C'

Now, it is common ground thatScn J. did not
in fact make any reference in his order to the·
prayer in the appellants' objections that the Court
should take action under section 104, and having
regard to what took place at t!~e hearing before
him I cannot persuade myself that Sen J: either
applied his mind· to that matter or affected to
consider ,or determin e it. The subsequent events
also support this view, because, if Sen J. had been
under the impression that he had already determined
that proceedings should not be taken against the
insolvent under section 104, he would not have
acted in the manner in which he did when Mr. Sanyal
on behalf of the appellants made the application
under consideration to him on the 5th of July, nor
would the learned Judge, in my opinion, on the
7th of. July have granted the application of
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Mr. Dadachanji on behalf of the respondent for
an adjournment of the hearing of the application.
Further, if Sen J. had purported to dispose of the
prayer raised by the respondent in his objection
relating to section 104 one would have expected
that the learned advocate for the respondent
\vould have applied to the learned Judge in
insolvency on appeal from the order of the Deputy
Registrar when the present application \-vas filed,
and it was ordered that notice should be issued to
the respondent. That, however, \vas not done. It
appears that the inSOlvent, so far from urging that
the application of the appellants did not lie, applied
to Sen J. that the hearing of the application should
be adjourned. \iVith all respect to the learned
Judge in insolvency I am of opinion that at the
hearing of the application for the insolvent's
discharge Sen J. neither heard nor determined nor
purported to hear or. determine the question
whether the Court should exercise the powers with
which it was vested under section 104. Having
regard to certain observations in the judgment of
Braund J. it is, I think, desirable that we should
point out that it IS open to the Court at any stage
of the proceedings after the adjudication order has
been passed, and even after discharge, to exercise
the discretion with which it is vested under section
104. But, as pointed out by Jenkins C.}. in
J. M. Lucas v. Official AssiJ!.1tee of Bengal (1)
"though no invariable rule can be laid down it is ordinarily
undesirable to institute criminal proceedings until the determination of civil proceedings in which the same issues are
invol\'ed. It is too well known to need elaboration that
criminal. proceedings lend themselves to the unscrupulous
(1) 24 C.'V.N. 418 at p. 424.
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. application of improper pressure with a view to influencing the
course of the civil proceedings : and bey·ond that there is the
BURMA
mischief illustrated
by this case of criminal
proceedings being
.
.
DAIRY CO.
instituted with an imperfect appreciation of the facts where
v.
D. R. DESAI. they have not been ascertained in the more searching investi-.
gation of a Civil Court."
PAGE, C.J.
THE

I am further of opinion that it is not necessary,
and in many cases that it would be undesirable,
that the Court should order that a complaint be
made under section 104 at the hearing of an
application for discharge. Different considerations
arise when the Court is called" upon to decide
whether and if so upon what terms· an insolvent·
should be granted his discharge, and whether the
Court should exercise the powers which it possesses
under section 104. In considering whether a complaint should be made under section 104 the Court
has not only to ta.ke into account the probability of
the criminal proceedings being successful or the
reverse, but also must determine upon a consideration of the case as a whole whether it is desirable
in the public interest that an example should be
made of an insolvent whose conduct has been so
bad that criminal proceedings ought to be taken
against him, as a deterrent against the same or
similar offences being committed by' other insolvents.
Of course, in any case the Judge is at liberty to
proceed under section 104 with or without a
preliminary enquiry being made, and in this connection
reference may usefully be made to the observations of
Suhrawardy and Graham JJ. in ]ewraj Khariwal v.
Dayal. Chand ]ahury (1). Further, I respectfully
an application under
agree with Braund J. that
section 104 is not one in which the insolvent
l(

!1) (1927) I.L.R.55

~al.

783.
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against \vhorn proceedings are proposed is entitled
to take part, unless invited to do so by the Court ",
but with due deference I do not agree with the
learned Judge in thinking that where an insolvent is
not heard on an application unde-r section 104 " the
insolvent is not thereby prejudiced in any way,
because in the event of proceedings by viTay of
prosecution being instituted he has, of course, ample
opportnnity of appearing and defending himself in
those proceedings when launched."
It depends on the circumstances; and, in my
opinion, it may often be of great importance to the
insolvent tho.t he should have an opportunity of
explaining to the Court the reasons why he
contends that the Court should not proceed to the
extreme limit of making a complaint under section
104 against .him in a Criminal Court.
In the present case notice of the application was
given-and in my opinion rightly given-to the
respondent.
.
Now, the Ie~rn.ed Judge in insolvency has
dismissed the present application upon the ground
that it was not open. to him to hear or determine it
on the merits. For the reasons that we have stated
the appeal wiII be allowed, the order from which
the appeal is brought set aside, and the proceedings
returned to the learned Judge sitting in insolvency
fOf the application to be heard and determined on
the merits according to law.
!\1YA

Bu, J.-I agree.
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Before Mr. Justice Mosely and Mr. Justice DUllkiey.
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P.M. CHETTIAR FIRM

Mar. 27.

v.
A.K.A.C.T.A.L. CHETTIAR FIRM.*
Illsolvency-Executi01J oj decree against deblol' dUl'i1lg pe1ldellcy oj insolvCllcy
petitiv1L-Noiice to executing Court- POWC1' oj execu' f t1lg Court tv' sell
attached property-Application jor delivery a/debtor's property to
Receiver cssential (0 pr~vcnt sa!c~Attacltil1g cl'cditor's rights as against
Receiver-Receiver's powers cxe,·cisab.le by Insolve1lcy Court where no
Receiver is appoin(ed-Dinx:tion oj sale by' lnsolVCl1cy COltrt to
E.1:ewting Court-Pro'Cil1cial Insolvenc)' Act tv of .1920), ss. 51, 52, 58.

There is no provision in the Provincial Insolvency Act which 'prohibits
a Court executing a decree· from selling the jl.dgment-debtor's property
merely because notice has been given that an insolvency petition by ·him
or against him has been admitted. It is only when an application is made .
to the executing Court for the delivery of the 'property that tIW Court is
required by s. 52 of the Act to direct the property, if in its possession, to
be delivered to the Receiver. In the absence of such an application the
Court is at liberty to sell the properly.
Rolla Ram v. Mal, 80 I.C. 509; Tirpit' Thakur v. M. R.· Do.<, A:I.R.
(1930) Pat. 406-rcjcrreri to.
. '
S. 51 merely enacts that the attaching creditor shall not be entitled to
the benefit of the exet:ufion as against the Receiver. It is immaterial
whether a Receiver has been appointed or ll~t, as, under s. 58 of the Act,
where no Receiver is appointe?, the Court has all the rights of and may
exercise aIr the powers conferred 'on a Receiver. under the Act.
The Insolvency Court has no power to direct a sale by the executing
Court.

Chari for the appellants. The Insolvency Couri
(the District Court) had no jurisdiction to pass an
order permitting the respof!.dent to execute his money
decree against the appellant. The ord~r complained
of is in effect a direction by the Insofvency Court
(the District Court) to the executing Court (the
Assistant District Court).
~ Civil Misc. A?peal No. 168 of 1934 from the order of the District
Court of Pyap6n in Insolvency Case No. 30 of 1932.
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As no adjudication of the debtors had taken place
s. 52 of the Provincial Insolvency Act applied, and
the executing Court was bound to direct the delivery
of the property to the Receiver. Mahasukh jhave1'das v. Valibhai Fatubhai (1).
Basu for the respondent. S. 2~ of the Act applies
only after adjudication, and there is no specific provision dealing ""i.th a creditor's application for execution
before adjudication. But s. 4 of the Act is couched
in very wide terms, and as soon as a petition in
insolvency is filed by a debtor the Insolvency Court
assumes full jurisdiction over his affairs. The Insolvency Court ,,vas perfectly competent to pass the
order it did in this case, which was, in fact, obtained
in answer to the objection raised by the appellant
that leave of the Insolvency Court had not been
obtained. The appellant cannot blow hot and cold
at the same time. S. 52 of the Act has no' application to the facts of this case because there was no
. Receiver to take charge of the properties. If the
respondent is refused permission to execute his decree
the property will go back to the debtor; moreover,
the appellant is purposely 'delaying his adjudication
as long as possible..
lJurp.a Saran v. Beni Prasad (2); Tirpit Thakur
.v. Mahanath Ramperlwsh (3) ; Ralla Ranl v. Ram
LabhaY(l (4).

J.-The respondents, the A.KA.C.T.A.L.
Firm, applied on the 20th August, 1932, in Insolvency Case No. 30 of 1932 of the District Court of
Pyapon, for the adjudication of the appellants, the
P.M. Chcttiar Firm, as insolvents. The case was
MOSELY,

(1) 30 Hom. LX 455.
(2) 31 All. L.J. 13·12.

(3) A.I.R (1930) Pat. 406.
(4) 6 Lah. L.J. 232.
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much delayed by the P.M. Firm delaying to produce
their accounts and by contests over a receivership.
CHETTIAR
Th
.. ' . h
h
.
1
FIRM
. e present posItion IS t at t ere IS on y an interim
A.K..:C.T.A. receiver of the rents of certain paddy lands. Besides'
L. ~~~~IAR the petitioning firm, there are othe' rcreditors for a
-.'
large amount. On the 22nd May, 1933, the petitionMOSELY, J.
iog firm filed Suit No. 26 of 1933 in the Assistant
District Court of Pyapon for their debt, which'
was one of over Rs. 12,700 due on a promissory
note, and' they obtained a decree on the 29th
August 1933. There are two cases now pending in
the Assistant District Court in execution of that
decree, Nos. 4 and 32 of 1934. An intermediate
application for execution, No. 18 of 1934, was dismissed by the Assistant District Court on the ground
(pleaded by the judgment-debtors) -that no leave of
the Insolvency Court, that is of the District Court t
had been obtained. It is clear, therefore, that notice
of the insolvency petition had been given to the
executing Court. After the dismissal of Execution
Case No. 18 the petitioning creditor applied for per-mission to the District Court to txecute his decree
in the Assistant District Court, and permission was
granted on two conditions (1) that the sale proceeds
must be kept in deposit in Court for rateable distri,..
bution among creditors in case of adjudication, alfd
(2) that 'no set-offs were to be allowed, but the
purchase price must be deposited in Court in full. The
present appeal by the P.M. Firm is against this order'
on the ground that it is contrary to section 52 of
the Provincial Insolvency Act.
The relevant sections of the Act are sections 51
and 52. Section S1 (1) reads:
1935

P.M.

II Where execution of a decree has issued against the property of a -debtor, no person shall be entitled to the benefit of
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the execution against the receiver except in respect of assets
realized in the course of the execution by sale or otherwise
before the date of the admission of the petition."

1935
P.M.
CHETTIAR
FIRM
'I).

In the old Act of 1907 the corresponding section A.K.A.C.T.A.
L. CHETTIAR
No. 34 read
FIRM.

* * *

except in respect of the assets realized in the
.course of the execution by sale or otherwise before the date
of the' order of adjudication."
I'

Section 52 reads:
" \Vhere execution of a decree has issued against any propertyof a debtor which is saleable in execution and before
the sale thereof notice is given to the Court executing the
decree that an insolvency petition by or against the debtor
has been admitted, the Court shall, on application, direct the
property, if in the pos'>ession of the Court, to be delivered
to the receiver. but the costs of the suit in which the decree
was made and of the execution shall be a first charge oli
the property so delivered, and the receiver may sell the
property or an .adequate part thereof for the. purpose of
s::J.tisfying the charge."

In the two execution cases in question the property has been attached, and it is therefore property
in the possession of the Court, as was pointed out
in an unallthorized -ruling cited-Tirpit Thakur v.
Malzullath ROlllpCrkash J)as (1). In these execution
cases the debtor firm objected to the executIOn OIl
the ground that leave of the Insolvency Couri had
not been obtained, a ground which is entirely incon··
sistcnt with the present grounds of appeal. It was
assumed in cases under the Act of 1907 that there
\vas nothing in law to prevent a decree-holder from
continuing to execute his decree up to the date \vhen

(1) 11..1.1<. (1930) Pat. 406.

39

MOSELY,

J.
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an order for adjudication was passed [Ishri Prasad·
v. Gopi Natlz (1); Din Dayal v. Cur Saran Lal (2) ;
CH;;~AR Madhu Sardar v. Khitish Cha1'ldnl Banerji (3)].
A.K.A~6.T.A.
There are only unauthorized reports of cases dealL. CHETTIAR ing with the question whether an' executing Court
FIRM...
.
_.under the Act of 1920 can proceed in execution to
MOSELY, J. sell property of a judgment-debtor after the date of
a petition by or against that debtor in insolvency
has been admitted, but before he has been adjudicated. In· Raila Ram v. Ram Labhaya Mal (4).
it was said that there was no provision· in the
Provincial .Insolvency Act which prohibits a Court
executing a decree from selling the judgment-debtor's
property merely by reason of· its· having been givel1
'notice that an insolvency petition by him (or against
him) ~as been admitted. It is onlY. when an application is made to the executing Court for the delivery
of the property that the Court is reqllired 'by section
52 of the Act to direct the property! if ill Jls possession, to be delivered to the receiver. In the absence
of such an application the Court is at liberty to
sell the property.
This would appear to be correct on the face of
it. Section 51 merely enacts that the. attaching
creditor shall not be entitled to the benefit of the
execution as against the receiver. I would remark
here that it dQes not appear to -!pe to make any
material difference whether a receiver has been
appoil1tedor not as, under section 58 of the Act,
where no receiver is appointed, the Court shall
have ail the rights of and may exercise aU. the
powers conferred on a receiver under the Act. The
decision in Raila Ram's case (4) was assumed 10
1935

RM.

(1) (l912j I L.R 34 All. 628.
(2; (1920) I.L.R 42 All. 336.

(3) (1914) I.L.R. 42 Cal. 289.
80 I.e. 509.

(4)

VOL. XIII]

be correct in Tirt>i~ Thakur's case (1). There is one
.case which appears to be to the contrary effect,Mahasukh ]/za7Jerdas v. l'alibhai Fatubhai (2), but
that decision went on the point that property
- attached is property in the possession of the Court,
:and it ·is not clear there whether application had
....
~
.
Court t- 0 d elver
l'
tlle
i\Jt;en
rnad e to th e attac Inng
property to the - receiver under section 52 or not.
Two other cases quoted-Durga Saran v. Beni Prasad
,(3) and Ram{!,opal Rarn Parshad v. Guilla Mal Gizasi
Ram (4) are to the effed that section 52 contemplates the existence of a receiver with full powers.
As I have said, section 58 would appear to be
:against this.
The executing Court had power, I consider, to
direct the property to be sold if no application
; underseetion 52 was made to it. Admittedly no
such - application was made. There is no provision
in the Act for the Insolvency Court to allow or
direct a sale by the executing Court \\·ith or without
.any conditions, and for this reason, therefore, we
ar~ bound to hold that the order of the Insolvency
Court was without jurisdiction. It was in itself a harmless order inasmuch as it merely directed,-what is
laid down by law,-that the sale must be for the
benefit of the general body of creditors, and it
imposed, therefore, a condition which the executing·
-Court will have to impose if the property is sold,
that only cash bids be allowed. These matters,
however, must be left to the executing Court, where
:sale will proceed if no application is made under
section 52. I would remark here that if such an
application is to be made under section 52 it would
be advisable for the Insolvency Court to appoint an
(1) A.l.R (1930) Pat. 406.
\2j

30 Bom.
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interim receiver with powers toad under section 52 r
or grant to the present interini receiver under section

CHETTlAI{

20 of the Act such powers. I would also remark
A.K.A.C.T.A. that the adjudication should now be. proceeded with
L. CHETTl.\R with proper despatch.
I understand that a duplicate
FIRM~
file has been opened, and incase of further appeal
MOSELY, J.
to this COlirt there should be no more of the delays:
that have happened in the past. The order in
question will. be formally set aside. Under the
circumstances there will be no order as to costs of
thisappe.al.
FIRM

1'.

DUNKLEY,

J.-I agree.

FULL BENCH (CRIMINAL).
Btjol'" Sir A,'tlmr PLlge, Kt., Chief lusUa, lIlr. Justice ltlya. Bli, lind
1011'. lusticc DUII"lcy,
1935

KING-EMPEROR

May 29.

'/.I.

MAUNG BO MAUNG.*
Public serva1lt-Sa1le/ioll to pr(lseeute-Criminal Proeedtlfe Code (Act V of 1898),
s. 197 (l)-Delegalioll Rules, 1926, rule 4-" L " Cire!llar No. 48 of 1926Appointment of assistant aceolmlants in the Treast/-ry-Appoilltmeuf alld
removal by Deputy Commissioner-Deputy COlllmissioner flOt tlIe ageut
of Local Government for /he purpose of appoititmetlt atld rC11l0vtllCharge of criminal breac.h of tnlst-Offellce tlot all offence ill discharge
of duty. '
'
Rule 4 -of the Delegation Rules, 1926, made by the Secretary of State'
for India empowers the Local Government in respect of the subordinate'
services, not merely to delegate the power of appointment and removal to·
a subordinate authority, but to authorize such subordinate authority indepen. dently so to appoint or remove. In virtue of Ihis power the Local Govern-'
ment by " L "" Circular No. 48 of 1926 has aulhoril.ecl the Deputy Commissioner to appoint assistant accountants in the Treasury in his distrid~ Inmakin~ such appointments the Deputy Commissioner does not act for or'
on behalf of the Local Government ; the powcr of appointment and by'
implication the power of removal- and dismissal frOlTl office of suCh subor-

* Criminal Revision No. 240 of 1935. arising out of the order of the Firsl
Additional Magistrate of Prome in Criminal Trial No. 17 of 1935.
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dinate oihcers is absolutely vested in the Deputy Commissioner. Rule 4
is not abrogated by, and is not inconsistent with, the rules made by the
·Secretary of state in 1930.
Consequently, no sanction of the Local Government is necessary under
·s. 197 (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code for the prosecution of an assistant
:accountant in a sub-treasury for an offence under s. 409 of the Indian
Penal Code.
Moreover, in committing· such an offence the officer cannot be said to be
,acting in the discharge of his official duty. His office has merely provided
him with the opportunity of committing the offence.
KYllW Hlin v. Ah Yoo, I.L.R. 12 Ran. 530-distillguished.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
If a person is, in fact, removable from his office
without the sanction of the Local Governmel~t or
-some higher authority no sanction under s. 197 of
the Criminal Procedure Code is necessary for prosecuting· him for an offence committed by him. The
assistant accountant ill the present case was appointed
. by the Deputy Commissioner under " L" Circular
No. 48 of 1926. Under s. 96B (2) of the Government of India Ad the Secretary of State for India
in Council may make rules for the classification of
the Civil Services in India and their conditions of
~ervice. The rule-making power in this behalf may
be delegated to LO(;al· Governments. Rules were
made by the Secretary of State in 1924 (Gazette
of India, 1924, Part I, p. 552) for the classification
of the Civil Services in India. These rules have
been superseded by a new set of rules in 1930,
but rule 7 of these rules saves all old Tules not
inconsistent with the new provisions. Rule 4 of
the uid rules defined subordinate services (in which
is included the office of an assistant accountant),
:and under rule 15 powers of punishment as regards
subordinate services were delegated to the· Local
Government. Hlile 4 of the Civil Services (Governors'
Provinces) Delegation Rules, 1926, appeaiilig· '"On
.p. 17 of the Local Government Circulars, Vol. 2,

1935
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delegated to the Local Government the power to
make rules regulating the conditions of service of
subordinate services. In the exercise of the above
powers the Local Government has made further
rules for subordinate services, Local Government
Circulars (Vol. 2},' and in cases not specifically
provided for in the various items in the schedule'
annexed to the rules the last item of that schedule
gives the appointing authority power to dismiss·
its appointees~' An assistant accountant will come
within this item and s. 197, therefore, can have
no application.
The decision in Kyaw' Htin v. Ah Yoo (1) does:
not correctly state tAe law. It should really have
been based on the Excise Act.
With similar
materials the COllrt in Emperor v. J alcil-ud-din \2}
took a contrary view.
In Cr. Rev. No. 114B of 1935 a learned Judge
of this Court followed the decision in kyaw If/in v.
Ah Yoo ; but there again the judgment should have
been based on the Rangoon Town Police Act.
S. 197 was not intended to give protection to
all public servants because if that were so it would
have been very' easy for the Legislature to have
said '.' all civil servants of the Crown" instead of
a public servant 'I not removable from his office
save by or with the sanction of a Local Government." See also Mahamad Yasill v. Emperor (3) j:
In re Reddy Venkayya (4).
The! Tun, for the respondent. The Circular shows:
that the Deputy Commissioner was acting as the
delegate of the Local Government in making appointments. The Treasury Department is in fact an
(1) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 530.
(2) I,.L.R. 48 All. 264.

(3) I.L.R. 52 Cal. 431.
(4) 12 M.L.T. 351.
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Imperial Department, and appointments are made
on behalf of the Government of India.
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PAGE, C.J.-In this case Maung Bo Maung was
prosecuted before the 1st Additional Special Power
Magistrate of Prome for an alleged offence of criminal
breach of trust as a public servant under section
409 of the Indian Penal Code. Maung Bo Maung at
the time when he was prosecuted was an assistant
accountant employed at the Thegon sub-treasury,
and in that capacity he was a public servant within
the meaning of that term as used in section 197
of the Code of Criminal Procedure (Act V of 1898).
Section 197 (1) of the Code runs as follows:
"Vlhen any person who is a Judge within the meaning of
section 19 of the Indian Penal Code, or when any Magistrate,
-or when any public servant who is not removable from his office
- save -by or with _the sanction of a Local Government or some
higher authority, is accused of any offence alleged to have been
committed by him while acting or purporting to act in the
discharge of his official duty, no Coudshall take cognizance of
such '. offence except with the previous sanction of the Local
Government."

In the present case the sanction of the Local
Government has not been obtained, and the 1st
_ . Additional Special Power Magistrate before whom
'. the case was tried was of opinion that sanction was
necessary as the case fell within section 197 of
the Code. In these circumstances the 1st Additional Special Power Magistrate directed" that the
accused Maung Bo Maung be released as far as
this case is concerned."
It may be well to point out that a direction
in that sense is not a form of order known to
the law. The learned Government Advocate has
now applied for revision of this order upon the

V.

MAUNG Bo
MAUNG.
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1935

ground that in the circumstances of the present
case the sanction of the Local Government was
EMPEROR
not required. That depends upon whether Maung
V.
MAUNG Eo
Bo Maung was a "public servant who is not
MATING.
removable
from his office save by or with the
PA~E, C.T.
sanction of a Local Government or some higher
authority." If what had happened had been that
the appointment of an assistant accountant of the
Treasury lying with the Local Government, the
Local Goverriment· had merely authorized some
other person or authority to make the appointment
for them I am of opinion that the appointment
of Maung Bo Maung would have been an appointment by the Local Government, and inasmuch as
the power of appointment connotes the power of
dismissal [see section 16 of the General Clauses
Act (I of 1898)], it would have followed that the
power to remove Maung Bo Maung remained
vested in the Local Government; and Maullg Bo
Maung would be a person who was " not removable from his office save by or with the sanetion
of the Local Government." I respectfully agree
with the following observations of Coutts Trotter J.
that are referred to in Kyaw Htin v. All }Too (1).:
KING~

j

., In my opinion the delegation by the Local Government of
its power. to a special officer only means that the Local Government performs that act itself through the medium of a particular officer as t~e channel' through which it is done ; and it
is an ordinary case of qui fac-it per alium facit PCI' see It is no
doubt done in accordance with that delegation, but nevertheless'
it~i"emains the act of the Local Government."

On the other hand if the power of· appointing'
Maung Bo Maung assistant. accountant o.f the
Treasury had duly been transferred to some· other
(1) .(1934) l.L.R. 12 Ran. 530,. 533.
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:4.uthority by the Local Government or otherwise
then, inasmuch as the power of appointment
involves the power of removal, the sanction of the
Loca I Government in the present case would not
be necessary, because Maung Bo Maung would not
be a public servant" not removabl~ from his office
.save by or with the sanction of the Local Government." Th~ determination of the present case, there-fore, depends upon whether or not the power of
.appointment and removal of assistant accountants
in the Treasury had been duly conferred upon or
transferred to some authority other than the Local
Government.
Now, under section 96B (1) of the Government
-of India Act it is provided that in the case of
·every person in the civil service of the Crown in
India "no person in that service may be dismissed
'by any authority subordinate to that by which he
was' appointed," and by section 96B (2)
-" the Secretary of State in Council may' make rules for
:regulating the classification of the civil services in India, the
methods of their recruitme~t, their conditioris of service, pay
:and allowances, and discipline and conduct. Such rules may,
to such' extent and in respect of such matters as may be
prescribed, delegate the power of making rules to the Governor'General in Councilor to local governments, or authorise the
Indian Legislature or local legislatures to make laws regulating
the public services."

,Now, on the 27th of April 1926 the Secretary of
State under the rules passed on that date, ~n rule 4
prescribed that
'" 4. (l) Notwithstanding anything contained in any rule m'lde
under, or co~firmed by, the Gover~1ll~eDrof India Act, the pow~r '
to make rules regulating the con<1itions of service, pay, allowances,
and pensions of provillcial and SubOl'dinate serviCES and of
~ffice!-"s holding special posts is herebY'c:elegated to the Lccai
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Governments of Governors' Provinces provided that no such rule
(not being it rule regulating compensatory al1omHJces) shall
adversely affect any person who was a niember of a provincial or
subordinate service or was holding a special post on the 9th March
1926."

We are of opinion that Maung Bo Maung as an
assistant accountant was a member of tIle subordinate
serVIce.
On the 5th of November 1926, as appears· from
"L" Circular No. 48 of 1926, the Local Government made certain rules inter alia regarding the
appointment of treasury accountants, and under
rule 4 it is laid down that
"the grade of Assistant Accountant is common both t6 the
Headquarters Treasury and to the Sub-Treasury.establishment.
The sanctioned scale of pay is Rs. 45-5-70 and appointments to .
this grade are made by the Deputy Commissioner from candidates.
who must be qualified under the Clerkship Rules."

Now, Maung Bo Maung was appointed assistant
accountant of the Treasury, Thegon, on the 24th September 1929, and he was appointed to that position
by the Deputy Commissioner. It follows, therefore,
that the Deputy Commissioner is the authority with.
power to remove or dismiss him from his office.
On the 19th June 1930 the Secretary of State for
India in Council, pursuant to the powers conferred
by sub-section 2 of section 96B of the Government
of India Act, made certain rules.' Under rule 1 (2}
of these rules the Civil Services (Governors' Provinces)
Classification Rules and the Civil Services (Governors'
Provinces) Delegation Rules, 1926, are cancelled, one·
of such Delegation Rules being rule 4- (1) of the'
27th April 1926. By rule 7, however, it is provided

that
where by these rules power· is delegated to, or conferred
upon, any authGrity to make rules regulating the classificaticn, the.

II
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methods of recruitment, the conditions of service, the pay,
allowances and pensions, or the di~cipline and conduct of any
class of the Civil Services specified in Rule 14, the rules,
notifications, and orders, by whatsce\'cr authority made, regulating these matters in respect of that class which were in operation on the date these rules were made shall remain in operation
except in so far as they may be inconsistent with these rules or
may be specifically cancelled or modified in exercise of the aforesaid power by the authority to which it is delegated."

It followed, therefore, that rule 4 of the Delegation

Rules of April 1926 would remain in force except
in so far as it was inconsistent with the rules of
1930. By rule 44 of 1930 it is provided that
" the power to make rules providing for the following matters
in respect of subordinate services under lhe administrative
control cf a Government is hereby delegated to such Government,
namely:
(a) the making of I1rst appointments,
(b) the methods d recruitment,
fc) the number and character of posts, and
(d) conditions of service, pay and allO\VallCeS and pensions",

and by rule 54 it is prescribed that
"the power to make rules prescribing the penalties that may
be imposed on members of Subordinate Services under the
administrative control of a Government, the authorities which may
impose such penalties, the appeals which may be preferred from
orders impmiing such penalties, the ccnditions subject to which
and the authorities by which such orders may be reversed or
altered in cases in which no appeal lies or in which no appeal is
preferred, is hereby delegated to such Government",

and under rule 49 the penalties referred to in rule 54
include removal or dismissal from the civil service of
the Crown.
In my opinion rule 4 of the Delegation Rules of
April 1926 was neither abrogated by, nor inconsistent
with, the rules of ]930, and therefore it governs the
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legal ,position of Maung Bo Maung so far as his
KING-'
appointment and dismissal are concerned. I am of
EMPEROR
opinion that under rule 4- of the 5th November 1926 the
v.
MAUNG'BO
Local Government did not authorize the Deputy
MAUNG.,
Commissioner to act for them in appointing Maung
PAGE, C,J.
Bo Maung, but transferred out and out to the Deputy'
Commissioner the pOINer to appoint assistant accountants within his district and by implication the power
to remove or dismiss them froni their office. In my
opinion in such circumstances there is no room for
section 1Y7 of the Code of Criminal Procedure to
operate, ,and the previous, sanction of the Local
Government was not necessary for tbe prosecution
of Maung Bo Maung in the present case. "It is
unnecessary to consider \vhether the actual decision
in Kyaw Htht v. Ah Yoo (1) was correct or not
because that case turned upon provisions of law other,
-than those with ,,,7hich' we are concerned, 'in the,
present case. Each case depends upon its own facts,
and it is neither necessary nor desirable in the present
case that we should investigate the ratio decideridi
or the validity of any decision otber th;\11 that whirh'
is under consideralion.
I desire to add, however, that, in my opinion, even
if Maung Bo Maung had been "a public se1:vant
who is not removable from office save by or TNith
the sanctioil of the Local Government" the sanction
of the Local Government would' not have been
necessary before commencing the preserit prosecution,
because under section 197 the previous sanction of
the Local Government is only required where the
accused is charged" with any offence alleged to have
been committed by him while acting or purporting
to ad 'in the discharge of his official duty." In the
(1)

U9341 I.L R. 12 Ran, 530.
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present case in which it is alleged that Maung Bo
Matmg was guilty of criminal breach of trust it is
in my opinion plain that, although if he had not
been a government official Maung Bo Maung might
not ha\le been enabled to commit the offence with
which he was charged, in committing the alleged
offence he was neither "acting nor purporting to
act, in the discharge of his official' duty", for he was
acting not as an official but as a thief. Upon this
further ground also, in my opinion, the application
'in revision must be accepted j the order of which
complaint is made set aside, and. the proceedings
returned to the 1st Additional Special Power Magis:..
trate of Prome in order that they may be continued
and determined according to law.
MYA Bu, J.-I agree.
J.-I agree with my Lord the Chief
Justice, but desire to add a few observations. In
order that sub-section (J) of section 197 of the
Criminal Procedure Code may be applfcable to the
trial of a public servant for an offence two conditions
are necessary j first, that the public servant in question should not be removable from his office save
by or with the sanction of the Local Government,
and, secondly, that the offence which he is alleged to
have committed should have been committed by him
while acting or purporting to act in the discharge of
his official duty. To my, mind, it is clear that when
a public servant commits criminal breach of, trust in
respect of moneys belonging to Government which
pass through his hands, he cannot be said to be
acting or even purporting to act in the execution
of his duty as such public servant. The words
"purporting to act" connote that the public servant
DUNKLEY,
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means· or intends or' purposes to aet as such, or
KINGth;at his action conveys to the mind of another that
·EMPEROR
he is acting as such.
fl.
'
·MAUNi> Eo
Now in so committing criminal breach of trust a
MAUNG.
public servant does not mean or intend or purport
rDUNKLEY, J.
to.act in the execution of his duty; on the contrary,
he intends to act. in direct o}?position to his duty,
and his office provides him merely with the opportunity of committing the offence. Nor is his action
such as to cause another person to tbink that he is
acting in the discharge of ·his duty.. Consequently,
on this ground section 197 of the Criminal Procedure
Code can have no application in the present ·case.
\i\Tith regard to the second condition, that the
public servant in question should be removable from
office only by or with the sanction of the Local
Government,· it is clear from the terms of the section
that if any authority subordinate to the Local Govern- .
ment has the power of removal, section· 197 of. the
Code. could not have any application.
\Ve have been referred in the course of argument
to the case ~f Emperor v. Ialal-ud-din. (1 ).With all
-due respect to the learned Judges who decided that
case, it seems to me that there was some confusion
of thought between a delegation of authority and a
-conferment of authority on soine other person, and
-for this reason the illustration given in the jlidgment,
-of the powers of the Chief Justice to appoint officials
.of the High Court, \vas not apposite. In its true sense
to delegate" means to appoint a person to exercise
:authority on one's behalf. If that is what was doric
by the Local Government, thell the maxim qui faci!
.per a.liulIl facit per se would be applicable, and it
would have to be held that the aet of the authority
.j(

(1) (19251 l.L.H. 48 All. 264;
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to whom the power of removal was delegated was the
act of the Local Government, and that therefore the
removal was the act of the Local Government and
not of any subordinate authority.
But if the Local
Government under statutory powers grants to an
authority subordinate to itself power to appoint and
remove, which power can be exercised independently of
the Local Government, then obviously the appointment
is made, not hy the Local Government, but by the
subordinate authority. I agree with my Lord the Chief
Justice that rule 4 of the Delegation Rules, made by
the Secretary of State for India in 1926, has given
power to the Local Government, in respect of the
Subordinate Services, not merely to delegate the
power of appointment and removal to a subordinate authority but to authorize such subordinate
authority independently so to appoint or remove,
and, in my opinion, rule 4 of the rules of 1926
has not been cancelled by the Secretary of
State's more recent rules of 1930, but, on the
contrary, has been amplified and explained so as to
make it clear that the authority granted by rule 4
was not merely a power of delegation but authority
to give independent power of appointment and
removal.
]n regard to assistant accountants this
authority has been exercised by the Local Government in Local Government" L" Circular No. 48 of
1926, and the power thereby conferred upon Deputy
Commissioners is not a delegated authority, but a
power to appoint and remove independent of the·
Local Government.
We have been asked to express our dissent from
the judgment of my "learned brother Mosely in
Kyaw Htin v. Alz Yoo {I), but in deciding the
II) (19341 I.L.R. 12 Ran. 530.
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application before us it is unnecessary and, in fact, is.
KING~
impossible to express an opinion. as to the· correctness
EMPEROR
or otherwise of this judgment, which turned upon
v.
MAUNGBO
a consideration of the special provisions of the
MAUNG.
Burma Excise Act and the ~otifications thereunder,
DUNKLEY, J.
and is only an authority for what it actually
decided. If I may, with all due respect, say so, I
.think it would perhaps have been better if my
learned brother had based his decision solely On the
special provisions. of this Act, without reference to
. the rules under the Government of India Act. In
all such cases as [(ymv Htin v. Ah Yoo (1), where
a special Act is concerned; .special c(;msiderations.
arise which do notarise in a case like the present r
which turns upon the. rules made under the
Government of India Act only.
I agree that this case must now be sent back to,
the 1st Additional Special Power Magistrate of- Prome·
with. a direction to him to rearrest the. respondent
and proceed· with the trial. As the respondent has·
so far been on bail, there will be no objection to,
releasing him again on bail.

.(1) (1934) I.L:R 12 Han. 530.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Ar/hur Page, Kt., Chief JI/dice, and Mr. Justice M}'a Bu.

THE BURMA OIL CO., LTD.

1935

v.

J1/1y 23.

MA HMWE YIN AND ANOTHER. *
Workmen's Compmsation Act (VIII of 1923), s.3-Accide1l1 "arising out of"
and" in the course of llis employment "-Ribk incidetttal to employmelltRisk common to all persons-C01lrse of employment, what is-J01trney t()
and from work- Workman when free and when under orders of his
master-Workman on the way to his work-Choice of roule and time his
own-Death by snake-bile-Masier's liabttity-.Ambit of el1lploynlettt.
Under the provisions of the V,lorkmen's Compensation Act an accident
must not only occur" in the course of": that is to say during, actual employment, but in addition must arise" out of" it. An· accident arises out of the
employment where it results from a risk incidental to the employment,
as distinguished from a risk common to all mankind, although the risk
.incidental to the employment may include a risk Common to all mankind.
Charles Dat'idson & Co. v. M'Robb, (1918) A.C. 304; Parker v. Owners of
Ship Black Rock, (1915) A.C. ,725; Pierce v. Provident Clothing & Supply
Co., Ltd. (1911) 1 K.B. 997-referred to.
An employer is not liable to compensate a workman for an injury that
ha.s been caused by reason of the workman being exposed to a risk to which
all persons who happened lawfully to be present at the time and place of the
accident would be subjected, unless the workman at st:ch time and place was
exposed to an exceptional risk of sustaining the injury by reason of the work
which he \vas engaged by the employer to carry out.
Andrew v. Failswort/; Industrial Society, (1904) 2 KB 32; Craske v, Wigan,
(1909) 2 K.B. 635; KitcTlenham v. Owners of 8.S. Johatznesburg, (1911)
. 1 K.~. 523-refcrred to.
A workman is actinl{ "in the course of" his employment when he is
engaged in doing something that he was employed to do, or, in other words,
when he is doing something in discharge of a duty to his employerdirectIy
. or indirectly imposed upon him by his contract of service.
It may be an incident of the employment that the journey to and from
work falls within the employment, because the employer has indicated that
route and the workman owes the duty to obey. But the mere fact that the
workman is going to· or· coming from his work, although it is a necessary
incident of his employment, is not enough. A useful test in many cases iswhether at the .moment of the accident the employer would have been
entitled to give the workman an order, which the man would have owed a.
duty to obey.
• Civil Misc.
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St. Helens CollierYICo., Ltd. v. Hewitson, (1924) A.C. 59; Newtollv. Guest,
etc., Lid., 135 L.T. 386; Sparey, v. Bat~t R1tralDistrict C01l1lcii, 48
THE'
T.L.R. 8'7-referred to.
BURMA OIL
CO., LTD.
A drilling cooly employed by the appeIlant cOlnpany had his quarters
,
fl.
provided by the company smile four miles distant froni the well where he
MA HMWE
worked. There were three ,rou,tes, from the quarters to the well,' and the
,
YIN.
employes chose their own route. One evening the cooly left his quarters for
work early, and chose a longer route ill order to meet a companion in a
village on his way to ,the weIl. After leaving the village he" was bitteli by
a snake on the road and lost his life. The luother and .the wife of the
deceased claimed compensation.
Held, that the accident which caused the death of the workman did not
"arise out of" or "in the course of" his employment. He chose his own
time and route, and was his own master until he presented himself for duty
at the weIl at the appointed time for work. Although it was in consequence
of his employment that he happened to be at the spot where he was bitten
he was not there in fulfilment of aBy duty that he owed to the company.
The fatal accident did not" arise out (of" his employment; the snake bite
which caused his death was a misfortune that might have befaIlen any
person who happened to be pa!ising along the rou,te on the night in
question.
W,hen apd where for the purposes of 'the Workmen's COlnpensation
,Act the course of a workman's employment begins or ends.is a question of
fact that depends upon the circumstances of each, case,
1935

.

,

Paget for the appellants. The deceased workman
was bitten by a snake while on his way to work. He
was required to be at the well where he was employed
at t'1-30 p.m., and he left his house as early as7 p.m.
though there was no necessity for him to do so.
There were three routes to the well which the,
'deceased might ,have tak~n., There is' no evidence
to show that he was bound to take the route which
he chose. The accident arose while the servant was
his own master, and free to pursue his own purposes.
fi~ ~as not within the' sphere of his employment at
the -time of his death [Gane v. Norton Hill Colliery
Co.J1)] j,'nor could the accident be a~cribed to sOme
extraordinary risk to which the deceased was liable
..~ .. :~:

."

(lJ.

(l9Q91 2" K.B. 53<.).
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',by virtu,e of his employment. Andrew v.Failsworth
industrial So:;ie}y,Ltd.' (1).
The accident was, not " in the course of " the
·deceaj)ed's employment· The Course of employment
·-does not, of -course, necessarily cease' with the conclusion of the day's work of the workman, but
continues fOr a reasonable time' while the workman
js on the employer's premises. Sparty v. Bath Rural
.District Council (2). But the present case obviously
'is not within this ruling.
Kifchenham v. Owners of 8.S. Johannesburg. Leach
v. Oak/e.'}! Street & Co. (3), ,which dealt with the case
,of a seaman who fell into the water on his return
·£tom shore, is distinguishable. A sailor's occupation
js different from that of an ordinary workman employed
.,on a daily basis.
His is,~ whole-time employment;
:and it is' possible that a sailor will be within the 'Act
even though the accident. arose while the sailor was
.on . shore. , An ordinary workman is his own master
after the 'day's work is over.
St. Helens Collie1Y Co., Ltd. v. He'lvitson (4) is
favour, of 'the appellants' case; Applying the
-test enunciated in that case the' deceased was
nbt iI! the . place where the accident· occurred in~
,the discharge of his duty' under the contract. He
was under no control, and he was not bound to take
,that 'ro:ute. The accident could be ascribed to
nothing arising "out of" his employment. Craske v.
,lVigan (5); Astley v. R. Evans & Co., Ltd. (6).
.Hoskins v.]. Lancaster (7); TtVillimns v. Sir C. G. A.'
.s~ith (8) ; Newton v.Guest, Kee1i & Nettlefolds, Lid. (9).

In

:.:~

11) (1904) 2 K.B. 32.
(5) (l9091 2 K.B. 635.
(2) 48 T.L.R 87;
" , lW(19Un K.B:I036;
(3) (1911) 1 K.B. 523.
(7) 3 B.W.C.C. 476.
,'(4) (1924)' A.C. 59.
(81 6 B.W.C'.c. 102.
(9) 135 L;T'-386;
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Chan Htooll for the respondents. . The deceased.
was employed in an area whiCh abounded in snakes..
He was an employe who might be called upon,
to attend work at night. The 011 well where he
was to attend is situated in a lonely spot" away'"
from dwelling houses. He had to leave his home.'
early for fear of thieves on the way. Furtherf •
the workman was under the c~ntract of service
entitled to live (though not bound to do so) in one'
of the quarters provided by the appellants whiCl:J,
are· situate three miles away from the place of hig:.
employment.
A workman' must be given reasonable time tq'
reach his place of employment and an employer's:
liability is not confined to his premises. Ganev;
Norton Hill Colliery . Co. (1). It does not matter
whether there were three routes .or more to the:'
place of work, if they were all ways ,by which the
workman faithfully doing his duty woVld be entitled .
-togo. Fox v. Rees & Kirby, Ltd. (2). The Commissioner has found as a fact that the'
accident arose both "in the course of" and " out of ".
the employment of the deceased. The' workman was:
iIi the place where . he was by virtue of his'.
employment. On the evidence it is clear that he'
was on his way to the well. In deciding' the:
question whether' the accident arose otit of the;
employment. regard must be had to the COriditions:
of service, and any special circumstances relating ·to
the employment. The circumstances described above:
bring the employer within the Act. Dennis v;A. J~
White & Co. (3).
.

(1) (1909) 2K.B. 539.
(2) 9
(3) (1917/ A.C. 479.

B.W.C.C.

459.
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The mere fact that the deceased
_had to attend work at night did not, ipsa ja.eto,
mean that he was subjected to an exceptional peril:

557.
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PAGE, C.J.-This is an appeal against an award
-of compensation by the Commissioner for Workmen's
Compensation at Yenangyaung.
MaungE Maung was a drilling cooly employed
by the Burma Oir Co., Ltd., at well No. 2765. The
appellant company provides quarters at Khangone
for certain members of the staff. who wish to live
there Khangone . is situated about four miles from
well No. 2765. There are three routes by which
.Maung E Maung could have made his way from
Khangone barracks to well No. 2765, and the company knew that each of these routes was used at
-their election by employes of the company living in
Khangone barracks. On the 28th of June 1934
Maung E Maung left Khangone barracks about 7 o'clock
in the evening in order to allow ample time to
Ieach the well before 11-30 p.m. when he had to
present himself for duty. The route that Maung E
:Maung selected was not the shortest of the three
-routes; but it passed through Twingon village, and
Maung E Maung selected that rotite because he wished
to have a companion with him on his way to the
well. The two men left Twingon village on foot
.about 8 p.m., and when they had walked about a
mile from the village Maung E Maung was bitten
by a snake and lost his life. Upon those facts the
.commissioner has held that Maung E Maung's mother
.and widow are entitled to compensation· from the
appellant company. The question that falls for
determination is whether in so holding the Commissioner .misdirected himself in law as to the
meaning and effect of the words "arising out of

MA HUWE

YIN.
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and in the course of his employment" in section
3 (1) of ·{he Workmen's Compensation Act (VIII'
of 1923). .
In Charles R. Davidson and Company and ¥'Robb'
or Officer (1) Lord Haldane pointed out that .
" in order to come within the statute an accident must not only:
occur • in the course of,' that is to say during, achlal emplo);~
ment, but in addition must arise •out of' it. In other \Vords~.
thete is required to be shO\vn something in the nature of a
causal relation between the accident and an order, expressed or
implied, given by the' employer."

And. Lord Dunedin ,added
.

.. it is obvious that' the addition of the words •and in'
the course ()f' are meant in some way either to qualify ai-further explain the words • out of'. My· own view is·· that
t~ey do the latter. It is in cne sense difficult to imagiI:ethat
there could be any injury held as arising' out of the employ~'.
ment which would not also be in the course of the employment. But it may well be that the d€termination of the
question whether at the moment of the injury the workman,
was in the course of his employment may go to solve the'
question of whether the injury arose out cf the employment.
Let me instance the case of the domestic servant who is ruI1'
over in the street. Given but the two facts that the man
is, e.g., a hutler, and that he is run over in the. street, you
would not be able to decide whether the injury arose out:
of the employment or not. The facts are consistent with'
either supposition. But given the further' fact that either (I)
he has been sent by .the master on a message, or (2) that he' .
is enjoying an evening out, then you can determine whether
h~. is in the course of his empioyment or not, and from that,
If being run over is one of the inherent dangers of the street,.
you will be able to determine whether the injury arose out of
the employment or not.
.

In Pierce v. Provident Clothing and Supply Company'"
Limited (2) Buckley L.J. observed that
l11(l918) A.C. 304, 314.

(2) (1911)1 K.B. 997, 1003.
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"the 'question whether the accident is fhe result of a risk
to which all mankind are more or less exposed is in my judgment
not an exhaustive test of the question whether or root the
accident arises out of the employment. The words 'out
llece~sarily involve the idea that the accident arises out of
a risk incidental to the employment. An accident arises out
of the employment where it results from :l risk incidental
to the employment, as distinguished from a risk common to all
mankind, although the risk incidental to the employment may
include a risk common to all m:mkind. Take the Case of a railway
accident. It is scarcely too much to say that everybody travels
by railway. But a railway gllard is exceptionally exposed to
the risk of a railw;,lY accident because it is his duty during his
employment to be continualJy upon the train and exposed to
possibilities of colJisien, derailment, and the like: His employment
involves that ,he shall run daily and hourly a risk which
a passenger'runs occasionally. A railway guard who is injured
or killed in a railway accident suffers from an accident arising
not only in the coui'se of but out of his employment."

oe

In Parke1' and O'lmurs of Ship Black Rock (1)
Lord Wrenbury pointed out further that
"in order to succeed it is not sufficient that he should show

that' but for his employment he would not have' been at the
scene of the accident. He must do mare than that; he
must show that it was the employment which' took him to the
place of the accident ";

and again
"the 111all was doing an act which under the circul11sta11ces
he had to do, but he was not doing an 'let which he owed
to his employer the duty to do, and between those two things
it appears to me resls the grcuud upon which this case is
to be decided. It 'appears· to me that this accident did not
arise Ollf of his employment, that it did not result £ro111 any
obligation which had to be satisfied in order for him to
perform the duty of his employment."
(1) (191Sj A.C. 725, 732.
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. Now, the Commissioner· has found that there
were three alternative routes .to the well, and that
Maung E .Maung elected for his own .purposes to
take the green route past Twingon village: There
was no obligation upon him to follow that route.
He might have made his way to the well in any
manner he chose, .and if he had taken one of the
other tracks he would not have committed any
breach of duty. He was employed as a drilling
cooly at the well, but until he presented himself
for duty at 11-30 he was his own master. The
green route is a public highway that. is used by
all and sundry. No doubt in the circumstances
found by the Commissioner it was in consequence
of his employment, that Maung E Maung .happened.
to be at the spot where he was bitten by the
snake. at the tiine when the accident occurred,
but he was not there in fulfilment ·of any. duty
which he owed to· the appellant Gompany.He
was there because he wished to make his way
to the oil well with his friend as a companion
in order that he might earn the pay which would
come to him through working. at the well. Maung
E Maung, like any other employe, was obliged to
reach the place where he was employed to work,
but he was no· more obliged to be at the place
where he met with the accident by reason of _his
contract of service than, for example, any clerk
employed to work in Fraser Street, Rangoon, is
fulfilli~g part of his duty, to his employer, if on
his way to work he happens to be in Sule· Pagoda
Road where he is knocked down by' a tram car.
. Again, if he had left Khangone at 10 p.m.· he
would have been in time to "clock in" at the well
at 11·30; but he chose for his own convenience- to
leave the barracks at 7 o'clock. He did so because

VOL.
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he was his own master, and was doing what he
wished to do for his own purposes, and not because
he was directed to do sO or pursuant to any
-obligation under his contract of employment 'with
the appellant company.
I am further of opinion that the accident which
caused the death of Mal1i1g E Maung did not
~'arise out' of" his employment upon another ground.
Assuming-contrary to the fad-that \;!,rhen Maung
E Maung was bitten by the snake he was fulfilling an obligation that it was his. duty to perform
under his contract of service, no doubt in such
circumstances the accident would have arisen "in
the course" of his employment, but it does not
necessarily follow that it 'would also have arisen
,(( out of" his employment. Under the \Vorkmen's
Compensation Act an employer is not liable to pay
·compensation in respect of every injury that a work·
man may suffer in the course of his employment,
but only in respect of such injuries as are the
'result of risks incidental to his employment. An
employer is not liable to compEnsate a workman
for an injury that has been caused by' reason of
the workman being expcsed to a risk to \~'hich all
persons who happened lav..·fully to be present at the
time and place of the accident would be subjected,
unless the workman at such time and place was
exposed to an exceptional risk of sustaining the
-injury by reason of the 'work which he v,'as engaged
by the employer to carry out.
In my opinion it is obvious that the snake bite
which caused Maung E Maung's death was a misfortune that might have befallen any person who
happened to be passing lawfully along the green
route on the night in question. It was a ptlblic
highway, and a snake is no 'respecter of persons.
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In And1'ew v. Failsworth Industrial Society, Limited
THE
(1) a Claim for compensation was made by the
BURMA OIL
widow of a brick-layer who was killed by lightning:
Co., LTD.
fl.
while working on a scaffolding at a height of about
MAHMWE
YIN.
23 .feet from the ground. Collins M.R., citing the
PAGE. C.J.
judgment of the County Court Judge, observed:
II Was the man exposed to something more than the normal
risk which everybody, so to speak. incurs .at any t,ime and
in any place during a tltunderstorm? We know that lightning.
is erratic, and possibly no. position or circumstances can
afford absolute safety. But, if there is under particlllmCircumstances in a particular vocation something appreciably
and substantially beyond the ordinary normal. risk which.
ordinary people run, and which is a necessary concomitant
of the occupation the m<J.n is engaged in, then I am entitled
to say that the extra danger to which the man is exposed
is something arising out of his employment; and if, in
consequence of that extra danger, a fatality occurs, lam
entitled to say that the section applies, and the applicant is.
entitled to recover."

. Craske v. liViian (2) was an interesting case in
which the applicant, who was a lady's maid to the
respondent's wife and sewing maid to her children,
between 8-30 and 9 p.m. on a June evening was
sitting in the nursery. The windows were open,
and a cockchafer flew into . the room. The applicant
threw· up her hand to ward off the cockchafer and
in so doing struck her right eye-ball a violent blow
as the result of which she suffered permanent injury.
In that case it was held that,although the accident
arose "in the course" of the applicant's employment, it did not "arise out" of her emplOyment
as the respondent's maid. Cozens-Hardy M. R. stated
that
(1) (1<;,'04) 2 K.B. 32.

(2) (1909) 2 K.B. 63S,.
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it seems to me that that was a risk in no· way incidental
to the employment of a lady's maid. She was not placed
THE
by reasOn of the employment in a position of any special BURMA OIL
co.. LTD.
danger. The incursion of a cockchafer through an open
V.
window into a room where there· is a light is a risk common IliA HAlwi
YIN.
to all humanity, and it is altogether impossible to say that
the alarm· caused to the applicant by the flight of the cock- PAGE, c.].
chafer, followed by hel' putting her thumb· into her eye,
was somethill~ which arose cut of her employment."
U

. Upon the Same grol!nd it was held in Warnel'
v. CouclnJlan (1) that a journeyman baker, whose
right hand and arm became frost-bitten while driving
on his rOllnds in his employer's cart on a cold
day, "vas not injnred by an accident arising out of
his employment. Again, in Kitchenham v. 07.vners
of S.S. J ohmlncsburg. Leach v. Oakley Street & Co.
(2) a sailor returning to his ship from leave on
shore 'fell into the water over the quay side. In
that case Fletcher Moulton L.J., with whose judgment the House of Lords agreed· [Kitchenham v.
Ownei's of 5.5. J olzal111esburg (3)], observed that
II a seaman
\vould be perfectly entitled to occupy his hours
of leisure in playing leapfrog or sky-larking if he did not
thereby break any rules. But an accident that occurs to him
through his so doing might not be an accident arising out
of his employment. Similarly if a seaman went on shore in
his' hours of leisure with leave aud got injured in the traffic,
that ,,"auld not be an accident arising out of his employment.
By going on shore with leave the seaman does not interrupt
the course of l1is employment, but any accident that occurs
(!tIring the period of his being on ghorc is generally, if not
necessarily, due to a danger to which he is exposed asa
member of the public,and not as 0I!c of the crew of the
ship, and therefore is one which does not 'arise out of his
employment. ' "

see also Astley v. R. E~la11s & Co., Ltd. (4).
(1) )911) 1 K.B.351.
(2)

(191l) 1 K.B. 523.

\3) (1911) A.C. 417.
(4) (1911) 1 K.B. 1O:(i.
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In the present case,· therefore, in my OpmlOn",
the fatal accident to Maung E Maung did not·
U arise out" of his employment, both because at the
time when he was bitten by the snake he was .not
doing an act which he was under an obligation to
do by reason pf his contract of service with the
Burma Oil Co., Ltd., and also because the accident
was the result of a risk common to every' one who
happened to make use of the highway along which
he was walking, and was not due to any exceptional
risk whIch he ran as the result of performing his
duties as an employe of the appellant company.
I am also of opinion that in the present case the
accident was not one arising II in the course" of
Maung E Maung's employment with the Burma Oil
Co., Ltd.
In KitcJ1e1~ham v. Owners of s.s. J ohann~sbuj'g.
Leach v. Oakley Street & Co. ll) Farwell L.J. at
page "532 observed that
"the first question in all cases of this sort is, • What is the
workman's employment?' It may be continuous, as that of a
sailor on a voyage, ur a domestic servant, in either of whieh
cases, unless and until the continuity is broken or suspended, any
accident necessarily arises • in the course of the employment' j
or it may be discontinuous, in which case the nature of the
express employment and the. incidents that are' reasonably
necessary or proper for the due performance thereof have to
be taken into consideration.. This consideration also arises
when a continuous employment is· teinporarily discontinued
either with leave or \:\'ithout.· The employment of a miner
whose duty it is to get coal is not confined to his work
with the pick, but includes the reasonable and proper use
of all matters incidental to the due discharge of his dl!ty;
for example, the use in a reasonable way of means of visit;.
ing the office for his pay, or goiu!t to a proper place on
the premises to eat his dinner; he is authorised and entitled
and therefon~.employed to do all these matters; but 'when
(1) (1911) 1 K.B.523.
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he has once left the ambit of such em,ployment, for example
by entering on the high road (unless, of ·course, he has been
sent by his employer on some business of the employer),
his employment ceases, and nothing that happens to him is
•in HIe course of. his employment'; so in the case of a
continuous employment which is discontinued the same
question arises as to the point where the employment ceased
and where it is taken,uP again. The sailor who goes on shore
on a spree, whether \vith or without leave, while away from
the ship, is out for his own amusemel~t, and is not in the employment of his master: his master may allow him to leave his
work to go for a spree, but he cannot be said to employ him
to go for a spree, and when the sailer returtlS the question
arises at what p::>int does he re1ch the ambit of his employment."

In St. Helens Colliery Company, Limited v. Hewit-

(1) a workman lived at Maryport some five
miles distant from the colliery at which he' was
employed, and the respondent company provided
special trains for the conveyance of workmen, including the applicant, to and from the colliery. The
applicant in that case, while travelling with a pass
on the railway, was injured through an accident.
Lord Buckmaster observed that,
5011

" it seems to me difficult to say that an accident occul"ring to
him in the train must be in the course of his emplo)Tment.
The workman was under no control in the present case, nor
bOlmc1 ill any way either to use the train or, when he left, to
obey directions; though he was where he was in consequence
of his employment I do not think it was in its course that the
accident occurred."

In the same case Lord Atkinson suggested the
folIo-wing test, 'which since 1924 has consistently
been followed;
" a workman is acting in the course of his employment when
he is engaged 'in doing something be was employed to do.'
(1) (1924) A.C. 59.
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.or ;what· is, in other .and I think better words " in effect the
same thing-namely, when he is doing. something indis~harge
of a duty to his employer, directly or indiredly, imposed upon.
Co., LTD.
him by ~is contract of service. The true ground opon which
V.
MAHMWE
the test should be based is a duty to the employer arising out..
YIN.
of the contract of employment, but it is to be borne in rilinc1
PAGE, C.J.
that the word ' employment' as here used covers and includes
things belonging to or arising out of it." .

THE
BURMA OIL

In the same case Lord Wrenbury added that
"if the employer (being entitled so to do) says, 'emile to
your WQrkby a particular route,'. the employer is. on the risk
when the man is coming by that route. This is so, because
in each of these cases there is an obligation. The man ente~s
the assigned train or goes by the assigned route becal;lse he
has received and is obeying an order to do so. And there are
cases which would, I suppose, be within what are called
above the I incidents' of the employment, in which the
journey to and from work may fall \vithin the employment,
. because by implication, but not by express words, the
employer has indicated that route, and the man owes the duty
to obey. But the mere· fact· that the man is going to or
coming from his \:'.rork, altho~lgh it is a necessary incident of
his employment, is not enough. A useful test in many cases
is 'whether, at the moment of the accident, the employer
\vould have been entitled to give the work man an order, and
the man would have owed the duty to obey it. If the
employment be to do ·some definite manual work at some
definite spot, e.g. to hew' coal - in a mine, and the
workman is, at the moment of the accident, not at or
near to that spot, but is on the surface on
public road
or in a public train or other vehicle six miles from ahe
mine, the' mere fact that he is going to or from his work does
not raise any right in the employer, then and there, t() give
him an order or any duty in the man to obey it. The n13n'
is not at that moment in the course of his employment."

a

.-. Likewise, in the present case, at tl;le time' when
the -acdd~nt occurred . to -Mating E :i\faung he was
under no obligation to obey- any orders given to him
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behalf of the appellant c0ntpa:ny. At that
time he was not in the course of his employment j
he' was' his own master.. He could' go or refrain
.from going to or from his work by the green route
:Jiii.as he chose, and it was for him and not for his
employers·. to decide the tonte by which and the
time when .he should ma;ke his ,;vay to the well.
Again, in N c1.oton v. Guest, Keen and· N ettlefolds
'Li-mifed (1) the applicant was employed as a colliery
labourer at the Fochriw mine. He lived at Mountain Hare near Merthyr Tydfil about 3t miles from
the. pit at which. he \-vas employed. He' was accustomed to walk from Mountain Hare to a place called
Penydarren platform about a mile from his house,
where he and other workmen wen~ picked up by a
-cpllicry train and carried to the place' where they
'were employed to work. If he elected to do so he
was free to walk from his home to the .colliery, but
he' took advantage, as might reasonably be expected,
.of the facility afforded by his employers of going to
his work by the colliery train.
Lord Cave L.C., in the course of his judgment,
stated
u Ido not think that there is any evidence O~l which it could
be. found that it was part of his contract that. he should use
the train whenever hc \\'cnt to or from the mine, or that it
was his duty tOl1SC the means of acces') so provided for him.
If on an:>' occasion he had declined to travel by the train it is
impossible to ~;;).y that he would have been committing a
-bre.lch of his contract, or that he had hroken the terms on
which he was employed."

In these circumstances it was held that the accident,
which occuned on the railway, did not arise in (( the
course of the applicant's employment.
1/

-tl) 135.L.T. 386.
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In Sparey v. Bath Rural District COU11cii (1) the
applicant was employed by the respondents to carry
out road repairs, and on the day upon which 'the
accident occurred he was ordered to sweep a. portion.
of a road on which tarring work was being done:~'c
At 5 p.m. the foreman blew a whistle and the men
ceased work. The applic<lnt, who had come to the
place where he was employed on a bicycle which he
had placed off the roadway, proceeded to leave for
home on his bicycle.. Before he had left the portion
of the road that was being swept, however; a 'horse
which had been used in connection with the tarring
work, kicked out as he passed,and caused him.
injuries for which he claimed compensation~ It was:
held by the House of Lords that the accident did.
not arise "in the course " of his employment. Lord.
Buckmaster laid down that
II the course of employment does not necessarily cease withi
the conclusion of the day's work is certain. The course of
employment continues while the workman is lawfully upon thee
employer's premises. Hazards which he then encounters will,_
if they re~ult in accident, be risks which the workman has.
run in the course of his employment, but when once the
premises are left and the workman is no longer under: allY'
control, and is in all respects and for all pur:poses in the same,
position as an ordinary member of the public enjoying th.e
same liberty and sharing the same risks, the danger he there"-,
encounters is one which other: members of the public equallyshare."

And in the same case Lord Atkin pointed out, in.
reference to i.he test. to be applied for ascertaining .
the ambit of the workman's. employment,
I venture to think that it may be found to bean extension
of time sufficient to enable a man to leave. the immediate area
of his employment so far as he is expose.d in ~hat a.J;~ to._.theII

(1) 48

T.L~R.87.

VOL.
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actual dangers of his employment, as, for instance, from
machinery whether moving or fixed, trains, or plant of any
other description."

Gane v. Norton Hill Colliery Company (1), Fox v.
Rees &. Kirby, Ltd. (2) and Howells v. Powell Dufferin
Steam Coal Company, Limited (3) are to be regarded
as cases in which the workman at the time when
the accident occurred was "vi-thin the area of his
employment.
I am not disposed to lay down when and where
for the purposes of the Workmen's Compensation
Act the course of a workman's employment begins or
ends. It is a question of fact that depends upon the
circumstances of each case. But the Commissioner
must apply to the facts the la\v relating to the
meaning and effect of the words 'e arising out of and
in the course' of his employment as laid down in
the authorities to which reference has been made.
I am clearly of opinion in the present case that the
accident which caused the death of Maung E
Maung did not arise "out of or in the course" of
his employment by the appellant company.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the appeal is
allowed, and the award of compensation from which
the 9-ppeal is brought is set aside.
it

I

MYA

Bu, J.-I agree.

(1) (1909) 2 K.B. p. 539.
(2) 9 B.W.C. p. 459.
(3) (1926) 1 K.B.. 472.
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FULL BENCH (CRIMINAL).
Before Sir Arthur Page, Xl., Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Mya Bu, Mr. Justice
Baguley, Mr. Justice Sen, and Mr. Justice Mosely.

1935

KING-EMPEROR

Aug. 14.

v.
NGA LUN THOUNG.*
Police papers~State111e1f.ts to a. police officer in course of il/.'lJcstigation-:-special
police diary-Use of police papers in an enqui7'y or trial-ProcedureCriminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898j, ss. 162, 172, meani1lg aud eOect
of-Purpose of user of special police diary bY Court-btGlusion o/witness'
statements in police diaries- Advising accused as to llis rights-Publlc
prosecutor's respollsibility-Court's discretion to inform accused of his righ
- Restrictions on the discretion of tlze C01l1·t to refer to police' papers-History
OjtTle law-BC1Iclt of the Court bound by deciSion oj a1t earlier Bench of
equal standing-Procedure Oil difference. of ojJi1tion.
Under s.162 of the Criminal Procedure Code no statement made by any
person to a police officer in the course of an investigation can be referred to or
used for any purpose by the Court or anyone else at an enquiry or trial in
respect of an offence under investigation at the time when such statement ~as
made, except as provided in that section. It matters not whether thestat~~'e"llf
'was' made orally or was reduced to writing, or whether.. in extenso or in .an
'abtldged fOHll it is st:l uul in a spt:cial diary under s. 17'2 or in any other
document, or whether it is proposed to adduce oral evidence of the cont~nts of
the statement.
{If, and so SOOIl as, any prosecution witness gives evidence in support of the
charge against him the accused is entitled to' request the Court to refer to that
witness' statement to the police, and, unless the Court is of opinion that any
part of the statement falls within the second proviso to s. 162, the Court must
direct that the accused be furnished with a copy of the entire statement of" th'e
witness 'to the police, whether or not in the opinion of the Court there is"any-thing in the statement which is inconsistent with the evidence that the witness
has given in the CO:Irse of the enquiry or trial; and the statement, in whole or
in part as the case may be, may then be 'used in the manner prescribed in the
first proviso to the section.
Under s. 172 any Criminal Court may send for the special police diary of a
,case under inquiry or trial in such Court, and m:ay use the diary" not as evidence,
but to aid it in such inquiry or trial." It may, for instance, be of importance
in a case that the Court should know when a witness first' made a statement in
·connection with the case, or whether any particular person made or did not
make a statemenL Neither the accused nor his agent is entitled under the
.section to see the special diary for any' purpose unless it has been used by the

* Criminal Reference No. 85 of 1935 arising out of Crjminal Appeal No. 714
>Of 1935 of this Court.
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Court for enabling the police officer who made it to refresh his memory or for
the purpose of contradicting him.· Since the amendment of s. 162 in 1923.
:police officers ought not. to include statements of witnesses in the police diaries. ;/

,Ouccn-Empress v. Mann/t, I.L.R. 19 All. 390-jollo'Wcd.

·f There is no legal obligation imposed upon either the public prosecutor or the;:
Court to advise the accused to request the Court to refer to the statement of any
witness to. the police under s. .162, but it must ever be borne in mind that it is the
duty of the p~blic prosecutor, and any other official who may be conducting a
to-p~osec~te, not to persecute, the accused, and that responsibility
rests upon him not to"aJio\~the Co;';rCor "Jury to place reliance unwittingly upon
the evidence of a witness who to his knowledge made a contradIcfory'statement;
to the police in the course of the preliminary investigation, and in stich circum-':
.stances he ought to inform the Conrt that it might be expedient that the accused"
shOtilcl be made aware th~t he would be entitled to be suppli=d with a copy of
the witness' statement to the police if he made a request to 'the Court in that
behalf. Further, there is nothing in s. 162 which prevents tlle Court, if in its
·discretion it elects to do so, from informing the accused of 'his'right, for the
pttrpose of contradicting the evidence of the witness, to rt!quest the Court fa
refer to the previous statement of the witness to the police, and to supply the
.accused with' a copy thereof as provided in the section;' or, if the accused
makes'a request to the Court in that behalf, ~o prevent the «ourt from pointing
out to the accused, if it chooses to do so, any passage in the statement which
may appear to hematerial for the purpose in hand. On theotherhand,merely .i
'bec-ause the Comt thiriks it well to inform the accused of his rights tUlder the:
.section it does not follow that it would be pmdent for the accused in every
case to ask for a copy of the statement; and it is for the acctised. and not for
the Court, to decide whether the accused should exercise the right given to
him under s. 162. ,

jiros'ecution

The restrictions placed by the sections of the Code upon the freedom of the
Court to refer to. the record of the' statements of witnesses to the police in its
·discretioncommented \lpOn as being not in the best interest of jU$tice. The
history of the law on tlle subject shows that the material sections in the several
earlier Codes were inserted to prevent the documents being used as evidence
., ~i.n ..thecase, and. not wi th a view [0 limit the Court's discretionto refEdo the
police paper$ as it deemed tit.

Ngtr U [(!lillc v. Ki1lg-Emperor, LL.R 13 Han. 1 ; Ngr. Sit v. King-Emperor,
·Cr. Ap. 1080 of 1933, H.C.• l~an.-collsidcrcd.
Case-law as to the meaning and effcd of ss. 162 and 172 of the Code
referred to.
It is a fundamental of the constitution of the Court that where one Bench
of the Court in unambiguous terms has laid down the law ill a certain sense it
is not COtllpetent for another Bench of equal standing to refuse to follow the
earlier decision, or to give to the langcage t\sed therein a meaning contrary to
that which tlle words used wodd· naturally bear. The proper, and the only
.available, course open to the latter Bench in such circumstances is to refer the
question upon which there is a difference of opinion for determination by a
Full Bench of the Court.
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Thein Maung for the accused. Under the general
term" police papers" are included two sets of documents, namely, statements made to the police in
the course of investigation, and special diaries maintained by the investigating officer in which the
progress of the case is noted down. The former
statements are governed by s. 162 and the diaries
by s. 172 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
The main question in this case is whether the'
trial Judge could have made use of the special
diaries iIi order to' declare a particular· witness
giving evidence before th~ Court hostile. But the
question has been referred to this Bench in a
general' form.
Under s. 162 the prosecution cannot in any
-ease make use of the statements made to a police
officer in the course of an investigation unless the
case is covered by proviso (2). On the other hand
s.. 172 r~fers only to the record of the investigating officer which may be used by the Court to
aid it at the trial j but no statements can be admitted
in evidence under cover of s. 172 if under s. 162
they are inadmissible. The special diaries can be
used only for two purposes j (1) by the investigating officer to refresh his memory, and (2) by the
Court to aid it at the triaL The object of ·s. '17-2--.
is to enable the Court to put the right questions
to the witnesses before the Court.
[PAGE, C.}. What is meant by the words any
Criminal Court "may use such diaries, not as
evidence in the case; but to aid it in such inquiry
or trial?" By doing so is not the Court using
the diaries as evidence ?]
The section, no doubt, is badly worded.. The
police diaries can only be referred. to by the Court
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for the purpose of contradicting the police officer
who is giving evidence, or to allow him to refresh
his memory. In any case it is not permissible for
the Court to look at the statements in the diary,
and comparing such statements with the evidence
now before the Court, to declare a particular
witness hostIle, because that will be within the
mischief contemplated by s. 162.
In N{!,a U Khine v. King-Emperor (1) the Court was
concerned only with the interpretation of s. 162, and
the decision as far as it went was correct. Criminal
Appeal No. 1080 of 1933 was a hard case, and
turned on its own facts. Incidentally it laid a hea-,y
burden on public prosecutors. The judgment in
Queen-E1npress v. },lmlllu (2) lays do\vn the principles
underlying the prohibition contained in these sections.
Ranlg'ltlam Teli v. King-Elnperol' (3); Devi Das
v. The CrO'lvn (4); Val SIngh v. King-Emperor (5) j
Syed Abdul Rahim_ v. SallLU Klurwar (6) j Dadalt
Gazi v. Emperor (7) ; N ga Po Chon v. King-Em-peror
(8); Sulaima1l Bholaf v. King-Empe:ror (9); Enlperor
v. Tahal Saithwm' (10) j Babarali Sardar v. KingEmperor (11); Rajijaddi v. Empelor (12).
A.· Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
S. 162 deals with the statements. marIe to a police
officer and the cross examination of a witness by
the accused.' S. 172 refers to police diaries which
may be referred to by the Court to obtain further
information from the witness. The relationship
(I) I.L.R 13 Ran. 1.
(2) I.L.R 19 All. 390.

(3i I.L.R 7 Pat. 205.
H) I.L.R 10 Lah. 794.
(5j l.L.R 44 Cal. 8i6.
(6) 10 C.W.N. 600.

(7) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 1023.
(S)I.L.R 4 Ran. 356.
(9) l.L.R. 6 Ran. 6i2.
(10) I.L.R. 53 All. 94.
(11) I.L.R. 56 Cal. 840.
(12) LL.R. 58 Cal. 1009.
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between these two sections is something similar to
that between ss. 25 and 27' of the EvidenGe Act.
The origin of s. 162 may be traced back to s. 145
of Act XXV of 1861. The reason for the prohibition
containtd in that section was probably due to the
fact that the Courts in those days were prone to
regard statements made to a police officer as public
documents, and so evidence in the case. The law
of evidence befor.e 1872 was not uniform; in the
Presidency towns English law was being administered,
and in the. mofussil a mixture of English and
indigenous laws. Queen-Empress v: Babu Lal (1).
Even under the Evidence Act of 1872 the records of
the police officer would be relevant. S. 35. Had it
not been for this bar it is quite possible that these
statements would have gone into the record of the
case.
S. 154· of the Act of lS61 referred to special
diaries, now provided for by s. 172.. The Police Act
of 1861 contained provisions relating to the maintenance of general diaries. S. 154 indicates that the
. police officer's own document cannot be used except
against him as an admission.
Act X of 1872 and Act X of 1882 re-enacted
similar provisions. S. 172 of the present Code. has
remained unchanged, but· s.. 162 was amended In1923. The object of the amendment in 1923, as
pointed out. in the Report of the Select Committee
on p. 42 of the Gazette of India, 1921, Part V, was
.to bar statemerits made to the police going on the
record as evidence, but the fact that a statement was
made to the police officer in consequence of which.
certain things were discovered would always be
relevant under the ordinary law of evidence.
(I) I L.R. 6 All. 509.
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The use of the word II aid" in s. 172 is very
unfortunate; but possibly that term has no precise
legal significance. All that 'was meant to be laid
down ,vas that the Court can look at the diaries to
find out what questions may be asked, but the
judgment must not be based on the diaries themselves. But see };fajizaddi v. King-Emperor (i).
The history of the law of s. 162 is traced in
Jrfuthukumaras&Janli v. I{.ing-Emperor (2); and the
following cases illustrate the struggle of the Courts
to get behind the barrier of technicalities in that
section.
Gra11dhe Venlwfasubbiah v. Kil1g~Emperor (3);
Gulli Mian v. King-Emperor (4); Rakha v. The
Crown (5); Ernperor v. Asserruddin (6); Rebali
Molzmi. v. Emperor (7); Behari Mahton v. KingEmperor (8); Emperor v. Issuf Mohamed (9);
.In re Ponnusami Chelfy (10); Emperor v. Sheo
Dayal (11).
PAGE,C.J.-In this case the question referred is
"Is the law correctly laid down in Nga U Khine v. Ki11gEmperor (12), particularly in view of the provision,s of section

172, Criminal Procedure Code, when it forbids reference to
all 'police papers' except at the request of the accused?"

It appears that in a trial for murder the public
prosecutor applied to the Court for permission to
treat certain prosecution witnesses as hostile. In
order to ascertain whether any of these' witnesses
had made statements to the police officer who had
(ti 3l C.W.N. 940.
(2) LL.R 35 Mad. 397, 446.
(3) LL.R 48 Mad. 640.
(4) LL.R. 4 Pat. 208.
, (5) LLR 6 Lah. 171.
(6) LL.R 53 Cal. 980.

(7) I.L.R. 56 Cal. 150.
(8) LL.R. 10 Pat. 116.
(9) LL.R 55 Born. 435.
(10) I.L.R. 56 Mad. 475.
(11) I.L.R. 55 All. 689.
(12) (t934) I.L.R. 13 Ran. 1.
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investigated the case inconsistent with the statements
that they made at the trial .the learned Sessions
Judge was anxious to refer to the "police papers ",
by which term is meant both the record of the
statements of witnesses made to the police .under
section 162 of the Criminal Procedure Code an<l
also the special diary under section .172. The learned
Sessions Judge, however, held that he was not entitled
to refer to either of these papers upon the ground
that
"his Lordship Dunkley, J., has pointed out in Nga U Khine
and others v. King-Emperor (1) t1J.at police papers can ohly be
made use of by the accused, and the Court must not refer
to the police papers unless asked to do so by the a{:cused.
That being so I could not refer to the police papers, and
.the learned Public Prosecutor was handicapped and could do
nothing."

The material provisions for the purpose of dispos"ing of this reference are section 162 and· section 172
of ·the Criminal Procedure Code:
.. 162. (1) No statement made by any person to a policeofficer in the course of an investigation
under this Chapter shall, if reduced into
writing, be signed by the person making
it j nor shall any such statement pr any·
record thereof. whether in a police-diary or otherwise, or
any part of such statement or record, be used for any purpose
(save as hereinafter provided) at any .inquiry or trial in
respect of any offence under investigation at the time when
"Such statement was made:
Provided th3.t, when any witness is called for the prosec~ltion
in such inquiry or trial whose statement has been reduced
into writing as aforesaid, the Court shall Q!1 the request of
the accused, refer to such writing and direct that the ac~used·
be furnished with a copy thereof, in order that any p'3:rt of
such statement, if duly proved, may be used to contradict
statements to police
not to be signed; use
of such statements in
evidence.

(1) (1934) I.L.R. 13 Ran.. 1.
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such witness in the manner provided by section 145 of the
Indian Evidence Act, 1872. When any part cf such statement is so used, any part thereof may also be used in the
fe-examination of such witness, but for the purpose only of
explaining any matter referred to in his cross-examination:
Provided, further, that, if the Court is of opinion that any
part of any such statement is not relevant to the subject-matter
of the inquiry or trial or that its disclosure to the accused is
not essential in the interest of justice and is inexpeclient in
the public interest, it shall record such opinion (but not the
reasons therefor) and shall exclude such part from the copy of
the statement furnished to the accused.
(2) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to apply to
·any statement falling within the provisions of section 32, clause
{I), of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872.
.
172. (1) Every police-officer making an investigation under
.
.
this Chapter shall day by day enter his
.DIary of proceedmgs
1"
th
.
t'
.
.
.
.
t'g
t'
proceec
lllgS In
e lllves Igahon 111 a
III lI1ves 1 a IOn.
diary, setting forth the time at which the
information reached him, the lime at which he began and
dosed his investigation, the place or places visited by him, and
a statement of the circumstances ascertained through his
investigation.
(2) Any Criminal Court may send for the police-diaries of
~l case under inquiry or trial in such Court, and may use such
diaries, net .as evidence in the case, but· to aid it in such
inquiry or trial. Neither the accused nor his agents shall be
entitled to call for sllch diaries, nor shall he or they be
entitled to see them merely because they are referred to by
the Court; but, jf they arc used by the police-ofl1eer who made
them to refresh his memory, OJ' if the Court uses them for the
purpose of contradicting snch police-of/ieer, the provisiol,S of
the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, section 161 or section 145, as
the case may be, shall apply."

Now, in Nga U Khine v. King-Emperor (1) the
Court had occasion to consider the meaning and
effect of section 162, which relates to the statements
of witnesses made to the police, and not section 172
in which provision is made for special diaries.
(1) (1934) I.L.R. 13 Ran. 1.
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after citing section 162,

V.

II The plain meaning of the language of the
section is that
a statement made by a person· to a police officer in the course
PAGE, C.]. of an investigation, whether oral or redLlced to writing, cannot
be llsed for any purpose, save on the request of the accused
(or, of course, his pleader). In an unreported Criminal Appeal
of this Court (l) there occurs the dictum of a learned Judge
that I the Judge would be well-advised to refer to police papers
privately.' From this dictum I must, with the utmost respect,.
dissent. It seems to me to be clear, from the provisions of the
section, that the Judge (or Magistrate) has no authority to look at
the pclice papers unless retluestecl to do' so by the accused. It
is not for me to speculat~ as to the intention .of the Legislature
in enacting this unhappily worded section; but. it is certain
that its effect is frequently to defeat the. ends· of justice rather
than to further those ends."

NGA LUN
THOGNG.

In Nga Su v. King-Emperor (1) it appears that
the learned Judges who heard the appeal in the
High Court suo motu read both the. special diary
and the statements of witnesses, and it was in that
connection that Baguley J. observed:
II The learned Judge would be well advised to refer to the
police papers privately in all cases so that if this sort of thing
occurs again he may be in a position to suggest to the defending.
advocate that he should ask him formally to refer to thepo.li~p.,
papers under section 162, Criininal Procedure Code."

In so far as the judgment in Nga U Khine v.
King-Ernperor (2) purported to explain the procedure
prescribed under section 162 in connection with the
statements to the police under section 162, in my
opinion, the law was correctly laid down in that
case; and in so far as th~ dicta in N ga Su v. Kil1g~
Empe1'or (1) to which reference has been made
(1) Cr. Ap. No. 1030 of 1933.

(2) (1934) I.L.R. 13 Ran.!.
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purported to refer to statements made to the police
under section 162, with all due respect, they go too
far. On the other hand, whatever might have been
the intention of the learned judges who decided
Nga U Khille v. King-Emperor (1), the observations
of Dunkley J. in that case refer to II police papers"
generally, and might naturally and reasonably be
taken also to refer to and include special police
diaries ,under section 172. ' That was the view held
by the learned Sessions Judge in the present case,
and I am bound to say that in my opinion it was
not unreasonable from the language used that he
should ha'~e arrived at that conclusion. If and in so'
far, therefore, as the judgment in Nga U Khille v.
King-Emperor (1) purported to lay down that the
Court has no authority to look at the special diary
unless requested to do so by the accused the judgment in that case was incorrect having regard to the
terms in which section 172 is couched.
Now, it is of great importance that a Court
should clearly understand how far and in what
circumstances it is entitled to refer to the statements
of witnesses made to the police under section 162
and to the special police diary under section 172,
a,nd. we propose therefore to state how, in our
opinion, the matter stands.
(1) Under section 162 no statement made by any
person to a police, officer in the course of an
investigation can be referred to or used for any
purpose by the Court or anyone else at an enquiry
or trial in respect of an offence under investigation ~
at the time when such' statement was made, except
as provided in that section. It matters not whether
the statement was made orally or was reduced to
(1) (1934) I.L.R. 13 Ran. 1.
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writing, or whether in extenso or in an abridged
form it is set out in a special diary· under section
172 or in any other document, or whether it is
V.
NGA LUN
proposed to adduce oral evidence of the contents of
TROUNG.
the statement.
PAGE, C.J.
(2) If, and so soon as, any prosecution witness
gives evidence in support of the charge against him
the accused is entitled to request the Court to refer
to that witness' statement to the police, and, unless
the Court is of opinion that any part of the stateinent falls within the second proviso to section 162,
the Court must direct that . the accused be furnished
with a copy of the entire statement . of the witness
to the police, whether or not in the opinion of the
Court there is anything in the statement which is
inconsistent with the evidence that the witness has
given in the course of the inquiry or trial; and the
statement, in whole or in part as the case may be,
may then be used in the manner prescribed in the
first proviso to the section.
(3) Under section J72 any Criminal Court may
send for. the special'police diary of a case under
inquiry or trial in such Court, and may usc the
diary" not as evidence, but to aid it in such inquiry
or trial." It may, for instance, be of importanc~ in
a case that the Court should know when a witness
first made a statement in connection with the case,
or whether any particular person made or did not
lliake a statement.
As Edge C.}. pointed out in
.Queen-Empress v. lI1a1'll1U (1) :
KI~<G-.
EMPEROR

"The power of the Criminal Court to use the special diary is
not limited to the use of it for the purpose of enabling the police
officer who made it to refre"h his memory or for the purpose of
contradicting him. The Court may also use the special diary riot
(1) (1897)

n.R. 19 All. 390,395.
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as evidence of any date, fact, or statement referred to in it,
but as· containing indications of sources and lines of inquiry,
and as suggesting the names of persons whose evidence may
be material for the pUlT03e of doing justice between the
Crown and the accused. Should the Court consider that any
date, fact. or statement referred to in the specijll diary is or
may be material. it cannot legally accept the special diary
as evidence, in any sense, of such date, fact, or statement.and must in law, before allowing any date, fact, or
statement referred to in the special diary to influence its
mind, have such date. fact, or statement established by legal
evidence. It is the Court which is entitled to use the special
diary for the purpose of seeking for sources and lines of
inquiry and for the names of persons who may be in a
position to give material evidence; Neither the accused nor
his agent is entitled under section 172 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure to see the special diary for any purpose unless it
has been used by the Court for enabling the police officer who
made it to refresh his memory or for the purpose of
contradicting him."

The word "statement" in the passage cited must
not be treated as including statements of witnesses
to the police, whicb since section 162 was amended
in 1923 are governed by that section, and police
officers ought not now to include such statements
in the police diaries.
{4) There is no legal obligation imposed upon
either· the public prosecutor or the Court to advise
the accused to request the Court to refer to the
statement of any witness to the police under. section
162, but it must ever be borne in mind that it
is the duty of the public· prosecutor and any
other official ,who may be conducting a prosecution to prosecute, not to persecute, the accused,
and that responsibility· rests upon him not to allow
the Court or jury to place reliance unwittingly upon
the evidence of a witness who to his knowledge made
a contradictory statement to the police ia the course
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of the preliminary investigation, and in such circum'stan-ees he ought to inform the Court that it might
be expedient that the accused should be made aware
that he, would be entitled to be supplied with a copy
of the witlless' stateme'nt to the police if he, made a
reque,st to the Court in that behalf.' Further, there
is nothing in section 162 which prevents the Court,
if in its discretion it elects to do so, from informing
the accused, of his right, for the purpose of contradict:ing the evidence of the witness, to request the Court
to 'refer to the previous statement of the witness to
the police, and to supply tl.le accused \;1;,rith a copy
thereof as provided in the section; . or, if the
accused makes a request to the Court in that behalf;
to prevent the' Court from pointing out to the
accused, if it chooses to do so, any passages in the
statement which may appear to be material for
the purpose in hand. On the other hand, merely
because the Court thinks it well to inform the
accused of his rights under the section it does not
follow that it would be prudent for the accused in
every case to ask for a copy of the statement; and
it is for the accused, <lnd not for the Court, to decide
~Thether the accused should exercise the right given
t6 him under section 162. './ ",
Such is the state of the law, and I am b'OllUd
to say-in common with many other judges-that I
regard the restriction that is plac~";\by these sections
upon the freedom of the Court to refer to the
record of the statements of witnesses to the police
in its discretion as unfortunate. I t IS UDon the
Court that the burden ultimately falls of seeing that.
justice is done, and to that end it may often be
highly desirable that the presiding Judge should be
able to refer to the" police papers" in order
that the trial should proceed upon the ri~ht lines.
~

t
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No doubt if the police papers were available to
all and sundry much harm would be done, a~d
in practice the police officer in charge of, the
preliminary investigation would be chary of recording the statements of witnesses or writing
.- up the
special diary as fully or·as fairly as it is his
duty to do. But no such difficulty ought to be
experienced merely because the Court is at_ liberty
to make such use of the police papers as in its
discretion it thinks that the exigencies of the case
require ; except of course that statements of witnesses
in the police papers as such ought not in any
circumstances to be treated as evidence in the case.
The history of the law on the subject is against-··
any such restriction being placed upon the discretion
of the Court to refer to the police papers in its
discretion. Before the Code of Criminal Procedure
of 1861 (XXV of 1861) and the Evidence Act of 1872
{I of 1872) the Common Law relating to evidence
and the mode of proof was little known in India, at
any rate, outside the Presidency Towns ; and in the
Districts a case would be tried mainly in the light
of what the layman who presided at the trial regarded
as being in accordance with justice equity and good
conscience, taking into account the conditions
~revailing at the time and in the place where the trial
took place; without making any serious attempt to
see that the evidence was adduced in accordance with
the strict rules prescribed under the Common Law.
Mahmood
observed:
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in Queen-Empress v. Babu Lal (1)

" I take it as an undoubted· proposition relating to the administration of justice in British India, that before the passing of the
Indian Evidence Ad (I of 1872), this country did not possess any
(1) (1884) I.L.R. 6 All. 509, 520.
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nnifonn 'law on the subject of evidence.· In the Presidency
towns, the rules of the English law of evidence were followed t
subject to such modification as certain Acts of the Indian Legislature had introduced. Of these enactm~nts, Act II of 1855 may
be said to be the most important, but that Act, even taken with
the others, was far too inadequate to supply a substantial code of
the· rules of evidence. In the Mufassal, where the English law did
not prevail, there were scattei"ed rules of evidence based upon
the practice of the Courts, which had never assumed any definite
or systematic form. The practice. has grown probably On the
basis of the Muhammadan law, \vhich continued to govern the
administration of justice for many years, even after the advent of
the British rule in India. That law was therefore more or
less followed, especially in criminal cases, till express enactments
prohibited its operation. Act II of 1855, whilst laying down
certain isolated rules of evidence, did not prohibit the adoption
either of the English law or of the rules of Muhammadan law
which t by custom or practice, had been followed by the Courts."
.

~

It may well be that in those bygone days the statements of witnesses as recorded by the police, either
in a separate document or in the special diary of
the case, would be adduced at the trial and treated
as evidence in the case, and it is more than probable
that section 145 of Act XXV of 1861 was enacted in
order to l'nake it clear that such documents were not to
H be treated as part of the record or used as evidence."
The same words were repeated in Act X of 1872
section 119. In 1882, after· the Evidence Act had
been in operation for 10 years, it was no longer
regarded as necessary to prohibit the insertion of the
statements of the witnesses to the police in the record~
In Act V of 1898 section 162 a proviso was added
for the first time
that when any witness is called for the prosecution whose statement has been taken down in writing as aforesaid, the Court shall,.
on the request of the accused, refer to such writing j and may
then, if the Court thinks it expedient in the interest of justice,
direct that the accused be furnished with a copy thereof."

'c
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rhe Committee appointed to consider and revise the
Criminal Procedure Code in their Report dated the
23rd December 1916. (to which we refer not for the
purpBse. of construing the sections under consideration
but merely as a matter of history), observed that the
Act of 1898
"did ~ot purport to deal with, and has left untouched, the
further qnestion whether or not a statement made by a witness
under section 161, as apart from the written record of the statement, might be used by the prosecution for the purpose of
corroborating one of their witnesses under section 157 of the
Evidence Act, and this is at all events one of the principal
difficulties with which we have to deal now.
The re-draft of the section which we propose will make it
Clear that the statements taken down under section 161 (and not
merely the written records of such statements) are not to be used
in any way or for any purposes e:xcept as allowed by the proviso;
Having regard to the fact that the making of such statements
is compulsory under section 161, and to the way in which, and
the circumstances under which, they are usually recorded, we
do· not think that they are of any corroborative value where
the witness merely repeats the same statement in Court, and that
they ought not therefore to be allowed to be tlsedfor the purpose
of corroboration under section 157 of the Evidence Act. Hthe
really material fact to the prosecution is· that a statement was
made to the police on a particular date or at a particular place,
this fact will of course stilI be provable· in the >rdinary course,
and it will be open to the Courts or to a jury to make any
proper deduction from this fact and the action which was taken
on it."

It would thus appear that the material sections in

the several Criminal Procedure Codes were inserted
to prevent these documents being used as evidence
in the case, and not with a view to limit the Court's
discretion to refer to the police papers as it deemed
fit. However, the question whether the Act of 1923
went too far is one of policy for the Legislature to
consider, and not for the Court whose duty it is to
42
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and follow the law as it stands. A number
.ii.'iiGr . of authorities were· cited at the hearing of the appeal,
'
. t 0 f . sect'Ions. 1'"2
.E1lI:P.E~OR
" v."
an.d th e meanmg
an·d eff·ec
0
and 172'
¥:~u;~~ as stated above appears to accord with the "better
."-.-. .-.opinion to be collected from decided cases-'Emperor
;PAGE, C.J.
v. rahal Saithwar (1) ; E,.nperor v. lssuf Mohamed
(2); Syed Abdul Rahim and others v.' Sallnl
Kherwar (3); Queen-El1'ipress v. ]adub Das(4);
Daddn Gazi v. Emperor (5) ; Dal Singh' v. KingEmperor (6) , Azimuddy 'v. Emperor (7) ; Rebati Mohan
ChakravaJ'ty v. Emperor (8) ; Babarali Sardar v. KingEmpero1' (9) ; Majizaddz v. King-Emperor (10) ; Muthukumaraswami Pillai and seven others v. King-Emperoi
(11) ; Grandhe Venka/asubbiah v. King-Emperor (12) ;
In re Ponnsusami CJzetty (13) ; Guhi lilian· v. King~
Emperor (14); Ramgulam Teli v. King-Enlperor (15);
Rakha -v. The Crown (16) ; Devi Das v. The Crown
(17) ; Nga Po Chon v. King-Empe1'or (18) ; Sulaiman
Mohamed Sholal v. King-Emperor (19) .
. I would answer the question propounded in the
above sense.
Before parting with the case I desire to add, and
to emphasize, that it is a fundamental of the constitution of the Court that where one Bench of the .
Court in unambiguous terms has laid down the law
in a certain sense it is not competent for another

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(19301 I.L.R. 53 All. 9t
(10) 31 C.W.N. 940.
(1930) I.L.R. 55 Bom. 435
(11) (1912) I.L.R. 35 Mad. 397.
10 C.W.N. 600.
{12) (1924) I.L.R 48 Mad. 640.
(1899) I.L.R. 27 Cal. 295, 305.
(l3) (1923) I.L R. 56 Mad. 475.
(1906) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 1023.
(14) (1924\ I. L.R. 4 Pat. 204.
(1917) I.L.R. 44 Cal. 876.
(15) (1927) I.L.R. 7 Pat. 205.
(19261 I.L.R. 54 Cal. 237.
(16) (1925) I.L.R. 6 Lah. 171.
(1928) I.L.R. 56 Cal. 150.
(17) (1928) IL.R. 10 Lab. 794.
(1928) I.L.R.56 Cal. 840.
(18) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 356.
(19) {192l5) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 672..
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Bench of equal standing to refuse to follow the
earlier decision, or to give to the language used
-therein a meaning contrary to that which the words
used", would naturally bear. The proper, and the
only available, course open to the later Bench in
such circumstances is to refer the question upon
. which there is a difference of opinion for determination by a Full Bench of the Court.
MYA .Bu, J.-I agree in the answer given by my
Lord the Chief Justice to the question propounded
in this reference and to his interpretation of the rules
contained in sections 162 and- 172 of the Criminal
Procedure Code.
BAGULEY, J.-I agree with the four propositions
laid down by my Lord the Chief Justice in his
judgment which I have had the advantage of reading
but would like to emphasize one or two points.
With regard to proposition (1) difficulties may arise
from time to time as to when a passage in a police
special diary is a record of the statement made by a
witness to the police. officer it will come under
. 'Section 162, Criminal Procedure Code, and when it is a
statement . of the circumstances ascertained in the
investigation it will come under section 172 of the
·Criminal Procedure Code. In such a case the Judge
would have to decide for himself into which category it
·comes and if it comes under section 162 he must treat
it as laid down in the answer to this reference.
There can, I think, be no doubt that it comes under
section 162 when it is or purports to be a full record
-of the statement made by the witness or a condensation or synopsis in the police officer's. own words
of what the witness said or whether it is an isolated
passage from the full statement which the police
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officer inight have recorded elsewhere. It is I know a
KINGfact, .unfortunate in view of the amendments which
EMPE~OR
the section has undergone, that police officers do as
V.
NGA LUN
a
matter of fact still to a great"extent follow the advice
TaOUNG.
laid down by Edge C.}. in Queen-Empress v. Mau1lu
BAGULEY, J.
and incorporate in their· special diaries statements
or the gist of statements made·· by witnesses. This
does not prevent the Courts from reCl.ding under
section 172 the special diary but when they do so they
must exclude from their consideration all the. portions
which cannot betlsed because of section 162 and only
. utilize the remainder of the police diary for purposes
allowed under section 172. Picking out a portion in
this way is analogous to what the Court has to do
when it· utilizes the provisions of section 165 of
the Evidence Act. It allows for questions relevant
and irrelevant to be put by the Court for certain
purposes but provides that a judgment must be
based upon facts declared by the Act to be relevant
and duly proved.
I would like to emphasize proposition (4) laid
down by my Lord the Chief Justice. If all cases
were tried with the accused adequately defended
and the prosecution in the hands of an efilcient
Public Prosecutor, there would hardly ever be any
necessity for the Court to interfere, and it would
be best if it did not interfere but kept its
position as an· impartial arbiter between the Crown
.and the accused, but it is impossible to close one's
eyes to the fact that in the vast majority of criminal
cases the. accused is either undefended or defended
by a pleader whose attainments are limited and the
prosecution is in the hands of a Court Prosecuting
Police Officer and in these cases an experienced
Judge or Magi~trate would frequently be able to
sense that the accused would very probably benefit
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if he exercises his 'full rights under section 162.
Proposition (4) makes it clear that in such a case' KuwEMPEROR
the Court has the right to take the initiative in
V.
NGALUN
suggesting to the defence that the 'u~e of the powers THOUf>G.
given to the accused under section 162 might very
BAGULEY. J.
possibly be of benefit to him, and, once the accused
accepts the suggestion, the Court can then give the
accused a copy of the police depositions and make
any suggestion which it thinks likely to facilitate the
doing of jhstice. It is lamentable that this assistance
has got to be made, so to speak, in the dark, but
that is apparently all that· the law as at present
drafted allows the Court to do.
SEN, J.-I agree with the judgment of my Lord
the ·Chief Justice.

J.-I agree with the jud~ment of my
Lord the Chief Justice. I only wish to emphasize
h.'ow desirable it is in suitable cases' that the Court
should use its discretion and inform the accu~ed
of his rights under section 162, Criminal Procedure
Code, and point out, when r~q~ired, the material
passages in the statements made to the police.
MOSELY,
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Before Mr. Justice Leach.
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K. V. VENKATESWARAN

June 6.

V.

SARADAMBAL."l<'
Guardianship-Application to appoint guardian of person of 11lillor-Hilldl~
father-Application by father does not lie-Declaration of guardiallsllipGuardians aud' Wards Act (VIII of 1890), SS. 7, 19.
An applicati9n by a Hindu father for an order appointing him guardian of
the' person of his minor son does.. not lie, because s. 19 of the Guardians and
Wards Act prohibits the Court from making such appointment. Moreover an
order of appointment is not necessary. A Hindu father is the lawful guardian
of his minor children, and a declaration by the Court cannot increase his
powers in that respect.
Bai Tara v. 1I10halllal, 24 Born. L.R. 779; Bcsant v. Narayaniah, I:L.R38
.Mad. 807 ; Sukhdeo Rai v. Ram ChandaI' Rai, I.L.R. 46 All. 706-rcfCYj'ed to.
Kflppachi v. Lakslrnliah, 48 M.L.]. ]79; Srilllali A'alllilli v. Ghos<', "-t.C.L.T.
·4Q.;,...diSSCllt,,([ from.

B. K. B. Naidu for the respondellt.

An application
by a Hindu father to be appointed guardian of his
ward is in itself a fallacy.
He is the natural
guardian already of his minor children, and nothing
can take the right away from him. S. 19 of the
Guaniians and Wards Act governs s.7 which deals
with the appointment of guardians, and under s. 19 no
Hindu father. can be appointed or declared guardian
of his minor son.
Besant v. Narayaniah (1); Sukhdeo v. Ram Chan··

dar (2).
The present application does not purport. to' be
under s. 25 of the Act, and therefore should be
dismissed.
* Civil Miscellaneous No, 17 of 1935.
It} I.L.R. 38 Mad. 807.
12) I.L.R. 46 All. 706.
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U'illiams for the applicant. The Privy Council in
1935
Bfsant's case did not purport to decide this point, K. V. VENKAand their Lordships' observations are obiter. Kup- TES':,~RAN
pachi v. Lakshmiah (1).
See also Kainini v. Ghose .SARAD<\MBAL.
(2). S. 19 applies only when a third party applies
to be appointed guardian and not where the father
himself is the applicant.
The Court can, however, treat the present appli,cation as one under s. 25 and grant the applicant
his prayer. In the alternative the applicant should
be allowed to withdraw his application with liberty
to bring a fresh application under s. 25.
LEACH, J.-This is an application under section 7
{)f the GuardIans and Wards Act, 18YO, for an order
.appointing the petitioner, who is a Hindu, the
guardian of the person af his minor son. The
respondent, who is also a Hindu, is the wife of the
petitioner and the mother of the ~hild. The child
was born on the 24th September 1933. A similar
.application was made by the petitioner in Civil
Miscellaneous Case No.. 138 of 1934 of this Court,
but was dismissed by me on the 22nd November
1934 on the ground that it would not be for the
welfare of the minor to remove him from the
·custody of the mother while he was so young. The
,,·p.etitionet now asks for an order appointing him
-guardian of the person of the minor on two grounds,
'namely that he is the father of the minor and that
it will be detrimental to the child to allow him to
'remain in the custody of the respondent.
The learned advocate for the respondent has
'~~ised a preliminary objection.
He contends that
'section 19 of the Guardians and Wards Act prohibits
(1) 48 M.L.]. 179•.

(2) 44 C.L.]. 40.
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the Court appointing a Hindu father thegllardian of
his own child. The contention is well founded and
is supported by authority.
Section 7 of the Guardians and Wards Act states·
that where the Court is satisfied that it is for the:
welfare of a minor that an order should be made'
appointing a guardian of his person or property or
both, or, declaririg a person to be such a gUal'dian r
the Court may make an order accordingly. Section·
19 of the Act, however, provides: '.
"Nothing in this chapter shall authorize the Court to appOint
or declare a guardian of the property of a 111.inor whose propert~r
is under the superintendence of a Court of Wards, or toappoillt
or declare a guardian of the person(a) of a minor who is a married female, and whose husband.
is not, in the opinion of the Court, unfit to be guardian.
of her person, or,
(b) subject to the provisions of this Act with respect to
European British subjects, of a minor whose father is·
living, and is not, in the cpinion of the Conrt, ullfi.t to
be guardian of the person of the minor, or,
(c) of a minor whose property is under the superintendence:'
of a Court of Wards competent to appoint a guardian
of the person cf the minor."

Shorn of the words which do not apply in this case:
the Section states that nothing shall authorize the,
COlirt to appoint and decIarea guardian of the'
person of a minor whose father is living and is riot;.
in the opinion of the Court, unfit to be the guardian:.
of the person of the minor.
In the well-known case of Besa1'lt v. Narayaniak
(1) the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
considered the rights of a Hindu father in the matter
of the guardianship of his infant sons and in
(1) (1914) I.L.R 38 Mad. 807.
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,delivering the judgment of their Lordships Lord
Parker observed:

593
1935
K. V. VENKATESWARAN
V.

" And further, no order declaring a guardian could by reason
-of the 19th section of the Guardians and Wards Act, 1890, be
'made during the respondent's life unless' in the opinion of the
'Court he was unfit to be their guardian, which was clearly not the
,·case."

.If further support for this view is sought it is to be

found in Bai Tara v. Moltaulal Lallubhai (l) and
.SuJduiw Rai v. Rant. Clul11dar Rai (2). In Bai Tara
·V. Mohanlal
Lallubhai (1) Sir Norman Macleod
,observed:
.. The petitioner Iile~1 this application under the Guardians and
'Wards Act to be appointed guardian of the person of his minor
:son, who was living with his mother opponent No.4 and his
-maternal grandfather opponent No. S. I may point out at once
-tInt the application ought to Inve been dismissed, because such
:an application by a Hindu father under the Guardians and Wards
Act, presumably under s. 19, is not competent, and a considerable
amount of .confusion has arisen. in the course of the argument
from neglecting to recognize the fact."

The learned advocate for the petitioner relies on
Kuppachi Ragavaiya v. Machavolu Lakshmiah {3) an9Srimati Kamini 'N[ayi Debt v, Bhusan. Chandra Ghose
;(4). In the first of these two cases the passage from
the judgm~nt of L::>rd Parker in Besant's case (5),
which I have just quoted, was disregarded on the
ground that it was merely obiter. The views of the
Privy Council were not discussed in the second
case, although reference was made to the judgment
·of Sir Norman Macleod in Bai Tara v. Mohanlal
Lallublzai (1). I do not agree that the interpretation
(1124 Born. L.R. 779.
(3) 48 Mad. L.J. 179.
(1929) I.L.R. 46 All. 706.
(4) 44 Cal. L.J. 40.
(5) (1914) I.L.R. 38 Mad. 807.

{2)

SARADAMBAL.

. LEACH,

J.
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of' section 19 which the Privy Council gave in,
Besant's case (1) can be disregarded on the ground
TESWARAN
that it is obiter, but in any .event it appears to meV.
SARADAMBAL.
that a different. interpretation would violate the
LEACH, J.
wording of the section. I am, therefore,. unable toaccept the cases quoted on behalf of the respondent
as having been rightly decided ,so far as the question.
under discussion is concerned.
It follows that in my view an application by a
. Hindu father for an order appointing him. guardian
of the person of his minor son does not lie, because
section 19 prohibits the Court making such appointment. Moreover, an order under section 7 is 'not
necessary. A Hindu father is the lawful guardian of
his minor .children, ,and a declaration by a Court
cannot increase his powers in that respect., The:
preliminary objection to the application before me"
therefore, prevails and the application must be'
dismissed.
Mr. Williams at the conclusion of his argument
suggested that he might be allowed to withdraw the'
present application with liberty to file another one
under section 25 of the Guardians and Wards Act.
In my opinion, the proper course is to dismiss·
the present application, which I have done.
Thedismissal, however, will not prejudice anx application
which the petitioner may make under se'dion 25.
The respondent has succeeded on the present
application and is entitled to costs 4lwhich I fix at
three gold mohurs.
K.

V. VENKA-

(1) (1914) I.L.R. 3S Mad. 807:
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CIVIL REVISION.
Before Mr. Justice Mytl Bu, alld Mr. Justice Bagul,;)'.
1935

K.P.L.S.S. CHETTYAR
".
THE OFFICIAL RECEIVER (RAMNAD.)*
~.

ltlhercnt power oj the Court--Appli,;alioll to set aside ex parte decree, timebarred-Equitable ccusiderations-No power to or;erride the law of
limitation-Civil Procedure Code· (Act V of 1908). s. lSl-Limitation Act
(IX of 1908), s. 5, art. 164-Interlocutoryorder-Revision.
Where a defendant who has been duly served with a summons applies to
have the .:x parte decree passed against him set aside after the period prescribed
by art. 164 of the Limitation Act has elapsed the Court cannot entertain the
application purportil1g to act in the exercise of its inherent power under s. 151,
of tlle Civil Procedure Code.
The Court cannot overrule the provisions of the Limitation Act on
equitable grounds.
Per i\}y.\ Bu, J.-S. 5 of the Limitation Act is not applicable to an
application of the kind governed by art. 164 of the Limitation Act.
Abdul Rashid v. Wadder, Civ. Rev. No. 68 of 1934, H.C. Ran. ; Ajodhya
v. PIIllI KlIer, I.L.R. 1 Pat. 277 ; Bissa MlIl v. [(esar Singh, I.L.R. 1 Lah.
363 ; Joshi v. Jhitlgllria, I.L.R. 46 All. 144; K. B. Dull v. Shamsllddin, 34.
C.W.N. 419; Ma/wdco Govilld v. Lakshminarayan, I.L.R. 49 Born. 839;
Maqblll Ahmad v. Naraitl Siugh, 39 C.W.N. 640 ; NogetldratlGth De v. Suresh
Chandra De, I.L.R. 60 Cal. 1; R. C. Kris/lllasamy v. R. C. Naidu, I.L.R. 47
Mad. 171 ; Tota Ram v. Pauna Lal, I.L.R. 46 All. 631-r(;ferred 10.
.
Abdul Karim v. Ai-Hnooy, Civil Misc. Ai>. No. 98 of 1925,' H.C. ·Ran. ;
Latta Prasad v. Ram KOratl, I.L.R. 34 All. 426; Ma Seirt v. S.T.R.M. Firm.
Civil bt lip. 24t oi 1930, RC. Ran. ; Malmg Saw v. Ma 13711in Byu, I.L.R. 4
Han. 18; Pilasrai v. Cursoudas, I.L.R. 44 Bom. 82; S. N. Banerjee v.
Stt/mm·ardY, I.L.R. 55 Cal. 473; U E Maung v. P.A.R.P. Firm, I.L.R. 6 Ran.
494-distinguislted.
Somtbai v. Sltivajirao, I.L.R.45 Bom. 648-dissenled fr01l/.
The High Court will interfere in revision on an interlocutory order if the.
order is palpably inCOlireet, and is one which gives a Court jurisdiction which
it. has not ~ot.
~iohl/T/lcct Cltooloo v. Abdul Hamid Khan. I.L.R. 11 Ran. 36 -fallowed.

K. C. Bose for the applicant. S. 3 of the Limit~
ation Act is imperative and casts on the Court the
duty of dismissing a suit, appeal or application if it is
.. Civil Hevision No. 55 of 1935 arising out of Civil Regular No. 10 of 1931
of the District Court of Akyab.

June 8.
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filed beyond time. None of the sections 5 to 14 apply
in the present -case. S. 5 applies only to appeals
and applications for a review; there is no riotification
by the Local G::>vernment extending that section to
applications under Order 9, r. 9, of the Civil Procedure
Code. Ma Naw Na7v v. _V.E.S.S.111. Chetty (1);
Mahadeo Govind v. Lal?skniinarayan (2); R. C.
Krishnasamy Naidu v. R.Chengalraya Naidu (3),
No equitable considerations. can override the provisions
of the Limitation Act, although it may. result in
hardship in individual cases. .
Nogendra1'la/h ". Suresh Chandra De (4); Naurallgi
Lal v. Ramchara1l Das (5); Balkaran Rai v. Gbbind
Nath Tiwari (6).
Where an express remedy is provided by the Code,
and the party entitled to it neglects to avail himself of
it, he cannot invoke the aid _of s. {Slof the Code.
] oshi Shib Prakash v. ]hinguria (7) ; Vallabhbhai v.
Chho/alal & Co. (8); Allahabad Bank, Ltd. v. Raja
Ra.fll (9); Ariant Po/dar v. Jrfangal Po/dar (10)..
-The High Court will interefere in revision where a
lower Court purporting to act under s. iS1 of the Code,
assumes jurisdiction in a case which is barred by
limitation.
Padiyachi v. C. V.A.R. Finn (11); Tota Rant v.
Panna Lal (12); Bissa jIal v. Kesar Singh (13);
Ajodhya Mahfon v: Phul Kuer(14) ; Maqbul Ahmad v.
Narain Singh (15). The facts in Bas7.Ja1'lappa v.
Krislmadas (16) are peculiar; even so the decision is
i1)
(2)
13)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7\
(8)

I.L.R. 2 RaIl. 655.
I.L.R. 49 130m. ll39.
I.L.R. 47 Mad. 17.
I.L.R. 60 Cal. 1.
I.L.R. 9 Pat. 885.
I,L.R. 12 All. 129.
I.~.R. 46 All. 144.
I.L.R. 51 Bom.26.

(9) I.L.R. 14 Lah. 779.
(10) I.L.R. 4 Pat. 70t.
(11) 9 L.B.R.71.
(12) I.L.R. 46 All. 631.
(13) I.L.R. i Lah. 363.

(14) I.L.R. 1 Pat. 277.
(15) 39C.W.N. 640.
(16)· I.L.R. 45 Born. 443.
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wrong, and has been disapproved of by the Privy
Council in Maqbul Ahmad's case.

1935
K.P.L.S.S.
CHETTYAR

I'.

Chari for the respondent. No revision lies in this
-case. The trial Court has not yet decided. whether the
,ex parle" decree should be set aside or not. The Court
has jurisdiction to set aside an ex parte decree under
s. i51 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Under Order 9,
r. 13, the Court is bound to set aside an ex parle decree
jf sufficient cause is shown for the non-appearance of
the defendant. lTnder s. 151 it has a discretion to set
:aside an ex parle decree in cases not covered by
Order 9, r. 13. U E Maung v. P.A.R.P. Chetlyar
Finll (1) ; Ma Sein v. S.T.R.M. Firm (2) j Sonubai v.
Shh!ajirao (3) j' Pilasrai v. Cursondas Damodar (4) ;
Maull!!. Saw v. kla Bwin BYll (5)·; Lalla Prasad v.
Ram Karan (6). In S. N. Banerjee v. B.S..
Suhrawardy (7) a similar view was expressed though
the <?a-se mainly dealt with the practice of the Calcutta,
High Court on the Original Side. In this case the
Official Receiver of Ramnad cuuld not enter appearance
,or defend the· suit without the permission of his
Court. A receiver appointed by the Court acts only
under the orders of the Court. If the Court which
appointed him or an appellate Court restrains him from
acting as receiver, he simply cannot do anything.
S. 151 of the Code therefore should be applied to this
case.

J.- This revision case arises

out of Civil
Hegular Suit No. 10 of 1931 of the District Court
of Akyab. .In this case the applicant -sued certain
BAGULEY,

(1) I.L.R 6 Ran. 494.
(2) Civil 1st Appeal No. 24-! of
1930, H.C. Rau.
(3) I.L.R 45 BOlli. 648.

(~,

I.L.R. 44 BOlli. H2.
I.L.R. 4 Ran. 18.
(61 I.L.R. 34 All. 426.
(7) I.L.R.55 ell. 473.

{3)

THE
OFFICIAL
RECEIVER
(RA~NAD).
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defendants on a mortgage bond. ,In the course of the
KoP.L.S.S.
trial two of the defendants were adjudicated insolvent
CHETTYAR
in Madras and a Receiver of their' estate was appointed
V.
THE
on
July 5th 1933. On August 23rd the plaintiff filed an
OFFICIAL
RECEIVER
application praying that the Official Receiver ot
(RAMNAD).
Ramnad
be added as a defendant, but nu steps could be'
'-BAGULEY, J.
taken for some time becanse the file was in this Court
in connection with an appeal. Ultimately a summons·
was issued to the Official Receiver, who is the present
respondent, and it was served on him on February 9th.
1934. On May 2nd a telegram was received by
the Courtpl~rportingto be from the Official Heceiver
intimating that he proposed to defend' i-he suit and
asking that the case might be postponed to the end of
'J1J.ty. Three days later an advocate appeared saying
that he ,had been apprmchcd to represent the Official.
,vas
Receiver but had not yet got a power and
granted time to get one. On May 26th the advocate'
had still not received instructions from' the Official
Receiver, and in the end a decree was passed against
him ex pm'le on June 6tb 19YI.
On September .:th 1934 the Ollidal I<ccciver
applied praying that the ex parte decree passed against
him might be set aside. The application was
supported by an affidavit, but on the face of it it
was obviously barred by limitation. Howev.er, the
learned Judge heard arguments as to whether, -if
the allegations in the afi-idavit were correct, he should
allow the application to be made under sedion 151,
Civil Procedure Code. On January 16th 1935 he
passed orders to the effect that the Court had
power under section 151 to allow the appli<;:ation· if the
.Official Receiver succeeded in, proving the facts
that are set out in the affidavit and he directed that the
case be heard on its merits. Against this order
the present application in revision ha,s been filed,

he
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The first point taken up is that this Court should
not interfere in revision ,vith ari interlocutory order of
this kind. This Court, however, in the first year of its
existence held that revision of intei'lbcutory orders was
allowable in cases where irreparable damage would be
caused by refusing to interfere at that stage, 7'ide The
Jupiter Calera! Insural1ce Company, Limited v. Abdul
Aziz (1). This ruling has been consistently followed.
L.P.R. Cheftyar Firm v. R. K. Banf!lji(2) ; Ma Mya
Thin v, Ma Clm (3) ; Mau.1'lg San Shwe v. Haji Ko
Ishaq (4); and IJloha Ined Chaa/ao v. Abdul H mnid

Khan (5).
In the presen t case if the order passed is wrong the
Court will merely be led into a protracted hearing of
. evidence in which witnesses will either have to be
called from Madras or a commission will have to issue
to Madras. There wiIi be considerable delay and
\\'aste of time, expense and trouble and after the
evidence has been recorded an appeal will inevitably
be successful. We consider, therefore, that interference in revision, if the order is palpably incorrect and
is one which gives the COl-1rt iurisdidion which it has
not got, is right and proper.
The learned judge has based his decision on two
cases of this Court, U E Maung v. P.A.R.P. Clzettyar
Firm (6) and Ma Sei11 v. S.T.R.M. Finn (Civil First
Appeal No. 244 of 1930). The facts in U E Maung's
case arc not on all fours with the fads in the present
case. U E Maung was a Receiver appointed by the
Court for certain limited purposes, among others being
" to apply to be joined as a defendant in Civil Regular
Suit No. 38 of 1926 of the District Court of Pegu; and
to defend such suit." He was appointed on appeal by
(11 (1923) I.L.R. 1 Ran. 231..
(2) (1930) I.L.R. 9 Ran. 71.
(3) (1931) I.L.R. 9 Ra~. 86.

(4l (1931) LL.R. 9 Rall. 92.
(5) (1933) l.L.R. 11 Ran. 36.
(6) (1928) LL.R. 6 Ran. 494.
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this Court and at the' time' he was appointed the
suit in question had already been decided ex parte
·CBETTYAR
but the fact that it had been so decided was kept from
THE
the knowledge of the Court. He was allowed to have
OFFICIAL
RECEIVER
the ex parte decre~ set aside in order that he might
(RAMNAD).
defend the case. It will be noticed that the e:r: parte
·BAGULF.Y, J.
decree had not been passed against him at all, so
obviously he could not apply to have it re-opened
under Order 9, Civil Procedure Code, and there was
no definite provision of the law under which' he could
apply to have it re-opened. The circumstances of the'
case, however, were very peculiar and were such that
it was necessary for the enos of justice that he should
be allowed to defend that case, and in.allowing him to
have the ex parte decree set aside no provision' of any
existing law was infringed. It was a case of using a
special remedy to meet special circumstances.
In Ma Seill's case an application was made to
re-open a certain appeal which had been dismissed
for lack of prosecution, the copying fees which the .
client supplied having been misappropriated by the
advocate's clerk. The period of 30 days' limitation
had long expired when the application was made.
A Bench of this Court quoting Sonu bai v. Shivajirao
Kdslmarao Gopalrao Gaikwad (1) with approval \vent
on to consider whether it was a proper case in which
the Court should exercise its inherent powers under
section 151. In the end they refused to re-open the
case, so this is not a case in which the Court used
its powers under section 151 to vary the law of
limitation. This case is rather a poor basis on
which to found the order passed.
The cases upon which the learned Judge. bases
his decisio'n having been shown not to' warrant that
K.l'.L.S.S.
1i~

(1) (1920) I.L.R. .f5 Hom. 648.

VOL.
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decision, I think it is for the respondent to show
that there are good grounds to justify the Court
in using its extraordinary powers under section 15I.
The first case quoted on his behalf is Pilasrai
La:nninarayall v. Cursondas Dmnodardas (1). In
this case a suit was on the board for hearing on
the 7th January 1919. The plaintiff was not present
when it \vas called; an adjournment was refused and
the suit ,vas dismissed under Order 9, rule 8. An
application for restoration was made on the 21st
January well within the period allowed by law. It
was held that the plaintiff had not got "sufficient
cause" under Order 9, rule 9. Against this oi'dera
re-opening was refused. The plaintiff appealed
against this order and the appeal was allowed and
in the judgment occurs a passage :
" I am of opinion that this is a case in which, whether there
was suffiCient cause or not, we should exerCise the inherent
jurisdiction of the Court for the ends of justice."

It will be seen that in this case the inherent powers
.of the Court were not used to overrule the law of
limitation and really the appeal might have been
allO\;I,'ed on the ground that "sufficient" is an
elastic word and perhaps after all the cause shown
was suHicient. There can be no rigid definition
\\'hat is or is not sufticient.
The next case is Sonubai v. Shivajirao Krishllarao
Gopalrao Calk-wad (2). In this case it would appear
that an application was made long after limitation
had expired. It was a very special case. A minor
was suing through her father as next friend and
when the case was called her advocate was dead
and the next friend was ~nsane, so nothing
(1) (19l9j
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(2) (1920; I.L.R. 45 Bom. 648.
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happened. ..The minor within one month of attainiilg
majority applied to have the case re-opened, but in
the judgment at page 653 occurs the passage

THE

OFFICIAL
RECEIVER

c' the inherent powers of the Court would be exercisable
without any reference to the period of limitation .fixed for
re-admit appeals or to restore any other
J3AGULEY, J. applications to
proceeding dismissed {or default."
.(RAMNAD).

This is a ruling definitely in the respondent's fa'-vouri
and, as has been mentioned, it was referred to with
approval in Ma Sein's case.
. In Maung Sa'&' v. Ma B'loin Byu (1) Pilasrai
LaxI11inarayan . v. Cursondas Damodardas (2) was
followed. The facts in the case were very similar
but there:~is nothing in the judgment to show whether
the application was made in time or not.. It is
another case which really turns on the question
whether there was sufficient cause or not..'
In L(llta Prasad v. 'Ram Karan (3) there is a
general statement
<l Order
9, rule 9, makes it compulsory on a Court to set
aside a dismissal under Order 9, rule 8, where the plaintiff
satisfies the Court that there was suffIcient cause for nonappearance. It, however, cannot take away the Court's power
to restore the case for any other valid reason."

The report does not show whether the application
for re-opening was made before limitation had expired
O[ not.
S. N. Balze/jee v. H. S. Suhrawardy (4) is a C~lse
which turns mainly on the practice of the Original
Side of the Calcutta High Court where parties
'" enter an appearance" in the Office of the Court,
(1) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 18.
(2) (1919) I.L.R.- 44 Bern. liZ.

(3) (1912) I.t.R. 34 AlL 426.
(4) (192~)i.L.R. -55 Cal. 473.
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.and the case seems to have been decided by the
following passage:
I am not satislied that the traditional view that the Court
Ims a discrelion, independently of Order 9, rule 13, is wrong."
H

This does not seem to me to be much support for
the proposition that an application for re-opening
·can be. entertained after the period of limitation
prescribed by law has expired,
.
On the other hand the applica1it has a consider.able number of cases directly in his favour. He
relies on a passage in U E 111aung v. P.A.R.P.
Chef/yar Finn (1) on page 498
"'Section 151 is not a section which is intended to enable a
Judge to repeal, ad hoc, any provision of the law in any
particular ilJstan~<.: in which he wishes to do so."

He also refers to Abdul Roshid v. Braja Hori
J-Vadder (Civil Revision No. 68 of 1934), in which
<occurs a passage
.., The provisions of section 151 of the Code of Civil Procedure
-cannot be invoked to over~ric1e the rules of procedure actually
hiid down in the Code or any express provision of law."

'The view of the Madras High Court is found in two
-cases.· R. C. Krislmasa11lY Naidu. v. R. Chengalraya
Naidu (2) expressly dissents from Sonubai v,
.shzzJajirao Krislmarao Gopalrao Gaillwad· (3) already
referred to. It dealt with a case in which an
.appeal had b eell dismissed under Order 41, rule
17. The application for re-opening was brought
more than 30 days after the dismissal and it was
l1eld that the application was statute barred. The
.question \vhether the Court had inherent pO\ver
under section 151,· Civil Procedure Code, or otherwise
to re-instate the appeal was considered and the Court,
with regret, came to the conclusion that it had no
(1) (1928) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 494.

(2) (1923) I.L.R. 47 Mad. 171.

(3) (1920) I.L.R. 45 Bom. MS.
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such power. It followed a Full Bench ruling in
Neela'lJeni v. Narayana Reddi (1) which held that
the Court had no power, apart from the provisions
of Order 9, rule 13, Civil Procedure Code, to set
aside an ex parte decree passed by itseH. It is true
that this Full Bench ruling was dissented from in
an '. unreported case of this Court, A bdul Karim
Abdul Lat~U' v. Ai-Hnoor (Civil Miscellaneous
Appeal No. 98 of 1925), but the facts in this case
show that the application forre-opening was made on the very same day that the suit was dismissed,
so there was no question of overnl1ing the law of
limitation. It was really a question whether the
cause shown was' sufficient or not: .There is a later'
case of the Bombay High Court in favour of the
applicant, JI.1a/1l7deo Govir:d TiVadkar v. Lakshini-,
narayan Ramratan Marwadi (2). In this case it
is true section 151, Civil Procedure Code, and the
previous Bombay cases are not referred to, but the
application for. re-opening was made after the expiry,
of 30 days and in the' j:tdgment occurs' a passage,:
"It seems to us, therefore, that the only remedy open to a
party whose suit has been dismissed for default under Order
9, rule 8, is to apply under rule 9, to set aside the order oCdismissal.
. it was not open to the Subordinate Judge
to entertain an application for review from the opponent, and
as he had no power under the Indian'Limitation Act to'
excuse the delay he ought to have disillissecl the application.'r

The ,High Court' of Lahore seems clearly in'
favour of the applicant, '{"ide Bissa :Mal v. [{esar
Sinl!.h (3). This was an application for re-opening
an application for restoration of an appeal dismissed
, for default. It was held that the application was.
(1) (19191 tL.R. 43 Mad. 94.
(2) (1925) I.L.R. 59 Born. 839;
(3) (1920) I.L.R. 1 Lab. 363.
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barred by limitation and the inherent powers of the
Court tllldcr section 151 of the Code of Civil
Procedure could not be invoked in breach of the
. clear provisioTlR of the Limitation Act. The High
. Court of Patna agrees with this in Ajodhya Mahton.
v. MlIssanud Phul Kuer (1). It was held that an
C;;\~ parte time-barred decree cannot be set agide in
exercise of the Court's inherent powers under section
151 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Where a
definite period of limitation has been provided by
law within \vhich action must be taken a Court is
not entitled to extend such period by purporting to
aet under section 15I.
Despite the general expression quoted from Lalta
Prasad \'. Ralll ]{ara1/. (2) the Allah.abad High
Court bas since then laid dO'~~'n definitely in joslii
Shib Pralwsh v. JhiJlguria (3) tlJat
" a Court cannot make use of the special prOVl~lons of section
)51 of the Code of Civil Procedure, 'where the applicant has his
remedy provided elsewhere in the Code and has wilfully
neglected to avail himself of the remedy so provicled~"

and in Tota Rm1t v. Pann.a Lal (4}it \vas held
that
"tbe Court cannot ignore the provisions of the law of limitation by appealing to section 151 of the Code."

while in Parmesh'/CYlr Singh v. Sitalditl Dube (5),
Sulaiman C.}. at page 42 says
"Equitahle considerations cannot be invoked ill the case of
a plea of limitation."

/1) (1922) I.L.R 1 Pal. 277.
(31 (1923) I.L.R. 46 All. 144.
(2) (1912) I.L.R 34 All. 426.
(4) (1929) I.L.R. 46 All. 631.
(5) (1934). I.L.R. 57 All. 2(,.
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Iri K. B. Vutl V. Sh'timsuddhi Shaii Shaheb (i)
occurs a passage
" I entirely dissent from the vi.ew that, if no case is made
out under that rule (Order 9, rule 13), it is open to the learned
Judge to enlarge the rule lJy talking about secticn lSi."

Finally the PrIvy Council has spoken quite clearly
with regard to matters of this nature. In Nogendranath De v. SU1'(~shChandra De .(2) on page 6 it
is stated
"The fixation of periods of limitation mu~t always be to SOUle
extent arbitrary,and may frequently result in hardship. But
in construing such provisions, equitable considerations are out
of place."

In a more .recent case of the Privy Council, Maqbul
Ahmad v. On-kar pratap Narain Singh (3) it is stated
"it is impossible to hold that, in it matter which is governed
by Act, an Act Which in some limited respects gives the Court a .
statutory discretion, there can be implied in the Court. outside
the liinits of the Act, a general discretion to dispense with
its provisions,"

and dealing with the case. of the Bombay High
Court in Basvanappa v. Krishnadas Gova1'ldhal1dsa
J.ladiwale (4) which was refcrred to in the judgment
under appeal in the following terms:
"The Bombay High Court has taken a contrary view 011 the
ground that it would be inequitable not to allow the belielit
of . the vacation which preceded the period which has to be
excluded. With great respect \ve would say that there is no
question of equity in cases governed by the Limitation Act,"

their Lordships stated that Basvanappa v. Krishl1adas
Govmidhandsa Madiwale could not besuppofted.
For these rcasons I am satisfied that the District
Court of Aky'ab was wtong iii considering that·· it
(l) 34 C,W.N. 419.

(2) (1932j LL.R. 60 Cal. 1.

(3) (1935) 62 I.A. '80 ;39 C.W.N. MO.
;4) (1920) I.L.R. 45 Born. 443.
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could invoke section 151, Civil Procedure Code, to
overrule the provisions of the Limitation Act, and
the application filed by the Official Receiver should
have been dismissed in limine.
As a last resource it \vas argued that the Receiver
was unable to defend this case without getting the
leave of the Court and he had been prevented froni
taking action by various stay orders which fhe
parties in Madras had obtained pending the hearing
.of appeals arising out of the insolvency case in
.Madras. I· am unable to agree that any stay order
obtained in Madras can affect the running of limitation
:in the District Court of Akyab once limitatiori had
begun to run.
Froin the documents on the file produced by the
applicant we find that the l~eceiver was never
removed. He was from the very beginning Receiver
in Insolvency of the estate. His powers no doubt
were from time to time suspended and subsequently
restored to him in whole or in part, but at all
times material to the case he was Receiver even
though at times he had not got the power to
defend the case, but the mere fact that a man is
unable to defend a case does not prevent him from
being a party to the suit. Parties frequently have
no power to defend a suit, but nevertheless they
are p<tl:ties, as, for exampIc, the defendant may
l1ave his dcfence struck alit or may, in celia in
cases, have to get leave to defend and be ll11ablC
to get leave to defend; nevelihe1ess he continues
to be a party.
As was stated at the beginning of this oi:der
notice was served on the Official Receiver on the
6th February. The appeal which· had resulted in
his being unable to take any action iri the insolvency
.case was dismissed on the 8th March 1934 and he
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received" intimation of this on the 2nd April 1934.

-"-KP.L.S.S. On the 28th" April 1934 he waS moved by one of
CHETIYAR

the creditors to take action in this case and at thistime he was free to take action, as the Insolvency
OFFICIAL
RECEIVER
Court had not yet closed for the summer recess.
(RAMNAD).
Even if it were closed for the summer recess we are
BAGULEY, J,
unable to believe that urgent civil matters are never
attended to in Madras during the recess or vacation.
In this Court they <:ertainly are attended to, and we
note that the second stay order which, respondent
claims," prevented him from taking- any further aetion r
was passed on the yth May 193+ by the High Court,.
which was during the period of the High Court
summer vacation. If the High Court could attend
to civil matters" during the vacation we see no reason
why the District Judge should not" have been moved
during his summer recess."
'fl.

THE

For these reasons I would set a~ide the order of
the District Court, Akyab, directing that the application be dealt with on its merits and would dismissthe application filed by the Official Receiver, Ramnad r
for setting aside the ex parte decree. The applicant
is entitled to costs of this application and we fix the
advocate's fee at 20 gold mohurs.
Eu, J.-"I am in complete agreement with my
learned brother" in holding that the application filed
by the respondent in the District Court should have
been dismissed in lin'line, arid that the order of the"
District Court directing the application to be dealt
with on its merits should, in the circumstances of
the present case, be set aside in revision.
The application in question was filed on behalf
of the respondent on" the 5th September 1934
praying that the ex parte decree passed on 'the 6th
MY"A

"
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June 1934 be set aside. At the time of the passing
of the ex' parte decree tbe respondent was in the
position of a defendant in the suit who had been
served ,"",itb summons, because he as receiver of the
estate of the original defendants who becaine insolvent
had been duly substituted in place of the original
defendants a!id had been served with the notice of
:such substitution. There can be no doubt that his
,application lay under Order IX, rule 13, of the Code
-of Civil Procedure under \vhich if he satisfied the
Court that he had been prevented by sufficient cause
from appearing when the suit was called on for
hearing, it would be incumbent upon the 'Court to
make an order setting aside the ex parte decree.
Article 164, of the First Schedule to the Limitation
Act prescribes a period of 30 days from the date
of . the decree 'with in which an application by a
defendant, who had been duly served with summons,
for an order to set aside an ex parte decree is to be
fi.1ed. This period had been exceeded by nearly two
months when'.' the' respondent filed his application.
The application was, therefore, clearly time-barred
when it was lodged in the District Court of Akyab.
The wording of Article 164 "by the defendant for
an order to set aside a decree'passed ex parte"
appears to make it unnecessary fQr the purpose of
bringing its provisions into operation to determine
whether an application by a defendant for an order
to set aside an ex parte decree is made in virtue
of Order IX, rule 13, or apart from ,it.
Now, upon tbe question whether an ex parte
decree can be set aside in exercise of the Court's
inherent povvers under section 151 of the Code of
Ci\lil Procedure upon a time-barred application of
a defendant I have had the advantage of reading,
if I may respectfully say so, a very lucid review of
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the' <:;ase-l,!-w by my learned brother and I have very
K.PX:S.S. little to ad,d.
'CHETTYAR
Whether an 'application such as that of the
fl.
THE
respondent should or should not be allowed turns.
qF,~~ClAL
RECEIVER
on the same question as in the case of an application
('RAm'!AD).
by a plaintiff under Order IX, rule 9, or an application
MYA Bu, J.
by an appellant under Order XLI, rule 19, or an
application by a respondent. to an appeal under
Order XLI, rule 21. . Thirty days' period of limitation
from the date of the dismissal or from the date of
the decree in appeal is pres.cribed for these applications
by Article 163, Article 168 and Article 169 respedively
of the First Schedule to the Limitation Act. Section 5·
of the Iridian Limitation Act provides:
'e Any appeal cr application for a review of iudgment or for leave'
to appeal or any other application to which this section may be
made 'applicable by or under any enactment for the time being ill'
force, may be admitted after the period of limitation prescribed
therefor, when the appellant or applicant satisfies the Court that
he had sufficient cause for notpreferring the appeal or making the
application within such period."

It is, however, beyond dispute that this section
has not been made applicable, by or under any
enactment for the time being in force in this provinc~'
to an application of· the kind governed by Article
163 or Article 164 or Article 168 or Article 169.
What then is the use of framing section 5 of the
Indian Limitation Act if the Court can in the
exercise of the inherent powers undersedioil 151 of
th~ Code of Civil Proced,ure admit applications not
covere~
by this section? I can see none. At the
Same time if it is open to the Court by exercise
pf its inh~ren.t pow~rs uIlder section 151 of the Co<l.e
qf ~~vil Procequre to admit <tilY time-barred, <tppHcatiOq, the p,rov!sions of sectio.n 5, ~re apsolqte\y
.

.

.
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superfluous. Again, the wording of section 151 of the
Code of Civil Procedure militates against the view K.P.L.S$.
that the inherent power of the Court under it can CIJETTYAR
V.
THE
be invoked to override the provisions of the Limitatiqn OFFICIAL
Act, for it only declares "Nothing in this Code shall RECEIVER
(RA~iNA,D\.
he deemed to limit or otherwise affect the inherent
power of the Court to make such orders as may be MYA Bu,J.
necessary for the ends of justice or to prevent abuse
of the process of the Court." The words "Nothing
in this Code" do not mean "nothing in this Code
or any other law for the time being in force," and do
not contain an indication that the provisions of the
Indian Limitation Act are not to limit or otherwise
affect the inherent power of the Court. Whether
there is suH1cient cause within the meaning of section 5
of the Inelian Limitation Act is a question of fact,
and on account of the elasticity of the term "suffic~ent·
cause" the Court has a wide field of discretion in
determining what in the circumstances of a particular
. case amounts to sufficient cause, but it gives no
countemince to the view that a time-barred application
not falling within the purview of section 5 can, in
the exercise of discretion, be admitted.
The conclusion that we have come to receives
direct support from the cases of U E M artJlg v. P.A.R.P.
Chel~yar Firm (1); R. C. Krishl1tlSamy Naidu and
others v. R. ChengalrtZJ'a Naidu· and others (2);
Makadeo
Govind f;Vadkar v. Lakshminarayan
Ra11'mafh Marwadi (3); Bissa Mal v. Kesar Singh
(4) ; Ajodhya
Malt/on
v.
Mussanunal Pltul
Kuer (5); Tota Ram v. Panna Lal (6) and from
the pronouncements of their Lordships of the Privy
Council in Nogcndrallath De v. Suresh Chandra De (7)
(1) (1928) LL.R. 6Ran.494.
(4} (1920j LL.R. 1 Lah.363.
\2) (1923) LL.R. 47 Mad. 171.
($) (19,221 LL.R•. ~. Pat. 2,77..
(3) (1945) I.L.R. 49. BOqI. 839.
(6) (1924) I.L.R 46 All. 631.
(7) (1932) ~.L.~. 6\) ~a1. 1.
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and M aqbul Ahmad mzd others v. Onkar pj-atap
K.P.L.S.S.
N arain Sin,gh and others (1);
.
CHETTYAR
In
conclusion
I
may
mention
that
in
Civil
First
fl.
THE
Appeals Nos. 244 of 1930 and 181 of 1931, which
OFFICIAL
RECEIVER
were
respectively an appeal against the order of the
(RAMNAD).
District Court r~jeeting a time-barred application for
MYA Bu, J.
restoration 6f an appeal struck off for default, and an
appeal against the refusal by the Disirict Court to
admit a fresh appeal; filed. after the expiry of the
period of limitation for an appeal from the original
decree, in place of the one which had. been dismissed
for default, a Bench of this Court expressed the
following opinion :
" We are of opinicn, therefore, that the delay should not
be excused in this case unless we could hold that. were the
provisions c£ section 5 of th~ Limitation Act applicable,
sufficient cause would have been shown for the delay. The
same principle must therefore be applied by us in deciding
whether to .admit the application to. restore the appeal and in
considering whether to admit the fl~esh app~al."

In so far as the application for restoration of the
appeal was concerned this pronouncement is contrary
to the conclusion that we have arrived at with
reference to the provisions of section 151 of· the
Code of Civil Procedure in relation to the provisions
of the Indian· Limitation Act. But this pronouncement, to which Heald J. was a member, is contrary.
to the view taken by the same learned Judge and
myself in Civil Miscellaneous Appeal No. 111 of 1929
to the effect that apart from the provisions of Order
IX, rule 9, the Court had no inherent power under
the provisions of section 151 of the Code to set aside
the dismissal of a suit for default which, if it were
necessary, in, this case, to be supported, I· would
have ventured to do so.
(1) (1935) I.L.R 39 C.W.N. 640.
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STAMP ACT REFERENCE.
1/"[01''' Sir Arlhur I'age, [(t., Chit,! Justice, Mr. Jnslice ilfY'l Bn, and
ilf r. Justice !<J oscl)'.

THE FINANCIAL COMMISSIONER, BURMA
i' .

C.R.MM.L 1\. CHETTIAR FIRM.*
.stamp duty-Amouut or ,'alul; oj cO/l.sitlcratio!I-1"erJl/., oj Ihe il/slrulltcl/t
dctermine dtLty-Coul'(\'aucc oj lMld in safisjil(./IO!l of debl-Waiver of
portiO!l oj debl- Wah'n- !/llt il/llepi:l1del/t of tlte insl-ru1I1('nt-Du!y !c-,,'iaMe
01t tlie wltole amollll! of debt--SllI1lIP Act (11 oj 18991, s. 24.(11'1. 23.

The stamp duly payable t!j1on an inslrmuent Il1t:st bl': determined t,y
Tefcrring to the terms 0/ the do::ument, and the Conrt is not entitled to
take into consideratioll el:idcl)ce ddlors lhe ·inslrument itself.
Ra1l1C11 Gllelly v. MaltOtl/ed Gliollse, I.L.R.· 16 Cil. 432; l?amprasad v.
Bal1l1nlwr/(!, 27 B.L.l~. 1122 ; Shal/kar v. Rl/II/chl/udrn, I.L.I<. 27 Bom. 279
-referrcd 10.
The charging words in art. 23 of. the Stamp Act ,i where the amount or
value of the consideration for such ::onveyanceas set forth therein" do not
mean that revenue authorities must have regard only to what the parties to
the instrument have elected to state the consideration to be, but that the
duty must be assessed upon the amount or value of the consideralion for
the transfe~ 'as disclosed upon an ex?-mination of the terms of the instrument
.as a whole.

A debtor conveyed a parcel of 'land -to'his creditor ill full satisfaction of
his debts. The d~cul11ent contaiileda \vaiver or release of a certain sum
due in respec! of interest, and the creditor contended that stamp duty was
payable only 011 the ullwaived portion of the debt, this alone being the
.cohsideralion ill the docmnent.
Heltl, lhat, having regard to the terms of tlte instrument, the consideration for the conveyancc ;l~ set forth thel-cin was the cancellation of the
whole debt, the principal Stuns and a pOI-lion of the interest being treated
.as having thereby bCl:n repaid, and the transferee a1{reein~ upon tht due
exec:,tion of the conveyance to waive or release the balance or the interest.
Tltere was no waiver or reJe.lse of the portion of interest independently of
,tlte instr.nuent, an:! tlte st<t:np d,lty leviable was on the whole amo,'nt 01
the debt.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
The deed of conveyance in the present case relates
that a certain property is transferred in consideration
.. Civil Rderence No.4 of 1<)35.
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of part of a debt owed by the debtor-transferor, the
balance of the debt being expressly mentioned to be
waived. Article 23 of the Stamp Act states that the
stamp duty is on the consideration as set forth in
the deed.

[PAGE, C;J. What is the consideration as set
forth in the document ?]
The wiping out of the whole debt.

[PAGE, C.J. The answer to the questibn propounded
appears to be simple; the stamp duty is on the
whole consideration, in.cluding the waived debt, for
which the property was transferred.]
Yes. The Financial Commissioner bases his
reasoning on os. 24 of the Act which lends further
support to this view. It states that where property
is transferred in consideration of the whole of a debt
or part of a debt, such debt, whether wholly or in
part, shall be deemed to be the consideration for
purposes of stamp duty. Illustration (1) makes the
meaning clear.
The wording of S5. 27 and 31 indicate that the'
real meaning of the term "as set forth therein" in
art. 23 is that stamp duty is assessable having regard
to the consideration and all other facts and circum_
stances affecting the chargeability of the instrument
to duty as found therein, and not merely on the
amount which is stated to be the consideration by
the parties. The Court has, of course, no power to
travel outside the instrument to determine the stamp
duty, and for this reason the parties are enjoined to
state the consideration fully and truly on pain of a
penalty. Sections 27 and 64.
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Sakharmn v. Ramchandra (1) ; Ramen Clutty v.
Malzomed Chouse (2) ; Emper01' v. Rameshar Das (3) ;
Refermce under Stamp Ad, s. 46 (4) ; In the matter
of Mulzmmnad MU·Zl1ffa1' Ali (5).

1935
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SIONER,
BURMA
fl.

Aiyallgar for t.he respondent. Under s. 63 of the
Contract Act no consideration is necessary for the
waiver of a debt by a creditor. Moreover, the deed
was not executed by the creditor. The question to
be determined is whether the property is transferred
for Rs. 300 as stated in the deed or for the 'whole
debt. In fact the property is worth only Rs. 300.
It was only by way of recital that the waiver of the
balance of the debt is mentioned ; the partie3 need
not have incorporated it in the deed.' A recital has
no relevancy in assessing the stamp duty payable on
an instrument. Reference froNz the Board of Revenue

(6) ; Reference under s. 46 of Ihe Indian Stalnp Act (7).
C.J.-The following questions have been
referred for deten'nination by the High Comt in a
case stated by the Financial Commissioner, Burma :
PAGE,

" (J) In the deed of conveyance under reference wherein only
a speciliecl l;odion of a debt is named as the consideration for
the transfer, the remainder d the debt being waiveel, does
section 24 of the I nelian Slamp Act require that in spite of
the waiver the cOllsideration shculel, for the purpose of the
assessment of stamp duty on the cCllveyance, be deemed 10 be
the whole of the debt 1 or i~ it permissible to treat only the
portion of the debt specified in the deed as the consideration
and to ~1isref{arcl the waived portion ?,
(2) If the answer to the first question is in the sense of the
second alternative, is the waiver of a portion of the debt, as

(11 I.L.R. 27 Bom. 279.
(4) LL.R. 20 Mad. 27.
121 I.L.I~. 16 C,al. 432.
(5) I.L.R 44 All. 339.
(3) I.L.~. 32 All. 171.
(6) I.L.R 10 Cal. 92.
(i) I.L.R. 7 Mad.
42i.
", -.'
.

e.RM.M.L.
A. CHETTIAR
FIRM.
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expressed in the document, a release on account d which
ac1c1 itional stamp duty should be chat'ged under article SS of
the First Schedule to the Stamp Act ? "

In my opinion the case is free from difficulty.
Under section 24 it is provided that

FIRM.
PAGE, C.}.

I' where any property is trau$ferred to any rerson in considera. such
tion, wholly or in part, of any debt due to him
debt
.,is to be deemed the whole or part, as the case
may be, of the consideration in respect whereof the transfer is
chargeable with ad Zlalorem duty.

I llustratiol1.
(1) A owes B Rs. ] ,000. A sells a property to B, the
consideration being Rs. 500 and .the release of the previous
debt of Rs. ] ,000. Stamp duty is payable on Rs. 1,500."

Under Article 23 a conveyance as defined 111
section 2 (10) is chargeable "where the amount or
value of the consideration for such conveyance as
set forth therein" exceeds Rs. 200 but does not
exceed Hs. 300 with the stamp duty of Rs. 4-8 arid
""here the consideration exceeds Hs. 400 but does
not exceed Rs. 500 the stamp duty leviable is
Rs. 7-8.
It is well settled that the stamp duty payable
upon an instrument must be determined by referring
to tbe terms of the document, and that the Court is
not entitled to take into consideration evidence dehors
the instrument itself. [Rallun Che/~y v. 1I1.ahomed
Ghouse and another (1) ; Sakhara111 Shankar and
others v. Ramchandm. Babu Mohirc (2) and Ralnprasad
ShhJlal v. ShrinizJas Bahnukulld (3).J
But, in my opinion, the charging words in
Article 23
where the amount or value of the
l(

(2) (1902) I.L.R. 27 130m. 279.
(3) 27 BL.R. 1122.

(I} (1889j I.L.R. 111 Cal. 432.
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consideration for such conveyance as. set forth
therein" do not mean that Revenue authorities
must have regard only to vi.That the parties to the
instrument !lave elected to state the consideration
to be, but that the duty must be assessed upon
the amount or value of the consideration for the
transfer as disclosed upon an examination of the
terms of the instrument as a whole. The document
under consideration is a conveyance of immoveable
property consisting of paddy and garden land. The
consideration passing to the transferor for executing
the conveyance is therein stated to be
"a total SIIIll of Hs. 300 made np· of Hs. 250 being the
total of i\I"O itell1s of principal slim ane! 1<s. 50 being the
balance of interest arrived at by wavillg, (literally reducing),
1<s. 145-] 4-0 nut of Hs. 195-14-0, the total of two items of
interest."

The details of the transaction are then set out,
from which it appears that there were two loans,
one of Rs. 150 in respect of which there was
interest due at the date of the execution of the
conveyance amounting to Rs. 119-8-0, and the other
of Rs. 100 upon which the interest then due was
Rs. 7(). It is thus seen that the benefit which
would accrue to the transferor as the result of duly
executing the conveyance was that he would obtain
in substance and effect the cancellation of the whole
debt of Rs. 445-14-0 which was due from him to
the transferee, that debt consisting of the following
items:
Hs. 150, principal on the first loan;
Rs. 100, principal on the second loan ;
Rs. 50 part of the interest due on the two loans,
and
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Rs. 145 being the balance of the interest which
the transferee on the conveyance being duly
effected. agreed to release.
In the instrument it is furthet provided that
the transferor

'. undertook to see that there shall not be any litigation,
objection
or interference by· anyone. Except to the creditor
PAGE, C.J.
C.R.M.M.L.A. money-lending firm the said lands have not been
previously mortgaged or sold cr given to aIiyone else. We
declare that the said lands are free from ether debts. Should
there. be an interference or objection hereafter we also· agree
that promissory notes shall stand as they did originaliy, and
that the creditor shall have a right to demand and recover
principal and interest as he likes, without waiving the amount
of interest that has been waived
The creditor agreeing
to the proposal accepts the offer of surrender."
FIRM.

Now, under section 63 of the Contract Act, a
creditor may in whole or in part dispense with·
the payment of a debt due to him from his debtor.
But in the present case the agreement by the
tr:tnsferee to release the balance of the interest due
at the time when· the instrument was executed was
part of the consideration that passed to the transferor
for executing the conveyance. At the hearing the
learned advocate for the respondent was asked by
the Court whether he contended that there waS
any waiver or release of the Rs. 145-14-0 due in
respect of interest independently of the instrument;
and he replied-as indeed he was· bound to reply-·.
in the.. negative j and in such circumstances· it is
manifest that the agreement to release· the balance
of the debt formed part of the consideration passing
to the transferor for executing the conveyance.
. I am of opinion, having regard to the terms
of the instrument, that the consideration· for the
conveyance as set forth therein was· the. cancellation
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of the V\Thole debt, the principal sums and Rs. 50
due as interest thereon being treated as having
thereby been repaid and the transferee agreeing
upon the due execution of the conveyance to
waive or release the balance of the interest.
For these reasons I would answer the first
question propounded by saying that the amount
of stamp duty leviable in respect of the instrument
in question was upon Rs. 445-14-0. The second
question does not arise.
MYA
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PAGE,

C.l.

J.-I agree.
J.-I agree.
CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before Mr. Jllslice Dunkley.

ALI BHAI v. MAUNG NYUN.'X<
Ferry. public-Carriage oj tassengers " between poit~ls within, or within two miles
from, the limits of a Pll blic ferry"- Sat/ctiOtl of superitJ.fcudcnt, or e.'Vemptiot~
by Government 11Otijicatioll 1tCcessary-Unauthorized carriage oj passengers
bct~lJCl'tl la1/diug stage and laul/ch it~ 11lid-stream-Lat~ding sta!!e within
limits oj public feTty-I< POitlts '? from batlk to ballk-Launcl!, whether a
poit~I-BurtlIa Ferries Act (Burma Act II of 1898), ss. 15, 27.
S. 15 of the Burma Ferries Act prohibits a person from conveying for
hire any passenger or goods" between points within, or within two miles
from, the limits of a public ferry," except with the sanction of the
superintendent or of the Jessee of such ferry, or unless he is a person
exempt from the operation of the section by notification of· the Local
Government. In contravention of the section the applicant plied his sampan
for hire to carry passengers between a certain landing-stage on the Twante
Canal and launches stopping in mid-stream for embarkation and disembarkation
of passengers. The landing stage was \liUJin two miles of tte western
limit of a public ferry on the canal. and the applicant was fined for his
offence under s. 27 of the Act. He contended that the" points .. referred
to in s. 15 of the Act meant points on either bank of the stream and not
launches proceeding down the middle of the stream.

* Criminal Revision No. 3048 of 1935 from the order of the Special
Power Headquarters Magistrate of Hanthawaddy in Criminal Regular
Trial No. 18 of 1935.
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Held, that the applicant was rightly convicted. The word" ferry "
includes the conveyance of passengers or goods from and to any place
within the limits prescribed, whether that place be on a bank or in the
slream" and is not confined to the conveyance of passengers or goods from
one bank to the other. \Vhen, therefore, a launch stops in mid~stream fOr
the purpose of setting down or picking up passengers' it becomes to all
intenls and purposes" a point" for the purpose of s. 15 of the Act.

Sa So for the applicant.

M. I. Khl11i for the' respondent.

J.-The applicant, Ali Bhai, has been
,convicted of an offence under section 27 of the
Burma Ferries Act. The facts of the case are not
in dispute. On the Twante Canal there is a public
ferry, established under the provisions of section 4
of the Burma Ferries Act, known as the KungyanMadaing Ferry. The superintendence of this ferry
is vested in the Hanthawaddy District Council.
The lessee of the ferry, who has bought the right
to levy the tolls from the District Council, is the
respondent, Maung Nyun. There is a landing-stage
on the canal at a place called abo. This is
within two miles of the western limit of the KungyanMadaing Ferry. Launches of the Irrawaddy Flotilla
Company ordinarily stop in the canal as near as possible
to this landing'-stage. They do not drop alichor, as
they are not allowed to do so in the canal; but
they merely come to rest and float with the stream
so as to allow passengers to embark and disembark.
The applicant, Ali Bhai, keeps a sampan at abo,
and he plies his sampan for hire between the
abo landing-stage and the launches waiting in
mid-stream. He embarks passengers on these launches
,and disembarks passengers therefrom, and he charges,
hire to carry them from and to the shore: On
these facts the applicant has been convicted, and
DUNKLEY,
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in my opinion rightly convicted, of an offence under
.section 27 of the Burma Ferries Act
Section 27 of the Act reads as follows:
"Whoever conveys for hire any passen/{er, animal, vehicle
or goods in contravention of the provisions of section 15,
shall be punishable with fine which may extend to fifty
rupees."

Section 15 is as follows:
"No person shall . ,
convey for hire any passenger,
animal, vehicle or goods, between points within, or within
•two miles from, the limits of a public ferry, except with
the sanction of the superintendent or of the ·lessee of such
public ferry :
Providecl that the Local Government may, by notification~
exempt any persons or classes of persons from the operation
of this section."

Now, it is admitted that the applicant has never obtained
the sanction of the District Councilor of the respondent~
as lessee' of the ferry, to his conveying passengers:
for. hire between the Obo landing-stage and the:
'launches waiting in mid-stream. It is also admitted
that the Local Government has not issued any
notification under section 15 of the Act, exempting
any persons or classes of persons from the operation
of the section. .. Consequently, it is clear that the:
applicant, by so conveying persons between the
launches and the landing-stage, has committed an;
offence under section 27.
The argument which has been addressed to me
is that a launch proceeding down the midale of
the stream cannot be held to be "a point within,
or.. within two miles from, the limits of the ferry'"
and that the points referred to in section 15 mean
. points' on either bank of· the stream. No authority
for this argument has been quoted, and it seems.
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tome to be clearly untenable. "Ferry" is not
defined in the BurinaFerries Act, hut in Murray's
v;·
dictionary it is defined as ." a passage Or place
MAUNG
'NYUN.
where
boats pass over a river, etc., to transport
._,'-'DJ;TNKLEY, J. passengers and goods," and in law as "the right
. of ferrying men and animals acros~ a river, etc.,
and of levying toll for so doing." There is nothing
in these definitions which would suggest. that the
word "ferry" means only the conveyance of
passengers, etc., from one bank to the other, and,
in. fact, to my mind it is clear that it includes
conveyance of passengers from and to any place
within the' limits prescribed, whether that place be..
on a bank or in the stream. The illustration in
the Magistrate's judgment of an .island in the stream
is extremely apposite. When a launch halts in the
stream for the purpose of setting down or picking
.uP passengers it becomes to all intents and purposes
such II an island," and is without doubt" a point"
Jar the purpose of section 15 of the Ferries Act.
That it was the intention of the Legislature that
the conveyance of passengers from a launch halting
in the stream to the bank should fall within the
provisions of section 15 is conclusively shown by the
fact that originally a notification was issued by the Local
Government, under the powers conferred by section
16 (2) of the Act, exempting from the operatIon of
that section ." boats engaged in carrying passengers,
animals or goods between the shore and steamers
under weigh or at anchor in the stream. i ' Section
16 (2) confers upon the Local. Government authority
to declare what persons, animals, vehicles Of goods
sl~all be exempt from the payment of ferry tolls, and
under this particular notification persons like 'the
·p~esent· applicant, who used their boats for the
cqlIvey~nce of passengers, etc.,. between a launch
ALI BRA'I
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waiting in the stream and the shore, were exempt
from the payment of tolls. Uniess, in the absence
of such exemption, these persons come within the
provisions of section 15 of the Act, the necessity for
the issue of such a notification would never have
existed. Now, this notification was cancelled by
Financial Department Notification No. 26, dated the
1st March 1917, and, consequently, since that date
persons engaged in this kind of traffic come within
the provisions of section 15, and in the absence of
any notification by the Local Government under the
proviso of· that section, they commit an offence
under section 27 of the Act unless they have
obtained the sanction of the District Councilor of
the lessee of the ferry. The applicant has therefore
been rightly convicted, and this application in revision
is dismissed.
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P. K. MOHAMEDSHERIFF;*
blsolvettcy -A dj udicatiou-Inmmnity from arrest not alttomatic-Apptica tiott
jar protccHolt against execution IIPOn the persoll ttecessary-Policy of the
Legislature-Holiest Ilebt(>r5-Protectioll order WhCtl witJulrawn-Presitlcllcy-1'owns Insolvellcy Act (lit of 1909), 55.17, 25-Prozoiucial Insolvency
Act (V of 1920), 55. 23, 28, 31-Civil Proccel"rc Codc (Act V of 1908), O.
21, rr. 37,40.
An order of adjudication does not operate automatically as a protection
a~ain~t execution upon the person of an insolvent.
He must apply to the
Courl to grant him the privilege of· protection against arresl which the
Court will do only if the circumstances of the case justify it.
Neither in s. 17 of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Ad nor in s. 28
of the ProvinCial Insolvency Act is any mention made of leave being
necess~ry in respect of remedies against the person· of the insolvent, both
these sections referring not to the per~on but to the property of the insolvent.

* Civil Mi~cellal1eous Appeal No. 17 of 1935 fr()ffi. the order of this Court
on the Original Side in Insolvency Case No. 188 of 1933.
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Mahomed Elias v. Sha.k Abdool Rahiman, I.L.R. 40 Born. 461; Mahomcd
Roshan v. Gulam Mol#ddin, 31 Born. L.R.. 206-referred to•.
P.M. ·HAMID
Tan Seik Ko v. C.A.M.C.T. Firm, I.L.R. 6 Ran. 27-pro ~nto disse1tted
11.
from•
.P. K.
The policy of the Legislature, however, is to provide protection for
MOH\ldED
SHERI!."F.
honest debtors, and a protection order if once granted shall not be
cancelled save on exceptional grounds.. If an insolvent's conduct has been
flagrantly dishonest, or by being sent to jail he is likely to make a fuller
disclosure of his affairs, the Court should not grant l:\im protection.
It is oPen to a debtor who. is arrested to rely in the execution proceedings upon the provisions of Order 21, rule 37 or rule 40, of .the Civil
. Procedure Code.'

1935

Bhattacharya for the appellant. The question in
the present case is whether a fraudulent insolvent,
whose discharge has been refused,' should be given
the protection of the law against execution on his
person. The mere fact that a person has applied to
be adjudicated insolvent should not give him more
rights than an ordinary. person. S. 17 of the
Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act [so Z8 (2) of the
Provincial Act] deals only with the property of the
insolvent on adjudication, and does not purport to give
any protection to the insolvent from ariest in execution
proceedings. Under s. 25 of the Act a protection
order may be given to the insolvent, and it may be
revoked. Consequently, no leave of the insolvency
Court is necessary to execute a decree against the
person of an insolvent. Mahomed Roshan v. Gulam.
Mohiddin (1) ; Hariram v. Sri Krishna (2).
No protection should be granted to an insolvent
whose conduct has been dishonest and who is further
guilty of grave malpractices in order to deprive his
creditors of their just dues. Mahomed Haji v. Shaikh
Abdul Rahman (3).
If it is held that the mere fact that a debtor has
been adjudicated insolvent entities him to a protection order, the present application for ·leave to
(1) 31 Born. L.R. 206.
(Z) I.L.R. 49 All. ZOI.
(3) I.L.R. 40 Bom. 461.
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~
execute the decree against the respondent should
in effect be treated as application under s. 25 of P; M. HAMID
the Act for revocation of the protection order.
P~K.
The decisions to the contrary contained in ~~~~::.
M.A. V.L. Viswanalhan v. Abdul Majid (1); Maung
Po Toke v. Maung Po Gyi (2); Tan Seik Ko v.
C.A.M.C.T. Firm (3); Easwara lyer v. Govindarajulu (4); .Alamelu v. Venkatarama lyer (5) do
not correctly state the law.
Ray for the respondent. There is no proof that
the debtor has any liquid assets at present. A
debtor should not be sent to jail except to bring
him to his senses. Moreover, an order of adjudication
implies that the insolvent is immune from process .
against his person and property.
The· burden of proof in the present case wason the appellant to show that the respondent was
not entitled to any protection. He did not in fact
make any formal application for the revocation of
the protection that the respondent enjoyed. On the
other hand, under O. 21, r. 40, it is on the debtor
to show that he is poor.
In any event the appellant has made out no special
case for granting leave to execute the decree against
the· person of the insolvent.
PAGE, C.J.-This appeal is allowed.
The proceeding out of which the appeal arises
was a petition by one of the creditors in the insolvency
of the respondent for leave to execute two decrees
which he had obtained against the insolvent in the
High Court and the Small Cause Court of Rangoon
respectively against the person of the insolvent. The
respondent was adjudicated insolvent on the 16th of
(1) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 187, 191.

(3) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 27.
(2) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 492.
(4) I.L.R. 39 Mad. 689.
(5) I.L.R. 50 Mad. 977.
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Angust 1933. The. schedule disclosed unsecured
liabilities amounting to Rs. 26,488 and assets nil
with the exception· of an endowment policy on his
life for Rs. 2,000 which the respondent admitted that
he had assigned to his wife. On the 1st of May
1934 .the respondent's application for his discharge
was refused, Sen J.observing that it was "a case
which has no merits~" In the course of. the order
refusing tne respondent his discharge Sen J. stated
.
that he was satisfied
" that the insolvency is not due to trade depression alone but
is due to two partners carrying on business and being afraid
to disclose their state of affairs, and making away with their
books of account."

The learned Judge added
"it also appears that since the insolvent's return he has been
carrying on business in his own name, and the creditors have
been able to prove one t.ransaction where one hundred tons of
beans were sold to Messrs. Steel BrOthers & Co., and the suggestion is that he is still carrying on business in the name of his
brother-in-law."

On the 29th of August 1933 a protection order
was granted to the respondent, under which he was
given inter alia protec~ion from arrest and detention
in custody; and on the 3rd of August 1934, by
filing the present application for leave to execute
the decrees, the appellant in effect applied that pro
tanto the protection order should be cancelled. On
the 9th of January 1935 Braund J. dismissed the
application, holding" that an application such as
this is' wholly contrary to the principles of the
insolvency law." His Lordship in the course of his
order stated
"if I understand the principles of insolvency and bankruptcy
jurisdiction at all one of them is this. that when in a state of
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insolvency or bankruptcy a debtor has the protection of the
i935
law against executions upon his person. I see no reason, so P:M.. HAMID
long as the insolvency is subsisting, why he should forfeit that
'JI•.
. except on most excephona
.
I ground s. "
P. K.
protectIon
MOHAMJW
SHERIFF.

N OW, with all due deference it does not appear
that that is quite how the matter stands. In . my
opinion it is piain, having regard to the course of
legislation in India, that it was not intended by the
Legislature that a person upon being adjudicated
insolvent should necessarily be given protection against
personal arrest in respect of debts provable in
his insolvency, much less that an insolvent II has
the protection of the law against executions upon
his person." As I construe section 17 and section
25 of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency Act and
. the corresponding sections 23, 28 and 31 of the
Provincial Insolvency Act upon adjudication an
insolvent not only has not ipso facto the protectioH ."
of the law against execution upon his person, but
must apply to the Insolvency Court to grant him in
its discretion a protection order [Mahomed Haji
Essack Elias v. Shaikh Abdool Rahiman Bin Shalk.
Abdool Aziz El Ebrahim (1) and Mahomed Rosha1'l
Sheikh Alii Kaskar v. Gulam Mohiddin (2)]. "In
M.V.A.L. ViSlVl.lllathan Chettiya1" v. Abdul Majid (3)
Lentaigne J. did not express a definite opinion to
the contrary, and in Tan Seik Ko v. C.A.M~C.T.Fii'm
(4), which overruled Mdung Po Toke v. Maung Po
Gyi (5), the learned Judges with all respect were
misled in thinking that section 28.of the Provincial
Insolvency Act provided "that nothing shall be
done against the property of the insolvent or against
the insolvent without the .leave of the Court. during
(1) (1915) I.L.R.4O Born. 461:
(3) (1925) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 187.
(2) 31 B.L.R. 206.
(4) (1927) I.L.R. ,) Ran. 27..
(5) (1925) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 492.
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the pendency ofthe insolvency proceedings." Neither
P. M. HAMID in section 28 of the ProvincIal Insolvency Act nor
P.'lJi
'in section 17 6f the Presidency-Towns Insolvency
,MOHAME.D
At'
ib'
SHERIFF.
c IS any men t'IOn rna d e 0 f eave
emg necessary
:PA~C.J. in respect of remedies against the person of the
insolvent, 'both these sections referring not to the
person but to the property of the insolvent. Having
regard to the amendments that have been made in
both these Acts' in coimection with the subject in
hand in my opinion it was intended and e~acted
by the Legislature that an order Qf adjudication
should not operate automatically asa protection
against execution upon the person of an insolvent,but
that the insolvent should be compelled to apply to,
the Court to grant him the privilege of protection
against arrest which the Court' would do only if the
circumstances of the case justified it. I respectfully
agree with the opinion expressed by Braund J. that
a protection order should not be -refused, or if once,
granted cancelled, save on " exceptional grounds "';
but at the same time I am satisfied that whereas it
was the policy of the Legislature to provide protection
for honest debtors, the Legislature did not intend or
enact that freedom from arrest should be granted to
flagrant or dishonest insolvents.
Now, what are the grounds upon which' the
present application is based? At the hearing before
Braund J. it appeared from the report of the
Official Assignee and the affidavits filed in support
of the application that the respondent had carried
on a considerable business prior to his insolvency
in buying and selling on his own account or on
commission rice and boil~d rice for export. It
was alleged that the insolvent had transferred his
endowment policy to his wife, and that the insolvent
admitted. H e al~o had a house in India. No
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mention was made of this house in the schedule
.but it is conceded that in the event the house
:has been sold in execution of a decree obtained
against him in India, and that the sale-proceeds
have been realized by the Official Assignee in
Rangoon. The insolvent admitted that since his
insolvency he had carried through a business
transaction whereby 100 tons of beans were sold
to Messrs. Steel Brothers & Co. In the affidavits
in support of the petition it was stated that there
was reason to believe from information received
that the respondent had several thousand rupees
in his possession in cash, and that he was secretly
carrying on business in Rangoon in the name of
his relations.
The learned Judge in insolvency did not call
. upon the insolve~lt to admit the allegations made
against him or to explain or deny them. In his
. order Braund J. stated:
., I cannot find in these vague allegations any such exceptional:
grounds. The allegations are unsupported by concrete evidence'
at all and I see no ground why I should depart from general
principles and those are that any insolvent debtor is entitled to
be protected. Insolvency is a proceeding for the administration
and distribution of the assets among the creditors and it is. not
intended to be a means of harassing a debtor."

We were, however, of opinion that an opportunity
should be given to the debtor to admit, explain
or deny the allegations in the petition which received
some support from the conclusion at .which Sen J.
. had arrived, and the case was remanded in order
that the public examination of the insolvent should
be re-opened, and an opportunity should be taken
to examine him upon the allegations in the present t
application and the affidavits filed in support of it.;\
It appears that at his further examination the
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respondent admitt~d that a few months after he
P. M. HAMID had been. adjudicated
insolvent his brother-in-lawl .
V.
T.
M.
Jamal
Moideen,
started
business. It happened
P. K.
MOHAMED
of exactly the same nature as
SHERIFF. •to be a business
that
which
the'
insolvent
had been carrying 011,
PAGE, C,}"
which consisted of exporting rice and. broken rice
.
to Madras and Tuticorin.
The respondent· stated that he was helping his:.
brother-iIl-law generally in: the business, that he
received no pay, and that he was, living with his
brother-in-law who was maintaining his wife and.
children in India. He denied, however, that. he
was doing any business of. his own. He' stated
that the business in which be was working belonged
to his brother-in-law, and that he was merely
assisting him. He further admitted that he had
transferred the house in India to his wife as well
as the policy of insurance. When questioned about·
the furniture which' he had disposed of he stated
that when the business was closed down in' 1930
he possessed an iron safe, electric fans, table,
chairs and an almirah. He \vas then asked what
had become of them, and whether he had not
transferred· them to other people. His answer was
that he was unable to say what had become of
them, the fact 6£ the matter being that at the
time when they disappear-ed he was not in. his
proper senses, and therefore t1J.at he \vas unable
to give any account of what had happened to
these articles. It is strange, however, if his mind
was in this confused state, that he was able," as
he admitted, to renew four hundis after the business
was closed down. Although the respondent conceded
that he had been carrying on a considerable
business in partnership with one Abdul M.ajid} who
had long ago departed to India, he was unable to
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produce,-and Abdul Majid has not produced,-any
account books relating to the business that he had
been carrying on. In this connection it is well
to bear in mind the finding of Sen J. that the
respondent's
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PAGE,

I' insolvency is not due to trade depression alone but is due to
two partners carrying on business and being afraid to disclose
their state of affairs and making away with their books of
account."

Now, the question is whether upon the facts
that had been disclosed in the proceedings the
Court ought to grant the appellant leave to execute
the decree that he had obtained against. the respon-·
dent, Clud pro tanto to cancel the protection order....., .
I entirely agree with Braund J. that the Court
ought not to withdraw from the insolvent protection
from arrest unless his conduct has been flagrantlY"
dishonest, or unless it is satisfied that the circum-··
stances are such that it may well be, if the ordinary
law is allowed to take .. its course, that assets will
be disclosed by the insolvent which otherwise he
would not declare. I respectfully agree also with
Sen J. in thinking that since his adjudication the
insolvent in all probability has been carrying on
business. in the name of his brother-in-law, and in
my opinion there is reasonable ground for suspecting
that he is not carrying on the business which
stands in the name of his brother-in-law without
getting something out of it. The appellant and
those who have sworn affidavits in support of the
present application are firmly of opinion that the
insolvent since his insolvency has been am;!· still
is carrying on business and refusing to disclose
the real facts as to what he is doing to the Official
Assignee. It may be that if the respondent is

C.].
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lodged in jail he will· be disposed to' inform the
Official Assignee of the' true position in whiCh he
P.vK.
stands. In my opinion the present case is one in
~~~:~~ which it is expedient that leave to execute the
decree, so far as the Insolvency Court is concerned,
PAGE, C.J.
should be granted, not for the purpose of harassing
the insolvent but in order that he may be brought
to his senses. Now, it does not foHow, because
. the Insolvency Court grants the appellant leave to
execute the decrees, that in the regular suit an
application for leave to execute the' decrees by
arresting the respondent will be successful. That
will depend upon whether under Order 21, rule
37 and rule 40, the respondent will be able to
satisfy the Court that he has no assets, and therefore
that to send him to prison would serve no useful
purpose. If he succeeds in satisfying the executing
Court that he' has no assets, and' that no sQund
object would be achieved by directing his arrest
and detention in jail, I take it that the application
for execution upon his person will be dismissed.
But that is a question which I think in the present
circumstances ought to be agitated and decided in
the execution proceedings in the regular suit, and
this Court must, of course, not be taken to express
any opinion as to how the executing Court should.
act if and when an application for .execution is
presented to it.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the appeal must
be allowed, the order from which the appeal is
brought set aside, and leave granted to the appellant
as ·prayed. The appellant does not ask for costs.

P. M. HAMID

BA V,
i

J~-I

agree.
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, Mr. Iustice Mya Bu, and
Mr. Justice Sen.

IN RE MAUNG PO KYUN

1935

v.

July 18.

MA SHWE.*
Appeal-Second appeal to the High Court-"Suit of the nature cogniz.able by
Courts of Small Causes "-Suit for rent of agricultural land-Special
jurisdiction of Small Causes Court by GOfJernment notijication-PrOfJincial
Small Cause Courts Act (IX of 1887), s. 15, art. 8, second schcdule-Civil
Procedm"c Code (Act V of 1908), ss. 100,102.
In s. 102 of the Civil Procedure Code the words" any suit of the nature
cognizable by Courts of Small Causes" mean any suit in which the claim is
cognizable by Courts of Small Causes as such. Under s. 15 and art. 8 of the
·second schedule of the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act a suit for the recovery
of rent other than house rent is expressly excepted from the cognizance of
Courts of Small Causes as such. Therefore a suit to recover the rent of
agricultural land is not a suit of the nature cognizable by Courts of SmaIl
Causes. and in such a case, although the amount may be less than Rs. 500, a
second appeal lies to the Hi~h Court under .s. 100 of the Code.
Under art. 8 of the second schedule of the Provincial Small Cause Courts
Act a Judge of the Court may be expressly granted by the Local Government
jurisdiction to try suits for the recovery of rent other than house rent, but in
such an event the Court does not possess that jurisdiction because it is a Court
of Small Causes, but because by notification the Local Government has
invested it with special jurisdiction in that behalf.
Raja Narendra Bahadur v. Bafali, I.L.R. 45 All. 7 ; Ramchandra v. Abaji,
6 Born. H.C.R. (App. Civ. Jur.) 12; Sada1zand v. Deb Nath, 1922 Pat. H.C.
Cases, Sup. 154 ; Sahadora Mudiali v. Nabin Chand, I.L.R. 42 Cal. 688; Sein
Thollng v. Shwe Kun, 3 L.B.R. 47; Uma Chun: v. Bewah, LL.R. 15 ·Cal. 174 ;.
Vedachala v. Ramasami, I.L.R. 22 Mad. 229-referrcd to.
Soundaram Ayyar v. Sermia Naickan, I.L.R. 23 Mad. 547-dissented from.
Ma Pan v. Maung Ne U, I.L.R.:3 Ran. 390-0'IJerrulcd.

The following order of reference for the decision of
a Full Bench was made by
MOSELY, J.-This second appeal has beenibrought under section
11 of the· Burma Courts Act against the decree of the District Court.
which reversed the decree of the Township Court iIi a suit for rent
of agricultural laud, the amount involved being less than Rs. 500.
The preliminary point has been argued whether a second appeal
• Civil Reference No.9 of 1935 arisingloutlof Civil Second Appeal No. 30.
of 1935 of this Court.
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lies. It was decided in Ma Pan v. Maung Ne UU) that a second
appeal would not lie. I am in doubt whether the decision in that
caSe was correct and consider that It needs reconsideration.
As was said in Ma Pan's case, ,. The law regulating such second
appeals so far as this Court is concerned is contained in section
102 of the Code of· Civil Procedure, which says that no second
appeal shall lie in any suit of the nature cognizable by Courts of
Small Causes when the amount or value of the subject-matter of
the original suit dces not· exceed five hundred rupees," and in
section 11 of the Burma Courts Act, which says: '. In addition to the
second appeals permissible under secticn 100 of the Cede of Civil
. Procedure, 1908, a second appeal shall lie to the High Court from
·an appellite decree of a Court subordinate th.ereto on any ground
which would be a good ground of appeal if the decree had been
passed in an original suit, whenever the decree of the Appellate·
Court varies or reverses otherwise than as to costs the decree of
the Court below ; provided that no such second appeal shall lie :
(a) in the case of a small cause, unless the value cf the cause
exceeds five hundred rupees, or
(b) in the case of an unclassed suit, unless the value of the suit
exceeds five hundred rupees or ·the suit is of the nature
described in sectIon 13, sub-section (1), of the Burm'il
Laws Act, 1898."
The Calcutta High Court in Sahadora Mudialiv. Nabin Chand
Boral (2) and the Allahabad High Court in Auseri Lal v. Mullluln·
and others (3) have held that such a suit is excluded from the
cognizance of Small C;;luse Courts, and that a second appeal may lie.
The matter was not discussed in these cases, and the only rulings
in which I have been able to finel a discussion are Soulldaram Ayyar
and another Y. Sennia N aickan and others (4) and the case which it
overruled, Vedachala Mudali v. Ramasal11i Raja (5). In Ma Pan's .
case (1) Mr. Justif:e Heald followedSoundaram Ayyar's case (4).
Section 15 of the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act of 1887
deals with the jurisdiction of Courts of Small Causes. Section
IS (1) enacts as follows:
" A Court of Small Causes shall not take cognizance of the
suits specified in the second schedule:1s suits excepted
from the cognizance of a Court of Small Causes."
(1) (1925) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 39;).

(3) (1924) I.L.R. 46 All. 369.
(4) (1<'00) ~.L.R. 23 Mad. 547.
(5) (1899) I.L.R. 22 Mad. 229.

(2) (1914) I.L.R. 42 Cal. 638.
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Section 15 (2) reads:

1935

Subject to the exceptions specified in that schedule and to
. the provisions of any enactment for the time being in
force, all suits of a civil nature of which the value does
not exceed five hundred rupees shall be cogirlzable by a
Court of Small Causes."
. The second schedule deals with suits excepted trom the cognizance
of a Court of Small Causes, and Article 8 excepts a sliit for )he recovery of rent, other than house rent, unless the Judge of the Court
of Small Causes has been expressly invested by the Lccal Government with authority to exercise jurisdiction with respect thereto.
It may be noted that the previous Small Cause Courts Act (XI
of 1865) enacted affirmatively that a suit for rent shall be cognizable
by Courts of Small Causes. The present Act does not specify what
suits shall be tried by a Small Cause Court, or what the nature of
the suits triable by a Small Cause Court is. but merely lays down
that all suits of a cerhin pecuniary jurisdiction shall be cognizable
by a Court of Small Causes, with certain exceptions specified in the
second schedule. Suits for the recovery of agricultural rent are
among those exceptions, unless any particular judge or judges in
.general of Courts of Small Canses have been expressly invested
with jurisdiction by the Local Government. In the Madras case,
it is to be noted that all subordinate Courts in the Madras Presidency have been invested with jurisdiction under Article 8.
In Ma Pan's case (1) Heald J. remarked:
" It appears, therefore, that the learned Judge,> in Calcutta
regarded clause 8 of the second schedule as excepting
suits for rent (other than hO'\lse rent) from the cognizance of Courts of Small Causes with an e~ception to that
exception in the case of Small Cause Courts.where the
Judge had been specially empowered to exercise jurisdiction in respect of such suits, while the Full Bench of
Madras, looking at the I nature' of the suit, regarded
clause 8 rather as a restriction on the cognizance of such
suits by particular Small Cause Courts than as a
declaration that such suits were not of the nature
cognizable by Courts of Small Causes."
I find it myself difficult to extract any consistent principle from
the three assenting judgments in Soundaram Ayyar's case (2). Sir
Arnold White C,J. held that where Government, by notification,
had removed the bar on jurisdiction in the case of any .Judge, all
.1

(1) (1925) LL.R. 3 Ran. 390, at p. 396.
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suits for agricultural rent became of the nature cognizable by a.
Court of Small Causes, provided that they were within the pecuniary
limit or jurisdiction of the tribunal. In the case of Musa M iya Sahef>,
v. Sayad Gulam HuseinMahamad (1) where, under the old Act,.
suits to which the Collector was a party had been removed from
the jurisdiction of t~e Small Cause Court, it was held that the natureof the suit, by \vhich must be understood the jural relations
between the parties, remained unaltered, and that the suit was one,
of t~e nature cognizable by a Small Cause Court. Shephard J.
in Soundaram Ayyay's case (2) said that cases cogni.zable by a Small
Cause Court did not form a class of cases having inherent and
distinctive qualities in common, and that when it wassaiC! that
st.rlt was of the nature of suits cognizable by Small Cause Courts..
what must be meant was that it was not such a suit as is named.
in the schedule. Benson J. said that the words in question meant:
suits which the Legislature had detennined to be suits of such a.
character or nature that they are or may be made triable in Courts.
of Small Causes without any further action on the. part of the
Legislature itself, thcugh further action may be necessary by the
Local Government in establishing a Small Cause Court, or byinvesting an existing regular Court with small cause powers, or by'
investing the Judge of the Small Cause Court with power to try
suits for rent as small cause suits.T hese, he said,were~o.ll matters
which depend on the will of the Local Government, but do' not
affect the character or nature of the suits.
Subrahmania Ayyar J. who dissented, referred to his previous.
judgment in Vedachala MudaH v. Ramasami Raja (3), where he said
that suits for rent, other than house rent, are cognizable by certain
Judges exercising the powers of a Small Cause Judge, not by virtue
of the provisions of the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act theniselves, but by virtue of the anthority conferred on.such Judges by
the Local Government. Suits for rent, other than house rent, are,.
by section 15 of the Act and the first part of Article 8, expressly
. excluded from the cognizance of Small Cause Courts as a rule.
The la~t part of the Article contains a qualification ; but by it the'
Lccal Government is empowered, not to bring such suits within,
the category of suits generally cognizable by a Court of Small
Causes, but only to vest a Judge exercising powers of a Judge of a.
Small Cause Court with authority to h'y that class of suits. In

a

(1) (1882) I.L.R. 7 Born. 100.
(2) (1900) I.L.R. 23 Mad. 547.
.
(3) (1899) I.L.R.22 Mad. 229.
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SOllndaram Ayyar's case (I). he went on to remark" How then can
it be held that the legal relation which gives rise to a claim for
rent is in any way affected by the circumstance that the claim
may be taken cognizance of by a particular Court only under certain
circumstances? "
There is no such thing as a class or type of suits cognizable hy
Small Cause Courts. All suits are so cognizable unless they are
excluded from cognizance. The word" nature " I apprehend, can
mean no more in thi'S context than" within the category of."
The· question, briefly stated, I thi~k is this: ,e Whether the
expression 'suits of the nature cognizable by Courls of Small
Causes' means suits which are generally so cognizable, or whether
it can be extended to include suits "'hich, though generally
excepted as non-cognizable, can be made expressly cognizable by
.notification by the Local Government."
In1l1a Pan's case, Heald J. admitted that the learned Judges in the
Madras case had overemphasized the meaning of the word" nature,"
and that it is possible that it meant n6- more than 'e kind" and that,
if so, the <lrguinents would carry less weight. He found it difficult
to come to a definite conclusion, but on general principles was in
·favour of the Madras view. He clid not say what those general
principles were, and no doubt was influenced by the anomaly that
if the other interpretation was correct, there would be no appeal in
a suit for hOtise rent, but two arpeals in a suit for agricultural rent.
The anomaly must be admitted, but I am bound to say that on
the interpretation of the words I am inclil1.ed to agree· with
Subrahmania Ayyar's view that under the present Act the words
"of the nature cognizable by Courts cf Small Causes" mean
suits which have been excluded from the general cognizance of
Small Cause Courts, subject to the power of the Local Government to remove that exclusion in the case of particular Judges.
As a Bench of this Court in Ma Pan's case has taken a different
view, I would refer the following question to a Bench or a Full
Bench as his Lordship the Chief Justice may direct :
" Whether in a suit for rent of agricultural"land, of an amount
less than Rs. 500. a second appeal will lie under section
100 of the Code of Civil Procedure and section 11 cf
the Bunmi. Courts Act."

Chan H loon for the appellant. The question for
determination is whether a second appeal lies in a
{II (190Q) I.L.R. 23 Mad. 547, at page 562.
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suit for rent other than house rent under s.. 100·
Itt re
of the Code of Civil Procedure or s. 11 of the
MAuNG
Burma Courts Act. Reading ss. 100 and 102 of the
·PO KYUN
Code
together no second appeal lies \\rhere the value
MA SHWE.
of the subject matter of the suit is less than Rs. 500
and the sllit is of a nature cognizable by a Conrt ..
of Small Causes. The present· suit is for agricultural
rent, and· the value is less than I~s. 500. It is
possible that 110 second appeal lies under s. 11 cif
the Burma Courts Act, and consequently the tine
of the memorandum of appeal was altered into an .
appeal under s. 100 of the Code.·. No second appeal
will .lie if the present suit is of the. nature "cognizable by Courts of Small Causes."
.
S. 15 of the ProvinCial Small Cause Courts Act
bars certain suits specified in the second schedule
from the cognizance of Courts of Small ·Causes, .and
under art. 8 of the second· schedule a suit for the
recovery of rent, other than house rent, is not within
the cognizance of a Court of Small Ca1,.lSeS, unless .
a notification. by the Local Governmen thas invested
any particular Court with jurisdiction to hear such
suits.
In Ma Pan v. Mauug U (1) it was decided
that no second appeal lay in a case similar to. the
present case, and the question now before the Court
is whether it wasconectly decided. The judgment
in that case, really speaking, confined· itself to a
consideration of s. 11 of the Burma Courts Act and
did not pay due attention to the provisions of
5S. 100 and 102 of· the Code.. Heald J. purported
to follow Soundaralll A}'Va1' v. Sellllia Naickan (2),
but the suit \;vas not, in. fact, cognizable by the
. Court of Small CatlSes j only a notification of the
~:.

(1) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 390.

-(2) I;L.R.23 Mad. 547~
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Local Government rendered it so cognizable. The
words "of the nature cognizable by Courts of Small
·Causes" mean suits primarily triable by Courts of
Small Causes, and not suits which are so made
. c ognizable by virtue of any notification. The present
.suit is not primarily cognizable by a Court of
.small Causes, and no notification under the Act
,has issued in this province.
Vcdacltala Mudali v. Ramasmni Raja (1) ; Sahadora
·V. Nabin
Chand (2); Sri Sri Sri Varadaraja v.
Kanda BarikiNTdu (3); RalllChalldra v. Abaji (4) ;
.Musa Miya v. Sayad Gulmu (5) j Ra1nkrislma v.
TllC Prcsidmt of the Veugurla Municipality (6);
Rnja N(wCI/dra Balladut' v. Bafafi (7) ; Lalji Panday
·v. BarlwlIuho (8).
Ttimbe for the respondent.

[PAGE,· c,}. Apart from a notification investing a
'particular Court of Small Causes with jurisdictIon
to try suits -fOf agricultural rent, has any Court of
;Small Causes as such power to try such suits?]
<

Apart fro111 any notification, no.

[PAGE C.}. Can such suits be then.called suits
,of tbe nature cognizable by a Court of Small
,Causes ?]
The ans\ver to the question depends upon the
meaning of the term I' of the nature cognizable."
The presence or absence of a notification is
immaterial. S. 15 of thcProvincial Small Cause
Courts Act declares the jurisdiction of the Courts
·.of Small Causes, and aU suits coming within that
:scction are of the nature cognizable unless, of
(I) I.LR 22 Mad. 229.
/21 J. L.H. 42 Cal. 638.
(3) LL.R. 44 abd. 697.
(4) 6 Hom. H.C;R. (App.) 12.

(?J I.L.R. 7 Hom. 100.
(6) LL.F. 41 Hom, 367.
(i) I.L.R 45 All. 7.
(~) 16 C.W.N'" 89.
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course, excepted by the second schedule. The view'
adopted by the Madras High Court in Sou1'ldarmw
Ayym"s case represents the correct view and should.
be followed,
In Maung Kau G)l'lve v. Cheltya.r (1), a suit
for a share in the produce of land was held to be
not a suit for rent, and therefore cognizab~e by a..
Court of Small Causes. See also J adab Chandra v.·
Gopal Chandra (2).,
PAGE,

C.J.-The question propounded

IS'

"whether in a suit for rent of agrkulturalland of an amount less;
than Rs. 500 a second appeal will lie under section 100 of theCivil Procedure Code and sedicn 11 of the Burma Courts Act."

But for the fact that an opinion upon this question.
different from that which commends itself to us;,
has been expressed by the majority of a Full
Bench of the Madras High Court in Soundaram'
Ayyar lllld another v. Senuia Naickan and others (3)".
I ,should have thought that the answer to the;
question is plain and free from difficulty.
It is unnecessary to consider section 11 of the
Burma Courts Act because for the purpose in hand.
it is not ad rel'1'l, the claim in the present case'
being "unclassed" and less than Rs. 500 and not:
within section 13 (1) of the Burma Laws Act.
The material provisions are sections 100 and 102:
of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, and section.
15 and article 8 of the second schedule to the:
Provinciai Small Cause Courts Act (IX of 1887).,
These provisions run as follows:
" Section lOO.-Save where otherwise expressly provided in the
body of this Code or by any other law for the time being in force.,'
(I) I.L.R. 6 Ran. 6 6 0 . ( 2 ) 28 C.W..N:. 84S,
(3) (1900) I.L.R. 23 Mad. 547.
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.an aPPeal shall lie to the High Court from every decree passed in
.appeal by any Court subordinate to a High Court, on any of the
.following grounds.
"
Section 102.-No second appeal shall lie in any suit of the
"nature cognizable by Courts of Small Causes, when the amount or
value of the subject-matter of the original suit does not exceed
.five hundred rupees.
u Section 15.-(1) A Court of Small Causes shall not take
·cognizance 6f the suits specified ill the second schedule as suits
.excepted from the cognizance of a Court of Small Causes.
(2) Subject to the exceptions specified in tbat schedule and to
the provisions of allY enactment for the time being in force, all
suits of a civil nature of which the value does not exceed five
hundred rupees shall be cognizable by a Court of Small Causes.
(3) Subject as aforesaid, the Local Government may, by order
in writing, direct that all suits of a civil nature of which the value
does lIot exceed OllC thousand rupees shall be cognizable by a
·Court of Small Causes mentioned in the order."
.
"Second Schedule. Suits excepted from the cognizance of a
'Court of Small Causes.
Article 8.-A suit for the recovery of rent other than house::rent,unless the judge of the Court of Small Causes has been
-expressly invested by the Local Government with authority to
.exercise jU~'isdiction with respect thereto."
.

The answer to the question referred depends
upon the meaning of the words any suit of the
nature cognizable by. Courts of Small Causes" in
:section 102 of the Code. Those \\lords, in my
opinion, indicate and mean I' any suit in which the
·cIaim is cognizable by Courts of Small Causes as
such." It appears to me that the obvious intention
.of the Legislature was to refer to suits cognizable
.by Courts of Small Canses g<:.ncralIy, and it is
necessary therefore to ascertain from section 15 and
the second schedule to tbe PrO\Tincial Small Cause
Courts Act what are the claims that are . cognizable
by Courts of Small Causes as such. Now, it is to
be observed that section 15 commences by prohibiting
Courts of Small Causes from taking cognizance of
(e
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suits specified in the second schedule, and by article g.
"a suit for the recovery of rent other than houseMAUNG
rent" is expressly excepted from the cognizance of·
PQ KYUN
V.
Courts· of Small Causes as such. _It follows, there-MA SHWE.
fore, that a suit to recover the rent of agricultural
PAGE, C.J.
land is not a suit of the nature cognizable by Courts;
of Small Causes. In the course of the argument 1
asked the learned advocate for the respondent if
under the . Provincial Small Cause Courts Act a
Court of Small
Causes as such
is invested with
".
.
jurisdiction to fake cognizance of a suit to recover
the rent of agricultural land, - and the .learned.
advocate inevitably answered that no such jurisdiction.
under the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act wasconferred upon Courts of Small Causes. In my
opinion, in such circumstances the answer to the
question propounded must necessatily· be in th~
affirmative.
.
It is, of course, provided under article ~ that a.
Judge of a CQurt of Small Causes may be expressly
granted by the Local Government jurisdiction to try
suits for the recoveifY of rent other than house-·
rent j but in such an event the Court does not
possess that jurisdiction because it is a Court of
Small Causes, but because by notification the Local
Government has invested it with special jurisdiction
in that behalf. The view that we take of this matter
is in consonance with that expressed by the Bombay
High Court in Ramchandra Raghunath v. Abaji bin
Rastya (1), by the Calcutta High Court in U111a Churn
Mandalv. Bijari Be'lvah (2) and Sahadora ]ludiali v~
Nabin Chand Boral (3), by the Allahabad High
Court in Raja Narendra Bahadur Pal v. Ba/ati (4)~
1935
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.

11) 6 Born. H.C.R. App. Civil Jur. 12.
(2) (18119) I.L.R. 15 Cal. 174.

.

(3) (1914) I.L.R 42 Cal. 638.
(4) (1922) I.L.R. 45 All. 7,
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by the Patna High Court in SadanaHd Tewari and
others v. Deb Natll lvlanjhi and others (1), by the
Chief Court of LO'wer Burma in Sein Tho'Ung v. Skwe
[(un (2) and by the Madras High Court in Vedachala
Mudali v. Ramasa111i Raja (3).
.
In Soundaram Ayyar and llnother v. Smuia
N aickan and others (4), however, the majority of the
Full Bench of the Madras High Court, (Subrahmania
Ayyar J. dissenting), held upon the construction of
section 15 and article l) of the second schedule to
the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act that a suit
for the recovery of rent other than house-rent of an
amount less than Rs. 500 was "a suit of the nature
cognizable by Courts of Small Causes." The foundation of the judgment of the majority of the Judges
in that case appears to have been the importance
that was attached to the word /C nature" in section 102
. of the Code arid section 32 of the Pi"ovincial
Small Cause Courts Act. Sir Arnold White, who
delivered the. leading judgment, observed :
"The words' I any suit of the nature cO~llizable' as llsed ill
section 586 of the Code may be paraphrased thus: Any suit
relating to a subject-matter over which a Court of Smali Causes
would have jurisdiction if the claim were within the pecuniary
limits of it>: jurisdiction."

\Yitb that statemcn t I respectfully agree. The
learned Chief Justice, however, further held that under
section 15 of the Provincial Small Cause Courts
Act the scheme of the Legislature was' to make
cognizable by the Small Cause Courts all suits of
whatever nature subject to the exceptions specified in
the second schedule; and inasmuch as a suit for
rent was a suit based on a contract, and as suits
(I) (1922) Pat. H.C. Ca., Sup. 154.

(2) (1904) 3 L.H.R 47.

(3) (1t>99) I.L.R. 22 Mad. 229.
(4) (1900) I.L.R. 23 Mad. 547.
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1935

for house-rent were suits of. which a Court of Small
Causes as such could take cognizance, and as a suit fOf
MAUNG Po
the recovery of rent other than house-rent could
KYUN
'lI.
be heard and determined in a Court of Small Causes if,
MA SHWE
as in Madras, such Court was· expressly invested
PAGE, C.J.
with jurisdiction· in that behalf by the Local Government, it followed that suits for the recovery of
rent whether in respect of ~gricultutal land or of
houses were suits of the nature cognizable by Courts of
Small Causes. His Lordship . added,
.In re

., The view that the effect of the notification is to render suits
for rents suits 'of the nature cognizable in Courts of. Sm:lll
C;luses' does not, in my judgment, involve the proposition that,
as soon as Government by notification empowers any Judge
to try rent suits on the small cause side, all such suits throughout
the Presidency cease to be suits excepted from the cognizance
of Courts of Small Causes and become suits of the nature
cognizable in such Courts. It does involve the proposition that
all suits for rent become lof the nature cognizable' j but whether
a given suit for rent ceases to be a suit excepted from the
cognizance of a Court of Small Causes must depend, first,
upon the question whether the tribunal before which the
suit is instituted is included in the notification and, secondly,
upon the question whether the amount of the claim is within the
pecuniary limit of the jurisdiction of that h·ibunal."

Cconfess that I cannot construe the material provisions
of the relevant statutes in that sense. The effect
of adopting the view taken by the majority of the Full
Bench of the Madras High Court in SOlmdaralll Ayyar
and another v. Sennia Naickan and others (1) would
be to render article 8 for the purpose in hand nugatory.
Indeed, the learned advocate for the respondent
contended that a notification by the Local Government
investing any particular Court or Courts of Small
(1) (1900j I.L.R 23 Mad. 547.
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Causes with jurisdiction under article 8 was immaterial
for the purpose of ascertaining whether a suit for
rent of agricultural land was a suit of 'c the nature
.cognizable" by Courts of Small Causes, although it
might be material for the purpose of finding out
whether the suit was in fact cognizable by such Courts.
Notwithstanding that section 15 (1) commences with
an exclusion of jurisdiction in respect of suits such as
the one under consideration, and that article 8
expressly provides that a suit for the recovery of
rcnt other thall house-rent shall not be within the
cognizance of (l Court of Small Causes the learned
Judges of the Madras High Court, as I understand
their judgment, laid down that under section 15
tbe Legislature had determined that such s(lits should
be triable by a Coud of Small Causes and that such a
determination connoted that such suits ·were suits of a
nature cognizable by Courts of Small Causes. To my
mind to advance such a contention is, with all respect,
to fly in the teeth of the very words which the
Legislature has used in section 15; and so far
from the Legislature, when enacting the Provincial
Small Cause Courts Act, dete~mining that suits. for
the reGovery of rent other than honse-rent should
be triable by Courts of Small Causes it provided
in express terms that sueh suits should not be
within the cognizance of Courts .of Small Causes as
such. For these reasons with great respect to the
learned JlIdgcs wilo decided SO~Jldaralll L()'yar lTud
{Il1o/lier v. SCll1lia Naiclwn {mel others (1) the view
which they took, in my opinion, cannot be sustained
having regard to the ianguage. in which the material
provisions of the relevant statutes are couched.
In Sri Sri Sri Varadarafa Scont Harisclwl1dra
{ll (1900) I.L.R 23 Mad. 54i.
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" Clause (2) of section 15 is the important clause in that section t
and, in my opinion, it shows that where any of the exceptions·
srecified in the schedule to the Act or any provision of any other
enactment for the time being in force excludes the snbjectmatter of a sllit from the cognizance of a Court of Small
Causes, then a suit relating to that supjeet-matter is not one
of a nature cognizable by the Small Cause Court. within
the meaning of section 102 of the Civil Procedure Code. -Now, if
we turn to schedule 2 of the SmallCause Courts Act~ clam:es
8 and 44 of that schedule clearly exclude a suit of.· which
the subject-matter is rent due to a landlord under the Estates
Land Act by his tenant from the category of • suits of the nature
cognizable by the Sm3]] Cause Courts.' The observations of the
learned Chief Justice and of the majority of the other Judges.
of the Full Bench in Sou1zdnram Ay)'nr v. SelHZln Naickall (2), in
my opinion, support the above interpretation of section 102~
Civil Procedure Cede."

If that were so cadit qUf£StiO ;. but I cannot persuade
myself that such a conclusion, with which I should
respectfully agree, was arrived at by the majority of the
Full Bench in Soulldaram Ayyar v. Sel1Nia Naiclwu:
(2). The decision in Soundarmll Ayya1' v. Sl'1'111ia
Naickall (2) was followed by a Bench of the Bombay
High Court in Ramkrish1111 Ylshwant J({[.1'1'lat AdarlwI"
v. The Prtsident of the Vengurla Municipality (3),
although in that case neither Ramchandra Ra{(unath v.
Abajz bin Rasiya (4) nor UUla Churn Mandai v.
Bijari Be'lt'llh· (5) nor Sahadora Mudiali y. Nabin
Chand Boral (6) appear to have been cited; and
Heaton J., in concurring with the view expressed by
Scott C.J.) observed:
.. I think that the intention of the Legislature is given effect to
by the decision proposed, though I am not unmindful of the
(1) (192Q) I.L.R. 44 Mad. 697.
(2) (1900) I.L.R. 23 Mad. 547.
(3) (1916\ I.L;R. 41 Born. 367.

(4) 6 BOIll. H.C.R. (App.) 12.
(5) (1889) I.L.R. 15 Cal. 174.
(6) (J914) I.L.R. 42 Cal. 638.
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force of some of the arguments used by Mr. Justice Subrahmania
Ayyar in the Madras Full Bench case of Sotmdaral1l Ayyar
v. Scullia Naikan (1)."

U (2) Heald and
Rutledge ]f. ,vith some hesitation followed Soulldaram
A)~yar v. SCNllia Naickau (1); but in that case the
material ~lUthorities to which I have 'referred with
the exception of Sallildora Mudiali v. Nabin Clzand
Boral (3) 'were not cited, and no reference was made to
the decision of Thirkdl \iVhite C.}. and Fox J. in
Sei11. 1'1lOUIlg v. Slm'e [(UlI (4). For the reasons that I
have given, in Iny opinioll, the law was not correctly
laid clown j]) Ala Pan v, 11laullg Ne U (2), and
in so far as the judgment in that case is not in
consonance with our decision in the present C:lse that
case must be treated as overruled. I am of opinion,
therefore, that a second appeal does lie under section
100 of the Code of Civil Procedure, and I would
answer the reference in that sense. The costs, five
gold mohurs, will abide the result of the second
appeal.
In lIJa Pan v.

SEN, }.-1
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ltlatl11g Ne

agree..

ivIYA Eu, J.-1 agree.

(0 (1900) I.L.l~. 23 Mad. 547.
(2) (19251 J.L.K 3 Ran. 390.

(3) (1914) I.LR 42 C~1. 638.
(4) (19M) 3 L.B R. 47.
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Bejore Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chiej Justice, Mr. 'Justice Mya Bu, Mr. Justice
Ragulcy, Mr. Justice Mosely, aud Mr. Justice Ba U.
1935
.Aug. 19.

U PYINNYA THIHA

AND ANOTHER

V•

UOTTAMA.""!'·
Thathanabaing-;-JI/I'isdhlio1i in disputes of Civil /lature bcfwcC/: mouksJurisdicliotl of Civil Courls-UPPl'r Burma' Civil Justice RegulatiolL (VIII
of 1886), s. 3-Ci'i.'il Procedure Code (Act Vof 1908), s. 9-Rulcs of
voltmtary associatiolls-QUcstiolls of faith' alld dO,l!,l1Ia--Noll-il;tcrjcrr:llce
by Courts-Court's enforccmellt of l'ules aJ/d decrees of associatio'IS~
Arbitm/ioll-Procedure violatillg llL.llural jllstice-O.fjice, fuuction alld
jllrisdicfioll oj Thathanabaing uuder the B,irmesc killgs-Thathanabaing's
Sanad-" COllsellsual '
jurisdiclioft-Bhikkhus' 0I'dilla/iol1-SlIbtllissioJl
10 thc rules of the Vinaya-No t/l1derlakillg 10 obe~' 'Thathanabaing.
After the British annexati('ln of Upper Burma 'and the establishment of
Civil Courts under the provisions of the Upper Burma Civil Justice
Regulation, enacted pursuant to the provisions of the Government of India
Act, 11:170, the 1'ltatha/labaiug and/or the Burmese Buddhist hierarchy did
not retain or possess any, exclusive jurisdiction to decide all disputes
between memb,ers of the' Order, whether or not the disputes involved the
determination of a 'question relating to the right to property or other
civil rights.
The Civil Courts as constituted by Jaw in Burma alone arc- vested with
jurisdiction to determine disputes respecting civil rights as Courts of law,
and will remain so vested unless ,md until their jurisdiction is abrogated by
a statutory enactment passed by an authority duly constituted in
that behalf.
A Court of law will not interfere with the rules of a voluntary association except for the purpose of protecting some civil right or interest which
is said to be infringed by their operation. Nor will it enter into questions
of disputed doctrine, when it is 110t nect:ssary to do so in coimection with
civil rights. In so far as the Burmese Buddhist COlllmunity in accordance
with the rules of the Community in that behalf duly determines any
question of faith, dogma, or practice, it would be against tradition and
practice for the CIvil Courts to interfere with the decision so arrived at.
Forbes v. Edel1, L.R. 1 H.L. (Sc. & D.) 568-followed.
'Vhere any religious or other lawful association has not only agr~ed on
the terms of its union, but has also constituted· a tribunal to determine
.. Civil First Appeal No. 150 of 1934 from the judgment of the Assistant
District Court of Pakokku in Civil Regular Suit No.1 of 1933.
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whether [he rules of the association have been violated by any of its
members or not, and what shall he the consequence of such violation, the
decision of such triblmal wili be binding when it ha~ acted within the
scope of its authority, has observed sech forms as the rules require, if any
forms be prescribed, and, if not, has proceeded in a manner consonant
with the principles of jU!5tice. In suc:h cases the tribunals so constituted
are 110t in any sense Conrts; they derive no authority from the Crown;
they have 110 power of their OWI1 to enforce their sentences; they must
apply for that purpose to the Courts established by law, and such Courts
wil! gi\'e e ffeet to their decision, as they give effect to the decisions
of arbitrator~, whose jurisdiction rests enti.rely upon the agreement of
the parties.
LOllg v. Tlte toni RisllOP IIf Caj>c

1'0"1(1/1,

1 Moo. P.C. (N.S.) 41l-followcd.

If arbitrators decide a case without giving a party an opportllnit;y
of being present or of presenting his case before the tribunal, it is a
violation of natural jusbce that wholly vitiates the award that is made.
[,essol/ v. Gel/eral Gouncil of Medical Education, 43 C.D. 36~; Mac1eall
v. Tlte IYorkfrs' Ullioll, (1929) 1 Ch. 602; Stuart v. Hallghlcy Parochial
Cltl/rclt COl/llcil, (1935) 1 Ch. 452-rcfe-rrcd to.

The oflkc, functions and jurisdiction of the Thathanabaillg before the
British annexation cannot be ascertained with certainty, The Thathallabaillgs
were appointed to prevent corruption of the BI!ddhist scriptures and to purge
the Order of undesirable characters. In course of time they claimed and were
sometimes permitted to decide not only questions relating to dogma and
'discipline, bllt also disputes concerning civil matters that arose between
members of the Order, as \\'ell as between such persons and laymen.
In the Regulation establishing the Civil Courts in Upper Burma the
lribun;:.ls oHhe ThatlUlllabaill.!tare not mentioned, and no jurisdiction of any
sort or kind has been confer-red upon the Tltatltanavajllg by any authority
competent in that behalf. The recognition of the Taunggwin Sayadaw as
Tltatlrauabailtg by the Lieutenant.Governor under the Sallad of 1903 had no
leg:.d operation. The Thalltllllnbaing's authority has prevailed only in Upper
Hnrma; tlte Lower Burma Buddhists do not recognize his jurisdiction.
There is no" consensual" jllrisdiclion conferred upon him by the bhikklttts
themselves at their ordination. Neither the Tltaliwuabai1f.g nor the hierarchy
set lip by him are mentioned in the Vilt<1yll, which compri<;es the 227 rules
b~· which lile sangTllIs are governed. The bIIiTddiu at his ordination under:'
takes to observe these rules of conduct, but he docs not expressly or
impliedly give any undertaking to obey the T/ltItltallabaill{{ or to abide by
his dC'cisions or of his tribunais. Such all l1nde.rtaking \vould run counter
b Ihe rules laid down in the Vil/aya for the settlement of disputes among
memhers of the sal/gTza.
U Taa v. U Pyil/nya, (1892-96) 2 U.B.R. 59 and other cases following
that case--ovcrruled.

A displlte arose between the parties to the suit, who were all bhikkll1ls,
with respect to the right of-ownership in certain land and a kyaullg erected
thereon at Pakc.kkll ill Upper Burma. At the iusta'lcc of the plaintiff
(respondent) the defencbnts (appeliants) were summoned by a Sajadau:
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purporting to act under the' authority of the TltatJ/lwabaing, to appear before
him. The defendants did so, but thereafter objected to the 'Sayadaw decidi~g
the case on the ground of his interest in the property in dispute. N otwithstanding the protest of the defendants- and their absence from all
subsequent proceedings, the TltatltallLlbairig and his councillors decided the
dispute in favour of the plaintiff. , A petition was then presented in the form
of a Sllit to the Assistant District Court of Pakokku to pass a decree in' tenns
of the decision of the Thallufll11baillg, and the Court passed a decree to that
effect. The defendants appealed.,
Held, reversing the decree, that the 11ra!hallabaiflg had no jurisdiction
to -decide civil disputes, and" even if his' decision could be treated as 'an
award, it was contrary to natural jl$tiCe on accotmt of the procedure
adopted by the arbitrators.

Seilt Tun AU11g for the appellants. The Thathalla.,.
baing is an institution survi.ving, from pre':British
days, Prior to the annexation of Upper ,Burma in
1~85 the chief function of, the ThatIJanabaillg was to
decide disputes between Taha115. He was assisted in
the execution of his orders by a special class of
officers appointed by the king who were known as
M ahadan Iilhms.
The Upper Burma Civil Justice Regulation, VII
of 1886, and Regulation I of 1896, which repealed
the former, made no mention of the TIJathallabaiug
as a Court, and his jurisdiction was left undefined:
The jurisdiction of the ordinary Civil Courts of.
a country to try all suits of a civil nature cannot
be taken away except by express words. Religious
disputes are not, ipso facto,. barred from the cognizance
of the Civil Cour-ts. It has been held that a suit
for a declaration of right to a religions office is':
cognizable by the Civil COUTtS. Debendra Narail1 v.
Satya' Charan (1) ; Krisll1lmnci v. Krisll/lasa1l1i (2).
The dispute in this case is of a civil nature.
The decision of the Tlzatlzallabaing which "vas sought
to be executed with the aid of ihe ordinary Courts
was not in the nature of an award. There was no
( 1) I.L.R. 54 Cal. 614.

(2) LL.R.3 Mad. 63.
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reference or submission to arbitration, and the proceedings were all C,l' parte.
After the annexation· of Upper Burma the Tlzathanabing found difliculty in enforcing his decisions,
.and Civil Courts began to question his decisions.
U Teza v. U PYl1mya t 1); U Te Zcinda v. .U Teza (2) ;
U Okgantha v. U Tlliri (3). In these cases the
:assistance of the Courts was invoked to cxecute the
decisions of the Tlialhallabaillg, and tbe Courts said
that if the decisions related to purely religious matters
the parties would b~ bound by them.' The decision
in U Tlzafdl1llla v. II Meda (4) went further still, and
laid dovm tha t the' Courts would be bound by the
decisions of the Tltallu11!abaillJ!, in matters within his
jurisdiction and should refrain from assuming jurisdiction in such cases. This decision ohviously was
wrong.
In 1903 a sanad was granted to th~ Tltalhollabaiug
by the then Lieutcnant-Governor of Burma conferring'
certain powers on .him. Clause 5 recognized his
jurisdiction so far as the int~rnal discipline and admini..stration of his orders were 'concerned. Clause 6 was
based on the rulings above cited, and . enjoined the
Courts to enforce the decisions of the Tltathllllobainp;..
Shin [(ut/wla v. Shin Sanda (5); U [(uthala v.
U S0l1do(6) ; Nga Po Thin v, U Tlzi Hla (7) ; U Mcda v.
U Sandima U)); U Ahsaya v. U I~l'il1JlYO (9).
Some of these cases lost sigbt of s. 9 of the Civil
Procedure Code, and upheld the decisions 01 the
ThatltalJabai/lp.: even \vhen they encroached upon civil
matters for which the ordinary Court \vas the proper
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(1892-%)
(1892-96)
(1892·96)
(1897-01)
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. (5) (1907-09) 2 U.B.R Ecc. 1.
(6) (1910.13)) U.B.B. 35.
(7) (1910-13) 1 U.B.R. 183.
(8) LL,R 1 Hall. 494.
('J) I.L.R. 6 Rill. 7133.

2 U.B.R 59.
2 U.B.r~. 72.
2 u.n.R. 82,
2U.BR 42.
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foru111. See Brown v. The Cure of the Parish of
Man/real (1;.
. Maung Gyee for the respondent. The real question
in issue is whether an order of the Thathanabaillf{.
should be confirmed by the Civil Court or not. The
Court below heard the maHer exhaustively and came
to the finding that the decision of the Thaihanabainf{
was sound on the merits. The decision of the
Thathatiabaing was annexed to the petition, and the·
prayer was that it be filed and enforced. This was the
procedure adopted in U Thi Ha v. U Thudattlzal1a (2).
The jurisdiction (.f the Thathanabaing ~as tacitly'
recognized by the British Courts, and he continued
to exercise it after the annexation.. A sanad was.
granted in 1903 at the .instance of the judicialauthori-'
ties in .order to make his position clear.
Where a domestic tribunal has been appointed for
the regulation of the affairs of a certain class of
people the Court has no jurisdiction to interfere
with its decisions provided it acts within the scope
of'its authority and in a manner consonant with
ordinary principles of justice. The Advocate-General,.
BOl'l'zbay v. Dm,id Hahn Devakar (3).

A. EggaT (Government Advocate), amicus curiae.
Having regard to section 9 of the Civil Procedure Code
the existence of an ecclesiastical jurisdiction to decide
questions relating to religious rites or ceremonies (or
'anything else) does not oust the jurisdiction of a Civil
Court to decide the same' questions if relevant to a
suit of a civil nature, as for example, for property or'
an office. S. 13 of the Burma Laws Act, 1898 r
renders it clear that the Courts are not barred from
deciding such questions. So also, if the right is.
(1) 31L.T.R. 555.

(2) (1907-09) 2 U.B.R. 5.

(3) I.L.R. 11 Born. 185;
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, -Claimed by the public at large the Advocate General
files a suit under s. Y2.
It is obvious that the decision of the ecclesiastical
~uthorities is not a decree which the Court can be
called upon to execute without question. No enactment makes any such provision.. But the defendant
may be hound by the decision although the Court is
not· so bound.
Courts in India hold members of a caste bound
·by the rules and decrees of the caste, Raghunath v.
]anardhau (1), if not contrary to natural justice.
l{1'isll11(/souli v. ITirLTSa1ni (2) ; Pragji v. Govind (3) ;
]aga1'lJ1otll ·v. Akali Dassia. (4); Lalji v. Walji (5) ;
Appa)'a v. Padappa (6).

Courts in Burma have· decided likewise, but
somdimes have gone further, and have held that the
decision is binding on the Court, and' not merely on
the defendant.
See also s. 2 (v) of the Indian Cburch Measure,
1927. Long v. The Bishop (~/ Cape T01l'll (7).
May Oung remarks that it has been the practice
:from olden times for disputes between members of
the Buddhist priesthood or between members of the
priesthood anel laymen to be seWed by learned monks
versed in the Vil1aya rules, and a right of appeal to
the head of the Sall{!J/{1J the Tlwllll!l1abaillg, was allo\\'cd.
The learned author traces the history of the jurisdic.tion of the Tltafltanabai1'lJ!, down to the installation of
the inclti'nbcni in 1903. U ThafdlUnG v. (J Aleda (8).
Sec also the Upper Burma Gaze/leer, Pt. I, Vol. II, p. 3.
It would appear that Government exercised the
Jll'crogative of the King of Burma, and issued a

47

(I) I.!,.R 15 BOIll. 59<).
(2) I.L.Jt 10 Mad. 13J.
(J) I.L.H. 11 Bnll1. 534.
(·1) I.L.lt 21 C~I. 46.1.

(5) I.L.R. 19 Bom. 507.
(6) I.L.R. 23 Bom. 122.
(7) 1 Moo. P.C. (N.S.) 411.
(8) (1897-01) 2 U.B.I~. 42.
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sanad to the elected Thathanabaillg. The terms of
document are discussed in Shin Kuthala v~
Shih Sanda (l).
Clause 4 declared the Thalhanabaing to be supreme in all matters relating to the
internal administration of the Buddhist hierarchy in
Upper Burma.
But the Civil Courts which exercise powers under
legislative authority cannot accept a prerogative order
that they shall execute the decrees of the Thathanabaing. The sanad had not the force of conferring:
authority on the Civil Courts to execute the decrees~
of the Thalhanabaing. The Courts' ordinary powerg;
must be invoked by ordinary proceedings.
The proper r.emedy may be a suit by the party'
claiming relief in accordance _with the order of the
ecclesiastical authorities. It will be open to the:
defendant to challenge the decision for some inherent
defect, in the same way as a foreign decree may be:
challenged,
The procedure fot filing an award in an arbitration
does not appear to be suitable. It implies an agreement to refer the dispute to the arbitration of the
Sayada'lVs which is hardly the case, unless the:
agreement is to be implied from the fact that a
p6ngyi belongs to an Order in which disputes are
settled in this manner.
Sein Tun Aung replied.
thi~

PAGE, C.J.-The case raises the question whether,.
and if so to what extent, the Thathanabainghas.
jurisdiction to decide civil disputes between members:
of the Burmese Buddhist priesthood.
In the proceedings out of which the present
appeal arises it was common ground. _that all theparties ar~ rahans, and the dispute is with respect
(1) iI907~09) 2 U.B~R. Ecc. 1.
t-
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to' the right of ownership in certain land and a
kyl1ung erected thereon at Pakokku in Upper Burma.
It appears that the defendants-appellants and another
mhau at the instance of the plaintiff-respondent were
summoned by the Sayadaw U Zawana of Ashe-taik-thit
[{yaungdaik, Pakokku, to appear before him and make
their defence to the claim of the plaintiff that the
property in dispute belonged to him. n Zawana was
a Thudama Sayadaw appointed by the Thathal1abaing to decide disputes between Bhil?khus or
Buddhist pfmgyis. The defendants appeared pursuant
to the summons and, it would seem, filed a written
objection to the claim. After the plaintiff and his
witnesses had been examined and cross-examined
the defendants, pursuant to an application in that
behalf, objected to U Zawana deciding the dispute
on the ground that it was rumoured that the
plaintiff had undertaken if successful to dedicate
the property to U Zawana who was trying the case.
D Zawana thereupon transmitted the proceedings to
the Thathallabaing with a covering note in which he
expressed the opinion that the plaintiff ought to
succeed. The Thafhanabaing then sent, the record
to two Thudama Sayadaws of the Thudama Gaing
of Magwe, residing at Myillgyan,
"to decide the C:1SC up Lo the end, by looking through and
considering the statements of plaintiff and defendants and their
witnesses."

It is to be observed that the defendants had refused
to be examined or to call any witnesses before
U Zawana, having regard to the objection that th~y had
filed to the effect that he ought not to try the case.
Nevertheless the Myingyan Sayadaws, without summoning the defendants before them or giving them
any opportunity of being heard in their defence,
decided the case snbstantially in favour .of . the
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1935

plaintiff. Their decision was submitted by the
Thathanabaing; for confirmation to 13 Thudama
Sayadaws of Mandalay who agreed with the decision
v.
U OTTAMA.
of the Myingyan Thudarna Sayadaws, and the decision
PAGE, C.J.
was then confirmed by the Thathanabaing; himself.
Neither the Mandalay ThudamaSayadaws nor the
Thathanabaing, however, heard the defendants, or
gave them an opportunity of presenting their case
before they gave judgment. The Thathanabaing in
the course of his evidence in the present proceedings
justified the failure of the several tribunals, after the
matter had been referred to him by U Zawana, to
give the defendants an opportunity of being heard upon
the ground that "it was not necessary to re-examine
the witnesses because the original record contained
full facts of the case." And Sayadaw U Lakhana
of Kosaung Kyaungdaik, one of the two Myingyan
Thudania Sayadaws who decided the case, stated that

U !'YINKYA
TaIHA

U the matter was decided not through
reference of the parties
by consent, but it was decided through reference by the
Thudatna Sayadaws of Mandalay under the orders of the
Thathanabainf!. Sayadaw Payagyi. The decision was written
by me personally. There was no necessity to call the parties
nor to give permission to the defendant to put up further
defence, because it was a reference merely fot decision after
inspection of the proceedings."

The present proceedings, which are filed as suit
No.1 of 1933 of the Assistant District Court of
Pakokku,'~were initi£!,ted bya petition that the Court
., nny be pleased to issue notice to the respondents, and
that a decree in terms of the decision of the Thathanabaillg
be passed against the respondents."

On the 31st July 1934, the learned Assistant
District Judge ordered that the decision of the
Thudama (Council, Myingyan, should be confirmed,
and passed a::decree[in the terms thereof. Against
that decree the:~present appeal has been presented.
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Now, the sources from which information can be
collected in respect of the office and functions of the
Tlzathallabaillg are meagre, and for ·one unversed in
the Burmese language difficult to find, .and I have
to express my indebtedness to the erudition and
researches of my learned brothers in this connection.
It would appear that after the Lord Buddha had
passed from this world there was much distress and
perturbation among his follo\illers. Who was to be
their leader, and the Head of tbe Order of the
Yellow Robe that be had founded, and how were
the Lord Buddha's rulings for the governance of the
sanglzas to be perpetuated or handed do\vn to
posterity? One of the BltiHhus, Thubatta by name,so it is said,-then counselled his brtthren to put
away their misgivings from them because, as there
was now no one to control them, they could do
each what he liked. Upon that a senior Bhikkhu,
Maha Kathaba, called a meeting of 500 of the most
distinguished members of the Order. At that council
the whole of the pitakas were recited and committed
to memory, and thereafter for 110 years until a
second council was held the rules and injunctions of
the Founder of the Order were orally passed down
from gcnerahon to generation. At the second
council, and again at a third council held 90 years
later, after certain errors which had crept in had
been eradicated, the pitakas in an approved form
\vcre again recited and committed to memory. After
the third council, which was held during the reign
of King Asoka, delegates were sent to foreign lands
including Ceylon and Suvarna Bhumi, a Talaing
kingdom which had its capital at Thaton. (See
Thathana Balm,' Thutat Pakatlzani by Payaphyu
Sayadaw; and Fytche's Burma Past and Present,
Volume 2.) Now, in Ceylon for the purpose of
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purging the' order of certain undesirable persqns
and practices a Head of the' Order, known as the
Sangha Raja, had been appointed under. a mandate
from the Crown. There is no record, however, so
far as we have been able to ascertain, of an official
such as the Sangha Raja having been appointed
under either the Talaing or the Pagan dynasty in
Burma. The first Thathanabaingwas appointed, 'it
is believed, in 730 B.E. (1368) after Upper Burma
had been conquered by the Shans. His name was
A-myint Sayadaw, and he was appointed by King
Minkyiswasawke. Although the names of the Kings
who subsequently from time to time appointed
Tlzathanabaings cannot be stated with strict accuracy
the following persons appear to have held the office
of Thathanabaing from· A-myint Sayadaw's time to
the present day:
Names of Tlzathallabaing.

Dafe of

Appointed by whom.

appoit~tme1tf.

(1) A-myint Sayadaw

(2) Lay-dat Kyaung SaYadaw

730 B.E.
(1368).
967 B.E.

Minkyiswasawke.
Anallk-pet-Iun Mintayagyi:

(1605~28).

(3) Tiloka-lingaya Sayadaw
(4) Atllia Sayadaw
(5) Kin-g)i-byaw Sayadaw

(6) Manle Sayaciaw
(7) Maungdaung Sayadaw
(8) Salin Sayadaw
(9) (i) The-in Sayadaw
(ii) U-Nyeya Sayadaw.

(10) U Nyeya Sayadaw

Shwegyin Sayadaw.
{i1) Taungdaw Sayadaw

(12) Taung }{win Sayadaw

1010 B.E. ,Min-ye-yan-ta Maik said to
(1648).
be son of Thalun~
1114 RE. King Alaungphaya.
(1752).
1122 RE. Naung-daw-gyi.
(1760-3).
1138 RE. 'King Singu.··

(1776-82).
1143 B.E. Bodawpaya,
(1782-1819)
1181 B E. Bagyidaw.
(1831-37).
1199 RE. Shwebomin (Tharrawaddy
Min).
(1837-46).
1214 RE. King Mindon.
(1857-78)
1240 RE. King Thibaw.
(1875-85).
1265 B.E. Sir Hugh Barnes.
(1903)
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What the functions and jurisdiction of the
TIUllhanabaing before the British annexation were,
'however, cannot be ascertained with certa.inty. In
Fytche's Burma Past and Present (Volume 2, page
194) it is stated that
." at Mandalay is stationed the tha-tlzana-bain/!, or patriarch.
He is supreme in all matters connected Wlth religion, and,
next to the King, is the person to whol11 the greatest external
homage is paid "* "* '* He lives in a magnificent monastery,
highly decorated with carving, and richly gilt; '* '* '* Spiritual
·commiSsioners are sent by him from time to time on tours
of inspection in the provinces, to investigate and report as
to whether the rules of the Order are duly observed, and
if the professed members of the religious fraternity are really
.qualified for their holy calling."

There can be .little doubt, I think, that the
Thatlzanabaings, who were, at any rate in some
instances, the private Sayas of the King, were appointed
for two purposes (1) to prevent corruption of the
Buddhist Scriptures, (2) to purge the Order of
;undesirable, characters. King Mindon appointed two
Thathanabaings, U Nyeya '.payadaw and Shwegyin
Sayadaw, presumably to provide that the adherents
of each of ,these learned Sayadaws should follow and
preserve in its' purity the doctrines and canons
~of their particular sect or denomination.
.
Now, although the Tltathanabaillgs were originally appointed for the two purposes that I have
mentioned, and according to the Vinaya no dispute
between two members of the Sangha can be settled
;by a member of the Order unless he is a vinaya.dhara and has been requested by the disputants
Jo decide the question at issue, there can' be' no
:doubt that in Upper Burma the Thathallabaillg has
daimed and exercised the right through his officers
of deciding not only .questions relating to dogma
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and discipline, but also disputes concerning civil
U PYINNYA matters that have arisen between members of the'
THIHA
'II. .
Order, as we11 as between such persons and laymen.,
U OTTAMA.·
And in so doing the Buddhist hierarchy has,
PAGE; C.]. followed the course that has over and over again
been pursued by ecclesiastical Orders in other
countries through' the ages. A religious Order to>
which has been conceded great, if not paramount"
spiritual authority is ever wont to amplify its power
by claiming jurisdiction in respect of temporal mattersalso.
"Although, strictly speaking, it is contrary to the theory
of the Founder of the sacred Order, which declared that
there was no superiority in rank, but only superiority in piety
and length of observation of the vows, a hierarchy was established, .
to i:egulate the conduct of the monks.
At the head was the thathallabains, who may be called.
the Grand Superior of the Order. He is usually s~yled theArchbishop, but the name seems as misleading as the title:
of priest, which is usually applied to the jJOngyi. The name'
of monk seems to fit the Buddhist man of religion better than'
that of priest, which implies a ritual and regular spirituali
services. The Thathanabaitlg was appointed by the KiIig, and:
was invested with supreme authority in all matters of dogma'
as well as of eCClesiastical polity. He was assisted by a.
council, or TJwdallla (Sudhallla) of learned Sadaws, who varied
in number fro111 eight to twelve, a.nd who assumed the full
power of the superior of the Order, in his absence, or whtm
the post was vacant. The majority' of the Sadows were
appointed by the King, and those so appointed were styled.
Taseit-j'a sayadaw (teachers who have the seal).
A Mahadan WUll,. or' ecclesiastical censor, was under the
orders of the Thathanabaing, and the TiVllt-mye Wun, the· manager
of Wuttakall or pagoda lands and governor of pagoda sIavesr
was also instructed by. the Supelior-General of the Order.
The whole country was divided into ecclesiastical jurisdictions'
or dioceses, if the word be thought convenient, and' each of
these was placed under a gai1Zg-gyo/~.
Eacl; gaillg-gyokbact
under. him a number of gaing"oks, each of whom again \vas·
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~ssisted by a number of gail1g-dauks.
All ecclesiastical disputes
in the dioceses were settled by the provincial superiors, or tJ PYINNYA\
THIHA
Bishops, and an appeal lay from their decisions to the Thztdama
."'.
. or Consistory of Sayadaws in Mandalay.
U OTTAJdA.
The Mahadan Wun also was required to submit
PAGE, C.}.
to the Tlmdama, or Consistory of Sadaws, registers of all
novices and monks resident in the country, with particulars as
to their place of birth, the names of their parents, their lay
. and conventual names, the books they studied or taught, and
all other parHculars of a like kind. Reports as to the arrival
or movement of monks were submitted direct by the Sadaws,
and in all such nntters the ecclesiastical censor and his staff
were required to exercise a strict supervision.
The simple pOng/i, the head d a single monastery, the
prior, if the correspondence with the monastic orders is to be
maintained, might exert his influence in all cases which were
not offences ag:\inst the State, and so might even the upasin, the'
ordinary friar, not presiding over a k}'mml!., or the maunft-yin,
the noviti:mt.
Within their spiritual jurisdiction they could
procur~ the mitigation of punishments, or could have a case
compromised, usually by lecturiug the parties and getting a
written guarantee from the offenders that they would keep the
peace and abstain from wrong-doing. In civil cases, especially
in .those of inheritance, the pQlIgyi's settlement was that most
frequently sought for, and the terms were usually reduced to
writing in a metnorandum noting the heads of the settlement
and signed by the parties.
When the people of a district or townsh ip refused to pay
revenue, or arrears of taxes, the local gaing-I!yok or gaing-ok,
the abbot or prior, or in i~portant cases' some influential
Sa}'adlm', was commonly asked to speak to them oil behalf of
the Government, and his in terventioll was usually sllccessful.
A Sadaw of eminence had always the power to have a case
pending before the temporal courts transferred to him for
settlement. The monks thus held the balance between the
ruler and the ruled." (1)

Now, after Upper Burma had been annexed by the
British in 1886 the Taungdaw Sayadaw, who was
the last Thathanabaing appointed by King Thibawr
(1) Upper Burma Gazetteer, Part I, Vol. II, PP 3, 4 and 5.
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remained the Head of the Buddhist hierarchy in
Upper Burma until his death in 1895. Thereafter
an interval of eight years followed in which there
was no Thathanabaing. During this period there
was a split in the community, one body supporting
the claim of the Pakan Bayadaw to be appointed the
Thathanabaing, another adhe:ring to the 12 Sayadmvs
who claimed through the late. TatlDgdaw Sayac1a\\r
author,ity to recommend the Mogaung Sayadav( for
the position. Meanwhile the state of the Order had
become far from satisfactory. Bishop Biganclet
observed that

., in our days the power of the Thathanabaill[!. is merely
nominal: tbe· effects of his jurisdiction are scarcely ·felt beyond
his own neighbourhood. Such, ho\vever, was not the case in
former times. Spiritual Commissioners were sent yearly by
him to examine into and report on the state of the communities
throughout the province. They had to enquire particularly
whether the rules were regularly observed or not, whether the
... professed members were really qualified for their holy
··.calling or .not. They were empbwered to repress abuses and
whenever some uU\vorthy brother, or black sheep, was found
within the enclosure of a monastery, he was forthwith degraded,
:stripped of the yellow garb, and compelled to resume a secular
.course of life. Unfortnnately for the welfare of the Order
those salutary visits no more take place i the wholesome check
is done away with. Left without a supei:ior control the· Order
has hlleninto a low degree of abjectness and degradation." (1)

In 1903 Sir Hugh Barnes, the Lieutenant.. Governor
{)f Burma, in the pious hope that by so doing he
would improve the prestige and discipline of the
Order, granted to the Taunggwin Sayadmv a personal
Sanad in'the following terms :
II 1. Whereas by
ancient custom, ecclesiastical affairs· in
Upper Burm:i are superintended by a ThathallabaitH!; an.d

(1\ Life of Galldama, 3rd Ed., p.270.
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whereas the Taungdaw Sayadaw, who was Thathatzabaitlg in
the time of the Burmese Government and was recognised as' U FYINNYA
Thalhanabllili[! by the British Government, died in 1895 ; and
TH~~A
whereas on the death of the Taungdaw Sayadaw the appoint- U OTTAMA.
ment of a l'halhaTlabaing remained in abeyance because the
PAGE, C.J.
Buddhists of Mandalay and other places in Upper Burma
·could not agree on the selection of a successor; and whereas
the Taungf.{win Sayadaw has now been selected as successor by
an influential and venerable assembly of monks at Mandalay;
and whereas there is a general wish in Upper Burma that the
Taunggwin Sayadaw should assume the office of Thallwnabaitz[!,
and should be recognised as Thallzallabaing by the LieutenantGovernor of Burma.

2. I, Sir Hugh Barnes, Lieutenant-Governor of Burma
hereby declare that I recognise the Taunggwin Sayadaw as
Thalhal1obail1J! of Upper Burma, and I grant him this sonad
-in testimony of the fad that I and my successors recognise
and will recognise him as slich.
3. This position does not render him independent of the
·Courts of Justice in matters which are within the jurisdiction of
. those Courts. Nor dces it confer upon the Thlllhanabaing
:authority to do anything, in the enforcement of monastic
discipline or otherwise, which is contrary to the Civil or Criminal
Law. Nor does it exempt the Thaihanabaillg or other. ecclesla~tic authorities from attendance before the Courts.
4; But, subject to these provisos, I recognise the Thatlzanabai1zg as supreme in all matters relating to the internal
administration and control of the Buddhist hierarchy in Upper
Burma, the discipline of the monastic order, and the repression
.of abuses therein.
\

S. The Civil Courts wiU, within the limits of their juris(i'~c
.tion, give effect to the orders of the Thaihollobail1g and of t'h~_
Gai1tggyoks, Gaingoks, Gaingdmrks and other . ecclesiastical
authorities duly appointed by him, in so far as those orders
relate to matters which are within the competence of those
authorities.
6. The Government expects the Thatlzollabaing and the
Gai1lgi!yoks, Gaingoks and Gaingdauks under his authority to
use their influence .on the side of law and order and to assist
in the work of education. .In consideration
-. - of the assistauce

.
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thus rendered, I hereby promise to maintain the privileges at.
pesent enjoyed by religious communities in Upper BUrma in
THiHA
respect ofV.
U OTTAMA.
(i) the exemption from thathameda of all ministers.
priests and teachers of religion and schoolmasters,
PAGE, C.l.
(ii) the exemption from land-revenue of land which, on,
the 13th July 1889, belongs to the site and cllrtilage
of any monastery, pagoda or other sacred building and
which continues to be used for the purpose of such
monastery, pagoda or building;
(iii) the free grant of land for sites for religious edifices: .
(iv) the free grant ~f timber from Government forests for
the repairs of pagodas, monasteries and zayats .
7. This Sanad is granted upon the· condition that the
Taunggwin Sayadaw, as Thathanabat'ng, shall continue to give his·
assistance and support to Government, and shall not contravene
or countenance the contravention of its laws. I reserve to,·
myself and my successors the right to cancel this Sallad now
granted to him, and. to withdraw my recognition of the
Taunggwin Sayadaw as Thathallabat'n~ should he fail to ·observe
the abovementioned conditions.
8. In order to assist the Thalhal1abat'ng in his functiolls r
I hereby grant him an official seal, and I authorise him to issue'
to subordinate ecclesiastics seals approved by tbe Government." (1)

U

PYINNY..\

In 1905 the Taunggwin Sayadaw as Thatltallllbaillg
issued an order called the TVinnysaya dividing the
sanghas into classes, setting up tribunals to determine
disputes between members of the Order; and
pr¢scribing rules to regulate the procedure of the
tr,ibunals, and appeals and revisions therefrom. In
th'e, petition in the present case the respondent .relied
upon this sanad as supporting and justifying his claim.
In paragraph 3 it is alleged
U that the matter being within the competence of ecclesiastical
courts it was referred for a decision to the Thuda111a Council,
Myingyan, which is duly constituted under the authority of the
Thnthal1abaill.p.

(II M. T. Gywe'l' Budchist .{Jaw, 11.234.
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7. That finally the Thathallabaillg confirmed the decision
·of the Tltudama Council, Myingyan, and his order of confirmation
.duly. sealed, dated 11th Lllsok of Tagu, 1295, is attached herewith
.and marked Ex. (D).
8. That the decision of the Thathallabaing is to the effect
that the possession of the disputed hnd together with the [{yaung
standing thereon be given to your petitioner."
.

The learned advocate for the respondent contended
that a Civil Court had no jurisdiction to enter upon
a consideration of the grounds upon which the
Thathanabaing's decision rested, or to re-open the
question, but was bound, in the performance of
what was in effect a ministerial act, to pass a decree
in the terms of the decision of the Thathanabaing.
I am of opinion that the claim asserted by the
respondent is as misconceived as it is extravagant,
.and cannot be either sustained or countenanced.
It may be that under the Burmese kings, when
the adjustment of civil rights was carried out ina·
somewhat haphazard manner, anel when neither the
judiciary nor the law which it administered were
regulated by settled principles, the Thathanabaing
.as the spiritual advislr of an autocratic Sovereign
was granted or permitted to exercise jurisdiction in
settling civil rights as well as spiritual controversies·
But after the British annexation the Tlzatltanabaing
possessed no such right, and the legal position in
which he and the Buddhist Community in Burma
stand is clear, apd not open to doubt or controversy.
By section 3 of the Upper Burma Civil Justice
Regulation (VIII of 1886), enacted pursuant to the
Government of India Act, 1870 (33 and 34 Vic., C. 3,
:section 1; see now section 71 of the Government
of India. Act) it was provided that the Civil Courts
in Upper Burma should be of five grades, but in
that category the tribunals of the Thathmw.baing do
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not find a place, and no jurisdiction of any sort or
kind since the annexation has been conferred upon
the Thathal1abaing by any authority competent in
that behalf. The recognition of the Taunggwin
Sayadawas Thafhql1abaing by Sir Hugh Barnes under
the sauad of 1903 had no legal operation or effectr
and Sir Hugh Barnes, as Lieutenant-Governor of
Burma, had no power to create any court in Burma, or
to confer any jurisdiction upon the l'hathanabaing.
In these circumstances I apprehend tl~at· the·
.object and intention of Sir Hugh Barnes in granting:
the sanad of 1903 to the Taunggwin Sayadaw was·
merely to give his imp1'imatur to such action as
the Taunggwin Sayadaw, in his capacity of de facto·
Tlzathanabaing, would take in endeavouring tosuppress· the abuses that had arisen within the
Order.
The result is that the Buddhist Community in
Burma and the Thatlzanabaing and the hierarchy
set up by him In Upper Burma have no constitutional
or legal status, and are in the same position as any
other religious body not established by the State.
The legal position in whicH such religious bodies
stand is well settled and admits of no doubt.
It was stated by Lord Kingsdown, when delivering:
the opinion of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council in Long v. The Lord Bishop of Cape Town (1)as long ago as 1863 in terms from which the Courts.
have never since departed. His ~ordshippointed.
out that
"The Church of England, in places where there is noChurch established by law, is in the same situation with any other
religious hody-in no better, but in no worse position; and the
inembers may adopt, as the members of any other ccmmunioll'
(1) 1 Moo. P.C. (N.S) 411.
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may adopt) rules for enforcing discipline within their body which
will be binding on those who expressly or by implication have
ass ented to them.
It may be further laid down that) where any religious or other
lawful association has not only agreed on the terms of its union)
but had also constituted a tribunal to determine whether the rules
of the association have been violated by any of its members
or not) and what shall be the consequence of such violation,
the decision of such tribunal will be binding when it has
acted. within the scope of its authority, has observed such forms as
the rules require, if. any forms be prescribed) and, if not, has
proceeded in a manner consonant with the principles of justice.
In such cases the tribunals so constituted are not in any
sense courts; they.derive no authority "from the Crown; they
have no power of their own to enforce their sentences; they
must apply for that purpose to the Courts established by law
and such Courts will give effect to their decision, as they give
effect to the decisions of arbitrators, whose jurisdiction rests
entirely upon the agreement of the parties."

[Murray v. Burgess (1); Bishop of Natal Vo
Gladstone (2); Ex parte] enkins (3); The Bishop of
Cape Town v. The Bishop oj Natal (4); Brown v.
Cure, etc., de Montreal (5); Forbc') v. Eden (6);.
Daugers v. Rivaz (7); MerriJlian v. Williams (8);
F1'ee Church of Scotland v. Overtoun (9)J.
A further question, therefore, that has to be
considered is whether what has been called a
"·consensuai" jurisdiction to determine a dispute
such as the one before us has been given to the
Thathanabaing and/or the Courts set up by him
by reason of the obligations that the appellants·
undertook when they were ordained members of the
Order.
L.R 1 P.C. 362.
(2) L.n. 3 Eq. 1.
(3) LoR 2 P.C. 258.
i4) L.R. 3 P.C. 13.

(1)
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(5) L.R. 6 PoCo 157.
(6) L.R 1 H.L. (Sc. & D.) 56!!.

(7) 28 Beavan 233.
(8) L.R 7 A.C. 484.
,9l (1904) A.C. 515.
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Now, it is to be observed that it IS only in Upper
Burma that the Thathaiwbaing ~laims ot is accorded
TaIHA
any authority. In Lower BUfll).a Buddhists do not
v.
U OTTAMA.
recognize his pre-eminence or jurisdiction, Indeed,
.PAGE, C.J.
in Upper Burma many Buddhists do not concede
that he is entitled to the position of Tlzalha1iabaih'.g,
or to any superior status in the Order.
Thus it would seem that the answer to the question
depends upon the undertakings that a bhikkhu gives
at his ordination. In considering what those undertakings are it must be borne in mind,-and' it is a
fact of no little significance,-that neither the
Thathanabaing nor the hierarchy set up by him
are mentioned in the Vil1aya, which comprises the'
227 rules by which the sanghas are governed, and
in accordance with which they are enjoined to" live.
and move and have their being."
The history and form of ordination for membership
of the sangha is to be found in Max Muller's Sacre~
Books of the East (volume 13), from which it would
appear that if a Burmese Buddhist wi:,hes to join
the Order he must in the flrst instance find a
member of the Order willing to become his Hpagglzaya
or preceptor, the relation between the preceptor and
the pupil beia g that
1935

'U PVINNYA

"the upai!f!.haya cnght to consider the saddIJiz'illllrilw (r)llpil) as a
son, the pupil ought to consider the preceptor as a father. Let
thettpp,ig~haya afford spiritual help and fudherance to the
saddhiviharika by teaching, by pntting questions to him, by
.exhortation. by instruction."

(see volume 13, page 151 et seq.). The ordinand
must then approach a learned Sayadm.u and request
him to be his Saya for the ordination. Thereafter
fhe ordination takes place hefore an assembly of at
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least ten rallaus who have kept not less than ,ten
" 'was" or lents. The ordinand requests the rahans
present three times to admit him to the Order. The
ordaining Saya then asks the rahans present if any
of them object to the ordinandbeing admitted. If
the rahans by remaining silent give their consent
the ordinand becomes a bhillkhu. He must be not
less than 20 years of age before he is ordained,
and must not suffer from certain spe~ified physical
defects. Further, at the time of his ordinatiun he
gives certain undertakings, the most important of
which are that he will observe the 227 rules of
conduct laid down by the Lord Buddha, and will
obey his preceptor. But he does not expressly or
impliedly give any undertaking to obey .the
Thathanabaing, or to abide by a decision of the
Thathal1abaing or of any tribunal or person appointed
by . him in relation to a dispute which may arise
between him and any other member of the sangha.
Indeed, such an UIidertaking would run counter
to the rules laid down in the Vil1aya for the settlement of disputes among members of the sangha,
which each member of the Order undertakes to
observe and follow.
After . he has heen ordained a bhikkhu must
perform the uposallza ceremony twice a month. The
uposatha means that on the full moon day and also
on the last day of the month the members of the
. sangha meet, the 227 rules of conduct are read out,
and at the end of each set of rules the raltans are
asked whether they have been guilty of infringing
any of the rules, and if guilty to confess their
fault (volume 13, page 239 et seq.; Pamzikan
Palida'w, page 31). Among these rules are seven
relating to "the' settlement of cases" (volume 13,
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page 68). In volume 20 (page 45 et seq.) the method
of settling disputes is set forth ·as follo\\Ts :

V.

U OTTAMA.
PAGE, C.].

" 16. But by what kind of settlements is a legal question
arising out of dispute brought to settlement? By two kinds of
settlement. by the Proceeding in presence, and by the Proceeding by majority of the Samgha.
If one should ask, I Can it be that a legal question arising
out of dispute without recourse having been had to the one
mode" of settlement.,.....to wit, the Proceeding by majority of the
Samgha-ean it be· that it may be settled by the other mode
of settlement, to ,>;,'it, by the Proceeding in presence?' He
should be told 'Yes, it c3.n.' (If he should say), I How may
that be?' the answer should be as follows: I In the case
when the Bhikkhus dispute, s3.ying, U This is the Dhamma," at"
'I This is not the Dhamma" (etc., as before, in 2, down to), or
'I This is not a
most grave offence.'"
If, 0 Bhikkhus, those
Bhikkhus are able to settle their own dispute, that is called,
o Bhikkhus, the settlement of the dispute.
I And
how h3.s it been settled? By the Proceeding in
presence.
I And what must there be in such a Proceeding in presence ?
There must be the preserlce of the Samgha, the presence of
the Dhmnma, the presence of the Vinaya, and the presence of
the plrticular person.
, And therein, what is the presence of the Satllglw? As
many Bhikkhus as are capable of taking part in the proceeding,
they must be present.
The formal consent must be produced
of those who are in a fit state to convey their consent. Those
"vho are present must have lodged no objection (aga"illst any
one of them taking part in the proceeding). "This is the
I ' presence" in su::h a m:ltter of the Sa111gha.
I And
of these, what is the presence of" the" Dhamma, and
the presence of the Vil1aya '! The Dhamma, and the I'inaya,
and the teaching of the Master by the aid of which that legal
question is settled. That is the " presence " in such" a matter
d the Dhamllla, and of the F£na)'a .
. And of these, what is the presence of the particular person?
H~ who ciisputes, and he with whom he disputes-both friends
and foes-must be present. That is the" presence" in such
matter of the particular person.

a
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• When a legal question, 0 BhillkJllls, hac; been thus settled,
if a disputant re-opens the question, such re-opening of the U PYINNYA
THIRA
question if; a Pakilliya. If one who has conveyed his consent
V.
complain of the decisioll, such complaint is a Pakittiya.
U OTTAMA.
17.. If these Blt£1dtlms, 0 Bhikkluts, are not able to settle
the legal question within their own residence (Avasa) those PAGE, C.}.
BhiHlllls should go, 0 Bhikkhus, to some residence in which
there are a larger number of Bhikkhus. Then if those Bhikkhus,
o Bhilddllts, should succeed, whilst on their way to that
residence, in settling the legal question, that, 0 Bhikkhus, is
called a settlement of it. And how has it been settled ? (etc.,
. as in the last paragraph of the previous section, down to the
end) .

18. 'If those Hhi1l1dms are not able, 0 Bhikkhlts. to settle
the legal question whilst they are on their way to that residence,
then those BliiHhus, on their arrival at that residence, are to
address the Bhikkhlts at that residence thus : ,. Such and such
a legal question, Sirs, has arisen thus, and has been carried on
thus amongst us. It would be well if you, Sirs, ,,'ould settle
that legal question for liS according to the Dham1l1a, and according to the Vi Ilaya , and according to the teaching of the Master,
to the end that that legal question may be thoroughly settled."
1£ the Bhikkhus dwelling in that residence are the senior, and
the incoming Bhilikhlts are junior, then the BhiHlllls dwelling
in that residence are, 0 Bhikkhus, to address the incoming
Blzillkhus thus: " Pray, Sirs, rest a moment apart until we
take counsel together 1" If, on the other harid, the Bhikkhu5
dwelling in that residence are junior, and the incoming Bhikkizus are senior, tben the BlriHhus dwelling in that residence
are, 0 BIIUl/dlllS, to ~ddress the incoming BhiHlzllS thus: II Then
remain here, Sirs, a moment nntil we take counsel together."
Then if, 0 BhiHlLUs, the Bhikklws dwelling in that residence
should, all consideration, think thus : " \Ve shaH not be able
to ~cttle this legal question according to the Dhamma, and
accordilll.( to the Vinaya, and according to the teaching of the
Master," then that dispute is not to be entrusted to them. 1£,
on the other hand, 0 Blzikkhus, the Bhikklzus dwelling in that
re::;idence should, on consideration, think thllS: II V.i e shaH be able
to settle this legal question in accordance with the Dhamma,
and in accordance with the VinajJa, and in accordance with
the teaching of the Master," then, 0 Bhikkhus, the Bhikkhus
dwelling in that .residence are to address the incoming Blrikkhus
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thus : " If you, Sirs, let us know about this legal question, how
UPYINNYA it arose, and how it was carried on, and if }70U agree that in
THIHA - the manner in which we may settle the legal question according
V.
U OTTAMA. .to the Dhamma, and according to the- flinuya, and according
_to the teaching of the Master, in that manner it shall be settled,
PAGE, C.J.
then we will thus accept the legal question at your hancis. But
if not (etc., the whole being repeated), then we will not accept
it." When they have thus, 0 Bhikkhus, brollght it about that
the proper way of putting the leg].l question (the point at issue)
has been settled, the Bhikkhus dwelling in th,tt residence should
undertake that legal qriestion. And then the BlziHhus dwelling
in that residence should be addressed, 0 Bhikkhus, by the
incoming Bhikkhus thus: .. We inform you, Sirs, how .tbis legal
question arose and how it was carried on.
If you, Sirs, are
able in such and such a time to settle this legal question
according to - the Dltanwla, and according to the Vinaya, aud
according to the teaching of the Master, then we will entrust
this legal question to you. But if you, Sirs, should not be able
to do so, theli \ve will ourselves retain the custody of Jhecase."
Thus, 0 Bhikkhus, is that legal question to be entrnsted by the
incoming Bhikkhus to the Bhik~hus dwelling in that residence,
causing them duly to accept it. If those BhiJddlllS, 0 Bhikidws,
are able to settle the case, that. 0 Bhikldzus, is called a settlement of the legal question.
And how has it been seWed?
(etc., as in last paragraph of 16, dowlI to the (~1J(I).
19. ' If, 0 Bhikklws, \\'hilst thl: case is being enquired into
by those Hltikklws, pointless speeches are brought forth, al'ld
the sense of any single utterance is Hal clear, I enjoin npon
YOll, 0 Bltikkltus, to settle the case by referring it (to it jury or
commission).
, A ehikkltu to be chosen on sueba jury mllst be possessed
of ten qualities~he must be virtuons-be 1l111:,t be living e~closed
uy the restraint of the rules oL.the Patilllokkha-he ll1ustbe
upright in life, trained according to the precepts, taking them
upon hit:nsel£ with it sense of tbe danger in the least offence~
he must be -versed in the tradition, a custudian of the traclitioll,
a store-house of the tradition-whatsoever truths, lovely in
their origin, lovely in their progress, lovely ill their consummation, set forth the higher life, both in its spiri t and in its letter,
in all its purity and in ail its pcrfcdne!';s, in such tniths mnst
he be well vel"sed, of slIch must he be full, they must be
laid up in his words, and dwelt on in his heart, being
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penetrated throughout through right insight-both the Patimokk1la$ 1p.ust have been completely handed down to him in their
full extent, he must have well divided them. well established
them, well investigated them, both sulfa by sutla, and in every
detail-further he must be an expert in the rillaya, irrefutable
therein-he must be competent to point out (the right course)
to both friends and foes,. to get them to understand a thing,
. get them to see it and recognize it, able to pacify them-he
must he clever (in judging) both as to the origin and as to
the settlement of disputes-he must understand legal questions,
the origin thereof, the close thereof, and the way that leads
to the close thereof.
, I enjoin upon you, 0 Bhikkhus, to appoint on the jury a
Bhikklm possessed of these ten qualities..
20. I And thus, 0 Bhikkhus, is he to be appointed.
First,
the Bhikklm should be asked (whether he be willing to undertake the of11ce). Then ~ome discreet and able Bhikklm should
'Lddress the Sallt.!!lw thus:
. " May the venerable Sam,f!,ha hear me. \Vhilst this case
was being enquired into pointless speeches were
brought forth amongst us, and the sense of no single
utterance was clear. If the time seems meet to the
venerable Salllgha, let it appoint Bhildlhus of ~;uch and
SllCh a name, and of such and such a name on a
committee. This is the motion. 'Let the venerable
SaWf!lza bear me. Whilst (etc"
. down to) no
single utterance was clear. The. Sall/gha appoints
Bhikkhus of such and such names on a committee to
settle this case. Whosoever of the venerable oneS
approves of the appointment of such and such
BhiHlllt~ on the committee for the settlement of this
case, let him be silent. \Vhosoever approves not
thereof, let hi tI1 speak.' Such and such a Bhikklw
is appointed by the Sl/lIIglza on the committee for
the settlemont of this case. Therefore it is silent.
Thus do I understand."
21. I If then, 0 BlzikkllUs, those Blzikkltus are able On the
reference (or on the committee) to settle the case, that, 0 Bhikkhus, is called a case that is settled. And how is it settled?
By the Proceeding in Presence. And what therein is meant by
the Proceeding in Presence? The Dhal/lllla is r<,presented, and
the particula7 persall is represe1Z~ed.
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I And of these, what is the presence of the Dka1l1ma (etc;, as in
16, clown to the end).
.

*

'*

~

*'

V.

U OTTAMA.
PAGE,

C.}.

24. 'If these Bhikkhus, 0 Bhikkitus, are not able by the
committee to settle that case, those Bhikkhus, 0 Bhikkhu$, ought
to hand over the case to the Samgha, saying, .. We, Sirs, are not
able by a committee to settle this case, let the Samgha settle it."
I enjoin upon you, 0 Bhikkhu5, to settle such a case by vote of
the majority (ek, as in chapter 9 to the end, as to the appoint-.
ment of a taker of the. voting tickets). By that Bhikklw, the
taker of the voting tickefs,are the votes to be collected. And
according as the larger number of Bhikkhus who are guided by
the Dhamma shall speak, so shall the case be decided. This,
o Bhikkhus, is called a legal question that has been settled.' "

From the circumstances thus appearing the irresistible
conclusion to be drawn, in my opinion, is that no
express submission to the jurisdiction of the Thathanabaing or of tribunals set up by him was given by
the appellants, and no agreement on the appellants'
part to submit to. his or their jurisdiction can be
implied, both because the tribunals proceeded ex parte
and without notice to them, and because such an
undertaking would be contrary to specific rules in
the Vinaya by which the appellants at their ordination
had undertaken to be bound.
It follows, therefore, that the jurisdiction to decide
the question in dispute in: the present case is not
conferred upon the Thathanbaing and/or· on the
tribunals set up by him either by establishment or
status under the constitution, or by the consent or
agreement of the parties, and the petition of the
respondent that the Court should pass a decree in
the terms of the decision of the That/umabaing or
of the Thudama Sayadmc's of Myingyan must be
dismissed.
I am, of course, aware that in several cases since
the British annexation of Upper Burma the jurisdic-
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hon of the Tlzathanabaing, and of the Buddhist
. hierarchy when no Thatlumabaillg has been appointed,
to determine disputes relating to property or other
civil rights between rahans has been upheld, i.e., in
U Teza and one v. U Pyinnya (1); U Te Zeinda
v. U Teza and one (2); U Okgantha v. U Thiri
(3); U Thatdama and one v. U Meda and one
(4); IiVun Chit and one v. U Zawta (5); U fVayama
and three v. tJ Ahsaya (6); U Thiha v. U Thudatthana and others (7); U Kuthala v. U Sanda (8) j
U Teik Ka and othe1's v. Nga Tin Byu (9); Nga
Po Thin v. U Thi Ria (10); U Ahsa)'a and another
v. U P}dnnya and another (11); see however, Shin
Kuthala and others v. Shin Sanda (12). These cases
all purport to follow the leading case of U Teza
and one v. U Pyinnya (1) which, according to the
view expressed by the learned J·udicial Commissioner,
could have been decided on the ground that the
. parties had submitted to the arbitration of the Hladwe
Sayadaw and the other Sayadaws who determined the
dispute. The learned Judicial Commissioner, how~ver,
in the course of his judgment .observed that
\
., there is no doubt some difficulty in defining exactly the
position of the Buddhist Church in Upper Burma under the
l'resent Government. Under the Burmese Government the State
and the Church were in a sense one under the same Sovereign
as head, much as the English Church is part of the State qnder
the English Sovereign, With the annexation, of course',· the
former relations of State and Church came to an end, but
I conceive that what the State has not taken away is still left to
the Church, and that the presumption is in favour of the
Church's retention of its privileges until the contrary is shown.
(1) (1892-96) 2 lJ.B.R. 59.
. (2) (1892-96) 2 U.B.R. 72.
(3) (1892-96) 2 U.B.R. 82.
(4) (1897-1901) 2 U.B.R. 42.
(5) (1897-1901) 2 U.B.R. 52.
(6) (1902..Q3) 2 U.B.R. 1.

(7) 11907-(9) 2 U.B.R. 5.
(15) (1910-13) 1 U.B.R. 35.
(9) (1910-13) 1 U.B R. 78.
(10) (1910-13) 1 TJ.B.R. 183.
(11) (1928) l.L.R. 6 Ran. 783
(12) fJ907-09) 2 U.B.R. 1.
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Consequently, in the absence of any prod of a different state of
things, it must be taken that the constitution and authority of the
THIHA
have bee~ preserved with the property of
v . . ecclesiastical hierarchy
_
U OTTAMA. the Church.."

U PYU·iNYA

PAGE,C.J.

No doubt, as was pointed out by Lord Colonsay
in Forbes v. Eden (1)
. '
" a Court of Law will not interfere with the ntles of -a voluntary
association unless to protect some civil right or interest which is
said to be infringed by their operation. Least of all will it enter
hito questions of disputed doctrine, "\rIten not necessary -to dQ so
in reference to civil interests."
.

In so far as the Burmese Buddhist Community in
accordance with the rules of the comn:lUnity in that
behalf duly determines any question of faith, .dogma,
or practice, it would be against tradition and practice
for the Civil Courts to interfere with. the decision so
arrived at. But having regard to the fact that the
jurisdiction of the several Thtitha-n.abaings to decide
civil disputes was conferred upon them personally by
the King of Burma, and that after the' British alinexation the right. to hear and determine civil disputes
was expressly granted to the Courts spe'cified in
the Upper Burma Regulation (VIII of 1886, section 3),
it appears to ine, with all respect, impossible to
contend that the Thathanabaing and/or the Bui'mese'
Buddhist hierarchy after the British annexation
retained or possessed,-merely because it was not
expressly taken away,-an exclusive jurisdiction to
decide all disputes between members of the Order,
whether or not the disputes involved the determinatiop.
of a question relating to the right to property or
other civil rights.
In one or more of these cases the view was
expressed that there was a custom that the Thathal1abaing and the tribunals ~et up by him should
(1) L.P, 1 H .L. (')c, <'\. D.) 568 1 at p. 588.
.'
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exercise exclusive jurisdiction in all disputes between
members of the Order, and all disputes between U PYINNYA
THIHA
sllnghas or laymen in respect of property alleged to
V.
U OTTAMA.
'be dedicated to religious purposes. But although
custom can in certain circumstances create an obligation PAGE,C.J.
it cannot create- a court of law, and for the reasons
that I have stated, in my opinion, no "consensual"
jurisdiction to determine. the dispute under an
agreement express or implied existed in the present
case.
I am firmly of opinion that after the British
annexation the Thathanabaing and/or the Burmese
Buddhist hierarchy neither retained nor possessed any
jurisdiction such as is alleged and claimed in the
present proceedings.
In my judgment the Civil Courts as constituted
by law in Burma alone are vested with jurisdiction
to determine disputes respecting civil rights as
Courts of law, and will remain so vested unless and
until. theIr jurisdiction is abrogated by a statutory
. enactment passed by an authority duly constituted
in that behalf (see section 9 of the Code of Ciyil
.
. Procedure 1908).
For . these reasons, in my opinion, the ratio
decidendi of those cases cannot be sustained, and,
with all due respect, I am of opinion that the
learned Judges who decided them did not correctly
lay down the law.
., Before parting with the case it is necessary to .
point out that, even if the decision of the Thudama
Sayadaws of Myingyan confirmed by the Thathanabaing could be treated,-contrary to the view that
I take,-as an award based upon a valid. submission
to arbitration, I am further of opinion, apart from
all technical objections, that the-award could not be
allowed to stand having regard to the procedure
49
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adopted by the arbitrators. To decide the case,· as.
the arbitrators did, without giving the appellants. an
THIRA
opportunity of being present or of presenting their
'0.
U OTTAMA. defence before the tribunal, was not only contrary
PAGE, C.J.
to the rules laid down in the Vinaya, but was
manifestly a violation of .natural .justice that wholly
vitiated the award that was made [Long v.. Cape Town
(BishoP of) (1); Lesson v. General Council of Medical
Education and Registration (2); Maclean v. The
Workers' Union (3); Slum'l v. Haughley PaTochial
Church Council (4)].
In any event, therefore, the present proceedings
are misconceived and must fail.
For these reasons the appeal is allowed,. Hie
decree from which the .appeal is brought is set
aside, and the suit dismissed.
1935

U

PYiNNYA

MYA

Bu, J.-I concur.

. BAGULEY,
. MOSELY,
BA

J.-I concur.

J.-I concur.

U, J.-I concur.

(11 1 Moo P.C. (N.S.) 411.
(2) 43 C.D. 366.

(3) (1929) 1 eh. 602.
(4) (1935) 1Ch. 452.
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Bljorc Sir Al'/huy Page, K/" Chief Justice, and Ml'. Justice Mya BII.

PHUL BEE BEE

AND OTHERS

v.

,

R.M.P. CHETTIAR FIRM AND OTHERS.*
Mahol1iedan law-Hlaqf-Ul/i-nwle benefit under waqf-Gift-Conditiom of a
valid gift-Life in/crest alld remainder over- GifL in praesenti-Delivcry
of possession /0 dOllce-Directio1ts for iusurauce and Tepai,.s.
\Vith the twofold object of providing for (1) a mosque and a madrassa.
and (2) ultimately benefiting his two sons and their families a Mahomedan
donor executed a deed in respect of his property. As regards the
property set apaJt for the benefit of the sons and their families the Court
construed the terms of the deed to mean that during the life-time of the
donor both the legal and beneficial interest therein was to remain in the
,donor who would retain possession of his property so long as he
t lived; that after hi~ death his sons would be entitled as trustees to
the legal estate in the property and also to the usufruct thereof for life,
and that after the death of the two sons their wives and children would
take an absolute interest in this property in such proportions as the
t;"Q'sons 'during their life-time should appoint or in default of appointment
in equal shares,
The appellants contended that there was a valid waqf created in respect
of this property, ,or in. the alternative that it was a valid gift under
Mahomedan
law.
.
Held,that (1) there was no valid waqf of the property set apart
for the families, as there was no ultimate benefit reserved for the poor or
for any purpose recognized by the Mahomed;m law as a religious" pious or
charitable purpose of a permanent character; (2) assuming that 'the deed
created a life inlerest in lhe sons with the ultimate remainder 'for the
benefit: of their wives and families tespeetively it was not~ complete gift,
and lherefon: invalid as a gift under Ihe M:t1l01l1edan law; (3) it was not a
gift iii, praesenti a~ the property was not given and taken by the two Sons
as tn,s[ees or as donces either' actnally or construdlJelY during the life-time
of the donor; (4) the donor was not the trilslee for the donces, and
the property cannot be said to be delivered to him on behalf of the
donces. Th·" donor remained in po~session of the property, and was
entitled to the 11sufruet of the profits and gains accruing therefrom during
his life-time. Ii. is of the essence of a valid gift under Mahonledan
bw that tile donee should take possessior, of the subject-m'ltter of
the gift, either aetna1!)' or constructively, during the life-time of the donor.
1I101w:lII1Uad Abd1!l (kni V" Fakir Jaha11 llegum, 49 LA, 195,rcfared {n.
,

• Civil First Appeal No. 55 of 1934 from the jt·dgment of this Court on.
the Original Side in Civil Regular No.2 of 1933.
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(5) a direction in the deed that the trustees must insure and repair all
the buildings described in the deed lays a personal obligation upon them -to
do so, but it does not thereby turn all the buildings into waqf property.

Ray for the appellants.
Clark for the respondents.

PAGE, C.J.-Notwithstanding the extremely careful
and exhaustiveargumep.t presented on behalf of the
appellants, in my opinion,- this appeal fails.
It appears that the title -deeds of certain immovable property were deposited by the _1st and 5th
defendants in 1929 with the plaintiffs by way
of equitable mortgage, and by a deed of conveyance
.of the 4th December 1931 the 1st and 5th
'defendants purported to convey to the plaintiffs the,.
property in suit at a valuation of Rs. 27,000 in part'
satisfaction of the debt. Notwithstanding - the fact
that the 1st and 5th defendants have deliber<!-tely
purported to dispose of their interest in this
property to the plaintiffs, they now contend that
they had no authority to alienate the property in
dispute by reason of the terms of a deed of
the 23rd of November 1926. A decree was passed
in favour of the plaintiffs at the trial. Hence
the present appeal.
It is obvious that the appellants have no merits,
and it is satisfactory that in my opinion they have
no case either. The appeal turns upon the
construction of the deed of the 23rd of November
1926, and in this connection I shall refer to certain
observations by Sir John Edge, delivering the
judgment of the Judicial Committee, in Mohammad
Abiiul Gani v. Faldr ]ahan BegutJ'l and others (1) :
,. Owing to the fact that there is in India no uniform or
accurate system of conveyancing, and to the- fact _that deeds
(1) (1921) 49 I.A. 195, 207.
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and wills are, in India, as a rule most inartistically drawn up,
frequently by persons not possessed of legal knowledge, it is
often difficult to ascertain with certainty what was precisely
intended by the document."

Now, the deed of 23rd· November 1926 by no
stretch of imagination could be regarded as
artistically drawn j indeed, in more respects than
one its terms are not consistent. But it is necessary
for the Court to ascertain the intention of the
executants of this deed, and it is quite clear, to my
mind, that the object of Haji Shaik Namdar Hussain
Sarkar was twofold ~ (l) to make provision for a
mosque and a maclrassa, anel (2) to make provision
for his hvo sons, who had helped him in acquiring
"his fortune in business, and their families. For the
first object the donor set aside certain property of
which he was possessed so that it should become
waqf ,for the benefit of the musjid and the
madrassa, and for the. second object which he had
in view he set aside the rest of the property set out
in a schedule to tl1e deed for the purpose of
ultimately benefiting his two sons and their families.
Indeed; he expressly stated that such was his
intention in the deed as follows:
"Whereas it is now his desire to inake provision for
the musjid at Zigon· and also the madrassa at the· same place,
and otherwise make provision for his sons and their
descendants and make ? declaration of \vakf regarding the
same musjid and madrassa of certain property set out in the
said schedule and make. a declaration of settlement fqr
his sons and descendants of the remaining property mentioned
therein."

In the operative pari: of the deed the donor
purported thereby to convey to the trustees, who
were his two. sons, the propert-y set out in the
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schetIule' to the deed. subject to certain directions
and conditions thereinafter set out. Under the first
condition it is provided that during the life~time of
the donor he shall remain in possession of the trust
. property,and by the second condition it is provided
that during his life-time he shall be " the sole
trustee of the trust fund and he shall have power
to deal with the rents. and profits thereof in
such . way as he may deem reasonable and
expedient.' ,
Now; we are not co:t:lcerned, and I desire to
express no opinion, as to the meaning and effect of
the provisions of the deed in so far as they relate
to the land which the donor .purported to dedicate
as waqf for the' benefit of the musjid and th~
madrassa, because the parcels of property in disput~'!'
are part of II the remaining properties described in
the said schedule."
I am satisfied, however, upon a consideration of
the terms of the deed that theobject and effect of the
provisions .relating to· the remaining properties was
that during the life-time of the donor both· the legal
. and beneficial interest therein, or in other words
both the dominion and the usufruct thereof, should
remain in the donor who would retain possession' of
this property so long· as he lived; that after
his death his sons should be entitled as trustees to
the legal estate in this property and also to the
usufruct thereof for life, and that after the death of.
the two sons their wives and children should fake·
an absolute interest in this property in -such
proportions as the two sons during their life-time
should appoint, or in default of appointment in
equ<:l1 shares.
.
The learned advo~ate for the appellants contended
that, reading the deed of the 23rd November 1923
"lit:
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:as a whole, it constituted a valid waqf of Uthe
remaining property" by reason of the Mussalman
Waqf Validating Acts of 1913 and 1930. In my
·opinion, hO"\vever, no valid waqf within these Acts
was created by the deed under consideration,
because II the ultimate benefit of the subject-matter
,of the de~d was not expressly or impliedly reserved
for the poor or for any other purpose recognized by
the Mussalman law as a religious, pious or charitable
:purpose of a permanent character."
The question, therefore, arises whether the material
provisions of this deed are otherwise valid under the
Mahomnledan law. The learned advocate for the
,appellants contended that, assuming that the' terms
,of the deed did not create a "vaqf so Jar as
. ""'the remaining properties described in the said
:schedule" were concerned, under the deed a valid
gift of' a life interest in such property in favour of
. the soI)~ was created. It is unnecessary for the
~:;'t:trpose" 'of disposing' of this appeal to., decide
whetheJ;' under the Mahommedan law it is competent
for a, donor to make a gift of a life interest in
property, because "Ipon the footing that the effect of
the terms of this deed was that a life interest in the
sons with the ultimate remainder for the benefit of
their wives and families respectively was created,
in my opinion, the gift was not a complete
gift, and therefore was invalid as a gift under the
Mahommedan law. If it is urged that there was a
gift in praesenti by reason of the fact that· upon a
true construction' of the deed the property in dispute
was thcreunde! conveyed to the sons as trustees for
the benefit of themselves and their families, the gift
fails by reason of the fact that possession of the said
property was not given and taken by the two sons as
trustees or as donees either actually or constructively
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during the life-time of the donor [Mohammad
Abdul Gani v. Fakir ]ahan Begum and others (1)].
On the othelr hand if it is contended that there was
delivery of possession by the donor to the trustee
upon the footing that the donor himself was made
the sale trustee under the terms of the deed, in my
opinion, the answer is. that having regard to the·
terms of this document in which the donor retained
during his life-time both the legal and equitable
interest created under the deed, remained in possession of the property, and was entjtled to. the
usufruct of the profits and gains accruing therefrom
.during his life-time, there was no transfer of posses.sian to or on behalf of the donees within the
principles of. the Mahommedan law; which in its
wisdom lays down that in order that there should
be no room for doubt as to whether a gift had been.
effectuated or not it is of the essence of a valid gift
save in excepti()nal circumstances that there should
be inter alia the taking of possession of the subjectmatter of the gift· by the donee either actually or
constructively during the life-time of the donor, who
must transfer possession of the subject-matter of the
gift to the donee or to some person on behalf of
the donee.
Lastly, it was contended on behalf of the
appellants that the efiect of the provisions of the
deed relating to "the remaining properties described
in the schedule" was to create a family settlement
valid in law. I do not find it easy to understand
the ground upon which this contention is based.
But, to my mind, it is clear· that this was not a
document brought into being for the purpose of
settling a iamily dispute or effecting some compro(1) (1921) 49 LA. 195.
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mise or settlement of family claims. The object and
intention of the donor was to make a gift, which
would operate in futuro, of certain of his property
for the benefit of his two sons and their ifespective
families. It was a gift, and the document purported
to create a gift to such persons and nothing else.
As I have said effect must be given to the deed
according· to the construction which the Cou.rt puts
upon it construed as a whole and in a reasonable
manner. The learned advocate for the appellants
contended that inasmuch is in clause 8 of the
deed it is provided that" the trustees must insure
and repair all the building described in the said
schedule", the effect of these words was to make
the whole of the property sllbjeet to the deed waqf
property, because it was charged with the obligation
of insuring and repairing "all the building described
in the said schedule." I do not so read clause 8
of the deed. It seems to me that the direction
ther~in contained amounted to this, that the trustees
were to insure and maintain the buildings set out.
in the schedule; but, although a personal obligation'
was imposed upon them' so to do, there is r;10
charge upon the properties in the said schedule for
the purpose aforesaid.
For these· reasons, in my opinion, the appeal
fails and must be dismissed with costs. We assess,
the costs of the respondents at 17 gold mohurs
a day.
MYA Bu, J.-I agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Be/we Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and Yr. Justice Mya Bu•
. 1935

e.A.p.e.S. CHETTIAR FIRM

·Yar.20.

v.
V.V.R. CHETTIAR FIRM.*
.JnsolVC11cy-Notice of suspension oj paymmt-Clarity and precision ojstatements
essentidl-Petitio1/ the foundation-.-Verijying 'affidavit 1/0 part oj petitionPurpose oj affidavit-Suspmsion of payment alid inability to pay, distinctio1Z-Presidetlcy-Tow1IS Insolvency Act (IV oj 1909), ss~ 9 (g), 13 (II.
In a petition to adjudicate the appellant firm insolvent the resp()ndents, who
were creditors, set out the act of insolvency as being "that the debtors have
'gi_ven notice to the petitioners as well as to their other creditors that they have
·suspended or are about to suspend payment of their debts." The verifying
-affidavit of their agent contained the following statement: "I say that the
'debtors' manager and kartha further told me that they were not in a position
o pay in full to their creditors."
Held, that (1) the act of insolvency alleged in the petition was not in the
'form required by law, and was not couched in terms sufficiently clear and
precise to be the basis of an insolvency petition or to justify the Court in passing
:an order of adjudication on a petition of which it was the sole foundation;
A.M.M. Murugappa Chettiar v. N. C. Galliara, I.L.R. 12 Ran. ISO ;.M.S_M.M.
'Chettiar Firm v. P. Moodaliar, I.L.R. 11 Ran. 96-jollowed.
(2) the verifying affidavit forms no part of the petition which itself must
'contain clear and precise allegations of fact upon proof of which the Court can
adjudicate the debtors. .The operative document is the insolvency petition, not
the affidavit the pm-pose of which is to prevent reckless allegations being made
·in the petition.
(3) assuming that the allegations in the affidavit could be considered by the
Court in the circum&tances of the case they did not amount to a notice of
-suspension of payment by .the debtors. Suspension of payment is something
different from inability to pay;
Clough v. Samuel, (1905) A.C.442 ; Crook v. Morley, (1891) A.C. 316; In re
'-/J. Debtor, (1929) 1 Ch. 362 ; Ex parte Oastler, 13 Q.E.D. 471-rcfc1'rcd to..
The evidence showed that the 'appellant firm intended to pay first the pressing demand of Government revenue out of the sale proceeds of paddy in their
hands, that they had arranged with their mOre pressing creditors by. offering
them additional security, and were trying to struggle on until the price of paddy
.improved. Held, that this did not amount to a notice of.suspension of payment
of debts.
• Civil Misc. Appeal No. 181 of 1934 from the order of [his Court on the
Original Side in Insolvency Case No. 162 of 1934.
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Hay (with him Krishnasawmy) for the appellants.
The proof of the commission of an act of insolvency
must be strict and precise. The petition here is
defective, and does not disclose any available act of
insolvency. A notice by a debtor that he has
suspended or is about to suspend payment of his
debts must be a clear and deliberate act, and
particulars .thereof must be alleged. A notice of
suspension of payment of one's debts is something
over and above mere inability to pay.
M.S.M.M. Chettiar Firm v. P. Moodaliar (1) ;
A.M. M. Murugappa Chettiar v. N. C. Galliara (2);
Narain Das v. Chimman Lal (3) ; Cloughv. Samuel (4).
Kalyanwalla for the respondents. This case is
distinguishable from the M.S.M.M.Chettiar's case
where the particulars were meagre. The affidavit
annexed to the petition discloses the act of insolvency . with sufficient clearness, and the affidavit
should be read as part of the petition. If further
particulars were needed it "'i'as the duty of the
appellants to have asked for them.
Where a. debtor says that he is unable to pay
his debts in full, and asks his creditor to take lands'
by way of security, such a statement may amount to
an act of insolvency. The question has to be determined in conjunction with the surrounding circum. stances, and the point for determination is what
effect the statement would have on the minds of
the creditors. See In re A Debtor (5).
Hay in reply. An admission made by an
insolvent that he is unable to pay his debts in full
is not necessarily an act of. insolvency sufficient to
(1) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 96.
(3j I.L.R. 49 All. 321.
{2) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 150.
(4) tl905) A.C. 442.
(5) (1929) 1 Cb, 362, 371.
.
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.found a creditor's petition, though it may be the
basis of a debtor's petition. Such an oral statement
is not notice that the debtor has suspended or is
about to suspend payment of his debts generally
as understood by the Presidency-Towns Insolvency
Act. Ex parte Oastle1'. In re Friedlander (1).

C.J.-·This

appeal· must be allowed.,
The proceedings out of which the appeal arises
were founded upon a creditor's petition for an order
adjudicating the appellant firm insolvent. A number
of alleged acts of insolvency are set out' in the petition, but all except one have been rejected by
Braund J.,. and the only alleged 'act of insolvency
which now remains is contained in paragraph 3 (b)
of the petition, and runs as follows:
PAGE,

"(b) That the debtors have given notice to the petitioners as
well as to their other creditors that they have suspended or are
about to suspend payment of their debts."

Now, in two recent judgments of an appellate
Bench of this Court [M.S.M.M. Chetliar Firm v.
P. Moodaliar and anothc1' (2) and A.I1/.M. Murugappa
Chettiar v. N. C. Gallim'a and others (3)], it has
been laid down that
the proof pf the commission of an act of insolvency must
be strict and· precise, and where it is alleged that a debfor
has' given notice that he has suspended or is about to suspend-"
payment of his debts, the time, place and particulars of the
notice should be accurately specified"

ce

[M.S.M.M. Chettiar Firm v. P. Moodaliar and another
supra at p. 98J.
The petition in the present case was :filed after
the publication of these two judgments. We do
(

(1) 13 ~.B.D. 471.
(2) (1933) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 96..
(3) (1934) I.L.R. 12. Rail. 150.
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not propose to re-state once more what is but a
commonplace of the law of insolvency. We think
that our duty on this appeal is not to repeat the
law but to act upon it j and we hold that the act of
insolvency alleged in paragraph 3 (b) of the petition
is not in the form required by law,· and is not
couched in terms sufficiently clear and precise to be
the basis of an insolvency petition or to justify the
Court in passing an order of adjudication Oil a
petition of which it is the sole foundation.
On behalf of the respondents it was contended·
that the Court ought to treat the affidavit filed in
support of the petition as forming part of the petition;
and while it was conceded that the allegation of an.
. act of insolvency as set out in paragraph 3 (b) of
.. the petition was inadequate, that the allegations in
the petition could be supplemented by the allegations in the verifying affidavit. In my opinion that
is .riot· the law. The operative document by which
proceedings in insolvency are commenced is the
insolvency petition and the object of the Legislature
in providing under section 13 (1) that
I' a
creditor's petition shall be ve.rified by affidavit of the
creditol" or of some person 011 his behalf having knowledge
of the facts,"

was to prevent proceedings in insolvency being
launched against a debtor recklessly and unless the
allegations in the petition are affirmed on oath by the
creditor or some other person with knowledge of
the facts. Indeed, the verifying affidavit· may be·
quite general in its terms, and forms no part of the
petition which must contain cleat and precise allegations of fact upon proof of which the Court would be
enabled and entitled to adjudge the respondent an
insolvent. For these reasons we hold, as with
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deference we think that the learned Judge in
insolvency ought to have held, that paragraph 3 (bLof the petition is not in the form required by law,
and as there is no other subsisting allegation of an
act of insolvency before the Court the petition must be dismissed.
As, however, we are differing from the learned
Judge in insolvency who -l1as delivered an elaborate
judgment upon the case -as a whole, we think it
advisable to state the opipion that we have formed
up0n the merits of the case. Assuming, -therefore,
(contrary to the view that we hold) that the allegations
in the verifying affidavit ought to be treated as
forming part of the p..e tition the learned advocate for
the respondents properly and inevitably conceded
that the only allegation of an available act of insolvency
in the verifying affidavit, which was sworn by the
agent of the petitioning creditors, is contained in
clause 8,_ which runs as follows:
" I ,say that th~ c1ebtors'manager and kartha further told
me that they were not in a position to pay in full to their
creditors."

Now, such a statement mayor may not amount
to a notice that the debtor had suspended or ~~as
about to 'suspend paym-ent of his debts within
section 9 (g) of the Presidency-Towns Insolvency
Act [Ex parte Oastler. In re F1'iedlander (1) ; John
Crook v. 1. & R. Morley (2) ; Clough v. Samuel andothers (3) and In re A Debtor (4)].
It depends on the circumstances in which the
statement was made. As was pointed by Greer L.J.in In re A Debtor (4)
(1) 13 ·_Q.B.D. 471.
(2) (1891) A.C. 316, 324.

(3) (1905) A;C. 442.

(4) (1929) 1 Ch. 362, 371.
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"you are not confined to the literal meaning of the words
used in order to ascertain whether they do amount to a
notice that a debtor is about to suspend; a statement by a
debtor that he cannot pay his debts may in one set of
circumstances be merely a statement that he cannot pay, but
in another set of circumstances, to which you are entitled to
look for the purpose of interpreting words that are not words
of art, it may clearly mean to any ordinary human being listening
to it, that he is stating that he has not the intention of
paying his debts when they become due."

Again, in John Crook v. I. & R. Morley (1) Lord
Watson observed that
"a declaration of his inability to pay his debts may be made
by a debtor to one or more of his creditors, in terms and
under circumstances which do not suggest that he means to
stop payment of his debts as they fall due. But that such
a dec1'tration may be couched in language which clearly implies
that the debtor means to pay nobody in full, and to place
his assets at the disposal of his creditors, does not appear
to me to be. doubtful."

In Clough v. Sa11'luel and others (2) Lord Robertson
observed:
"The suspension of payment of his debts is a specific and
deliberate (in the sense of intentional) act of the debtor,
and the suspension, actual or intimated, must apply to
all the creditors. It is something different from and over·
and above inability to pay. It is one of the several courses
among which a. debtor may elect when he finds himself
insolvent. A man faced by a balance-sheet which means
certain and speedy ruin may try to an'ange with his more
pressing creditors, or he may put off the evil day and stagger
on, leaving the stoppage of his career to be brought about
by the adion of others, Either of those cours~s is different
from suspending payment of his debts."

Now, even if it was open to the Court in thepresent case to consider the merits of the petition
with the allegation in clause 8 of the verifying
(1) (1891)
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(2) (1905) A.C. 442.
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affidavit inserted in lieu of paragraph. 3 (b) of the
petition, iIi my opinion the petition inevitably must
fail. The present case shows how essential it is, if
justice is to be done, that in alleging an act of
insolvency under section 9 (g) .precise particulars of
what the debtor wrote or said should be set out in
the petition. In the present case the course adopted
by the respondent was that the agent of the petitioning creditors was called asa witness at the hearing
of the petition; and. in addition a number of assistants
and clerks of other Chettyar firms gave testimony in
support of the petition. With all due deference; as I
appraise the' evidence of these witnesses, 'it cannot
. reasonably be supposed that the appellant would
intentionally and deliberately give notice of suspension
to clerks or assistants who came to him in the
circumstances to which they deposed, or that any
creditor would reasonably conclude that he had"
done anything of the sort. As regards the statements
alleged to have. been made by the appellant. to
Chokalihgam, the agent of the petitioning ~reditors,
I cannot persuade myself having regard to the circumstances in which they were mad~ that from anything
that the debtor said Chokalingam was justified in
inferring that the debtor was deliberately giving biin
notice that he.had suspended or was. about to suspend
payment of nis debts. Consider the position. The
debtor, who is aChettyar money-lender, by reason
of the depression in the price of paddy found himself with large areas of. paddy' land on his hand:;.
At the hearing of the petitio~ he produced the title ..
deeds of at least 1,500 acres of unencumbered paddy"
land in his possession, and it was stated that .there
were outstanding a considerable number of debts
due to him from the cultivators. Of course, in his
owIi interest and in that of his other creditors his
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1935
first and paramount duty was to allocate the proceeds
of the sale of his paddy to· the liquidation of the C.A.p.e.s.
CHETTIAR
claims of the Government for revenue. The position
FIRM
1!.
in which he was placed is one in·· which many
V.V.R
Chettyar money-lenders find themselves at
present CHETTlAR
F.iRM:
.time.·· . So far from intending to suspend payment of·
PAGE, c.].
his debts to his creditors generally, however, it appears
to me that hisinfention was to "try to arrange with
his mor~ pressing creditors", and "to put off the
evil day and stagger on 1/ until the price of paddy
improved, as in the event it has. In these circumstances when .his more pressing creditors, who were
for the most part Chettyar money-lenders themselves,
asked him if he would liquidate their debts he
pointed, out to them as well as .to Chokaiingain that
at ,the moment he was unable' to pay their 'debts in
full because he had· to provide in the' 'fitst instance
for the 'filost insistent and important of his creditors,
that is the Government, which· was claiming land
revenue. . He told them that in the circumstances most
. of hIS creditors were not pressirig·· for payment, and
that some of them had taken portions 'of his tmencum:..
bered immovable property as additional security; and
. were prepared to wait until better times should come'~
Meanwhile, with the proceeds of the paddy which had
come into his hands he said that he 'proposed in
the first instance to liquidate the claim of the Government .for land reveilUe, and out of any surplus that
remaiged to pay the debts of the other creditors.
According to Chokalingam, the agent of.. the
petitioning creditors, the appellant told l:tim in June
on the occasion when he stated that the act of
insolvency set out in clause 8, of the verifying
affidavit was committed, that

the

" all the paddy had been sold, that he had utilised .part of the
sale proceeds for paying revenue, that be had arrearSQ£ re.venu.e

50
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to pay, and ttla:t he could not pay me. anything but that he
would give me a mortgage of lands.
I said that "ve did not
want any mortgage but that we wanted only cash.
He said
that he did not pay any money to the creditors to whom· be
owed, and that he could not pay me also. I told him that
we wanted only cash and not a mortgage. He stiil had arrears
of revenue to be paid. He said that he still had to pay arrears
of revenue.
He did not tell me from \~here he was going to
pay the arrears of revenue. He said that he had no money in
h,md just then, and that he had not paid any of his creditors.
That is all he said about his other credAbrs."
.

In my opinion, in the circumstanc~s in which
those statements were made, no reasonable creditor
would assume that in Illaking. these statements the
debtor had specifically. and deliberately given notice
that he had suspended or was about to suspend payment of his debts to 'each and every of his creditors.
If he had given notice in that sense the sta..tement
would not have been true, because, having. atra~ge(r
with his other creditor~ that they would not press·
for their debts, he was in fact allocating the proceeds
of the sale of the paddy towards paying the debt of
one of his creditors, namely, the Government, which
was claiming that Its revenue should be paid. The·
appellant himself stated that he didn?t tell
Chokalingam
., I have no cash.
I did not pay
cash to my othe~·creditors.
.
.
I could not pay you! '~.Thy should I say so if lawn some
other property? I did not tell him Jbat I did not·pay my
other creditors. As I have given security to my other creditors

they were not pressing me."
!}

I have no doubt
the agent of the
assistants·· or clerks
insolv'ent :after the

that what in fact happent;d, when
petitioning creditors and the
of other cr~ditors came to the
fruits of the harvest· had been
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gathered in, and asked the appellant what steps he
was prepared to take to liquidate their debts, was
that he told them that the money which he had in his
possession must be applied in the first instance towards
the payment of the land revenue, that at the moment
he could not pay them what he owed them, but
that when he had paid the revenue he would pay·
them what he could out of any surplus that there
might be left.
It may be that the petitioning
,crcditors' agent then s~icl to him ,e "veIl, you say you
cannot pay me just now. Have you been paying the
other- creditors? And that the appellant replied No;
I have not paid the other creditors" ; meaning that he
was
not treating the othcr creditors more favourably
.
than he "vas trcatjn,~ tbe respondent. But assuming
that it is competent for the Court to consider clause
.s of the verifying afi-idavit on its merits, and that the
st;:~tement alleged tberein was made it appears to me,
"having regard to the surrounding circumstances with
,all respect to be plain that it was not intended by
the appellant thereby to give notice that he had
sl1spendedor was about to suspend payment of his
debts. The finding of the learned trial Judge is to
the following effed :
(l

'

'( in tlwse ei.rcu:ustanccs and having regard to the evicle~ce
I have heard il, J have little doubt that in substance the
evidence of Chokalingam Cheltyar and \Valliappa Chettyar is
,~or'l'ect,' and that some verbal intimation \'.'as given to them by,
Shanmligam Chcltyar at the respective intcrvie\\'s to 'vvhich they
have referred to the effect, not only that the debtor firm was
tlllabk to pay their particular debts, but that the debtor firm
had ulRo failed to pay their creditors in gener<J as their debts
lind fallen due,"
flS

The learned Judge then proceeded to hold

that
the words spoken, amounted to a notice that the
.-debtor I had suspended payment of his debts.'"
II
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The above finding, which does not purport to>
embody any definite statement in fact .made by the'
appellant, is something different from what the'
finding would have been if it had been held thaJ the:
allegation in clause 8 of the verifying affidavit had
been made out. But, with all. respect, I am of
opinion that the facts of the case as disclosed' in the
evidence would not justify a finding, such as that at
which the learned Judge in in~olvency arrived, and
that thi$. insolvency petition, also fails .on the meiit~_
For, these reasons the appeal' will be allowed, the
order from which the appeal is •. brought set aside,.
and the petition dismissed. The appellant is entitled
to his costs in both the Courts, advoca~e's fee in
each Court, ten gold mohurs.
MYA

Bu: J.-I agree.,

APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. JI/slice My{/. BII..
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A. R. M. JAMAL

ApI. 2.

v.
ALBERT JOSEPH & SONS.*
N egoliable 1l/strume1tts-A ccol1/11/odation 110tc-H()lder after maturity-Deposit'
of 1/ote by payee vtith creditor as secltrity-Subseqllellt etldorseme17t of 110le'
to creditor-CreditoY's right to recOver fttll amou1ltjrom drawer-Commonlaw t'ights,of a holder by way of liC1l~Bills of Exchal1ge Act (45& 46·
,Viet.c, 61); s. 27 (3)-Negotiable l11strul1zetltsAct (XXVI of 1881), s.· 59;.
prwiso. ,
The defendants drew three promissory notes for Rs. 600 each in favour'o .
A for' his accommodation. The notes were payable some four months after the'
respective dates of execution. After the maturity of these notes A who waS·
indebted to the plaintiff to the extent of about Rs. 1,650 deposited the notes·
with the plaintiff and subsequently endorsed them to him. The latter sued the'
defendants fQr the full amount due thereon.
Held, tha~ the plaintiff did not hold the notes merely as security but that he'
was the indotSee thereof in good faith and for consideration, and therefore.

• Civ.il First Appeal No. 163 of 1934 from the judgment of this CoDit
on the O~.~al Silie in Civil R~.w,ar Np. ~91 of 1934. '
' .
.
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under the proviso to s. 59 of the Negotiable Instruments Act he was entitled to·
'recover the full amount due under the notes from the defendants, and not
.merely the amount of A's indebtedness to the plaintiff.
There is no provision in the Negotiable Instruments Act similar to s. 27 (3)
.of,~the English Bills of Exchange Act limiting the right of a holder of a bill who
has a lien on it to the extent of the sum due to him. Also at common law the
:plaintiff would be entitled to recover the full amount of the notes from the
defendants, the person entitled to thebahince outstanding, after the amount due
-to the plaintiff from A 'had been liquidated, being at liberty to recover the same
in'an aclion for money had and received.
Atleuborou.'!.h v. Clarke, 27 L.J. IN.SJ Ex. 138; Atwood v.· Crowdie,
1. Stark 433 ; maxam, £.,; parte,S Ves. J. 4~7a ;6 Ves. J. 448 ; Cook v. Listel',
32 L.J. (N.S.) C.P. 121; Currie v. Misa, L.R. 10 Ex. 153 ; Dalllatram v.
Nagiillias. 15 B.L.K 33 ; Easton v. Pi-afchetl, 1 C.M. & R. 798 ; Giles v.
l)ukills, 9 East. 12 ; Glassock v. Balls, 24 Q.E.D. 13 ; lenkins v. Tougue, 29
L.J. (N,S.) 1 Ex. 147 ; lOlles v.Hibb(wt, 2 Stark 304 ; Newton, E:,; parte, 16
·C.D. 330 ; [',,<,;;oele v. f'lli'sscll, 32 L.J. (N.S.) C.P. 266 ; Pease v. Hirst, 10
fB. & C. 122 ; Noyal Dalik of Scollolld v. Raliim CaSSU11l & 501/., LL.R. 49
.Bom. 207-rtjel'l'"d to.

Poncal' for the appellant. The proviso to s. 59 of
the Negotiable Instruments Act engrafts an exception
,on it, and states that the holder of an accommodation
instrument after maturity is in the same position
,as a holder before maturity, and therefore he can
recover the full amount from the parties liable on
the instrument.
On the facts, ho\:\"ever, the appellant' does not
1101cl the promissory notes in suit merely by way
,of collateral security. He is an indorsee in good
faith and for consideration, and is entitled to recover
the full amount of the notes from the respondent.
Even assurning that he is merely a pledgee of the
promissory notes the Negotiable Instruments Act
·.<foes not c1ra\v a distindionbehveen a pledgee of a
promissory notc and an ordinary holder for value~
See OStl101UI Beeby v. Kllitish Chandra (1).

Ghosh for the' respondents. The notes in suit are
accommodation notes, and they cannot therefore be
(1) LL.R

~1

Cal. 771.
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negotiated after maturity. Moreover, these notes are'
held by the appellant as security for a separateJ.9an,
and he cannot sue to recover more than the amount
actually due to him. One of his remedies would
have been to sell the promissory notes. See Order
21, r. 76 of the Civil Procedure Code.
The proviso to .s.• 59 1)as no application to this· .~
case because the transfer of the instruments to· therespondents was not outright but only for a specificpurpose, namely, to secure a loan. S. 27 (3) of the
English Bills of Exchange Act .lays down that the'
holder of a bill with a lien on it is only a holder'
for value to the extent of the lien, and this equitablerule of law has been adopted in India although the· .
Negotiable Instruments Act is silent OIl the point.
Royal Bank of Scotland v. Rahint CaSSU1ll & S011 (1).
PAGE, C.L-In my opinion this appeal succeeds
on the facts~ '. The learned. trial Judge,. Braund J.
has found-in our opinion correctly-that· the defendants drew three promissory notes in favour of
one A. G. A. Abba without consideration' ane? for:
his accommodation. The pn)missory notes were
dated and payable respectively (1) on the 22nd
August 193·3 for Rs. 600 payable on the 15th December
1933; (2) on the 22nd August 1933 payable on
the 22nd December 1933 ; (3) on the 22nd August
1933 payable on the 29th December 1Y33.
Now, in January 1934, after the maturity of the
three promissory notes in suit, Abba was indebted
to the plaintiff in a sum, which according to the-"
plaintiff, amounted to about Rs. 1,650, for which:.
the plaintiff held other promissory notes and hundissecurity.

as

(1) I.L.R. 49 'Born. 270.
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On the 10th January 11)34 Abba signed a memorandum in which he stated that of the Rs. 1)650 which
he owed to the plaintiff

1935
A. R.

M.

JAMAL

v.
ALBERT
JOSEPH &

.. Rs. 200 shall he paid by me on 20-1-34 and thereafter
Rs. 200 every week. If there be delay in making the payments as mentioned above, you may take necessary steps."

On the 20th January 1934 Abba deposited the
three promissory notes in suit with the plaintiff
upon the terms that if he failed to repay the loan by
weddy instalments of Hs. 200) Abba would endorse
the promissory notes in favour of the plaintiff so
. that the plaintiff' could forthwith sue upon them as
a means of liquidating the debt due to him from
Abba.. Abba paid Rs. 200 on the 3rd February 1934,
but failed to repay the balance .of the debt as agreed
or at all. Abba having endorsed the promissory
notes to the plaintiff upon the terms stated abo~e
the plaintiff has brought the present suit 10 recover
the full amount thereof from the defendants.
/
It is 110t now disputed that the plaintiff becci~e
.the holder of the promissOl~y notes in good
faith and for consideration; the sole question in
issue being whether the plaintiff is entitled in a
suit against the defendants to recover the full
amount due under the notes or only the amount
of Abba's indebtedness to the plaintiff. Under the
proviso to section 59 of tbe Negotiable Instruments
Act (XXVI of 1881 as amended) it is
.4>

"provided that any person who. in good faith and for consideration, becomes the holder, after maturity, ci a promissory
note or bill of exchange made, drawn or accepkc1 without consic1eratfon, for the purpcse of enabling some party thereto to
raise money thereon, may recover the amount of the note or·
bill£rom any prior party."

SONS.
PAGE,

C.].
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The_ learrted -trial Judge; being-of opinion that
A.R.M.
the -three promissory notes were merely deposited
JAltAL
with the plaintiff as security, held that the plaintiff
'/J.
ALBERT
could recover from the defendants only the amount
JOSEPH &
SONS.
of Abba's indebtedness to the plaintiff. Even upon
PAGE, C.J.
that view of the facts, as at present advised,I
should be disposed to - hold that at common law the
plaintiff would be entitled to recover the full amount
of the promissory notes from the defendants, the
person entitled to the balance outstanding,_ after the
amount due to the plaintiff from Abba had been
liquidated, - being at liberty to reCQlTer the - same in
an action for money-had and receiyed.As Willes J.
pointed out in Cook and Ot/Zel'S v. Lister (1)
".
where an indorsement is made, not as On a sale of
the bill, but an a-clvance only of part of the money, with -an Inten':'
ti'pn of transferriqg the r;ghts of the bill to the indorsee. There,
where the indorsee gets the right to recover the v_hole money,
hd would be necessarily the trustee of the dnl\Ver for 'the
an\ount he secures beyond that which he has advanced. That
is the case of Reid v. FuYniZial in the lsi CromPton &. Meeso1t,
538'; referring to the case of joll11solt v. KCllllion in 2 Wilson,
262, in which the law is so laid dowll;
The whole
right of action passes to the indorsee, who is necessarily a
trustee to the extent of the sum exceeding -that \vhich he has
advanced upon the bill, and it may be, where part of -the sum
.
is paid upon the bill, that the same rule ought to apply.
Why the Court of Chancery is to be invoked for the purpose
of settling the rights of parties on bills of exchange, I am quite
unable to see. That expression, 'he is a trustee for the rest,'
,mayor may not me,ln that there is such a trust as may be
enforced in the Court of Chancery. I should have thought
that all action for money had and received would lie the
instant the indorsee himself received more than he was
entitled to. I should have thought that the drawer might have
brought an action for money had and received, ~s ill Pownal
v. Ferrancl(2}. he brought it for money paid."
(1\ 32 L.J. (N.S.) C.P. 121, i2?

.

(2) 6 R & C. 439.

VOL: XIII].

Peacock v. Pursse/l (1) is not an authority to the
contrary; that case, in my opinion, deciding merely
that in certain circumstances a creditor who takes
a bill of exchange or promissory note as collateral
>'Security for a debt may by his conduct be precluded
from recovering either on the bill or promissory
note or on the original consideration. In this
. connection reference may also be made to Bloxham,
Kt: parte (2) ; Bloxham, Ex parte (3); Attenborough
v. Clarke (4); Jenkins v. Tongue and others (5);
Pease v. Hirst (6) ; Easton v. Pratchett (7); Atwood
and another v. Crowdie and another (8) ; lones and
others v. Hibbert (9); Giles and another v. Perkins
',and others (10); Ex parte Ne'lvtol1. Ex parte Griffin.
I1't teBrtnyard (11); Currie and others v. Misa (12) ;
Glassocl~· v. Balls (13);· Daulatram KUl1dunmal v.
Ndgi17das RanchlzoddasShrojJ(14) and Royal Bank oj
Scotland v. .Raltiin Cassum & SOl1 (15). In India,
. however, there is no provision in the Negotiable
Instruments Act similar to secticn' 27 (3) of the
English Bills of Exchange Act (1882) in which the
hl.w now obtaining in England is set out in express
terms, and the present case must be determined
upon a consideration of section 8 and section 59 .of
the Indian i\ d.
In the case before tiS we are not concerned with
the rights inter se of an indorser ,mel indorsee, but
with the rights of an indorsee who holds in good
faith and for consideration. against the drawer of
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

m
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32 L.J. :tN.s.) C.P. 266.
5 Ve3. J. 447a.
6 Ves. J. 44~, 600.
27 L.]. (N.S.) Ex, 138. .
29 L.J. (N S.) 1 Ex. 1+7.
10 B. & C. 122.
J C.M~ &. R,798.
(15) (1924) I.L.R. 49

(81 1 Stark 483.
. (9) 2 Stark 30+.
(10) 9 East. 12.
(11) IS C.D. 330.
(121 L.R 10 Ex. ·153.
(13) 24 Q.B.D. 13.
(l4) 15 B.L.R, 33.
Bom. 270.
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the note; and for the purpose of disposing of this:
appeal it is unnecessary to decide what the rights of
the parties would have been if the plaintiff had held.
these promissory notes as collateral securily onlYr
because, with all due respect to Braund J., upon the
: _cts we are of opinion and hold th'lt after the
endorsement of the pr6missory notes to tht: plaintiff
the plaintiff did. not hold the notes merely as securitYr
but that "the whole right of action passed to the
indorsee", and therefore under the proviso to sectio~
59 of the Negotiable Instruments Act the plaintiff
became entitled to "recover the amount of the note 71
from the defendants.
For these reasons the appeal will be allowed, the.
decree of the trial Court set aside, and a decree
passed in favour of the plaintiff for the amount claimed
with costs in both Courts. We assess the advocate's·
fee in this Court at fi.v.e gold mohurs..
MYA

Eu, J.-I agree.
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Before Sir Art/wI' Page, Kt., Chief Justice, alld Mr. Ju.stice :Mya Btl.
1935

A.K.R.M.M.C.T. CHETTIAR FIRM

Api. 26.

v.
S. P. l)AYABHOY & SONS

AND OTHERS.'*'

Insohetlcy-Claim by a ·S0111t:1l1 partl1er agaillst ilis itlsolvent partl1ers·Decree-holder ag.,illst ail Iile parhzers-Altachment by decree-holder of
moneys payable tv solvent partller-Payment by Official Assignee into
COllrt-Willlllrau'ol by decree-Itvlder on sewrity-Postponement of solvent
partwr's claim-Moneys faid iI/tv COllrt IIOt a dh'idelld-Insolvency
COllrt's order for rcflllul il/egal.
In a suit {or the dissolution of partnership, M, a partner of the firm,
obtained a decree against his two co-partners for a large sum. The two
co-partners were subsequently adjudicated insohent, and the Official AS'5ignee
paid olle~third of the p:lrlnership aSl::ets realized by him to M's representatives; M in the meanwhile having died, in pursuance of an arrangement with
M. In respect of the balance due under the decree the representatives of
M tendered a proof in the insolvency which was admitted by the Official
Assignee. An the assets realized by the Official Azsignee were partnership
.assets.
The 1st respondent who had two money decrees against all the partners
obtained a prohibitory. order from the Court against the Official Assigne.e
who was about to pay Rs. 20,920 to M's representatives in respect of their
claim in insolvency.. Pursuant to the order of the executing Court the
Official Assignee paid the money into that Court and the 1st respondent
withdrew the ainount on furnishing secnrily. On appeal Ihis COlirt was of
opinion lIfat U's claim must he postponed until the outside creditors of the
partnership were s;listicd. The proceedings were returned to the insolvency COl,rt for the cOllsideralioll of the question whether the lst respondent
should refund the sum of Hs. 20,920 which he had withdrawn under his
execution proceedings. The insolvency Jucl,ge ordered that if the 1st respondent did ·not return the amount resort should be had to the security
furnished by him.
Held, that (1) the claim of M's estate must be postponed uutil after the
debts of the outside creditors had been liquidated, and consequently that:the
order requiring the Official Assignee to pay Rs. 20,920 into Court upon the
footing that· it was a dividend payable to M's e·state ought not to have
been made;
(21 the insolvency Cour.! was not competent to pass any order requiring
the 1st respondent to refund the ..mount, and it had no jurisdiction to deal

* Civil Misc. Ar·peal No. 85 of 1930 from the order of this Court
the Original Side in· Insolvency Case No. 110 of 1928.
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with the security furnished in the regular suit. Although the Official·
Assiglleepaid the money into Court in respect of a dividend that was due
from the insolvent estate to M, yet the 1st respondent did not receive it as
a creditor in the insolvency,. but as a jl:dgment creditor in liquidation of
the decree that he had obtained against AI and his co-partners in the regular
suit.

Kalya1'l'walla for the appellants. A creditor who
obtains payment of his: debt wrongfully from his
debtor can be ordered to refund it on the insolvency of the debtor.
Musafer, who was a partner in the insolvent finn
in question, had no right to the sum of Rs.19,920-15-0,
his claim being postponed to those of the outside
creditors. In the circumstances the payment of the
said sum by the Official Assignee to the respondent
was not justified, and the respondent should be
ordered to refund the money. On his failure to
refund the money it is competent for the insol~ency
Court to order that the security given by the
respondent on the sum being- paid out to him
should be utilized ~orrecouping the amount.
Doctor for the lst respondc11t.
The amount in
question was paid tb the respondent by the Official
Assignee as repre~nting theest~te of the judgmentdebtor in satisfaCtion ofa decree that the respondent ·~ad against Musafar. The. insolvency Court
has no jurisdiction to order the respondent to
refund the mOIley obtained in an executing. Court.
Even in insolvency no creditor has a right to
disturb distributions already made. See s. 72 of
Presidency Towns Insolvency Act. The appellant
could have the proof of Musafer'sclaim expunged,
but even that would not assist the respondent, be-cause· dividends already p<:.id would not be affected.
Ex parte Harper (1); In re Searle, Hoare & Co. (2).
(1 \ 21 Ch.D 537.

(ll (1924) 2 ell. 325.
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C.J.-In this case it is common ground
that the assets in the hands of the Official Assignee for
distribution to the creditors are assets belonging to
the firm of which Musafer and the insolvents were
partners.
Mr. Doctor, on behalf of the 1st respondent,
"does not now contend that the debt due to Musafer's
reJ;lresentatives for which they have provt::d in the
i~solvency can be paid pari passu with the debt of
what I may call the outside creditors of the firm. At
. the last hearing of the appeal we expressed the
opinion that payment of the debt for which Musafer's
representatives tendered a proof must be postponed
until after the debts of the outside creditors have been
liquidated. >I« It is not now disputed that the view that
~we then took is correct, and an order in that sense will
·:~~e passed.
It follows, therefore, that the payment of
the dividend of Rs. 20,920-15-0, which the Official
. Assignee deposited in Court in the regular suit upon
the footing that it was a dividend payable to Musafer's
estate, ought not to have been made. But that does
hot dispose of the matter, because as between the
appellant and the present respondent it is still necessary
to decide whether the learned Judge in insolvency
ought to have directed either that this sum, which was
.paid out to the 1st respondent under the order of the
Court in satisfaction of the· decree that he had obtained
against Ml1safer and the two insolvents, should~tbe
refunded to the Official Assignee orihat the security
furnished by the 1st respondent upon this sum being
paid out to him ought to be utilized. as a mode of
refunding to the insolvent estate the dividend which in
the event it has been held ought not t() have been
paid to Musafer's representatives. The learned Judge

1935
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in insolvency has ordered that the 1st respondent must
return and deposit in Court the said sum or that (( resort
ought to be had to the security in the hands of' the
Court for the recovery of the said sum." With all
respect to Braund J., in my opinion, the order that he
passed cannot be sustained.
Quoad the proceedings as the result of \vhich the
1st respondent has received payment. of tbis sum in
execution. of his decree in' -the regular suit the
respondent was in the' same position,' so far as the
insolvency Court was concerned, as he would have
been if he had not been a creditor in the insolvency;
because this sum was c1aimedby him and paid to him
not asa creditor in the insolvency but as a judgmentcreditor' of Musafer. For the purpose in hand it
matttrs not whether the proof 'tendered by Musafet's
estate'ought or ought not to be expunged or virhether the
proceedings for attachment of the dividend were. in
accordance with law, because it is common ground that
the sum in question was and purported to be p~lid into
Court in the regular suit by the Official Assignee
as being a sum due from the insolvent estate to 1\1usafer.
Musafer's representatives have never raised any objection to this sum being utilized for the purpose of
liquidating their debt to the respondent, and tile
Official Assignee, so far from having asserted at any.
time that the sum in dispute was not a dividend
payable and paid in respect of a debt due from the
insolvent estate to Musafer, has up till thepresenttimc
acted upon the assumption that by depositing this
sum in Court to the credit of the judgment-debtor
in the regular suit he was in substance and in fact
paying a dividend that was due from the insolvent
estate to Musafer. The 1st respondent did not receiv'c
payment of this money in any sense as a creditor in the
insolvency.. He received it as· a judgment-creditor
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in liquidation of the decree that he had obtained
against Musafer inter alios in the regula.r suit. No
steps have been taken in the regular suit to establish
that the order directing the payment out of this sum to
him ought not to have been made, the present
application being made in the insolvency proceedings
and not in the regular suit. In my opinion the
insolvency Court wOl1ld have had no jurisdiction
to order the 1st respondent to repay a sum of money
which the Court had directed should be paid out
to him in the regular suit.
It is contended, hO\vever, and the learned Judge
in insolvency held, that the insolvency Court was
c0mpctent to order that the security deposited iJ.
the execution proceedings in the regular suit on the
sum in question being paid out to the respondent should
be utilized for the purpose of recouping to the i!1solvent
estate the amount of the dividend which in the event it
has beei1 held was improperly paid to Musafer. But,
. in my opinion: the insolvency Court had no jurisdiction to pass any order in connection with the property
deposited as security in the regular suit. Further,
the security was furnished not for the benefit of
the insolvent estate but for the benefit of the legal
representatives of Musafer; who at the time when
the Court directed the sum in suit to be paid out to the
1st respondent had not been brought or: the record.
This is clear from the form both of the order that \-vas
passed and of the bond that was executed. In my
,opinion this application, as ",'as held by Sen J., is
entirely misconceived, and \vas rightly dismissed by
him.
The only contesting respondent throughout these
proceedings has been the 1st respondent. As between
the appellant and the 1st respondent it is obvious
that the main issue was \vhether the 1st respondent
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ought to be ordered to refund the sum in suit or
A.K.RM.M.whether the security which he has furnished on
CH~;':~AR receiving payment of it ought to be utilized to recoup'
F~~M
the Official Assignee. For the reasons that I, have
s.
P.
given ,it
is immaterial as between the 1st respondent
DAYABHOY
, ,
,
& SONS.
and the appellant whether the proof by Musafer sPAGE, C.J.
representatives ought or ought not to be, expunged,.
because even if it was ordered that the proof ought
to be expunged dividends already paid would not be
affected [E,~ parte Harper -.(1)]. Upon this issue the
appellant has failed in both Courts to obtain the
relief which he sought as against the 1st respondent.
The other respondents do not appear to have taken
an active part in the proceedings.
,The result is that the appeal is allowed pro tanto,.
and an order ,"vill be passed that payment of the debt.
under the proof tendered by Musafer's representatives,
is postponed until after payment of the debts of the
outside creditors have been made in full. In other
respects the appeal is dismissed. The 1st respondent.
is entitled to his costs both of the appea,l and of thehearing after remand, and we assess the advocate's,
fee of and incidental to the appeal and the remand
order at 15 gold mohurs.
1935

MYA BYu, J.-I agree.

(1) 21 C.D.537.
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APPELLATE CIVI L.
Before Sir A rtl/llr [',.g,', [(1.,Clticf J 1lstice, and Mr. JI/slice Btl U...

V.E.R.M. 'CHETTIAR AND OTHERS
v.
THE CORPORATION OF RANGOON.*
Municipnl assessfll<:ul-Ricc mill in Ra ngooll-Ba sis of nssess11lcnt--Contracfor's
test-All1l1101 ~"alue-Alln/lal rCllf of hypotbctical tenallt-Gross a1/1l11al
1'cnt and aRrccd rent plr.s landlord's e.~pC1lses--Col1siderationof all facts
by C011l1llissiollC1·-·City of Rangoon MUllicipal Act-(Bur"ia Acl IV oj 1922),
s. 80 (2).

III determining the assessment of a rice mill favourably situate in the
Kana: ngto C1~eek, Rangoon the contractor's test oeght not be applied, and
an :.l~seSSlllent based upon that principle would be tll/1<a vires. The assessment lllllSt be based on the anneal rent which a hypothetical tenant might
• n:awnably be expected, taking one year with another, to give for the
property, if he paid the uSl:al tenant's rates and taxes and the landlord
paid lhe expenses necessary 10 enable the mill to earn the rent. It mayor
may ~lOt 11(;: that. the gross annual rent would be equivalent to the actual
agreed. rent pins the sum reasonably exptnded in order that the rent might
be obtained; but these two sums need not be the same in every case.
"'here the Commissioner has made the assessment aHer taking into consideration the circumstances and the assessments relating to the other rice
mills· on the creek, and at the same-. time has considered the special
conditions and circumstances relating to the mill in question he has based
his assessment on the right principle'Grmt We$lt:rn 'ifill Metropolitan Railway Companies v. KensingtOlt
Ass('sslJI<,nl COll/llli:I,:,', 1';6) t A.C. 22; Lh'eri'ool Corporatiol/ v. LlllllJ.lllin
As-,c~slJlenl C011lIJliltc<", (181'9) 2 Q.B 14; NaraYlll/cIlQlIdra Das v. Pallt'ilafi
}.J'll1icip.,lily, 1 L.R 57 Cal. 162; Nunda Lal Bose v. The Corporalt"on of
Calcutta,' l.L.R 11 Cal. 275; Secretary of State for India v. !rlumcipal
Corporalion of Nal/gOOI/, I.L R 10 Rail. 539-referrcd to.
"..

P. B. Sm for the appellant. In determining the
annual value of any premises the actual rent iS r
prillu1 facie, the best test for determining what the
hypothetical tenant would pay taki~g one year with
another. In the absence of any rebutting evidence
the. Chief Judge of the Court of Small Causes erred
in not calculating the assessable rent on that basis..
" Special Civil First Appeal No. :W5 of 1934 from the or:ler of the S:nall
Cause COllrt of Rangoon ill Municipal Appeal No.6 of 1934.
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KQ Po Yee v. The COl'p01'ation of Ra1lgoon (1);
The Municipal Corporation of Rangoon v, The Surati
Barra Bazaar Co., Ltd.\.2)i Municipal Corporation
of Rangoon v. E. Dawoodjee & S011§ (3).
In the present case the contractor' 5 test was applied
and the mill was assessed on a consideration of thtt
comparative table prepared for the neighbouring mills
on the same basis. The contractor's test should be
appliedlonly if there is no.other satisfactory method of
assessment. See The Queen. v. The School Board
for London (4)-a case of the assessment of a school
building.·The assessor also failed to take into consideration the economic conditions prevailing 'at the
. time.
The assessing authority should not have calculated
the annual value by adding together the rent receivable
under the agreement of lease and the sum of money
likely to be spent by the lessee for putting the
and its machinery in good repair. The latter amount is
a capital expenditure, and should be taken into account
only if this furfher expenditure is productive of'
additionalErent. And in any event the ""'hole of this
capital expenditure should not be taken as part of
the rent.
. J eejeebhoy for the respondent. . The rent which
isach;ally JJaid is onl~ one ot' the factors in determining the annual value of any premises. It is in no
sense conc1usi ve.
The contractor's test was not applied in the present
case, and it is not correct to say thai: the comparative
table referred to by the appelJant \Y(lS prepared on the
same basis. The Commisslon.er made. his assessment
after due consideration of all relevant factors including
the conditions existing at the time, and the

mill

(I) I.L.R.5 Ran. 16J.

(2) I.L.R. 1 Ran. 668.

(3) I.L.R 6. Ran. 669.
(4) (t886) 17 Q.B.D. 738.
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:assessmehtson the other mills in the neighbourhood.
The am()~Iit spent by the lessee for the repair of the
mill and its machinery was also a factor for consider.ation because this expenditure put the mill in a
.condition fit to earn the rent.
PAGE,C.J.-This is an appeal from the decision
,of the Chief Judge of the Small Cause Court, affirming an assessment by the Commissioner of the
'Corporation of Rang()on in respect of a rice-mill
known as No.1,. Kanaungto, Rangoon.
It is common ground that the property is liable
to assessment. The only question which is or can
be agitated in the present appeal is whether (' the
basis or principle of assessment" followed in assessing this mill was in accordance with law. The
learned Chief Judge in the appeal before him found
that No.1, Kanaungto
:" is the foremost mill in Kanaungto creek not affected by the
tide; and stands 011 a s~te \vhich is unique in comparison to the
,other mills ~ituated lo\ver down the creek. It must also be
remembered'that this mill was in 1931 taken over from the
Official Liquidator for 1~ lakhs of rupees, and leased to Messrs.
Moolla Dawood Sons & Co. from 1-1-33 fora period of one year
..at the annual rental of ~s. 15,000 j the lessee being responsible for
'all repairs,renewaland maintenance. Previous tt> that this mill
had been leased out to Messrs Bulloch Bros. Ltd. fn/m 1-1-31 at
the annual rental of Rs. 20,000 I'/IIS the sum of R:;;. 10,000 for
repairs to the mill and 1\l'l\.:hiIH:r\·,"

It was stated before the Commissioner that at
the time when the present assessment "vas made
tbis mill had been taken on lease for Rs. 10,000·'
for one year, the lessee expending the' sum 11eces.sary for repairs, renewals ang maintenance. The
Commissioner assessed the annual value. at Rs. 2,500
per mensen~, and ordered that the municipal t;txes
:should be leviecl~\lpOf~ that basis..
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Now, under section 80 (2)
~llnicipal Act (VI of 1922)

of

[VOL XIITI

the

Rangoon.

.

." , annual vahle' means the gross annual rent fer which buildings;
and lands liable to taxation may re.1sonably be exp~ted to let,.
from year to yt:a;', and, in the case of houses, may be expected to
let unfurnished."

There is no· doubt that in assessing rice-mills:
in thi$ area the' assessment. authorities have flirted
witi1 thecontraetor's test. In nw opinion, however,..
to rice-mills in the district under consideration the'
contractor's test ought not to be applied~ and assessments based upon that principle would be ultra
Vl:res [Narayanclul1"ldra Das v. Chairlnal1, Municipa[
Co 111 rnissioners of the Panihati l1(lunicipality (1);
Nundo Lal Bose v. The Cm'potation for the Town of
C,[lcutta (2) and Secretary of State for India v.
MUflicipal Corporation of Rangoon (3)].
In .Varayanc!zandra Das v. Chai1'ma1t,Mwli-'
dpal Commissioners of the Pa1!ihati Municipality (1)
it was pointed out that gross annual' rent must be'
ascertained by finding out the - rent. at which a
hypothetical tenant might reasonably be expected to
take the· premises on lease from .year to year,. and
that where it is possible to ascertain the gross:
annual rent by finding out and comparing the
ai111ual value of other properties of a like nature in
the district the contractor's test ought not to be'
applied. In Liverpool Corporation v. Llanfyllin
A:>~c;essmen.t Committee (4) A. L. Smith L.J., observed
that although
"a certain rate of interest en the capital expended in creating.
the hereditament is by 110 means to be taken as necessarily
el]uivalent to the rent which. a hY1::othetical tenant would give:
(1)(1929) I.L.R. 57 C~J.• 162.
(21 11~85) I.L.R. 11 Cal. 275..

(3) '(1932/ I.L..R.10 Ran. 539.
(4) (1889;

Z Q.B.

14, 21.
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. the amonnt c f capital expended is admissible in
.. evidence as a criterion by which to estimate that rent in the case
of wcrks like these (i.e., a public reservoir) which are in<:apable
of being compared with other hereditaments which form the
subject of letting."

In Narayallchandra Das v. Chainnan, Municipal
COll1l1ljssioners of the Panihati Municipality (1) I had
.occasion to poin t out that
" ill exceptiqnal cases where the rent thai a hypothetical tenant
might reasonably be expected to p,ty fer the helding cannot be
ascertained by methods \"hich would be etlicacious in normal
and ordinary cases; for example, where the holding consists of _.
land npon which a rail,':ay, a gas-work, a catchment area, or a
bllildini; slIch as tho Bodleian Library at Oxford is situate, rough
and ready tests alene 111:1)' be available for ascertaining the ann:na!
renl that a hypo:bdical tenant of the holding might reascI1ably
be expeded to ray, but in overy case ~nlJal renbd "<lI!!€: is
llH.:j1<lBi;i <If tlte as;;~etlc."

In Great fiVes/en! (fud 111elropolilon Rai!1C'(],y Corn. panics v. Kel/sing/on . dssessNlclzt COlmnitfee (2) Lord
Buckmaster L.C. stated thal
." ihc term' gross valuc' 111eans the al;I1ual rent which a tenant
lllj:~hj roasoll;(h1y he expected, taking one year with anotber, to
P;t~' for ;tII hereditament, if thc tenant undertook to pay all m;.ual
tClI;lllt'S rates and bx('~; and tithe 'commutation rent charge, if
any, and Wtlle landlord nlldcrlook to bear the cus: of the repairs'
and in:;nrancc, and i11(; other expenses, if any, necessary to
m;dntaill the !JcTcdilallicn[ in a state to ccmmanc1 thilt rent."

This definition mety, I tbin'i~i be taken as denoting
1 mcal11ng
.
1
) " In
.
• t'
11C
0,r d gross ai111Ual
rene
seClGn
.80
j

(2) of the Hangoon Municipal Act [Secretary of State
for India v. M llllicipal Corporation of Ral1goo.H (3)].
J11 determining the ass0ssme'ntupon the annual
value of No. 1 Kanaungto the Commissioner must
iQ
(1\

(1<J29i

I.L.I~.

57 Cal. 162.
(2) (1916) 1 A.C. 22, 35
'3) (1932, 1.L.1\. 10 Ran. 539.
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take .into account all the materials at· his disposal
for the purpose of ascertaining what a hypothetical
tenant might reasonably be expected to give as rent
from year to year for this rice-mill. It is necessary
therefore to consider the method that t11& Commis-·
sioner in fact adopted in determining the assessment.
in the present case. In the course of the order of
assessment the CO'mmissioner has' stated
"that the mill is rented to Messrs. A. G. Das, millers at.
Rs. 10,000 per annum; all maintenance, repairs and renewals
have however to be carried out by the lessees: It is therefore'
clear that the lease rent does not represent a rea?onable rent of
the premises. What has to be fixed under the ~funicipal Act
is the reasonable expectation of rent taking cne year 'with another,.
and not the rent at either the height of a boom period, or at the
depth of a period of depression, but the reasonable rent under'
normal circumstances. I have just disposed of appeals against
the assessm~nts of all rice mills on this creek, and have fixed thevaluaticn of 100 ton mills at approximately Rs. 2,100 p.m. The
ouUurn of this mill was originally 400 tons but is now stated to be'
300 tons. Rice Mill No.3 has recently been rented at Rs. 1,500which has only an e:utturn of 80 tons. I have given this case very
carefnl consideration, and have examined the details of the
property and the comparative stalelllenl d rice mills 01) this,
creek. Some temporary consideration must, I think, be given forthe abnormal conditions uneler which th~ rice trade is now being,
carried on, but I do not think there is any justification for granting
further redu.cticn in the valuation of' this property as I have'
already reduced it by over 43 per c~pt. In all the circumstances
of the case I consider the reduced figtn'e of Rs. 2,500 to be the'
lowest valuation which can reasonably be placed on this property,'"

Now, the comparative statement to which the'
Commissioner referred does, no doubt, set out what
the assessment of the rice-mills on this creek would~
be if the contractor's h:st was applied, and if r
thought that the Commissioner had in fact applied
the contractor's test in making the assessment under
consideration the proceedings w0!11d have to be
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returned to him in order that he should assess the
property upon the proper basis, and not oy applying
the contractor's test. In my opinion, however, it is
manifest from the terms of the order of assessment
that the Commissioner did not apply th~ contractor's test, but made the assessment after taking into
consideration the circunistances and the assessments
rdating to the other rice mills on the creek, and
at the same time bearing in mind the special
conditions and circumstances obtaining in connection
with tile ricc mill No. 1 Kanaungto upon which
tile assessmcnt had to be made. In following this
procedure the Commissioner in my opinion based
his asseSSlIlent upon tbe right principle, and the
appeal, therefore, must fail.
It is advisable, I think, that we should add that'
it was contended on behalf of the respondent -at
the' bearing of: the appeal that "gross annual rent"
means the actual rent payable plus the expe,ncliture
necessary to enable the hereditament to command
that rent. .In our opinion that is ~ot the right way
to approach fhe questIon. In every case that assessl'nent must depend upon what the Commissioner
determines is the rent which a hypofhetical tenant
might r<:'tsollably be expected to give for the property
if be paid th<: usual tenant's rates and taxes and
the landlord paid tile expenses necessary to enable:
the will to earn the rent. It rna)' or may not be
that thc gro3S annual rent would be equivalent to
the adual agreed rent plus· the sum rea$onably
expended in order that the rent might be obtained,
but it does not necessaril)~ follow that these two
sums \vould be the same. Here again, however,
I do not think that the Commissioner did, or
purported tO I base his assessment upon a rule of
thumb by adding to the actual rent the agreed sum
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for maintenance and repairs. It appears to me that
V.E".R.M.
he took into account the circumstances obtaining at
CHETTIAR
. • •
.
. v.
. the other nee mIlls on the creek, and then, after
coi:~RA_Gonsidering the special situation in which No. 1
nON OF
Kanaungto was placed, he came to the
conclusion
RANGOON.
.
that the gross annual rent which a tenant might
PAGE, C.].
reasonably be expected to pay for that rice mill was
Rs. 2,500 a month. I am' of opinion that: in such
circumstances this Court .would not be justified in
holding that the Commissioner" bad adopted a \-"Tong
basis or principle of assessment. Whether the
amount of the assessment was too much, too little,
or correct are questions with which this Court is
not concerned. That is a question of fact to be
determined by the Commissioner subject to a right.
of appeal to the Chief Judge.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the appeal
fails, and must be dismissed.
We think that it was not unnatural, having regard
to the .course of the proceedings before the Commissioner and the Chief Judge, that the appellant should
have been under the impression that the contractor's
test had been adopted, and if he had been right in
the vievv which he took of the course of the proceedings the appeal would inevitably have been allowed.
Now that t-!1e inatter has been ventilated, for the
reasons that I have given, \ve are of opinion that
there is no ground which would justify tIle Court
in holding that the Commissioner bad followed a
wrong principle in determining the assessment of
this rice mill. In these circulllstances \'\'c ma-ke no
order as to costs.
1935

BA U, J.-I agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before AIr; Ii,stice Dunkle)'.

MAVNG PO SAl

AND ANOTHER

lillie 4.

~'.

THE BANK OF CHETTINAD, LTD.*

:l

]nsolvwcy--Dis11lissal of petilioll by Assislallt Dislrlcl Com'i-Adjudication by
Oislrici Courl Oil app"al-Secolld aPP,'al 10 High COllrl-Prot'illcial
II/soh'mey Act (V of 1920), SS. 4, 25, 27, 75 il)-Allegalioll of ti'll1/111llellt
pre!crellce il/ pelilioll of I/lSoIVC1!cy, /101 a qllestioll of title-Deb/or's ability
10 pay lh'b!s-CO!l1'l's /itl,tlill.!; essL'nlial.
No ~ec(,l1ld appt'al lies to the High Corrt against an order of adjudication
pa,;sccl Oil appeal by the Ddrid Court under s. 27 of the Provincial Insolvency
AdfrOIll the orcler of the Assi,;tallt District Court dismissing a petition of
inslllv~lIe~' 111I<1\:r ,;, 25 of t:Je Act. \\'here an order is made and can be
lalVfllll~' iliadI' under some olher ~cction of {he Act, r., 4 bas no application to
lhal ordl'l'. 'The allegalinll of the adjudicating creditor in his insolvency
pt'titioll that the <It-ht,,r had made a fral:dukllt prt:fer<'nce dues not bring the
case within the purview of s. 4. The lransfer C;1I1 only be ,set ;:side scbseqtoent
'to adjlldicaljon "I" lI'a prol't'I' pelilioll IImlt:r s, 53 or 54 of the Act.
I'. Nail;

v. 0.11;i;1/1

N(<,dINT

4

TiIlIl,:,'<,lIy,

1935

l.L.R 54 Mad. 'J8CJ-n,!crn:d' fo.

Under s. 25 (11 the COl rl ;s hn Id [0 di~ll1iss a creditor's pditionif the
,debtor is able to pay his <lthts. The C•• llr[ must t1u:rdore come to a finding
whether the' debtor is auk to ray hi,: debts or not bd"re procecdiilg to
ad~':,;dicate him on the grrmnd of ;m act uf illsolvency.

Ba So for the appellants.
Chari fur the rcsponcl.cnL
fhJNh':LEY, J.--Tllis is a second appc;I.1 against the
<Ippdlatc onkr of till: District Cellr! of r..'Iag\\c, made

under scclicn 27 (;f the Provillci"l Insolvellcy Act,
adjl.clicating the appcibds, Mating Po Sai and IVIa Ngai,
as i Ilsolve.nts. The original petition in insolvency
\Vas made by the n.. sror.d<:T.t creditor Bank before the
,J\ssislad DistriCt Court d Minbu,and the petition was
,dismissed uilder the prOVIsions of section 25 of the
• Civil bccond Appeal ~o. 292 ofJ934 c<>I1verled into Civil Revision No. 207
of 19:15 frpm the order of the District Court of Magwe in Civil Misc. No. 11
'\If 1<)~4,
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Provincial Insolvency Act. Against this order dismiss- .
ing
the petition an appeal was filed in the District
SA!
'II.
Court by the respondent. Bank, and in the result the
THE BANK
order of the Assistant District Court was set aside, and
OF
CHETTINAD,
the
appellants were adjudicated.
LTD.
I may remark en passant that, the appeal in tl1e
DUNKLEY, J.
District Court being a mi~celhmeous appeal· against an
order, the judgment of· the leflrned District Judge
should not have been followed bya decree, but should
have been· followed by a formal order adjudicating the
appellants.
~
.
Now, Mr. Chari for the respondent Bank has taken
a preliminary objection that no second' appeal lies
against an order of adjudication passed on appeal under
section 27 of the Provincial Insolvency Act, and it
seems to me that this objection is well founded. The
section of the. Act providing for appeals is
section 75, and the second proviso of sub-section (1) of
that section is as follows:.
MAUNGPO

"Provided, further,. that any sllch person i1ggrievecl by a .
decision of the Distdct . Court on ,Ippeal froll\ a c1eci::,ioll of a
subordinate Court uncleI' sect illu 4 may appeal to the H igll Court
on ~lny of the gronnd!' melllinilcd in suh-section (1) of section 100
of the Code of Civil Prrccdure, 1908,"

The contention of :I\1r. Chari is that the original
order of the Assistant District Court was an order
under section 25 of the Act, and not under section 4.
U Ba So, for the appellants, contends that, because the
petition of the respondent Bank was based upon an act
of insolvency involving a fraudulent preference, it was
necessary for the Assistant District Court to decide
questions of title to the appellants' property in deciding
the petition to adjudicate the appellants, and that,
consequently, the order of the Assistant District Court
must be held to be an order under section 4 of the Act,
as well as Ulider section 25. To this contention I find
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myself unable to accede, because the title to the
1935
property has not been decided on the petition to MAUNG Po
adjudicate. The transfers of the properly have not
~~J
been set aside, and they still remain valid and will THEo~t:~,
continue to remain valid until a competent petition has CHr:::::ADr
been filed and decided, under section 53 or section 54
l...~~...
h DUNKLEY, J.
f
o t h e Act. Moreover, as has uvcn pomted out 111 t e
case of P. Alagirisubba Naik and four others v. The
Official Receiver of Tin.l1evelly (1), the provisions of the
Provincial Insolvency Act in regard to appeals \vould
be reduced to an absurdity if it were held that every
decision on an application under the Act involved a
decision under section .4 on the ground of the
comprehensive nature of the provisions of section 4.
As has been pointed out in that decision, section· 4,
sub-section (1), specifically lays down that the powers
conferred by that section are "subject to the provisions
of this Act.": Consequently, it must be held that when
an order is made under some other section of the Act,
and .can lawfully be made under that section, then
... section 4 \vill have no application to that particular
order. This view of the meaning of seet.ion 4 is
supported by the provisions of Schedule I of the Act,
which gives a Jist of decisions and orders of the
District Court which are aprealable to the High Court
without le.vc. In this schedule an order under
section 25 is mentioned separately from an order under
section 4, and, as has been pointed out in the Madras
case just quoted, it would be mere surplusage to
mention other sections in the schedule if jf, were
correct that all orders under these various sections were
also orders passed under the ,provisions of section 4. I
am therefore of opinion that no second appeal lies in
this particular case.
;'"

(II (1931) I.L.R. .54 Mad. 989.

\
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U 13£1, So for the appellants desires me to treat this
J\iAUNG Po
second appeal as a revision, under the first proviso of
SAl
section 7S (1) of the Act, and I feel. that I must give
V.
"THE B,A~K
way to his application in this matter.
01'
cCH~TINAD,
The order of the Assistant District CQ.urt did
LTD:
not proceed solely upon the foundation that no act of
DU!I!KLEY, J.
insolvency had been con1 mitted; it proceeded upon
the footing that the a~sets
the appellants exceeded
their liabilities, and that, ther;efore, they ""vere able to
pay their debts. Now, the jlldgment in appeal of the
District COlu-t proceeded upon two grourids, '(liz.,
firstly, that the respondent Bank had a right to present
its petition to adjudicate the appellants; and- secondly,
that the _appellants. had comrnittedan act of illsolvency...
In my opinion, these findings were not sufficient to
dispose of the appeal in the District Court, for, under
section 25, sub-section (1), of the Provincial Insolvency
Act, in the case of a petition presented by a creditor, .
the Court. shall dismiss the petition if it is satisfied by
the debtor that .he is able to pay his debts.
Consequently, itvva's essential tilat the I)istrict (\lt1rt
should come to a finding as to \vhd:her tile appell<~nts
were able to pay theil' debts or nul.. It has been.
pointed out to me in argument on behalf of the
respondent Bank that the appella!1t Maung Po Sai, , in'
his deposition made on the 25th April, 1934, stat.ed that'
.when he was pressed by the respondent Bank he told
. the agent of the Bank that he (' could not payoff the
debts." I am asked to hold that thi:'\ statement is
conclusive against him on this point, but it vvould be
easy to place too much weight upon this admission. I
am not going to suggest what is the weight that should
be placed upon it, fOf, in my opinion, that is a matter
for the Distrid Court. But it may well be that all that
it means is that. at that moinent, the appellant Po Sail
being unable to reali~~e his a~sets, was unable to pay'his

of
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debts; and in his written objecti~n to the petition of
the respondent Bank he definitely stated that the correct
valuation of his property was more than twice the
amount of the debts which . the respondent Bank
alleged that he owed. This being the state of the
evidence, it was incumbent on the District Court to
come to a finding as to whether the petition of the
respondent Bank ought not to be dismissed on the
ground that the appellants are' able to pay their
debts, and a finding on this point was essential to
the proper decision of the appeal. Consequently, as
an application in revision, the present application by
tIle appellants is accepted, and tht:: order of the
District Court is set aside, and the appeal is remanded
to the District Court for a finding on .the point as to
whether the applicants are able to pay their debts'
or not, and for the decision of the appeal in accordance
with that finding. The costs of the present appIi:"
catiail in revision will follow the decision of theDistrict Court, advocate's fee in this Court three:
gold mohurs.

1935
MAUNG Po'
SAl

....

THE-B,\NK
Q}!' .
CHETTI~AD,.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before Mr: Justice Leach.
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S. P. DAYABHOY& SONS·

v.

June 1/}.

FATIMA BIBI

AND OTHERS.

*

ltlsol'lJe1iC~-Clailll

by. SOl'IJC1~t partller against his illSQlvenl partizersDecree-holder agaillst tllejirm-Dwidelld declared by Offic;al Assignee in
javour of solvent pal tller-d·tltlChnlwt by decree-holder of lIIfmeys·payable to
solvent pt;zrtller-PaymeI1t into Court by Official Assigllee- TVitlldrQwal· by
decree-holder on fllrtlislIi1~g secl/rity for benefit of ·solvellt partner's. hcirs-'-"
APPellate COllrt's order postp01ling elf/illl OJ solvent ·paf-tner's l,st{/te~
Applicatioll /1)' Official Assigllee for reflmd-Civil Procedure Code (Aci iT of
1908); ss. 117, 151.
.
The decree-holders against the three partners· of a linn obtained a··
garnishee order against the Official Assignee to.pay to the credit of their suits
Rs. 20,920. The Official Assignee was about to pay this sUln as. a dividend to
. the heirs of one of the partners who had died and whose estate had obtained a
.dec.ree for a large sum in a suit against the other two partaers... The
defendant partners were adjudicated insolvent on their own petition after. the
decree h'ld been passed. The Official Assignee paid the money into Court
without protest, and the decree-holders withdrew the amount on furnishing
security for its refund in case it was found that they were not entitled to it
after the heirs of the deceased partner were brought on the record.
A creditor of the firm applied to the insolvency Court for an order
expunginl!, the proof of the solvent paitneI;'s heirs and for .the refund of the
amount. The application was dismissed.
The High Court 0:1 appeal held that the claim of the solverit partner's
estate must tepostponed till after the debts of the 04tside cre!litors had been
iiquidated and remanded the case. The Official Assignee obtained an order
from the insolvency Court for a refund of the money, but on the re-submission
-of the case to the appellate Court it held that the· insolvency Court had
no jurisdiction to de::l with th.e security furnished in the regular suits.
The Official Assignee now applied in the· executi9Ii proceedings of the
regdar suits for a refund. He contended that the Court could make tht: ...
. .order tmder ss. 47 and 151 of the Civil Procedure Code.
.
Held, refEsing the application, that as a garnishee the Official Assignee
·was n6t a party to the suits, and s. 47 did not apply. Further, the Court
had no inherent power to reverse its own order under s. 151. The Official
Assignee could have objected to the payment order by way of review or
.appeal, but h<: had acquiesced in it and the time .for a review or appeal
haa passed. The security was for the benefit o( the heirs of the solvent
·partner, and not for the benefit of the Official Assignee ·and he had no
right to its benefit.

* Civil Execution Cases. Nos. 527 and 528 of 1932 arising out of Civil
Regular Suits NOS.4C'3 and 479 of 1927 of this Court.
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FATIMA BIBI.

J.-This is an application by the Official
Assignee for an order requiring the decree-holders
to refund a sum of Rs. 20,920-15-0 withdrawn by
them from Court and directing that, on the failure
of the decree-holders to refund the money, certain
security furnished by them should be realized. The
money was paid into Court by the Official Assignee
under an order of attachment and he contends that
inasmuch as it has since been shown that the
decree-holders were not entitled to the money, they
should be compelled' to repay it to him. In order
to appreciate the question which the Court is called
upon to decide it is necessary to state the facts in
·detail.
On the 1st May, 1928, in Civil Regular Suit
No. 403 of 1927, the decree-holders ·obtained a
-decree for Rs. 13,890 and interest and costs against
M. S. Mohamed Abubacker, A. Musafer and M. S.
Nagoor Pitchay, three brothers who were carrying on
business in partnershi p in Rangoon under the name
of M.S.M.N. Mohamed Brothers.. On the same
day the decree-holders obtained in Ci'.'il Regular
Suit No. 479 of 1927 another decree against the
sarne defendants. In this case the decree was for a
sum of Rs. 7,690 with interest and costs.
On the 6th January 1926 Mohamed Ablibacker
filed Civil Regular Suit No. 7 of 1926 to enforce an
agreement which the brothers had entered into for
the winding up of the partnership and the distribu~
tion of the assets, for an order directing the taking
of accounts and for other reliefs. By an order
..dated the 18th July 1928 Musafer "vas made the
LEACH,
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plaintiff in the suit and Mohamed' Abubacker was.•.
Felegated to the position of a defendant. On the:
D.IYABHOY
23rd September 1928 l\fusafer died and his heirs
& So~S
v.
were
brought on the record CIS his legal representatives~
F A'flMA Hnn.
Oi1 the 7th Decemcer 1931 a final decree" for
LEACH, J.
Rs. 2,26,451-13-2 with interest and costs was passed~'
in their favour ag~inst Mohamed Abubacker and'
Nagoor Pitchay. On the 4th June 1928 the two·
defendants were adjudicated insolvent on their own
petition arid in due course the heirs of Musafer were
admiHed to he creditors for the amount of their
decree. On the 10th January 1933 the Official
Assignee declared a dividend and allowed the sum
for which "f."lusafer's heirs had proved to rank for'
this purpose. Their share in the distribution amounted'
to Rs. 20,920-15-0. oi
.
On the 19th December, 1932, the decree-hulders··
applied to execute the decrees obtained by them in
Civil Regular Suits No. 403 and No. 479 of 1927
_respectively.. On the 6th Jan~ary, 1933, the decree-·
holders, in anticipatiOll of the dividend about to be .'
declared by the Official Assignee jn respect of theestate of Mohamed Abubacker and Nagoor PitchaYr
applied to the Court for an order directing the
Official Assignee 'to deposit in Court the amount of
the dividenci _payable to Musafer's heirs, and an order' .
as prayed was passed. On the 11th J~nuary 1933
the Official Assignee deposited in Court the
Rs. 20,920-15-0 and the next day it was paid out to'
the decreecholders on the condition that they
furnished security for the refund of the money in
case It should be found that they were not entitled
to it after the legal representatives of Musafer had
-been brought on the record. The security bond was:
duly executed, and on the 16th January the execution
proceedings were closed.
s.P.

VOL. XIII]

On the 17th March, 1933, the A.K.R.M.M.C.T.
Chettyar Firm filed a petition in the insolvency case
asking that the proof of the claim of the heirs of
Musafer should be expunged from the record, and
that the decree-holders should be ordered to return
to hini the sum of Rs. 20,920-15-0 withdrawn by
them from Court in the execution proceedings, failing
which the security in the possession of the Court
should be realiz~d for his benefit. The' respondents
in this application were the decree-holders, one
V.A.L.V. Ramasawmy Chettyar and the heirs of
Musafer.
The application was heard by Sen J., who
dismissed it. His reasons were that there had been
no adjudication of the firm of M.S.M.N.' Mohamed
Brothers, but only of Moham"'ed Abubacker and
Nagoor Pitchay, two of the partners, and in the'
special circumstances of the case it could not be
said that Musafer's heirs were in the position of a
partner competing with.. the ordinary creditors of a
partnership. On appeal '*' Page C.J. and Mya Bu J.
took a different view. In their opinion Musafer's
estate could not be regarded as an outside creditor,
and that th~ proof lodged by the heirs of Musafer
ought to be expunged. Before expressing a final
opinion, however, they remitted the case to the
Judge sitting in insolvency to decide whether the
Court could, on the assumption that the appellant
was entitled to an order expunging the proof of the
debt due to the heirs of Musafer, order the decreeholders to return the amount withdrawn by thcm
from Court. On remand the case came. before
Braund J.) 'who held that the Court had the power
to order thc decree-holders to refund the amount
withdrawn by them from Court and that on failure
.. Reported at (1934! I.L.R 12 Ran. 6'J9-Ed,
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to comply with such order the Court was entitleo.
to realize the security which it held. Thereupon he·
DAYABHOY.
& SONS
passed an ord er to t h'IS e ff ect.
FATI:~ BIBI,
On the record being submitted to the appellate
. Court with the finding of Braund]., the matter
LEACH,].
again came before Page C.]. and Mya Bu J. The
appellate Court, while adhering to the view that
Musafer's heirs were not entitled to rank with the
ordinary creditors of the partnership and that the
Rs~ 20,920-15-0 had been paid into Court on a
wrong footing, held that there was no jurisdiction in
the insolvency Court to order a refund or to direct
the. realization of the security. The money had
been withdrawn inexecution proceedings arising out
of the regular suits, not in the insolvency proceedings.
The order of Braund ]. was, therefore, set aside.
The result was that the decision of Sen J. allowing
the heirs of Musafer to rank equally with the
creditors of the partnership was set aside, but an
order directing the decree-;holders to refund the
Rs. 20,920-15-0 was refused on the ground that the
insolvency Court had no jurisdiction to deal with
the· matter.* The application before me has been
:filed by the Official Assignee in the execution
proceedings, and it is not now a question of jurisdiction but whether the Official Assignee is entitled in
law to· the order which he seeks.
It is. contended on behal£of the Official Assignee
that as it has now been decided that Musafer's heirs
are not entitled to be paid anything until the claims
·of the creditors of the partnership have been met in
full and that as he acted erroneously when he
included them in the dividend declaration, he is
·entitled to recover the money from the decreeholders. The Official Assignee says that the Court
1935

s. P.

* Reported at {1935/ I.L.R. 13 Ran, 7.03.-Ed.
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has power under section 47 of the Code of Civil
Procedure to make an order directing the decreeholders to refund the money withdrawn by them
from Court or under the inherent po\\'ers declared
by section 151 of the Code.
It is quite clear that section 47 has no application to th~ present case. The first sub-section
states :
"All questions arising between the parties to the suit in
which the decree was passed, or their representatives, and
relating to· the execution, discharge or satisfaction of the decree,
shall be determined by the Court executing the decree and
not by a separate suit.

The Official Assignee was not a party to the suits
out of which the execution proceedings arose, and
is not a representative of any party to those suits.
He was not even a party in the execution
proceedings. He was there merely in the role of a
garnishee, and without protest obeyed the order
. served upon him as a garnishee.
The argument .that the Court has inherent
power to order the decree-holders to refund the
Rs. 20,920-15-0 shows a failure to appreciate what the
inherent powers of the Court really are. The Court has
no inherent power to reverse its own orde:-. It may do
so in a proper case on review, but the power there
is a power conferred by statute. This is not an
application for revic\v of the order directing the
payment out of the money to the decree-holders.
The time for review has long passed. The Official
Assignee had an opportunity of objecting to an
order of attachment being passed against him and
could) if he had not acquiesced in the order) have
lodged an appeal. He advanced no objection to
the order. On the contrary at the time he took the
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view that the md'ney was in law payable to Mus<:tfer's.
heirs. He had declared a dividend in their favour.,
DAYABHOY
The Court had jurisdiction to order the money to
& SONS
V.
FATIMA BIBI. be paid out to Musafer's heirs and thatordtr not
having been set aside on review or appeal is final so
LEAC.H, J.
far as the OffiCial Assignee is concerned.
It has bt::en argued that the Court can in any
event direct the security in its hands to be realized
for the benefit of the Official Assignee. I do not
agree. In the first place it seems to me that if the
Court cannot order the money. to be refunded to
him it cannot order the security to be realized for
his benefit. In the second place the security was
not given for the benefit of the Official Assignee, but
solely for the benefit of the heirs of Musafer. When
the· money was paid out to the decree-holders;.
Musafer's heirs were not then on the record and
the Court required security in case it should be
discovered, when they were brought on the record,.
that they had been prejudiced by the order. This
was pointed out by Page C.]. who observed:
S.P.

.• Further, the security was furnished not for the benefit of
the insolvent's estate but for the benefit of the legal representatives
of Musafer, who at the time when the Court directed the sum
in suit to be paid out to the 1st respondent had not. been.
brought on the record. This is clear from the form both
of the order that was passed and of the bond that was executed.'"

The Court cannot direct security which was furnished
for the benefit of Musafer's heirs to be realized for
the benefit of the Official Assignee. Musafer's heirs,
have never objected to the money being paid to the
decree-holders and they are the only persons whO'
could have objected. At no time has the Official
Assignee had any right to the security and the fact
that the security still remains in the hands of the:
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Court does not improve his position. He is, therefore, not entitled to an order directing the security
to be realized.
The applicatiun must be dismissed with costs
which I assess at five gold mohurs.
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INCOME-TAX APPLICATION.
B"forc !>ir Arlhllr !'age, KI., Cllitf JII~lia, /l11llMr, Justice Ba U.

ADAMJEE HAJEE DA\VOOD & CO., LTD.

1935

v.

July I,

THE COI\'IMISSIONER OF INCOME-TAX,
BUHMA.*
IlIcollle-I",I,-AsscssCl' cx,:nrpl frol1l 111:1: 011 a(.Co/ttll of lOSSC5- Ta:l: paid at source
on dividends-·-Asscssl'<"s appliclllioll for rcj!l1fd lime-barred-E,vtettsi01t of
time-Application 10 lli~1t COlll't lo rCt/uire Commis,_ioner to slate a caseI1Icome-tax Act (Xl of 1922), ss. 48,50, 50A, 66 12) and (3)-No applicatioiL
10' High Caurl 011 order lI1uler s. 48-Specific and adequale remedy of
assessee-Specific Relief Act (l of 1877), s. 45.
For the year -of assessment, 1932-33, the Income-tax Officer found thaUhe
assessee, a limited company, had suffered a heavy loss and declared the
company to be non-assessable to income-tax in respect of that year. The
order was made 011 the 22nd June 1934. On the 12th' June 1933 the assessee
applied to the Commissioner of Income-tax for a refund of income-tax pilid at
source OJ! dividcnds in rcspect of shares which the assessee held in certain
cOlllpanles, Tlw applkatioll had hecomc barred on the 1st April 1933 by
virtue of K, 50 of til" IliconH"!ill' Act. The assessec asked fe. an extension of
time III .. lew of Hw fat;! thaI Ill(' aK~\lSSCC'S ;tsscsmllcnl was sUII pending at the
<1l\IQ Of til!! IIpplklllil.ll1, The COlllllllssioller l'ej\,,:.(\;d lhe applicatiolJ staling
thaI ho had 110 l'llwt,,1' b, ~'xklld till: lilll\'. The ~lsscssce thCll purported to
1t}'IHml 10 the !\s,dslall[ CUllllllh,,;inlin Ill' 1"':llllll'-lax from thc order of
M~C~l\IJ.H'ltl of tlVe: nlld Jlllle 19:14 wilh a view 10 obtain a refulid ; but that
IIPllei\l l\1,~() Win; ruJ,,,,:tcd. The assessee then applied to the Court for an order
tlil'~t)III1U thi: COIllln!ssi,,'I'.• r of Illt~()lllc-Iax (0 stale a case ulldel' s. 66 (3) of the
Acl,
ll(/t!, fhill (1) N, (,(. (3) of the Act is controlled by s. 66 (2), and under s, 66 (2)
1\11 l\~KI'llSI'\' ill l,ol cnlillcd 10 require the Commissioner to state a qUC$tion of
law arl~illg Ollt of an order \IIlder s. 4::1 ;
.. Cidl Misc. Application No. 35 of 1935.
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(2) the Commissioner of Income-tax was right in holding that the application
for a refund was time-barred under s. 50, and that he had no power to extend
the time;
(3) the application to the Assistant Commissioner was likewise time-barred;
(4) lhe assessee had a specific and adequate remedy under s; 50A of the
Income-tax Act, and for that reason the assessee was precluded from taking
advantage of s. 45 of the Specific Relief Act.
In I'e 111e C011lmissioner of lucome-fax, Burma v. C.P.LL. Firm, I.L.R. 12
Ran. 322; N.A.S.V. ClIettill1' v, The Can/missioner of iucome-fa.1:, Madra~,
I.L.R. 58 Mad. 367; Tata Hyd1'O-Elcctric Ageucy, Ltd. v. TIll' Commissioner Of
i1lcome-tax, Bombay, I.L.R. 48 Bom, 361; V.E.A. Chetlyar Firm v. The
Commissioner of Income-tax, I.L.R. 7 Ran. 581-1'efe rred fa.

A. Eggar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.
The assessee, a limited company, was declared nonassessable for the year 1932-33, but certain dividends
payable to the assessee by another company of which
the assessee was a shareholder were assessed at the
rate applicable to the company, and paid by· the
company under s. 20 of the Income-tax Act. The
present application arises out of the failure of the
assessee to obtain a refund of tbe tax deducted by the
company at source. S. 48 allows such refunds to be
made, but s. 50 sets a time limit for appl ications for
the refund. The assessee in tile prescnt case was
admittedly out of time.
Further, s. 66 (3) is to be read with s. 66 (2) and is
controlled by the latter. An assessee is not entitled
to appeal to the Commissioner on a question of refund,
and s. 66 ·(2) does not include orders under s. 48
on which the Commissioner of Income~tax can be
asked to state a case to the High Court.· S. 66 (3),
therefore, cannot entitle the assessee to require the
Commissioner to state a case. N.A.S. V. Venkafachalam Chettiar v. The C01mnissionel' of Income-tax,
Madras (l).
S. 45 of the Specific Relief Act cannot be relied
on by the assessee, because s. 50A of the Act gives
~(1)

I.L.R. 58 Mad. 367.
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the assessee a special remedy which was open to
19-35
the asscsst:e at the time of assessment. Moreover, A~EE
where it was not obligatory on the part of theCommis- DA~~~~ &
sioncr to state a case under the income-tax Act itself he co.,11.LTD.
cannot be compelled to do so by an order unders. 4S
THE
·f
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COM~IISo t H~ , peel lC
e Ie
ct.
ala
y ro· ectrzc SIONEROF
.,
Igency,
1
1,ttl. v. 1'1fie Commlsswner
0if I ncome- tax, INCOME-T,\X,
BURMA>
BO'mbay (1).
The COllHnissioner of Income-tax has no power
to extend the tilTH; prescribed by s. 50. Whenever
the Legislature thought tit to allow an extension of
time in proper cases it has expressly said so; see,
for in~tallcC, ss. 66 (7A) and s. 49. It has not done
so in tile case of an application under $. 48.
Daniel for the applicant. The assessment in the
present case was not made till the 22nd June 1934,
and consequently the applicant could not have known
whether a refund was obtainable before that date.
In . such circumstances the limitation prescribed in
s. 50 should not be held to operate. Under the
directions on p. 242 of the Manual it is for the assessee
to show that he is entitled. to the refund asked for,
and how can he discharge his burden until the
~tssessment is made? .
There was no formal application for -refund as
r~uired by rule 36 of the Rules, but in the
circumstances of this case the appeal of the 13th July
1934 should be treated as an application for refund.
The appeal to the Commissioner was in fact under
5. 33 of the Act asking him to exercise his discretionary powers in revision, and to aIlov" the refund.
PAGE, C.J.-In this case the assessee, a limited
company carrying on business under the style of
(1) I.L.R. 58 Born. 361.
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Adamjee Hajee Dawood & Co., Ltd., has applied· to
the Court under section 66 (3) of the Income-tax Act
for an order requiring the Commissioner of Incometax to state a case and refer. the following question
for determination by the High Court:

" In a case in which the assessment upon the total income of
the .assessee is made more than a year after the last day of the
PAGE, C.].
year in which the tax on the profits of a company was recovered,
and after the last day of the financial year commencing after the
expiry of the previous year as defined in clause 11 of section 2 iIi
wbich the income arose on which the tax was recovered, does
section SO of the Income-tax Act, 1922, preclude a claim for a
refund of income-tax under section 48· (1) if made after the
expiration of the period mentioned in section SO, when it is
:pr-eferred before the assessment upon the total income of the
:assessee was made ? "

The material facts are few and not in dispute.
For the year of assessment,· 1932-33, the Income-tax
{)fficer found that the net loss suffered by the
assessee was Rs. 11,50,343 and declared the company
be non-assessable to income-tax in respect of that·
year. That order was made on the 22nd of June
1934.
It appears that the assessee was entitled to
dividends in respect· of shares which it held in
certain· companies, and· that income-tax upon theie
dividends had been deducted at the source at the
rate at which the company's profits and gains were
a·ssessable. Now section 48 (J) of the Act runs as
follows: .

to

• .u If a shareholder in a company who has received any
dividend therefrom satisfies the Inc0me-tax Officer or other
authority appointed by the Governor General iri. Council in this
behal.£. that the rate of income-tax applicabfe to the . prof}.ts or
gains of the company at the time of the' declaration of such
dividend is greater thanrthe rate applicable to his total income of
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the year in which such dividend was declared or that his total
income in such year is below the minimum chargeable with
income-tax he shall, on production of the certificate received by
him under the prodsions of section 20, be entitled to a refund on
the amount of such dividend (including the amount of the tax
thereon) calculated at the difference between these rates or at the
rate applicable to the profits and gains of the company at the
time of the declaration of such dividend, as the case may be."
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THE

COMMISSIONER OF
bCOME-TAX,
BURMA.

PAGE,

It is apparent from the assessment that the
income chargeable to income-tax in the hands of the
assessee,- \\7hich was nil, fell to be assessed under
sedion 48 (1) at a lower rate than that at which the
dividends were chargeable at source in the hands. of
the company, and the assessee contends that in fact
the. Crown has obtained income-tax upon the assessee's
dividends at a rate higher than that to which the
Crown was entitled, thereby diminishing the amount
of the dividellds received by the assesSee.
The first answer to the case presented on behalf
of the assessee is that section 66 (3) of the Incometax Act is controlled by section 66 (2); and under
section 66 (2) an assessee is not entitled to require
the Commissioner to state a question of law arising
out of an order under section 48. Section 66· (3)
therefore docs not entitle the assessee to apply to the
Comt to require the Commissioner to state a case
and refer the question which the assessee seeks to
have ans\vered. That in itself is sufficient to dispose
of the present application.
The learned Government Advocate 011 behalf of
the Crown/ however, pointed out that there were
further objections to the grant of an order in the
nature of a mandamus to the Commissioner of
Income-tax in the circumstances of the present case.
He submitted that, if the facts of the case did not
bring the prese?t application within section 66 (3) of

C.]:
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the Act, it was not open to the assessee to have
recourse to section 45 of the Specific Relief Act by
reason of the provisions of seCtions 50 and' SO-A
which are to the following effect :
"50. No claim to any refund of income-tax under this Chapter
shall be allowed, unless it is made within one year from the last
day of the year jn which the tax was recovered or before the last
day of the financial year commencing after the expiry of the
• previo~s year', as defined in clause (11) of section 2 in which
the income arose on which the tax was recovered, whichever
period may expire later : Provided that a claim to refund uneler
section 49 may be admitted after the period of limitation
herein prescribed, when the applicant satisfies the Commissioner,
or an Assistant Commissioner of Income-tax specially empowtred
in this behalf, by the Central Beard of Revenue, that he had
sufficient cause for 110t making the claim within such period.
50-A. (1) Any person objecting to a refusal of an Incometax Officer to allow a claim to a refund under section 48 or
48·A or 49 or to the amount of the refund made in any such
case, may appeal to the Assistant Commissioner.
(2) The appeal shall be presented within thirty days of lhe
elate on which the refusal of the refund or the amount of the
refund allowed was communicated to the appellant.
(3) The appeal shall be made in the prescribed form and
shall be verified in the prescribed inanner.
(4) The Assistant Commissioner may, after giving the appellant an opportunity cf being heard, pass such orders as he
thinks fi t."

Now, it is common ground that the application
for a refund in the present case was made on the
12th of June 1933, and that at that date the application was time-baiTed ,under section 50. In these
circumstances the learned advocate for the assessee
has invited the Court to treat the appeal of the 13th
of July 1934 to the Assistant Commissioner from the
order of assessment of the 22nd of June 1934 as an
application ,for a refund i but if the Court were to
do so the result would be that the application for a
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refund would be more completely barred than']::it
would be if it had been made on the 12th June ADAMJEE
HAIEE
1933. The learned advocate for the assessee further DAWOOD &
contended that as it is in fact impossible for an co. fl.LTD.
THE
assessee to ascertain whether or not he is entitled to . COMMIS·
a refund under section ~8 (1) until the assessment SIONER.OF 1
INCOME-TAX,
has been made upon him an assessee ought not BURMA.
to be held bound to present his application for a PAGE, c.}.
refund within the period limited by section 50 where
the assessment has not been made until after the
expiry of that period. That may be so, but the
remedy lies not with the Courts but with· the
Legislature. The Commissioner of Income-tax on
the 12th of July 1934 rejected the application for
a refund which had been made to him on the
12th June 1933 upon the ground that it was timebarred under section 50, and that there was no
power given to him under the Act to extend the
period prescribed in that section. In my opinion
in so holding the Commissioner was plainly right.
Indeed, it appears to me to be apparent that the
view that he took was correct from the terms of section
50 itself. It is to be observed that in section 50 an
extension of the time within which an application
may be made for relief in respect of United Kingdom
income-tax under section 49 is permitted; but
although it is clear that the Legislature had both
sections 48 and 49 in mind when section 50 was
enacted it deliberately refrained from permitting
any extension of the time within which the application for a refund should be made in respect of
a claim under. section 48. In my opinion
upon that
.
ground .also the present application must fail. The
learned Government Advocate also contended that
in any event the present application must fail both
because it doe~ not fall within section 66 (3) and
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because a specific and adequate remedy was available
A;';;EE
to the assessee under section SO-A, and for that
DA~~~:& reason he was precluded from taking advantage oj
CO.,.LTD.
section
45 of the Specific Relief Act. [V.E.A. Chettyat
'i/o
.
THE
Firm \1. The Commissioner of Income-tax (1) ;' In rt
COMMISSIONEROF
The Commissioner of Income-tax, Burma v. C.P.L.L.
IN~~~:~;AX, Firm (2); N.A.S. IT. Venkatachalam Chettiar v. The
PAGE, c.].
Commissioner of I11come-tax, Madras (3) and Tata
Hydro-Electric Agency, Ltd. v. The Commissioner oj
Income-tax, Bombay (4).]
For these reasons, in my opinion, the rule must
be discharged and the application for a mandamus
dismissed with costs, ten gold mohurs.
It is no part of the function of this Court to
express any opinion as to whether the Government
should make a refund in whole or in part ex gratia,
and we express no opinion about it.
1935

BA U,

J.-1

agree.

(1) (19291 i.L.R. 7 Ran; 581.
(2) (1934) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 312.

(3) (1934; J..L.R. Sti Mad. 367.
(4) (1933) I.L.R. 58 Born. 361.
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E?cfore Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Ba U.

U THEIN NYUN

1935

v.

JlIly 2.

DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE,
MAUBIN.*
Pleadcrs-Admissioll, sl/sPC1lsiotl, dismissal-High COllrt's powers-Etlquiry by
a subordi11ate Court-Misconduct mllst arise ill proceedtngs before the
subordinate Court-Pleader entitled to practise before District MagistrateMiscouduet ill a case before (mother COl/rt-Enqtliry by District Magistrate-Legal Practitiot/ers' Act (XVEll of 1879\, 5S. 12, 13, 14.
Accordin~ to the schemc of the Le~al Practitioners' Act the duty of
admitting and suspending or dismissing pleaders is entrusted to the High
COUl'l. S. 12 of the Ad empowers the High Court to suspend or dismiss a
pleader who is convicted of a criminal offence implying a defect of character which unfits him to be a pleader. In cases of misconduct under s. 13
the High Court, after making such inquiry as it thinks fit, is entitled to
suspend OJ; dismiss ;4 pleader guilty of such misconduct.

In a case where in the conrse of a proceeding before it a subordinate
Court has reason to think that a pleader has committed misconduct in the
.course of his professional duty the presiding officer of such Court, under
s. 14 of the Act, can institute proceedings against the pleader and inquire
into his misconduct. If such officer finds the charge established he reports
the case to the High Court. But" a Court ,in which the proceedings arc
not pending in the colirse of which a pleader is alleged to have been
guilty of misconduct is not entitled to take action under s. 14 merely
bec.'luse the pleader is cntitled to practise before it.

" of Jat/ak
III 11Ie matter of Gllllga J)uylll, I.L.R. 4 All. 375; En. t,le matter
K,sllore, 1 Pat. L.J. 576; III tlte matter of Ma'/lllzirul Hllq, (1923) Pat. H.C.
Cases 45 ; Nallasi'llall v. Nan/aliI/gam PiUay, 32 M.L. J. 402; ltl tile matter
of Puma, Chtmder PaZ, I.L.R. 27 Cal. 1023; Radha Chllm Clmckerb/ltty and
others, 10 C.W.N. 1059; 111 the matter of S. K. Rao, I.L.R. 15 Cal. 152referred to.
III

the matter of Mau1Ig Ttm AlI1lg -Gymt, 11 L.B.R. ·111-overruZed.

I?abindracltandra
from.

Chatterjee,

In re,

I.L.R.

49 Cal.

S50-dissented

The District Magistrate of Maubin received information that a Lower
Grade Pleader of Maubin who was engaged for the defence in a sessions
trial in the Court of the Additional Sessions Judge,Maubin, had been

* Civil Misc, Application No. 17 of 1935.
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guilty of professional misconduct in attempting by means of a bribe to
induce two witnesses for the prosecution to resile from the statements that
they had made. The District Magistrate, purporting to act under s. 14 of
the Legal Practitioners' Act, sent a copy of two charges of professional
misconduct to the pleader. and gave him notice to appear' before him
for an inquiry.
Held. that as the professional misCtlnduct alleged did not take place
in the course of any proceeding before the District Magistrate of Maubin,
the proceedings were invalid, and must be quashed.

K. C. Sanyal for the applicant. This is an
application for the transfer of . certain proceedings
under the Legal Practitioners' Act now pending before
the District Magistrate, Maubin, to some other
'Court.
[PAGE, C.}. How can these proceedings
regarded as criminal proceedings?]

be

Proceedings under the Legal Practitioners' Act
are of a quasi-criminal nature. In the matter of
Maung Po Tok (1). ~Even if they are not criminal
proceedings the High Court has full power to direct
the transfer of any proceedings under s. 107 of
the Government of India Act.
[PAGE, C.J. Is not s. 107 merely an administrative sectioT,l?]
Many of the decided cases take the contrary view.
But in any case the present proceedings are invalid
on another ground. Under s. 14 of the Legal
Pra<;:titioners' Act it is only the presiding judge before
whom the alleged offenc"e on the part of the pleader
is alleged to have been committed who can take
action under that section. In the present case the
alleged offence was not committed before the
. (1) I.L.R. 2 R<:.n. 49i.
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District Magistrate, Maubin, but during a criminal
trial pending before the Additional Sessions Judge,
Maubin. Nallasivan v. Ramalingam (1); In the
matter of Janak Kishore (2). A contrary view is
taken in In the matter of Maung Tun Aung Gyaw (3).
No appearance for the respondent.
PAGE, C.J.-This is an application for the transfer
'Of Criminal Miscellaneous No. 126 of 1934 from the
District Magistrate, Maubin, to some other judicial
'Officer for determination.
The respondent is the District Superintendent of
Police, Maubin, and the Court is informed that he has
withdrawn his objection to the transfer being made.
It is unnecessary, however, to consider whether the
alleged facts upon which the application is. based
wOl1ld justify a transfer of the proceedings from the
District Magistrate of Maubin, because in our opinion
the proceedings in Criminal Miscellaneous No. 126
of 1934 as a whole arc ultra vires and must be
quashed.
It appears that information was received by the
District Magistrate of Maubin to the effect· that
Maung Thein Nyun, a Lower Grade Pleader of
Maubin' who was engaged for the def~nce in
Sessions Trial No. 16 of 1934 of the Additional
Sessions Judge, Maubin, had been guilty of professional misconduct in attempting by means of a
bribe to induce two witnesses for the prosecution to
resile from the statements that they had made.
On the 18th of December 1934 the District Magistrate, purporting to act under section 14 of the Legal
Practitioners' Act (XVIII of 1879), sent a copy of two

(1) 32 M.I•.]. 402.

(2) 1 Pat."!..]. 576.
(3) 11 1:.B.R. 111.
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charges of professional misconduct to the applicant,.
Maung Thein Nyun, and at the same time gave him
notice to appear before the District Magistrate on the
4th of January 1935 "when an enquiry will be held to
show cause why you should not be reported to' the
High Court of Judicature at Rangoon."
It is to be observed that the professional misconduct
alleged did not take place in the· course of any
proceeding before the District Magistrate of Maubin r
but during a criminal trial pending before the Additional
Sessions Judge, Maubin.
N ow, the scheme of the Legal Practitioners' Act is
plain. The duty of admitting and suspending or
dismissing pleaders is entrusted to the High Court. If
a pleader is convicted of a criminal offence implying
a defect of character which unfits him to be a pleader,"
the High Court is given power under section 12 to
suspend or dismiss him. In cases where the misconduct referred to in section 13 is alleged, or where a
pleader is otherwise alleged to be guilty of professional
misconduct, the High Court, after making such enquiry
as it thinks fit, is entitled under section 13 to sllspend
or dismiss the pleader. But in a case where in the
course of a proceeding before it a subordinate Court has
reason to think that a pleader. has committed misconduct· in the course of his professional duty it is
expedient and reasonable that the presiding officer of
the Court should have power to institute proceedings
against the pleader, and for that reason section 14 was
enacted which, so far as is material, provides that
•
l(

" if any such pleader or Mukhtar practising in any subordinate Court
or in any Revenue-ofilce is charged in such Court or office with
taking instructions except as aforesaid, or with any such misconduct as aforesaid, the presiding officer shall send him a copy of the
charge and also··a notice that, on a day to be therein appointec1 r
such charge will be taken intQ consideration
On
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such day, or on any subsequent day to which the enquiry may
be adjourned, the presiding officer shall receive and record all
evidence properly produced in support of the charge, or by the
Pleader or Mukhtar, and shall proceed to adjudicate on the
charge. If such officer finds the charge established and considers
that the Pleader or Mukhtar should be suspended or dismissed in
consequence, he shall record his finding and the grounds thereof,
and shall report the same to the High Court ; and the High
Court may acquit, suspend or dismiss the Pleader or Mukhtar
II

The section further p'rovides inter alia that in each
case the report of the presiding officer of the Court
shall be forwarded to the High Court through the
proper authorities.
Now, the District Magistrate of Maubin was not the
presiding officer of the Court in which the misconduct
of the respondent was alleged to have been committed,
and, that being so, in my opinion the District
Magistrate had no jurisdiction to institute proceedings
against the applicant under section 14 of the Act. For
the reasons that I have stated I am of opinion that upon
a true construction of section 14 the only person who
is entitled to take proceedings against a pleader under
that section is the presiding officer of the Court or
Office in which proceedings are pending in the course
qf which the pleader is alleged to have been guilty of
'misconduct. In In the matter of Mazmg Tun Aung
Gj'aw, 3rd Grade Pleader of Ngathainggyaung, Basseill
Di$t1-icl (1) and Rabindrachandra Chatterjee, In re (2),
however, it has been held that any Court in which a
ple;;tder practises his profession is a Court the presiding
officer of which is entitleq to take proceedings for
misconduct against the pleader under section 14. In
Rabindrachandra Chatterjee, In re (2) in which the
misconduct alleged did not take place in the course of
(1)11 L.B.R 111.

(2) (1922)I.L.R. 49 Cal. 850 at p. 858.
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the proceedings in the Court of the District Judger
Sanderson C.J. observed

'I in my judgment. the

learned District Judge had jurisdiction todeal with all the matters whiCh were alleged in the notice, inasmuch
as the petitioner (the learned pleader) was practising in the Court
of the learned District Judge and it was within his jurisdiction,
upon proper materials being laid before him, to institute the
proceedings in the manner in which he did."

But in that case the judgment of a Bench of the
Calcutta High Court in Radha Churn Chuckerbutty
and others (1) was not referred to, in which the learned
Judges took the same view of the meaning and effect
of section 14 which finds favour with us. With all
due respect I am of opinion that the view expressed by
the Calcutta High Court in Rabind1'Gchandra Chatterjee,
In re (2) was not in accordance with law. Indeed, as
I apprehend the matter, if section 14 was construed
as the Calcutta High Court construed it the .section
would be inherently inconsistent and much trouble
might follow. If the Calcutta view were to prevail it
would mean that section 14 should read not "if any
such pleader practising in any subordinate Court or in
any Revenue office is charged in such Court or -office",
but "if any such pleader is entitled to prlletise in any
subordinate Court or in any Revenue Office", and much
confUSIon would result. If the presiding officer of any
subordinate Court or Revenue office in which a pleader
is entitled to practise can take proceedings in connection
with alleged misconduct on the part of the pleader
otherwise than in relation to a case pending before
such Court there would be nothing in section 14, for
example, to prevent the presiding offIcer of a Revenue
Office who thought that the pleader had been guilty or
misconduct in the course of a sessions trial from
(1) 10 C.W.N. 1059.

(2) (1922) I.L.R. 49 Cal. 850 at p. 858.
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1935
charging the pleader with such misconduct, or a
Subdivisional Judge might take upon himself to charge U THEIN
NYUN
a pleader with alleged misconduct not in connection
V.
DISTRICT
with any proceeding in his Court but in a proceeding SUPERINTENDENT
before the District Magistrate. Such an anomalous state OF
POLlCE~
of affairs could never have been intended. In my opinion MAUBIN.
it is manifest from the language used in the section PAGE, C.}.
that it is only where in the course of proceedings before
it a subordinate Court has reason to suppose that a
pleader has been guilty of misconduct that the subordinate Court is at liberty, without reference to the
High Court, to enquire whether the pleader had been
guilty of misconduct or not. The view which I take of
the construction of section 14 is in consonance with
that held in In the 1'Natter ofJanak Kishore, Abinash Ch.
Nandi and Girwardhar (1); In the matter of
Manazirul Huq (2) ; In the matter of the petition of
Ganga Dayal and others {3); Radha Churn Chuckerbutty and othC1's (4) and In the matter of Purna
Chunder Pal (5) ; see also In the mafJer of Southekal
Krishna Rao (6) and N allasivan Pillai v. N. Ra1'1wlingam Pillay (7).
In my opinion the case of Maung Tun Aung Gyaw
(8) was wrongly decided, and must be treated as 'over- .
ruled.
For these reasons, in my opinion, the proceedings.
in Criminal Miscellaneous No. 126 of 1934 of the Court
of the District Magistrate of Maubin are invalid in law t
and must be quashed.

BA V, J.-I agree.
(1\
(2)
(3)
(4)

J Pat. L.}. 576.
(1923) Pat. H.C. Ca. 45.
(1882) I.L.R. 4 All. 375.
10 C.W.N. 1059.

(5) (1899) I.L.R. 27 Cal. .1023 at p. 104().
(6) (1887) JoL.R. 15 Cal. 152.
(7) 32 Mad. L.Y.402.
(8) 11 L.B.R. 111.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Sir Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, Qud Mr. Justice Ba U.

M. C. PATAIL

1935

AND .ANOTHER

- v.

JUly 3.

H. G. ARIFF

AND OTHERS.""

Appeal !to His Majesty in Council-Substantial question of law-Constructi01; of
a clause in the memora1zdunL of 'association-Language plain and clearQuestioll of l~w must be reas011ably debatable-Civil Procedure Code (Act V
of 1908), s. 110.
Unders. 110 of the Civil Procedure Code it is·incumbent upon the Court in
a case where the appellate decree affirms the decree of the lower Court to pe
~atisfied, before it burdens the Jl,dicial Committee of the Privy Council with
the hearillg of the appeal, that a question of law fairly open to argument,
and Hot merely an alleged question of law, is involved in the appeal.
The High Court on. appeal, affirming the decree of a Judge on the
Original Side, held that the directors of a company had power under clause
3 (e) and (f) of the memorandum of association of the company to purchase
immovable property situate not only in· Rangoon but also outside Rangoon,
and that such power was clear and manifest from the language used. The
applicants contended that whether the din~ctors had such power wafi a·
question of law that had arisen between the parties.

Held. that no substantial question of law arose in the case and leave 10
appeal could not be grante,t

N. M. Cowasjee for the applicants.
Paget (with him Hay) for the respondents.
C.J.-This is an application for· a certificate
granting leave to appeal to His Majesty in Council.
Inasmuch as the decree of the Appellate Court·
affirmed the decree of the trial Court it is incumbent
tipon the applicants to satisfy' the' Court that the·
appeal "must involve SOme substantial question of
law".
PAGE,

* Civil Misc. Application No. 38 of 1935 arising out of Civil First Appeai
No. 169 of 1934 of i.his Court.
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Now, . the learned advocate for· the· applicants
conceded that the only question of law involved in the
appeal, which in other respects admittedly turned upon
questions of fact, is whether it was ultra vires of the
directors of the company to purchase the property in
• suit: which was situated outside the town of Rangoon.
That depends upon the construction of the memorandum and articlts of association of the company.
The property . of the company consisted in part
of shares in other companies from which dividends
accrued, and in part of other property. In the
memorandum of association it was stated inter alia
that i:he objects of the company were :
" 3. (c) To receive the dividends of the shares belonging to the
company and to invest the same in shares of other companies or
in the. purchase of any other immovabie property within the
Town of Rangoon.
(fJ To purchase, take on lease, or in exchange or otherwise
acquire, rent, hire or employ any property (real or personal) oi, rights or privileges, which may seem to the company directly·or
indirectly qmducive to its objects or necessary or convenient f01·
the purposeS of its business, or capable of being profitably dealt
with in connection with any of its objects, pr0I>edy and rights
for the time being, or any share, estate or interest therein.
respectively."

At the hearing of the appeal it was contended
op. behalf of the appellants that because in clause
3 (c) the power of· investment in respect of dividends
is limited to immovable property in Rangoon,· the
power of investment under clause 3 (f) must be held
to be restrietedto investment in immovable property
within the town of Rangoon. The Court was of
opinion that there was no substance in such .a
coptention ; indeed, .the difference in the language
llsed in the two clauses would tend to shmV' that
it was intended that the power of ip-vestment in
54

_1935
_..

1\1.

c. PATAiL
fl.

H:G. ARIFF.
PAGE,

c.}.
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immovable property in clause 3 (f} should. be
M.C.PATAIL unrestricted.
It is not now contended, however, by
.H. G.vARIF1" . the .learned counsel for the applicants that 3 (c) and
PAGE, c.}.. 3 (f) are in any way dependent upon each
other.
The motive which induced the vendor of the trust
to create ·the company was fo prevent the family
estate from being dissipated after his death. 3 (c)
relates to the investment of the dividends from the
shares held by the company in other companies,
and it is laid down that one of the objects of· the
company is that such dividends should be invested
in the 'shares of other companies or in the purchase
of other immovable property within the town of
Rangoon.
With respect to 3 (f),. however, it is specifically
. provided that one of the objects of the company is·
to purchase, take on lease, or in exchange or otherwise
acquire, rent, hire or employ any property (real or
personal) or rights or privileges that the company
may think directly or indirectly· conducive to its
objects or necessary or convenient for the· purposes
of .its .business or capable of beingprofit<ibly dealt
with in connection with any of its objects.
Now, the learned counsel for the applicants contends .that under 3 (j) a substantial question of law'
between the parties arises namely, whether under subclause ·3 (/) the company was entitled·· to purchase
real or personal property outside the town of Rangoon.
In my opinion, his contention is unsustainable.
Merely because· learned counsel on behalf of the
applicants in an application for leave to appeal to His
Majesty in .Council asserts' that a question of law·
arises it does not follow that the appeal involves a
substantial question of law. In the judgment of the
Appellate Court it was stated that· under clause J (f)
"the directors plainly were e·ntitled to acquire the
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:propcrty! hi". stiit ", and it appears to me that they
were 1J?,rI cifi'cally empowered to. ~o so by the very
tC.9l1S· :~, ... H'lU$e 3 (j). In my OpInIOn not only does
:tfw L~'p~~l not involve a substantial question of.law
, ~l.lt \,tn-Ier clause 3 (fJ the power of the directors
to acquire immovable property even if it is situate
.(}utside.' the town of Rangoon is clear and manifest.
The learned counsel for the applicants further
,contended that the words "substantial question of
law" between the parties did not mean a question
·of law which the Court tho,ught was reasonably
,debatable, but any alleged question of law, good,
',bad or indifferent, which if decided against his
clients would substantially affect their rights. In my
,opinion, that is not the n:ieaning of these words as
used in section 110 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
As I apprehend the meaning of that section it is
incumbent upon the Court in a case where the
:appellate decree affirms the deeret: of the lower
,Court to be satisfied, before it burdens the Judicial
'Committee of the Privy Council with the hearing
.of the appeal, that a question of law fairly open
-to argument, and not merely an alleged question of
law is involved in the appeal. If the Court were
·to accept the construction of these words for which
:the applicant contends an aggrieved party in the
Appellate Court would be able to obtain leave to
;appcal to His Majesty in Council in any and every
case mc.rely by asserting that a question of law
'WM involved in the appeaL In my opinion the
-contention on behalf of the applicants that a subst.'inttal question of law between the parties is
inve»vod in the present appeal upon the construc,;ti.on or drrusc 3 (f) of the memorandum of association
·Ci1fttlot he accepted. It is unnecessary to consider
wAwtlit~r under the articles of associatiollor in any
".$

.
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other way the directors had power to 'B~lrchase theproperty in question, because the sole,~ Cluestion of
law which' it is suggested arises is in c~-""neetion
C.J. with the construction of Clause 3 (f) oft1:lememorandum of association. 'The case upon appear.
turned upon the merits, and was decided upon the'
facts of the case. I am of opinion' that, imismilch
as the decree from which it is sought to appeal to'
His Majesty in Council affirmed the decision of the'
lower Court and no substantial question of law' is·
involved in the appeal, the application fora certificate'
granting 'leave to appeal to His Majesty in Council
must be refused, and it is dismissed with costs,-,"
one set of costs,-sevengold mohurs.

1935

M. C. PATAII.
v.
H. G. ARIFF.
PAGE,

BA

tI"

J.!,"","","I agree.

LETTERS PATENT APPEAL.
Bejore Si,- A.rtllll1" Page, Kf., Clliej ]usfit;c. Ilnd Mr.Jn.~ficl' IJn U"

1935
July 3.

DAW GYAN

v.
MAUNG MAUNG.*
Easements-ImPlied/ase11lcnts-Gral1t of part oj a tCllC71Ient-OuasteaSe11lC1lts:
thatgo with the grant-Three contiguous houses with 01:e rrlJ!uer-Use oj path'
at back jor carriage oj nigltt. soil buckets-Sale oj two houses--Right ;,of'
Ilserojthe path by the purchaser.
'
, ,

On tlie grant by an owner of a tenement of part of that tenement as it is then.
used and enjoyed there will pass to the grantee all those continuous and,
apparent easements, (which are quasi easements) or, in other wo.rds, all those'
easements which are necessary to the reasonable enjoyment of the ,property:
granted, and which have been, and are at the time of the grant, used by the'
owners of the entirety for the benefit of the part ~ranted. In such a case it isa grant, of an easement by implication. .

* Letters Patent Appeal No.1 of 1935 arising out of Special Civil Second!:
Appeal Ko. 99 of 1914 of this ·Court.
' '
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HillIsful'd v. Jago, (1921) 1 Cll.D. 322; Pearson v. Spellcer, 3 B. & S. 767;
.TJwllb:IC/t. Colliuy CO. V. UTuodllWlI, (1915) A.C. 634; WlteeldQ1/. v. BlIr1'O"dls;
12 eh,D. 31-1't'fi'rrcd to.

In 1910 there were three hOllses which were contiguons and belonged to
.one and the salllc owner. The houses faced a public road, and there was a
Vath at the back 3'll11ning south to north and then west to east which was used
by the owner for the carriage of nightsoil buckets of the three houses on
to the public road where COllsc1fvauC} carts took the night soil away.. In 1923
the o\\'l1(:r sale! the houses to the south to a woman who mortgaged them to the
respondent, and he becallle the purchaser thereof at a COUTt sale in execution
of his mortgage decree. The 1)1)[;,,(; (0 (he north passed by way of inheritance
.to the appellant. It was esbbli"hed by evidence that from 1910 the night soil
huckets from the two houses tn [he south had usually been carried along the path
to the llorth through the appellant's compound. It was also in evidence that
lfihc pkcc of waste Jand to the west belonging to another person was sometimes
lI~ed by the sweeperoflhe two houses, hut that land was fenced up by the owner
. Home 8i1( ye:trs ago, and was 110 lougur availahle to the respondent for the
carriage of his btickcts. In 19J1 the appellant blocked up' the po.rtion of her
CUn11'OU1H! through which the path lay, and therehy prevented the respondent
{rom u~ing the pathway fOiT the carriage of his buckets. The responderit
dlllllled a right of way as an easement of necessity.
Hl'IcI, that It was 110t a cast: of all casement of necessity, but that at the
time W)ll'lI the two lower hou,e, were separated from thc upper house in 1923
it was the l'Ollllllon intention of both tht: vendor and the purchaser that there"
after thc'nlght snit buckets should bt: lak<::n to the public road alollg the path
thr.)ugh the upper cOl1l1'0uud in tht: manuel' in whieh they had been taken
heinrc, and that an implied easement to that effect resulted from and was
.ancillary to the conveyance of the twn lower houses in 1923.

Kale 'for the appellants. At the time the tene,mcllts in question \verc separated there was a vacant
plot of land to the west of the two holdings, now in
th(.~ possession q,f the respondent, over which night
soil buckets from tile respondent's premises were
cHniecl. COI1Sequcntly, the respondcnt cannot claim
.any way of necessity over the appellant's land for the
removal of night soil. The mere fact that the respondont will be put to some expense in finding a way for
the removal of the night soil, the vacant plot of. land
to tile \\'est now being fenced rOllnd; is no ground
for aJlmvillg the respondent a right of way over the
,appellant's lanel. ~Iorcovcr, the easement claimed
,by the respondent was not continuous and apparent,
and it cannot therefore pass by implied grant. The
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dodrin'eof implied grant or grant by hnplication
is also based on "necessity", and the law will!
imply only that to be conveyed which is absolutelynecessary. Tholigh the Easements Act does not:
apply to Burma the principles underlying the Act
may be used as a guide in deciding questions of
this nature.

A. N. Basu for the respondent was not called:
upon.
C. J.-This appeal is dismissed.
The question at issue is the right of the respon~
, dent to have the latrine buckets at night ,taken
from his latrine by a path to the north throughthe appellant's compoimd, and thence by a path.
through the appellant's compound' from west to,
east to the West Moat Road.
Now" the facts,' as found or admitted by the'
learned Judge of the Assistant District Court at
Mandalay, are that the tenement as a whole is,
covered by three houses which are contiguous, alL
of them with a frontage on ihe \Vest Moat Road.
The appellant owns the most northern of the houses,- '
and the resp-ondent the two sot,thel:n houses. Tothe west of the holding is land ,now, occupied byParawa Devi. Until about six years ago the landto the west was an open space. 'A fence has now
been run round it flush against the property of
the appellant and the respondent.
'
The holding which includes the appellant's'.
house and the two houses belonging to the respon-dent had a path running at the back of the,
respondent's house to the north where it joined thecompound of- the appellant, and in that way accesswas obtained from the latri,!e of the respondent
PAGE,
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to the West Moat Road where the conservancy
carts took the night soil away. From 1910 to 1923
the holding belonged to Ma Myint, and during the
time in which the three houses belonged to her
the night soil buckets were always removed along
the path from the latrine of the respondent northwards and westwards through the appellant's property to the \iVest Moat Road. U Ba Soe, a
Higher Grade Pleader, stated that he occupied the
respondent's house in 1914 and the appellant's
Rouse from 1914 to 1930. In 1923 Ma Myint
sold all three houses to Mg. Mg. Thet, the father
of the appellant, and soon afterwards Mg. Mg. Thet
sold the two houses to the south to Ma Hafiz
Hi, who mortgaged them to the respondent, the
respondent ultimately purchasing them at an auction
sale in execution of a mortgage decree that he had
obtained against Ma Hafiz Bi. There was evidence
that at the time when the two houses to the
501.1th were sold by Mg. Mg. Thet to Ma Hafiz Bi
the sweeper of the houses to the south used sometimes to take the night soil buckets away through
the. waste land to the west, but it was' found as
a fact by the learned Judge of the Assistant Disb:id Court, and there was evidence to support his
nnding, that at all material times from 1910 upwards the night soil buckets from the two houses
to the south had usually been carried along the
path to the north through the appellant's componnd.
Now, ill 1931 the . appellant blocked' up the
portion of the compound through which this path
by, thereby preventing the night soil buckets from
OIl' respondent's compound from being carried as
hitherto had been done through the appellant's
compound to the West Moat Road. Rence the
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present suit, in which the respondent claimed an
injunction .restraining the appellant from obstructing
his easement, being the right of way for the conveyance of the night soil buckets through the
appellant's compound.
Now, in so far as the easement was "claimed . to
be an easement of necessity, in my opinion, the
suit must fail j because it is clear, and it is not
disputed, that at the time of severance it was
possible tb take the night soil buckets from the
. respondent's. "., latrine over the waste land to the
west, and. if· at the time when Mg. Mg. Thet conveyed ,the' houses to the south to Ma Hafiz Bi
there was. no e~sement of necessity there is . no
~asement of necessity which can be claimed by the
respondent in the present c~se. But, as I have
stated, it has been found, and we accept and agree
\:viththe finding, that the normal, ordinary and only
practicable way in which the night soil buckets
could be taken to the West Moat' Road from. the
respondent's latrine was at all material times by
the path through the appellant's compound.
Now, how does the law stand in this matter?
Although the EascmentsAct does not apply to
Burma no doubt the Court would have regard to
the Easemen'ts Ad ,in considering questions such
as that under consideration. The law, however, in
my opinion, applicable to the question at issue was
laid down by Lord Parker in Pwllbach Colliery
Company, Limited v. Tif/oodtl'lan (1). His Lordship
observed:
"The right claimed is in the nature of an easement, and
apart from implied grants of ways of necessity, or of what
are called continuous and apparent easements, the cases in
(1) (1915) A.C.. 634.
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which an easement can be ~ranted by implication may be
·classified under two heads. The first is where the implication
arises because the right in question is necessary for the
,enjoyment of some other right expressly granted
The second class of cases ill which easements may
impliedly he created depends not upon the terms of the
grant itself, hut upon the circumstances under which the
,grant was made. The law will readily imply the ~rant or
reservation of such easements as may be necessary to ~ive
effect to the C0mmon intention of the parties to a grant of
real property, with reference to the manner or purposes in
and for which the land granted or some land retained by
the grantor is to he used."

Again. in Ptorsoll v. Spe1lccr (1) ErIe C.J. observed
,that the case then under consideration fell
under that class of implied grants where there is no necessity for the right claimed, hut where the tenement is so
·constructed as that parts of it involve a necessary dependence,
in order to its cnjoymcnt in the state it is in when devised.
upon the adjoining tenement."
oIl

:and in TtVheeldon v.
pointed that

Burrows {Z)

Thesiger

L.J.

1\ two
propositions may be stated as .." hat I may call the
general rules governing cases of this kind. The first. of
these 1'1I1('s is, that on thc grant by the owner of a tenement o{ part of that tenement as it is then used and enjoyed,
there will pass to the grantce all those continuous. and
apparelH eascments (by which, of course, I mean quasi easements), or, in other \\,01"'(1s, all those easements which are
nccessar~' to the reasonable enjoyment of the property granted, and which have heen and are at the time of the grant
used by the o\\'ners of the entirety for the benefit of. the
part gnmtccl."

.sec also Hal1sford v.
(I) 3 H, & S. 767.

] ago (3).
(2) 12 eh.D. 31 at p. 49.

(3) (1921) 1 Ch.D 322.
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Now, -it is obvious that at the time when the
two lower houses were separated from the upper
house in or about 1923, it was the common inten-tion of b9th the vendor and the purchaser that
thereafter the night soil buckets should be taken to·
the West Moat Road along the path. through the'
upper compound in the manner in which they hadi'
been taken - before, and, having regard to theauthorities to which reference has been made, 1 am:
of opinion that an implied easerpent to that effect
resulted - from and was ~l1cil1ary to the conveyance
of the two -yrer houses by IVlg. Mg. Thet in 1923•.
_For these reasons, in my opinion, the appeal
fails and must be dismissed with costs.

BA V, J.-I agree.

APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Bejore Mr. Juslia lI/os<'l,l'.
1935

MOHAMED ISMAIL

July 17.

7.1.

KING-EMPEROR.*
Cog1lizable offenc~-Power of ar,'est 1~tithout WlT1"Ttl1/t 1/ot ttl1qllalifted~·
Officeracti11g illdepeudeJltly-Subordi11ate officcr deputed by slIperiorofficer to m'rest-Authority ill writi1lg necessary-Authority fo be Sh011J1/"
fo arrested Person-Crimi1lal Procedu-rc Code (Act V of 1898), 5S. 54, 56Bonafide but 111lanthorizcd arresf by polic~ officer-Rigllt oj private
defe1lce.
S. 54 of the Code vf Criminal Procedure does not give an unqualified:
power in all cases to any police oflicer to arrest, without an authorization
in writing, a person concerned in <I cognizable olIence. The provisions-·
of s. 54 are limited by those of s. 56 of the Code. A police offi.cer maywithout a warrant arrest any person concern,',! in a cognizable offence.
provideil the officer is actin/! on his own initiative, or independently in'
the course of his duty. But where a subordil1<1te police officer is not. -" Criminal Appeal No. 780 of 1935 from the order of the HonoraryMagistrates, Fangoon, in Crimin<ll Trial .No. 3lJ3 of 4.935..
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actillM indepcndcnlly, but is merely deputed by a superior officer to arrest
someone l'oncerned in a cognizable offence, he must be given his order
In writing h~' the superior officer, specifying the person to be arrested
and the offence or other cause for which the arrest is to be made. The
subordinate officer must notify to the person to be arrested the substance
of the order and. if so required by such person, show him the order.
QUI'tI/. v. Slteik Emoo, (1869) W.n. (Cr. Rulings) 20-referred to.
Where a police officer acting bOlla fide under colour of his office
lIrrcRts II person but without authority, the person so arrested has no
l'lght of self-defence ..~ainst the officer.
l/1It"'//-ElII/>rt'ss v. J>alip, I.L,R 18 All. 246-rcferred to.

J.-The appellant, Mohamed Ismail, was
sentenced to six months' rigorous imprisonment
under section 353, Indian Penal Code, for assaulting a poli<:e' constable when the latter was trying
to arrest him as he was wanted on a report of
theft made under sedion 380, Indian Penal Code.
Tile investigating ot1icer, Sub-Inspector of Police
Maun,~. TUIl Tin \p.w. 3), had given verbal orders
only to·· the· arresting constable, Gunoo Meah, and
had not given GUIlOO Meah an order in writIngspecifying the person to be arrested and the offence
for which the arrest was to be made, vide the
provisions of section 56 (1) of the Coue of 'Criminal
Proccdure.
Thc Honorary Magistrates who tried the case
~t:r~ of the opinion that the arrest was in order
undt:r the provisi()nH of section 54 (1) of the Code
of Criminal Procedure, which provides that any
polkc ofHccr may, without a warrant, arrest any
pt:rsoll who has been concerned in any cognizable
offence, or against whom a reasonable complaint has
been made, or credible information has been received,
or a reasonable suspicion exists of his having been
so i.'ollccrnt:d. ee Cognizable offence;' is defined in
sedioll 4
of the Code of Criminal Procedure t
tlS an offence for which a police officelt may arrest
withoul warrant.
MOSF.LY,

en
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It is dear however that section 54 of the Code

of Criminal Procedure does. not give an unqualified
power in all cases to any. police officer to arrest
V.
:R:INGwithout
an authorization in writing a person concerned
·EMPEROR.
in a cognizable offence.
MOSELY, J.
No doubt any officer to whom inforination of a
cognizable offence has been given, or in whose view
such an offence has been cOl1imitted, or who has
reasonable ground to suspect a person of· such an
offerice can· effect an arrest without a \varrant from
a magistrate or any other authorization from a superior
officer, provided that the officer is acting on his
.own initiative, or independently in the course of his
duty. A beat. constable can do so, and constantly
does so. The main reason and justification. for such
a power is necessity. It may also be said that in
such cases the person arrested is likely to knmv
. the reason for his arrest, and that the person who
arrests him is a police officer. But \vhere a subordinate police. officer is ilOt acting indcpenckutly, but
is merely deputed by a superior officer to arrest
someone concerned in a cognizable offence, a further
formality is prescribed, presumably to prevent abuse
of the powers of the police, or to allow the persoll.
arrested to know the reason for his arrest and the
office of Hie person arresting him.
The provisions of section 54 are limited by those
of section 56 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.
Section 56 (1) says that when any officer in charge
of a police-station, or any police officer making an
investigation under Chapter XIV, [that is to sayan
officer in charge of the. police-station, or one of
his subordinate officers deputed by him under section
157 (1) Criminal Procedure Code], requires any officer
subordinate, to him to arrest without a warrant
(otherwise than in his presence) aqy person who
MOHAMED
ISMAIL
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may lawfully be arrested without a warrant, he shall
deliver to the officer required to make the arrest
an order in writing, specifying the person to be
arrested and the offence or other cause for which
the arrest is to be made. The officer so required
shall before making' the artest notify to the person
to be arl'ested the substance of the order and, if
so required by such person, shall show bim the
ordel'.
It is perhaps curious that there is no previous
decision directly bearing on the subject, except Queen v.
ShCi/l Emoo (1). The Judges were in doubt there
whether under the corresponding section of the Code
of that time,section 100, any police officer might not
arrest a person for dacoity; but the case was decided
on another ground, that though the arrest by a
police constable was made on the verbal order of the
head constahle who was enquiring into the dacoity,
and not on a written order' as required by section
140 of that Code, yet it was made in the head
constable's presence and virtually by him.
Iri the present case i& is not alleged that any
information had been received by police constable
Gunoo Meah, or that he was acting in the casein any other capacity than under the orders of the
. inyestigating officer to arrest the preset'lt appellant
if - he found him. I am of the opinion, therefore_
that section 56 applies, and that the arrest was not
justified\tnc1er tht: provisions' of that section. It
follows that the conviction under section 353 of the
Indinll Pcmal Code, was bad, as the police officer
was not acting in the execution of his duty. - Thenl'peUant, howel'er, was liable under section 323
of th~ Indian Penal Code, for causing hurt to the
III (IM91 W.R (Cr. Rulings) 20.
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1935

police officer executing the 'warrant, as under section
99 of the Indian Penal Code, there is no right of
private def~nce in a case such as this where a
'IJ.
KINGpolice
officer was acting bona fide under colour of
EMPEROR.
his office-see Queen-Empress v. Dalip (1).
:.1I-IOSELY, J.
The appellant fisted the police constable once in
the face and, it may be added, was struck by the
police constable several.times with a cane. No very
great hurt was caused to the police officer.
The conviction and sentence under section 353,
Indian Penal Code, will be set aside, and in lieu
thereof the appellant will be convicted under section
323, Indian Penal· Code, and the sentence reduced
to two months' rigorous impris.ol1l11ent.·
MOHAMED
ISMAH.

..,},

SPECIAL BENCH.
Beforc Sir Arthul' Page, Kt., Chief J/lstice, Mr. Juslice lolya Bu, <1//11
/lfr. !ilstice Sm.
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THE EXECUTIVE ENlGfNEER, MANDALAY

7'.

July 18,

THE MAYMYO MUNICIPALITY.*·
Mlmicipal assess':!C1lt-Tax 011 lands covered by buildingS-Projecting calles.,....
Measurement ofbuilding-Plinth arca-Lalld beucath eaves-Taxing slatltlc,
construction of-Burma Municipal Act (Burma Act 111 of 1$98), s.62 (1) (A)
(b).

A municipal committee in imposing a tax on land covered by a building
under S. 62 (1) tAl (b) of the Burma Municipal Act Inust measure the land
assessable according to the plinth area of the building, and is not entitled to
include in the assessment land. beneath the eav~ of thebuildillg.
No tax can be imposed except by words which are clear, and the" benefit
(If the doubt is the right of the subject.
..'
Re Fina.nce Act, 1894, and Sllldclcrl, 2 I.R 40C-rcfcH'c,1 to.
(1\ (1896) I.L.R 18 All. 246 252,
• Civil Reference No.6 0£1935.
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A. Egt<ar (Government Advocate) for the Crown.

'Section 62 (1) (A) (b) of the Burma Municipal Act
~authorises a municipality to levy a tax on, lands
·covered by buildings at a certain rate per square
-foot, and the question for determination is whether
the term "lands covered by buildill'gs" has reference to
-the plinth area of the buildings, or to the lands covered
:by the buildings including their eaves. The definition.
-of the term, II building" in s. 2 V) of the Act is
not of much help. There is no case-law on the
·subjeCt, and one has to be guided by common-sense.
'The draftsman of the Act when enacting s. 62 had,
-in all probability, contemplated only the area actually
,covered by the building, without any reference to the
-roof which is only an adju net to the building necessary
for the proper enjoyment thereof. If the wider
.construction is adopted the assessment of buildings
with flat roofs, which have sun-shades for their
windows during part of the year, would present a
.diffi culty.
It is also an elementary principle that a taxing
.enactment should be strictly construed.
K. C. Sa1'lyal for the Maymyo municipality. The
use of the words II any roofed structure" in the
definition of the term" building" in s. 2 (2) shows
that· eaves arc included. If the wider ~l1terpretation
is not accepted a skilful architect may enable an
-owner of a building to evade taxation by building
for him an umbrella-like structure. Similary, a covered
pathway leading from the main building to the
~{itchen will escape taxation because there is no
·cemented passage.
PAGE, C.J.-This is a case stated by the Deputy
·Commissioner of Mandalay under section 79 (2) of
.t~e Burma Municipal Act (III of 1898) 'lS amended.
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The question to be determined is whether theMuniCipal Committee of Maymyo in imposing a tax" on lands covered by buildings " under section 62
(1) (A) (b) of the Act must measure the land assess-'
able according to the plinth area of" the buildings,.
or are entitled to include in 'the assessment land
beneath the eaves of the buildings.
Section 62 (1), so far as material, is in the following-.
terms:
" 62. (1) Subject to any general or special rules or orders \vhicb
the Local Government may issue, or "may, have issued, in this·
behalf, the committee may for the purposes of this Act, impose in
the whole or any part of the municipality with the sanction hereinafter specified in each case, any of the following taxes, namely :
(A) with the previous sanction of the Local Government,(b) a tax Dn -lands covered by buildings at a 'rate not exceeding.
three pies per squal'e foot per annum; or, if the lands are covered·
by buildings of two or more storeys, at a rate not exceeding.
four pies per square foot per annum."

" Building ,. is defined in section 2 (2).
" C Building' includes a house, hut, shed or other roofed structure
for whatsoever purpose and of whatsoever material constructed,.
and every part thereof, but shall not include a tent or other port·
able and merely temporary shelter."

It, is 'clear, therefore, that the eaves are parr
of the building, but the question is, does that
,part of the building which consists of the eaves" cover" land assessable to the tax imposed under
section 62 (1) (A) (b) of the Act? The question~.
I think, is open to argument, but unless the:
liability of the tax-payer is made out it must be
answered in his favour, because "no tax can be'
imposed except by words which, are clear, and the:
benefit of the doubt is the right of the subject ''''

VOL.
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[per Fitzgibbon L.J. in Re Finance Act, 1894 and
Sfudderf (1)].
I am of opinion, however, that the land to be
assessed must be ascertained according to the plinth
and not the eaves measprement of the building. As
I read the Act the object and effect of section 62 (1)
(A) (b) is that the surveyor in ascertaining the assessable area should look down and not up, and should
measure the extent of the space occupied by the
building that stands upon it and not the arra which,
though not occupied by the building, by reason of
the building that has been erected may be afforded
protection against the clements.
I would answer the reference in this sense.
MYA

Btl, J.-I agree.

SEN,

J.-I

agree.

(1) (1900) 2
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
8(jore SiI- Arthur Page, Kt., Chief Justice, Gild Mr. ltlstice SC11.

R. K. BANERJEE

1935

v.

July 31.

ALAGAMMA ACHI.*
Appeal to His Majesty tit Council-Application to be made within 90 days from
dt1.te of judgment-Exclusion of time requisite for obtaining copy of jlldg~
mellt-Appellate Side Rules (Civil) of the High Court, rille 56-Limitation Act tlX of 1908), s. 12 (3), art. 179.
It is necessary on an application for leave to appeal to His Majesty in
Council that a copy of the judgment from which it is sought to appeal should be
before the Court; and s. 12, sub-section 3, of the Limitation Act permits
the time requisite for obtaining a copy of the judgment to be excluded
from the 90 days within which the application must be presented.

Mahabir Prasad v. lamuna Si"gh, I.L.R. 1 Pat. 429; III re The Secretary of
State for India in COlmdl, I.L.R. 48 Mad. 939-referrcd to.

Aiyangar for the applicant.
Tam-hi for the respondent.
C.J.-This is an application for leave to appeal
to His Majesty in Council. A preliminary objection has
been taken that the application is out of time.
Under
article 179 of the. First Schedule to the Limitation
Act an application for leave to appeal to His Majesty in
Council mt~st be brought within 90 days from the
date of the decree from which it is sought to appeal.
In the present case the decree was signed on the 1yth
of February 1935, the judgment having been deiivered
on the 1st February, 1935. By Order 20 rule 7 the
date of the decree shall be the date of the judgment.
It follows, therefore, that in order to be within time
the present application must have been filed within
90 days from the 1st of February, 1935. The appliPAGE,

* Civil Mise. Application No. 49 of 1935 arising out of ·CiVil Misc.
Appeal No. 68 of 1934 of thi, Court.
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cation was in fact presented 011 the 23rd of" May,
1935, that is to say, 111 days after the date of the judgment. Prilllii facie, therefore, it is barred by limitation.
It is common ground, however, that 22 days was
"the, time requisite for obtaining a copy of the judgment ", and if that period is exCluded from 111
days the a'ppeal will be in time.
Under rule 56 of the Appellate Side Rules (Civil)
"applications to the Court for leaye to appeal to His Majesty
in Council shall be made within 90 days of the decree or
order to be appealed {Tom, subject to the provisions d sections 4,
5 and 12 of the Indian LimitatioJl Act, 1908."

The learned advocate for the respondent contends
that, although section 12 sub-sections 1 and 2 apply to
an application for leave io appeal to His Majesty in
Council, section 12 sub-section 3 does not apply to
such an application. III my opinion the preliminary
objection fail:.
It is of .great importance, indeed it is necessary,
on an application for leave to appeal to H is Majesty
in Council that a copy of the judgment from which
it is scught to arpe<.l ~hcuJd be before the Court; and
in my opinion section 12 sub-section 3 permits the
time requisite for obtaining a copy of the judgment
to be excluded from the 90 days within ,;\.'hich the
application must be presented. The vie':\" that we
take upon this matter is in consonance with that
expressed by the High Court of Patna in Mahabir
Prasad TC'll'ari v. ]alllll1lQ Singh (1) and the High
Court of Madras in In rc The Secreta1~Y oj State j01'
ludia in Council (2).
.
On the merits, in our opinio'n, the application must
succeed. It is conceded by the learned advocate for
-~---~-----------~-'------''-'--'':';----'-(l) (1922) I.LX 1 Pat. 429, .
(i) (1925) I.L.R. 48'Mad. 939:
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.the' respondent that the amountot· value of the
.subject-matter in the trial Court and also involved in
the appeal to His .Majesty in Council is over
Rs.. 10,000, and as the. decree· from which it is
sought to appeal has reversed the decision of the
trial Court a cerWicate granting leave to appeal to
His Majesty in Council will issue.
SEN,

J.-I agree.
APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before Sir Art/t.m Page, Kt., Chief Justice, and Mr. Justice Mya Bu;
1935
.Aug. 14.

GOWRI SINGH
v.
BOKKA VENKANNA.*
Malicious prosccuti;', Suit for-Filing of a complaint-Dismissal 0/ COI1/plailit . by magistrate-I< Prosecution" Of a pel'son-Issue of process
'essential-Grimtnal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898j, Ch. XVI, s, 203,
Ch. XViI.
Where a magistrate, on receipt of a complaint, sends the caso Cor
investigation by a police officer, and on Ilis report refuses to issue process·
and dismisses the complaint under s. 203 of the Code of Criminal Procedure,
the person against whom the complaint was made cannot maintain a suit
for damages for malicious prosecution against the complainant.
Until process has issued the person of whose conduct complaint has
been made is no!. an accl:sed person, nor is he. being Prosecuted.
Golap Jafl' v. Bholtlllath, I.L.R. .38 Cal. 880-folWwed.
. Ali MullQlnmad v. Zakir Ali, I.L.~.53 All. 771; DeRozal'io v Gulab
Chand. I.L.R. 37' cal. .358; K.·Mecralt Sahib. v. Ratl1Qflelll, I L.R. 37 Mad.
181; Nagendra Nath v. Basallti Das, I.L.R. 57 Cal. 25; P. S. Reddy v.
K. Reddy, I L.R. 49 Mad. 315; Subhag v. Nand Lat, I.L.R. 8 Pat 285;
Yates v. The Queetl, (18135) 14 Q.E.D. 648-rejerred to.
Bishu1l Persad v. Phutma1t Singh, 19 C.W.N. 935; Crowdy v, Reilly,
17 C.W.N. S54-dislingllished.
Ah1llcdbhai v. Fra11lji, I.L.R. 28 Born. 226; Imperatrio; v. Lakshmat1,
J.L.R 2 Born. 481-dissCflted from.

* Civil First Appeal. No. 47 of 1935 from the judgment of this Court on
the Original ~ide in Civil Regular No. 500 of 1934.
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Datta for the appellant. A prosecution can be
said to commence only when the Court issues process
to the accused. Sections 190 to 190A deal with the
-conditions requisite for the initiation of proceedings,
:and Chapter XVI cont~mplates a stage prior to the
issue of process at which the magistrate must satisfy
himself as to the genuineness of the complaint.
,P. Sanjivi Reddy v. K. Koneri Reddy (1); Ali
Muhammad v. Zakir Ali (2); Yates v. The Queen (3);
Thorpe v. Priestnall (4); Golap Jan v. Bholanath
{5).
When a complaint is falsely made against a
person it may be that he is defamed. But a statement before a judicial officer is absolutely privileged,
:and no action in tort will lie. The aggrieved party
-can proceed under s. ,211 of the Indian Penal Code.
Ghosh for the respopdent. The basis of an action
-for rn.alicious prosecution is the setting of the criminal
'law in motion, and it is not material for this
purpose whether the Court issues process or not.
There are two modes by which the criminal law
-may· be set in motion, one by filing a direct complaint
'in Court, and the other by giving information to the
police. A prosecution commences when a complaint
:is made or an information is laid. Clarke v. Pos/ant
'{6) ; Imperalrhv v. Laksll1mm (7) ; HalsiJtt1)', Vol. 1Y,
p. 670. The maintainability ofa suit for damages
for malicious prosecution does not depend upon
'there having been a prosecution in the sense under~tood by the Code of Criminal Procedure.
Crowdy
·v. Reilly t8)j Bishun PtTsad v. Phulman Si1!gh (9).
(1) I.L.R. 49 Mad. 315.
(5)
(2) I L.R. 53 All. 771.
(6)
(3) (1885) 14 Q.B.D. 648.
(7/
(4j 11897) 1 Q.B. 159.
(S)
(9) 19 C;W.N;

I.L.R. 38 Cal. 880.
(1884) 6 c.P. 423.
I.L.R. 2 BOlD. 481, 487.
17 C.W.N. 554.
935.
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The result of the complaint to the magistrate is..
immaterial for this purpose, because after the'
complaint is filed the complainant cannot have any
control over the magistrate.
In Golap Jan's case the prosecution was stopped
at the request of the complainant, and is distinguish":
able. If the law as laid down in that decision is
correct then there can be no action for damages for
malicious actions under the preventive sections of the"
Code.
Apart from malicious prosecu tion the appellant
would be answerable for defamation, and it has been
held in Mull Chand v. Buga Singh (1) that there'
is no absolute privilege in relation to such statement~.
C.J.-We are much obliged to the learned'
advocates. for the skill and care they have taken in:
presenting their arguments to the Court.
The suit out of which the appeal arises was,
brought to recover damages for malicious prosecution.
The material facts are not in dispute. The defendant
filed a complaint in the Court of the District Magistrate,.
Rangoon, against the plaintiff in which he charged
him with having committed offences under seeticns
380, 427 "and 445 of the Indian Penal Code. The case
was transferr,ed to the 3rd Additional Magistrate,.
Rangoon, who, not being satisfied with the genuineness
of the complaint, ordered that it should be investigated.
by the District Superintendent of Police. On
receiving the report from the police. officer the"
magistrate refused to issue process against the:
plaintiff, and dismissed the complaint under section
203 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. Thereupon
the plaintiff filed the present suit.
PAGE,

(I) I.L.R. 8 Ran. 359.
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The question is whether in the above circumstances
the suit lies. If there has been a prosecution of the
plaintiff it does, secus it does not.
Now, under Chapter XVI of the Code of
Criminal Procedure rules are laid down with respect
to the steps that a magistrate should take before he
issues process ; or in other words these provisions
relate to the consideration of the question whether
or not the person against whom a complaint has
been made shall be prosecuted. Chapter XVII is
headed .. Of the Commencement of Proceedings
before Magistrates", which are to take place after
the magistrate has decided that process shall issue.
.Until process is issued the person of whose conduct
'complaint is made is not an accused person, nor is
he being prosecuted.
In the present case the
magistrate refused to issue process, and dismissed
the, complaint uuder section 203. In my opinion in
:such circumstances the present suit does not lie.
In Golap Jail v. Bholauath Klzettry (1) the very
.question now under consideration arose, and was
--decided against the plaintiff by Jenkins C.J. and
Woodroffe J. The learned Chief Justice observed:
II Now,
in this case the stage indicated in Chapter XVII,
., the commencement of proceedings before the Magistrate'
was never reached: the'magistrate dismissed the complaint under
section 203. A series of decisions on the Code further shows
that as process was not issued the plaintiff Golap Jan never
became an accused; he was not a party to the investigation held
under section 202 of the Criminal Procedure Code; nor was he'
entitled to claim under section 304 the right to be represented
by a pleader at that investigation. If, as is said, he was present
and was represented by a pleader, that was not by compulsion of
law but of his own free will. Ie my opinion, therefore, Pugh J.
rightly decided that matters had not advanced to the .stage.
necessary to support a suit for malicious prosecution."

(1) (1911) I.L.R. 38 Cal.. 880.
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I respectfully agree with the views expressed upon
this subject in' Golap Jan v. Bholanath Khett1'Y (1)~
SINGH
The question has been determined in the same sense in
V.
BOKKA
DeRozario v. Gulab Chand Anundjee (2); Nagendra
VENKAl\'NA.
Nath Ray v. Basal1ta Vas Bairagya (3); K. Sheik
PAGE, C.J.
Meeran Sahib v. C. Ratnavelu Mudali (4); P. Sallji'lJt
Reddy v. K. Koneri Reddi (5); Ali Muhan1'rnad v.
Zakir Ali (6) and Subhag Chamar v. Nand Lat
Sahu (7).
In this connection reference has sometimes been
made to English authorities; but, in my opinion, it.
is more important that we should have regard to the
form of the procedure in vogue in this country. If,..
however, the English cases are considered it appearsthat the view taken by the Court of Appeal in Yates.
v. The Queen (8) is in consonance with the opinion.
that we hold. Brett M. R. observed :
GO\\'RI

" For my own part I consider that laying the information.
before the .magistrate would not be the commencement of the
prosecution, because the magistrate might refuse to ~ral1t a
summons, and, if nO summons, how cC1.l1d it be said that w
prosecution against anyone ever commenced ?"

And Cotton L. J. added :
"Then it was said there was an ana~ogy between this and~'
proceedings' before a magistrate, and that there was authc:rity to
shew that prosecutions by means of proceedings .before a.
magistrate coinmenced when the information was first laid befcre
him. The analogy is not perfect, but· even if it were the;
authorities, when looked at, in no way SUPPOIt the propositictk
contended for. The case relied upon in support of the contention
was that of Clarke v. Poston (6 C. & P. 423). It was an action for
havinl! maliciously brought a false charge against the plaintiff
(1) (1911) I.L.R 38
(2) (1910) LL.H. 37
(3) (1929) I.L.R. 57
(4) 11912} I LoR 37

Cal. !:l80.
Cal. 358.
Cdl. 25.
Mad. 18t..

(5,
(6)
(/)
(S)

(1925; I.L.R 49 Mac!. 315.
(1931) 1.1..1<. 53 All. 771.
(192S) I.L.R I) Pat. 2!:l5..
(18S:;) 14 Q.B.D. 648.
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before a magistrate, and in the judgment nothing whatever is
stated as to when the prosecution was commenced. It appear~
clearly, however, from the facts there, that not only bad an
-information been filed, but that the plaintiff had been summoned
before a magistrate to answer a charge-made against her, so that
it was not laying an information or making a charge, but the
-summons before the magistrate, which ought to be considered the
.commencement of the prosecution."

On behalf of the respondent reliance was placed
upon two cases decided by the Calcutta High Court
in _C.H. Crowdy v. L. O. Reilly (1) and Bishun
Persad lfarain Si-n.gh and another v. Phulnzan Singh
-and others (2). In neither of those cases did the
'Court affect to dissent from DeRozario v. Gulab
·Cha1/.d Allundjee (3) and Golap Jan v. Bholallath
Khdtry (4), and the earlier cases were distinguished
upon the groimd that in them no proGess was issued
.against the person of whose conduct complaint was
made, whereas in C. H. Crowdy v. L. O. Reilly (1)
;an order was issued against the plaintiff enjoining
l~im and all his servants not to go upon the land in
respect of which proceedings under section 145 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure had been instituted,
and in Bishun Persad N arain Singh and another v.
Phul1'nall Singh and others (2) it was pointed out
by Mookerjee J. that
in the present case, notice was issued upon the plaintiffs by
the Deputy Magistrate, evidence was taken On both sides and the
Government Pleader appeared in support of the application by
the complainant. Obviously the plaintiffs in the case before us
were in a very different position in the Criminal Court fl'om that
occupied by the plaintiff in DeRozario v. Golab Chand (31. The
case of Golap Ja1l v. Blzolallath (4) also is distinguishable on the
facts."
_u

(I) 17 C.W.N. 5')4.
(2) 19 C.W.N. 935.
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(3) (1910) I.L.R. 37 CaL 35~.
(4) (191l) I.L.R. 38 C?.1. !lSO..
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The main, if not the only, question that arose in.
the two later Ca1clltta cases was whether the term
" prosecution " could be applied to proceedings under
the preventive sections of the Code; although, no
doubt, in those cases there were certain observations:
which were not consistent with the view taken by
Jenkins C.J. and \:Voodroffe J. ii1 Golap Jan v~
Bholal1ath Khett1'y (1). In my opinion, however, for
the reasons that I have stated the decision in Golap,
Jll11 v. Rholanatlz [{hettrv. (1) was· correct. In
Imperab'ix v. Lakshmal1 Sakhanl111., Vaman Hari r
dnd Baiaji Krishna (2) and All1uedbhai 'l'alad
Habibbhai v. Framji Edulji Bamboaf (3) a different
upinion . was expressed as to when a prosecution
commences, but I am unable to assent to the conclusion to which the learned Judges came upon this:
question in those cases, and, with all respect, 1
cannot persuade myself that it was correct.
. For these reasons the appeal is allowed, the'
decree from which the appeal is brought set aside,
arid the suit dismissed. The appellant is entitled to,
his costs, ·five gold mohurs in each Court.
.

MYA

Bu,

J.-I agree.

(l) (1911) I.L.R. 38 Cal. 880.
(2) (1877) I.L.l{. 2 Bom. 481.
(3) (1903) I.L.R 28 80m. 226.
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See INCOME-TAX ACT.
See WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT.
ACT XXXIX OF 1925 : See SUCCESSION ACT.
ACT XXIll OF 1931 : See PRESS (EMERGENCY POWERS) ACT.
ACT Xl OF 1922 :

ACT YIll OF 1923 :

PERSONALIS MOilITUR CUM PERSONA "-Interpretation of
statutec-Succession Act (XXXIX of 1925), s. 306-" Personal
injuries" mean only bodily injuries-Term ejusdem generis with
assault, not 1uith defamation-Injnry to credit and I'ej>utntiollSurvival of tJause of actiou all death-Rule of" actio pL:rsollalis "
at cOlllmon law-Applicability of rule itl India-Statutory 1IIodificatiolls-Cause of aelioJll Stlrvivcs against e:(eC1ltors and administrators, tlot heirs. If the language JIsed in a statute is precise and.
unambiguous all that the Court is called ripon or entitled to do is
to construe the statute according to its plain meaning. But where'
the terms of a statute are not clear, lilld certain words therein are
capable of mote than one interpretation the Conrt can have
recou·rse to the previous state of the law and the surrol;nding.
circumstances for the purpose of ascertaining which meaning the
Legislature intended theambigl:ol's terms to bear. Bank of
England v. Vagliallo, (1891) A.C. 107 ; Noremlra Nath v. Kalllalbasini Dasi, 23 tA. 18 ; RalllaluUldi v. Kalawati, I.L.R. 7 Pat.
227-referred to. The plain meaning of the words" personal
injuries" in s. 306 of the Succession Act is physical, corporal or
bodily injuries, injuries to the person as opposed to injuries to-·
property or reputation. "Personal injuries not causing the death
of the party" are ejusdem ge1/cl'z'S with an assadt but 110t with
defamation. " Assault" as defined in the Indian Penal Code is
specifically mentioned in the section as actual physical violence is
not an essential ingredient of the offence, and the intelltioll was
to include injury caused by assault among the bodily injuries not
causing death. Bhllpe71dra Narayan Si-u./w v. C//tIllal'l/lI/lllli,
I.L.R. 53 Cal. 987 ; Krisll1la Bellil'l'iv.1'lie COrfl(lTllliol/ oj ()/,/l'Itilt"
I.L.R. 31 Cal 993-foUOllllJd. /Ill/lila" Sill!!.I, v. III/I: 1.111, J.L.I{,
48 All. 630; MoWat v. l'n·l/Imkli. I.L.H. 47 BOllt. 7J() i PI/I/jl//I
Sillgh v. Ramal/far Sing II , 41'.\1. L.J. 676; NlIst"'lIjiv. W. H. Nurse,
I.L.K 44 Mad. 357-disslJnffl1fl'01/1. A carse of actlon ill respect
of injury to the credit and reputation of lhe plaintiff owing to the
wrongful act of the defendanl does not fall within the exceptions
set out in s. 306, but under thaI section survives against the exe-cutors and adlpinistrators of the estate of the deceased defendant.
The rule of the common law in England .. actio personalis
moritur cum persona ". its applicalion, and the exceptions to the
rule, considered and commented upon. Admiralty C011l1nIssiollcyS
v. 5.S. America, (1917) A.C. 38; Briti.sh South Africa Co. v.
Mosambig/le, (1893) A.C. (;02 ; Cliambfrlairl v. Wilhamsoli,
2 M. & S. 408 : In re DUllcall, (1899) 1 eh. 387; Filllay v. Cliimcy,.
(1888) 20 Q.B.D. 494; Hambly v. Trott, 1 Cowp. 373 ; l'llillips
v. Hom/ray. 24 C.D. 439 : Pil/clw/l's case, l) Coke 86 (b) : QI/i1'k
v. Thomas, (1915) 1 K.B. 798 ; IV/lClltlIJY v Laue, 1 ·W\11. Saullders, 216-rzje1'Ycd lo. The rule, subject 10 statutory modi lications, is part of the general law of India. but having regard to
the surroullding drcumslanl'CR and the previol!s state of the law
(assuming that the Court is at liberty to toIke them into consideration), it must be presllmed that the intention of the Legislature'
was 110t to reproduce this inequitable rule in its fullness in s. 306
of the Succession Act. The term" personal injuries" both according to the phJin meaning of the krill and the intention of the
Legislature means bodily injuries and not injuries which are only
in ;t wide sense personal inj\lrie~.• Undei' s. 306 j;he cause of
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action survives against the executor and the administrator of a
tort.feasor, but not against his heirs. The latter term is not
illcluded in the former under the Act. Syyed Jiaul v. Sitara1ll,
I.L.R 36 Bom, 144-rcferred t".
,D, K,

385

CASSIM & SONS V. SARA BIH!
\Vllol\(;-Iudllccr's liabilily-Illcilillg (/llotllCr to c01llmit
1c'rollgflll ad-Acli'r's dud 1tOt 1i1rollgJllt-Illegal means employed
by illd/lcer~lIJ"th'(. or illtmtion-L{/wjlll act and wrongful act. A
person who procur~s the act of another is legally responsible for
its cOl1seqt:encc.s (1) if he knowingly and for his own ends induces
that other person to commit .lIl actionable wrong, or (2) if he
induces a person to act where the ad iuduced is within the right
of the immediale ador and therefore lIot wrongful so far as the
ador is cOI.ccrllccl, bd i~ detrimental to a third party and Ihe
illcht~cr I'ronlrcs his objtd by the I se of illegal means directed
a~ainst SiI<:iJ third party,
AI/,'II \', ':I"od, l!l'i9ilJ A,C. I-followed.
The Il\oliyc "I' inl.t:lIlj'lll of a persall ill doing an aet is immaterial
j( wh.. l he i~ d ,ii,g is a Iawftd ad ;lIld he has a right to do it. If
tilt· ad Is IUl,(all,I' wl'ollgfl\l, how<..\,\,r g;ood the Illotive might be, a
penlllll has 110) r1j.(ht 10, do it. The: May"r de. ,>(tlle Borough oj
lirclt/f')I'r! v, l'iclcfe:s, 11l'951 /I..C. 5f17-· nfcl'lnllo. The appellant,
who was Iusllc<"essfl J <IS agaiusl the respondent in obtaining a
I'awmh0l' licen~e Ir01l1 thc 1'("gll Millidpitliiy, obiained from the
Minister for Ech:catioll a slay order pelldillg his application to
n:l'isu lhe Conllllissiollcr's order. The appJic;tfioll was ultimately
l'ejcct<:d, alld thurel pon Ihe rcspolldtlll S\ cd the appellant for
c1mnlll,(t:~ Oil lll'l'<)Ullt of the hd<'l'im stay nrder which he alleged
hacl ' ocuu oblailled h,l" Ihe rt'sponcknt b,l' means of false and
malidoill! aVt'l'llll:nls, These avenneuls were set out in the
apl'dlal1l's apl1lkalion for l'cvisioll. and in the affidavits in support
of II ; and the\' were held to be Iinrolinded, But the statements
of which cOlllplaillt was made wert: not sci Ol\t in the application
for the S!;IV order, and there was no evidence thalthe\' were
urged bdo're the Minister when the stay order was obtained.
lield, that lile appellant had a right to apply to the Government
for a ~1;1\, meier and thai the Government hadlhe right to pass the
Iltay OI'CI<.'I', hilt assuming Ihal the respondent had sdfered damage
Ih(jl't:b~' t1wrt' \V;I~ 110 evidence til;,.1 illegal means were employed
in oblaiJdllg li,t' meier. anel thll ~uil for (:<llllage~ failed.
N"~I J{JI,I( II. All I,'ONO
AI1J\;P,ll,',\TIIlN WI" )lR'rIlI l"I' Collin ON APPEAL, S£CO:\]'I API'EAL
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A [}\'(lCA'I'I; ,- ;111m/I II" I)ribc judicial ofJiccr-Projcssioual 1/11scolldllcf.

All adn>~ate who ;,,'tempts 10 bdbc a judicial ofiiCer on behalf of
his dil'nl i~ guilty of the grosscst profes,iollal nJisccndllct. He is
IInlit to rc'llIaill a member of the legal profession. and ShOl!ld be
shuck off til" Holl of Advocates.
IN 'HIE M,\TrElt 01' Al\ ADYOC.\TE
AIJ\"O\;A'rIt'~ ,\\'TUOlirry-Crll/l/>ro;;;isc of S1Iil-E.rtrfss illsfruditllis of
...,it~III·-,lhlllb/ tiS 1,' elioll's apprdlc'/Ision oj terms llj COl1lpr.I1II1SC-
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pf the High COllr! have ostensible
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authority to compromise a suit. Askaratt Choutmalv. The E.!.
Ry. Co., I.L.R. 52 Cal. 386 : Sourendra Nath Mitra v. Tarubala
Dasi. 57 I.A.133-referred to. But in a case where an advocate
has taken express instructions from his client, and it is doubtful
whether the client appreciated that he has consented to a
compromise in the same sense in which it was understood by the
advocate, it is open to the Court to refuse its assistance for the
purpose of implementing the compromise if in its discretion it
thinks it is right and proper to do so. Neale v. Gordon LemlOx,
(1902), A.C. ~65-r.efcrred to.

AGENT'S SIGNATURE ON NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT
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MA .l\HMA 'iJ. MA KHIN THAN
AFFlDAvn ATTACHED TO INSOLVENCY PETITION, PURPOSE OF

ALTERNATIVE CLAIM AGAINST DEFENDANTs-Plait~tiff's

election to take
decree against one defendant-Claim Oil appeal for a decree against
the other defendant. Where the plaintiff in a suit claims relief
against two defendants not jointly but in the alternative, and
eleds to take a decree against one of them; he cannot claim on
appeal that a df'cree ought to be passed against the other defen.
oant. Chettyar Firm ofS.A.A. v. Chettyar Firm of A.R.P.R.M.P.,
Civil First Appeal No. 148 of 1932, H.C. Ran. ; ltforcl Bros. & Co.,
Ltd. v. Earl of Westmorland, (1904) A.C. ll-referred to.
U Po SEIN

'iJ.

E. M. BOD!

ALTERNATIVE CLAIM AGAiNST TWO DEFENDANTS

....

AMBIT OF A WORKMAN'S EMPLOYMENT
AMOUNT OR VALUE OF CONSIDERATION, STAMP DUTY
ANNUAL RENT OF HYPOTHETICAL TENANT
ANNUAL VALUE, MUNICIPAL ASSESSMENT
ApPEALfFROM JUDGMENT ON ORWINAr.

Slim, COURT-FEES

ApPEAL FJWM AN ORDER

at Sessions Trial by High Court-Right of Trial
under Chapter 33, Criminal Procedure Code-Claim of trial to be
made specifically by (lccused-I/1.'lJestigaticin atm Finding by magistrate essential-Oniissi01~of magistrate to inform acCltsed of !tis
rights-Crifninal Procedure Code,tAct Vof 1898), ss, 418,443,447,
449 (1) (aI, 534. The right of appeal under s. 449 (1) la) of the
Code of Criminal Procedure depends, not upon whether in certain
circumstances the accused might have been tried under the provisions of Chapter 33 of the Code, but whether he was in fact so
tried. Unless under s. 443 (1) (al a claim has duly been made and
determined by the magistrate before the accused is committed for
trial or, in case of rejection by the magistrate by the Sessions
Judge, the right of the accused to be tried under the provisions of
Chapter'33 does not accrue. The omissibn by the magistrate to
inform the accused of his rights under Chapter 33 does not affect
the validity of the proceedings (s.534). No appeal lies from the
verdict and judgment in a trial held at the Sessions of the High
Court under the provisions of s. 418 of the Criminal Procedure
Code. U Zagariya v. King-Emperor, I.L.R. 3 Ran. 220-rejerred
to aIm overruled pro tanto. The accused was tried ,at the Sessions
of the High Court upon a charge of murder. The jury unanimously foiind him guilty, and he wa.<; sentenced to death. The
accused preferred an appeal under.s. 449 of the ¥riminal Proce-
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·<lure Code, ano claimed that he had been tried under the provisions of Chapter 33 of thc Code. Neither in the Court of the
magistrate nor at the trial before the High Court did the accused
make a claim nnder ~. 443. No enquiry was made by the committing magistrate as to the status of the acct,sed or of the complainant, nor did the magistrate record any finding that the case
ou.ght or Ot'ght not to he tried under the provisions of Chapter 33.
The accused relied on an entry in the committing magistrate's
diary that he was an European British subject, that the first information report was signed in hindi by the person lodging it. that
the trial was held in accordance with the provisions of s. 275 of
the Code, that the majority of the jurors were Europeans, and
that tIle accused was not informed by the committing magistrate
of hilt rights under Chapter 33. Heltl, that the accused was not
tried by a Jury in the High Court under the provisions of Chapter

33.

.

SCOTT V. l{ING-EMI'J£lWR

...

...

..,
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AI'PRAI. IN Jo'OIIMA l'Aul'mus-l?cjectiou of aPtlicatiou JOI' /callI to

a/'/'eal

II.' II /'lIu!'IT-UUSilllllped me1ll01'diutUnt ofappcal-Valida·
tioll of 11/t'11/0/'IIUd1l1ll by payment of cOllrt-fee-No subsisti11g
II/,/>CII1-/'tI.I'III,'ut oj cOII1'i-fee, COllri's dis::retioll-Civil Pyoced1lre
C(lde (llet V of 1908" s. 14<). 'Where an application for leave to
appeal ill fO/'1II<1 1'IIUPotiS is rejected the appeal does not subsist.

The memorandum accompanying the application cannot be
stamped so as to validate it with effect from the date of the
presentation of the application for leave to appeal. The applicant
may liIe, subject to limitation, a memoranch m of appeal duly
Rtampcd. S. Al/aJIII/IIIIY v. O.JI1 M.R.M. Cltetty Firm, 7 L.H.R.
90-II!'flrovl'd. HiS/lim'" Prllsad v. JtI~tlmatil. I.L.l~. 13 All. 305rejl't'f'l'ft 10. Aclml NaJllel1al/dr(/ v. Ba/Y)'II, I.L.R 38 Hom. 41 ;
Bai PI/I v !UIII!!(1uidas, I L.R 22 Hom. H49; Nallnvadi-m Ammal
v. S//brllmal/iu, lL.lt 40 Mad. 6H7-dissmtetifronl. Under s 149
of the Civil Procedure Code the Court has a discretion to ~l1ow or
disallow court-fees tobe paic! on a document that is tiled without a
.court-fee or an ins!' fficient amount of court-fee. K/lIltunJa111lissa
Uibi v. CI1<l1('clill/ry, 38 C.W.No 650-rcferrcd to. The applicant
sucd on the Original Side for I~s. 15,000 as damages for malicious
prosecution. TIll: sl;it was dismissed. He applied for ·leave to
.appeal 015 a pall!,!:r, bllt his application IVas rejected under O. 44,
r, t, 01 thll <.;lvil Procec!ure Code. He then applied, n~arly two
months after the dismi~s:tI of his application, to amend his memorllllllnlll of apl'clli h~' rcc!n;ing the amount claimed to Hs 1,000 or
H•. :'iOO, and (or fllrther ti me to shunI' it Gil the new valuation. He
r1c:adcd poverty as his excuse, amI urged that he was anxious to
dear his gooc!nalllc. Ht'id. that thc appeal was parr",d, and even
if the memorandum nriginally Jiled col'1d be regarded as a subsistIng d(lcI:lllellt, th", Court in tJle circumstances of the case ought
to refllsl: to I:xercise its discretion in favour of the applicant.
VI-:IlTANN,.;S v. LAWSON...
..,
...
...

50

APPEAL-Order vf imprisOl/1IlC1lt in defal/lt of fllrtlis1lillg securityCrimi//al Procedure Codl' fAct V of 1898), S5. 123, 41S-0rder to
jllTllish 5cCI/'rity to keep the pellce IIOt appealable. There is no
~eneral provision in the Criminal Procedure Code allowing an
appeal from an order of imprisonment ill default of furnishing
~ecurity passed under s. 123 of the Code.
Under s. 4J5 a
sentence which would not otherwise be subject to appeal is not
appealable merely because the person affected has been ordered
to furnish security to keep the peace.
KlN(;-E~/PEROR 11. NGAo TUN Lu
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appeal to tit. High Court--" St/it (If the ullture cogllizable by Courts of Small Causes "-Suit for l'ellt of AgriC1lltural
laud-Special jurist/ieti'lt of Small Causes COllrt by GOVC1'1l1/1Cllt
110tificatiol1-P1'IJvilldal Small Cause Courts Act (IX of 1887), s.15,
art. 8, second Schedule-Civil Procedure Co,:e(Act V of 1908),
ss. 100, 102. In s. 102 of the Civil Procedu:e Code Ihe words
.. any srit· of Ihe nah~re cognizable by Courts of SmaIl Causes'"
mean any suit in which the claim is cogni7dlble by Court:> of Sma!!
Causes as such. Under s. 15 and art. II of the second schedule of
the Provincial SmaIl Cause Couts Act a Sl it for the recovery of
rent other than house-rent is expressly excepted from the cognizance of Courts of SmaIl Causes as such. Therefore a suit to recover
the rent of agricultural land is not a suit of the nature cognizable
by Courts of Small Causes. and in sLch a case, although tlie
amount may be less than Hs. 500; a second appeal lies to the High
Court under s. 100 of the Code. Under art. 8 of the second
schedule of the Provincial Small Car-s.e Courts Act a Judge of the
Court may be expressly granted by the Local Government jurisdiction to try suit.~ for the recovery of rent other than house-renl,
but in such an event the Court does not possess that jurisdiction
because it is a Court of SmaIl Cat:ses, bt:t because .by n()tification
the Local Government has invested it with special ju·risdiction in
that behalf. Raja Narelldra Baltadllr v; Bafati, I.L.R. 45 All. 7 ;
RamchandtG v. Abaj;, 6 Bom. H.C R (App. Civ. Jur.l 12;
Sadanalld v. Deb Nath, (1922) Pat. H.C. Cases, Sup. 154 ; Sahado1'a
Mlldiali v. Nabitl Chaud, I.L.R 42 Cal. 688; Seill Thollllg v.
Shwe KIm, 3 L.B.R. 47 ; Unta ChtWIl v. Bcwah, I.L.R. 15 Cal. 174;
Vedachala v. Ralllasami, I.L.R. 22 Mad. 229-refcrred to. SOII11-darant Avyar v. Selmitl Naickatl. I.L.R. 23 Mad. 547--dissented
fr011l. Ma PtllI v. Mtlung Ne U. I.L.R. 3 Ran. 390-ovel'ruled.
III re MAUNG Po KYUN V. MA SHWE
.,.
...
ApPEAL TO HIS MAJl<:STY IN COUNCIL-Aptliealioll- to b,; made within 90
days from date of;lldgmcllt-E:l:clusioll oft/11le requisite for olitait/illg copy of judg11lt'1lt-Appellatc Side Rules (Ch'il) of ti,e High
COllrt, nrle S(1-Li1llitatio/l Acl (iX of 1908), s. 12 (3), art. 179.
It is necessary on an application for leave to appeal to' His
Majesty in Council that a copy of the judgment hom which it is
sought to appeal should be before the Court; ands. 12, sub-section 3, of Ihe Limitation Act permits the time requisite for obtaininga copy>· of the judgment to be excluded from the 90 days
within V;'hich the application m1!st be presented. lofahal>ir
Prasad v. ] G1llull11 Sillf!h, 1 L R. 1 Pat. 42<) ; In re The Secretary
of State for IlIdia itt Cout/cll, I.L.R. 48 Mad. 939-referred to.
R. K. BANERJEE V. ALAGAMMA ACHI
•••
•••
ApPEAL TO HIS MAJESTY IN COU"NCIL-Loss or dct1'i11lellt to applictlul
-"Fit case for appeal"- "'Nursapll1"i" Maltomedalt-Qltcsfioll
affectillg rights and prh'ilegcs of II large body-COllCllrI'Cllt findings
-Qucstious of law llnd fact-Civil Procedure Code fAct V of 1908).
ss. 109 \c', 110. In a suit to amend a scheme for the management
of the Nursapuri mosque in l~angoonthetrial Judge, Ormiston J.,
constrned the terlll ., Nursapuri .. to mean all Sl:lllli mahomcdans
who came to Rangoon from the taluk and the town of Nursapur
situate on the Godavari river ill Soulh India and their descendants.
On appeal the High Court n:manded the {'ase with a direction
that the issue as to the meaning of the term " Nursapuri " should
.be retried upon oral evidence ill addition to the evidence already
on the record, and the finding reported to the appellate Court
before it finally determined tile apPeal Sen]. who retried the
issue after remand gave the ternl a wider.meaning, lliz., all Telugu
ApPEAL-Secolld
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speaking sunni nlahomedans who came from the l\ndhra districtsof South India. The appellate Court accepted the wider interpretation, and allowed the appeal from the decree of Ormiston J.
The applicants applied for leave to appeal to His Majesty in
Conncil. Hdd, that (1) it was not possible to estimate in money or
by any -pecnniary standard the loss or detriment to the applicants
and that the case therefore did not fulfil the requirements cf s. 110
as to value, but i2) the dispnte affected the religions sentiments,
rights and privileges of a larl!e body of mahomed;tn:.o, and that
the case was "a fit one for appeal to His Majesty in Coencil"
within s. 109 (c) of the Civil Procedure Code. RadhakrisJl1Ia
Ayyar v. SwamillatIra A yyl1 r, 4!l LA. 31 ; S/lbJlt1l1 V. Ba{Jllra/l1,
I.L R. 52 All. 329-- f<1Ih1t('td. (31 the~e were not cOllcurrent
findings 'by the Cow is, fOf the <lppcal was frolll the' '!ecrec of the
trial Judge. aud not frolll the Ilnding of the second Jnlge with
whose view the appellak Court agreed, a\l(l (4; the c:onsln C:ion
of the term" Nunapuri " as I:scd nut in common parlance but in
the deed of trud, if it was not <In unmixed question of law, wa:;
not ;11l lllltllixld questioll ()f fact. Nan'lItI'mHa/1i Dulta v Abdul
Hakill/, 55 LA. 3~O; J'allll/illNo Cllcity v. Plllltlarll, 44 LA. 147----

'·''laud tlJ.
U BA (lH 1', "1, A. HAUl{

••,

.. ,

...

HIS MAJESTY IN COU~<';IL--T/·ial by jllry by tlie Eligh COlld
-CollpicIIOIl, lean: to atptalagait/sl-Letfers Patet/f, el. 39GroulU/s for lcave-Misdlrec:ioll, Irrcgularity- Fair trial-Due
ad1lli·lIistratioJl. of lmo-Groll"/Idsfor leave to appeal <l1ulgrol/lIdsof
-til" appenl-Judicial Commiltce t/ot a COllrt of criminal appeal
or ,·e1Jit'w-Chargf to the jury- Judge's opi"/tioll of t:vide-licc-Crimil/ol Proerdlll'l: Code (Ad V of 1898), s.298 i2J -Imp/·oper
admissi(llt of cvidc'lIcc. V,'herc a person has been convicted and
sentenced by the High Court at a sessions tri;tl an application for
a declaration that the case is a -fit one for appeal to His Majesty-in
Council lies under d. 39 of the Letters Patent. B. /{. G/,,)sh v_
Emperor, 'I.L.R. 52 Cal. 197--rcferrrd to. - Le,tve to appeal is not
granted except where some clear departnre from tlie requirtments
of justice exists. Misdirection as s11cb, even irregularity as such,
will not suHict:. There mllst be something which, iiI the particular
case deprives the accused of the Sl bstanee of fair trial and the
protection of the law, or whic:h, in general, tends to divert the due
and orderly administration of the Jaw iuto a new course, \\!Ilich
may be drawn into an evil l'rccedellt in future. N') kave to
appeal can be granted where the grounds suggested cannot
sustain the appeal itself, and the Privy Council will not allow
~m appeal on grounds that wodd not have sufficed for the grant
of permi~sioi1 to bring it. 111 Tt' Dillet, 1887, 12 A.C_ 459;
Ibrallitu v. The King, i1914) A.C. 599-follCYicd. The Judicial
Committee is not a Comt of criminal arpeal or of criminal review.
It will not interfere with th e course of criminallaw unless there has
been such an interference with the elementary rights of an accused
as has placed him outside the pale of reglilar law, or within that
pale ihere has been a manifest viulation of the natural prmciples
of justice. A mold v. Killg-E11Ip.:ror, 41 LA. 149; !tlohilldll1· Singh
v. Killg-Emperor, I.L.R. 13 Lah. 479-f:Jllowcd. A Judge in charging a jury doe,: I:Ot fulfil his duty if he merely reiterates the
evidence given by the witnesses, and then leaves the jury to decide
the C;lse One way or another. He should din:ct the jnry as to the
weight which, in his opinion. ought to be attached to ihe evidence
callen at the trial; bd he must at the same time 1<:1 the jm r
consider the filets for thell1seh-es, and form their own opinion as
to the v;Llne to he atlached to the evidence of the several
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witnesses and the proper inference that ought to be drawn from
the evidence as a whole. Improper admission of evidence which
has in no way deflected the course of the trial is not a ground
upon which leave to appeal can be given. Dal Sittglt v. KittgEmperor, I.L.R. 44 Cal. 876-referred to.
SCOTT 11. KING-EMPEROR

...

••.

..,

141

...

COUNcu.-Subs/antial /jiles/ion. of tawCOllstruction of aclallse itt the memoraudum oj aS50ciatiollLanguage plain alld dear-Questioll of law 11/.1Ist be reasonably
debatable-Civil Procedure Code (Act V oj 1908), s. 110 Under·
s. 110 of the Civil Procedure Code it is incumbent upon the Court
in a case where the appellate decree affirms the decree of the
lower Court to be satisfied, before it burdens the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council with tlle hearing of the appeal, that
a question of law fairly open to argument, .and not merely an
alleged question of law, is involved in the ::l.ppeal. The High
Court on appeal, affirming the' decree of a Judge on the Original
Side, held that the directors of a company had power under
clause 3 (c) and Ifl of the memorandum of association of the company to purchase immovable property situate not only in Rangoon
but also outside Rangoon, and that such power was clear and
manifest from the language used. . The applicants contended
that whether the directors had such power was a question of law
that had arisen between the parties. Held, that no substantial
question of law arose in the case and leave to appeal could not be
granted.
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ApPELLATE SIDE RULES (CIVIL) OF THE HIGH COURT, RULE
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ApPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL TO HIS MAJESTY IN COUNCIL...
APPOIliITMENT AND REMOVAL OF GOVERNMENT SERVANTS' BY SUBORDINATE AUTHORITY
•• ,
•••
..,
.,.
ARBITRATION, RULES OF NATURAL JUSTICE

...

ARCHAIC LAW OF INHElliTANCE, BUDDHIST CUS'l'OM~HY LAW
ARREST OF INSOLVENT BY CREDITOR

•• ,

...

- - - BY ~OLICE OFFICER, HIGHT OF SELF-DEFEt\CE
- - - WITHOUT WARRANT
." ASSAULT," SUCCESSION ACT, s.
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..,

306
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ASSESSEE'S ApP),ICATION FOR REFUND OF INCOME-TAX
ASSESSMENT, MUNICIPAL, PROJECTING EAVES
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648
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385
729
758
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648

RIGHTS AGAINST RECEIVER IN INSOLVENCY...

534

ASSOCIATIONS, RULES AND DECREES, ENFORCEMENT OF
ATTACHING CREDITOR.
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744
762
762

ATTACHMENT OF DIVIDEND.

INSOLVENCY...
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MORTGAGED PROPERTY, MONEY-DECImE
ATET CHILDREN OF SECOND WIFE, INHEIHTANCE

...

.AUTHORITY IN WRITING FOR ARREST
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BENCH BOUND BY DECISION OF EARLIER BENCH OF THE COURT

•• ,

570'

of mallagenze1d of Mosque-Persons
of mixed descmt-Retenti01l of bu/ia1[. la1lgllage, dress a1Ul
CIlstoms-Adoptiott of Burmese language alld cilstoms of ZerbadisEligibility ,IS trustee. The scheme for the m;m:lgement of the
Bengalee SUllni Mosque of Bassein provided that of the sil(
trustees three should be Bengalees, and that the remaining three
should be taken from among the members of other communities
who worshipped at the ,mosque. The committee of appointment
was to ·consist of six Bengalee Sunui Mahomedan worshippers
residentin Bassein, and the remaining five were to be members
of other communities who worshippc(! :It the said lilOsque. 'Fhe
first trustee appointed by the Court was a He-ngalee Mahomedall
born of a Burmese mother. Held, that a BClIgake Mahollledan
of mixed descent, as long as 11c retained the use of the Indian
language, dress, and habits, and moved in the social circle of
Indians of pure blood, belonged to the Bcngalee Mahomedan
community, and was eligible for election under the scheme.
When a de5ccndant of an Indian male parent adopted the Burmese
lilllguaj.(c and dress, and the clistoms of a Zerbadi, and associated
with Zerbadis, he ceased to be a member of the Bengalee
l) Mallollledan comnll1l1ily.

BENGALEE MAHOMEDAN-Sc!lt!me

..

ABnUL HAmil 1/. AUDUL AZIZ

BHIKKHUS' ORDINATION

Vows

.•.

."

...
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27
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648
648·

- - - - , NON-SUBMISSION TO THE TBATHANABAING
BILI.S 01' EXCHANGE ACT (45 & 46 VICT.

•••

c. 61j, s. 27 (3)

}{OND IN FAVOUR 01' COUHT, REGISTI~ATION ."

]\)22
...
...
."
.. ,
SocIInms HULES, 1931-.. Award by afl arbitrator
-Ettforcc11lc1It of milaI'd as decree-Society's claim for mortgage
. decree a1ld sale-Simple mOlley decree-holder as purchaser of tile
property...,.-Objecti01t by simple. money decrec-Itolder-Society's right
of sale-Remedy of money -decree-holdcr . Under Rule 15 of the
Burma Co-operative Societies Rules,1931, an arbitrator decided
that the 1st respondent and hi~ wife should pay the appellant
society in three days a certain sum which they owed to the society
on a registered mortgage; on default the morlgaged property was'
to be sold and the proceeds <Ipplied towards the debt. Under
Rule 15 (4) the award, on application being made to thl\: civil
Court, was enforceable as a decree of such Court. An application
in that behalf was made, but the 2nd respondent..who :,ad obtained
a money decree against the 1st respondent and his wife. and who
had brought. the property to sale and had purchased it, objected to
the application. The society applied for a re-sale of the property
in execution. The executing Court dismissed the application,
but ordered that the sale proceeds of the 2nd respondent's decree
should be rateably distributed. On appeal the Assistant 'District
Judge held that the arbitrator had 110 power to pass a mortgage
decree. Held, reversing the orders of the lower Courts, that the
arbitrator did not pass any decree, but had made an award which
the Court could enforce as a decree; thOlt the society was entitled to
execute the decree by sale of the property; that the 2nd respondent had only bought the right, title and interest of the debtor in the
property subject to the mortgage; that he was not entitled to
question the mortgage or the order for sale in execution proceedings ; and that he could do so only in a regular suit.
YATHA CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY V. MAliNG Po MYA
...

BllIUtfA ACT
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II OF 1898), SS. 15, 27
...
.BURMA GAMBLING ACT (BURMA ACT I 1889), SS. 6 (I) (b), 11, 12
."
.BURMA MUNICIPAL ACT (BURMA ACT III OF 1898), s.62 (1) (A) (6)...
_BURMA MUSICIPAL ACT (BURMA ACT III OF 1898 AND V OF 1933),
s. 142 (RENUMBEREU s. 195), s. 148 (RENUMBERED s. 202)

:.BURMA FERRIES ACT {BURMA ACT

VI OF 1907). ss. 10, 28-Colllplaint
against headmalt-Sa1lction of Deputy C011l1l1iSSt01lCl' faY pn:sccution-No d11ty of magistratl' to proCtt1't: sanction -Map,islrafc's
,.igTtt to determillc ~ohcflte,. sl1llctioIl1IcaSStwy-MaJ!,islmk's discn:tiolt-Nol1-inlcl!crclIcc by Dcj'lrly C011l11lissilm..r or Disl ..id
Magistrate. The meaning and effect of ss. 10 and 2~ or the Bunn;)
Village Act, 1907, is that no Court can entertain a complaint against
a headman in respect of any act or omission pnnishable under
s, 10 unless the prosecution has been instituted with the sanction
of the Deputy Commissioner, notwithstanding that the complaint
may also disclose offences punishable under some otht.T law.
.lolallllg Po Tltit v. MaHlig Pyu, I.L.R. 8 Ran. 654; Nga 1'1111 Un
v. King-Emperor, 4 U B.R. 101 ; Qll<?cn-Emj1r<:ss v. Nga Clteik To,
{1~93"98J P.J.. 397; Shwc Yi v. The Crol01l, 1 L.B.I~. 336--'referred to. It is not the clr:ty of a ma1-'!istrate to obtain the
requisite sanction to prosecute a person against whom a charge
has been preferred; but it is both his duty and his exclusive right
to determine whether sanction to prosecute the accused is necessary or 1I0t.' In the exercise of his judicial discretion in the
matter neither the Deputy Commissioner nor the District Ma-gistrate can have any legal justification or excuse f<X' attempting
himself to influence the decision of the magistrate, or for calling
upon the magistrate to explain his conduct. Vel!u ThtJ!'var v. KillgEmperor, I.L.R 10 Ran. l80-refen'ed to.
SEIN THA U V. MAl:NG KYAW""'KHlNE
.. ,
•••
:BURMESE
CUSTOMARY .LAW--Divorce -Arra11ge111wts as l'egards
children and properlY-Pdrenls' discretion-General custom as
to division of propet'ly alld childrel1-Losr ofsucces.'ion riglllsRC$umptioli of jiliall·clatiol/sltip-Evideltce-C..1'ics of affection not
ellollglt-Takwg back illfo the family. On a divorce taking place
between a Burmese Buddhist couple the children of the marriage
are bound by the arrangements the parents choose to make.
Th-e parents have all u1Ifettered discretion to decide how their
property shall be divided and with whom the children shall
live. Ma E May v• .lolalmg Po .lolya, 11 B.L.R. 316; Ma Titt /.T
v. Ma Ma Thall, I.L.R 5 Ran. 359 ;M/.l Yi v, Ma Gale,
~L.B.R. 167 ;Mi Sallltfra Rhi v. Mi Thall Da U,l L.B.R. 161;
.loli Thaik v. Mi Tit, (1872·92) S.J.184-refcrred to. On a divorce
the general rule is that the daughters live with the mother
.and the sons with the father, with the result that the daughters
lose their right. to succeed to their father's property and th,:
-sons_ ~o their mother's properly, Ma Tin U v. Ma 1I1a T/lt11l,
I.L.R.5 Ran. 359; Mi Tltaik v. Mi Tn, (1872·92) S.J. 184referred to The lost.right may ·be recovered. but thaI depcl1(],;
-entirely on the will 9f the parent concern en. A daughter wlw
·has lived with her mother since the divorce of the parents is
not to be regarded as an heir of her father simply bee-aus(; s1;t.
·and her father have remained on terms of affection and ~he
has continued to visit him. In such a case the daughter must
-establish that the father took her back into his famik and
:accepted her as one of the heirs. "'fa ScilI Nyo v. M{r Kywc,
.(1892-96) 2 U.B.R. Buddhist Law, Inheritance, 159-r<:f,:rrcd fa.
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BURMESE CUSTmlARY LAw-Iutcritallcc -Kittima sOlls-AdoptiOll aftcr

death of 1llife- Out-of-ti1lle gralldcllild-Manukye X, IS, 66. A
Burmese Buddhist was survived by two kittima sons whom he
h<'.d adopted after the dec'1th of his wife, also by a grandson, the

son of a daughter who died before her parents. No other child or
grandchild of the marriage survived. It was contended for the
grandson (1) that he was entitled to his grandmother's half share
in t11e common property of the marriage; (21 that in the half share
of the deceased he was entitled under Mamlkye X, 66, to double
the share taken by each kitli11la son, and that the same applied to
his grandmother's half share if his first contention failed; (3) that
although he was an .. out-of-time grandchild" Mallukyc X. 15, did
net reduce his share to a quarter of that which his deceased mother
would have taken, as thdext applied only between relations of the
whole blood. Hcld, rejecting each of the above conten'ions, that
the grandwn took a one-twelfth, that is a quartcr of a third, share
of the deceased's estate, and each kitNma SOli fin elcvcll·twf'ntyfoarth share.
(,9

M.WI'W SEIN SHWk: 11• MAliN;; SWN GYl
iBul~MliSE CUSTOMARY LII W- ]"'!YJ!.ilJIIOU., tlll.~h'lI/{!--C!litdrc·/I
by
wi/£', /l1i/lC by 211d l(II/('-fIlIsIJiIl/{1 !Ivilll!. ililil 1(lorkill!o: Wit/I

1st

21/d

wi/('-DciI!1i of fIllS/lI/lld-Claim by ora sa SOli b.l'lst wi/<' to
_~!1ll1't' ill tli£' hllapawll. of tile fl/lllcr's 2//(/ ·lI/ilrri(/~(:.-Al'cltllic
Im(' oj ililteritalice-Modcl'Il CO IIdilio 11,1' IIlId mst(JIII.~·-Orasa's
c[aim, ('ri}!i II , CiI'Cllm.~t{/lIcCS lIlid e.l'/nil---Dhalllmathals-C<lstlaw. A Burman Burlc1hist h:lc1 t.vo wives. He had childrcll
bv the lirst wife hut IlOlle by the second. He lived and worked
. \vith the secund wife. lIdci, (Mya Bu J. dissenting) that on
his death, the or,ISfl SOil, a child by the first 'wife, is 110t entitled
to auy r.hare in the property jointly acqtircd by his father and
,fhe second wife. /'(:r PAGE, C.J.-BuTinese cU8tomar~' law of
inheritance as sel forth in the J>/mll11l1atlmts is not strictly

speaking a system of law, but a congeries of decisions which
.are u~ually pronouncements all !Joc upon particular cases as they
have' arisen, and which for the most part do 110t purport to be
·ddermint:d pursuant to any general or gliic1ing principle. Much
-of this ancient law ]las become anachronistic, and the Courts
in Burma from time to time in recent years have restated the
·commoll-law of Burma in the light o(the ne\v conditions of
life lhat have C(lme into being, discarding as obsolete ancient
nlles that no longel' accord with the modern outlook or the
habits of the people. ThO presellt customs are a safer 'guide
than the Wtle knowll laws of the D/1lI111ma/hafs. ·.':lllling Kywc
v, Mil K}'iu, I.L.H, tl Hap. 416--nf<'l'ycd to. fn patriarchal
·I!a:is the (II'I/SII who WIIS normally thc eldest son or daughter of
the famlty stood towards the other members of the family in
l(lee t,lIffll!iS. The (J/,(/SI/ lived with them and helped in the
rM\Il~I;!,cmclll of the flll11i1y affairs_ Under modem conditions it
has hi'Cll jlldicially dclcrllliJ1C<! that the OJ'(/StI need not live
with Ill\: rlif.t of the f,lInily or take part ill the acq"isition of
the lamil.': properly. M" A.w Yill v. Ma Mi Mi, I.L.R 7 Han,
5(ij .... I;,:!i- r ud I". Nl~H'I'lhelt\s~ the COllrts have allowed the.
"FilS" 10 rcceiv,-~ 'me·fourth of the whole family estate t1clonging 10 the on/sil's p;lrCllls whell, if the (}rasa is a sou, (I) his
f:llhn .dks or (2: if hi$ mother dies ;Ind his father remalTies ; if
t!;t (ira."l is ;1 daughter, (I) her l'l1olher dies or (2) if her father
dli-~ .mel ht:r mol her remarries. iVa lila U v. Melli/II! SIIlC'C
ri'" I.L.R j l~an, 370: Ma 1'ltdn v. l'rIa M)'(/, I.L.R 7 Ran.
1<)3; MilillJJ'. J)Wf v. J,."!wu Hal/liS SItCill, I.L.R :l Ran. 29;
M,WIII; /", Kill V. Mallllg Ttl!! Yill, I.L.R 4 Hall. ~07; /tJatlllg
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Seill Tltwe v'. Ma Sh'we Yi, 10 L:B.R. 396-l'eferred to. The
orasa is given this preferential share 'on the supposition that
on the happening of the events the family to which the oraSIl
belongs is no longer integrate, and he "becomes the head of the
family. If the or(/sa's father, the orasa being a son, remarries on
the death of his mother, the orasa as such has no right on his
iather's death to an orasa's share in the fmapazo/l of his father's
second marriage, Ma Nydn E v. Ma1l1/.g ,'lauug; LL.R. 3
Ran. 54I-refcrrcd to. The orasa <]1111 orasa is entitled only to
a preferential share in the property of his OWll parents, aild
therefOl'c cannot claim a share of the fl1ltlpazon acquired by
reason of the marriage of his father with another WOlllall in
his lllother's life-time. The essential conditions which gave
rise to the orasa's "claim according to the DlJammatJ/ats arc
absent in the appellant's case. Ma Ni v. !el.? SflWe I'll., I.L.R
8 Ran. 590-referrcd to. Pel' MYA Bu, I.-{l) By a lI1an
manying two or more wives at the samc time only one family
is constituted irrespective of whether all the wives live together
with the husband or not; (2) the wives have the right of
inheriting the husband's estate upon his death even though
they were not living with the husband. at the time of the
acquisition of tbe property forming the estate. Ma Thein Yin
v. Matmg TlJa Dim, I.L.R. 2 I~an. 62; Mi Ka v. Ma Tlzef, S.I.
6: Mi Me v. Mi Shwe Ma, (1910-13) U.B.R. Ill-referred to.
(3) the childrell of the wives who. predeceased the husband
also have the right of inheriting such estate though their mother
was not living with the father at the time of the acquisition of
the property forming such estate. Ma Gya'!O v. Mallng Kywin,
(I892-96) 2 U.B.R. 176-referred to. Ma Ni v. Ma Sir-we Pu,
I.L.R. SHan. :590-dissf.1ded from. '(41 the orasa son of a
polygamous husband and his earliest Inarried wife is the O1'aSl!·
son not only of himself and that wife but of himself alld all lhe
wives; (5, in a monogamous family the orasa son has the
right to claim a quarter share. from the mother 011 the deatll of the
father; and for him to qualify for his special rights joint jiving
with the widowed mother or active assist;mce ill her duHes
is unnecessary. Kirkwood v. Mall1/-1l. Siu, I.L.H, 2 Hall, 61)3;
Ma Aye Yin v, Ma Ali Mi, I.L.U, 7 Han. 5m; tda E v. llfallu/o:
Shwc [(aillg, L.Il. 1'.1.520; Malllli:!. Owe v. K//llo Ifatwg Slteiu,
I.L.R 3 Hall. 2C): Ma/l1/)! S"in 1'I/7C'C v. lt1a Simie Yi, III L.B.I~.
396 ; Maullg S/t.we 1'/ll~e v. Ma Sail/.g, (1897-1901) 2 D.B.R. 135
-referred lv. (6) with the exception of the separate properties
of the wives of a polygamolls husband other than the orasa son's
own mother the 2rasa son of a polygamous. husband and his wives.
is entitled to the same dghts as the orasa son of a monogamous
family upon his father's death. The Dhammathats support
this" proposition which is not inconsistent with the prevailing
customs among the Burmese Buddhists. Per BAGULEY, 1.Although there is authority for the proposition that when there
are several wives but only one son the son shall be deeme~ the son
of all, it is not specifically laid down that he is to be regarded as
the orasa son of all th.: wives, and thereby entitled to an orasa's
share ill all the htlapaZ01l- property of all the marriages to which.
his father is entilled at the time of his death. Jlfafuzg Po
At/. v. Ma Dwe, I.L.R. 4 R:-ln. Il'A-referred to. It is the spirit
of the Burmese Buddhist Law that when a man marries several.
wives and keeps up separate establishments, the children of one
wife are not entitled to share in any property which their father
may hold jointly" with any of the other wives. In the absence
. of direct authority the orasa, therefore, is not entitled as a
special case to share in such joint property.
Per MOSLEY, J.-It,
.

.
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Is necessary for the "rasa, in order to claim a special share in
the family property, to help in the acquisition of the joint
property. Under ll10dern conditions the condition of joint living
may be dispensed with, hut there must be some sort of filial
assistance. Kirkwood v. jjfallll~Sil1, J.L.R. 2 Ran. 693-referred to.
Ma Aye }"ill v. Ma Mi Mi, I.L.R. 7 Han. 569-dissctltedfrom. The
claim of !lIe omsa 8(111 i~ limited to his share in the jointly acquired
proptrty of his OWll parents. If theorasa son's mother died before
the second marria~e of his father, the orasa has 110 right to an
ot'asa's share in the Imapllzoll of the second marriage. Ma Nyein E .
v.lrJIIUtlg Mal/tlg, I.L.R 3 Ran. 549-referred to. A claim like the
appellant's has hitherto heen unknown and is opposed to Burmese
custom. The Dlwnltllatllals do not lend countenance to the
appellant's claim. Ma Shwc Ma v Ma Hlaillg. tI89l-96) 2 U.B.R.
145-r/ifcrred tv. Pa BA U, J.-Having regard to the history of
the word" orasa .. and the pre.scnt soc hi condition or the Burmese
penplc the ;t,ppl:llanl's claim fnils. The earliest writers of the
J)"alll~I/t/i1l/1lsused thl: IeI'm only in t'onncction with a family conslsthrg of a 111Ishaud and wife united with Parental sanction· and
Iholr chlJdrulI, aud lIot in connection Wilh the family of a polyllalllollH hll.lmll(l. The lator /IIIII1I/II/(/flIII15 recognize as oraSll tlle
Hon of n second llI" lhil'd wifll of equal status or a polygamol's
hUHhand, provided he iH cOlllpetcnl 10 aSSllllle his father's offke,
wheil the 80n of the dliof wife is not 110 competent. The /J1Iamma
alone /olIves 8uch :I son an "rtI~rt'S share out of the parental estate.
But ill'order to I:am Ihi. share :lilliit' condilions mentiolled ill the
f)IlIltI;t1tilthilt havl' III be fulfilled, and these arc absent ill the
prclIcnt case. Kirlm'ovt/ v. IIlatllll! Sill, I L.R 2 Hall. 693;
Ma Huin 1I7/lil/ Ii. (J Shu'I' (;/11/., R L.B It 1; Mi Kill Gllic v.
Mi Kill G.l'i, (1 1)10-13) U.Il.R 42-rcfurul to.
/u
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pmrl',·ty-Slcp-pare1/l's
Owtl.cllild,·cn surviving parcllt -Aiel childrclI of tl", second 11'1 f<'Claim. of atet children to payin Pt'vp~rty of slcp-pllretll- \1 anukye
Dhammathat a1td modern ctlstomary law, According to Burmese
customary la"v in a case in which a step-parent dies with children
of hii; own surviving him the aiel children of his second wife are
1I0t enli lied to shOlre ill the payitl of the step-Parent. P lTlarried Y,
the childrell or thai marriage beillg the appellants. After Y's
death I' nmrried T, a widow with children who .are the respondents. l' prc:decc;n:t'd P, thert. bl'ing 110 iSS1:e of the marriage. P
brollghl 10 his sCl'ond IlJaI'l'laJ.(1: wilh T payi1/ lwopcrly amI also
Required IltO!lerly'aflcl' 1"1< dt·;t,lh. 'I'l:rllnghl.llo PI/yilt p.opl:rly to
h~r mUl'rlalo:0 wllh I', allel1l0 illhorllc:d ldldpil'a or 1t1l',pt/Zfltl were
nC(\ulrtd (1III'ln" lhe ll1an'i:t~(l' or I' 1111<1 1', On lhe death of [> lhe
chi dr4111 tiC 'I' clnhllod n .Hhal'(l III P's property. lIeld, Ihal the
ehlldrl.'n of l' Wtl'tlllllt \'lIl1t1(~d til lilly sharl' In the p"yill or I' or ill
the pl'OllcrtY IIl'~lllll'cd hv hhll all('1' lhdl' 1,,()lhcr'~ (leath. Mil N:ydtl
v. ,\Ill 1'1"", (;II/illfol. :llJ.lI I~. 2.17 ; "'allup. !)o A/lJ/foI v Mal/ll11 /,lta,
I.I.,R 6 Nn'll, 427; .'ill II 1'( v. M,/Sh7c'fZiJI,IJL.lllJ<. t76 nIcrnd
t'I, Authority llf the. AlII/II/I/:Vf ,mel the effect of changes ill ct stom
dIR('IIHNCd, Mil IIl1ill /I'/d,/ v. (lSlm,diplI. HL.Il.R 1 ;Ma ItI1'lIa1/
v. M//I1/l14 .~1/1I' lilli, S.l.L,Il. IO.l.. n:jar,'d to.
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appeal-Injury to plaintiff's credit ill Rallgooll-Parl oj the
calise oj adion ill Rallgooll.. The plaintiff, who was a banker and
money-lender carrying on business in Rangoon and elsewbere,
sued the defendants in the High Court to recover damages alleged
to have been suffered as the result of the malicious filing of a petition in insolvency by the defendants against the plaintiff in the
District Court of Mandalay. The insolvency petition was admitted
by the District Court, but on appeal it was dismissed by the High
Court 'rIle plaintiff orally applied for and obtained the leay~ of·
the Court to file the plaint under cl. 10 of the Letters Patent and
Rule 25 of the Rules and orders relating to the Original Side of the
Court. No notice was required to be and none was, in fact. issued
to the defendants in respect of the application. More than a
month later the defendants applIed to the Court to set aside the
order granting special leave on the ground thatno part of the cause
of action arose in Rangoon. The plaintiffs contended that the
application was time-barred. Held, that (ll Rule 8 did not apply
in the case of an ex-parte order of this nature, and the Court had
full power to revoke at any stage leave granted to a plaintiff to file
a suit, on proper cause being··shown; Kessowji v. Luckmidas,
I.L.R. 13 Bom. 404 ; .Secretary of State for Illdia ill COU1lcil v.
Paliram, I.L.R. 59 Cal. 150-l'eferred to. 12) the dismissal of the
insolvency petition was part of the cause of action, and as the
pdition was dj"missed by the High Court part of the cause of
action did arise in Rangoon. Further the plaintiff pleaded that he
had suffered injury to his credit and reputation in Rangoon. This
was also part of the cause of action. Cooke v, Gill, 8 C.P.D. 107 ;
Read v. Browll, 22 Q.B.D. 128-referrcd to.
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SZ
SysTlm OF ACCOllNTINfl. I NcoMI'·'I'AX 231; 243
CHETTYAR US;\GE--,[J/lsillcSS Iljl 11';(' vf viiaSallJ·-iJJ.!ClIl's IWllle aftcr
iuitials·-lUJ.!lits alld liabilitics of principal 0/1 iustntmeuts sigued
by ageut-Nt~gotiable imt1'llmc1/.I, right or liability of a pez"soll 0/1Personal liability of execlltallt. It is a well-known and settled
usage of Chettiars in India and Burma thatthey carry on business
under names \'pade up of a series of initials (vilasam) to which the
local agent affixes his name. This is the ordinary way in which
documents are signed by OJ' on behalf of a Chettiar business man
or finn and the principal can sue or be sued on such documents.
·M.V. ~;aya Nadan v. ArulIachalam Chettiar, Ap. No. 190 of 1923.
H.C.Mad. ; MzwgllmalJessa Singh v. A.L.V.R.C.T. Firm, 4 M.L.T.
390-refcned to. In the case of a negotiable instrument the
question as to who is the person entitl~d to Sl1? or be sued on the
instrument depends upon the constructIon of Its terms. Where
in the body of a promissory note a speciii.ed person purports to
-contract in his p'ersonal capacity, and not a firm or the agent of a
firm delineated by a vilasal1l or otherwise, then such person him·
self is liable and not the finn. F.R.M.P.R. Cilettyar v. lifzwiatldi
Servl~i, I.L.R. 10 Ran. 257 ; Namgopaf. v. Sw, I.L.R. 54 Cal. 380 ;
Sadasztk Jan.kidas v. Sil' Kis/r.eu PC1"shad, 46 LA. 33-referred to.
S.R.li!.C.T.S.S P.A. Firm v. V.K.MX, C.R No. 356 of 1932, H.C.
Ran.-dicta e,",:plailled alI·d disappz·oved.
CHETTYAR MONEY-LENDER.

K.S.A.V. <:HETTJAR FIRM V. MAHMOO
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:'~()m;lzAIIl.t'. OFFE~CE-

/'01"0' <>f ltrJc,1 n·.\lriclcdl'J IJlstl'lc/ SlIfo'in /(l/i/rlll 0/ I'o/iec-Furl/[ci· l'el]lIi"clllwls /01' an'cst 7('it/[Ollt
H'/If/llllt--1111111I1r (;tlIll1Jlill~ Ad (Ullrlllll Act 10/18891, ss 6 (1) (bi,
.11,lZ--·Ciilllillull'/lI(,'i/lln: Codc (Act f! 0/1898), s. 4 (fJ~Pl'oeess
"'" /(11/(", 1923, Nul,' 18 (h) (2). Under the provisions of s. 6 (1)
(11\ (,f Ihe Burllla G:llublillg.Al'l tll(: only police olflcer who may
arrl'MI witllullt warraHl a I'cr:mll for all offence IInder S. 11 or 12
Ilf the Ad is·tIl<; I)i"lrid SU!1lOrinlendcnt of Police, allel then only
if he has feccivlOd credible illfol'lllaliOlI",or lias otller sufficient
~roullds for beJil:villg thai tile place' is used as a COlllmon gaming
hllllse and fllrllll:rJnore, has recorded ill wriling the information
fli' Ihl' groullCb of his bcJid. llmler such cin:l1Instances cases
\IlHkr ss. It ,l1ld 12 of the Burma Gambling Aclarc not cognizable,
lind tile al'ClIsel! mllst pay rimcess fccs for the isslle of summonses
I... hb .witnessl"'. /la/Jabal .'ilia" v. Tara/.- Natlf. C!/(JudlJrl', I.L.R
·2,\ cit!. (m ; ElI/rei'or v. C/lall,z1'i ]Jawo", I.L.R 49 BO~l1. 262,1,'!J.Y:i','iI, /';J1I/'r'I'<J-I' v. Abtl.",/l<1i, LL.R 50 Bom. 344; Queert1-:/111'1<'.." I'. J),·"tll:aJ' Sil/glr, I.L.R 27 Cal.144--eo'uside1·cd•

...

11'.'\vJ\~

J 1'1'1:\

7'. Kf!-:(;-El\Il'l~H.O!'

,COmill.AlIl.lt ()FFEKC.E--· -Hr.(·(/' Ilf fI:Tc,t wit/tout warm-ut 1/ot lIul]ualij!cd---OfjiaJ' 'I"'ill,t~ illcle'pclldodly--Subordiuflfc officlJr deputed by
,wl'ail'r ".tlial' t,1 flj·'-!'.'l -A II t 110ri I)' il/. writing lttCeSsary-

A tlfll",-ily te' "" slt";,'-II 10 {/'/Testcc! pc:rsOIl--CTimillal Procednl'c Code
(if 1/ I' pf J.~9Sl. ss. 5-1, 56"":"Ul)Jl;l Jicle bllt IIllalltlw,-ized {/'[1'I:st by
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police offir:er-Rif!.1It of private defelice. S. 54 of the COde of.
Criminal Proced'lre does not give an unqualified power in all cases
to any police officer to arre~t, without an authorization in writing
a person concerned :n a cognizable offeilce. The provisions of s.
54 are limited by those of s. 56 of the Code. A police officer may
without a W2rrant arrest any person concerned in a cognizable
offence, provided the officer is acting on his own initiative, or
independently in the course of .his duty. But where a subordjpate
police officer is not acting independently, but is merely de15'uted.
by a superior officer to arrest someone concerned in a cognizable
offence, he must be given his order in writing by the superior
offiCer, specifying the person to be arrested and the oflence or
other cause for which the arrest is to be made. The subordinate
officer must notify to the person to be arrested the sl:bstance ofthe
order and, if so required by such person, show him the order.
Quee11 v. Sheik Emoo, (1869) W.R. (Cr. Rulings' 2o--referrcd to.
Where a police officer acting bona fide under colour of his office
arrests a person but without allthorily. the penon so arrested has
no right of self-deIen.ce against the officer. Q1tt=etl-El1lpress . v.
DaliP, I.L.R. 18 All. 246-rejerred to.
MOHAMED IS1I1AIL 'II. Kn\G-ElIIPEROR

754-

iNTE:>iTION-Cri11lillal act-Corl/mOll itltClltion a question of
fact i·1f. each case-Fata} stroke by OIlC ojtltc party-Liability of the
rest-P1'eSllmption of iaw or fact-Inference f/'o111 evidellceRobbery ~e,oilh murder-Use of firearms-Coml1w1l illtmtloll to
murde1'-Penal Code (Act XLV of 1860), s. 34. Whether or not
a criminal act is done by several persons in furtherance of the
common intention of all within s. 34 of the Indian Penal Code
is a ·question of fact to be dekrmined on a consideration of
the facts in each. case ; and the common intention may. be
inferred from the circumstances disclosed in the evidence, and
need not be the subject of an express agreement between the
persons concerned. In combinations of this kind a mortal.
stroke, though given by one of the party is deemed in !lIe eye
of the law to have been given by every individnal present and
abetting. The person actually gi.viJig lhe slroke is no mOl e
than the halld or illstnllllenl by which lhe 01 hers slrik(;.
IJarelldl"ll i'II1JU/r (;hosh v.' EIII/,crll 1'. J.L.I~. 52 Cai. 1"7;
Empaor v. n. i':. Ghosh. 38 C.L.]. 411 ; Emperor v. Irshall
Ultah Kluw, I.L.R 55 An. 607 ; Emperor v. Rallchhod, I.L.R.
49 Bom. 84; Nga E v. Killg-Emperor, I.L.R. 8 Ran. 60j;.
Nga Po Kyone v. King-Emperor,' I.L.R. 11 Han. 359·-follo~c'ed.
There is no pro,sumptio facti or juris in such cases; the question
of fact depends not upon a legal presumption, but upon the
inference that the Court draws from the evidence adcluced at
the trial. King-Emperor v. Nga Nyall Gyai, Cr. Ap. No. 91 of
1926. H.C. Ran.; Sallla,ydo v. Ki1lf!.-Emperor, Cr. Ap. No. 355
of 1933, H.C. Ran.-coJlsidered. The ascription of a common
intention to add murder, if necessary to robberv, ;s not eaSIly
avoided, where all, or some to the knowledge of the rest, of
those engaged in the enterprise al'e found to have carried
firearms and firearms have been psed with fatal effect.
Emperor v. LJlIl'clldra Kuma l' Ghosh, 38 C.L.]. 41l-rejerrcd to.
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1870),
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,COPlrr-FEEs-Appcal fr01ll judgmellt Oli Origil/at Sidc of High COllrtSiall/p "1/ II/w/(lJ"audll11/ of appcal--Court,j~esAct (VII of 1870), s.
4" ·[·ower oj tile Hi!!,h Ccmrl to levv rourl-jecs-Govermnmt of India
Act, s. 107 Icl-ludiol/ Hi!!." Courts Act. 1861 (24 & 25 Viet.• e.104'.
, s. 15-0I'i!!,iual Side. Ill/. lulegral pm·t of High Court-Letters
"a ICII l, d. 35 -High Couri l/otificalioll, dated 29t1l May 1924}';rl'ol/co/lS prc:all/b!t: III statutc" ,Operalivc part of statufe. The
COllrt-fc\;s Ad, ,11\70, does lIot ap!,ly to cases coming before the
lIi~h COllrl in the exercise of its ordinary original civil jurisdiction,
or III th~~ I:xerd~c of its ,jllrisdidion as )'egards appeals from judgIllIJllh) \las~I'd In Much caSI'S, The power to levy court-fees on
lljJlwal~ frolll Ihe OriJ.:illal Sidc is !lot conferred by the provisions
of ~, 1Oi' kl of the OOV('I'llInent of llldia Ad or by s. 15 of the
Illdiall IIigh COli"!! Ad. IHfJl. 'fl'c powers conferred by those
l'llllt',llllcllt~ 1'~lllh, til Courts silbordinate to the High Court, and
, the 01'11:111:11 Hide of the High Court is 1I0t a snbordinate Court: it
I" illl illlq.~l'al part of the High Courf. R.M.V.R,M. Cheftyar v,
V,t. Firm, I.L.H, 12 Hall, ~~:.;, rr!,,'I'l'cd to. Maltomctl Islwek
,';'Ihill v, Mil/lOlliI'd MoiekclI, LL.H. 4~ Mad. 8~9-collsidcrcd. The
High elllff'( !til" ft /I Il'It\'I:r 10 rl'gilialc its own procedure. 'This
PO\VCI', I» I'ollfcn'cd hy 1'1:111';1' J~ of the Lclters Patent. The power
(1I1l1i111111'(lj,(lIll1tloIlS for prOt'cdurl' n('rco;sarily includes the ilnpositlOIl of, Icc' alld till' eollcdioll of lhell!. III the exerdsc of this
flO\\'1:I' the High COllrlllll!l j,'!llll:d a notification dated tlie 29th May
1924, reqlliring mellloralida of al'PI:al lrom .illdJ{mcllb; passed 011
the Original Side to be stamped, The fad that the 11Otilicatioll
pllrports (0 be made pllrsuant to the provisiolls of s. 107 reI of the
Govcl'llnlen( of Indi;l Ad, 19f5, docs 110t affect its validity.
J'll'alllhlc» and J'('cilab iI,1 statutcs do not control the operative
partr. 'If thc lattl"r :IJ'I: d"ar and unambiguous. Bcnflc.V v.
!I',,01l'l1111111 IJ' "'Imb,'rW"/11t I.llm/ HOllrd IIf Ht:tllth, 4 Ch.D.588 ;
(:I'IIIf'l11'I' v, S/fte'III'I, 1(. CIi.I>, JI, ; MII,~ridge v, Clapt>, (1892)
:l eli,D, :1M2: 1'01('(/1 v. A"/II/'1"1/ l'art~ {,'"crt'O/J1'sr Co" Vii., (1899)
",C. 14:1 : Sall//l11/ v, 1i1/1i1:"'I/Io,', II A.C, (,27 -I'<,!rn'<,d t".
MAIl.NO I\.I 'J'H~\\' ", M.H.V.M. CIIE'l'TJAll
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CRIMINAL PRPCEDURE CODE (ACT

V OF 1898), S5. 123, 415
...
CR,JMINAL PROCEDURE· CODE (ACT V OF 18981, S. 145-Drder by
... 'magistrate as ·to possession of i11lmovable projJert,,-Snbsequel1t
. proceedings before tl1UJtllC1' 11lagistrate-Parliesand property the
SLl11l!!-Altemtion of first order-J1Irisdiction. Where a 1Dagis~
trate .having jurisdiction has passed an order regarding immovable property ~nder s. 145 of the Criminal Procedure Code
another magistrate has no· -jurisdiction to alter such order in a
subsequent proceeding between the same parties under the same
section and relating to the same property. An order under s. 145
(6) of the Code is final and conclusive unless and until the High
Court sets it aside, or unless and until such order has otherwise
been vacated in due c()urse of law or 1:y agreement between the
parties. Parbat Charml Roy v. Cflo'iiJdll1lri, I.L.R. 35 Cal.. 350referred to:
.
U Tm HA 'i/•. MAUNG NGAI
•••
...

287

1898), ss. 162, 172
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF 1898), 55. 162,537-Stllte1llellt
to police officer- Mode of fIser-Purpose oj Court in referril1g to
statemetlt-Variatiotts, detection oj-Accused's right to nsc state11let/t-Time oj applying jor copy of statement-E:.:clusiotl of
porti01l of statL'mcnt-Error of Court not 'i.'itiating trial. Under
s. 162 of the Code of Criminal Procedure a statement made by a
person to a police officer in the course of an investigation, whether
oral or reduced to writing, cannot be used for any purpose, except
on .the request of the accused or his. advocate. A Judge ur
Magistrate has. no authority to look at the police papers unless
requested to do so by the accused or his advocate. The purpose
for which the Court refers to the statement is in order to see
whether any part of the statement ought to be excluded under the
second proviso to the section, and not for the purpose of deciding.
whether there is in the statement material for cross-examination
of the witness in the manner provided by s. 145 of the Evidence
Act. Subject to any part of the statement being excluded under·
the second proviso to the section, the accused is entitled· to a copy
of lhe whole of the statement to the police. C!tedi Prasad Sillgh·
v. Emperor, -102 I.e. 773 ; Empero/' v. Bansidhar. I.L.R. 53
All. 458; 1Itm·j Gope v. Killf!.-E11Jperor, t.L.R..8 Pat. 279;.
Madari Sikd.ar v. E11JpCrOl', I.L.R. 54 Cal. 307 ; Nckra11l v.
Emperor, 129 I.C. 267 ; Ramglllalll v. Killg-Empcror, I.L.R. T
Pat. 205-refcr4'cd to. It is not for the Court to decide whether
there is any var'ation between the statement in examination-inchief and the statement recorded by the police. Subject to t1;e
power of the Court to disallow any question which does not fall
within the scope of s 145 of the Evidence Act, it is for the
accused or his advocate to decide in what manner and to what"
extent ·he will use the. statement for the purpose of cross-examination, so long as he conforms to the provisions of s. 145.
Batta Si11gh v. Killlt-E11IPt'ror, I.L.R. 6 Ran 137-co1lsidered..
The accused may apply for a copy of the statement of a witness·
to the police at any time after the witness has entered the v,itness
box, and if necessary the cross-examination must be adjourned
until the copy is supplied. The Court should exclUde from the copy
suppliedthat portion tif anyl of the statement (til whichis irrelevant•.
or (b) the disclosure of which is unessential in the interests of
justice as well as inexpedient in the public interest. Nga Po Cho1l
v. Kil1g·Emperor,· I.L.R 4 Ran. 356--c.vf>/aillcd. If a mandatory
provision of the Code of Criminal Procedure is infringed that does
not of itself tfJake it necessary to hold that the Court must have,
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (ACT V OF
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(ailed In administering juslice 10 the accllsed. Abdul Rahma1t v.
Kitlll·EtllPf,'I.II', I.L.Jt 5 Han, 53 ; Devidas v. Thl Crow1t, I.L.R.
10 Lah, 794 i /iff/perol' v. ]J"t'1l1ha Singh, I.L.R. 54 All. 1002 .j
lemperor v. Nurml/holllu(, J,L.R 54 Bom. 934; 111 re Ramaraja,
I.L.R. 53 Mad. 937-1'cfe1'/'('({ to. Where the error does not
"((cet tho jurisdiction of the Court or it has not caused a failure
of jUiltlct, the provisions of s. 537 of the Code come into play,
IIUd Illtch error doc'S not vitiate the trial. Emperor v. Bechu,

I.L,U, 45 All, J:N i SubraltJll<ltlla v. King-Emperor, I.L.R. 25
Mlld. 61--1't~fcrrcd
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INSOLVENCY 703,722

UIWAlf,\'I'IQN .." I' msal/! iOIl by Corpo~'a' iou-Dcja Illation ofCorpOl:ation,

clf!/Iwllln

("1"".' CO/'Pri/'il/iO/l has t/o personal. reputation-De 110VO
p/ (lfw.q·tl to dl'ulalld...Noll-cogllisable case-Drdet,

It'/II/, I'/gll

til/Wiling

t(I\'/I!IIIII

'NI1fl/I#!,~>~",:,'Jmltl;l!

hI' f/crus/,d

0

r Pl'ocl'ss-fces

oud

witnesses"

Co;h (ilet" oj 1898), s. 350 (I),
·l'P!IIII~II(il1. 'flw Ilpplkllilt pllblifthcd a pamphlet adversely
,\rllld~hlM t'W'!ilhl t'c~oluHolijl (If a Muuklp,t1 COlJJmittee. It was
IllAlnly 1111 t\tlad: 011 ctlI'hdu ludivldual nlt~llllwl'o of the COlllmittee,
Rnd Ih~ (jommW,w 11M Mllcli uul'fcl'ed no d:unagc. The President
Or till? <';flllHnHtr."l On IH,dlaH 11( llie COlllmit!.cc prOf;ecutcd the
UPlllhllm! ffif Ild;\lnatlilll, In tlie t'O\ll'se of Ihe trial the trying
lIlUICIIlrll!.t; \\.'l\~ Inuwkrrcd, ,HId was slI':ceeded by a new magistrliw, will) ;t:;dilwd 10 I{rau! the applicant's requesl for a de novo
Ifllli lllltCjl~ lI,t: npplic<illl deposited process-fees and witnesses'
'"'l'lI11~C" for HH\UIlIl)lfHling t110 prosecution witnesses already
ellill1llllcd, /ldd, Ihat the: right of an accused person to demand
a tiro I/O'/JO lrial 0;1 a III::W tnil;::istrate succeeding the original magisImlc 10 II slatutory right, which cannot in a non-cognisable case
lw elorci\ted by on!t;l'iug that the accnsed shall deposit process-fees
lWei wllm:Hsl;:s' ('XPCllSCS bdorc the witnesses already examined
bllrnrc tlw IInll lllagbtra!e arc re-summoned. Held furtlter, that
It CnrJlor:.tlion h;l~ lid reputation apart from its propt.TIy or trade.
II (!lllllol IlHlh!l;J.iH all ,Idioll for a libel merely affecting pe~onal
r\llIUllllloll. The words complained of, to support a prosec~ution.
mll~1 rcfl"cl Oll the management of its business eand . must
/JI'I,l(;('lllli'l'

xl
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injuriously affect the Corporation, as diiltinet from the individuals .
who" compose it. They must attack the Corporation in its method
of conducting its affairs. must :.ccuse it of fraud or mismanagement,
or must attack .its financial position. . A Corporation cannot bring
a prosecution for words which merely affect its honour or dignity.
Proceedittgs quashed. Metropolitatt Saloott Omnibus Co. v.
FJawkins, 4 H. & N. 87 ; Mayor etc. of Manchester v. Williams,
(1891) 1 Q B. 94 ; Slaze1lgers, Ltd. v. Gibbs & Co., 33 T.L.R. 35;
South Hetton Coal Co., L"td. v. North-Eastu'll News Association,
Ltd., (1894) 1 Q.B.133-rcferred to,
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BUDDHIST PARENTS' DISCRETION AS TO CHILDREN

EASEMEl(TS-Implied eaSC11lellts-Grallt of part of a tmement-Quasi
easemettts that go with the grant-Three contiguOlls houses with
one owner-Use of path at back for carriage of night soil bucketsSale of two houses-Right· of user of the path by the purchaser.
On the grant by an owner of a tenement of part of that tenement
as it is then used and enjoyed, there will pass to the grantee all
those continuous and apparent easements (which arc qnasi easements) or, in other words, all those easements which arc nccessary
to the reasonable enjoymcnt Of the property granted. and which
have been, and are at the time of the grant, used by the owners of
the entirety for the benefit of the part granted. In such a case it
is a grant of an easement by implication, Hansford v. Jago,
(1921) 1 Ch.D. 322; Peal'sOit v, Spencer, 3 B. & S. 767 ; Pwllbacll
Colliery Co. v. Woodman, (1915) A,C. 634; Wheeldon v. Burrows,
12 Ch.D. 31-refared to In 1910 thel-e were three houses which
were contiguous- and belonged to one and the same owner. The
houses faced a public road, and there was a path at the back
running sodh to north and then west to east which was used by
the owner for the carriage of night soil huckets of the three houses
on to the public road where conservancy carts took the night soil
away, In 1923 the owner sold the houses to the south to a
woman who mortgaged them to the respondent, and he became
the purchaser thereof at a Court sale in execution of his mortgage
decree. The house to the north passed by way of inberitance to
the appellant. It was established by evidence that from 1910 the
night soil buckets from the two houses to the south had usually
been carried along the path to the north through the appellant's
compound. It was also in evidence that the piece of waste land
to the west belonging to another person was sometimes used by
the sweeper of the two houses, but that land was fenced up by the
owner some six years. ago, and was no longer available to the
l'espondent for the carriage of his buckets. In 1931 the appellant
blocked up thcportion of her compound through which the path

7i7
355

166
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lay, ;md therehy prevented the respondent from using the
vathway for the carriage of his buckets. The respondent .claimed
a right of way a~ an easement of necessity. Held, that it was not
a CIIIC of ;1Il casement of nccessity, but that at the time when the
two lower 1")\Ises were separated from the upper house in 1923 it
was Iho common Intentloll of both the vendor and the purcha,ser
thllt Ihol'cafhlJ' Ihe nighl goll buckets should be taken to the public
rOAd along the (lath through the upper compound in the inanner
III which they hnd becn takcn before, and that ail implied
ell.oment to that effect resulted froll} and was ancillary to the
conveyance of the two lower houscs in 1923.
DAW (iVAN II. MAUNO MAUNU
,..
..,
£AVXM l"lOmc'I'INn, MUNlClI:A1, ASKJ<llSM'II"J'
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lCNMITV 1111 HA'I'HKlllll!'J'W'I,IIN 1HI'I'II,HI'.N'r CI.ASS\IS 01" HIS MAn:s'fY'S
IlUItJI(l:','", l'UClMoTINCI Mlltit't' "I' illtf'll/ial/- af t,,-olllo/,:r-E!Jecf of

",tI,:/"

.111

1'~'Htl'I'~-·1i'lIdmc.Y

Ilf till!

III'?tIsf>af>c'r- Artic/es i1l-

!'",'I'II/IIN ;HoWIIN-- Oll,'11/1i1l1i tl,.~IIIIJi" ill II /l'I/O··--llIdi//11 I'r,,,~s
IHm,'I'Il,'/II:,l' 1''''I'''fN) tIff l)('~lfl ,,)' 1')31), s.~, -I (II lil, 23, 2". In
QClII,hlllflllltl IhciJillplll~lIlll1l1 III i\ I'CI'"OIl to ~ct a~i<le an order uf

Iho Ouvorllllloutrm{o\lllllol hi" sc"'lIl'lty IIndrr s. 23 of the Indian
lIw ('ollrl will nuttake intn
"llch person, ex.;ept ill l'aSl:S
which fnll wlthlll JC"llhlllullon " of "t'l~1I011 4 of the Ad, What
, .has III he cOlIslelered Is the d'l'el:( IIkdy to he proclllCC:c1 upon
'persons' who may be expl'l·tc<l t" !'l'ad the p"SSOlgt·S ill I!ueslillll,
and for that purpose not ollly ou~ht the :lrlldc to be read as a
wholc, but ullder s, 26 of the Act it is permissible for the Court to
have reJ.(ard to what is contained in other issues of the same
publicatioll willi a vil"" to ascertaining what would lie the
prub:lblc c.-fft'ct of the offt'neling pass;lges t:pon those persons who
1I0rllJlllly would '~ce the articles that :lre published in the
IIOW"PllllCl'. II IIIllkes 110 l1irr~I'CIIl'I: that Ihe orfendin~ passage
ncclI!'" II n h"tIc'!' pllhllshctl in thc lIewHpapar. /11 /IJ,' mattl'r oj
ti'l' .. "'''rl,/lI~'! ", 1.J,.lt (II Cnl,.lfl i /It''~11/If v. .. /t1vol',il"·(;I'II<'1'IIlof
MI'rlf/l~, 1.1. I~, 43 MIIll. 10/6 n,!"/'f"t/ f,.,
IN '1'/111 IdA'1'nc11 III' 'I'1IJo: SUN PllIIHS, J:m.
."
l£N\JtlIIIV lIY !'l1l1l1l1l1/IN,\'I'lt COIIII'I', \'I.I\"\)I(I(S MISClINlllll:T
IJrCl'M·ncIllClrl(~IlIlY I'IIWl'IM) twl, 11).11,
'U)Cnlfllt Ihll lIIollvCl I,ll' ICltclIlIOII IIf

ItQtJIT,\llI.1l e'n~IIlllllllA'I'IONH, I,A\\'

(1(0'

LI~lI'I',I'IIlIN

IeVIII"'\', VOI:'I'IlINI':H 1110', A .... J.ICAIlIl.I'l'Y

RlUIIINl(ot.lH

"IlIIAMIIl'.II. Ill' S'I',I'flJ'I'lo:

ltUIUll1 A"I',\I1/IN'I' liN "',ICI( OF I~EClll'll.
~ III' COUII'I' NOT "1'f1,I'II:O:" TIIIAJ.
foI"rt~"~,,I"S
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,,<'t/fli,·s...."c,· ill Sll/t: /0 (lUlerS of mortgaged
-·I'lfl'dl".~': Ji,r filII 1'"II/('.tIS ifl,,-opaty 'muncl/lIlb,:redI','.vllll'/Il lIt I'lIrd/"s" 1IIII11,·.\' /0 mortgagee-Mortgagee furnishi1lg .
I(,d ot t1r'1Jf,1 rill I' fey lIIorf/!///!(lr f,1 lit/vcr-A I se1lee i." such list of the
'~"U"" /':l'ittl'/lCe Ad II
1872!, s. 115. If:a pel'son, either
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by words or by condt:ct, has intimated that he consents to an aet
which has been done, and that he will offer no opposition to it,
although it could not have been lawfully done without his conseitt,
and he thereby induces others to do that from which they otherwise might have abstained, he cannot question the legality of the
act he has so sanctioned to the prejudice of those who have so
given faith to his words, or to the fair inference to be drawn from
his conduct. In such cases proof of positive assent or concurrence
is not necessary. Cairncross v. Lorimer, 3 H.L.C. 829 ; .M1I1I1100·
Lall v. Cltoottee Lall, 1 I.A. 144 ; Pickard v. Scars, (; A. & E. 469 ;
Sarat C/mtuier Dey v. Cilutuler La/za, I.L.R. 20 Cal 296-follvwctl.
The appellant's agent acquiesced in the sale to the respondents
by the mortgagor's heir of a portion of the property that was
mortgaged to the appellant for full value as if it was unenCUIllbered. The purchase 'money was paid to the appellant's agent
who accepted it in reduction of the debt due by tht" mortgagor,
and he also gave the respondents a list of debts du.: by the
mortgagor in which the mortgage in suit was not mentioned.
Held, that by his acts the appellant's agent gave the respondents
the impression that he was allowing them to pllrchase the property
free. of any claim under the mortgage. The appellant was
therefore estopped from setting up that the land sold to the
respondents was·subject to his mortgage.
RM.P.A.L. CHETTIAR FIRM v. Ko MAUNG GALE
._.
ESTOPPEL-Sale oj rice-Rice ill Tzallds oj millers subjtct fo a chal'~l~ -Delivery order by sellers-Mill mallager signing orders as" O. K,"
-Indian Evidetlce Ad (I oj 1872), s. l1S-I'arlics-C01l/jJany
liquidation. The appellants, a bank, were mortgaget~ in
possession of the N. ri;:;e mill; it was managed by H.M. under
the general.. supervision of the bank's local manage!'. Tile
respondents bought from a Burmese paddv de'ller rice fo be
milled, and delivered to them, at the N. mill; the contritl.'l iVa~
witnessed by B.M. The seller's paddy al 1111.: I:dll Willi
hypothecated ~o the bank to secure n (Olin, hut lllll n·hP(.iI1knhl
denied that they w klll:w. \Vlwll Ihe 1II11llnl,( waH l'''lIlpldl't!
an invoice for the ril~l: :lnd a delivery onk'r IldllrlJ~~NI 10 llitl
mill were prepared by H.M. who on cncll wrole '·O.K." with
hiR signature below. 'fhe respondents paid the Bdlcr the
invoiced HIII11,· and Ihe seller signed and lultJded to Ihem the
delivery ~rder. The sellei' having absconded
without
discharging the bank's loan, delivery to' the respondents w:tS
refused and the rice was sold to discharge the loan. The respondents sued the ~ppellants for damages for conversion. They
contended that as B.M. had marked the delivery order" O.K."
over his signature the appellants were estopped from denying
that the rice was free from incumbrances. Hdd, that the
appellants were not so estopped. The letters" O.K." as here
used amounted merely to a statement that the seller had at the
mill the specified rice, and were not a representation that it was
free ..from fucumbrances; further, the representation as pleaded,
and as stated by the High Court, was not of an existing fact as
required by s. 115 of the Indian Evidence Act; moreover, the
evidence did not establish that the respondents in paying the
seller had relied upon the alleged representation. The distinction
between an estoppel and waiver, ob:<erved upon. When a limited
coinp<;lny which is a party to a suit goes into liquidation the names
of the liquidators should not be substitded for that of the
company. Confusion had resulted in the present case'from that
having been done.
DAWSONS 13ANK, LTD.

v.

JAPAN COTTON TRADING CO., LTD.
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EXIICUTION 01' Ill!Cllim AGAI!\ST INSOLVENT DEBTOR

EXECl/T1o~-Raleable distributiolL-Date of realizat10n of assetsl'e1ldiul!. aud subsisti1lg application-Civil Proeetll:reCode (Act
V oj 1908), s. 73. To entitle a creditor in execution to the benefit
of rateable distribution under the provisions of s. 73 of the Civil
Procedure Code his applic:tlion must be made prior to the receipt.
of the assets by the Court, and must be subsisting and not already
disposed of, whether on the merits or on default. The applicant,
in execution of his money dccrf'e of the Court of Small Causes,
Hangoon a/o{ahlst his jlldgment-debtor, appEed for his arrest.
The applkallon was dismissed for default. Thereafter the second
l'csIlondellt~. III execution of their decree of the Court of Small
CnuHe., Halll{oon, agllinst lhe s,lme jUdgment-debtor, attached a
HUIll of lllOIlCY Hlandllll: to lhc credit of lhe judgment-debtor in
the HIgh Court. The laller Court l,aid Ihe money to the Small
CIlIlHClH Courl of U:lII"Ollil. llnd It was l:rtdited to the judgmentdehtor III the form of l\ deposit with the Accountant-General.
'1'he: II 1ll'llc;lIlt, III'cxcculion of his decree. now sought tei attach
lite 1I101lt'y alld dalmed fllteahle distrilll,tiOIl. Held, that lhe first
alll'lklltioll hllvlllf.! bC~'1l dismls~ed, alld there being no subsisting
arplll:IlI!l,1l Oil hehalf of the applkalll al the date of the rt:ceipt of
llto,lflllllcy by t!lC cxc~~ntillJ.( Conrt, he WilS Ilot t:ntitled to rateable
cUalrlbullull, (u't.aJ CIII//lIII'II V. Hm i /IIOltll" Dult, 21 C.L.}. 624 ;
UllIll!.dllJllltll v. Sal/illrall/II, 7 I\:I,L.J. 110; Tirtlcltillll1llbaiLl CII"'1i
v. SI'.CItIl,v.l"IIIIl,;t·,I.L,H... Mad. ,~I!J-l'l'krml ill. 8. Cltifckl'llilarly

v, I. Roy, III C.W.N. 1311

dj,~st'lll('(t/rIl1ll.

..,

N M.L. CI-tIlT'fIAII FmM 7'. THE OI,·I·'ICIAI. ASSWNRE
. EXECUTIoN-Slay of Iwoeecdiugs-·])isCl'etioll oj tlte COllrt-"Sl/le in
e.wclltivu-A bS('lIce oj Ilf>pltcalill/t tv sd aside S{o/('-COlljirnl<lt,oll
.of tlte .~IIle-JlI/p('rafive dtlty oj tlte COf4rt-Stll)', wltell to be asked
Jor-Cit'if Prvcedur,. Codl' (Act V of 1908), O. 21, rr 29, 89,90,
91,.92. Under Order 21, r. 29, oCthe Civil Procedure Code the
Court h;tN a discret/1I1l to stay proceedings in exeCution; but
um!l-r ~ub·rulc (J-) or rille 92 ,III imperative duty is cast upon the
Cllllrt til ,'lIlllirlll Ihe 8ale ill the ahsmce of an application under
ruk IN,l'lIlc 90 or rull' <.>1, or whl'rc sl:ch application h;ts been
dlHaliowed, All allpllclllloll undtr ;lIlY IIf these rules does not
CI,lIlt. wltllin the I'lll'vkw of rule 29, alld the discretiollary power
11ft he CIIUrt 1';1II110! he cl(l·rc.istd in such a way as te> over-ride an
hlll'crnllvc provlsloll of the lOll\'. III consequence an application
11111\('1' rllk 29 1I1l1~1 he Illa<k berare the sale of the property takes
. 1111ll'l'. Allor Ihl~ ~alc of his· property, and before its confirmation,
Iheillclllllleilt·dthlol' filed :t ~uit a~ail1st the decree-holder alleging
II ,'crlalll ;lgrcell1~'llt with fl·g;trd to the satisfaction of the decree.
110 al'plkd to the Court for a slay of confirmation' of the sale
lIuder Or<kr 21, n:le 29, of the Civil PrOGCdure Code. Held, that
lhe applicatiou was too late and could only have been made'
hef"re·tht: sale.

U

AUNO DIN fl. HALI>AR
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>FATAL ACCIDENT-Master's duty towards se1'~'allt- Electricity, lISt'
of~Rule its Ryland,; fl. Fletcher applies to electricity-ObliRatio/1.
not itsdepCIldtmt -of negligence-Degree of care~Strict liability,

exceptions to- Use ofelectricity for domestic purposes-Natural tlser
of prenzisbs-ReasonaHe cal'e--Sweeper's death-Sfatutory obliJ!.atiOll- Consumer's liability-Electricit-v Act (IX of 1910), s. 37-"
Rule 41, Electricity Rules, 1922. A master's duty towards his
servant is to take reasonable precautions to protect the servant
from unnecessary risk. Whatever the dangers of the employment
which the employe _t'ndertakes amongst thcm is not to be
numbered the risk of the employer's negligence, and the creatiun
and enhancement of danger thereby engendered. Smith v. Bako"
_.so SOtIS. (1891) A C. 325-referred- to. Electricity is an clement
to which the rule in Rylallds v. Fletcher applies. Cllal"iJlg Cross
Elect1icity Supply Co. v. Hydraulic PIYLOCI' Co., (19141 3 K.B.
-772 ; Easterts and South Afdcan Telegraph Co., Ltd. v. Capdoiillt
Tramwtlys Co., Ltd., (1902) A.C. 381; National Telepholll' Co. v.
Baker, (1893) _2 Ch.D. 186--rcfel red to. The duly which the
law imposes under the principles laid down in Ryla1lds v. Fleiclser
-is not an obligation independent of negligence <md differing from
it in kind, bllt a duty to take the degree of care in the circum-stances which t',e law prescribcs,_and failure to !)erform that dutv
amounts to negligence on the part of the person by whom the
-duty is to be perfonl1ed. Further, if by reason of such negligence
:injury is sustained by a person to whom tht' duty-is owed a cause
of action for negligence arises. Lochgelly ho1f. and Coal Co. v.
M'MulletJ., (t934) A.C. I-referred to. The li::l.bility that l>1'im'l
.facie arises upon failure to exerciRe the care prescribed in the
rule is, however. not inevitable, and in certain circumstances can
be avoided. The use of electric energy for lighting or other
.-domestic purp0ses is so reasonable and prevalent that to bring
electricity upon land or premises for such purposes is to use the
land or premises in a natural and not an unnatural way. A
-person who keeps on his premises electric energy for domestic
purposes is bound to exercise reasonable care to prevent (lamag!:
-therefrom accruing. but hc is not respollsibk for damage Hot due
tn his own def,mlt. Bartldt_ v. Tol/"Il!t"m, (l\)32) I ell_ 11.4 :
Blalic! v. Wool!. (1898) 2_Q_B, 42(,; NiC:,lrd_~ v. Lol/Ji'lll, (191:\! A.C.
_263; Ross v. F,:dclOl, 7 Q.B. 661 ; l~\'lall.ls v. Flet,:!tcr, L.R 3
H.L. 33~; Wilkins v. Lt-ig1doll, (19321 2 Ch. ]06; Wilsol/. V.
Wadt}c11, 2 A.C. 95---rcferl'ed to. A sweeper in the service of the
-respondent company met his death by electroclltion as he put
his hand on a stay wire supporting a pole in the compound of the
·{;ompany. The p"le was part of the electric installation erected
by the company for the supply of dOil1cstic energy from the main
to the residential cottages in the compound. A storm occurred
-which caused injury to the installation. vne result was that the
bearel- wire from one of the cottages tv the pole was found to be
sagging. To the wire wa· attached a lead Ca5L.,g inside ,-..-hich
:passed the live electric wires. The company employed a competent electrical engincer to p,_;t the installation in a safe and
proper condition, and the work was completed- beiore the accident
-occmred. The le.tel casing, however, became alive owing to an
internal fault, and owing to its contact with the stay wire the
-latter was electrified when the sweeper to!lGhecl it. Held, that
-there was no default 01: the pari of the cornpauy, and the CO!11-pany .was not liable under the Fatal Accidt-l:b Act. \Vhelher the
effect of a statute is to create an obligaiiO!1 a11(! the extent of that
obligation depend upon the purview oJ 111<:, Legislatllre in enact:ing the particlllar statute, and the lallguage in wliich it is coached.
.Held, that rllle 4>1 of the Indian Electridly 1<t1ks, made pursuant
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10 s. 37 of the Indian Eleclricity Act, does not impose upon consum/,jfS of electricity ;in absolute obligation to maintain the
electric slIpply lines belonging to them in a safe condition.
They are only rellt,ired to take reasonable care, and cannot be
expect/,jd to detect latent defects in the plant through which
electricity escapes. Atki11son v. The Newcastle Waterworks Co.,
2 Ex.D. 441 ; Hammolld v. The VI's!ry of St. PatlCras, L.R. 9 C,P.
316-rcfL'1TL'd to.
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l"mmy. PUBLlc-Carritlgc of /'tlSSL'lIgcrs ., bL'hc((,lI poillts wilhill, or
within IWI' mill'S jI'P/ll, till' [i1lli[s pj fI PlIblic jary "-Saflcti01f. of
slIperiu[olt[cllf, 1'1" e,w1IIplipJ/ by (;oTJel'11-1llcn! 1/t'tijicafilJ1l11L'CCSsarypfl"SC1Igl'1'S {'chi'ccn lalldilll! stage atld
(l111/1Itltpl'hcd CIIITi"g"
1I/1I11Cli in 11Iid,s[/'fl/1I1' 1.l/l/dllll!. ,<tl/W ~i'itlti1t limits of public
/r.f'y, " ['oil/ts " f'o1ll bllllk It' bllllk,· .J.IIl1I1CI1-. wltdhcr a poil1t-,.
II/Uti/II ]iOI'II'S ,Id 1[11I1'/1111 lIel JJ ,'/18981, .<S, 15,27. S. 15 of
tilt: IIlIl'Ina Jo'e'I'I'k~ Ad prohibils a person from conveying for hire

or

allY l'11SS('n~~e'I' (II' gouds "\1\'lwl,r'l\ pr,inh within, or within two
milCH frOlll, tllr' Ihlllt~ of ;1 pllhlir ferry," exccpt with the sanction
of the hlllWl'hlklll!l-lit 01' uf tlw Ics~cc of Slich j'/,jITY, ur l'llless he is
a p('t'~on ~',X('lIlpt hOlll the 0pI.ralioll of the sl'ction by notiJication
of tlltl Local (lOVI"'llIIlent. )0 COlltrUVl'nlioll of the section the
appJimnl plkd his Halll pllt I fol' hire t:o carry passl'nl,(ers between
;\ ccrlllitl lanr.llllg.sla-ge Oil till< 'J'wallk Callal ;\lI(llulIlIC!lCS slopping
In IIIld·~It'('illil fIJI' '1'llIharkalioll and diselllbarkalion of passl'lIgers,
'1'11\1 hlllllillj.( slagl, lVill'! wilhlll two milcs of the wcsl/,jrn limit of
1l1111hllr; leny Oil thl' mlllll, alld the applirant was tiped for his.
offl'lKc IIl1de'" s, 27 (If IIle. Act. Ill: cOlltcndl'd thal the" point5 ..
referred 10 in s, I!\ of lllr' Ad lIIe'alil poiliis on eilher ballk of the
stream ;lIHI 1101 lallnclles pt'ocer'dill~: down Ihe middle of the
stream, 11dll, that tile applicant was rightly convicted. The
word ,. ferry" includes 'the conveyance of passengers or goods
fwin and to any place within the limits prescribed, whethel'
tllat plal'e he on a bank or in the stream, ancf is not confined to
lhe COIIVl'YUlICt: of passengel's or goods from one bank to the
otlw,., \VIll'lI •. t1ll'l'dol'~', a launch stops in mid-stream for the
pllr/lo"t': of "cllIlIl/: dowlI flI' picking up passengers it becomes to
ulllnll.olM and l'III'!){)SCM .. a poinl " for Ihl' purpose of s. 15 of the
Ad,

/I",

UlI,lI i', MAIINI, NYll~

I f ll,I,II, N10,,\'I'lIlNHI1II', 1~'i~I1MI'''''''N 'IW,
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OI'AUlII,INIIIIII'·-"INlic,tfiol/ 10 appoiut gl/flrdial/ 0/ person q/11li1/orHilI/til };IIIII'I"-' ANtill/lion by Idher docs flot lie-Declaration of
/-:/1I/ltlillll.'[li/,-I;l/I/I"IlitlIIS I/IIlI Wa1'ds Ad (VIII 0/1890), S5 7, 19.
All al'l'limlioll Ly a Hind" father for an order appointing him

I-tlillldlall flf Ihe person of his minor SOl1 does not lie, becal1se s. 19
of lht' t;";ll'diHIIS and \VarclsAct prohibits the Court irom making
""1'" appoilltment,· Moreover an order of appoil~tment is not
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necessary. A Hindu father is the lawful guardian of his minor
children, and a declaration by the Court cannot increase hig
powers in that respect. Bai Tara v. Mohall/aI, 2~ Born. L.R. 779;
Besal1t v. Nm'ayafliall, I.~.R. 38 Mad. 807; Sukhdco Rai v. Ram
Chanday Rai, I.L.R. 46 AI!. 70o-refirrcd to. Kuppac1li v. Lllkhshnzialz, 48 M.L.}. 179 ; SI'i1l1ati ka11lil1i v. Glzose, 44 C.L.]. 40dtsscuh:d fr01ll.
K. V.

VENKATESWAI?A~ 11. SAHAD,\MIlAL

'GUARDIANS AND "\VAIWS ACT (VIII OF

1890;, ss. 7, 19

HATRED, PROMOTIOl\ OF, BETWEEN SUBJECTS
. HEIRS, SURVIVAL OF CAUSE OF ACTION AGAINST
. HIGH COURTS ACT (24 & 25 VICT., C. 104); s.15
HIGH COURT, ADMISSION, SUSPENSIO~, DJSMISSAf. OF PLEADERS
- - - - - - , COMMISSIONER OF INCOME"TAX TO STATE A CASE
- - - - - , NOTIFICATION, 29TH MAY 1924
- - - - - , ORIGINAL SIDE, RULES 8 AND 25
.• POWER TO LEVY COURT-FEES

.590 .
590
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. 156

330
156

633

- - - - - , SECOND ApPEAL
HINDU FATHER, GUARDIANSHIP OF PERSON OF MISOR SON

330
590

. - - - - - - , SUIT IN, CAUSE OF ACTION
HISTORY OF THE LAW, COUIn's PO\VER TO USE POLICE PAPEHS

570

HOLDER OFNEGOTIABJ.E INSTRUl>IENT BY WAY 01' LIEN

696

IMMOVABLE PR9PERTY.

359

SECURITY BOND.

REGISTRATION

IMPLIED EASEMENTS
IMPRISONMENT, WHIPPING, FINE
INCO~IE-TAX-Asscssee CA:C11lpt jro/ll fa;v a//paid at SOllrec OJ/. dividcJ/.d.~··· .. !I.~St'SS<'l:'S

aeeo//-//-f of !<ISS"S.·.. }'Ir.,·
a/>Pliell!iill/. lor I,,,ji/l/(I
time-barred-E.vlc//-sioll of lillll:-ANlimtioll I,) lli}!." COllrt I"
l'I:qllh'/' C')lIlIIllSsi"nf1' io slalr. 1/ f/lst:-f./leo/lI/!-ltI..1' Ad (Xl of 19221,
SS. 48, 50,50.4, (J(J {2; /lIItl 13)--11'0 apPlication to High COI/1" (lit oreler

IInder s.48--Speeifie lind adequate remedy of assessee-Specific
For th~ year of assessment, 1\132-33,
the Income-tax Officers fOUlld that the assessee, a limited company,
had suff~red a hea-.y loss and declared the c.ompany to. be 110n~
assessable to income-tax in respect of that year. The order was
made on the 22nd June 1934. On the 12th June 1933 the assessee
. applied to the Commissioner of Incf;}me-tax for a rehuid of incometax paid at source on dividends in respect of shares which the
assessee held in certain companies, Th~ applicatiOn had become
barred on the 1st April 1933 by virtue ofs. 50 of the Income-tax
Act. The assessee asked for an extension of time in view ,)f the
fact that the assessee's assessment was still pending at the date of
the application, The COll111lissioner rejected the application
stating that he had no powe, to extend the time. The assessee
then purported to appeal to the Assistant Commissioner of Incometax from the oreler of assessment of the 22nd June 1934 with a
view to obtain a refund; but that appeal also was rejected. The
assessee then applied to the Court for an order dir~cting the COlUmissioner of Income-tax to state a cas~ under s. 66 (3) of the Act.
...Held, that (1) s. 66 (3) of the Act is controlled by s. 66 (2), and
..under s. 66 (2) 3{lassessee is not entitled to require the CommisRelit,! Act (I of 1877), s. 45.
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Tho HIgh Courl will interfere in revision on an interlocutory
mdt'r If lht! order .is parpahly incorrect, and is one which gives a
Colll'! jnrludlcllOll wl]ich il has not got. Mohamed Chootoo v.'
Ahlill/Hallllli KIICIU, J.L,R 11 Han. 36-followed.

{rllllJ,

K,I',L,S.S. CIIl('(''1'YAR

tJ,
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I:o!.AOLV1(~CY-Adjil(/i{'(/li('II-,J1II"/JIllnity

fr011l arrest 110t automaticApplicati01l jill' protcclioll againsf f;;reCtlti01l IIP01l the person
'l(e"s,~at)'-I\)li(:y 0/ /lIe Legis/afm'e-, Houest deb[01's-l!rofCf:fi01t
III'/kl'" 111/.1:11 11'il/ld'rmilll-Prt'side1lcy-1'owIIS ltlSl,lvC11CY Act (111 of
1901))\ ,~s, 17, 2S---PI'l'7,il/eia t lusotvOlcV Ac[ IV of 1920), 5S. 23, 28,
3J-(;iflit Prout/lin: COlk IAct If of 1908), 0,21, 1'1".37, 40. An
order of ;ldJlldiclIljoll <lm:ij nol operate ,lut,)Jllatically as a protection against cx\:cntlw 111'011 the ller~011 of an insolvent. He Innst
"I)ply to the COllrt to grant him the privilego of prot,cction :lgainst
IIrrc~l which the Court will do ollly if the circlilllslances of the
<'liCe JUHlIfy It, Neither 111 ~. 17 of the Presidcncy-Towns
Imolvt!lIcY Ad llOl' III l', 2R of the l'rovllld,ll Insolvency Act is any
1I11J1111011 lIlade of IOlln: bvillM llecossary III respect of remedies
lIgnlllMt the J'(lrMfJl\ of the illHolvellt, bolh thesc secllons referring
1101 to lila JltlrHOII hut 10 Ihe Pl'ollcrll of Ihe insolvent. Mohamed
fllillS v. Sl/tIlk Abd(1(11 Nil ltillltl II, 1. "R 40 UOlll, 461 ; MallOlIlf(l
No,~!/il" v, (;/11"111 MlIhlridilt, 31.110111. J,,I( 206-1"c'Jer1"ett io. 1'0.11
Sdk Ko v. C.A,ltJ.C,7', /'iUII, /J,.It 6 HUll, 7-pro tanto dissm/ctl

frolll, 'fbo polley of the IJI.:j,llwllltllrc, howcver, III 10 provide
protcdlOIl lor. Illjll(l"~f dt:htol'~, 1Ilid II protcclloll order If OIlCC
gl'llIIlud should I1ut be clillcclled NlIve :011 exccl,Uonal grollllds. If
all ""olv.lml's conducl hllll b()clI lIugl'l\lIl1y 'dls lOncst, or by bt:lng
llcnlloJll1I lie IK likely to 111111(" II fuller dlsclollure of his affairs,
the COIn'l'should not 81'1\1ll him prolllctlon. 11 is (1)CU to' a debtor
who is arrcsled to rely In thl; (,)x!jl:ulIUI1 procec( Illgu UpOIl lhe
. pi"Dvisions of.Order 21, rulc 37 01' 1'I,1t: 40, of Ihe Civil Procedure
•Code.
.
P. M. HAMID V.

P. K.
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I NSOLVi,NCY-APNicafioll fcw discharge-CI'i1;li11al proceedings against
im(ltt1tnl-Co11lpllli1If tuhctt fo be made-Chances of successful
pn',~ecllli(l/l-Pllblic iufcrc's{-l't'c'1illli1la1:v i1lquiry-Notice to
illsl 1fl'l!/il-l'rfsli/cut:,y-Tt'1i'/ls [n,w/ll,,"'cy Act (IV of 1909), s. 104.

Ill" 1101 IIC'~(,)'KlIr~'. l'u<1 In 1ll,Illy cases undcrKirahlc, thai the Court
61t01l1,\ 01'(\01' lhlll II cnm})ll\lllt he mndo uuder B. J 04 of the
I're~I(\(!IHJ~'''!\OWIIK Ill~(llvel1~Y'Ad III til(: h(llIrh~ of u.n a pl'f1callmt
rl)r<ll~chllr{o!(), J. /If.f,/lCIH v, a/fie/at A5s/~lIet:c.'!11l~ugal, 24 C,W,N.
41 H~;t'('ft/'rl'tI to.· Dlff':l'cllt ClJJI1l.Ic\<J1'l\1I01l11 nPllly whcll the Court
I" (!III1N1upOH to decide whether, IIl1d If so upon whal lenlls, an
III~nl\'Ql!t ~h(lllid k gdtllt\'il hit; dbdlOlrge, and whelher tlw Court
/lltoll!,1 e~el'cl~Q t1i!' pC)wtr~ whit'h it possesses under s, IOq. In
l"oll!dd.crllllJ whether II romp!alnt should be ma<1e under s. 104 the
Court hl!" nol only to tukc' into accounl tbe probability of the
crlmhml {ll'o\:ce(llnge hcll1g successful or the reverse. but also must
11dNllllntl 1l!\(1Il a tonsidc,'a!lon of the case as a whole wllether it
I.. (k!:lmbl(: III the public iulCl'cst thnt lin example should be made of
Hit 11I~()!\'cnt whose t~m)(ll1cl has been so bad that criminal
prllCCl,!(Un~s ought to be taken against him as a deterrent against
Ill\! I\iUn" Ii!' I\imilnr offcltccs belng committed by other insolvents.
'!'IJI\ Comtcan proct'l;<1 under s. 104 with or without a preliminary
lll\lulr~' beiliU ninde, but it is often of great importance to the'
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insolvent that he should have.an opportunity of explaining to the
Court why criminal procet:dings shou~d not be initiated against
him. Jewraj v, Dayal Chand, I.L.R. 55 Cat. 7tH-referred to. .
THE BURMA DAIRY
v. D. R.· DESAI
••,
...
JNSOLVENCY-Claimby 4.' solvent partner. agabtst .1lis insolvC1lt
partners-Decree-holder agaillst all the partners-Attachment by
decree-holder of moneys payable to solvent parilur-Payment by
OffiCial Assignee i1lto COltrt-,WithdralC'alby decree-holder 011
seCllrity-Postponement of solvent parl1ler's claim-Motleys paid·
into Court not a di7:idelld-Insolvency Court's order for refund
illegal. In a suit for the dissolution of partnership, M, a p"trtner
of the firm, obtained a decree against his two co-partners for a
large sum. The two co-partners were subsequently adjudicated
insolvent, and the Official Assignee paid one-third of the partnership assets· realized by him to M's representatives, M in the
. meanwhile having died, in pursuance of an arrangement with M.
In respect of the balance due under the decree the representatives
of M tendered a proof in the insolvency whicl:. was admitted by
the Official Assignee. All the asset$ realized by the Official
Assignee were partnership assets. The 1st respondent who had
two mOJ:]ey decrees against all the partners obtained a prohibitory
·order from the Court against the Official Assignee who was about·
to pay Rs. 20,920 toM's representatives in respect of their claim
in insolvency. Pursuant to the order of the executing Court the
Official Assignee paid the money into that Court and the 1st
Tespondent withdrew the amount on furnishing security.·· On
.appeal this Court was of opinion that M's claim must be postponed
until the outside creditors of the partnership were satisfied. .The
proceedings. were returned to the insolvency Court for the
-consideration of the question whether. the 1st ·respondent should
refund the sum of Rs. 20,920 which he had withdrawn under his
execution proceedings. The insolvency Judge ordered that if
the 1st respondent did not.return the amount resort should be had
to the security furnished by him. Held,that (I) the claim of M's
estate must be postponed until after the debts of the outside
-creditors had been liquidated, and conl'equently that· the order
requiring the Official Assignee to pay Rs. 20.920 int(> Court upon
the footing thatit was a dividend payable to M's estate Plight 1I0t.
to have been made; (2) the insolvency Cour.t was not competent
to pass any order requiring' the 1st respondent to refund the
amount, and it had 110 jurisdiction to deal with the security
furnished in the regular suit. Alth9ughtheOfficiai Assignee paid
the money into Court in respect of a dividend that. was due from
the insolvent ;state to 1Jf, yet the 1st respondent did not receive it
as a: creditor in the insolvency, but as a· judgment crC4itor in
liquidation of the decree that he had obtained against M and his
.
.
co-partners in the regular suit.

Co.

A.K.R.M.M.C.T. CHETTIAR FIRM V. S. P. DAYABHOY & So~s
INSOLVENCY -Claim by solvwt partner agai1lst his i1isolt'ent 1>artllers~
Decree-holder against the firm-Dividend declared by Official
Assignee in favour of solvent partller-Attac1muJ1It by decree-holder
of mO/leys payable to solve1lt partner-Payment illto COllrt by
Official Assig/lee-Withdrawal by decrce-lto/dct 011 fur1lislting
security for bencfit of solve1lt partner's heirs-APPlllatc Court's
order postpolli11g claim of solve/lt partner's esfate-Ap/J/ication by
.Official Assignee for refrwd-Civil Pr?ced1tYe Code (Act V of 1908),
... -ss. 47, 151. The decree-holders agamst the three partners of a·
firm obtained a garnishee order against the Official Assignee to
-pay to the credit of their suits Rs. 20.920.. The Official Assignee
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WilM lIhollt h, (lny thl~ ~1l1l1 liB 1\ dividend to the heirs of one of the
1'llrhl(lrll who hlltl diNllInd ·whose cstate had obtained a decree for
II lilflCo !l1I1Il III II /lull lI"alnst the oth. r two partner~. The
dllfllllllnll' l'l\tlnrfll \\T)'(~ IIdJ:dkllled insolvent on their own
,'GIIIIOII "flor thc, tkr:NC IHld heeu passed. The Ol1icial Assignee

,,"Id the lllOIl!.')' Into COI:rt without protest, and the decree-holders
wl\hdr(!1V thl,1 1l1l11l1l1l1 011 fllrnlehlnR security for il~ reh:nd in case

II Will roulld thol! Ihev WCrl! flot entitled to it after the heirs of the
thlllllllilld par!lwl' wei·c brought on the record.. A c-reditor of the
1\r11l 1I1'\,lIc.CI 10 th(1 hlMolvcllcy Court for an order expunging the
l,roo( of til" ~nlvcl1! p;iriller's heirs a11\1 for the refund of the
_11\01l1lt. The IIppilcnUoll was dislnissed, The High Court on
IIPllfll\ hllid tbl! the claim of Ihol),.,lvent partner's estate l\1usthe
I'O_tj'lolltJd. till IIftt'I' the (Icblll or thll oulslde l~rt:ditors had heen
1I~llIfdi\tC'lcl ilud r'Cl1lill1thcc1l1w {;aso, 't'ho Oftklal Assignee obfained
.11" ()rd~r {rom lht! IIfMolvcme,\' COliI'I for a rc:fund of t1w money, bttt
011 Iha r(!'II\1hlHl~f!'lII of the CRIlO to (!1C appellate I,;ourl it held
thllt thll hl~()lvlll!<'~' Court ·had no Jurisdiction to deal with the
".UlIfHY fllrUlllh!!'.111l lilt! I'c/otlllar KuItS. Tile Onidal Assignce now
·npl'IlNl III 111(,1 \lXQ!Olltlon !,I'oc.coclings of the regular suits for a
foruml, HI1I.'llllltllHl€:(! that the Court could make the order under
II, 4' l\ild 1M of OH.' Civil l'i'O\;cdl1re Code. Held, refusing the
Al1rllOIlUOlI, tllflt II~ n ~ftrJIl~hec the Official Assignee was not a
""fly to the il{lH~, l1nd s. 47 (Hd lIot '1I'l'ly. Further, the Court had
1\0 Inhorc!llt powl'r 10 rCVt'fl\C Its own order ttnder s. 151. The
OMcli11 AlllIlA/tlce cOlllc! h.lVe ohjected to the payment order by
WilY ot review or IIppeal, hut he had acquiesced in it and the
limo fnr It revlawnr appeal had passed. TllC sccurity was for
tho. boncflt of thcJiolr~ o( the Molvcllt 11arlncr. aud 110t for the
. bono:lU of th.. om~ll\I~·'MlgnQo and ho had ntl right to Its benefit.
~. P. DAVAIIHOY
INIOLVUNcV-Vi,mliual

& SUNil ii, Ifl\TIMA IIl1n

..,
...
/,'llllllIlIIY AuiNllfIl OM,./d Conr/Ad}lll!ica/io/i. by I>/If,." COl#rl 01# (l~""fll""llc:(lII(/ IIP/JMI/II High
l.oltrf-:-Provit/eial It/solvetIC,, .4c./ (V of 1920), SN. "', ZJ, 27, 75 (1)- .
Alle.gation offraudulent prtife.1ICt' til PclltlVII of (miJllJc!llcy. 1Iot {/
q/lestio/l of titlc--Dcbior's ability III pay tlebts-ClJltr",~ /lllding
essclItial, No second appeal lies to the HIgh Court agalns! till
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order of adjudication passed 011 appeal by the District COllI'!
under 8, 27 of the Pl'Ovinclal In~olvcncy Act frol11 the order of the
AsslNlallt Dlstrld COllrt dinmlsslng II pel.ilion of Insolvency under
8, 25 of lho Act.
Where ·1111 or,I(11' 1ft J'll"dc lind can he lawfully
mado nll(I(l1' lome otlior IIcellon of Ihe Aot, M. 4 h:l~ 110 l1J1pllcaUOII
to thnlol'llet'. 'j'h(' IIlhl!:lllioll of th(.ll\ct,luclll'lllhiM crtcl!lor III his

InIOlvlJlIl"" t't'!.ltioll UllIt Ihu (I~hlflt hut! Illaclt\ II frnllclulcn{
prerClf\'IWO '('ll!~ hul btlnll tho cane wHhhl the l'urvlcw or fl, 4,

.

Th~ IrlUlllt~HIlIHll\IY ho Mel tHahlo H\lh~ClP;(JlIllo adJudication u:10n
1\ l"OI'llr fl{'llIlnn "uder p, ~3 pi' M
tho Act. P. lI'll"l v. O.Qicilll
HcJ~~'f'f'r 11/7'lIIIIl'l'I'f11', I,L.H. M Mad, 9H')-n'!arl'd tc>. Under

or

I, 25 (II III&' Cmlr! I~ hOllmlto cll~ml~s a ncdilor'fl petition
dllhlm' III filjlt1 to Ilny hl~ d,-,bt~, 'fhl' Court must thcrefore
101\ 1\111111110;\ wllCllwJ' till. llt-btor i~ ahle to pay his debts
blifol'ii' pt'ocvc{l!nf,i to ad)uilit:;tlc him on the ground of an
IIl~olv(ml'Y.·

MA\Ji'w Po SAl f'. 'filE BANK OF CHETl'INJ\D, LTD.
INIIUI.vIINCY-l~.l'tl:llfi(lll (If dara

if the
come
or not
act of

.
•••

agaiust debtor duritlg pClldcu<;j' of
~I/wfylt!/ICV /Jditillil-).'{'(I't,; (Il c.l'cCllfiug COIITt-Pcrwa of cxecl/tillg
CI',11'/ III ~1'11 1I11!lthrd foro/,crly-ANlicatio/l. foy delivery of debtor's
i'mlll'rt,,· III Nl'(OI'U .(·.'sm{ia! 10 prwclIl s.lle-Attachi1/g creditor's
"Igltt~ "~ lIti.1i!l\/ Nf(('/vcr-Nccci1'cr's powers c.t·crcisable by
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Imolvellcy COllrt 'Where 110 Receiver is appoi1ztecl-Direction of sale
by Insolvetu;y Court to E~:ecuti1Jg Cotlrt-ProfJillciaIIlIsolvetu;y Act
(V of 192 ss. 51, 52, 58. There is no provision in the Provincial
Insolvency Act which prohibits aC011rt executing a decree from
selling the judgment-debtor's property merely because notice has
been gi~en that an insolvency petition by him 'or against him has
been admitted. It is only when an application is made to the
executing Court for the delivery of the property that the Court is
required by s. 52 of the Act to direct the property, if in its pos;,ession, to be ddivered to the Receiver. In tl~e absence of such 'an
application the Court is at liberty to sell the property. RaUa RalJl
v. Mal, 80 I.C. 509; Tirpit Thakur v. M. ·R. Das, A.I.R. (1930) Pat.
40()-:reje.red to. S. 51 merely enacts that the attaching creditor
shall not be entitled to the henefit of the execuHon as against the
Receiver. It is immaterial whether a Receiver has been appointed
or not, as, nnder s. 58 of the Act, where no Receiver is appointed,
the Court has all the rights of and may exercise all the powers
conferred.on a Receiver under the Act. The Insolvency Court
has no power to direct a ,sale by the executing Court.
P.M. CHETTIAR FIRM fJ. A.K.A.C.T.A.L. CHETTIAR FIR~
INSOLVENCY-Notice Of stlspmsion of payment-Clarity alld precision
oj statemel1ls esse1/tial-Petition the fOU1ldation-Verij}ing
affidavit 7/0 part of petitioll-Purpose of ajJidavit-Suspensioll of
payment and inability to pay, distinction-Presidency-Towlls
Insolvellcjl Act (IV oj 1909), ss. 9 19), 13 (li. In a petitic,n to
adjudicate the appellant fiml insolvent the respondents, who were
creditors, set out the act of insolvency as being ," that the debtors
have given .notice to the petitioners as well as to their other
creditors that they have suspended or are about to suspend
payment of their debts." The verifying affidavit of their agent
contained the following statement: .. I say that the debtors'
manager and 'kartha further told me that they were not in a
position to pay in flll1 to their creditors." Held, that (1) tht: act
of insolvency alleged in the petition was not in Ule formt;cqu!l'4HI
by law, and was not cmiched in tcrow 8ufJlcle-lIt1y Clour lind
precise to be the basis of an insolvenCY petition or to jUMlUy tho
Court in passing an order of a<l,imliclIlioll Ull II 1,etllloll of which
it was th~ Bole rOl1~lClatl<iI~; II.M,M. "~III'U'/,tIfJ~{1 ~ltdt!~II' V,
N. C. Galllllrtl, I.L.I-. 12 hall. 150 i M;S.M.M. Chettiar ['trill v.
P. Moodaliar, I.L,R 11 Han, 96-followed., (2) the verifying,
affidavit forms no part of the petition which itself must contain
clear and precise allegations of fact upon proof of which !he
Court can adjudicate the debtors. The operative document is the
insolvency petition, not the affidavit the purpose of which is to
prevent reckless allegations being made in the petition.
(3) assuming , that the allegations in the affidavit Could be
considered by the Court in the circumstances of the c.ase they
did not amount to a notice of suspension of payment by the
debtors. Suspension of payment is something different from
inability to pay; CI01lgh v. Samuel, (1905) A.C. 442; Crook v.
Morley, (1891) A.C. 316; 111 re A Debtor, (1929) 1 Ch.362; Ex parte
Oastler, 13 Q.B.D. 471-referrcd to. The evidence showed
that the appellant firm intended to pay first the pressing demand
of Government revenue out of the sale proceeds of paddy in their
hands, that they had arranged with their more pressing creditors
by offering them additional security, and were trying to struggle
on until the price of paddy improved. Held, that this did 'not'
~mount to a notice of suspension of payment of debts.
~.A..P,C.S, CBETTIAR FIRM v. V,V.R. CHETTIAR FIRM...
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llN!\<lI.VIIN..:Y..... OIl/iIIIIIY NfS;dfll('~ " of debt<JY-,Colljillcfflcllt in jail1'utl/s/r/' (~l .. f1f(~ whot<: wll1fl/cy" oj IIle deblor-Tratlsjer in
pllr.\/ll/IIC,: of 11I/'II"';!!'ll {/1I.lccctlmt agrCt'1I1C1lt-BlIrdcn ojproofI'dilio/llllR a",lilor'.\ tllIly 10 mlrillc,: evidencc ojrieblor's resourccsIlrl:~/dt:llcy·1'owlI" 11I.",/1!('//9' Act (III of 1909), ss. 9 (b), 11 (b). A

1'creon contincd ill Ihe Hmigoon Cenlral Jail for upwards of
Iwdl'/: 1l101I1h~ imlllediately prior to the petition for his adjudication
I\H an IU~I1Jveul Illll~t he deemed to reside in l~angoon within the
IHCilllbg of s. 11 Iii) of thtl Prc~icleucy-To\VnsInsolvency Ad., A
\l:lInsfcr hy ;1 debtor of lhe whol~ or slibslantially the whole of
Ids llropcrty ill consideratioll t>f a past debt is an act of bankruptcy
ll~ \Veil IIIHlcr Indian law asunder English taw.
Smith v.
(:IIUI/fl!l, 2 E. & JJ 35; '·VoodhQ/lSC v. MtlrrllY, L.R 2 Q.B. 634li'flown/, A lra!lfokr, however, made in p"rSlIilnce of an antecedent
/I!!!I<I fide agreemenl cOllie to at lhe limo of makin!,( the loan that
~C':lIrlly Mhouhl ho f,[i ve'll for tht: 10;111 lIlay bl) valid. Bulthc onus
of proving 811\,'h u~rt'\'lllell(. Hlld lis /"''//1/ fidi's iJ~ all rcspcetsl\<;s .on
.I/IC pel'f,tHl who Kl'I~ It lip ulld it is Ihe COllrl s dilly to scrubmze
'~lIl'1l illlagl'ct'lllclIlwi!JI cxll'enw Care. There Illllst be no sllspidoll
ill II lioJluMlv\'l lIIlI'U,t1n or lI11dbrlll;lIIc!lllj.( lhal the lransfer flholild
he dl'llll'cd till lllMOlvl'llcl' h;w inlcrvencd and Ihe ercdltor lllUSt
hlll'\,' InkclI rlll'fitJlttnl SI\'l'g to ,,1.\;,111 1I11' !l\lcurll.\' llI' assigllltll:Jlt
agrl'l'd to he Illvt'lt hllll her"rc Insolvcncy has Intcrvellcd. Kl'tllrlc
111/1'1,'11, t:l Ch.l>, 102; H.\·I',,,./,. 1,';sII(/', 7 Ch. AI'. 636: 1';.\' ptll'lf:
lI'lII.I'I(icll, 23 eh.D, 1121,; K\ tllrll: I\;IIWI', J:l Cit./), 24$;
M,·r,..." v. l'f"<,/,SOIl, L.K.2 Ex. :l{)~ ... r"knnl III, III alkgillg a
lrallskr 1>.1' iI duhtill' or his whole MolvCIll'y lhe adjlldkalillg
ercdilor HIH;uld, wh~'rcvl:I' j>l,sslhk, he l'rl'p:II'l'd til ,how lhe
!Idlfor's. aetnal' I'l'SOllrl·lll'. E\ l'ry at!v;4111aj{l' onght \0 hl) taken of
the v:II'ioUH prolTssl'S o( dbt'ovl'r.\' heforc trial <II' Cl'ldclIl'c
:lddllced. 'He rallllo( a~" lho Coul'l IOlllakc an :.ISllllllll'lIo11 by
. merely I'rcscnlillj.( Ihl~ trall~ft'l' lIilSlll'l'llrlcd hyallY cvi<knl'c. Tile
debtor likewi$c mll'.l add lice evidellcc of his rC'$Olll'l'CS If 1m <lcsircs
th~.trallsfer to be upheld IIPOll till; groulld that it Idl hll11 SlllVClIL .

.
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~'N~",.VI·:NCY-Sew red crt:tlitor-Right to sue to rcali?c sccll1'it.l'-LeavG
c>f IIII' C'llIl'f-··.f't'C1t';lIc;ellll1sc""cl/.cy Act (Vo!1920), 5.. 28(2), (6). A

la'curer! cl'cdltor of ;1I\ insolvent is cnlilled, notwithstanding s. 28 (2)
of tIru I'rovltlGlal 11l1"..lvow:y Ad, IOl'l!;llixe the ~ecllrity by Ji!ing
II I\IIHol' olhcl'wl~(; III 11,·cnnl~lIl'.l' wllh h~w withollt "hlainillp: thc
kilv\) of ~lJllrlll\ thnl hdHlH, ./1, N.I,i1l1iv. H, /.\/l/ell/il, i.L.H. 3~
IIO!Il, ~~9: llil/ 1t'111i/;{ v. Clll/liltal, :\1 IUt,H,I.IIIl); r:.1' till''''
fIi;,</, \I C,D, 2711l/{fil'lIhMld flillw/lv./r'alllillfll, LLH. 5'1 C:II.
$\lCJ O',t,:.) I
P/.li"litl Niler'v,.,., (,1'/1/1/"1/,,1'1' v, I'. Cit I'll;, I, L.K
IJ~ Mi\d. n{i i lrl' tlllk '.'fllii/i'lI, (, CI!.Jl, ~~g; N"jl~II(lrlldllll!dli/
v.1/iNiii'hoiulhl, I.L,H, (;.) Cal, 12\JB i .'itllll r'I'i/Slltl Sill/!I, 1'.
,~I!i'l~diil ,t,;III;.:1i !;I,. I?, :I PHL 7/4: IVllddd v. 111/01/,111,9 CiI.D.
:rl~ : Wlil/;~ V. ,~'lUnlllll,', (; eli. App.5f..'i.--ft'j',·/'II'iI/<I, Iii 1',' N,ISSt',
I,L,H,7 HaIL 20IH';·'i·ITIi/,rI.

"Ii"

M.K M, {;!IWl''l'','f.[! FIIiM

1Nl!,l'I.',!IH·W\·~""Ii'~I~fii!'/"iI

II",

''I

F. MAl/Nt: TIIAUNO

Iii.\( fill' ;!r·_" /);I';dl'l/l1 IIfJII,:ss Iltall IIIttr

I'llt/'(" 1I/1'l1/1I111!, II{- .. I'I'I!'\/dl'l,t'.I'·T<lh"IIS II/soh'clu:y
lid (I F JIJ()<)I, ,\. ,/I) (I J kl. I! ndt'r u. 3 t) II) (c) of Ihe J'rc«idCl1cy'i'I)Wtl~ IllM!V~),,·y AI: I. I lit' COlll'l. Illay slIspcnd Ihe di~chargc of ,HI
IiI~nlvl'1I1 111111111 tllvl<kllllof 1I0t ICBIl t1l:\11 10111' aunas ill the rupee
flllllll4i III

1'.1

h,,~ lH.H!!l/l;ililln tilt' ~'f<:diiO~'S, hilt. the Courl i$ HoI empowered to
r,l!~!,~1H1 l!~' <Iii!\'h;!i'~~" Ultltl a lhyf(klld of Illorc Ihan fOllr annas
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in the rupee has been paid. An order sllspending an insolvent's
discharge until tw'elve annas in ·the rupee are paid is not in
accordance with law. 111 re K1Itller, (1921) 3 K.B. 93-referred to.
35$

BOLA RAM'll. SOHAN SINGH

CFlRE)-Policy-Misdcscriptioll of insured tn'c111isesMaterial 11Iisdcscriptioll-Avoidallce of Policy. A misdescription
of the premises insured under a policy against fire is a material
misdescription which avoids the policy if ·it would affect the
mind of a reasonable insurer, either as to accepting the risk, or as
to the premil:m which he would place tfPon the risk. Whether a
misdescription is material or is not is partly a question of evidence
and partly a question of law; A policy described the premises
thereby insured against fire as constructed of brkk walls in the
ground storey, whereas only the backwiill was wholly of brick,
the front wall being of timber arid the side walls of timber for
two-thirdsof their length. The evidence of witnesses experienced
in the business of insurance in Burma showed that a higher
premil:m would have been charged in the case of premises of the
latter descriptbn. Held, that the misdescription was material to'
the policy. and prevented the insured from succeeding in aSliit to
recover under it.
.
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DAWSOKS BANK,-LTD. 'II. VULCAN INSURANCE Co., LTD.
INSURING SAFETY, NEGLIGEKCE
INTEREST AS INCOME
INTERFERE~CE BY,SUPERIOR OFFICER IN JUDICIAL FUNCTION

IN~ERLOCUTORY ORDER, REVISION
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.....

INTERPRETATIOK OF STATUTE

595
156,385

JUDGMENT-Lettcrs Patc1It, Clause 13~Lea'llf. to dcfc1ld tlpon fC1"1I1SCivil Procedure Code (Ad'V of 1908), O. 37, r. 3- Appeall/g,l;nst
order-Order as a I!.rO!111d of appcal fro'ill dccn'e-Ci~!il Procedurc
Codc (Act V of 1908', s. 105. An ordeI' granting leave to. the
defendant undtt the pfovi~ions of Order 37, r. :1", of the Civil
Procedure Code to defend the suilupon certain terms as to.payment in to' Court ancl the fU1"IIishing of security. and on the condi·
tion that on his faillll'c to comply wilh the terms leave t.o .c;Iefend
would be wilhdrawn and the plaintiff entitled tQ his decree; is nor
a" judgment" within clause 13 of the Letters Patent.. The order
merely. 'regulated the procedure in the suit, and did not determine
any. right oj' liability. as between the parties in the suit, .and no
appeal lies fr~m such an order. SlIkl1lal v. Eastcrit Batik, Ltd.,
I.L.R 42 Cal. 735-followcd.. Ra11lal1lal v. Chima.idal, I.L.R. 56
Bom. 2613-dissCl1tcd fr01ll. It is open however to the appellant to .
canvass the validity of the ord.er under s. 105 ofthe Civil Procedure
Code when he appeals against the decree. !lfadaulal v. Kedar1f.at!l4
32 Bom. L.R 660-njcn:ed to..
A.S.

ClmTTIAl~

FIlm

v.,cYT. VimRAl'PA CHETTIAR

A-i!i.iJrs j'at/:1.1t, cl.13-Suit-Fil1al and
il1taloculory judg1l1ellt....:Ordc;·s 110t' appealable as jUdg111Cl1fsStatulory prO'l'isiou. l1fCCSSlI1'Y for appcal frv111 01f, order-Civil
Procedure Code (Act iT 01 1905) , s. 104, O. 43, r. l-Colljlictil1f!,
views-Order tramfari1i/{ a suit fr01ll a SlIbvniinate CVllrt tv
the High Coltrt-Order l1Vt II j/ldg1l1f11t. The wocd " judgment'"
in clause 13 of the Letters Patent means and is a decree in a.
suit by which the'rights of the parties at issue in the suit are:
determiped,' .E:.:parte Cl1il1CI'Y, 12 Q.B.D. 342; E.'!: parte!l1oorc•.

"JUDGMENT ", WHAT IS
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14 (j,B.!), 627: On"lo'W
CfI/lI1l1issillucrs of l~/la.lId Rev~lIue,·25~
u,n,lJ. 465; III r/: Uuld.lI. 20 Q.B.D. 512; Salntrz v. Sav/, I.L.R.

PAGE.

4i1 CI\I. 4111 ;

S(t/{lk !Crt/Ilt!III/1 v. f)/lkore Temple Committee, 30
C,W,N, 459; SOllbill v, lInlJibhni, 9 Born. H.C.R. 398 ; Tata Irotz
,/lid Sial Co" l./d, v, CI/icf NetIc/me Authority of Bombay, I.L.R.
47 BOlli. 724-foflowrd,
In\ilud(l~ t\llth

The tcnJ1 "suit" itT the Letters Patent

hlKlituteet by a plaint or by an originating summons

hi Ihe I1lllllllClI' prescribed by the Rules of .the Court. . Provas
CI/II/ldra v. Mllke/ji, I.LK 56 Cal. 979-refe1Ted to. Afina!
judj,(ll1cnl I. n decree In 1\ snit by which all the matters at issue
Ilwl'''!!1 lIre (kdlh,d. A prcfiminary or inlerlocutory judgment is
1\ d\lCfCU III II NIdI by which the right to the relief claimed in
Ihl! 1\l1l I~ dcdlkd, bill under which further proceedings are
tl\IC~ftKlIry beforl.1 tho fillil In Illl entirety can be determined. All
nlhClf dCelKlollK lire "ordcrK" lind arc not" jndgments .. under
Ihl! l.t'ltllU I'n!ml, tIl' llfll1tlllilhk aRtHlch. An appeal does 110t
(I~lmt In the lIntiHll of fhlal"tl, A I'l/oIht of appeal from any
d"'d~h)n lIf lUI\' tl'lhlll1i\l II1I1DI he given hy cxpress enactment
UfllJ~/lIjll /lII/lIllI/l/Il.I ell" 1.ld, v, 'J'1t,: Cllllcclor, Rallgool/, I.L.R
40 (Jill,· ~l I ,'tlll/dIiIlUI, Cli,,,'l/~I 1'ms/,'cs v, North Sfa!fordslzi1'e
Ulf/ltlllJY ClI" $ O,II,D, I-kl'l,/;;,,,,,'II/o, III many statutes in India a
rlllht III liNWflf tWIll 1111 (mill!' l' ilN5Cl1 11IIrHuant to the statute is
(l/{I,r{lilely IlfOYhll;lI l IIlitt III Bueh CllUl1H
all IIp\lcal will lie on the
~t,"ditl<lll~ ItWft;!ll lWllKcrlbed. Thc ri~ht of appeal
Irllm (Wilerll thltl dn nllt lIil101l1l11n " judJ(tUcnb " is regulated by
11111 l'fOVI.loIlA 'uf t1w emIt! of Civil Procedure. The two main
tUlthnrltlt'M In tm!!l! 011 Ihl! \~(111811'IICtf(l1l or the word" judgmcnt ",
"/~,t,"III!JliNtli'l'~(ij tllf. 1'l'IIe.I' /()r CIIIClltla v, TIll! Oriel/III I GtlsCo.,
~ "(Ill, lJ"t 4~J lIutl 1'11111"11111 [{llll' V. IllQ~(JPP/J Clwf/itlr, I.L.R
~~ MlUt J I 1It1l1 tht! (l~IMli'IlI", ort<lI\ InColIslMtcllt, pUTlXlrting to
'"lJow QIIl! or IIlher of t11~"t1 C1l8C~ CCllilnlClltcd upon. II dll, that
1111 order IrAII'!!!ffhl/l. It !llltt from II I\ubordlnate Court to the
Hlllh COllrt !§ !lot· l\ II judUIlWlll" wlthhl c1a\1M(j 13 of the
1'lIlt~t8 Paton!. . Tho H1~ 1 Court IH\H JU,rlsdlcliou to make an .
01'\1"1'. of l!'lIfl»fcr Illlch.:r II, 24 (If tho cfvll Proccdll1'c Code, but
Illlch 1111 onlel' I~ neither :tllPcalaLlc under U* Code 1101' ullder allY
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I,UU'I'A'I'lUN - :.f,lrl/ltlRe' ,\lii/·- Aj.pU,;/I !ioll fOl' filial clecY!'e-Preli1lli/JaI~'
fk(/'I't-"'U~!I:l "! MIr.-<l/'ilIls/,;r of ]JropcTly Act (IV of 1882), SS. 88,
1.w~,Cll'!llfn'(,((litr( Cd/; (,lel J! of 1908), 0,34, r. 3-U1IIitalit'/z
(IL'! (f,l( of N(lS). "t!, 1,1'1. 1,1'3. An.application for a final decree
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in a mortgage suit is not an application to enfl>rce the preliminary
decree that has already been passed. In the old form of mortgage decree under s. 88 of the Transfer of Property Act the decree
directed that the property should be sold on default being made
by the mortgagor, but under O. 34, 'T. 3, of the Civil Procedure·
Code the preliminary decree does not direct that in case of default
the property shall be sold nor does any right of sale thereunder
accrue to the mortgagee. The right that is givcn under the preliminary decree to the mortgagee is a right, sllbject to any order
that may be made in respect of redemption, to apply to the Court
for a final decree for sale of the property. Such an application
.falls within art. 181 and not art. 183 of the Limitation Act. The
appellant obtained a preliminary mortgage decree on the Original
Side of the High Court on the 21st November 1930. The period
fixed for payment of the amount due ended on the 21st May 1931.
The appeIJant applied for a final decree for sale on the 23rd
August 1934. Held, that the application was time-barred.
M.A.L.M. CHETTIAR FIRM 'lI. MAUNG Po HMYIN
...
LnUTATION-Sale ulIder High Court's mortgage decree-Perso1lal dectee
jor balana-Applicati07' 1l0t an enforcemenl of preliminary or final
decree-Lin/italioll Act (IX oj 1908', art. 181, 183. The preliminary decree of the High Court in a mortgage sdt provided that
"if the proceeds of sale shall not be sufficient for the payment in
full of the amount due, then the plaintiff shall be at liberty to apply
for a personal. decree against the defendants for the balance:'
Held,· that in such a case an application for a personal decree
against the mortgagor is not a mode of. enforcing the preliminary
decree or the final decree in the mortgage suit, but is an application for a new decree imposing liability upon the mortgagor
personally. Such an application is governed by art. 181, and not
by art. 183 of the Limitation Act. Muhammed Husain v. AlimUn-Nissa Bibi, I.L.R. 40 All. 551 ; Pelt v: GregO'ry, I.L.R. 52 Cal.
828; V.E.R.M.N.C.T. Chettyar v. A.R.AR.R.M. Chet(var Fir1ll,
LL.R. 12 Ran. 370-reft![red to. lc·uua Balm v. Ptl/"ftlucsltwar
Nara~'alJ Mahtha, 46 LA. 294-dlsliU/f;ui.lltcd.
A.L.~.~. CHE'fT!AIl v. MAUNG TUN YIN
...
...
LIMITATION-Sch;tre of 1II0lJabic p,'operty-Dalllages jor ~~rougful
seizure-Timc takeu ill geitiug seizure removed-Contiuuiug
wrong-Suit /Jarred ou face of plail1:t- Waiver of plea of Li7llitaIiOIl-Limitalio71 Act. VX of 1908), .i. 3, 14,23, Scll. 1, Art. 29.
Article 29 of the Limitation Act applies to all cases where specific
movable propeI'ly is actually seized. The starting point of limitation
is the date of the acfual seizure, and the time expended in obtaining
a declaration that .the seizure is illegal either by way of appeal or
in some other way cannot be deducted. Such wrongfid seizure· is
not a continuing wrong within s. 23 of the Limitation Act. MuNtzpandi v. Sccthayya, LL.R. 50 Mad. 417 ; PanT/ajl v. Sei/aji, I.L.R.
53 Mad 621-jollmeJed: When on·the face of the plaint it appears
that the suit is barred by limitation, the Court is bound to COIl·sider the question and to come to a decision thereon, whether it is
raised by the defendant or not. But where the ql1estioll depends
upon the determination of certain iaets or the necessary facts are
not proved or put in issue by the dcfell(tUlt, or he abandons the
plea of limitation, the Court cannot decide it, and the defendant is
precluded from raising iton appeal. Virrayya v. Ademui, 58 M.L.}.
245- disll7lguishcd. On the 16th May 1929 the appellant filed an
objection, under s. 4 of the Provincial Insolvency Act, to the
attach·ment. and seizl,re ·of certain goods which the respondent
had caused to we attached as the property of his debtor whom he
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'1I01llht to ndJuctlcntc hllolvt:nt, Several creditors joilJcd thc
I\Jll'lQlhmt In obJ.cllng to the debtor's adjudication. On thc 10th
l4'obruJ\ry 11)31 the Dllitrlct Judj,(e allowed the applications of the
"I,Polhlllt IUld tlleMc cl·cdltors. The respondent appealed to the
llllh Court IIUphlMl thll diRlIlissal of the insolvency petition, but
the 1·llllh Court (lIMIIlIMMcd tho appeal Oil thc 11th January 1932.
'fhe IlPJlellllllt /lied l\ Kliit lIg:linst the respondent on the 27th April
11)32 clAll1Iln~ dnma~c810r I11llawful allachment and seizure of his
IlrlJl~crty, 1"01' (he purpose of limitation the appellant claimed to
deduct the porlod betwt'cll the 161h May 1929 and the 11th January
11132, Held, that the appellant could lIot do ~O, and that his suit
WII' h~l'l'I:d by IJmlhl\foll,

M.S.
LIM/'rATION

CIIIC'r1'IAlt 1"IIIM II, BHlll.A'I'...

...

AC'I' (IX 01' IC}OIl). HIt 3, 14,29, SCH. I, AWl'. 29
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.LOAN BY HE01S"'II.IHCIl f!l:H'I'IWMIt.N'I'-E.\'/l'II,~illll

Ilf li1l/', "1/11 IWc/" of
"".I'II/"/ll-Orlll al!rcl'1I/l'IIl-Adlllissibilily IIf,'lIld"/Iu 4--1'mda Ilf
d,'bl-Slo""III!I'lIf ';111",...sl-· Np/I('.v (/f Ille disposal "f c1'l'di/orCrJ:dilor',~ I't'fll,wrl 10 III iii' pn>!,osl'd />(/.\'lIIl'lIf,-- TOllla 1IU.II('Cl'S,~a1'.1',
The Iillle amI·' lIlode of repayment of a IO:I1l arc material
and ·e~scllt ial pads of f 110 contracl nf loall, alld all 01':11
agreement alterillg the lillie alld lIlode of repaYlllellt canllot be
proved where air the terms of the loan arc contailled in.\ res.:istered
ins.trument. Abdulla I{f/llll v, Husaill, 40 LA, 31 ; Sadat'-Ild-din
Ahmad v. Cllajju, I.L.H. 31 All. 13; 1'i/1<I Raw v. D"puty
Commissioner of Bara Banki, 26 I,A. 97":"'rcfcrrcd fo, A pl'011er
lellder of money due will stop the running of interest, but after
snch tender, whilst the debtor must be ready to pay the money
whelievcr the creditor demands it, he is not bound. to keep the
IClldcrcd amount al~art for the creditor to take it when he
dCKII'CK, JI/gal 1ilrll/j /Josiv, ClI,II~i,l.L;R 34 CaI.305-r(?fcrrcd to.
If a l'l'cdltor IIIIc4111vocaily l'dBKe8 II }ll'l'polled l'ay1l1CllI of the
;IIlIfHIIlI duo ·lhe d"hlor IN not houml to nJa!ce a (1)1'1llal tender
Ihol'oof,· C/lal/klllli v, 7,(/1/111/1(1/1' 41'1111;, 50 '.,A, 41-1't'j,'I'rl'd 10.

MAUNU l!A·!(V/\\V II, NANltlllAM ]AlIANA'l'1I
'lIIA(iJH1·ltATX'1l IrUNO'j'ION.

-
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IN'I'ICllI'J(IIIt.NCI( IIV SUI'Il.lltoll OF/'wr;w...

' - - - - QIlIIICll, IMMOVAlIl.lt.l'uol'l(Jl'I'V .. ,

...

•••

J.A\\'~Wllkf-(JII(lI/al"
lIl'11(!jil lIuda 7~.'akf--Glfl(olld/llom of II 71i1lid ~/jt··· I,U,' ill/a,'sl iludr<'lI/lIilltlcr over-Gifl
III Ill'UCtll'lItl ~/)('/ill/'l'.v of Pllsst'ssillll 10 dllucc-Vi/'{'C/io/ls for
II/,\/II'/I/IC,: IIlId /,,'/>lIirs,
WJlh Ihe twofold ohject of pruviding for
II 1Il0tlljllC 011111 ;\ 1I1:lllr:tH~a. al\ll (2) ultimately bellcliling his two
~Olltl 111111 thclr lalllllleN a M:lhOlllCdall dOllor executed a deed in

MAIIClMIWAN

II)

1'(1"11re! of hlH Prollcrty.

As regardH the property set apart for the

ht'lIcl\l of the MOliN llneltht·ll' f:llnilks the <';Ol1l't cOllstrncd the terms

or lho deed 10 IIIclin th:lt eluring the Iilt:-!ime of the dOllor both the

1(11(111 1111\1 IWllolkhtl Interctll therein was to remain in the clonol'
whll WOllid I'clnlll POHtlcNtllon of Ills property so long as he lived;
,tlml Allor hili dcmlh hi. KOliN woulel be entitled as trtlstees to the
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legal estate in the property and .also to the usufruct thereof for'
.life, and that after the death of the two sons their wives and
children would take ali absolute interest in this property in such
proportions as the two sons during their life-time should appoint
or in default of appointment in equal shares. The appellants
contended that there was a valid wakf created in respect of this
property, Or in the alternative that it was a valid gift under
Mahomedan law. Held, that II) there was no valid wakf of the
property. set apart for the families, as there was rio ultimate
benefit reserved for the poor or for any purpose recognized 'by the
Mahomedan law as a religious, pious or charitable purpose of a
permanent character; (2) assuming that the deed Created a life
interest in the sons with the ultimate remainder for the benefit of
the.ir ·wives and families respectively it was not a complele gift,
and therefore invalid as a gift rnder the Mahomedan law; (3) it
was not 'a gift ill praesel/ti as the property was not given and
taken by the two sons as trustees or as donees either actually or'
constructively during the life-time of the donor; (4) the dOllor
was not the trustee for the donees, and the property cannot be said
to be delivered' to him on behalf of the donees. 'The donor'
remained in possession of the property, andw{l.s·~entitled to the
uSlfruet of .the profits and gains accruing thertc£F$11l'dm:4ng his
Hfe-time. It is of the essence of a valid gift'under~oll1ec1an
law that the donee should take possession of the stil5'jl!~'rlattcr of
the gift, either actually or constn:ctively, during~"i'he"'Jife-lime of
the donor. Mohammad Abdul Gal1i v. Fakil- Jal/ll/l JJ<:~lIl11,
49 tA. 195-refcrred to. (5)· a direction in the~~d that the
trustees mu'st insure and repair all the bl:i1ding,s~h<:d ill the
deed lays a personal obligation upon them to do so;'J"bitt<IiJ:.fl;lo<:s not
thereby turn all the buildings into wakf property.
PHUL BEE BEE fl. R.M.P. CHETTIAR FJR~f

.. ,

...

oRI)F.R-ElIforcc11lellt by tlte 111{l~i-,trnft; filSS/1I1<: /lll'
order-ResidclIce oj the Pl:(·SOI/. lin /Ilc- eriwilllli 1'l"lIn'dli/,1 (.',ltI.I'
(Act Vol 18(8), ss. 488(3), 490-PI"II1'i-,,, I" -'. 'Il:iS (;1), fllet/llllli/, 11/.
The provisions of s. 490 of the Cl'illllnlli I'rocl;r!lIIe CO,I(I/l1'l1
supplemenlary to thone of M. 41ill'J) which ,,!low the 1IIaf.(IMlral,)
. who passed the order for paymcnt of lIlalnlcnlll1Ce 10 cnforce il. It
is not obligatory that thc or(kr slwll be cnforced ill the dislricLin
which tht:: person directed to pay lives. lol n Thaw v. k"ill!!ElIlperor,7 L.B.R 116-rcferrcd to. The proviso to s. 41\8 (3) is
intended to prevent a person entitled to niaintenance from being
negligent and q,llowing arrears to accumulate, but' it is not
intended for the benefit of the person,. who evades payment by
avoiding service of process. The respondent applied on the 18th
July 1933 for 4 months' maintenance ending June 1933. The case
had to be closed as the applicant could not be found. She then
applied on the 31st May 1934 for 15 months' maintenance in arrears.
Held, that the application lay.
.
U HPAY LATT t'. MA Po Byu
•••
...
...
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION, 5011' FOR-Filillg of a complaint-Dismissal
of complaillt by 11lagist'rate-" ProseCll lion" of a person-Issue of
process esse/ltial-Criminal Procedure Code (Act Vof 1898), Cll.
XVI, s. 203, Clz. XJTll. Where a inagistrate, on receipt of a.complaint, sends the case for investigation by a police officer, and on his
report refuees to issue process and dismisses the complaint under'
S. 203 ·of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the person against wh<?ln
the complaint was made cannot maintain a suit for damages for
malicious prosecution againt the complainant. Until process 11;15
issued the pers<1n of whose cJnduet complaint has been made is

67f)'
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lillIAn IICCll~litll'l'rwll,'nllr i~ Ill' bdllg l~rosecuted. Golaplan v.
11/",/111111111, I.J"I~, 311 Cal. IlllO-j"/h.Ywed. Ali Muham11/ad v.
1.11 kit' All, 1,I,.It 53 All. 771 : DcNIlzario v. GlIlab Chal1d, I.L.R.
37 ()III, .~~tl ; K. Mt'CrtllI.sahib v. Natl1avclu, I.L.R. 37 Mad. 181 ;
~lIgC:I/l"'rl NIIIII v, UlIsallti Das, I.L,R 57 Cal. 25; 1'.S. Reddy v.
R. RlJtlt/~', I.L,H, 49 Mud. 315: Sub/wg v. Nand Lal, I.L R. 8 Pat.
2115; Yelle,l' v. rill' (Jllccil, (1885) 14 Q.B.D. 648-rcfcrrcd to.
Bis1lIl1' Prlrsar{. v. PIII/I'lliall 'Sillgh, 19 'C W.N. 935'; CrO'lfldy v.
Reilly, 17 C.W.N. 554-distil1guis/lCd. Ah11lcdbhai v. Fran/ji,
I.L.1t 28 HOIll. 226: 11IIpcrat1'ix v. Laksh1llal1, I.L.R. 2 Born. 481-

rll,~sctlleelfl'l'III,
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UoWRI SINGH ~I, BOKKA VIlNKANNA

M INIlAMU8,

HIGH COUUT'S iNTJIRllIWJINCll
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M I NUI(YK X, 15,66
M,\NUKYIC DHAMMATHAT, MOIIICllN CUSTOM
M,I"TElt ANI>

HItUVANT,

INIUItV 'ro lllmVAN'I'

l\ilHCONllUCT Ill' IhRAUJW,

:'vi 1!Jlllls~rHI'T'ON,

I~N\lUlIlY IIV COUIlT

01' 1'1l01'ICllTY,l··lIl1t hi8UltANCI'

310

69
... 412,487
369
757
63

M HI>IllEC'fION :l'llIAI.IIY lUI/V, AI'I'IlAI. To HIS MAIllS'l'Y IN COUNCIL

141

MOltTGAOI; SUIT, AWI,ICAT.JON l'OIl FINAl, DI,Cltlm, I.lMITA'I'ION

325
305

'-----~, AI'I'I.ICATION 1"OI~ 1'ItRsONAI. V,f,Cltlm. '-'MITATION
.",OIlCY tll',rcc by IIIPr/~"~<'C-.'h'<'''''"1'1/1 III
f>{aiutlls 10 su,'rmrl.'t' 0/ sewrity-Atil/elllllclIl alltl .II/II.' 01 .",ort~a8tll pn,/,,,riy iii ",\'n:II/iOIl Ilf'1I/ollcy-d<,crc",-Civil 1'I'I'cI,rilll'l'
Code (Ael V of 1908), 0, .34, r, 3 (6), A lIIortJ,:aj.tce who obtains

'!\10HTGAIHC-Sllii /or.lim/,'"

a silnple moncy·decre.:c lll.::.llnst his dchlor, averring III hill plaint
that he snrrender$ his llecurity. l'lInllOt hring lhe mortgaged
'Ilioperty to sale in execution of his <1ccree.:. Thlj mere averme;:lIt
in the plaint that he gives up his rights l:ndcr the 1l101'l~age lor
the purpose of that suit cannot be re~ardcd as;l1I extinguishmenl
of the mortgagee's rights, Chcdi Lal v. Saddr-UII-Nisa Bibi,
I ,L.R 39 All. 36; ludcrpal Singh v. !>11'Wtl Lal, LL.R 36 All. 264t·ljerrc',llo.
'fUR Ai,MINIHTIIATOIt,UI'loIIHtAI.,

'

~WI~MI\ ~'.

TJ(WARV

by IJIlIriJlIIJlce tilldcr
I,,.,,t rrrl'll ""'011.'11 (- /i.'/fl/ln'IIICIII,l ,,! 1{lc l"i,'-IIII,lr'IICI' I!f I·<,~istcrl'rf.
i/l,~/rIIl/I,'//I· S//i/ /II' /lIprl/JIIIlO.l.luf fl'tlI'IIIN/o/l-EIIJlIi,llJ c:qlli/ablc
r(lleMIII',I, IlptllclIJllI/l II/-Efl3/1111 II/ ,~/II////llry Irll/I 1Ij Jlldill-

MOIt'I'C1,\Ult-( l,l.llj;'//I:llIrll'I' tll,'rl/olflNc-I'II"',w'ssic,,,

,

/il'tll/,'dy (I/' 11/11/'111,'/[1>1' II/Id tl/M'IIl"IlCl-7'r/I//,~k/'IIf /'I'II/,aly /lct

(Iv"/lBSi IlIId .'(X ,,' l\J~lJl, U.$31/l),~H 11\),jl)-llel1i.~/ralitl/l Act
'XVI 11/ 1110~1. ~~, /7, 41J-.'i/,rdflc Nrlll:l Ad (I elf 1,V77) , s. 27 (II).
lIlotwlth"'lllldlnlt tho \irovl"lrillll 01 11. :'iI, of the TI'lIII~fcr of l'roperly
1\1;1 Iolllltlvllltn'" III Inllllllnd '" Burma arc WOlltto obtain loans by
c1vllvorlllll lh\!h' hlllll" III Iho lclldcrK 111'011 the terms lhat the
I~nd",. llllly 1'/)11111111 III 1!0MKCII"loII IInlli lhe loan Is repaid, and
1I111IfUl'rln!tt tilt' {rllll. of the lalld towardH th" repaylllent of the
\,rlllull'IlI'IIIIII/III' o{ the InlercHt due.: ulldcr thc loall. Such lransacIhlll" IIfa ll"llfrllclllllrr mortl£al£c8 wlthill s, 511 (Ii) of the Trallsfer
lit l'rulloi'ly'Acl, lUll 1I11lelll the ImllrulIlcnt of 1Il0rl~age in such a
~'II"a 'M til wrlllnil. Amllhe lranH:\ctlon also falls within s, 53 (A) of
till/I\d, tho Icll'1I1" of Ihll mortllage cannol he relied on as a ground
of llllAOk or of Iidollce by ellher the plailltiff or the defendant in the
lIIorlllRllo ~"II. Clx~'ClI'I In rll"CII In which thcy are emhodied in a
tluly fVIlI.IClr!,!11 wl'lIlt'n InMtI'l'llIcnl. It is 'a wrongf·.!1 and ill thc
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long run a harmful drcu~vention of the law to meet individual
cases of hardship, to apply by analogy an English equitable
doctrine affecting the provisions of an English statute relating to
the right to sue upon a contract, with the result that an interest in
land is created without any writing, and which the Transfer of
Property Act enacts can only be cre,lted by means of a registered
instrument. It amouuts to an obvious and substantial evasion of
the law enacted under the Registration Act and the Transfer of
]'roperty Act. Ariffv.Jadullatlt Majumdar, 58 LA. 91, s.c. LL.R.
10 Ran. 5301l-followed. BOil Lon v. Po LlI, 8 L.B.R.553 ; Curri1ll'
bhoy & Co., Ltd. v. Crcct, I.L.R 60 Cal. 980; [{urri Vcerareddi
v. [(uni Bapireddi, LL.R. 29 Mad; 336;],fa Htwc v. l1fall1/.g LUll,
.8 L.B.R. 334; Matlllg Myat TUIl AUllg v. !Iiau1/.g Lu Pu, LL.R.
3 Ran. 243; Maung San Min v.Maung Po Hiaing, I.L.R.
4 Ran. 1 ; ltlallng Sltwe Gol/. v. Jfcvl/.llgIm/., 10 L.B.R. 120; Ne1lltlllla
1'yebalti v. Sajiabu Allibai, 37 Bom. L.R. 82; OfJiclGl Assigucc
v. !Jl. E. Moolla Sons, Ltd., I.L.R. 12 Ran. 589; Pir Bak/Ish v..
Mohamed Tahar, I.L.R. 58 Bom. 650; Royzuddi Sheik v. [(ali
.Natlt 1t1ookeljee, I.L.R 33 Cal. 985-referrcd to. C.A.l.f.K.R.
Chettiar v. lola Kyaw, I.L.R. 6. Ran. 270; Ma Ma E v. Mauug TUll,
I.L.R. 2 Ran. 479; lilall1lg Kin Lay v. ltlallllg Tun Thai1lg, I.L.R.
.5 Ran. 679 ; ltfamlf!, ltlyat Tlta Zan v.Ma DU1I-, LL.R. 2 Ran. 285 ;
MaulIg Ok Kyi v. lIJa Pit, I.L.R. 4. Ran. 368; Mml1lg TU1I- Ya v.
Mall1lg A1t1/.g DIt1l-,I.L.R. 2 Ran 313; Venkatesh Da1110dll1' v.
J1fallappa, I.L.R. 46 Bom. 722 : f1izagapafam Sugar D,;pclopm.wt
,Co., Ud. v. Muthm'amareddi, I.L.R. 46 Mad. 919-treated as M'er,·ulcd. A 11erson cannot sue for the redemption of his property
under an oral mortgage which by 'law 'must be created by a registered instrument. He can, however/-sue for pos~e~sion relying Oil
his title. The defendant cannot rely on an oral mortgage to relaill
possession, but he m.~y ina proper case apply for a stay of proceedings in order to enable him to compel the plaintiff to execnt!J
an instrument in his favour which could be dilly re~is(ercd,
Ph Ballhsh v. Mohall/cd ']'ahar, I.L.R 58 n'HIl, (,::;0 .... n,/.',-tc.f In,
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!\fA KYI v. MA THON
:MornUAUEE,

:w.

EH'I'<WI'EL ...
IN

l'oSS!I.SSI\lN.

HAI,I': IN HA'I'IH:-'AC'fION

(l'J'

17

]W.IiT

- - - - - , MONIW-VEClmE, A'l"l'ACHMEN'l' OF MOIUGAUED i'tWl'EI~TY
.MOTIVE, IXTENTION, LAWFUL AND "l,VIWNGFUL ACTS...
~

...

.

ASSESSMEl'lT-Rice mill in Rang~on-Basisof asscssmcl/.!Contractor's test-Anuual 'Value-Amillal. rent of hypothetical
tenanl-GI'oss anllual rate aud agreed rent plus laudlord's
eXPellSCS-Colisideratioll of all fact5 by Commissioner-City of
RallgooTl MU1Iicipai Act (Burma Act IV of 1922), s. 80 (2). In
determining the.as~essment of a rice mill favourably situate in the
Kanaungto Creek, I~angoon th.e contractor's test ought not be
applied, and an assessmcntbased I1pon that principle would be
ultra vit'es. The assessment ml:st be 'based 011 the annual rent
which a hypothetical tenant might reasonably be expected, taking
one year with another, to give for the property, if he paid the
usual tenant's rates and taxes and the landlord paid the expenses
neceSEary to enable tll,e mill to earn the rent. It mayor may not
'be that the gross annual rent would be equivalent to the act"al
agreed rent pllls the sr.1l1 reasonably expended in order that the
rent might be obtained.; but these two sums need riot .be the same
in everv c.'lse. Where th~ Commissioner has made the asseSEment
·"ftPT t-;'kin<1 ;ntt>c.on~ideration
the circul11st'lnces and the

.MUNICIPAL
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rcllltlllJ( 10 Ihe olher rice mills on the creek, and at
the ""lie, thllc ha., I;<lllNldcl'cd the spedal conditions and
Ch'~III11"IIU'L'Q" rcl"tlllg til the mill 111 l( lIeslioll he has based his
R'R",.uumlonlhe I'JIlhtllfillCll1lc, Grml Wcslem II lid Melropolitall
NfI/hIlAY t,;/J/II/""Il.·S v, lie/l,~lglt>/I Ass,'ss/l/ClJt Committee, (1916j
1 A,C. 22; I,I"v/,poo'/ <':vr!'M'lIlioll v. UlIllfylfill Assessment
(.'U,,/lII/I/(fII, (111119) 2 V.B. 14 : N,'I'tIYllllellIllldm Das v. Pallihati
M/lll/f./pflllly, 1.I.,U, 57 Cal. ((,2; NlIlldo Lat Bose v. The
(,'II/'jtlII'''''IIII III ClI/c/ltl." I.L,H. II Cal. 275 ; Sec1'clary oj Stale jor
I/ldlll v, MII/llcl}1I1 Corpol'lltillll (1 RtllIl!.t>M/, I.L.R 10 Han, 539-

"''/''1'/,,;1110,
\\E.RM,

CIlIe""I""'1 II,

'I'm: COIII'OIl,\TION

01' I~'\N(;O(lN

709'

lIfuNlolI'AI, ""1I11"HMltN'I'-1'tI,v ,III l"l/d,~ C,11'(!/'('(/ by bllildillf!.,~-I,/'(,jed
I/I/J /·(HIO-ftll.'I/N/lI'CII/('/l1 oIIJlli/dilll!..-I'U,11I1 111'1'1I- Laud beumlh
1'lUiI's~7'",I'/'''1l ,1////,1 "', w",~l md ill II "f -/III I'm(l /IJ INlicipal Aet
(ll'I/'IlIa _Ie/I/lof INUlI) , s (12 (I) (,II (h~. i\ 1I1ullicipal cOlllmiltce

In IllIllO~ln", II IRX on land l'ovl'red by a huilding IIlldel' s, 62 (1)
tAl (b) of thtllllll'III11 MUllldplIl Act Illll~lnl\::tsure the land lIssesslhlo 1ll'C\lrtllllll tolhe 111l1lih nrea .. r the hllil<linl-!, and is no! enlilled
to IlIclndo In lho IIIIH1.18111111:'111 lancllH,'nt'ath Ihc ClIves of the huildInlll.' No Inll CIIII be Imposed t'"eel" Ity words which are
denl', 1I11d thll h~nt'lil of Ihe doubl iN UIC right uf Ihe subject.
N('1"II/f/I/\,c Act, 1894/11/tl S/l/dl/cN, 2 I.I~, 400- r(tl'r1'1'1/ 10.
Tlll~

t.r.XKCUT1Vlt HN!IINI(ltl!, MANI)i\l.AY
MUNICll'AL1TY

1 , 'fHE MtWMYO
'
, ,

MUNlCl1'AL EJ.ECTI0N~<':hi(.1 !m/I!.<',

N,'II!!.(I('II SlI/tllI c.;lIl1,~" COl/rl,
1'1'1I'''''S of- P(I'li'(!f,lo oHlcr lWOlIlI1 IIf 7'II/('s (II/tl 10 dec/illo fill'
SJlCCfssjlll' 1lI1Iiiid/!le-l'tl'lI!('I' III "'I'd!!)' /'c·/!t~(.'lioJt.-,c.;ity of Ral/f!.""1t
M/Nlidl'trl Act'(/lt/1'1I1I1 Ael VI (!f 1(22).,~ 15-/IIl/llda1/1/Is-Hi!!,ft
COllri's i1t1/'1'ji,rcl/cc-SPl'Cijlc IMhi Act (111'1 1 tIj 1877), s. 45.
Under'the provisions of 8, 15 of IlIC Cjty of Banj.(()on Municipal
Act, the Chief Judge of the HOlngooll Smarr Cause COlII't has
" power to order a recount of the votes of two riv:lI candidates for
'eleCtion to the Corporation of RlIll:(oon, lind 011 such recollnt 10
declare the person who has received the majority of voles, and ti>
declare such person duly elected if he has the necessary' qualifications for election. The Court has no power to order a fresh
election; that power is vested in the Local Government, and is
only to be exercised when there is no person who may be deemed
to he clcclrd Illlder' 8, 15 (2). Where n COllrt comes to the
cOlwhlHllI1l thut It has jtll'lMclktlon 10 ad h) a l'ertain way and the
decleloll of the COll,rt 1M 1101 ell'm'ly IVFonl,( the Hi~h (:ollrt wiflllot
Inlorlofe hy 1Il1lnd1l1l111M. MaIU'"/I'" C/ta1lCft'll Na1/di v. Prt>l'as
Cltlllllfr(, Ill/Iter, 1.1. n, ~1 C:lf. 279-.r"J,'I.,...tI III,
'
Wltl.I.INO'fON lI, Tnlt CHIltl' JUJ)ule, HANUOIIN SMALl. CAUSl;
UOUll'"

-Z.5.f

,liO:

'M111/lll(l/, COMMON INTltN'l'lON oj" ...

210

III ,\'I'U II"', 11.Jlll ell' l'llltMIHlClI; tJSI( <W I~LF.(;TRI(;J'l'Y

369
369-

!'\ 1'.Ul.lUICNClt, gll'IIlCT I.Ji\lULi'I'Y
NIo:t'\I'f!AnLlt
INtI'I'IWMKN'I'lI-llceOIllII1t,dalillll
1I0te-HoMer
aftcr
1I/f//lIl'ily-l)(.!'osil of 110ft' by pay"c ~~'il/r en·di/or as sceuriiySlIlls/'lfl/lmf /·1/do,.,~c1Jlc/lt of /ill/e 10 cr..clilol'-(;l'I:dilor's right to
,.....ovcr /,,11 amol/ll11r01ll dru'lC'C'l'-c.;011JIIIOII taw rig!lt,~ oj Il holder
It.\' 1/"',V of I{cll-lm/,~ olENclrallj!e Act (45 & 46 Vict. c. 611, s. 27 (3)N('1!.0Ila6/tJ 1",~tl;I//IIcnll' Act (XXVI oj IBBII, s. 59, pr01tiso. The

(ldcmdRutll drc:w three promissory notcs for Hs, 600 each' in
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favour of A for his accomrnodation.. The notes ""ere payable
some four months after the respective dates of execittion. After
the maturity of these notes A who was indebted to the plaintiff
to the extent of about l~s. 1,650 deposited the notes with the
plaintiff and subsequently endorsed them to him. Thelatlersued'
the defendants for the full amO:'i1t due tllereoll. Held, that the
plaintiff did not hold the notes merely as security bd that he was
the indorsee thereof in good faith and for consideration, and
therefore under the proviso to s. 59 of the Negotiable Instruments
Act he was entitled to recover the fun amount due .under the
notes from the defendants, and not merely 'the amount of A's
1ndebtedness to the plaintiff. There is. no provision in the
~egotiable Instruments Act similar to s, 27 (3) of the English Bills
·6f Exchange Act limiting the right of a .qoll1er of a bill who has a
lien on it tv the extent of the sum due to him Also at common
law the plaintiff would be entitled to recover the fun' amount
·of the notes from the defendants, the person entitled to the balance
..outstanding, after the amount due to the plaintiff from A had been
liquidated,being at liberty l.') . recover the same in an action for'
money had and received.' Aite.ltborollgh v. Clarke, 27 L.J. (~.S.)
Ex. J3l:l; Alwood v. CrO'wdie, 1 Stark 483; Bloxam. Ex parle,
5 Ves. J. 447a i 6 Ves. J. 448; Cook v. Lister, 32 L.J. (N.S.1 C.P.
121; Currie v. Misa, L.R. 10 Ex. 153 i Dalliatram v. Nagilldas.
15 B.L.R. 33; Easton v. Pratchell, 1 C.M. & R. 798; Gihs v.
Perki11s, 9 East. 12; Glassock v. Balls, 24 Q.B.D.13 ;·1C1lki1/.~ v.
Tongue, 29 [,.J. (N.S.) 1 Ex. 147 ; Jones v. Hibbe1't, 2 Stark 304 ;
Newtoll. Ex' parte, 16 C.D. 330 ; Peacock v. Pllrss'cll;,-32 L.J. (N.S.)
C.P. 266 ; Pease v. Hirst, lOB. & C. 122; Roya·l:Ballk of Scotlnnd
v. Rahim Casstl11l & S071, I.L.R. 49 Bom.·270-1-cjdretl to.
A. R. M. JAMAL'll. ALBERT JOSEPH & SONS

(,lj(l

.I>IX,

"NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMEl\TS ACT (XXVI OF 1881), s. 59, PROVISO
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:NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT, RIGHT AND LIAHIUTY
NoTICE OF SUSPENSION OF PAYMEN1:
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:NOTICE TO INSOLVENT, CRIMINAl. l'HocmmlNUH

...
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NURSAPURI MAHOMEDAN
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MI;ANING Ol", Hie); DItLIVltllV OIWItH

540

OH'ENCE BY PUBLIC SIlHVANT IN ])JSCHA1WE OF OFFICIAL DU1'Y
,ORASA'S CLAIM, ORIGIN, CIRCUMSTANCES AND EXTENT
·ORUER, ApPEAL FROM~N'

...

-l12
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457

.,.

457·

- - - TRANSFERRING SUIT, ApPEAL
·ORDl~ARY

RESIDENCE, CONFINEMENT IN JAIL.

INSOLVENCY

1'J2

,ORIGINAL SIDE, INTEGRAL PART OF HIGH COl;RT
PARTIES TO SUIT.

15(·

COMPANY IN LIQUIDATION

PARTNER'S CLAIM IN INSOLVEKCY

~~~

.J 2~

236

... 703, i22

PART-PAYMENT OF PRICE, ACT IN FURTHER\NCEOF CONTRACT OF SALE

PART-I'ERFORMANCE-Mortgagee's agreement to ·bu.y mortgaged p1'opcrty
in satisfaction of debt atld jur/he1' payment-Mortgagee in posscssion-Part-pa)~llellt of additional price-Receipt by 'IIel1dor-Sllit
jor redcmption-1 ransjcr of Property Act (IV oj 1882 a1ttl XX oj'
.1929), S.· 53A. Where an usufructuary mortgagee resists the suit
of the mortgagor for redemption on the ground fhat, the mortgagor
having agreed to sell the land to the mortgagee in full satisfaction
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uf tho mortgage debt and for an additional payment of a sum in
ca~h by the mort~aJ.(cc, the· 1lI1l1'tgagce remained in possession of
the hllld aM the purdla~cr thereof, he must prove that 11) the
Rj(recmollt for the: ~nle of tht' land wall in writinl! figned by the
mortJ.(agol', (2) frulII Ihe writing Ihe terms of the contract of sale
CIIn be aMcertaincd with rC;l~on;lblc ccrt:linty, (3) the mortgagee
hili contllll:cd In 1'O"lleg~l()n or lhe lan.\ in polrt performance of the
conlract of Mille, and I~) has done some act in furtherance of the
COli tract of llale. Where the vendor gives a receipt for part~·
payment of t·he pllrchllsc moncy, which receipt includes a descrip-'
tlon of thc land ~oJd, the purchase price, and the fact that the
prollerly was prc\'ioullly mortgaged to the purchaser, it is
Immclent to lmtisfy the requirements of s. 53A of the Transfer of
Property Act as to the terms of the transfer, and the part-.
l'Rymentln such a case Is Rn ael in furtherance of the contract.
MA 'fHE'I' II. MA Sil MAl
,PAUl'lm'S AI'I'KAL

.. ,

...

..,

•••

17

...

,..

...

...

50

1)AU1'1"~-/'erll/isslll1l Ie.

.

"!'I'ml III forma pallP.eris -S"~l/ritv for C:Jsts
(if (1""1'1I/, 1\ pe:rNOll who hns bCl:1I gr:lnted permission to :tppeal
aa II pmll'ur IlLlj(ht nollo he call1:d Ilpoll to furnish security for the
COlts of lhe nl'pClnl. HI/fllIIIII v. Abdlll Kllrim, 12 C.W.N. 163 j
Klielllrllj v, K,,~'I/I/I//(/, J.L,H, 42 BOlli. 5: Ma (f/ll/. v. 11la H'lyil1,
8 L.B,H, 387: NII.IIII v. ",1>1111/ HI/lllid.I L.R 3 Lah. 30; Nusseroodtlcellv.Ws'/(IIIs.17 W.H,6'tl-/(llioll'ed. NI/"ayawl R(lov. Vecrnyya,
I.L.lt 56 'Mad, 323; Saldl/II/1lI v. IJI/j'I, I.L.R 43 Mad. 902dissmled frolll.
.
MAU~O YAN AUN(1 11, 00

: .PAWN·J1ROKEH -IJII.~i /le.~s

Mu &

SONS

...

...

511

iif

ptl7tJlI·/Jrokllljl....Clie/lyar 1IIolley.1emlcrIsolated illsit/llct' (I/lcl/.llillg lIIolley (lJ/ seclirity oj (/ c1/f1ltd-Neces·
sity !orliCllIsc-lJllrlilll MlltllcllJtlI Act (Bllrma Act IU of 1898
atldV of 1933), ss. 142 lrflllllllbcretl IlJ5), 148 Irc1ll1lIlbcretl202).
"'- pawn·broker is a person who lendll mouey upon the security of
pa",:,ns w.r~ sufficient frequency or syatem to cOllstltute. ~he
busmess of"a pawn-broker. There must be a serlell or repehlloll
of acts of pawning. Kirkwood v. Gadd, (1910) A.C. 422-referrc(1
to. A Chettyar who habitllally has lent money on the security of
promissory notes or.of land, and who is only PJ;,oved in an isolated
illstance to have given a loan on the security of a: chattel cannot
be convicted of carrylllj( on the business of a pawu-broket within
11.142 of Ule Burma MUlIl~IIl,,1 Act, 18911, In order to constitute a
Chdtyl\r l1loney·Jcmdor II l)jlwll~hroker there m(l8t be suflictent
cvhlelleCl ot M,..lem 10 Nhuw Ihllt ho 101\('8 moncy 011, 11l1wn to an
. oxtClllt MuU\clon tlo eon.lIhllo IhCl bu.hlCMI of pawu-broklng. U\lt,
IIIWIII" rCllllr<1 10 the Illlturo ot 1\ Chcltyar'M hUMlness, slight
C!VWOllCO of Myatom IllI\Y, 111 1\ l)f0llllr Cille, bo sufliclent for the
pllr(lo.o, KIIIIl·I£III/'/lrllf v, KalltJ/'/'a, 4 L.U.H. 8; NeWlII(l1I v.
OIl.MolI, (1911) 1 1(,11. 792; I', ClIeltyar v, 1iwlIgdwil'J!yi'
Mlllli,t/",Uly, Ci', Hov, No. tn o( 1931, H.C. Ran.-·re/erred to.

V,A.S.M. CIIB'r'I'YAI~
Illt)!A..

(,~nlll<

(l\cT XIN

0Jr

Film v, 1{JNG-EMl'RIlOR
11160).. II. 3 4 . . .

----.:------.

8.
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.. ltl<II.ONAI. INJURIII'l" SUCCll8SION ACT, S. 306
1'l.l(AIlKIIIl-~JtlIII/J.~/olI, ,j,lIspcusilm, dismissal-High Court's powers·1£1I1j-"iry b,v II ~II/1o"litl/ltt: CO/lrl-Mi.~co1ltlncl 1II11s1 arisc.i1l pron'#lllI/ll~ /l40re file $1I1ll)f'Ilill"tc COllrt--Pleatlcr (/llillcd to practise
h.'fiJrl' I)/'~/rlcl M(Jllj,~trlltt:- Aliscom/net ill (I c(lse bcfore anotlter
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Cottrl-Etzquil'y by District Magistrate-Legal Pracfdioncz's' Ac .
IXVIll of 1879.', ss 12,13, 14, According to the scheme of the
Legal .t>ractitioners' Act the duty of admitting and sllspending or
dismissing pleaders is entrusted to the High Court. S. 12 of the
Act empowers the High Court to suspend or dismiss a pleader who
is convicted of a criminal offence implying a defect of character
which unfits him to be a pleader. In cases of misconduct under
s. 13 the High Court, after making such. enquiry as it thinks fit, is
entitled to suspend or dismiss a pleader guilty of such miscondt~d.
In a case where in the course of a proceeding before it a subordinate Court has reason to think that a pleader has committe::d
misconduct in the course of his professional duty the presiding
officer of such Court, under s. 14 of the Act, can institute proceedings against the pleader and inquire into his IiJiscondl;Ct. If sllch
officer finds the charge established he reports the case tothe High
Court. But a C~urt in which t~e proceedings are not pending in
the course of whIch a pleader IS alIeged to have been guilty of
misconduct is not entitled to take action. t;nder g. 14 merely because the pleader is entitled to practise before it. Itt the 111atto' of
Gat/ga Dayal, I.L.R. 4 All. 375 ; In tile matter .of Janak Kisllore,
I Pat. L.I.576 ; In the matter of Mantlzirul H"l/q, (1923) Pat. H.C.
Cases 45 ; Nallasivan Ramali1tgam Pillay, 32 M,L.I. 402 ; Iu flie
mailer of PUrlza Chzmder Pal, I.L,R. 27 Cal. 1023 .; Radhha ChI! r'll
Clmckerbllttyaltd others, 10 C.W.N. 1059; Iuthe matter of S. K.
Rao, I.L.R.I5 Cal.' 15Zc..:...referred to. In the matter of Mml11g Tztll
Azmg .Gyaw, " 11 L.B.R. 11l-overrll1cd~ Rabi1tdraclz(/udro
Chatterjee, Ittre, I.L.R. 49 Cal. 85Q-:.dissentcdfrotll. The Di5trict
Magistrate of . Maubin received information that a Lower Grade .
Pleader of Maubin Who was engaged for the defence in a se5sions
trial in the Court of the Additional Sessions Judge, Maubill, had
been guilty of professional misconduct in attempting by means of
a bribe to induce two witnesses for the prosecution to' resile from'
the statements tpat they had made. The District Magist.rate,.
purporting to act under s. 14 of the Legal PractitiOli"ers' Act, Bent a
copy of two charges 0\lprofessional misconduct to the pleader, lim\
gave him notice to appear before him for an inquiry, Hi!ld,1 hili
as the professional misconduct alleged ~lid not IlIlw 1\11\1)0 III IIII'
course of any proceeding belon, the Dislrlcl Mat:(blrllltl of l\'lllUblll,
the proceedings were'lnvalid, nncl 1ll1l"1 hOqulIMhcd,
U 'fUIlIN N\'lfN v. D1S'l'H1CT HlJl'lWINTlWIJEN'r 01'" POl.ICE,
MAUBlN...

...

..,

...

.:.

PLEADER-Attempt to sllbont a,witncss-Profcssioua1111iscolLilllct. An
attempt on the part of a pleader to suborn a witness "amount? to
gross pr..ofessiona' .misconduct, . and the. proJl.er ortkr in such a ..case is that the" pleader's name' be stru«k off the register' of" .
pleaders.·'·.·"
IN THE MATTER of A HIGHER AND A LOWEr: GRADE PLEA,DER' .
.•, POINT," BURMA FERRIES ACT,

s.15

POLlCE DIARY, USE OF BY A COURT

506

."

;..

..,

619 "

,..

.,.

....

57(}

PAPERs-Statemmts to a police OffiCC1" ill course of ilwestigalion-Special police diary-Use of police Pat'M'S ill an C1lQUi1-y or
trial-Procedure-Criminal Pz"occdure Code (Act J! of 1898),
ss. 162, 172, meatz.ing and effect of-Pui'flosc of IIScr of speCial
police diary by COl/rt- Illeltzsio1t of wilness' sta.tements in po·lice
diaries-,-Advising aCC1lsed as to his rights-Pllvtic P1'oslJculol"s
responsibility-Court's discretioll to' illfoTm accllsed of his. rigTi t
- RestrietiotlS on the disC1"cfiozt of tile Coud to refer to police
papers_History of the law-Belich of the CO!l1't b0il11d by decision

POLlCE
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.sioner to state a question of law arising out of an order under.
s. 48; (2) the Commissioner of Income-tax Was right in holding
that the application for a refund was time-barred under s 50, and
that he had no power to extend the time; (3) the application to
the Assistant Commissioner was likewise time-barred: (4) the
assessee had a specific and adequate remedy under s. 50A of the
IncOlpe-tax Act, and for that reason the assessee was precluded
from taking advantage of s. 45 of the Specific Relief Act. In re
The C01ll11lissioller of IlIcome-tux,J:Jur1l1a v. C.P.LL. Firm, I.L.R.
12 Ran. 322.; N.A.S. V. Chettiarv. The Commissioner ofltu:ome-tax,
Madras,I.L.R. 58 Mad. 367; Tata HYllro-Eledric Age1siy, Ltd. v.
The Comlllissiolll'J" of IlIcomc-tax, .Bombay, I.L.R 48 Born. 361 ;
V.E.A. Chetlym' Firm v. The Commissioner of Illcome-ta."!'·,IL.R 7
Ran. 581-referrttl to
ADAMJEI> HAJEJo; DAwoon & Co., LTD.
SIONJr.R OF INCOME-TAX, BUlnlA •••
'INCOME-T,IX

2'.

THE
•••

COMMIS•••

ACT (XI OF 1922},88. 48,50,50 (A), 66 (2) AND (3)

-----------------, s. 63

(J)

...

•••

•••

729
729

'"
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JN~:o~m-·fM,·-(:It(/lillr

1II0IlC.\··klirl, rs-J\.tcrcalltitc systelll of accoulltillg
--lllten-st lIclticd to prillcif>lIl 1/1IIOI/1I1-Frcs/t. promissory 1/·0Ie for
prillc:ipal I/ntliu/I'l'l'sl-·.}lIt,:rcsf as il/cQm,'. The chettiar mOlleyIClldcl's In nan~oun g.cllcrally adopt the mercantile system. of
accollntillg in transactions with their non-chcltiar customcra On
the acceptance of a new promissory llOte the creditors treat the
interest which forms part of the capital loan tblder the new promissor.I' note as having 'been receivcd by the creditors from their
debtors.. In effcd, they I-(ivc up the right to recover the loan' and
interest undcr tile old transaction in consideration of thC!obligations
undert.'lkcn by tflc dehtors under the new promissory note
represeriting the interesl dlle undcr the old loan which is capitalized
for the. purposes of the Ilew transaction. They nveat the old
interestas capital in the m:w loan. Held, that under the circum·
stances the Income-tax Otlicer had material to treat such interest
as income liable' to income-tax. The C011l1nissioller of Income·fax,
Burina v. V.S.A.R. .Firm, I.L.R. 13 Ran. 231-foUowed. Secretar:v
to the Board of Revenlle, I1zc01ne-tax, Madras v. Al.A1·.Rm. Anmachatllill CJzcttyar, I.L.R. 44 Mad. 65-rejerred to.
.

In re TH1>

COMMISSiONER OF INCOME-TAX, BURMA
CtJ¥.'f'flAI1 FIRM
...
...
...

INIX.IMK-'l'AX-Md/wt!ll! fllxolllzling-Frcsh

v. M.A.L.
•••

promissory -uotc for old debt
-llJdltsioll oj illtcrc.~f clllr. il/. the f1'csh "foil/issory 110!C--l1zll:1'csf
.~IIP"/i!1I /II hi/oils lIS !'"id""/II/cresl ('Ss(s.w:n ill iI/(: Pl/st liS iIlCllIIICt.ill"i'il.\' for II/ClllII(·t,I.I'. TIlt' aS~I'SS{'~'li, who IVl'rc achdtiar firm.,
h~ll ;l(I0I'I~1l for HIIIlII' year,; pastlhe followiug lliethocl of accounlIll}; III tr,llIKllclil>lI~ willi 1I1111··c11l'tIlar el/SIOlllcrs. So long as tlle
ori}~ltial pfnntb~qry 'noll' or dqCilHH'ut ,vas ill force ouly cash
n'cI'II'Ir. (roll! Ille IIdllo.. Wl'n' SllOl\'ll ill the aceOl'lIls; but whcll
ti\<l lirollli~~lIr\" IIntl' or IlfJCl/lll"1I1 wa" cancelled and a fresh on(:
(')o:n'.t:k'.l (",the I'rinci!"lI anIOI/i1! alld lht: interest accrued 011 it
the pr!lldl';l!lllld jlllnt':;1 \\'U-l' ,.I1I11\'n ill the accol!nts as paid hy
lbe ,kh\lIl'. Tile al'dil"r :lvl'pt"d lhe o\>lig;tlioJl of his debtor
lluder the (n'hh pnlllllsHul'y IIl1k ill sl/bstilution for the old debt
lind t hI' 1l1krl'~l the Ihl'ITOII, aIH1.ill pasl years Ule interest accruillg
Ii! I!I!~ III i\l-ilil'r With always Ch;lI'gIXl with income-tax. The:
Il~FH~I'\Ir. I\.OW e1ahlie,ll'ha l MIt'\> capitalized interesl wa" llot liablc.:
10 ilinJl!w·I;\~. II l'1tf, thaI, haVing reganlln Ihe method of m:cOI.mlluj.[ ;1I1i)l'lcd I>v l!w H~Y.'·":;~<:y., !Il1'rt· WHf. lIIall'rial fo ju~(jf.1' li.t,
('olll'llIr,io!l 1/1:11 lit<: :l"~l.;,,~cn rq:ankd flit' dl'lin,r~'
1111: fresh
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promissory note as amounting to a liquidation of the assessee's
claim for interest. Such interest was shown in their books as
interest recefved from the debtor, and was 'liable to income-tax.
In re The CommiSSIoner o/Income-tax, Burma v. P.L.S.M. Firm,
I.L.R. 12 Ran. 4~8; Gresham Life ASSllral1CC Socie(v 'y. Bis""P,
(1902) A.C. 287 ;' Mlall Feroz Shah v. Commissiotl<:r of In.c,>me.fax,
PU1tjab, I.L.R 14 Lah 682-rc!<,n-ecl to. COtl/missioner of1IIC0I111"
ta.'>:, Biltar a11d Orissa v. Mllharajadhiraj oj Darb!u11Iga. I.L.R 12
Pat. 318; Raja Raglrll1Ja11'</'W Prasad Singh v. C01llmissioll.f[' of
I1/come-fax, BillaI' and Orissa, I.L.R 12 Pat. 305 - disfi118Ilish"d.
Itt re THE COMMISSION!':ll
V.S.A.R FIRM
.. ,

OF

l:-;co~m·T'\X,

•.•

...

"

IJIIItt "

71.

BROTHERS

•• ,

."

,..

.••

...

....

COUR'l'-·ANticaliol/. I,> sf! d.,id., "l( 1'111'\0
decree, timc-barred-E'Iui("!>l" n.midcrtlfipl/s· .V., ~(lll'l'/' III lIfl~".
1
ride the ltm of linn'f"fiPII' ';';'il I'/'occc/"/'c ('/JII.' fAd I' llj' NOli) I
s.I51-Limitafillll .ld ,IX Pf 1!10,V,,·s, '~, ,,1'1, 1M ·/I/II~"I)CII/f.I;'.\1
ordcr-Rel!isioll. Wllnc;~ ddnndlllli whll half IWf'll lin II' IWI'\,Q(\
with a SIIlIlIl1I1I1S applies til have Iht' c." l'{/rf,~ (ll!crc"i1aHsed aj,(aillsl
hilll sci allide ;tHer Ihe period ill'ellnihed by art. 164 olthe LillIHatioll ,\·:t has elapsed the Courl cannot entertain the appli\;,l!ioll
purportillg to act in the exercise of its inheren:t power under
s. 151 of the Civil' Procedure Code. :The Court cannot overrnle
the provisions Iff the Limitation Act on equitable grounds. ['e,·
MVA Bu, J.-S.5 of t\1eLimitation A€t'is not applicable' to an
application of the kind governed by art. 164 of the Limitation Ad.
Abdul Rashid v. Wadder, Civ. Rev. No. 68 of 193i, H.C. Ran. ;
A;odil:\ll v. Plml Kuer, I.L.R. 1 Pat. 277; BissaM-al .'v. K.eslJl'
Sl1lt,li: l.L R. I Lah. 363: Joshi v. JITil1gttria, l.L.R. 46 All.- 144 ;
K. B. Duff v. Sllamsuddin, 34 C.vV;N. 419; Maltadeo Govind v.
Lakshminarayan, I.L.R. 49 Bom. 839; Maqbu1 Ahmad v. Narai1/.·
Singh, 39 C.V.'.N. 6';0; Nogel1dranafh Dc v. SUTesh Chandra Dc,
I L.R 60 Cal. 1 ; R. C. Krislmasamy v. R. ·C. Naidu,. I.L.R. 47.
Mad. 171 ; Tota Rain v.Parma La1, I L.R. 4U All. 631-reterred to.
Abdul KQ1'im v. At-H11Oor, Civil Misc. Ap. No. "98 of'1925, H.C.
Ran. ; Lalla Prasad v Ram I,oran, I.L.R. 34 All. 426; lIta ·,sein
•. S.T i? M. Firm, Civil 1st Ap.244 of 1930, H.C. Ran. ; !Jfai~ng
Saw v. lila Bwitl 8)'11, I.L.R. 4 Ran. 18; Pi1asrai v. CUrS01tdaS,
1 ~.R. 4+ 150m. 82; S. N. Banerjee v. S7Ihra7t'ardy, IL.R. 5~ Cal.
473; U E Maul1g v. P.AR.P. Firm, I.L.R. 6 Han. 49~dMitl~
guislred. S011lrjJai v. Slti7!aji1'Qo. LL.R. 45 Bom. 648-dissetTfil¢

INHERENT POWER OF THE

231)

..,

INCOME-T.-\x-Servicc of1tOtice-Delivery of IToticc to e1l1!'1"YI! -E11lPl.'YI",\
habTt of ha11dil1g over 1wtice to ntanager-E1Jidl:11Ct: "f service ('11
ma11a~er-Cif i1 Pro"dllre Cod" \.A,ct V of 1908), O. 5, r.11 1·1 )._.
Income-tax Act (XI of 1922), s. 63 'I) .. Under the provisions of
s. 63' '(II of the Income·tax Act it is prescribed that a notice or
requisition under tl1f' Act may be served in one of two alleruative
wa vs, either by post or in the maniler prescribed for the service of
a si.!ffimOnS tmder the Code of Civil Procedure. Where a notice.
under the Act is delivered'otherwisethan by post casually toa clerk
or servant on the premises where th,e assessee carries 011 business,
and accordiIlg to the pracliceobtaining in the business the employe
·is expected to hand on any communication which he has received
to the manager, that is not evidence upon which the income-talC
authorities can find as a fact that the manager was served with the
notice.
I,t re THE COl\1ldlSSIO"lEH OF INCOldJo:-T,IX BUllM,\ 'II. D..:v
INDUCER 'OF WRONGFUL ACT

f

.

251.
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of ail cal'tier lJe1lclt<lj equal sta1ldi1lg-Procedure Ott differctlce oj
l>j>in;llll. Under s. 102 ofthe Criminal Procedure Code no state~
ment made by any person to a police officer in the course of an
investigation can be referred to or used for any purpose by the
'Court or anyone else at an enquiry or trial in respect of an offence
under investigation at the time when such .statement was made,
except as provided in that section. It matter{;. not whether the
statement was made orally or was reduced to writing or whether
itt exlettso or in an abridged form it is set out in a special diary
under s. 172 or in any other document, or whether it is proposed
to adduce oral evidence of the contents of the statement. If, and
Sl) soon as, any prosecution witness gives evidence in support of
the charge against him the accused is entitled to request the Court
to refer to that witness' statement to the police, and unless, the
Court is of opinion that any part of the statement falls within the
sccoild proviso to s. 162, the Court must direct that the accused be
furnished with a copy of the entire statement of the witness to the
police, whether or not in the opinion of the Court there is anything in the ctatement which is inconsistent with the evidence that
the w!tnels has given in the course of the enquiry or trial; and
the statement, in whole or In part as the case may be, may then be
uHed In the manner lwescribed in the first proviso to the section.
Under 8. 172 any Crimln:ll Oourt may send for the special police
diary of a CRse under in1luiry or trial in such Court, and may use
the diary" not aH.evldence but to :lid it in such inquiry or trial."
It may, for instance, be of Importance In -a case that the Court
should know when a wllncss lirst made ,/ statement in conncction
with thc Cl\RO, or whelher lilly parlicular person made or did not
mako tlJllutclllClll. Nellhor tho I\ccuMcd nQr his agcnl Ie cntllled
un'der tho Mllclllm 10 lOCi tho !!peclal diary for any \'UrpOMo unleHs
It hllH bCCIIlIM,,1I by tho·Oourl (01' onnhllnJ.( Ihe po Icc oCllcClr who
made It to re'ro.1I hili momory or lor tho purpoHe or cOlllrlldlcling
him. Since tho 1l1l1011clm'1I1 I" M, 102111 192;1 (101I~~e pfflcofl oughl
not to inclmlu "tnlernenl. WIlIlIlII"M In lho pollccdlMlol. O/WCItEmpres.~ v. Matm",I.L.n. 10 All. 390'-.Mlow~". Thore 18no legal
obligation ImpoRcd Ul'(III fllther Iho public protlcoutor or Ihe Court
to advllo tho IIc'\)uII;111 to reCluolit the Court to refer to the st:\tement
of lIlIy'wllllON to tho 1101100 under I. 162, but It must ever be borne·
in mInd that It I. lho eMy o'lhll public prosecutor, and anyot,her
official who Illay bo conduotlng II proRocullon to prosecute, not to
porHccutc, thc DccuNed, allll IhAI rCRpouHlbllity rests upon him not
to allow tho Courl or Jury to place rollance ullwitllngly upon the
evIdence of a WilIlOM" who to 1118 knowledge niade II contj'adictory
Htatemelll 10 the pollee III the course of the preliminary investiI(alloll/ and in Much c1I'CUIllHtances he ought to inform the Court·
Ihat it might be expedient that the accused should be made aware
tbat he would be entitled to be supplied with a copy of the witness'
lItAtemenl to the police if he made a request to the Court in that
hchall.l>'nrthcr, there is nothing in s. 162 which prevents the
Court If in ils discretion it elects to do so, froin informing the
llccuRed of his right, for the purpose of contradicting the evidence
of lhe wltnes8, to request the Coutt to refer to the previous stateIn~nt of Iho witness to the police, and to supply the accused with
a copy Ihereof I\S provided in the section; or, if the accused makes
" roquolllnihe COllrt III that behalf, to prevent the Court from
polntl"1( out 10 lhe nccuHed, if It chooses to do so, any passage in
Iho Mtl\lennont which lIlay appear to be material for the purpose in
11111111. On Iho olhcr !Il1nd, merely because the Court thinks it well
10 In'orm lho IICl1\lRlld of hl~ rlghl" under the section it doeM not
lolluw 11111111 wunhllw 11rllllt'ni for Iht" :lCl;used in every case to
ARk for" CUl'y ufilla ~hltollltllli j and It 1M for lIle accused, and not
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for the Court, to decide whether the accused should exercise the
right given to him under s.162. The restrictions placed by the
sections of the Code upon the freedom of the Court to refer to the
record of the statements of witnesses to the police in its discretion
commented upon as being not in the best interest of justice.
The history of the law on the subject shows that the material sections
in the several earlier COFes were inserted to prevent the documents
being used as evidence in the case, and not with a view to limit
the Court's discretion to refer to the p·olice papers as it deemed fit.
Nga U Khitle v. King-Emperor. I.L.R. 13 Ran. 1 ; Nga 8u v. Kil1gEmperor, Cr. Ap. 1080 of 1933, H.C. Ran.-IXmsidercd. Caselaw as to the m:anin~ and effect of ss. 162 and 172 of the Code
referred to. It is a fundamental of the constitution of the Court
that where one Bench of the Court in tmambiguQus terms has
laid down the law in a certain sense it is not competent for another
Bench of equal standing to refuse to follow the earlier decision, or
to give to the language used therein a meaning contrary to that
which the words used would naturally bear. The proper, and the
only available, course open to the latter Bench in such circumstances is to referthe question upon which there is a difference of
opinion for determination by a Full Bench of the Court.
KING-EMPEROR v. NGA LUNTHOUNG

570

POLYGAMOUS HUSBAND, INHERITANCE, BUDDHIST LAW

412

POSSESsION OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY, MAGISTRATR'SORDEII

302

PRELlMINARY ··J'i;lDGMENT

45Z

PRESIDENCY-TOWN~INSOLVENCY

ACT (III

01'

1909) • ss. 9 (11), 11 (b)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 5S.

9

(~),

13 (1)

(j2~

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " ss.17,'25
- - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - , 8.

39 (11 (,)

192
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PRESS (EMERGEl"CY POWEllS) ACT (XXIII (lI/ 11)31 i, "H, 4 (I) (I), 23, 26'-

. VI!

PRESUMPTION OF LAW Oil 1,'AC'I', ~OM~ION IN'!'HN'I'lllN
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PRocEJ)ulm,

DUo'lo'mmNCg 01"
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OI'INION
...
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570

..,

- - - - , USE OF WITNESS' STATEMENTS TO
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1,570

POLICE
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PROCESS-FEES, PAYtiENT BY ACCUSED
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'.

130

PROCESS FEE RULES, 1923, ;RU.L;E 18 (b) (2)

... 506, SUi
764

PROFESSIONAL MISCONDUCT
"PROSECUTION ", COMMENCEMENT OF.
PROTEcnON ORDER, WITHDRAWAL OF

••,

.623
717

.;..

PROVINCIAL INSOLVENCY ACT (V'OF 19201, .SS. 4, 25, 27.75 (1)
_ _ _--'.,-__., SS. 23,28, 31

623

_ _ _ _ _ _ _~-----.,s. 28 (2), (6) .• ,.
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51, 52, 58

37

•• ,

534

PROVINCIAL SMALL CAUSE CoURTS ACT (IX OF 1887), s. 15; ,ART..
8, 2ND SCH.
PUBLIC FERRY
PUBLIC PROSECU'!1>R, RESPONSIBILITY TO COURT AND ACCUSED
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to prosec:ute-Crimitlal Procedure Code
(Act V of 1898),5.197 .(l)-Delegatiotl Rules, 1926, rule 4-" L ..
Circular No. 48 of I926-Appoitzimeut of assistant accomuatlts in
tlte Tre.asury-Appoitdmetlt a11d removal by Deputy Commissiotzer
-Deputy Commissiouer 110t the ageut of Local Governmeut for the
purpose of appoitdmetzi atld removal-Gharge of crit1litzol breach
of trust-Of/wee not atl offwce itl discharge of duty. Rule 4 of
the Delegation Rules, 1926, made by the Secretary of state for
India empowers the Local Govcmment in respect of the subordinate servi::es, not merely to delegate the power of appointment
and removal to a subordinate authority, but to authorize such
subordinate adhority .independently so to appoint or remove.
In virtue of this power the Local Government by" L" Circular
'No. 48 of 1926 has authorized .the Deputy Commissioner to
appoint assistant accountants in the Treasury in lis district. In
making such appointments the Deputy Commissioner does not
for or on behalf of the Local Government; the 'power of
appointment and by implication the power of removal and
dismissal from office of such subordinate. officers is absolutely..
vested in the Deputy Commissioner. Rule 4 is not abroga~ed by,
and is not inconsistent with, the roles made by the Secretary of
of State in 1930. Consequently, no sanction of the Local Go~ern
ment is necessary under s. 197 (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code
for the prosecution of -an assistant accountant -in a sub-treasury
for an offence under $. 409 'of the Indian Penal COde. Moreover,
in committing such an offen!Of the officer cannot be said to be
acting in the discharge of his official duty. His. office 'has merely
provided him with the opportunity of committing Jhe offence.
Kyaw Htin"';. Ah Yoo. I.L.R. p Ran, 530-distitlguished.

. PUBLIC SERVANT-Satldion

act

v.
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KING-EMPEROR
QUASI EASEMENTS
QUESTION OF LAW.

•••
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...

..,

ApPEAI_ TO THE Pmvy COUNCIL...

RATEABLE DISTRIBUTION, SUllSIS1'ING APPLICATION

.. ,

...
•• ,

RECEIVER'S PUWERS;' EXERCiSABLE llylNSOLVENCY CouRT
RF.GlSTRATION ACT

(XVr OF 1908), s.17 '(1) (bl.
ss. 17, 49

..,

HEMICDY OF MOIlTGAGOi{ AND MORTGAGEE, ABSENCE OF REGISTERED
INSTRUMENT
...
."
...
...
RESTlUCTETl POWER O-FAHlmST.

COGNIZABLg OFFl-NCE

RESTRICTION ON COURT'S DISCRETION.

USE 0.' POLICR PAPERS

RESUMPTION OF FILIAL RELATIONSHIP.

BUDOIUST LAW

•• ,

apparent on the face of the record- Wrotlg exPositiotl'
of law-J udglllellt based on precedetr.l modified' by subsequetd
decision-Omission of party to cite subsequetlt ruling-Civil
Procedure Code (Act V of 1908), O. 47, r. 1. A judgment is not
caPen to review on account of some mistake or err-or, when the
alleged mistake or error is a wrong exposition of the law, e.g.,
when the judgment is based on a precedent which has been
mo(lifi~d by a subsequent decision. A. failure to consider a precedent bcadng. upon- HlC case is not a mistake or an error apparent
on the face of' the record, eu! is really discovery of new and
important matter by the p<\rty who ought to have brought this
precedent to the notice of the Court, and he cannot apply for
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review on this ground, unless h~ can show that his' failure to
bring it to the notice of the Court was excusable. Chajju Ram
v. Nekki. I.L.R. 3 Lah. 127; Elle11l v. Basheer. I.L.R 1 Cal.
184; Kotallhiri v. Vettkatarama Rao, I.L.R. 24 Mad. "1; Roy
Mcghraj v. Beejoy, I.L.R. 1 Cal. 197; Srimati Garabitli v.
Narain Siltglt, I.L.R. 3 Pat. 134-referred to. Bri11daban v.

Pat/day, 29C.W.N.148-dissel1ted from.
JULl MEAH V. ATAR DIN
REVISION, INTERLOCUTOI~Y ORDER
RICE MILL. MUNICIPAL ASSESSMEI'T
RIGHT OF SELF-DEFENCE. UNAUTHORIZED ARREST BY POLICE
RISK IIi:CIDENTAL TO EMPLOYMENT. RISK COMMON TO ALL PEOPLE
SANAD OF THATH.o\NABAING
SANCTION TO PROSECUTE HEADMAN
- , - - - - - , - - - - - - PUBLIC SERVANT
.....
SECOND APPEAL. ADJUDICATION oN APPEAL BY DISTRICT COURT
- - - - - - TO HIGH COURT. SUIT-FOR AGRICULTURAL RENT
SECURED CREDITOR'S RIGHTS. INSOLVENCY
SECURITY BOND-Consent nzoney-decree-Immovable propert)r, security
for due repaymettt-Et1forcementof bond by sale of properly-Bond
not registered-Registration Act (XVI of 1908), s. 17 (1) (b).
Pursuant.to a consent money-decree the appellants executed in
favour of the· Court a bond in which they promised to repay the
decretal amount due to the respondent bank in two instalments by
certain dates. They declared therein that the title deeds of the
lands deposited with the bailiff of the Court should be security for
the due payment of these s\l&ls and in default that the Court should
be entitled to order the sale ~f the lands and to apply the proceeds
towards the discharge of the amoimt due; on the other hand if
they carried out th~ terms .of the bond the title deeds were to be
retumed to them. There was default, and the bank applied for
leave to sell the property. H cld, that the security bond fell within
s. 17 (1) (b) of the Registration Act, and 110t being registered could
not be enforced by an order for sale.. In accepting a bond the Court
intimates that the property tendered as security is deemed to be
sufficient. The Court approves the substance not the form of the
security, the bond as executed being the foml in which the security
is subsequently furnished. In such circumstances·the execution of
the bond is not'an act of the Court, or a step of judicial procedure.
Bit1dersri Naik v. Gattgaram, 25 I.A. 9; Hemanta Kumari v.
.Midnapu,. Zamit/dari Co.,. I.L.R. 47 Cal. 485 ; Prattal v. Lakshmi,
26 LA. 101-:...coltSidered attd explaittt.d. Lahore Spillning Mills v.
Utfa11l Chal/d, P.R., C.r., Vol. 54 (1919) 316; Nagamruv. Tan.gatttr,
I.L.R. 31 Mad. 330-followed. Jayappa v. Shival1gQuda, I.L.R. ~2
Born. 72; Kasturi Lal v. Govcrdlza11 Dass, LL.R. 15 Lah. 282dissented from.
.
A.S.P.S. SUBRAMANIAN CHETTIAR

7'.

LLOYDS BANK, LTD.

SECl:RITY, SURRENDER OF, AVERMENT IN PLAINT

.~

- - - - TO KEEP PEACE, OIWEH NOT APPEALABLE
SERVICE OF NOTICE. INCOME-TAX ACT, s. 63 (I)
SIGNING OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT, LIMITATION
SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT (I OF 1877), s. 27. (A)

...
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M"MtiIVItl Ulft.lllfl Al!'!' (I

1l1'

IM77),

Il,

310,729

45

.,·A/llii/l//l lIt' "","~ fll cfl",~itl~mti(l//-Tcr1lls oj the instruHtflUI ,Mffm/IIlJ 1'"b~"(:fI/"JIIYII/U;11 o/ill/ifl in .~(disjacti011 oj debt
.,.JVftW"f III /lllrt/IIII 11/1111"'~W(,ivr.r 1/(1{ jmkpetultmt oj the
'If,'fl/fHlI"t-I}/I/y IlflI/,,"'~ 1111 tllll wlll)l,! IllI/OUllt oj debt-Stamp

MUMI'

l'\I"v

14" III j'/'I'/V!t N, '4, 111'1, Z.J, Tht ~Ialllp duty payable upon an
In,trultt.lt mll~r bI111vlloJ"lIIll1od by rc(crrillJ.( to the terms of the

""d

_lIlftent,
11.0 COIlI'1 1M uol ontitled 10 take inlo consideration
fvldonM dflhflt'N tlw hllll!'III1Hmt ltHelf, Raman Clutty v. Mahomed
tJAD"Mfltl,L,lt 16 CDI. 432 : U(l/ll/lt'a,~I.1t1 v, Bala1ll11ktt1ld, 27 B.L.R.
UIII'.,1iItH~!lf \', Hlllllflullulm, J.I.,R 27

BOlli. 279-rejcrred to.
tho Stamp Act .. where the
,mDllnt or yltlllll Ht
fill' such conveyance as set
rorth lhervl!l " do 1101 IlICIIIl Ihal revenue authorities must have
'Ulftl QUI)' to whItt thv 11IU'IIl,l1! 10 Iho ltlHtrumcnt have elected· to
,t.lf the \1Qlllljl!l,1flllloll 10 ho, hili that the duty mnst be assessed
lh.e I4l1luunl U1' vahl\l of Ihe consideration for the transfer as
:i'
.,' lid IIJli)IIIUI {lXlIlllltlll(JOll of the terms of the instrument as
, ·whol~. A IItlHor eOliveyed a parctl of land to his creditor in
III1.atlMfl\c\lou of his debts. The document contained :J. waiver
nr rClh~Ullll III II l~ertalll lllllll due in respect of interest, and the
tlrCllUtor clInlcndec\ that stamp. duly was· payable only on the
.1I.wlllvud 1'01'11011 of the debt, Ihis alone being the consideration
tn tho doculllClnt. Held, that, having regard to the terms of the
InHlrulllenl, the coiu\iderOltion fdr .the conveyance as set forth
thoreln WllH the cancellation of the whole debt, the principal sums
lind'" porlion Ilf 1Ill: interest being treated as having thereby
hOllll repaid, and the Ir;.\nsferce aJ,(reeing upon the due executidn
ol'llIe conveVlIllllc 'to'waive or release Ihe balance of the interest,
'fhllre Wll"' 110 WillvCJr or release of the portion of interest
lIulcllClllltmlly flf th(J In~trnll1enl, audl,he stamp dilly leviable was
011 tilt! whulillllllllllllt of the (lobt,
THE FINANCIAl" CoMMIIl!lloNI'Il, llUUM~ v. C,H.M.M,L.A.

Tht 'hargh'l:! wnrl1~

III 1\1'1, 23 of
thl) \~oll~l<lcI'ItUon

,. ..
Ij

C1Il('!"I'YAR FUlM .
S'fAT"~mNT8 TO l'OJ.KB Ol'i'I.CEll.

ACCllSF.J)'S IlWlIT 01' USEll

S'l'A'I'U'I'J~ ~I'JI,IlA;l'IVIt'PAI;'r .
S'I'A'I'lIT(ll~Y I,AW, 1~\JUlTY noc'I'Iuj.ms
- - - _ ._., Ol\l,Wh'/'WN "OIl 101\1'1>1'\'
- - - - l'IWV1.~ION 1'1111 Al'l'l(Al. 1'llIl'M AN OIlUY-1I
S'I'ol'I'AOl~ 01' INT((IWIl1'.

'J'J(NUllH IIi" 1)1(1\'1'

S\ICCI!~SION J\l:'r
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(XXXIX
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. SUIT COGNIZAIlLl': lIY COllleT 01' SM/,LL CAlI~I':S

Goons-Alhrllative claim agaillst two dcjo/{iallls1'IailltifJ'sclc:ctioll to take: dt:ere:e: against olle de:ji.!udallt-Sllbseqllcnt
claim againsl the other dcfelldant. The respondent filed a suit
against the appellant and other..; for the price of goods sold and
delivered by him, The plaintiff was in fact seeking to realise
his money from the proprietor of a certain business, and sued
thc appellant and another person L in the alternative as such
proprietor. He eleded to lake and obtained a decree against L.
The rcsl'('mkJlI sl1bsc<fl1cnlly applied to the Conrt to pass a decree
against the appellant also. Held. that the claim was made
;l~ains( the dckllc1ants nut jointly but only in the alternative, and
1hal the plaintiff having elected to take his decree against L was
prcdudcd thereafter from obtaining a decree against the appellant.

SUIT HlH PIUCJ-: 01"
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Moo;e v. Flatiagatt, (1920).1 KB. 917; Morel Bros. &> Co., Ltd. v.
Earl of Westmorland, (1904) A.C. 11; Scarf v. Jardine, 7 A.C.
345-referred to..
U Po SEIN V. E. M. BOD!

...

...

_

186

TRIAL-Retord of evidetu:e-Notes {md memoranda· ·of
eVidence nota part of tlte record of tlte case~Regular trial in
SummOtlS atld Warrant cases-Crin/ittal Procedure Code (Act
V of 1898), ss. 263, 264, 355, 356; Cit. XXII. In a summary
trial under Chapter XXII of the Criminal Procedure Code, whethcr
an appeal lies under s. 264 of the Code or no appeal lies under
s.263, in eithcr case there is no obligation upon the magistrate or
Bench of magistrates to record the evidencc of the witnesscs at
the trial. Sections 355 and 356 of the Code apply 10 thc evidellce
taken at the trial of a summons case and a warrant case respectively but have no application to a summary trial. If in a SUIllmary trial a magistrate or Bench of magistrates elect to take noles
or make a memorandum of the evidence such notes or memoranda'
form no part of the record of the case, and are not to be included.
either in the main file or in the process file of the record of the
case. Emperor v. Chimatllal,29 Born. L.R. 710; Emperor v.
Ismail, I.L,R.. 49 All. 562; Emperor v. Tiwari, I.L.R. .49 All.
261 ;. Maltdab Chatldra Saha v. Emperor, I.L.R. 53 Cal. 738 ; Kuchi
v. King-Emperor, 3 L.B.R. 3 ; In re Tippatma, 36 Born. L.R. 21.2ref(!;'Yred to. Statish Chandra Milra v. Manmatha Nath Mitl'a,
I.L.R. 48 Cal. 280- dissented from.

SUMMARY

KING-EMPEROR
SUSPENSION OF PAYMENT.

v.

MAUNG Po SAW'

....

INABILiTY TO PAY DEBTS

TAX ON 'LANDS COVER:ED BY BUILDINGS
TAXING STATUTE, CONSTRUCTION OF·
TENDENCY OF NEWSPAPER ARTICLES, EVIDENCE

•••

...

THATHANABAING-Jurisdictiotz in disputes of Civil 111l/ure' bd1t!ce;1
monks-JuriSdiction of Civil Courts-Upper Bur1lla Civil JI1,,/I(;('
Regulatioll /VIII of 1886l, s.3-Civil Procedure Cod,> (Ae/ l' oj
19081, s. 9-Rules of voluntary associa/iom-Ol1r.~lIl'"oj laWI
do{!.ma-Noll-interference by ConY/s-Col1rl'.~ ~1I/ilrc~"'rJl1l (i! 1111".
and :dccrces of associatiolJ.~-Arl)ifrllll(l1i-Jfr(lt:I,rlllr~ tlll/ItIIl'IN.
ltatural jus/icc-Office, fU1II:/i01111 /III j'l.rlsllid/lll/ 0/ 'l'halhanaballlJ,(
lIIuler 'lie UI1YUWSe killgs--Thathallabahig's a~lllad-"C(/.".sell.~IICII"
jltlrisdicIiOfI-Uhiklchus' ordillatiou-Sljbmissioll to tlte Nulesof tbe
Vinaya--lVo ll11dertakitlg to obey Thathanabaing, After Ihe Brilish
annexation of Upper Burma and the establishment of Civil Cottrtll
under the provisions of the Upper Burma Civil Justice Regulation,
enacted pursuanl'to the provisions '"Of th, Government of India
Act,1870, the, ThaTtanabaing and/or the Burmese' Buddhist
hierarchy did not retain or possess any exclusive juril;dictiou· to
decide' all disputes between members of the Order, whether or
not the disputes involved the determination of a question relating
to the right to property or other civil rights.,_ The Civil Courts as
constituted by law in Burma alone' are vested with jurisdiction to
determine disputes respecting civil rights as Courts of law" and
will remain so' vested unless and until their jurisdiction is abro{(ated by a statutory enactment passed by an authority duly
constituted in that behalf. A Court of law will not interfcre with
the rules of a voluntary association except for the purpose of
protecting some civil right or interest which is said to be infringed
by their operation. Nor V\~II it cnter into questions of disputed
doctrine, when iUs not necessary to do so in conncction with Civil
rights. Ill' so Jar as the Burmese Buddhist Community in
accordance with the rUles onhe Communitr in that behalf duly
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determlncs any questioll of faith, dogma, or practice, ihN()uld be
against Iraditio1l and practice for the Civil Courts to interfere
wilh the dccision so arrived at. Forbes v. Eden, L.R.l'H.L.
tHe. & D.I 56!l-fvIlO1oeti, Where any religious or other lawful
association has not only agreed on the terms of its uriion, but has
also constituted a tribunal to determine whether the rules of the
assochllion have been violated by any of its mem\;lers or not, and.
what shall be the consequence of such violation, the decision of .
such tribunal will be, binding when it has acted within the scope
of its auth ority, has observed such forms as the rules require if
any forms be prescribed, and, H not, has proceeded in a manner
consonant with the principles of justice. In such cases the
tribunals so COnstituted are not in any sense Courts; they derive
no authority from the Cn.wn ; they have no power of their own
to enforce their sentences; they must apply for' that purpose to
the Courts established by law·. and such Courts will give effect to
their decision, as they give effc.:ct to the decisions of arbitrators,
who!le jurlsdletllJn rests entirely upon the agreement of the parties.
1,01l;!. v. Tlte l.ord IJMwp (I} Cape 7'011111. 1 Moo. P.C. (N.S.) 411!olluwl,tl. If nrbflrator. del,i<lc a case without giving a party an
Ol'rortllnlly or bebl" prelcnt or of prescnting his case before the
Irlbulllll It 1.11 vloll\lIon of natural juslktt that wholly vitiates the
aWllrd hat I. llIadc.. L(l.~s01l v. Ge1leral GUUllcil of Medical
RII/ltal/u/I,43 C.D. 3116; Mlleleall v. n,e Workers' U1~ioll, (1929.)
ICh. 602; ~t/larl v, Jlall~hlcy l;aroch;ltl Church Council, (1935)
1 Ch. 4S2-'l'lfefrt't1 Ie.. 'I hl'l ol'lice functions and jurisdiction of
tho 7'IIQl/tll//Ii/lllltlg bf,lfol'o the British annexation cannot be ilscertallied with ct'rlalnty. 'J'hu 1·lltIlIlIltIlI/lllitt;!..~ were appointed to
rrevout COrrll!lt1on of tho BnddhlHI scrlplurc8 and to purge Ihe
Order of IIndc.lrnble chllracterH. III COurse of time they elaimt:d
lUld wcrCl .omelhne. permilled 10 decide not only questions
rclatln~ to dogma lmel <lIsclpIiIlC, but also disputes concerning
civil matters that arose betwecn members of the Order, as well as
between such persons and laymen. III the Re~ulatlon establishing
the Civil Courts in Upper Burma the tribunals of the ThaI/utilI/baing are not mentioned, and no jurisdiction of any. sort or· kind
has hoen conferred IIpon the Thathanabaing by any authority
competent Ii). that behalf... The recognition of the' Taunggwin
Sayadaw1tIr" Tllalllmta/laift/t by the Lieut&nant-Governot under
tho SIII/ml 01 1903 had no legal operation. The Thathanabaing'~
1I111horlly hl\" provAlled only In Upper Burma; the Lower Burma
IIn(1<lhl.l" do lIot recOllnlze· hlH jllrlsdlction.. There is no .
'1 OOI1"Onlnlll" JurlMll\ctlon conferred upon him by.thc bhikklt/ls
tlllmm'lvCK lit If!tilrordlllllllon. Nellhtlr tho Thal/l(I1ta1J(/i1/~'.nor
Iho hlorarch)' Ket up hy him 111'0 monllollcd 111 the Vilillyll, wllich
com prll@lIlhI22.71'11Ielby whlch tho slltllllUlo~ are govern(·d. The
billUh" 1\1 hi. ordhUltlolI undertakcs to obHervc thc~e rules of
c(llIducl I bllt he dool 1I0t oxrrculy 01' hnplledly give :lIIy underIllklnJ( In ohey Iho1,,,,,tllltlllltltll'/~. or to abIde by his decisions or
nf hi, IrlhulIllll. Kuch 1\11 undertaking wmlld run (OOllllter to the
rllia. lAid down III Ihe Vltlilva for the selllelllent of the disputes
amulll( mOmbgrM oHho N""1l1/a. II lI':a v. U }'yirlllya. (1892-96\·
2 U.Il,l(, 89 Illd ulhor 1J""t'M fnllowlng that case- 01ltrruletl. A
dllllluto "roil! haiwooll tho rarlieH 10 the sUi~ who we.re all bhikk/ms
with rO'I,oct 10 tho r1llht of ownerHhlp III ccrtllll land and a
~tJl"'. orOl,llod Ihoreon lit Pnkakku In Upper Hurma. At the
InMhUlCO of tho (llallltlfr (ro'rondcnt) the defendants (appellants)
wlro MUlUmollod by a Sn.VIlIIIl7tJ, purporting to act under the,
1\\llhorlly of thl' 7'Iltltll/llttl 11111 tt;!., to appear before him. The
dl'f"ndllUlll dltl'II, hllilhert'nrtcr ohJected to the Saynda7v deciding
Iho \lit." UII tho (trllllllli of his Illterest in the propert' in dispute.
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Notwithstanding the protest of the defendants and their. absence
from all subsequent proceedings, the Thathanabaing and his
·councillors decided the dispute in favour of the plaintiff. A.
petition was then presented in· the form of a ~uit to the Assistant
District Court of l)akokku to pass a deCree in terms of the decision
of the Thathatiabaitlg, and the Court passed a decree to that effect.
The defendants appealed. Held, reversing the decree, that the
Th'lthatlabaitlg had 110 jurisdiction to decide civil disputes, and,
even if his decision could be treated as an award, it was contrary
to natural justice on account of the procedure adopted by the
arbitrators.
U P'YINNYA
THIHA v. U OTTAMA
.,.
.-,
(IVoF 1882 AND XXOF 1929), s.53A •••
-----~--~----....,..------, ss. 53 (A),
58Id),59
----~----.,.----'-----------,
SS. 88, 89 .
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT

648

17

----'---:-- "THE WHOLE SOLVI1NCY" OF D];;BTOR

274
325
457
192

TRIAL BY HIGH COURT AT SESSIOl'S, ApPEAL

104

TRANSFER OF SUIT, ORDER NOT APPEALABLE

- - - BY JURY, JUDGE'S CHAUGE

141

....

104

- - UNDER CH. 33, CRlMINALPROCEDURE CODE

27
·648
648

TRUSTEES, BENGAL];;E MloSQUE
UPPER BURM.-i CIVIL JUSTICE REGULATION

(VIII OF 1886), S. 3

VINAYA RULES
VOLUI'TARYAS~OCIATION.RuLES,ENFORCEMENT BY ·COURT.
Vtl AIVER OF DEBT, STAMp· Duni
- - _ . AND ESTOPPEL, IJISTII'CTION

648
613
256
43

- - - - OF LIMITATION
WAKF

...

•••

..•

..,

It I

114

(,'19

pllllis1lalJle 11'it1l ill/prisolllllml "'II( 11'lIi-AlldU/IJII
of wlliPj>illg- W1Iipj>ing il/lielf oj itllprl,\("II/WI/I-ll. '1I11 1 ()Ild~ (Atl
Xl.V of 18.60), S, 3ZS-WIilP/'iIIj,( flJl/fma illlll'III'1I1d1l11 Alit 1I1.14rll/l/
Act VJJI of 1927/, N, 3. Ilml\11' lho prnvlnlollM of M, 3 or tbe Whippi"" (Burma AlllOlldmoul) Ad, 11,127, Ille hl~I,1 In add whlpphll~
to a sClllellcc of ImprlcOlllll{'II( alolle or to a pentence of imprison ..
ment and nne for an oFfence under s.325 of the Pell;.!l Code.
Imprisonment is imperaliv(, under the sectiolJ, whilst fine, ill
addition to impris.onment,. is optional. Fine alone cannot be
imposed, and whipping added in lieu of imprisonment. Empcror
v. Kisltel1 Si1lgh, I.L.R.46 All. 174; Kiug-EmpcmY v. 7'ha. Kiu,
5 L.B.R. 22; . Nassir v. Clwllder, 9 W.R. (Cr.) 41; QtlC,:/I v.
Pes!lagut', 2 ''\T.R. (Cr.) 32; Qucm-Empress v. ])a'gadll, IL.R 16
Bom. 357;. VarQdarajttltt v. Emperor, A.I.R. (1925) Mad.. 1inreferred to.

WHlI'l'ING-Offmec
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WHIPPING (BURMA.A~fENDMENTI ACT (BURMA ACT

VIII

01'"

1917), S. 3

liS
I, 570

WITNESS' STATEME:ITs IN POLICE DrARIES

ACT (VIII OF 1923), s. 3-Accidenf" adsil1g out of" and "in the course of his emplo}'1IIC1J.l'·-Nish
itteidettfal to employment-Risk commolt to a tl persolls-Conr se of

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

employment, what is-JouY1!ey to and fr011l work-JifTorkl1lalt whell
free and when under. oYders of his master- Work11lallOll tlte 1CIa)·
to his work-Choice of route and time his O'iotl_Dcat/r. bv snake·
bite-MasleY's liability-Ambit of e11lploYl1lclIt. Under the provillions of th~ Worlll:qeJ:l's Compensatiol1 Ayt :if' aycidept l~lll~;t not

"
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only occur •• in the course of", that is to say during, actual
employment. but in addition must arise" out of "it An :!Ccident
arises out of the employment where it results from a risk incidental to the employment, as distin~shedfrom a risk common to all
mankind, although the risk incidental to the employment may
include a risk common to all mankind. Charles Da'llidsotJ & Co. v.
M'Robb, (1918) A.C. 304; Parker v. Owners of ShiP Black Rock,
(1915) A.C. 725; Pierce v. Pro'llidetlt Clothing' & SuPjJly Co~ Ltd.,
(1911) 1 K.B. 997-referrcd to. An employer is not liable to
compensate a workman for an injury that has been caused by
reason of the workman being exposed to a risk to which all persons
who happened lawfully to be present at the time and place of the
accident would be subjected, unless the workman.at such time and
place was exposed to an exceptional risk of sustaining the injury
by reason of the work which he was engaged py the employer to
-carry out. Atzdrew v. Fai/sworlh ltzdustrial Society, (1904) 2 K.Bo
32; Craske v. Wigat/, (1909) 2 K.B. 635; Kite/ret/ham v. OWtlCrs of
SS. ]ohamlCsburg, (1911) 1 K.B. 523-referred to. A workman is
acting" in the course of" his employment when he is engaged in
. doing something that he was employed to do, or, in other words
when he is doing something in discharge of a duty to his emplo)'er
directly or indirectly imposed upon him by his contract of service.
It maybe an incident of the employment that the. journey to and
from work-falls within the employment, because the employer has
indicated that route and the. workman owes. the duty .to obey.
But the mere lact that the workman is going to or coming from
bis work, although it is a necessary incident of his emplO)'lllellt, is
not enough. A useful test. in many cases is' whether at .the
moment· of the accident the em'ployer would have been entitled 10
give the workman an order, which the man would have owed a
duty 10 obey. St. Helms Colliery Co:, Ltd. v. HewitsutJ, (1924)
A.C. 59; Newtul/ v. Gllest, etc., Ltd•• 135 L.T. 3&6 ; Sparey v. Bat"
Rural District CoutICil, 43 T.L.R. 87-refcrred to. A drilling
cooly employed by the :ippellant company had his quarters
provided by the comp~ny some .four miles distant from the well
whete he vvorked. There were UJree routes from the quarters to
the well~ and the employes c.hose their own route. One evening
the.cooly le!thi,s_quarfers for work early, and' chose a· I<;mger
routein'order to meet a cor. ,panion in a village on his way to ilie
well. After leavin~ the village he was bitten by a snake on the
road and lost his life. The mother and the wife of the deceased
claimed compensation. Held, that the accident which causedthe
death of the workman did not 'C arise out of " or c. in th~ course'of ,ms employment "He chose his own time and route. and was his.
own master until he presented himself for duty at.the well at Ihe
appointed time for work. Although it was in consequence of his
employment that he happened to be at the spot where he was
bitten he was not there in fulfilment of any duty that he owed to
the ·company. 'fhe fatal accident did not "arise out of" his
'. employment: the snake bite which caused his death was a misfortune iliat might have befallen any person who happened to be
. passing along the ronte on the night in question. When and
where for the purposes of the Workmen's Compensation Act the
course of a workman's employment begins or ends is a question
of fact that depends upon the circumstances of each case.
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